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CHAPTER 9
RLL CCJPIaM
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9.1 INTWDLXM.ON
A

Divergence experienced

during rolling maneuvers has

frequently been

referred to as "inertial coupling." This leads to a misconception of the
problems involved. The divergence experierced during rolling maneuvers is
complex because it involves not only inertial properties, but aerodynamic
ones as well.

The material in this chapter is intended to offer a physical
explanation of the more important causes of roll coupling.
Coupling results when a disturbance about one aircraft axis causes a
disturbance about another axis.
An example of uncoupled motion is the
d-sturbance created by an elevator deflection.
The resulting motion is
reetrizted to pitching motion, and no disturbance occurs in yaw or roll. An
examrl of coupled motion is the disturbance created by a rudder deflection.
*

The ensming motion will be some ccubination of both yawing and rolling that
resuJ.ts in coupling problems large enough to threaten the structural integrity
There are numierous contributions to thm roll coupling characteristics of
an aircraft. Only three will be considered here:
Inertial Coupling
The 1XZ Effect

Aerody~naic CoupliNg
These

effects

occur

siiultanecly

in

a

ccnplex

fashion.

Therefore,

divergence cannot be predicted by analyzing these effects separately. The
cmaplicated interrelationship of these paraneters can best be seen by
analyzing the aircraft equations of motion.
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Consider Equations 9.1 - 9.3, derived fron moment equations.

In each case,

first term on the right-hand side of the equations represents the
aerodynamic contribution, the second term the inertial contribution, and the
the

third term the Ixz effects.

It can be seen that these three contributions to

roll coupling can ocmbine to adversely or proversely affect pitch, roll, and
yaw acceleration, and thus the tendency for the aircraft to diverge.
"Dixergence" in roll coupling is characterized by a departure from the
intended flight path that will result in either loss of control or structural
failure.

As defined, this " divergence" is what we are concerned with in roll

coupling.

Smaller roll coupling effects that do not result in divergence will

not be considered.

It: should be noted that divergence about any one axis will

be closely followed by.divergence about the others.
9.2

D£MTIAL CCUPLING
Inertial cou ling did not becone a problem until the introduction of the

century series aircraft.

As the fighter plane evolved fran the conventional

design of the P-47 and P-51, through the first jet fighter, the F-80, and then
to the F-100 and other century series aircraft, there. was a steady change in
the weight distribution.

During this evolution, more and more weight was

concentrated in the fuselage as the aircraft's wings grew thinner and shorter.
7his shift of weight caused relationships between the moments of inertia to
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change.

As more weight was concentrated along the longitudinal axis, the

moment of inertia about the x axis decreased relative to the moments of
inertia about the y and z axis.

This phenomena increases the coupling between

the lateral and longitudinal equations.

This can be seen by examining Equa-

tion 9.2

pr (y-

_ (p

2)

XZ

(9.2)

As Ix becomes much smaller than Iz, the mment of inertia difference term
(I - I) /y can become large.
If a roll rate is introduced, the term
pr (I x - Iz )/Iy may become large enough to cause an uncontrollable pitch
acceleration.
Modern fighter design is characterized by a long, slender, high density
fuselage with short, thin wings.

This results in a roll inertia which is

quite small in carparison to the pitch and yaw inertia.

The more conventional

low speed aircraft may have a wingspan greater than the fuselage length and a
great deal of weight concentrated in the wings.
A ocmparison of these
configurations is presented in Figure 9.1.
T-38

B-59

MMUR
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CaMIOAaL

MUM AIPRkRPTI DEIGN

The mass distribution of these aircraft can be represented by a pair of
dumbbells. The axis with the larger dumbbell will tend to align itself with
the plane that is

perpendicular to the roll axis.

Therefore,

coupling for the B-57 is different than that of the T-38.

inertial

A roll will have

little effect on angle of attack for the B-57 and increase it for the T-38.
The conventional B-57 design presents considerable resistance to rotation
about the x axis and does not generate high roll rates. On the other hand,
the T-38 design presents a relatively small resistance to rotation about the x
axis and attains high rates of roll. High roll rates enhance the tendency
toward inertial coupling.
This analysis of inertial coupling will consider
different axes, the inertial axis and the aerodynamic axis.

rolls

about

two

The inertial axis

is forned by a line connecting the aircraft's two "centers of inertia" as
shown ýi

Figure 9.2.

The aerodynamic axis is the stability x axis first

introduced in the investigation of the left-hand side of the equations of
motion.

It is merely the line of the relative wind.

roll is generally assumed to be about this axis.

Aircraft rotation in a

To visualize this, recall

that to produce a rolling manent a differential in lift must be created on the
wings. For the time being, let us assume that the aircraft will roll about
the relative wind, or aerodynamic axis.

FMGURE 9.2.
First,

consi.cer a

AIRAFT
U
NlI, I'AL AXIS

roll when the aerodynamic and inertial

axes are

coincident as illustrated in Figure 9.3.
In this case, there is no force
created by the centers of inertia that will cause the aircraft to be diverted

9.4

from its intended flight path, and no inertial coupling results. Now, observe
uhat happens when the inertial axis is displaced from the aerodynamic axis.

FIGURE 9.3.

O

AERDD•AMC AND INERTIAL AXES COINCIDEN

As the aircraft is rotating about the aerodynamic axis, centrifugal force will
act on the centers of inertia.
Remenbering that centrifugal force acts
perpendicular to the axis of rotation, it can be seen that a nmvent will be
created by this centrifugal force. For the case depicted in Figure 9.4, where
the aerodynamic axis is depressed below the inertial axis, a pitch up will
restilt.

Conversely, if the aerodynamic axis is above the inertial axis, a
pitch down will result.

CM

_,Moat AERODYNAMIC AXIS

FIGURE 9.4.

AEMYANIC AND INERTIAL AkE NOWOINCIDT

To appreciate the magnitude of the moment thus developed, refer to Figure
9.4 and consider the following:
mV21
Centrifugal Force (CF)

VTangential

= rw

=

=

(9.7)

Tanetial

r

(9.8)

rp

Therefore,
CF = mrp2
The moment created by this centrifugal force is
M =

(CF) (d)

For modern designs, m is large.
wing.

=

mrp 2d

(9.9)

Also, r will be larger for a low aspect ratio

(The aircraft will operate at a higher angle of attack.)

As previously

discussed, p will be large. For long, dense fuselages, d will be large.
Thus, the mnment created by inertial coupling will be large.
9.3 THE Ixz EVEC=
hree products of inertia (Iy,
,xtion

for a rigid aircraft.

equal to zero.

However,

tlh

Iyz, and Ixz) aar

By virtue of synwtry,

in the eiuations of
Ixy and ly

are both

product of inertia Ixz can be of an appreciable

magnitude and can have a significant effect on the xvll characteristics of an

ai-raft.
Ine parameter, Ixz, can be thought of as a measure of the nonuniformity
of a nass distribution along the x axis, and the mass of the aircraft can be
considered to be concentrated on this axis. The axis about which Ixz = 0 is
defined as the inertial axis.
The Ixz parameter is a measure of how the inertial axis is displaced from
the aircraft x axis. A typical aircraft design can be represented by two
It can be
centers of mass in the xz plane designated m1 and m.
2 in Figure 9.5.
seen that if th, aircraft is rolled about the x axis, a pitch down will
result.

The inertial pitching moment (up or down) generated by a roll is

9.6

k

*

function of (1) the axis about which the roll is performed and (2) the
inclination of the inertial axis with respect to the roll axis. A roll about
the aerodynamic axis in Figure 9.6a will produce a pitch down while the same
roll in Figure 9.6b will produce a pitch up. Thus, when an aircraft is rolled
about an axis which differs from its inertial axis, pitching moments develop
which tend to cause the aircraft to depart from its intended flight path.
Depending

on its orientation,

the I

parameter modifies the effect of

inertial coupling.
xl

INERTIAL AXIS

FIGURE 9.5.

INERTIAL AXIS BELOW AERDDYNAMIC AXIS

To appreciate the magnitude of this parameter, consider Figure 9.5.
Equation 9.9, the mnent prodLw.ed by the forward center of mass is,
(C.F.) (xI)

9.7

= mix 1 p 2 Zl

From

S=
(9.10)

X-AXIS

X-AXIS

INERTIAL AXIS
ILAERODYNAMIC
INERTILAXISAERODYNAMIC
AXIS
()
(A)

FIGURE 9.6.

Sir,•ilarly,

THE Ixz

MF=CI

the mnomnt produced by the aft center of niass is
N22

(9.11)

The total pitch moment is therefore
MT

-4

1

+'

2

1

1 P2z I

p2 (m,xlz 1 + mj 2 z 2 )

+'m2

2 p2z 2

(9.12)
(9.13)

But for a si;lified system
Ixz

mlz1 + '2j

2z 2

(9.14)

Theref-ce,
MT

(911.

Thus, it can be seen that the magnitude of the pitching nxzuent depends on
the roll rate and the magnitude of the Ixz parameter relative to the roll
axis.
9.4

AEF)D••AMIC COUPLING

This analysis of roll coupling is not cice-rTied with all aerodynaidc
coupling terms(¢
C
OnaICC r, CL , etc..
Only the "kir-matic coupling"
6a

r

aspects of aerodynamic coupling will be considered.

9.8

Kinematic coupling is the actual interchange of a and 8 during a rolling
maneuver.

This interohange is an important means by which the longitudinal
and lateral motions are capable of influencing each other during a rapid roll.
To understand how this interchange of a and 8 occurs, consider Figure
9.7.

In this figure the aircraft is assumed to have either infinitely large

inertia or negligible stability.

Thus it will roll about its inertial axis.

In (I) the aircraft initiates a roll from a positive angle of attack. In (II)
the initial angle of attack is converted to a positive sideslip angle of equal
magnitude after 900 of roll.

In (III) the aircraft has again exchanged 8 and
a and after 1800 of roll has an angle of attack equal in magnitude but

opposite in sign to the original a.
this

-

The interchange continues and in (IV)

a is converted to - 8.

!

IV

FIGLRE 9.7.

KINSIATIC COJPLING. IUhLLElNG OF AN AII•|ULr
WITH INFINITELY LARGE INEWIA (T%
NIMLIGIB=E
STABILITY IN PI¶li AM YAW

Next, consider an aircraft with bifinitb.y large stability in pitch and yaw or
negligible inertia.

Refer to Figure 9.8.

IV
FIGURE 9.8.

R)LLING OF AN
NO KINEMATIC CCUPLING.
AIflRTOW7 WITH INFINITELY LARGE STABILITY

OR NW3LIGIBLE INERTIA IN PI7CH AND YAW

In this case, the aircraft will roll about its aercdynwiic axis, and no
interciarge of a or 8 will occur.
Since aixcraft do not have infinitely large inertia or stability, neither
of thase extr-nes can occur.
result during a roll.
relative

values

of C

Some coitination of these effects will always

The vn~it of
and C

kinematic coupling will depen-d upon the

and roll rates.

This can be shown with two

eiipirical relationships:
= -Kpa

(9.16)

These relationships shcw that any roll rate will cause an interchange of
ct and S. 7he exact amount depends on the magnitude of H whicdh is determined by
the relative values of the nxients of inertia and Cm and C

It can also be

seen tlat for a given aircraft, the rate of interchange of ct and 8 deperds on

the roll rate.

7he higher the roll rate, the greater the kinematic coupling.

As roll rate increases, a point is reached where the stability of the aircraft

9.10

is insufficient to counter the a and 8 build up.

This divergence could
ultimately result in departure from controlled flight. This point is of
special interest to designers and is often the subject of an in-depth
mathematical analysis.

Although little can be determined from Equations 9.16

and 9.17, they provide a basis for showing how an aircraft's dynamic response
can be used to make sone rough predictions about the kinematic coupling
characteristics. It has been shown in dynamics that the natural frequency of
the short period mode is a function of Cm
Lrewise the natural frequency
of the Dutch Roll mode is a function of Ch
Assume that an aircyaft is rolled at a rate that creates a disturbance in
a at a rate equal to the maximu= rate that the natural aircraft stability can
damp out the disturbance. Thus,
8

Kpp

=

f ('n) Dutch Roll

(9.18)

In this case, there would be no buildup of 8, and a condition of neutral
stability in yaw would result. However, if the roll rate were increased
slightly above this value, then successively larger increases in 8 would occur
and divergence would result.
an initial disturbance in a.

This analysis can also be followed through for
It is not important which diverges first, a or

8, since any divergence about one axis will quickly drive the other divergent.
As a matter of interest however, supersonically Cn decreases more rapidly
than Cm and therefore,
a
supersonically.

most modern

aircraft

will diverge in yaw

It can be shown on an analog comp)uter that when Cm

=

first,

a stable

condition will c:xist at all roll rates. This is often referred to as a "tuned
condition", and is a possible dodge for an aircraft designer to use in a
critical flight area. However, it is difficult to capitalize on this occurrence bWcause of the wide variation of the stability derivatives with Mach.

9.11

It may be that an aircraft will possess stability parametexr such that a
roll coupling problem exists at a qiven roil rate. However, if a relatively
long time is required before large ;clue3 ot a aid 3 are generated, then the
aircraft may be rolled at the maximum value by rustricting the aircraft to one
3600 roll. In this situation, the aircraft is diverging during the roll, but
at such a slow rate that by the time the aircraft has rolled 3600, the maxi=um
allowable a or 8 of the aircraft has not been exceeded.
9.5 AUTOF~rATICNAL ROILING
It has been shown that during rolling maneuvers, large angles of attack
and sideslip may occtur as a result of inertial and kinematic coupling. For
some aircraft, certain conditions of a and 8 will produce a rolling nxaent
that is in the same direction as the roll. If this mnet is equal or greater
than the mcment created by roll danping, the airplane will continue an
uncoo•anded roll. In socw cases, it may not be possible to stop the aircraft
frcmi rolling, although full lateral control is held against the roll
direction. This is known as autorotational rolling or "auto roll". There are
various conditions that can cause auto roll. It can occur at a positive or
negative P of attack with any combination of sideslip angle. It is highly
dependent on aerodynamic design. However, flight control and stability
augmentation systems can also have a large effect. Auto roll is nwrmlly
caused by the development of sideslip due to kinematic or iner.tial coupling
and the effect of C once this sideslip has developed. on sowe aircraft with
highly augmented flight control systems, an auto roll may result from control
inputs coamrnded by the system itself.
A good example of auto roll occurs in the F-104 at negative angles of
attack. Ebr analysis sake, let us assume the aircraft is rolled to the right.
In this case the negative a is converted into negative ( (refer to Figure 9.7,
III and IV). The vertical stabilizer for the F-104 is highly effective,
therefore the -8 develops a significant rolling mnrment to the right which
reinforces the rolling motion. Since the P-104 is a fuselage loaded airc-aft,
the rolling uotion causes the airplane to pitch down. This increases the -a
and further complicates the problem

If

9.12

allowed to continue,

this Motion

,e

could diverge until the aircraft departs from controlled flight. If an auno
roll of this type were to begin, the pilot should pull back on the stick to
make a positive. With +a, kinematic coupling will tend to decrease the roll
rate.
Although no analysis of the effects of augmented flight control systems
(SAS, CAS, etc.) will be presented here, note that these types of systems are
prone to cause auto roll tendencies. Rate feedbacks are hard to tailor to
improve ,handling qualities throughout the flight regiLme without adversely
affecting roll coupling tendencies somewhere in that regime. It is up to the
flight teet pilot and engineer to accurately predict where problems may exist
and thoroughly investigate these areas.
9.6 CCNCUISICNS

,

As an aircraft's inertias are disproportionately increased in relation to
its aerodynamic stabilities in pitch and yaw, the aircraft will be liable to
pitching and yawing motions during rolling maneuvers. The more typical case
is a divergence in yaw by virtue of an inadequate value of Cn,.
The peak loads resulting fron roll coupling generally increase in
proportion to the initial incidence of the inertial axis and progressively
with the duration of the roll and the rapidity of aileron application at the
beginniug and the end of the maneuver. The most s•evre cases naturally should
be expected in a flight regime of low C and high dynamic pressures.
The rolling pull-out maneuver in a high performance aircraft is
especially dangerous. It cowbines many unfavorable features: high speed,
henoe high roll rate capability; high acceleration which favors poor
coordination and inadvertent excitation of transients by the pilot; and high
dynamic pressures which at large values of a and 8 may break the aircraft.
Most high performance aircraft incorporate roll rate limiters in addition
to angular damping augmentors. In these aircraft, a lateral control with
enough pcwwr fir lw speed is almost certain to be too powerful for high
speeds. Fortunately, limiters of various kinds are not too difficult to

*.•

hoorporate in a fully powered control system.

q.13

it is obvious that flight testing in suspected regions of roLl coupling
warrants a cautious methodical approach and must be acccmpanied by thorough
camputer studies that stay current with the flight test data.

The only way

that the pilot can discover the exact critical roll limit in flight is when he
exceeds it,

which is obviously not the approach to take.

Because of this,

flight tests are generally discontinued when conputer studies indicate that
the next data point may be "over the line".
The following example is cited.

The Bell X-2 rocket ship was launched

from its mother ship at Edwards in 1956.

The pilot flew a perfect profile,

but the rocket engine burned a few critical seconds longer than the engineers
r-edicted, resulting in a greater speed (Mach 3.2) and greater altitude
(119,800 feet) than planned.
Unknown to the pilot, he was progressively
running out of directional stability. When he was over the point at which he
hao, preplanned to start his turn toward Roger's Dry Lake he actuated his
controls.

The X-2 went divergent with a resultant loss of control.

The

accident investigation revealed the cause to be a greater loss in directional
stability than planned, resulting in divergent roll coupling.
combination of reasonable piloting restrictions coupled with increased
directional stability has provided the solution to roll coupling problems in
the priseit generation of aircraft.

The problem is one of understanding since

a thinking pilot would no more exceed the roll limitations imposed on an
aircraft than he would the structural "G"limitations.
Besides pilot e&ucatica, some other methods to eliminate roll coupling
diergence are:
1.*

o11l Rate Limithrs

2.

Angular Dawping Augndntors

3.

Placarded Roll Limits, such as:

a.

"G" limits

b.

Total allowab]- roll at maxinun rate

c.

Altitude limits

d.

Nich limits

e.

Flap positicn limits

9.14
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PRCBLEMS

9.1. Given the following sketch and the fact that centrifugal force
2
mV TMN/r,
derive an expression for pitching mument as a function of ct.

=

Make a sketch.

AERO

re

•AXIS

9.2. Given the following expressions taken fran AFFTC-TR-79-18
Angle-of-Attack Report)
= q-tan8

(poosa +r sin a)+

Z
mVcos a coss

+r tan atan a
mVcos 8

y
8= psinat-rcos a + m Vcos
a
assume small anglos (a, 8) and negligible forces (Y, Z);
show that

cx

=

q-p8
pa-r

8

9.15

(F-16 High

9.3. Use the above expressions for & and 4 and the expressions below:
(Assume a "principal axes" system)
Gy =
Gz

qIy - rp (I, - Ix) + (p2 _ r)

=

m = Cm

Iz -

Ixz

(Ix - ly) + (qr -

) Ixz

n = Ch

8 qSU

aqSU

Consider that for neutral divergence stability p = r - a = 8 = 0.

Show that the critical roll rate for pitch and yaw divergence is
2=

Cm qUa
IX - Iz

PZ

Cn qSF

py

9.16

6%

9.1. 14 =

2p 2 sin 2m
2
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CHAPT1R 10
HIGH ANGLE CP AMTK
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O

10.1

ERAL ITOE

I

TO HIGH ANE-M-ATTAO

FLIGHT

Fran the designer to the pilot, everyone associated with the flying
qualities of high performance military aircraft, particularly of the fighter

or attack variety, is or should be aware of the importance of the high
angle of attack flight regime. It is here that the aircraft will spend a
significant amount of its time when performing the mission for which it was
designed. It is here that the aircraft must display its most outstanding
performance. It is also here that the aircraft, when pushed beyond its limits
of controllability, can seemingly defy all laws of physics and principles of
flight with which its surprised and often bewildered pilot is acquainted. The
frequency of inadvertent loss of control at high angle of attack is such that
many cmrbat aircraft pilots are becoming firmly convinced that all pilots may
be divided into two categories: those %hohave departed controlled flight,
and those who will. Most thoroughly convinced are those pilots who fall into
the former category.
, ve unfortunate fact concerning departure from controlled flight at high
angle of attack is that many aircraft and pilots are lost each year due to
failure to recouver from the out-of-control flight condition.
The
ciraumstanoes surrounding the losses are varied. Departures frcm controlled
flight may occur unintentionally during high-g maneuvers or intentionally
during a nose-high deceleration to zero airspeed in an attempt to gain an
advantage over an opponent in caitat maneuvering; the aircraft may spin and
the gyration te identified too late for recovery or a steep spiral may be
mistakenly identified as a spin, causing recovery controls to be misapplied.
Mhatewr the circumstances, departures from controlled flight result all too
often in catastrophe (10.1:1).
For this reason, test pilots in particular
must be familiar with every facet of the high angle-of-attack flight regime.
10.2 INTRODUCTION 10 STALLS

,

Stall speed is the minimum steady speed attainable, or usable, in flight.
A siuxien loss of lift occurring at a speed jtst below that for maximn lift is
considered the "comentional" stall, although it has become increasingly
ormwn for the minimum speed to be defined by some other characteristic, such
as a high sink rate, an undesirable attitude, loss of control about any axis,
or a deterioration of handling qualities.
10.1

For rather obvious safety and operational reasons, determination of stall
characteristics is a first-order-of-business item in flight testing a new
aircraft. Stall speeds are also required early in the test program for the
determination of various test speeds.
10.2.1 Separation
Separation, a condition wherein the streamlines fail to follow the body
contours, produces a large disturbed wake behind the body and results in a
pressure distribution greatly different from that of attached flow. Cn an
aircraft, these changes in turn may produce:
a.

A loss of lift (Figure 10.1)

b.

An increase in drag

c.

Control problems due to:
1. Control surfaces operating in the disturbed wake
2. changes in the aerodynamic pitching monent due to a shift in
the center of pressure and an altered downwash angle

d.

A degradation of engine performance

Separation occurs at a point where the boundary layer kinetic energy has
been reduced to zero, therefore the position and amount of separation is a
function of the transport of energy into and out of the boundary layer and
dissipation of energy within the boundary layer.

10.2

I
DEPARTURE FROM
LINEARITY
DUE TO
INCREASING

•.

I
0
•l

SEPARATION

1-0- ARBITRARY
DIVIDING
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L

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a
HIGH SPEED REGIME
I
LOW SPEED REGIME
MACH EFFECTS ARE IMPORTANT I
VISCOUS EFFECTS ARE IMPORTANT
VISCOUS EFFECTS MAY BE
I
MACH EFFECTS MAY BE IGNORED
I
NEGLECTED

FIGURE 10.1.

SEPARATION

Soe factors which contribute to energy transport are:
a.

Turbulent (non-laminar) flow: Higher energy air from upper stream
tubes is mEid into lower stream tubes. This type flow,
characterized by a full velocity profile, occurs at high values of
Reynolds number (Re) and involves microscopic turbulence.

b.

Vortex geneators: 7ese devices produce macroscopic turbulence to
circuatehigh energy air down to lower levels.

c.

Slats and slots: These devices inject high energy air from the
undersideoifthe leading edge into the upper surface boundary layer.

d.

a Layer 0ontrol: The blowing type of Bomdary Layer Oontrol
(BL) injects high energy air into the boundary layer while the
suction type removes low energy air.

TuO exanPies of energy dissipation functions are:

a.

Viscous friction: Energy loss varies with surface roughness and
distance traveled.

b.

Adverse pressure gradient: Boundary layer energy is dissipated as
the air moves against the adverse pressure gradient above a canbared
airfoil section. The rate of energy loss is a function of:

10.3

cturs
Caber,
thickness distribution, and sharp
eages -are
examples.

1.

le.

2.

An8gle of attack - Increased angle of attack steepens the
adverse pressure gradient.

Sowe typical coefficient of lift versus angle of attack (C versus a)
curves illustrating these effects are shown in Figure 10.2.
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FIGURE 10.2.
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10.4

.

10.2.2 Three-Dimensional Effects
A three-dimensional wing exhibits aerodynamic properties considerably
different from those of the two-dimensional airfoil sections of which it is
formed. These differences are related to the planform and the aspect ratio of
the wing.
10.2.3 Planforms
Downwash, a natural consequence of lift production by a real wing of less
than infinite span, reduces the angle of attack at itich the individual wing
sections are operating (Figure 10.3).

THE EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF ATTACK
OF THE AIRFOIL SECTION 18 REDUCED

BY DOWNWASH

"- ANGLE OF ATTACK
"SECTIONANGLE OF ATTACK
-

INDUCED ANGLE OF ATTACK
DOWNWASH ANGLE
S-

FIGURE 10.3.

•)

DNASH EEC'T ON

OF NPTACK
A4ANGLE

An elliptical wing has a constant value of downwash angle along its
entire span. Other planfozrs, howver, have dmwash angles that vary with
position a1Wng the span. As a result, the lift ccefficient for a particular
wing section may be more or less than that of nearby sections, or that of the
overall wing. Airfoil sections in areas of light downwash will be operating
at high angles of attack, and will reach stall first. Stall patterns
distribution, and vary predictably with
tharefore depand on the dowm
planform as slom in Figure 10.4.

10.5

Sweptback and delta planforms suffer frao an inherent spanwise flow
(Figure 10.5). This is caused by the outboard sections being located to the
rear, placing low pressure areas adjacent to relatively high pressure areas.
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SPANWISE FUM

This opanwise flow transports low energy air from the wake of the forward
sections outboarC toward the tips, inviLLyg early separation. Both the
sweptback and C'--.
Ita planforms display tip-first stall patterns.
Pointed or low chord wing tips are unable to hold the tip vortex, which
moves fur-ier inboard with increasing angle of attack, as shon in Figure
10.6.
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The extreme tips operate in upwash and in the absence of aerodynamic
fixes such as twist or droop, are completely stalled at most angles of attack.
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10.2.4

Aspect Fetio

Pspect ratio may be considered an inverse measu-e of how much of the wing
is operating neac the tips. Wings of low aspect ratio (much of the wing near
the tip) require higher angles of attack to produce a given lift.
Te curves shown in Figure 10.7 illustrate several generalities important
to stall characteristics. High aspect ratio wings have relatively steep lift
curve slopes with wll. define
low angle of

attack

peaks at

"

.L

These wings have a relatively

max
(and hence pitch angle)

at the stall,

and are

:isually

characterized by a rather sudden stall break.
Low aspect ratio wings display the reverse characteristics: high angle of
attack (high pitch angXeq) at slow speeds and poorly defined stalls. They can
frequently be flown in a high sink rate cm-ndition to the right of CL
where
drag increases rapidly.

ZS
NIGH ASPECT RATIO
H MODERATE ASPECT RATIO
RATIO

NO SWEEP, CONSTANT
AIRFOIL SECTION,
CONSTANT WING AREA
ANGLE OF ATTACK, a

FIGURE 10.7. ASPEXT RATIO UTEM
10.2.5 Aperodnic Pitching Mi211nt
(in almost all planforms the center of pressure moms forward as the stall
pattern develops, produing a rnseup pitching moment about the aircraft center

of qravity (cg).
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This moment is not great on most straight wing planforms and the
characteristic root stall of these wings adds a compensating nosedown mnment
such that a natural pitchdown tendency exists at high angles of attack. This
occurs because the stalled center section produces much less downwash in the
vicinity of the horizontal tail, decreasing its download.
If the tail
actually enters the turbulent wake, the nosedown moment may be further
intensified due to a decrease in elevator effectiveness. This latter case
usually provides a natural stall warning in the form of an airframe and
control buffet.
On swept-wing and delta planforms the moment produced by the center of
pressure (cp) shift is usually more pronounced and the moment contributed by
the change in dog, wash at the tail is noseup. This occurs because the wing
root section remains unstalled, producing greater lift and greater downwash as
the angle of attack increases. The inboard movement of the tip vortex system
also increases the downwash behind the center of the wing. Horizontal tails,
even in the vicinity of this increased downwash, will produce more download.
If the tail is mounted such that it actually enters the downwash area at high
angles of attack, such as on the F-101, an uncontrollable pitchup may occur.
Many fixes and gimnicks have been used to alter lift distribution and
stall patterns. Tip leading edge extensions, tip slots and slats, tip washout
and droop, fences and root spoilers are but a few. Horizontal tail position
is also subject to much adjustment such as has been necessary on the F-4C.
10.2.6 Load ractor Cbnsiderations
The relationship between load factor (n) and velocity may be seen on a
V-n diagram, as shown in Figure 10.8. Every point along the lift boundary
curve, the position of which is a function of gross weight, altitude, and aircraft configuration, represents a condition of C%1 . (neglecting cases of
insufficient elevator power).
It is important to note that for each configuration, C
occurs at a particular amx' independent of load factor, i.e.,
an aircraft stalls at the same angle of attack and CL in accelerated flight,
with n = 2.0, as it does in unaccelerated flight, with in = 1.0. The total
lif (L) at stall for a given gross weight (W)varies with load factor since
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L = nW. The increased lift at the accelerated stall must be obtained by a
higher dynamic pressure (q).
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Thus stall speed is proportional to n, making accurate control of norml
acceleration of primary inportance during stall tests.
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10.3 INTRODUIIONTOSPINS (10.2: 1-1,1-2)

~

The early glider flights of the Wright brothers often ended by dropping
off on one wing, out of control, with a wingtip eventually striking the Kitty
Hawk, North Carolina, sand in a rotary motion. Mhile the low altitude of
these flights prevented motion frcm developing fully, it seems clear that
these were departures into incipient spins.
In those early days of manned flight the spin was as dangerous as it is
today. Wien the Wright brothers first tried warping the wings to roll into a
turn, they found that the banking was accompanied by a dangerous tendency to
diverge in yaw at high angle of attack. Adding a fixed vertical fin helped
stabilize the 1902 glider, but the loss-of-control problem persisted. Orville
Wright reasoned that a hinged vertical rudder could produce a counter yawing
moment to keep the yaw from starting and thus enable the flyer to remain under
control. This was tried first with rudder deflection connected to the
wing-warp control, then with the pilot controlling the rudder separately. The
fix was effective but required the pilot's constant attention. Proper spin
recovery controls were not generally known until 1916, when flight test
experiments on spin recovery procedures were conducted at the Royal Aircraft
Factory, Farnborough, in an FE-8. Wing Cmuander Macmillan is responsible for
a fascinating early history of the spin in Aeronautics, 1960-62 issues.
Fbr early airplanes the spin recovery technique was at least rational if
not instinctive: forward stick and rudder opposing the yawing motion should
stop the rotation and unstall the wing. Cnce these recovery controls were
known, World War I pilots used the spin as a maneuver to lose altitude without
gaining airspeed. Then in the 1920's same of the more peculiar spin modes
were recognized as problems. Accident sumnaries from that era show spins were
involved in about three percent of all accidents reported and in twenty to
thirty percent of the fatal accidents.
Analytical studies and dynamic wind tunnel testing to reduce the
stall/spin problem ware reported in England as early as 1917. Autorotation
was observed in the wind tunnels, and the first analytical prediction methods
ware developed by Glauert and Lindemann.
Gates and Bryant presented a
ccmprehensive survey of spinning in 1927. About 1930, a method of determining
the flight path and attitude of a spinning aircraft was put into use.
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Rktation rates about and accelerations along the principal axes, as well as
This
vertical velocity were measured and recorded photographically.
information was used to define the motion of the aircraft and could then be
used in conjunction with the analytical prediction methods.
In the 1920's and 1930's, several forms of testing were being performed.
one safety measure used in full-scale testing was to attach external ballast,
that when released would cause the center of gravity of the airplane to move
forward, thus returning the airplane to a controllable configuration. Because
of the hazards involved in stall/spin flight testing, researchers hesitant to
use full-scale aircraft tried free-flight models. One of the early spin
models was dropped from the top of a 100-foot balloon hangar at Langley Field.
This proved an inadequate means of obtaining data, and soon vertical wind
tunnels were being built to investigate spinning (1930 in the United States,
1931 in England).
In 1945, the U.S. Army Air Force dropped an instrumented
model from a Navy blim to study spin entry and recovery.
As jet aircraft were developed, the inertial characteristics of fighters
in particular were changed to the point that spins and other post-stall
motions became more troublesome and even required different recovery
techniques.
most stall/spin problems were identified by the Wright Air
Development Center Spin Symposium; some analysis methods had been developed,
and the electronic digital ccmputer provided a useful tool with which to
examine the stall/spin problem.
Then suddenly the emphasis was shifted to space. With little management
interest and rather poor expectations of improvement, resources for stall/spin
research were quite limited. Our Air Force tended to concentrate on
performance improvements, which have often aggravated stability and control
problems at high angles of attack. Today, a large and costly Air Force
accident record and a renewed emphasis on maneuver capability have led to a
concerted effort to solve the problems associated with aircraft operating in
the stall/spin flight regime.
large aircraft have also experienced stall/spin problems. For example,
several B-58s were lost in spins. Automatic trimming of the control-stick
force was mechanized in such an insidious way that an inattentive pilot might
not be aware of a slowdown to stall speed. Trouble with fuel management could
result in an extreme aft center of gravity, at which B-58 stability and
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control were deteriorated. The C-133, on long flights, would climb to an
altitude approaching its absolute ceiling. Poor stall warning and a vicious
stall while trying to fly there are thought to have caused the disappearance
of several C-133 aircraft. It has became customary to require analysis and
spin tunnel testing of all U.S. military airplanes e;.en though flight
demonstration of large, liw-waneuverability types is limited to stalls with
only moderate control abuse.
The military specification for flying qualities defines good high angle
of attack characteristics in terms that are qualitative rather than
quantitative. The airplane must exhibit adequate stall warning, and in
addition the stall must be easily recoverable. We now emphasize resistance to
violent departures fram controlled flight, while retaining requirements for
recovery from attainable post-stall motions. The definitions of gocd high
angle of attack characteristics will differ for the various classes of
aircraft; but with respect to fighter aircraft, a pilot should not have to
worry about loss of control while flying within his useful maneuver envelope.
We shall need quantitative requirements that will be of more use in the design
stage for all classes of airplanes.
Generally post-stall design and testing have emphasized spins and spin
recovery, taking the point of view that assurance of recoverability from the
worst possible out-of-control situation guarantees safety. This philosophy
falls short in several respects.
Resistance to departure has not been
e2Mhasized adequately. The motions can be disorienting, and recovery control
inputs such as ailerons with the spin are unnatural. And as airplanes grow
larger and heavier, altitude loss becares excessive. F-ill instructions, for
example, are to eject if spin recovery has not commenced upon reaching 15,000
feet altitude. Spins and spin recovery should not be neglected, but emphasis
needs to shift to departure resistance and early recovery.
10.3.1 Definitions
10.3.1.1 Stall Versus Out-Of-Control.
Stalls and associated aerodynamic
ptencm~na have been previously described, but it is worth repeating the formal
definition of a stall frcm page 76 of MIL-F-8785C (Reference 10.3). In terms
of angle of attack, the stall is defined as the lowest of the following:
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a. Angle of attack for the highest steady load factor normal to the
flightpath that can be attained at a given speed or Mach.
b.

Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach, at which abrupt
uncontrollable pitching, rolling, oryawing occurs. Angular limits
of 200 (Classes I, II, or III) or 30 (Class IV) are specified in
Paragraph 3.4.2.1.2 of Reference 10.3.

c.

Angle of attack for a given speed or Mach, at which intolerable
buffeting is encountered.

d.

An arbitrary angle of attack allowed by Paragraph 3.1.9.2.1 of
Reference 10.3, which may be based on such considerations as ability
to perform attitude corrections, excessive sinking speed, or ability
to execute a go-around.

Refetence defines the stall angle of attack more simply: the angle of attack
for maximum usable lift at a given flight condition. This latter definition
is the one most useful in this course, but the student must understand that
"maximum usable lift" is determined from one of the four conditions given
above.
10.3.1.2 Departure. Departure is defined as that event in the post-stall
flight regime that precipitates entry into a PSG, spin, or deep stall
condition (MIL-F-83691A, Reference 10.4, Paragraph 6.3.9). Notice two things
about this definition.
First, departure occurs in the post-stall flight
regime; that is, the stall always precedes departure. It can be inferred then
that the angle of attack for maximum usable lift is always less than the angle
of attack at which departure occurs. The second point is that only one of
three motions may result after departure - the aircraft enters either a PSG,
spin, or deep stall (of course, a PSG can progress into a spin or deep stall).
Implicit in this definition is the implication that an immediate recovery
cannot be attained. For example, a light aircraft whose stall is defined by a
g-break, may reccover immediately if the longitudinal control pressure is
relaxed. However, note that movement or position of controls is not mentioned
in the definition. The same light aircraft that would not depart if control
pressures were relaxed at the stall may depart and enter a spin if pro-spin
controls are applied at the stall. Hnce, in discussing susceptibility or
resistance to departure one must specify control positions as well as loading
and configuration.
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departure event is usually a large amplitude, unccmmanded, and
divergent motion. Such descriptive terms as nose slice or pitch-up are
commnly used to describe the event, large anplitude excursions imply changes
in yaw, roll, or pitch greater than 200 (Class I, II, and III) or 300 (Class
IV) (Reference 10.3, Paragraph 3.4.2.1.2). Uhcomanded motions are motions
not intended by the pilot, even though the control positions are legitimately
causing the departure. The aircraft may not follow the pilot's commands for a
number of reasons: the high angle of attack may render the control surface
ineffective when moved to its desired position; or the pilot may be unable to
position the stick to put the surface in the desired position due to lateral
or transverse g loads. In either of these conditions the aircraft motion is
"uncanded." Finally, a divergent motion is one which either continuously
or periodically increases in amplitude. The T-33 usually exhibits a "bucking"
motion after the stall in which the nose periodically rises and falls.
However, the motion is not divergent unless aggravated by full aft stick or
some other pro-spin control. The T-38 will sametimes exhibit a non-divergent
lateral oscillation near the stall angle of attack. Neither of these motions
are normally counted as departures, though their occurrance does serve as
warning of impending departure if further misapplications of controls are
made. With this sort of background it is easy to see why a departure is so
hard to define, yet is relatively easy for a pilot to recognize. Next, one
must examine the terms "post-stall gyration," "spin" and "deep stalls," used
to define a departure.
10.3.1.3 Post-Stall Gyration. A post-stall gyration is an uncontrolled
motion about one or more axes following departure (Reference 10.4, Paragraph
6.3.10).
PSG is a very difficult term to define concisely because it can
occur in so many different ways. Frequently, the motions are completely
rando about all axes and no more descriptive term than PSG can be applied.
Cn the other hand, a snap roll or a tmible are post-stall gyrations. The main
difficulty lies in distinguishing between a PSG and either the incipient phase
of a spin or an oscillatory spin. The chief distinguishing characteristic is
that a PSG may involve angles of attack that are intermittently below the
airplane's stall angle of attack, wereas a spin always occurs at angles of
attack greater than stall.
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10.3.1.4

Spin.

A spin is a sustained yaw rotation at angles of attack above.
the aircraft's stall angle of attack (Reference 10.4, Paragraph 6.3.11). This
definition bears a bit of explanation in that a spin is certainly not
altogether a yaw rotation. Only the perfect flat spin (a = 900) could satisfy
that constraint. The inference is, however, that the yaw rotation is dominant
in characterizing a spin.

Indeed, to a pilot, the recognition of a sustained

(though not necessarily steady) yaw rate is probably the most important visual
cue that a spin is occurring. Even though roll rate and yaw rate are often of
nearly the same magnitude, the pilot still ordinarily recognizes the spin
because of the yaw rate.

In steep spins (with a relatively close to as), it
s

is quite easy to confuse the roll rate and yaw rate and pilots sametimes have
difficulty in recognizing this type of motion and treating it as a spin. The
steep inverted spin is particularly confusing since the roll and yaw rates are
in opposite directions.
Cnce again though, the yaw rate determines the
direction of the spin and the required control manipulations to recover.

All

in all, it is well to reeneer that the spin is truly a complicated maneuver
involving simultaneous roll, pitch, and yaw rates and high angles of attack.
Even though the overall rotary motion in a spin will probably have
oscillations in pitch, roll, and yaw superimposed upon it, it is still most
easily recognized by its sustained yawing component.
10.3.1.5 Deep Stall. A deep stall is an out-of-control flight condition in
which the airplane is sustained at an angle of attack well beyond that for as
while experiencing negligible rotational velocities (Reference 10.4, Paragraph
6.3.12).
It may be di3tinguished from a PSG by the lack of significant
motions other than a high rate of descent. The deep stall may be a fairly
stable maneuver such as a falling leaf, or it

can be characterized by large

amplitude angle of attack oscillations. For an aircraft to stay in a deep
stalled condition, significant oscillations must be limited to the

longitudinal

axis.

lateral and directional control surfaces are either

stalled or blanked out.

Depending on the pitching morent coefficient,

recovery may or may not be possible.
10.3.2 Susceptibilitýy And Resistance To Departures And Spins
Susceptibility/resistance to departures and spins has become an extremely
imxortant design goal for high performance aircraft.
Reference 10.5 cffers
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Oconvincing
*
proof that such design enphasis is overdue. But, for the designer
to meet this requirement in an aircraft and for the test pilot to test against
this requiraement, it is essential that the words "susceptible" and "resistant"

be understood alike by all concerned.
Susceptibility to departures and spins is normally determined with
reference to the type of maneuver flown (test phase). If any aircraft departs
or spins during a particular phase (as identified in Table 10.1), then it is
given a departure/spin susceptibility assessment according to Table 10.2.
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TABLE 10.1
TEST PHASES
Phase

Control Application

A - Stalls

Pitch Control applied to achieve the
specified AOA rate, lateral-directional controls neutral or small
lateral-directional control inputs as
normally required for the maneuver
task.
Recovery initiated after the pilot has
positive indications of:
(a) a definite g-break or
(b) a rapid angular divergence,
or

(c) the aft stick stop has been
reached and AGA is not
increasing.
B - Stalls with aggravated
control inputs

Pitch control applied to achieve the
specified A0A rate, lateral-directional controls as required for the
maneuver task. Men condition (a),
(b), or (c) has been attained,
-misapplied,
briefly
controls
intentionally or in response to
unscheduled aircraft motions, before
recovery attempt is initiated.

C - Stalls with aggravated
and sustained control
inputs

Pitch control applied to achieve the
specified AOA rate, lateral-directional controls as required for the
maneuver task. Men condition (a),
(b), or (c) has been attained,
controls are misapplied, intentionally
or in response to unscheduled aircraft
motions, and held for three seconds
before recovery attempt is initiated.

D - Post-stall gyration, spin, and
deep stall attempts (this phase
required only for training
aircraft which may be intentionally spun and for Class I and IV
aircraft in which sufficient
departures or spins did not
result in Test Phase A, B, or C
to define characteristics.)

abruptly,
Pitch control applied
lateral-directional controls as required for the maneuver task, when
(b), or (c) has been
condition (a),
attained, controls applied in the most
critical positions to attain the
expected spin modes of the aircraft
and held up to 15 seconds before
recovery attempt is initiated, unless
the pilot definitely recognizes a spin
mode.
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TABLE 10.2
SUSCEPrIBILITY/RESISTANCE CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION

TEST PHASE

Departures
SA- Stalls
B - Stalls with aggravated
control inputs

extremely
susceptible

extremely
susceptible

susceptible

susceptible

resistant

resistant

extremely

extremely

resistant

resistant

C - Stalls with aggravated

and sustained control

Spins

inputs_

D - Post-stall gyration,

spin, and deep stall
attempts

V

~•

10.3.2.1 Extremely Susceptible To Departure (Spins) (Phase A). An aircraft
is said to be extremely susceptible to departure (spins) if the uncontrolled
motion occurs with the normal application of pitch control alone or with small
roll and yaw control inputs. 7he only allowable roll and yaw control inputs
are those normally associated with a given maneuver task. In short, an
airplane that departs or enters a spin during Phase A of the flight test
demonstration falls within this category (Reference 10.4, Paragraph 3.4.1.8).
10.3.2.2 Susceptible To Departure (Spins) (Phase B). An aircraft is said to
be susceptible to departure (spins) when the application or brief
misapplication of pitch and roll and yaw controls that may be anticipated in
normal operational use cause departure (spin). The amount of misapplied
controls to be used will be approved by the procuring activity for Phase B of
the flight test demonstration. In other words, each aircraft will be stalled
and aggravated control inputs will be briefly applied to detenuine departunr
(spin) susceptibility.
10.3.2.3 Resistant T Dearture (Spins) (Phase C). An aircraft is said to be
departure (spin) resistant if only large and reasonably sustained
"Reasonably
misapplication of controls results in a departure (spin).
sustained" means up to three seconds before recovery is initiated (Reference
'This time delay may be increased for aircraft without
10.4, Table 1).
positive indication of iixending loss of control. This aircraft departs
(spins) during Phase C of the flight test dxmstration.
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10.3.2.4 Extremely Resistant Tlo Departure (Spins) (Phase D). An aircraft is
said to be extremely resistant to departure (spins) if these motions occur
only after abrupt, inordinately sustained application of gross, abnormal,
pro-departure controls. Aircraft in this category will only depart (spin) in
Phase D of the flight test demonstration when the controls are applied and
held in the most critical manner to attain each possible mode of post-stall
motion and held for various lengths of time up to 15 seconds or three spin
turns, whichever is longer.
10.3.3 The Mechanism Of Departure (10.6)

As an aircraft approaches stall ccnditions the aerodynamic changes
prodced by flow breakdown over the wing and tail result in degraded stability
and control effectiveness.
It is the extent of this degradation that
determines whether the aircraft is departure-prore or departure-resistant.
Use of controls to prevent departure may not be effective because both aileron
and rulder effectiveness are greatly reduced in the stall and, in addition,
adverse yaw characteristics may prohibit the use of ailerons.
If the aircraft beccmis directionally unstable but still retabis a stable
dihedral effect of sufficient magnitude, its departure will not be divergent.
Wm, both directional stability and dihedral effect becom unstable, then any
disturbance such as a gust or control input can result in a departure. Vie
departure may be self-terminating or it may result in subsequent spin entry.
Onoe a departure has occurred, an inportant question arises: is there any
restoring tendency which will impede
Turther uncontrolled excursions aud if
so, how is it manifested?

If the aircraft has a pitch down at the stall, or if the longitudinal
control retains full effectiveness, the departure may be termniated thrcugh
reduction in angle of attack. There may even be a restoring tenim-rcky at large
sideslip angles where the vertical tail emerges frxom the wing-body
interference field to restore both directional stability and dihedral effect
enough to attenuate the departure tendency.
shen increasing angles of attack and sideslip bcth result in further
degradations in directional stability and dihedral effect and longitudinal
control is not effective (or is not applied), departure and suIsequent spin
entry are highly probable.
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and C, play an important role in high

The stability derivatives C

performance aircraft operating at high AOA's.

As AGA is increased, Cn

decreases to the point where it beccmes negative; at this point, sideslip
angles could start to diverge due to lack of directional stability.
A stable
dihedral effect (Ck) will normally tend to decrease sideslip angle by rolling
into the direction of yaw. This roll-off tendency prevents a pure yaw
divergence thereby providing a natural aerodynamic recovery from a departure.
Since aircraft react to cambinations of C,n, C a and kinematic as well as
inertial coupling, a parameter which includes all of these effects is useful
in predicting departure susceptibility. This parameter is called the Directional. Departure Parameter (Cno Dynamic).
10.3.3.1
Directional Departure Parameter.
The directional departure
parameter represents an aircraft's directional stability with respect to its
flight path rather than its body axes. Consider an aircraft body and
stability axes as shown in Figure 10.9.
BODY

Lo

/AXIS

SSTABILITY
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FIGURE 10.9.

AXIS

STABILITY AXIS RES01MEION

Resolving the body axes rolling and yawing mim*nts (in ternn, of
dimensional stability derivatives) into the stability axes, we get
N0s = N8 cos aS

L8 sin a

(10.3)

Recalling that the normalizing factors for each dimensional derivative are
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and substituting these relationships into !iuation 10.3
1

1z Cn as =

1

1

C-C os Ca1z
I

CI. sin
8

multiplyirn by Iz we get
-[C

C C cosa--C

n

sina

lDYN9130

(10.4)

where
C

=

Directional Departure Parameter - stability axes

8DYN

C

•

Directional stability derivative - body axes
=

Dihedral effect derivative - body axes

Norually a departure can be anticipated when C
"SBDYN is negative. Notice
that even if C goes negative, C
may remain positive if the inertia
",0
T ODYN
ratio I /Ilx is high and if c is negative (stable).
Most modern fighter
aircraft have a high inertia ratio which is beneficial as long as C-,
negative.
-- •

ftotever, once C

beccmes positive,

remains

the high inertia ratio will

have an adverse effect on C
"0DYN and departure susceptibility. In general, a
high negative (stable) CcLB is desired for fightei type aircraft. Fbr a given
value of Cn

,

if C1

is negative and small in magnitude,

a yaw divergenui

can be expected; conversely if CI is negative and large in magnitwie, a roll
divergence can be expected.

A comarison of Cn and Crti DYN for the A-7 and

F-18 aircraft is shown in Figures 10.10 and .0.11, reepeutvely.
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The lateral control
10.3.3.2 Lateral Cbntrol Departure Parameter (LCDP).
departure para.'eter has been used in various forms for different uses. It is
developed from the simplified rolling and yawing nmnent equations assuming the
aircraft to be laterally and directionally trimmed. The lateral control
departure parameter predicts at what angle of attack roll reversal is expected
to occur when us:ng ailerons.
Reversal in this sense does not mean
aeroelastic aileron reversal, but that condition Uhere the rolling mament due
to sideslip, resulting from adverse yaw, overpowers the rolling mcoment
cumurnded by the ailerons. To the pilot this condition is known as reverse
aileron nmnand or roll reversal.
This parameter has been correlated with spin entry tendency due to
aileron adverse yaw for several fighter aircraft. The expression for LCDP
also contains sideslip derivatives and is

C

LCDP

C

a

C

(10.5)
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Aileron reversal occurs when LCDP becomes negative. Note the similarity
of the role that dihedral effect plays in this expression relative to its role
It again acts as a 'ultiplier" and the benefit or detriment in
* .
in C $BDYN
this case depends upon the sign 6f C

.

6a

If the aircraft has adverse yaw due

to aileron Cn6 is negative , then a stable dihedral effect -C

will have

a

an adverse effect. The opposite is true if the aircraft has proverse yaw. If
the aircraft has an unstable dihedral effpct, then the ccmbined effects of
ILCDP and CnDYN will determine the type of departure following an aileron
input.
10.3.4 Sin Modes
Adjective descriptors are used to describe general characteristics of a
given &pin and these adjectives specify the spin mode. Average values of
angle of attack, for example, would allow categorization of the spin as either
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*upright

(positive angle of attack) or inverted (negative angle of attack). An
average-value of angle of attack would also allow classification of a spin as
either flat (high angle of attack) or steep (iow-,r angle of attack). Finally,
the average value of the rotational rate and the oscillations in angular rates
about all three axes determines the rate and oscillatory character of the
spin. one descriptive modifier fran each of these groups may be used to
specify the spinmode, see Table 10.3.

TABLE 10.3
SPIN MODE MODIFIERS

Sense

Attitude

Rate

Oscillations

Erect

Extremely
steep

Slow

Samoth

Steep

Fast

Mildly
Oscillatory

Flat

Extremely
Rapid

Oscillatory

Inverted

Highly
Oscillatory
Violently
Oscillatory

The most confusing thing about mode identificaction is the proper use of
the attitude and oscillation modifiers. Perhaps the following tabulated data,
Table 10.4, extracted from Reference 10.7, will provide insight into
understanding how to use these terms.
Table 10.4 Note: One mode reported in Reference 10.7 has been omitted
from this table because the terminology did not fully conform to that of
Reference 10.4. at was called "highly oscillatory" with angle of attack
excursions of 180
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TABLE 10.4
F-4E SPIN'MDES

ADA
Oscillations
(deg)

Average
ADA
(deg)

Mode

Yaw Rate
(deg/sec)

Poll Pete
(deg/sec)

Pitch
Fete
(deg/sec)

Steep-Smooth

42

+ 5

40-50

50

15

Steep-Mildly

45-60

+ 10

45-60

-

--

50-60

+ 20

50-60

oscillatory
Steep-

(with
large
oscillations)

Oscillatory

10.3.5

80-90

Negligible

77-80

Flat-Smooth

Same as

--

yaw rate

7
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Spin Phases

A typical spin may be divided into the phases shown in Figure 10.12.

J4
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DEVELOPED
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BETWEEN PHASES
ARE NOT ALWAYS
l DISTINCT GAl WELL
INITIATION OF RECOVERY
*.

CONTROLS AND

RECOVERY I
PHASEp.jI

I LEVEL FLIGHT
FIGURE 10.12. SPIN PHASES
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10.3.5.1 Incipient Phase. The incipient phase of a spin is the initial,
txansitory part of the motion during which it is impossible to identify the
-spin mode. However, notice in Figure 10.12 that the yaw rotation begins as
the incipient phase begins; that is, the visual cue to the pilot is of a
sustained (though by no means steady) yaw rotation. A further distinction
between the PSG (if one occurs) and the incipient phase of the spin is that
the angle of attack is continuously above the stalled angle of attack (as) for
the aircraft in the incipient phase of the spin. During a PSG the angle of
attack may intermittently be less than as.. This incipient phase continues
until a recognizable spin mode develops, another boundary very difficult to
establish precisely. In fact the test pilot may not recognize such a mode
until he has seen it several tines; but careful exemination of data traces and
film may reveal that a "recognizable" mode ha,,- occurred0
In this case
"recognizable" does not necessarily mean recognizable in flight, but
distinguishable to the engineer from all available data. In short, the
incipient phase of the spin is a transitory motion easily confused with a PSG,
but distinctly different from either a PSG, or the developed phase of the spin.
10.3.5.2 Developed Phase. The developed phase of a spin js that stage of the
motion in which it is possible to identify the spin mode. During this phase
it is common for oscillation to be prerent, but the mean motion is still
abundantly clear. The aerodynamic fo,-ces and moments are not usually
completely balanced by the corresponding, linear and angular accelerations, but
at least equilibrium conditions are being approached. Generally it is evident
in the cockpit that the developed r-has-e is in progress, though the exact point
at which it began may be quite fuzzy.
Since the aircraft motion is
approaching an equilibrium state, it Is frequently advisable to initiate
recovery before equilibrium is achieved. For example, during the T-38 test
program warning lights were installed to signal a buildup in yaw rate. Test
pilots initiated recovery attempts when these lights came on. Still, in the
flat spIn mode with recovery initiated at 85° per second, a peak yaw rate of
1650 per second wae achieved., The longitudinal acceleration at the pilot's
station was apprcmately 3.5 g and the spin was terminated by deployment of
the spin chute (10.8: 10, 11).
The developed spin, while it may be more
oamfortable due to less violent 1scillations, can be deceptively dangerous,
and the spin phase which follows can be disastrous.
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10.3.5.3 Fully Developed Phase. A fully developed spin is one in which the
trajectory has become vertical and no significant change in the spin
characteristics is noted from turn to turn. Many aircraft never reach this
phase during a spin, but when they do, they are often very difficult to
recover. The smooth, flat spin of the F-4 is a classic example whereby this
phase is attained and from which there is no known aerodynamic means of
But a fully developed spin obviously requires time and altitude to
be generated; how much time and how much altitude are strong functions of
entry conditions. As a general rule, departures that occur at high airspeeds
recovery.

(high kinetic energy) require more time and altitude to reach the fully
"developed phase than departures which occur at low kinetic energy. Finally,
the spin characteristics

that remain essentially unchanged

in the fully

developed phase include such parameters as time per turn, body axis angular
velocities, altitude loss per turn, and similar quantities. Htwever, the
definition does not prohibit a cyclic variation in any of these parameters.
Hence a fully developed spin can be oscillatory.
With this

rather lengthy

set of definitions

in

mind,

it

is

now

appropriate to look more closely at spinning motions and at the aerodynamic
and inertial factors which cause them and the PSG.
10.3.6 The Sinning Motion
Because the PSG is a randm and usually a highly irregular motion, it is
On the other hand, the spin can approach an
very difficult to study.
equilibrium condition and is therefore much more easily understood. Further,
since the PSG is affected by the same aerodynamic and mass loading
characteristics as the spin, an understanding of the spin and the factors
affecting it are appropriate to the purposes of this course.
10.3.6.1 Flightpath Description. An aircraft spin is a coupled motion at
extreme attitudes that requires all six equations of motion for a complete
usually depicted with the aircraft center of gravity
describing a helical path as the airplane rotates about an axis of rotation.
Figure 10.13 slims such a motion. Notice that the spin axis of rotation may
be curved and that the spin vector w is constantly changing. Such a motion is
analysis.

It

is

highly ccmplex, but by making some appracimations a simplification results
which can be very useful in understanding the spin and its causes.
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HELJICAL SPIN zMrION

In a fully developed spin with no sideslip the spin axis is vertical as
indicated in Figure 10.14.
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If side force is ignored, the resultant aerodynamic force acts in the x-z
plane and is approcimately normal to the wing chord. Taking the relative wind
to be nearly vertical, a sumwation of vertical forces gives
W = D = 1/2 pV2 S %

(10.6)

A similar suwiation of horizontal forces suggests that the lift component
balances the centrifugal force so that
mrw2 = L = 1/2 P V2 S CL

L

(10.7)

Equation 10.6 suggests that as AOA increases (and CD increases), the rate of
descent WV) must decrease. Furthermore, at a stalled AGt,CL decreases as AOA
increases. With these two facts in mind it is clear that the left hand side
of Equation 10.7 must decrease as the AOA increases in a spin. The rotation
rate, w, tends to increase as AOA increases hence, the radius of turning, r,
must decrease rapidly as AOA increases. These observations point up the fact
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that in a fully developed spin, w and the relative wind are parallel, and
become more nearly coincident as the AOA increases. In fact the inclination
(n) of the flightpath (relative wind) to the vertical is given by
tan

.

=n-

V

A typical variation of n with AOA is from about 5.5° at a = 50° to lo at a=
800 (10.8:533). So, it is not farfetched to assume that w is approximately
parallel to the relative wind in a fully developed spin.
All of these observations have been made under the assumption that the
wings are horizontal and that sideslip is zero. The effects of bank and
sideslip, %hile extremely important, are beyond the scope of this course, but
References 10.8 and 10.9 offer some insight. It is noteworthy that this
simplified analysis is valid only for a fully developed spin. Hbwever, the
trends of the underlying physical phencmena wi.ll give a greater appreciation
of the other phases of the spin and of the post-stall gyration.
10.3.6.2 Aerodynamic Factors. In the post-stall flight egime the aircraft
is affected by very different aerodynamic forces than those acting upon it
during unstalled flight. Many aerodynanic derivatives change sign; others
which are insignificant at low angles of attack become extremely important.
Probably the most important of these changes is a phenomenon called
autorotation which stems largely from the post-stall behavior of the wing.
10.3.6.3 Autorotative (buple Of The Wing. If a wing is operating at a I (low
angle of attack) and experiences a ac due to wing drop, there is a restoring
mnent from the increased lift. If, on the other hand, a wing operating at a2
(a2 > as) experiences a sudden drop, there is a loss of lift and an increase
in drag that tends to prolong the disturbance and sets up autorotation. These
aerodynamic changes are illustrated in Figure 10.15.
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0onsider now a wing flying in the post-stall region of Figure 10.15 and
assume that some disturbance has given that wing an increase in a which tends
to set up a yawing and rolling motion to the right as shown in Fiqure 10.16.
tfhe angle of attack of the advancing
wing (Section A) corresponds to a2 in
Figure 10.15 while the angle of attack of the retreating wing (Section R)
corresponds to a 2 + Am in Figure 10.15. Figure 10.17 shows these two
sections and illustrates why the advancing wing is operating at a lesser angle
of attack than the retreating wing. In each case the velocity vectors are
drawn as they wuld be seen by an observer fixed to the respective wing
section. The difference in the resultant aerodynamic forces, R and R are
resolved into coonents along the xyz body axis as in Figure 10.18. Notice
that AF, is in a positive x-direction, while AFz is in a negative z-direction.
A'x forns a couple as depicted in Figure 10.19 that tends to sustain the
initial yawing moment to the right. Of course, AFz contributes a A;imlar
rolling couple about the x-axis which tends to sustain the initial. titLina
mament to the right. Ordinarily, the autorotative couples generat& !:y the
wing are the most inportant aerodynanic factors causing and sustai
t spin.
the other ~0er,
parts of the aircraft also have a part to plaly.
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10.3.6.4 Fuselage (bntributions. The aerodynamic forces on the fuselage at
stalled angles of attack are very complex, are highly dependent on fuselage
shape, and may either oppose or increase the autorotative couples. Sideumash
flow over the fuselage greatly affects the dihedral effect Ck and may even

"~

increase it to values greater than those observed for unstalled flight
(10.8:529). Weathercock stability C
will also be affected significantly
na
by sideshape, as illustrated in Figure 10.20. The fuselage in Figure 10.20A
acts much like an airfoil section and may well generate a resultant
aerodynamic force which would contribute to the yawing autorotative couple.
Of course the fuselage shape will detetmine the relative size of "lift" and
"drag" contributed by the rotating nose section. A boc-like fuselage
cross-section will probably give a resultant aerodynamic force opposing the
yaw autorotation. An extreme example of this type of fuselage cross-section
reshaping is the strakes added to the nose of the T-37, as in Figure 10.20B.
Clearly the flow separation produced by the strakes in a flow field with
considerable sidewash reorients the resultant aerodynamic force in such a way
as to produce an anti-spin yawing moment. Such devices have also been
used on the F-ill, F-16, F-18, and F-20.

10.3.6.5 Changes In Other Stability Derivatives.

All of the other stability

derivativez, especially those depending cn the lift curve slope of the wing,

behave

in a different manner in the post-stall flight regime. However, a
"fuller discussion of the post-stall behavior of such derivatives as C~ , Cn
1 #

Cnr,
h

and combinations of these derivatives is given in

(10.8:529).

For the

purposes of this course it suffices to say that CZp becoaes positive and Cnr
may become positive in the post-stall flight regime;
greater in stalled flight. !ých of these changes
t".' aerodynamic phenomenon which initiates and
aerodynamic considerations are by no means the
post-stall motions of an aircraft. The inertia
Sim0ortant.

"•
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10,3.6.6 Aircraft Mass Distribution
10.3.6.6.1 Inertial axes. For every rigid body there exists a set of
inertial axes for which the products of inertia are zero and one of the
moments of inertia is the maximum possible for the body. For a syn•metrical
aircraft, this inertial axis system is frequently quite close to the body axis
system. For the purpose of this course, the small difference in displacement
is neglected, and the inertial axes are assumed to lie along the body axes.
Figure 10.21 illustrates what the actual difference might be.

0XBODY (Ix)

X INERTIAL (I..)

FROM SYMMETRY
Y BODY - Y INERTIAL
ly . lY°

Z BODY (Ij)

Z INERTIAL (!1o)

FIGURE 10.21.

BODY AND INitIAL AXES PR)XIMITY
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10.3.6.6.2 Radius of gyration. The center of gyration of a body with
respect to an axis is a point at such a distance frcm the axis that, if the
entire mass of the body were concentrated there, its mment of inertia would
be the same as that of the body. The radius of gyration (K) of a body with
respect to an axis is the distance frcm the center of gyration to the axis.
In equation form
K2m
2m=

(y2 + z2) dm =

(x2 + z)

dm =

(x2 + y2) dm =

IY =

Kg 2m

Iz

Kz 2m

=

or
Ki 2
i

1./m,
=

(
(10.8)

X, y, or z

10.3.6.6.3 Relative aircraft density.
A non dimensional parameter
called relative aircraft density (M) is frequently used to compare aircraft
density to air density.

r/Sb

m

MP

10.38

(10.9)

10.3.6.6.4 Relative magnitude of the moments of inertia. The aircraft
mass distribution is frequently used to classify the aircraft according to
loading. Because aircraft are "flattened" into the xy plane, I is invariably
the maximum nmoent of inertia. I is greater or less than Iy depending on the
aircraft's mass distribution. The relative magnitudes of the momlents of
inertia are shown in Figure 10.22. As will be seen in the next paragraph the
relative magnitudes of Ix, Iy, and Iz are of utmost importance in interpreting
the equations of motion.

O

10.3.7 Equations Of MDtion
M~neuvers within the post-stall flight regime can be analyzed by using
all six equations of motion and integrating them numerically on a caoputer.
From such studies, predictions of rate of rotation, angle of attack, magnitude
of the oscillations, optimum recovery techniques, and other parameters can be
made. However, such studies must use rather inaccurate theory to predict
stability derivatives or else depend on wind tunnel data or free flight model
tests to provide the aerodynamic data. Hence, many researchers prefer to rely
almost completely on model tests for predictions prior to flight tests.
Correlation between model tests and aircraft flight tests is generally good.
But model tests also have limitations. Spin tunnel tests primarily examine
developed or fully developed spins; there is no good way to investigate PSG's
or the incipient phase of the spin in the spin tunnel. Reynolds number
effects on both spin tunnel and free flight models make it very difficult to
accurately extrapolate to the full scale aircraft. Engine gyroscopic effects
are not often simulated in model tests. Finally, model tests are always done
for a specific aircraft configuration, which is a distinct advantage for a
flight test program even though it does not suit the purposes of this course.
However, it would be foolish to ignore either computer analysea or model test
in preparing for a series of post-stall flight tests. For obvious reasons,
this course will be restricted to a much simplified look at the equations cf
motion as applied to a fully developed spin.
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10.3.7.1 Assumptions. The analytical treatment used in this chapter is based
on many simplifying assuaptions, but even with these assumptions, good
qualitative information can be obtained. The most important assumption is
that only a fully developed spin with the wings horizontal will be considered.
The wings horizontal, fully developed spin involves a balance between applied
and inertial forces and mroments. Some of the ramifications of this assumption
are:

C

a.

Initially, it will also be assumed that the applied mcments consist
entirely of aerodynamic ones, although other factors will be
considered in later paragraphs.

b.

With the wings horizontal, - lies entirely within the xz plane.
Also, with the aerodynamic and inertia forces balanced, q = 0, ie I =
pi + rR.

c.

The rate of descent (V) is virtually constant, as is altitude loss
per turn.

d.

v and w are parallel.

e.

The
time per turn is
i =0.

constant, or W is

constant.

Hence, p

=

q

-

10.3.7.2 Goven in uations. The reference frame for expressing mawents,
forces, accelerations, etc., is the xyz body axis frame which rotates at the
same rate as the spin rotation rate ý. The origin of the xyz axes is
centered at the aircraft's cg and translates downward at a rate equal to thle
constant rate of descent V. With this background the forces acting on the
aircraft can be examined.
10.3.7.2.1 Forces. The external forces applied to the aircraft and
expressed in an inertial reference frame follow Newton's second law.
F

=

mV

Expressing V in the xyz reference frame,
F = m(V+
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but since V is constant in the fully developed spin and since s and V are

parallel,
F = 0
The elimination of the force equations in this fashion merely reinforces the
idea that the rotary motion is the important motion in a spin and one would
expect the significant equations to be the moment equations.
10.3.7.2.2 Mionents. The moment equations to be considered have already
been developed in Chapter 4 and are repeated below.
p Ix + qr (Iz -

x=

) -(

+ pq Ixz

= q TI - pr (Iz - Ix) + (p2 -r 2 Ixz

G

Iz +pq (I.-

Gz

Ix) + (qr-

Ixz

(4.5)

(4.3)
(4.6)

Using the assumption that the body axes, xyz, are also the inertial axes and
considering G to consist of aerodynamic moments only, these equations become
-

IJx + r (Iz - Y)

1 I=4

OIN

-pr (IZ -'Ix)
ILz + pq (Iy - Ix)

-

MMEVT

(10.10)

PITC1HINtEMOMET

(10.11)

YAWING MENT

(10.12)

Solving for the angular accelerations shows the contributions of each type of
mcmaent to that acceleration.

Ix

+

I

q r

(10.13)

X pr

(10.14)

Iy
Iz

+

XIz y pq

aerodynamic

inertial

term

term
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S

.. he body axis anguar accelerations can also be exercised in terms of
aerodynamic coefficients and the relative aircraft density.

I~x

-

1
ý'2
pV 2m
Sb

I~=2K2

2m--2
V,

C£k110.16)

In a similar manner,

I 2pKz 2 Cc

1.

(10.17)

Izz

It is common practice in post-stall/spin literature to define C on the
basis of wingspan instead of on the basis of wing chord as is done in most
other stability and control work. This change is made to allow a consistent
1

definition of p:

where

-

(10.18)

M

and is indicated by a second subscript; that is, Cm becXWms Cmb.

Then
C

(10.19)

Equations 10.13 through 10.15 then becm-e

P =

-

+

IX
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qr

(10.20)

=

V2C.,b
V Cmb
2

I

+

v2 Cn

r

=

I

(10.21)

pq

(10.22)

-IY
I

+

pr

With this brief mathematical background it is now appropriate to consider the
aerodynamic prerequisites for a fully developed spin to occur.
10.3.7.3 Aerodynamic Prerequisites. For a fully developed upright spin with
the wings horizontal, p = q = r = q = 0 and Bquations 10.20, 10.21, arnd 10.22
yield
CL =0

(10.23)

m b2ALK 2

I

pr

(10.24)

IY,

Ch = 0

(10.25)

Vtat do each of these results imply about a stable condition like the fully
developed spin?
10.3.7.4 Pitching Moment Balance. By examining Equation 10.24 in association
with Cm,b versus a curve for an aircraft, it is at least possible to identify
regions where a fully developed spin can occur.
First, the angle of attack mist be above the stall angle of attack. This
condition is obvious, since the definition of a spin demands a > as.
Second, Cm,b must be opposite in sign to the inertial term on the right
hand side of Equation 10.24. Fbr an upright spin this requirement means that
Cm,b must be negative. This fact is clear if one observes that Iz > Ix and
that p and r are of the same sign in an upright spin (Figure 10.23). In fact,
it is possible to express the rotation rate in a convenient form by slightly
rearranging Equation 10.24. Recall that
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Figure 10.23 illustrates the fact that with wings level
p = w cos a andr
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Equation 10.26 suggests that the mininrum rotation rate occurs near an a of
450, although strong variations in Maro may preclude this miniim.

In fact,

there is one additional preequisite which must be satisfied before a fully
developed spin can occur.
The slope of Cm,b versus a must be negative or stabilizing and must be
relatively constant. This is required simply because a positive dCm,b/da
represents a divergent situation and would therefore require a pitching
= 0.
But this angular acceleration would violate the
acceleration,'
assumption of a constant w in a fully developed spin. Said another way, any
disturbance in angle of attack would produce a ACm b tending to restore C,b
to its initial value only so long as dCm,b /da < 0. To sunmarize these
constraints, consider Figure 10.24. Aircraft B can enter a fully developed,
uprigt spin at any AOA above as insofar as the pitching mcment equatLon is
concerned because its Cb versus a is always negative and dCm,b/da is always
negative. However, Aircraft A can meet the three constraints imposed by the
pitching equation only in the shaded areas. Of course, the pitching moment
equation is not the sole criterion; the rolling and yawing n~ment equations
must also be considered.
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10.3.7.5 Ro1llin and Yawing Moment Balance.
Equations 10.23 and 10.25
suggest at least four other conditions wdhch must be satisified to have a
fully developed spin occur. Although not specifically pointed out previously,
all the aercdyzamic derivatives, even C9m,b are funtions of both a, 8, and the
rotation rate w. Having monsidered Cb as a function of a alone, it is
convenient to osaider C. and Car&
functions of w alone. There is little
justification for this choice other that the fact the lateral-directional
derivative is more directly linked to rotation rate while the longitudinal
derivative iMmre directly linked to angle of -attack. Bit it is well to keep
in mind that all these variables do affect Cm bC, and Cn.
The conditions iposed on both Cn and C, to allow
ffully developed spin
is that tey must be equal to zero, and the derivatives with respect to w must
be negative. The first of these conditions is explicitly stated by Equations
10.23 and 10.25. But the second requirement (dCP/dw < 0 adn dCn/dw. < 0) stems
from ttn fact that a fully developed spin must be a stable condition. If an
10.47

If an increase in w will produce an increased C. or Cn, then any change in
rotation rate will cause the autorotative mments to diverge away from the
supposedly stable initial condition. Figure 10.25 illustrates this point.
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FIGURE 10.25.
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Obviously, these aerodynamic prerequisites must all be met for a fully
developed spin to exist in a true equilibrium form. Of course, oscillatory
spins may occur with some relaxation of one or more of these ocnditions. It
is extzreily rare to observe an ideal case which would precisely meet all
these conditions in an actual spin. So, while exactly satisfying all these
conditions is essential for a fully developed spin to actually exist, it

is

oommon to estimate spin parameters with less than perfect fulfillmmit of these
prerequisites. An example of how such estimations are ma- will be considered
next.
10.3.7.6 Estimaticn Of Spin Characteristics. Reference 10.10, Appendix B,
describes in detail a method of estimating stpin characteristics %hich was
designed to estimate initial conditions for a coQmuter study investiTdting
Although this
possible steady state spin modes of the W-Donell F-31l D[wn.
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estimation method %as only intended to help predict initial conditions for the
numerical integration and thus save cacputer time, it serves as an excellent
example of how model data and the aerodynamic prerequisites discussed earlier
can be combined to get a "first cut" at spin characteristics.

The aerodynamic data on which this example is based were measured by
steadily rotating a model about an axis parallel to the relative wind in a
wind tunnel.

Hance, no oscillations in angular rates are taken into account.

This limitation on the aerodynamic data is indicated by the subscribt "rb"
(rotation-balance tunnel measurements).
In addition, the data are presented
as a function of a non dimensional rotation rate, u/2V. To help simplify the
estimation process and partly because the rolling moment data were not as
"well-behaved" as the yawing mcment data, the rolling mnvent data were
ignored.

However, all the other prerequisites were observed. The estimation
method is outlined below and the interested student is referred to reference
10.10, Page 18, for a more complete description and a numerical example.
10.3.7.6.1 Determining Cm,rb from aerodynamic data. Use the .b/2V and a
for which Cn,rb = 0 and dCn,rb/d (wb/2V) < 0 to determine Cm,rb. This amounts
to using the model data to determine aerodynamic pitching mcments for which
the aerodynamic yawing monent is zero.
10.3.7.6.2 Calculating inertial pitching moment.

Using a modified form

of Equation 10.26, and recognizing that the inertial pitching nanent is the
negative of the aerodynamic pitching moment on a fully developed spin, -Cm,rb
is calculated.
S~2
-=

1/2 (1z - Ix) sin 2 a

2
m,rb 1C
2 V SL
1/2 (I - 1x) sin 2 a

Solving for -C,rb
mr

-

zb
C =I z--S Ibxx
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IP

2

sin 2 a

(10.27)

f

10.3.7.6.3
MDments.

Comparing Aerodynamic Pitching Moments and Inertial Pitching
Plot C-rb versus a from the wind tunnel data and the results of

aquation 10.27 on the same plot, like Figure 10.26.

,10

'a SPIN
1+

FIGURE 10.26.

AEODYNDUAIC PITCHING MaMMT'
To 1NERmIAL PITCHING O

CCMPARE)

ilae intersection of the two curves indicates a possible fully developed spin.
.Wan this plot the angle of attack of the potential spin is read directly and
the value of Cmrb is used to calculate the potential rotatioa rate.
10.3.7.6.4

Calculation of w. Rearranging FIuation 10.27
2

(-Cm,rb)

1

s

.te ratio ,/V can be calculated.
is ýiown.

(pSb)

2(10.28)

But BZuation 10.6 allows calculation of V if
The model force measurements provide cD and then
V2

. 1/2 PWS1
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It follows that
Sb) W
W2 (-Cm,rb) (p
(Iz - Ix) (sin 2a) 1/ 2

Sp

b W

S

Ssii~(10.29)
2 a

~2L

CD (Iz- ýx)si2

10.3.7.6.5

Results.

A typical set of results

from the numerical

integration of the six equations ccmnaL'ed with the estimated parameters is
given in Table 10.5 (10.10:26,27).

TABLE 10.5
TYPICAL COMPUTER RESULTS VERSUS ESTIMATION

CCQputer Results

I
(deg)
-

w

(rad/sec)

I

Estimation
V

a

(ft/sec)
I-}

V

(deg)

(rad/sec)

(ft/sec)

-I

36.0

1.88

294

38.2
-

1.90
-,

285

37.0

1.92

372

45.1

1.83

327

48.2

1.89

453

Oscillated out of spin
I

i

51.8

2.18

619

50.5

2.18

620

r80.0

4.72

494

70.0

3.50

515

36.5

2.80

380

37.4

2.69

365

10.3.7.6.6 Gyroscopic influences. only aerodynamic n-cmnts have been
Considered so far in expanding the applied ey-rernal mnmmts. Ordinarily tlh
aerodynamic ticents are the dominant ones, but gyroscopic influences of
rotating masses can also be important. The NF-104, for exwmple, had virtually
no aerodylamic Vunents at the top of its rocket-pawred zocm profile. There
is convincing evidence that gyrosoopic moments from the engine dauinate tiequations of notion at these extrne altitudes (10.11.13). Ile externally
applied moments should be generalized to include gyroscopic influences and
other miscellanemm terms (anti-spin rockets, anti-spin chutes, etc.). Iffhe
applied external moments becam
10.51

Gx= oý+ Lgyr + Lother

(10.30)

+ Mgyro + Mother

(10.31)

,

= -

+ Noth

+

z =

(10.32)

In the next paragraph a sinplified expansion of the gyroscopic terms is
considered.
10.3.7.6.6.1 Gyroscopic Theory. By virtue of its rotation, a gyroscope
tends to maintain its spin axis aligned with respect to inertial space. That
is, unless an external torque is applied, the gyro spin axis will remain
stationary with respect to the fixed stars. If a torque is applied about an
axis that is perpendicular to the spin axis, the rotor turns about a third
axis that is orthogonal to the other two axes. On removing this torque the
rotation (precession) ceases - unlike an ordinary wheel on an axle which keeps
on rotating after the torque impulse is removed.
These phenmiena, all somnehat surprising when first encountered, are
consequences of Newton's laws of motion. The precessional behavior represents
obedience of the gyro to Newton's second law expressed in rotational form,
whLch states that torque is equal to the time rate of change of angular
mumentun.

(10.33)

a

ternal torque applied to the gyroscope

with
F1

angular mowntiza of the rotating mass

with I = moment of inertia of the rotating mass
anqular velocity of the rotatingS=mass.
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Equation 10.33 applies, like all Newton's laws, only in an inertial frame of
If it assumed that K is to be expressed within a frame .:f
reference.
reference rotating at the precession rate of the gyroscope, H/inertial
H/rotating

+ Z X R. If the gyro spin rate is unchanged then H measured in

the rotating frame will be zero and Equation 10.34 beccmes

(10.34)

T=w XH

The direction of precession for a gyro when a torque is applied is given
by Equation 10.34 This direction is such that the gyro spin axis tends to
align itself with the total angular momentum vector, which in this case is the
vector sum of the angular moment due to the spinning rotor and the angular
momentirn change due the applied torque, AH as shown in Figure 10.27. The law
of precession is a reversible one.
angular velocity output (precession),
*

Just as a torque input results in an
an angular velocity input results in a

torque output along the corresponding axis.

I:

7~I

p

~ROTOR•

FIGURE 10.27.

DIRECTICN OF PREESSICON
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GIMBAL

AXIS(8)
S~OUTPUT

INPUT

AXIS (M

FIGURE 10.28.

GYROSCOPE AXES

Three axes are significant in describing gyroscope operation; the torque
axis, the spin axis and the precession axis. 1hese are ctimoly referred to
as input (torque), spin, and output fprecession).
The directions of these
axes are shown in Figure 10.28. They are such that the spin axis rotated into
the input axis gives the output axis direction by the right hand rule. The
direction of rotational vectors such as spin, torque, and precession can be
shown by means of the right hand point in the direction of rotation, the thumb
extended will point along the axis of rotation. For gyro work, it is
convenient to let the thumb, forefinger, and middle finger represent the spin,
torque, and precession axes respectively. Figure 10.29 illustrates this handy
memory device.
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FIGURE 10.30.

ANUAIý VEWOCITIES OP THE ENGINE'S ROTATING MA-S
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In Figure 10.30, consider the
Engine Gyroscopic Mmments.
10.3.7.6.6.2
rotating mass of the engine as a gyroscope and analyze the external torque
applied to the engine mounts of an aircraft in a spin. Then the total angular
velocity of the rotating mass is the vector sum of • + i, with WE being the
engine RPM (assumed constant) and w being the aircraft's spin rotation rate.

E=+~
But

«E
w
If one also assumes that the rotational axis of the engine is parallel to the
x-axis,

Then the angular nxmitum of the engine is
t e =

iell

(10.35)

with I E = maoent of inertia of the engine about the x-axis.
Considering Figure 10.30 again and applying Duation 10.34, the external
torque applied to the engine must be the precession rate of the aircraft, •
crossed into the engine' s angular nmemntrin.

T

Szq

•X H

(10.36)

But the ,mient applied by the engine through the engine nmounts to the spinming
aircraft is egual but opposite in sign (Nwton's Third Law).
G
gyro

L

gyro

W iXI

+ M
+N
gyro
gyro
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ppg

r

S
L

0 i

(10.37)

Mgyro=

(-IEa. r) j

(10.38)

Nro

(r; wE q)k

(10.39)

=

gyro

=

Then Equations 10.13, 10.14, and 10.15 can be expanded to:

AER0

INETIAL COPLINU
(sometimes called
gyrodynamic texD)

pI
+

q r

GYROSCOPIC TEFM
(an engine effect)

+ Lgyro

MISCESANECUS
(rockets, spin
chutes,etc.)

+ Lother

Six

l

x

+y
Iy

r

rz

+

pr

+

yr

(

(1.0.41)

Iy

ly
+

z

gyropq

+ Noth-Iz

Iz

Equation 10.26 becomes:
W2

(10.40)

•
~1/2

+ IE4E

(Iz -.

sin2'- a•.3
.(10.43)
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S°

(10.42)

Equation 10.43 shows that the effect of the engine gyroscopic manent is
to shift the w vs a curves is shcon in Figure 10.31. An engine that rotates
in a counter clockwise direction (as viewed from the intake) will cause all
aircraft to spin faster in a right, upright spin and slower in a left upright
Generally speaking, however, this engine gyroscopic
spin.
negligible in comparison to the other external monents.

moment

is

RIGHT SPIN -

•..._

•

-•LEFTSPIN

(xI

FIGURE 10.31.
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10.3.7.6.7
.pin Characteristics of Fuselage-loaded Aircraft.
It is
appropriate to consider briefly some of the spin characteristics peculiar to
modern high performance aircraft in which the mass is generally concentrated
within the fuselage (I larger than Ix and almost as large as Iz) . It can be
shown that a system that has no external moments or forces tends to rotate
about its largest principal axis, that, in the case of an aircraft, is the z
axis.

In an actual spinning aircraft, the external moments are not zero and
thus týe aircraft spins about sate intermediate axis. For the idealized spin
thus far considered, the pitching moment equation leads one to the observation
that fuselage-loaded aircraft will probably spin flatter than their

wing-loaded cunterparts.
10.3.7.6.7.1
Fuselage-Loaded
Wing-Loaded Aircraft.

Aircraft

lend

to

Spin

Flatter

Than

For a fully developed spin
G

In an aircraft, (Iz

-

- pr (Iz - IX)
Ix) can never be zero.
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(10.44)
IHknce, if G = 0 the p nust

be zero, in which case • = rk and the spin is flat ( = pi is excluded by the
definition of a spin). If the spin is not flat, then both p and r exist and,
in an upright spin, have the same algebraic sign. Because (I. - Ix) is always
positive, exmnination of Equation 10.44 shows that G must always be negative
y
(or zero) for an upright spin.
The smaller the pitch attitude (8 in Figure 10.32) the flatter the spin,
and 6 can be defined as sin- 1 p/i for the spin depicted in Figure 10.32. 0
varies with the relative magnitude of (Iz - I) , as can readily be seen by
rearranging Equation 10.44.

p = r(I -I)
z
x
Since p becomes smaller as (Iz - Ix) increases, it is clear that
fuselage-loaded aircraft tend to spin flatter than wing-loaded aircraft. But
what about the effect of increasing Iy upon the roll equation?
10.3.7.6.7.2 Fuselage-Lnaded Aircraft Tend to Fxhibit More Oscillations.
On aircraft where Iy is apprcimately equal to Iz in magnitude, the fully
developed spin is more likely to be oscillatory. In the limit, if Iy = Iz#
the reference spin could be wing down, since any axis in the yz plane would be
a maximum inertial axis. Although these facts suggest that the bank angle is
easily disturbed and that a developed spin often occurs with the bank angle
not zero, a restoring tendency does exist which leads to periodic oscillations
in bank angle. Onsider again the rolling moment equation.
G = ý IX + q r (
If a "0" subscript is
conditions,

-

Y

(10.45)

used to represent the reference or steady-state

If instantaneous values are represented by Equation 10.45, the change in
external muments due to the perturbations of the angular acceleration and
angular velocities is
(

-G
-

o)

(G -

o) Ix + (q r - qO r 0 ) Uz - ly)
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Assuming perturbations in roll will not significantly change r 0 , r r 0 and
AG

=

Ap Ix + Aq (Iz - Iy)r 0

AG

Ab ix7
Ap=

-Aq

I - I
z I XYr0

The second term on the right side of Equation 10.46 serves to damp
oscillations in that it reduces the ability of perturbations in rolling noment
(AGx) to produce perturbations in roll acceleration (Ap). For fuselage-loaded
aircraft, in which (Iz - Iy) is small, the damping is much reduced. Thus, any
perturbations in the motion tend to persist longer in fuselage-loaded aircraft
than they do in wingloaded aircraft.
10.3.7.7 Sideslip. It is beyond the scope of this course to deal with the
effects of sideslip in any detail. However, it is noteworthy that sideslip
need not be zero in a developed spin; in fact it usually is not. Reference
10.8, Page 535, shows that sideslip in a spin arises from two sources: wing
tilt with respect to the horizontal (f)and the inclination of the flight path
to the vertical (W).
8

-

(10.47)

If then, one considers a spin with a helical flight pathl as oposed to a
vertical flight path, the inclination of the flight path to the vertical is
positive and equal to the helix angle. Then, In order to maintain zero
sideslip, the retreating wing must be inclined downwards by an amount equal to
the helix angle in order to have zero sideslip. 1bwever, it is quite coammn
to have fully developed spins (with the spin axis vertical, not the flight
path) with varying amounts of sideslip. Sideslip on a stalled wing will
generally increase the lift on the wing toward which the sideslip occurs and
reduce the lift on the opposite wing. It is easy to understand thmt a small
amount of sideslip can produce a large rolling moment and thereby
significantly alter the balance of rolling moments.
These qualitative
ocaments are quite cursory and the inquisitive student may wish to pursue
these effects further. Reference 10.8 offers an exp,,tied discussion, but to
adequately discuss sideslip effects in any detail one must consider all three
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mcnent equations and their coupling effects. The consideration of sideslip
leads to the general conclusion that thle rolling couple can be balanced over a
wide range of angles of attack and spin rotation rates.
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FIGURe 10.32.
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Sbu:& PSG's are definitely unwxntrolled aircraft

nmotions, there is no quarantee that all spins will be uprigit. The test pilot
pazrticAuarly (and operational pilots as uell) will continue to experiewe
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inverted spins and PSG' which may be mainly inverted aircraft motions.
Reference 10.12, Page 1, points out,

As

"..inverted spins cannot be prevented by hanbook entries that 'the
airplane resists inverted spins'."
It is, therefore, essential that the test pilot have some appreciation of
the nature of the inverted PSG/spin.

As usual, the analytical emphasis will

necessarily be restricted to the fully developed spin, but the qualitative
comments which follow also apply in a general way to other types of post-stall

Motion.
The most carmon pilot reaction to an inverted post-stall maneuver is, "I
have no idea what happenedl
confusion."

The cockpit was full of surprise, dirt, and

Why? First, negative g flight is disconcerting in and of itself,

particularly when it

is entered inadvertently.

But even experienced test

pilots can be upset and their powers of observation reduced in an anticipated
(1)
This disorientation usually takes one of two forms:
inability to distinguish whether the motion is inverted or upright or (2)
inverted spin.

inability to determine the direction of the spin.

Each of these problems will

be considered separately.
10.3.7.8.1

Angle ofM-tack in an Inverted Spin.

an inverted spin is always negative (Figure 10.33).

The angle of attack in
It might appear that it

would be easy to deteimine the difference in an upri4it or inverted spin; if
the pilot is "hanging in the straps,' it is an inverted spin. S&zh an
"analysis" is accurate in some spin modes (the Hawker Hunter has an easily
recognized smooth, flat mode such as this); however, if the motion is highly
oscillatory, not fully developed, or a PSG, the pilot's tactile senses are
just not good enough. If the aircraft has an angle of attack indicator, this
is probably the most reliable means of determining whether the maneuver is
erect or inverted.

lacking an angle of attack system, the pilot must rely on

the aocelercaeter or his sensory cues, neither of Aich are easy to interpret.
But what about determining spin direction?
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FIGURE 10.33.
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ANGLE OF AITTACK IN AN INVERTED SPIN

10.3.7.8.2 Roll and Yaw Directions in an Inverted Spin. Consider two
identical aircraft, one in an upright spin and the other in an inverted spin
as shown in Figure 10.34. Notice that the spin direction in either an upright
or an inverted spin is determined by the sense of the yaw rate. Notice also
that in an inverted spin the sense of the roll rate is always opposite that
of the yaw rate. It is common for pilots to mistakenly take the direction of
roll as the spin direction.

The chances of making this error are considerably

enhanced during a PSG or the incipient phase of the spin wien oscillations are
extreme. In steep inverted spins (Iai nearly equals lasj) the rolling motion
is the largest rotation rate and further adds to the confusion. However,
there is a reliable cockpit instrument, the turn needle, which always
indicates the direction of yaw. With such confusion possible, what about the
previously obtained equations of motion? Is it necessary to modify them for
the inverted spin?
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10.3.7.8.3 Applicability of Equations of Motions: All the equations
previously described are directly applicable to the inverted spin. Of course,
the differences in sign for angle of attack and the lack of aerodynamic data
collected at negative angle of attack pose a significant practical problem in
trying to do detailed analyses of the inverted spin. But for the qualitative
purposes of this course, the equations of motion are usable. 1kwever, it is
instructive to note the difference in the sense of the pitching moments
between an upright and an inverted spin. Racall that in an upright spin the
applied external pitching moment (dominated by the aerodynamic pitching
moment) had to be negative to balance the inertial term, as Equation 10.44 for
a fully developed spin shaws.
=Y
=

-pr (Iz

-
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X

(10.44)
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But when p and r are of opposite signs, as in the inverted spin, the applied
external moment must be positive. This fact is illustrated in Figure 10.35,
where the mass of the aircraft is represented as a rotating dumb-bell.
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FIGURE 10.35.

PITCHING MOMENTS IN AN INM

ED SPIN

It is apparent that in the inverted spin the exteinal pitching moment is
positive; that is,

expressed as a vector, it

lies along the positive y axis.

As a final point, the recovery from PSG's/spins, both erect and inverted, must
be exumdied in some detail.
10.3.8

Recovery
Obtaining developed

spins

today

is

generally

difficult,

but

when

obtained, the very factors that make this difficult may also make it difficult
to recover from the spin.

Current and future aircraft designs may be

ccqpramised too much for their intended uses to provide adequate aerodynamic
control for termination of the developed spin; also, there is a problem of
pilot disorientation associated with developed spins.

As a result, the PSG

the incipient phase of the spin must be given more
Sandattention than they
have received in the past, and preventing the developed spin through good
desiy, and/or proper control techniques has become a primary consideration.
10.65

Current aircraft have greater weight and appreciably larger moments of
inertia about the y and z axes then those of World War II aircraft.
resulting high angular mmaenttum, it

With the

is difficult for a spin to be terminated

as effectively as a spin in earlier airplanes by aerodynamic controls which
are aenerally of similar size.

Furthermore, controls which are effective in

normal flight may be inadequate for recovery from the spin unless sufficient
consideration has been given to this problem in the design phase.
10.3.8.1

Terminology.

The recovery pase terninology was purposely cmitted

fram previous discussion of spin phases for inclusion here.

Referring to

Figure 10.12, the recovery phase begins when the pilot initiates recovery
controls and ends when the aircraft is in straight flight; however, there are
several terms used to differentiate between the subparts of this phase.
10.3.8.1.1 Recovery. Recovery is defined as the transitional event from
out-of-control conditions to controlled flight. In more useable terms, this
period of time normally is counted frao

the time the pilot initiates recovery

controls and that point at which the angle of attack is belw as and no
significant uncarnanded angular motions •remain.
The key phrase in this
expanded definition is "angle of attack below a ;" once this objective is
attained the aircraft can be brought back under control provided there are
sufficient altitude and airspeed margins to maneuver out of whatever unusual
attitude remains.
10.3.8.1.2

Dive Pullout and Total Recovery Altitude.

The dive pullout

is the transition from the termination of recovery to level flight. Total
recovery altitude is the sum of the altitude losses during the recovery and
dive pullout.
10.3.8.2 Alteration of Aerodynamic Moments. T1he balanced condition of the
developed spin must be disturbed in order to effect a recovery, and prolonged
angular accelerations in the proper direction are needed. Several methods for
obtaining these accelerations are available but not all are predictable.
Also,

the accatpanying effects of sane methods are adverse or potentially

hazardous.

The general methcds available for generating anti-spin nMuents

follow with thte applicable terms of the general equations also given.
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Conventional means of spin recovery use flight controls to alter the
aerodynamic moments (CL, Cmb, and Cn); configuration charoges are seldom used
to accomplish spin recovery. The all-important question is "How should the
flight controls be used to recover from a PSG or a spin?"
1.
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10.3.8.3 Use cf iongitLUdinal Control. The longitudinal control surface can
only be effective if it can drive the angle of attack below acs. Rarely is the
elevator capable of producing this much change in pitching moment in a fully
developed spin, but its use during a PSG or the incipient phase of a spin may
well reduce angle of attack sufficiently. However, forward stick during a
fully developed upright spin will merely cause many spin modes to progress to
a higher rotation rate, which is also usually flatter. Model tests and
oonputer studies should thoroughly investigate this control movenmnt before it
is reccmmended to the test pilot. 7hen a thorough flight test program must be
conducted to confirm these predictions before such a recommendation is passed
on to operational users.
10.3.8.4 Use of Rudder. Considering only the alteration of Ci, Cm,b or Cn
by deflection of the appropriate control surfaces, the use of rn&der to change
Shas proven to be the most effective in recovering fran a developed spin.
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rudder deflection, if the rudder is not blanked out, produces a reduction in
yaw rate wnich persists. The reduction in yaw rate reduces the inertia
pitching couple and the angle of attack consequently decreases. Once the
rotation rate has been reduced sufficiently, the longitudinal control can be
used to reduce angle of attack below as.
Notice that the use of ailerons to produce an anti-spin rolling momnt
has not been discussed. Generally, in stalled flight the ailerons are not
effective in producing moments of any significance, though they can still be
the primary anti-spin control by causing a small change in bank angle and
thereby reorienting the aircraft attitude on the spin axis so that the
inertial terms operate to cause recovery.
10.3.8.5 Use of Inertial Moments. By using ailerons to reorient the aircraft
attitude on the spin axis, a component of Wcan be generated on the y body
axis, creating pitch rate, q. Pitch rate can then cause aircraft inertial
muientq to affect roll and yaw acceleration. Determining how the ailerons
should be applied to reorient the aircraft attitude depends upon the relative
magnitude of Ix and Iy. This can be seen froim the roll and yaw acceleration
equations listed below:
Ix

.I rp

(10.48)

pIq
(10.49)

For instance, consider Equation 10.48 and a fuselage-loaded aircraft in a
right, upright spin. (§-IZ)/lx is negative, while F is positive. In order
to generate anti-spin roll acce2.eration (negative ý), then q must be positive.
Similarly, q must be positive to generate anti-spin yaw acceleration (Equation
10.49). For a fuselage-loaded aircraft, the pitch rate must be positive in an
upright spin (right or left) to develop anti-spin yawing and rolling
acceleration.
Aileron applied in the direction of the spin causes the
aircraft body axes to tilt so as to produce a positive component of w-along
the y-axis (see Figure 10.36).
Another way to help achieve a positive pitch rate is to hold aft stick
until the rotation rate begins to drop. This procedure is common in some
fuselage-loaded airc raft, although it is unacceptable in others (F-104 for
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example). IWever, the most inportant factor is the relative sizes of I and
M
Iy. Considering that (Ix - Iy)
is appranimately six times greater for the
~y
Y
F-104 than for the T-28, it is little wonder that aileron is a more important
spin recovery control in the F-104 than is the rudder.
A similar analysis of Equations 10.48 and 10.49 shows that aileron
against the upright spin in a wing-loaded aircraft will produce an anti-spin
yaw acceleration, but a pro-spin roll acceleration.
Since wing-loaded
aircraft generally spin more nose low than fuselage-loaded aircraft (with p =_
r), and since they generally are recoverable with rudder and elevator,
aileron-against recovery procedures are rarely recamended.
10.3.8.6 Other Recovery Means.
The other two terms which can produce
anti-spin accelerations include engine gyroscopic terms and emergency recovery
devices.
10.3.8.6.1 Variations in Engine Power. The gyroscopic terms are usually
so small that they have little effect on recovery characteristics.
FUrthermore, jet engines often flame out during PSG or spin motions,
particularly if the throttle is not at idle. So, although there are potential
pitch and yaw accelerations available fran the gyroscopic terms, NASA
gexperience indicates that changes in engine power are generally detrimental to
recovery.
10.3.8.6.2 anergency Recovery Devices. Emergency recovery devices may
take many forms - anti-spin parachutes attached to the aft fuselage, anti-spin
parachutes attached to the wing tip, anti-spin rockets, strakes, etc. The
design of such devices is a complex subject worthy of careful engineering in
its own right. Certainly such design considerations are not the concern of
test pilots, but the reliability of the device, its attactioents, amd its
jettison mechanism are of vital concern. The pilot is also likely to be
concerned with tests to validate this reliability.
10.3.8.6.3 Recovery fran Inverted Spins. Recovery from inverted spins
is generally easier than recovery from upright spins, particularly if the
rudder is in undisturbed airflow. In fact many aircraft will recover from an
inverted spin as soon as the controls are neutralized. In any case rudder
opposite to the turn needle may be reccmnnended, often in conjunction with aft
stick. Smne fuselage-loaded T-tailed aircraft may require anti-spin aileron.
%
An analysis of Equations 10.48 and 10.49 shows that in an inverted spin
aileron against the spin is the correct anti-spin control for a
fuselage-loaded aircraft.
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FIGURE 10.36. AILERO W\I RECOVERY PROCEDURE
10./3.9 2ein 7ory Review:
A brief review of sane basic assumptions and prerequisites is in order.
For a stabilized spin to exist, there must be a balance of moments (in
Therefore the sum of the inertial pitching
particular, pitching momuents).
itument (1i) and the aerodynamic pitching moment *

must equal zero.

For

equilibrium, all accelerations must also be equal to zero, i.e., p = q = r = w

= v = 0. For simplicity, assume a wings level spin with no sideslip (i.e.,
= 0 = 8; in reality, these are mutually exclusive assumptions). Since for an
erect spin Mi is always positive (nose-up), it follcs from the first
assumption that a must therefore always be negative (nose-down). For this to
occur, Cm < 0. As a corollary to this prerequisite, for stability in the spin
along the pitch axis, Cm must also be negative, otherwise the aircraft
would pitch itself up and out of the spin
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(as a increased, and Mi would

both increase).

Two other important prereqisites discussed in the spin
course are the requirements to have a > a STALL and a sustained yaw rate.
Summarizing these assumptions and prerequisites for a stabilized, wings level

spin:

a.
b.
c.

.

.

.

0

.

p=q=r=

.

=v=0

0

d.

8=0

e.

Cm< 0

f.

Cm <0

g.

a > aSTALL

h.

Sustained Yaw Rate

As shown in Figure 10.37, assume an aircraft in a stabilized, erect spin to
the right. Resolving the spin vector, 1, into body axis rotations gives

p= • cos a

(10.50)

r

(10.51)

w sin ai
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I.
FIGURE 10.37.

RESOIflION OF SPIN VECOR,

The three equations of motion used to describe an aircraft in a spin are:
pIx - qr (Iy - Iz)
Gy = 4

z= t

- rp (I

- p

- Ix

(10.45)
j 10.46)

Ix-1)(0.7
z

were principal body axes have been asswmed (i.e., IXY =xz = •

= 1). GX,

GY,and Gz are appl~ied wauents only and are therefore produced by aerodynmic
nunentsXo,Mf andhI, respectively. subetituting and using the fact that p
r= 0 for a stabilized spin yields:
.•

=

"M -

-qp (Iy - Iz)

(10.54)

-rp (Iz - Ix(

(10.55)

"jpq (Ix-

(10.56)
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Y)

S

An examination of the pitch equations,Y&= -rp(Iz - Ix), is in order. Fran
the first assumption (Ml= - Mi) it is obvious that Mi = rp (Iz - Ix).
Substituting for r,

Ix).

p, the components of w, Mi = (w sin a)

(w cos a)

(Iz

-

Usimq the trigoncietric identity, sin 20 = 2 sin6 cose,

Mis=

(1Iz - Ix)

i)=2
a(z
in 2a)(I - I2)
2

2z

2

S(i
sin 2a

(10.57)

Plotting M. vs a, it is apparent that a curve, whose amplitude depends on the
value (2 (iz - ix)/2 is obtained (Figure 10.38).
(Intuitively, the strength
of the inertial pitching nmoent is expected to increase as w increases.):
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INERTIAL P1TCHING MIUV
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"normal"

aircraft,

there

are two

prereK~dzites
Cm < 0andCM <0.
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AERODWAMIC PITCM.iNG MU

Curve A represents full aft stick. Curve B represents neutral stick and
Curve C represents full forward stick.
(Note: In the A-37, Curve B lies
closer to Curve C than to Curve A.) Superinposing the 3 and -Mi curs vr a,
the value of a uhere a stabilized erect spin can occur can be located, i.e.,
..,,re Ml = -M (Figure 10.41).
At first glance, one might s.spect an infinite nuTber of values for u
v•pere a spin could occur, depending on hmw M. is drawn which, in turn, depends
on the choice of a value of w, the spin rate.

1wever, the pitch axis is not

the only axis involved and consideration must be given to the yaw and roll
axis stabilities to determine the value of a and w for a stabilized spin.
ohat analysis is conducted using rotary balance wind tunnel data and is not
considered here. The purpose here is to examine the effects on the spinning
aircraft once the stabilized conditions are ktwn.
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statement,

INflWIAL AND AEIEDY•NAI4C PIMlUNG MKEMIWS

Oflatter

-pins

spin

faster",

bears

examination.

intuitively, this seems logical since the flatter the spin beccmes, (i.e., a
increases) a more nose-down moment is created due to
T ramin
To.
stabilized the aircraft nust spin faster to generate a large noseup moment
froms Mi. This can also be seen by referring to. Figure 10.42.
Assuming the lcurve doesn't change, i.e., holding the stick fixed, the
spin occurs at point A for one value ofw and c.
If the spin rate can be
stabilized at a higher rate (remember yaw and roll stabilities cane into play)
then without changingrfl, the aircraft must flatten out to point D. Also, if
the spin became flatter for uhatever reason, a ne and higher spin rate would
develop to oVensate. Hae-oe, the flatter the spin, the faster the spin and
vice versa.
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ON SPIN RATE

Next, the effect of forward stick on the spin mode must be examined.
First of aD., two points must be considered: (1) the elevator ranains
effective in tJhe A-37 for generating sane pitching monent and (2) the aircraft
seeks to maintain the equilibrium angle of attack existing before the control
input. An explanation of the effects is shwn in Figure 10.43.
A* curves are shown depicting M vs a for full aft and full forward
stick. During an erect spin in the A-37, the stick is held full aft and thus
the spin occurs at Point A. If the stick is moved slowly to the full forward
position, the aircraft will seek a rew oquilibrium spin wode. The aircraft
tries to maintain the initial AQA (a) , but because the elevator is still
sewhat effective, a can be. reduced only a slight amount. Because more
nose-down aeivodnamic pitching moment has been generated by moving the stick
full forward,

(even though a has decreased slightly) the inertial pitching
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moment must also increase in magnitude in order to reach equilibrium. But mi
can only increase by allowing the spin rate, w, to increase. The elevator is
not effective enough to decrease a all the way to ac, which is still on the
original spin rate curve.

Therefore, a decreases only slightly to aB and the
aircraft must spin faster to compensate, i.e., at Point B. Note that now
there is a seemi,- contradiction, i.e., the aircraft is spinning steeper and
faster, however, this is due to the fact that the •/l curve along which the
aircraft must operate changed. In the previous discussion (flat and fast) the
curve was held constant.
Summarizing this effect, full forward stick will
create the fastest spin mode at a lower a and full aft stick will create the
slowest spin mode at a higher a. This explains why aft stick is important in
a re-"overy; it slcws the spin down (along with opposite rudder) thereby
reducing Mi to a point where the elevator has enough authority to overccme it

(i.e.,

in> MijI) and pitch the aircraft don out of the spin.
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Finally, the use of ailerons in a spin must be examined. To do this it
must be understood that use of the ailerons uses roll to reorient the aircraft
along the spin axis slightly, thereby creating a pitch rate, q. This pitch
rate then couples in the equations of wmotion to create a yaw acceleration or
deceleration, depending on the aircraft's inertial loading. Ailerons with the
turn needle always create a positive pitch rate, regardless if the aircraft is
The equation of motion of importance is the yaw
erect or inverted.
acceleration equation

r.

+ pg(

jA

Bur a wing-loadl 4ircraft like the A-37, Ix >x Iy. Monsidering an erect
y
spin to the right,- r end p are positive and aileron with the turn needle
(i.e., right iltron) causes q to be positive. Pro-spin rudder is held until
recover-y, thi's Na is positive. Therefore, r is positive and is accelerating
since r is also positive. Froa the previous discussion (faster/flatter)
since putting in aileron increases w but has no appreciable effect on the
fl curve, a must therefore increase as aileron is applied in the direction of
the spin. Typically in the A-37, aileron with the spin will increase the yaw
rate 10-15% and a will increase approximately 100.
Admittedly, this is a simplified analysis. There are many more complex
interrelationships occurring in the other two axes of motion in ruxh the same
way as in the pitch axis. Towever, this simplified view is still so=n] and
should promDte understanding of what occurs in a stabilized spin.
10.4 HIGH ANGLE CF ATTACK FLIGHT TESTS
10.4.1 Stall Flight Tests
Stalls, a familiar maneuver mastered by every pilot when first leaning
to fly, must not be taken fnr gnanted in a test program. There is a ratther
lakve collection of exanples from flight test history to document the need for

caution.
-

Designs that cvabine an inherent pitchep tendency with measurable

spin characteristics

have contributed

much to these examples.

Stalls are

usually first demonstrated by a contractor pilot, but it is possible for a
military test pilot to find himself doing the first staLls in a particular

configuration, especially on test bed research programs where frequent
modifications and changes are made after the vehicle has been delivered by the
contractor.
The cautious approach starts with good preplanning. Discussion with the
appropriate engineering talent of the predicted stall characteristics, and
development of the most promising recovery technique for each stage of the
stall, including possible post-stall gyrations is a necessity. In marginal
cases, a suggestion for further wind tunnel testing or other alternative
investigations might be warranted.
The most favorable loading and
configuration to be used in the initial stages must be determined. Stall and
spin practice in trainer aircraft will enhance pilot performance during any
out-of-control situations that might develop.
If pitchup or other control problems seem remotely possible, the first
runs should terminate early in the approach to the stall and the data
carefully examined (on the ground) for trends such as lightening or reversal
of control, excessive attitudes, or sink rates.
Advancing this data
systanatically on subsequent flights and avoiding the mistake of swudenly
deciding in flight, because things are going well, to take a bigger step than
planned is a necessity.
Stall characteristics must be evaluated in relation to their influence on
mission accomplishmvent. Thus, both normal and accelerated stalls must be
performed under entry conditions which could result from various mission
tasks. Hwever, prior to evaluating stalls entered frcm these conditions, a
more controlled testing approadi should be employed. This approach allows
lower deceleration rates into the stall and lower pitch attitudes at the
stall, thereby reducing chances for "deep-stall" penetration without adequate
buildup. After the controlled stall investigation, if stall characteristics
permit, simulated inadvertent stalls should be imestigated under conditions
representative of operational procedures.
10.4.2 The Controlled Stall Test Technique
The easiest and safest approach to controlled stall testing is to divide
the investigation into three distinct parts:
1. Approach to the stall
2. Fully developed stall
3. Stall recovry
10.80

*

*

10.4.2.1 Approach to Stall. During this phase of the investigation, adequacy
of stall warning and retention of reasonable airplane controllability are the
primary items of interest. Assessment of stall warning requires subjective
judgement by the pilot. Only the pilot can decide when he has been adequately
warned. warning must occur sufficiently in advance of the stall to allow
prevention of the stall by normal control applications after a reasonable
pilot reaction time. Hoever, stall warning should not occur too far in
advance of the stall. For example, it is essential that stall, warning for
approach configuration occur below nrxxmal approach speed. Reference 10.3
specifies definite upper and lower airspeed limits within which warning should
occur. Stall warning which occurs too early is not only anoying to the pilot
but is meaningless as an indication of prodmity to the stall.
7he type of stall warning is very important. Primary stall warning is
generally in the form of airframe buffet, control shaking, or small amplitude
airplane oscillations in roll, yaw, or pitch. Other secondary cues to the
approach of the stall may be high pitch attitude, large longitudinal control
pull firces (of course, this cue can be destroyed by "trimming into the
stall"), large control deflections or sluggish control response. In any case,
stall warning, whether natural or artificial, should be unmistakable, even
under conditions of high pilot workload and stress and under conditions of
atmspheric turbulence. If an artificial stall warning device is installed,
approach to the stall should be evaluated with the device operative and
inoperative to determine if the device is really required for normal

operations.
During this phase of the evaluation, the test pilot must evaluate stall
warning with the intended use and operational environment in mind. He m-st
remenber that he is specifically looking for the stall warning under
controlled conditions. lhe operational pilot probably will not be. Will the
operational pilot, preoccupied by other tasks and not concentrating on stalls,
recognize the approach of a stall and be able to prevent it?

'The general flying qualities of the airplane should be investigated
c)Aring the aproach to the stall as well as stall warning characteristics.

0

Lngitudinal, lateral, and directional control effectiveness for maintaining a
desired attitude may deteriorate significantly during the approach to the

stall. Loss of control about any axis such as uncontrollable pitch-up or
pitch-down, "wing drop," or directional "slicing" may define the actual stall.
During the approach to the stall, the test pilot should be particularly aware
of the amount of longitudinal nose-down control available because of the
obvious influence of this characteristic on the ability to "break" the stalled
condition and make a su0essful recovery.
This phase of stall investigation usually begins with onset of stall
warning and ends at the stall, therefore the test pilot will certainly be
concerned with the manner in which the airplane stalls and the ease of
However, primary emrhasis is placed on obtaining an accurate
recovery.
assessment of stall warning and general flying qualities during the approach to
the stall. During initial investigations, it may be prudent to terminate the
appronch short of the actual stall, penetrating deeper and deeper with each
succeeding approach until limiting conditions or the actual stall are reached.
In addition, the rate of approach should be low initially, approximately one
knot per second for normal stalls and two knots per second for accelerated
stalls. As ecperience is gained, deeper penetrations at faster deceleration
rates must be performed unless safety considerations dictate otherwise.
The test pilot should record at least the following data during the
approach to the stall:

a.

Airspeed, angle of attack, and altitude at stall warning

b.

Type and adequacy of stall warning

c.

Longitudinal control force at stall warning (either measured or
estimated)

d.

Oialitative caments regarding controllability and control
effectiveness

e.

Aircraft weight

Stall has been defined as the minimum steady
t a vrioty
"n. 1v
speed attainable, or usable, In flight. This minimum may
of factors, for example:
10.4.2.2 Fully Developed Stall.

a.
b.

'aching C

- the conuentional stall

Insufficient longitudinal control to further docrease speed - lack
of olevator powr
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c.

Qnset of control problems (Ioss of control about any axis)
(1)
(2)

Pitchup
Insufficient lateral-directional control to maintain attitude

(3) Poor dynamic characteristics
d.

Back-side prcblems
(1)
(2)
(3)

High sink rate
Insufficient wave-off capability
Ewessive pitch attitude

During this phase of the investigation,

the primary objective is to

accurately define the stall and the associated airplane behavior.

The stall

should be will-marked by sane characteristic, such as pitch-up or pitch.-down

or lateral or directional divergence. In general, any pitch-up or directional
divergence at the stall is undesirable because pitch-up may precipitate a deep
stall penetration and directional divergence may lead to a spin. Pitch-d4wn
at the stall and lateral divergence may be acceptable. However, severe
rolling, pitching, or yawing or any cmination of the three are obviously
Poor characteristics.
Control effectiveness as evidenced by the pilot's ability to control or

induce roll, pitch, or yaw should be evaluated in the stall, if airplane
behavior permits this to be done safely.

Cbviously,-control effectiveness

should be evaluated with a suitable build-up program. Initially, control
inputs only large enough to effect an imediate coordinated recovery should be
used.

As emierince is gained,

the airplane should be maintained in the

stalled condition for longer and longer periods of time, and the effectiveness
of all controls evaluated with larger and larger control dtflections.
Actual flight test techniques to be used during stiall testing must be

agreed upon by the contractor, the System Rvogram Office (SPO) and the flight
test center performing the tests. Two flight test methods for defining the
stall and the associated airplane behavior are presented below.

10.4.2.2.1 level FlightpathMethod. This method, involving a level
flightpath, is an older method that is valid only for uraccelerated stalls.
It Irs several disadvantages that limit its application, lut in certain cases
*

awh as VWSIML testing or initial envelope ectensiot it might prove useful. It
has been largely replaced by the second method that involves a curvd
flightpath and is valid for both accelerated and unaccelerated stalls (Pigure
10.44).

L

Fn

W

FIMJRE 10.44.

LEVEL FLIGHT PATH METHOD

L + Fn sin = W and the flightpath is straight. In order to slow the
aircraft to stall speed, however, an acceleration (aD) in the drag direction
mast be obtained by adjvstment of thrust or drag such that D is greater than

Fn cos 0. -This represents a disadvantage of the method, since a particular
trim powr or drag configuration cannot be maintained to the stall.
10.4.2.2.2 Curved Fliq&aMth Method. Reference 10.3, Mn-Waph 6.2.2t
requires that stall speed (V6 ) be defined at 1-g normal to the flightpath, and
"that the aircraft be initially trinmed at apprcaimately 1.2 YsV after which

trim and throttle settings remain constant.

To achieve these requirements,

once the trimmed conditions have been set the aircraft pitch attitude is
increased to achieve a slight climb. (less than 500 FPm), so as to initiate a

bleed rate of one or two knots per secwd.

Experienco has shown that

undesirable dynamic effects are encountered if bleed rates mich in excess of
one Cr Wo knots per second are used. Based on experience, arbitrary maximdn
bleed
,
, *e ' ot per second for unaccelerated stalls, and two knots per
second for accelerara stalls have been set. Once the initial climb has been
established, pitch attitude is controlled so as to
rate of climb (1500 MI4 maximum.
This technique
stall speed at 1-9 normal to the flightpath. Stall
factors other than 1-9 normal to the flightpath
described in Reference 10.3, Paragraph 6.2.2.

maintain or increase the
conservatively assumes a
speeds ocurring at load

shall be corrected as
A tolerance of + 500 feet froM

ir stall altitude is allowed.
Ihe test pilot should record at least the following data rearding the
stall:
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1.

Airspeed, angle of attack, and altitude at stall

2.

load factor

3.

Characteristic which defines the stall

4.

longitudinal control force at the stall (either measured or
estimated). The ratio of longitudinal control forces at stall and
stall wurning is a rough indication of longitudinal stability in the
high angle of attack region and an indication of the ease of
inadvertent stalling.

5.

Qualitative descriptive cum~ents

6.

Aircraft weight

10.4.2,3 Stall Recovery. During this phase of the investigation, primary
items of interest are the ease of recovery (the pilot's task), general flying
qualities during the recwvery, altitude required for recovezy and the
determination of an optimn recovery technique.
1The recovery is started when the stall or mininun steady speed has been
attained. For a conventional stall this is indicated by the inability to
maintain the desired load factor - usually a sudden break is apparent on the
=kpit aoceleraoter.
The goal of the recovery must be specified. Fbr example, the goal of
recovery for configurations conensurate with combat maneuvering may be to
regain sufficient control effectiveness about all three axes to perform
offensive or defensive maneuvering tasks; the attainment of level flight may
not be critical in these configurations. The goal of recovery for takeoff and
approach configurations should be attainment of level flight with a minimu
loss of altitude and the regaining of sufficient control effectiveness to
safely maintain stall-free conditions. In each case, the test pilot must
clearly define "stall recovery."

*

In a test program, all prmnising recovery procedures consistent with the
objectives should be tried.

It is important to have the recovery specified in

detail before each drill - not to wait until the stall breaks to decide what
procedure is to be used.

S

here are no iron-clad rules for recovery -

a

"*standard procedure" such as full military poer could be disastrous in
certain vehicles. Keep the instrumentation running throughout the recovery
until the goal has been attained.

In the case of minima altitude loss, this

10 ,

..

would be when rate of descent is zero and the aircraft is under control (the
altimeter is the first indication of R/C = 0).
During initial investigation, the stall recovery procedures specified in
pertinent publications should be utilized and the ease of effecting recovery
evaluated.
If no procedure has been developed, initial recovery must be
accomplished with a 'preliminary" technique formulated from all available
technical information. As experience is gained, various modifications to the
recovery procedure should be made until an optijmn procedure is determined.
In arriving at an optimum procedure for use by the operational pilot, the test
pilot must not only consider the effectiveness of the technique ( in terms of
altitude lost or maneuverability regained), but must also consider the
simplicity of the technique.
The test pilot should record at least the following data regaiding stall
recovery:
1.

Qaalitative ccuments on ease of recovery

2.

Optimum recovery techniquw

3.

Altit~de lost in recovery

4.

Qualitative comments on control effectiveness

10.4.3 Spin Flight Tests
10.4.3.1
Ein Project Pilots Bac"cround Require-nnts.
Under current
stall/post-stall/spin demonstration specification (Roferare 10.4, Paragraph
3.3), military pilots will participate on high angle of attack investigations
concurrently with the oontractor's pilots. Therefore, it is iverative that
the military test pilots assigned to a high angle of attack investigation be
thoroughly familiar with all available background information concerning the
imvestigation.
This paragraph sunmarizes the preparation required for
post-stall/spin investigations.
The discussion is purjxoely general in
nature; it will not specifically address tde tests flown in the curriculum at
the USAF 7st Pilot School. These flights are described in detail in the
current Flying

.ali ties 1hase Planning Guide.
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7he methods available to the modern test pilot for pre-flight test spin
research are:
1.

(rnventional

2.

Dynamic models
a)
b)

,

wind tunnel

Wind tunnel free flight model
Radio controlled model

3.

Vertical spin tunnel

4.

Iltary balance

5.

Sinulator

10.4.3.1.1 Conventional Wind Tunel. Literature research should begin
with the best and most current wind tunnel data available. Take careful note
of any configuration or mass changes which were made since the available wind
tunnel data were obtained. Look questioningly at the angle of attack and
angle of sideslip ranges tested in the tunnel. Go over this data very
carefully with the flight test engineers and try to ascertain the probable
spin modes and optimn recoery techuiques for each of them, as well as the
optimm recovery procedure for post-stall gyrations if ore is knwn. Start
looking, even at this stage, for the sirplest recvery technique possible. If
possible, obtain analytical data to confirm or deny the possibility of using a
womzn reovery proccxbre for both post-stall gyrations and spins (Ibferencc
10.4, Ibragraph 3.4.3).
*in test reports of similar aircraft should be
reviewed thoroughly, but care must be exercised in extrapolating results. The
spin characteristics of aircraft which are quite similar in appearance can

vary drastically. Attuipt to predict the effect that various loadings and
configurations will have on post-stall/spin characteristics so that initial
tests can be planned conservatively. As exaaples the A ' has loadings £fro
which recovery is riot ac=eptable (10.13:6) and highly asymnetric loadings in
the A-7D may prolong recovery to an unacceptable degree.

A-7l

Flight tests of the

were not performed with loadings of greater than 13,000 foot-pounds of

asysmuetry. (10.1i:11).

As a result of the
(10.15:13-2).
10.4.3.1.2 Dynamic Mode Te~chniques
ccaplexity of the stall/spin problem, and the lack of proven alternate
the most reliable source of information on stall/spin

predictive methods,

characteristics prior to actual flight tests of the particular airplane has
been tests of dynamically scaled airplane models.

A properly scaled dynamic

model may be thought of as a simulator with the proper values of the various
aerodynamic and inertial parameters.
Several unique dynamic model test techniques for stall/spin studies have
been developed including:
outdoor radio-controlled
technique.
10.4.3.1.2.1

(1) the wind-tunnel free-flight technique,
model

technique,

and

Model Scaling Considerations

(3)

(2) the

the spin-tunnel

(10.15:13-2).

test

Dynamic models

nust be scaled in each of the fmndamental units of mass, length, and time in
order to provide test results that are directly applicable to the
corresponding full-scale airplane at a given altitude and loading condition.
As a result of scaling, the motions of the model are geometrically similar to
those of the full-scale airplane and motion parameters can also be scaled.
Scm

linitations of the dynamic model test techniques are apparent.

Fbr

example, the model is tested at a value of 1eynolds number considerably less
than those of

the

full-scale airplane at ccqparable flight conditions.
Although the linear velocities of the model are smaller than full-scale
values, the angular velocities are greater than full-scale values.
The discrepancy in Reynolds number between model and full-scale airplane
can be an important factor which requires special consideration for stall/spin
tests. During spin-tumnel tests, large Reynolds number effects tray be present
which cause the model to exhxibit markedly different characteristics than those
associated with correct values of Relmolds number.
The fact that the angular velocities of the model are much faster than
those of the airplane poses special problems with regard to controllability of
the model for certain techniques. Because the human pilot has a certain
minimum re~,onse time, it has been found that a sbngle Imian pilot cannot
satisfactorily control and evaluate dynamic flight models.
11v stall and spin of an airplane involve complicatcd balances between
the aerodynamic and inertial forces and moments acting on the vehicle.
In
order to condut meaningful tests with dynamic models, it is irpx-tant that
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I

these

parameters

be

properly
scaled.
Simply
scaling
dimensional
characteristics without regard to other parameters will produce erroneous and
uompletely misleading results.
As a result of the shortcomings of theoretical methods, the most reliable
source of information on stall/spin characteristics prior to full-scale flight
tests has been tests of dynamically scaled models.
10.4.3.1.2.2 The Wind-Tunnel Free-Flight Technique (10.15:13-2).
The
wind-tunnel free-flight technique, is used specifically to provide information
on flight characteristics for angles of attack up to and including the stall.
The test setup for this model test technique is illustrated by the sketch
shown in Figure 10.45. Two pilots are used during the free-flight tests. Cne
pilot controls the longitudinal motions of the model.
The second pilot
controls the lateral-directional motions of the model. The model is powered
by ccmpressed air, and the level of thrust is controlled by a power operator.
The human pilots do not sense accelerations as the pilot of an airplane does,
and must therefore, fly with sight cues as the primary source of information.

*

The cable attached to the model serves two purposes.

-

is

The first purpose

to supply the model with compressed air, electric power for control

actuators, and control signals. The second purpose of the cable is concerned
with safety. A portion of the cable is a steel cable that passes through a
pulley above the test section. This part of the flight cable is used to catch
the model when a test is terminated or when an uncontrollable motion occurs.
The entire

flight cable

is

kept slack

during the

flight

tests by a

safety-cable operator who accomlishes this job with a high-speed pneumatic
winch.
--.

The model incorporates limited instrunentation for measurements of motion
•arnd control deflections.
The wind-tunnel free-flight technique can produce valuable information
during studies of flight motions at high angles of attack and at the stall.
Various pý ases of a typical investigation would include:

(1)

flights at

several angles of attack up to and including the stall to evaluate dynamic
Stecnqe
stability characteristics,
(2) an evaluation of pilot lateral control
techniques at high angles of attack, and (3) an evaluation of the effects of
S

thg nl

tso

-stability augmentation systems.
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The wind-tunnel free-flight technique has several inherent advantages: (1)
because the tests are conducted indoors, the test schedule is r .t subject to
weather conditions;

(2) the tests are conducted under con-trolled conditions

and a large ntmiber of tests can be accanlished in a relative.y short period
of time; (3) airframe modifications are quickly evaluated and (4) models used
in the technique are relatively large (11. l0-scalc for most fighter
configurations) and can, therefore, be used in force tests zo obtain static
and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics for analysis of the model motions and
as inputs for other forms of analysis, such as piloted simulators.

IG

0.--)CONTROL

CAC

•

PILPILOT

(10. 15: 13-8)
CAL
ii
__
•i

10.4.3.1.2.3

'The Outdoor Radio-Controlled Modlel Thchnigue.

(10.15:13-3,

~4). A significant %•id of ir;formation exists between th~e results produced by
the wind-tunnel free-flight test technique for angles of attack up to and
inciluing

the stall,

and

the

ros-tlts

produced by

the

sp•in-ttunel

test

t-chnique, whAich defines developed spin and spin-recmwery characteristics.
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1hbe outdoor radio-controlled model technique has, therefore, been designed to
supply information on the post-stall and spin-entry motions of airplanes. 7he
radio-controlled model technique consists of launching an unpowered, dynamically scaled, radio-controlled model into gliding flight from a helicopter,
controlling the flight of the model frum the ground, and recovering the model
with a parachute. A photograph showing a typical model mounted on the launching rig of a helicopter is shown in Figure 10.46.

-
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The models used in these tests are made relatively strong to withstand
higch lardina tnpact loads of 100 to 150 g's. They are constructed primarily
of fiberglass plastic, with the fuselage case being thick hollow shells and
the wings and tails haviy5n solid balsa cores with fiberglass sheet coverings.
Radio receivers and electric actuators are installed to provide individual
operation of all control surfaces and a recovery parachute. Prcportional-type
control systems are used in this technique.
The models are trimmed for appraximately zero lift, and launched fron the
helicopter at an airspeed of about 40 knots and an altitude of about 5000 ft.
The models are allowed to dive vertically for about five seconds, after which
lie hurizontal tails are moved to stall the model. After the stall, various
control msnipulations may be used; for example, lateral-directional controls
may be moved in a direction to encourage any divergence to develop into e
spin. Mien the model has descended to an altitude of about 500 ft., a
recovery parachute is deployed to effect a safe landing.
The outdoor radio-controlled model technique provides information which
cannot be obtained from the other test techniques. The indoor free-flight
tests, for example, will ikentl'y the existence of a directional divergence at
the stall, but the test is terminated before the model enters the incipient
spin. In addition, only l-g stalls are conducted. The radio-controlled
technique can be used to evaluate the effect of control inputs during the
incipient spin, and accelerated stalls can be imestigated. At the other end
of the stall/spin spectrum, spin-tunnel tests may indicate the existence of a
flat or nonrecoverable spin mode, but it may be difficult for the airplane to
attain this spin mode from conrwitional flight - the difference being that
models in the spin tunnel are launched at buut 900 angle of attack with a
forced spin rotation. The radio-controlled test teciwique determines the spin
susceptibility of a given airplano by using spin entzI techniques similar to
that of the full-scale airplane.
The radio-contralled technique determines (1) Cie spin strs.eptibiliVy of
a configuration, (2) control techniques that tend tI produce developed spins,
and (3) the effectiveness of various control tmchn 4lues for recoery from
out-of-control conditions.
There are several limitations of the radio-control led technique that
should be kept in mind.
The first is that the t, sLs are conducted
out-of-doors. The test schedule is, therefore, subject to weather conditiois,
10.92
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and excessive winds and rain can severely curtail a program. This technique
is relatively expensive. Expensive flight instrumentation is required to
record the motions of the model; and the large size of these models requires
the use of powerful and reliable electronic equipment. Costs are compounded
by the fact that the model and its electronic equipment frequently suffer
costly damage on landing impact. Because of this higher cost and the slow
rate at which radio-controlled drop model tests can be accomplished, this
technique is used only in special cases *,ere the simpler and cheaper
wind-tunnel and spin-tunnel techniques will not give adequate information; for
example, when it is necessary to know uhether an airplane can be flown into a
particular dangerous spin mode, or when one wants to investigate recovery
during the incipient spin. Conversely, most of the exploratory work, such as
developing "fixes" for a departure at the stall or investigating a variety of
spin-re-overy techniques, is done in the wind tunnels.
The best
10.4.3.1.3 The Spin-Tunnel Test Technique (10.15:13-4,5).
known test technique used today to study the spin and spin-recovery
characteristics of an airplane is the spin-tunnel test technique.
A
cross-sectional view of the NASA Langley Vertical Spin Tunnel is shown in
Figure 10.47.
In this tunnel, air, is drawn upward by a fan located above the test
section. Models are hand-launched at about 900 angle of attack, with
pre-rotation, into the vertically rising airstream. The model then seeks its
own developed spin mode or modes. For recovery, the tunnel operator deflects
the aerodynamic controls on the model to predetermined positions by remote
control.
In a spin-tunnel investigation, the program consists of (1) determination
of the various spin modes and spii:-recovery characteristics, (2) study of the
effect of center-of-gravity position and mass distribution, (3) determination
of the effect of external stores, and (4) determination of the size and type
parachute required for emergency spin recovery.
In a typical spin-tunnel test program, tests are made at the normal
operating loading condition for the airplane. The spin and spin-recovery
"characteristics are determined for all ombinations of rudder, elevator, and
aileron positions for both right and left spins. In effect, a matrix of both
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FIGUnE 10.47.

CRSS-SECTIOAL VIEW OF NASA LANGM
(10.15:13-9)
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the spin and spin-recovery characteristics are cbtained for all control
settings for the normal loading operating condition. Using these data as a
baseline, selected spin conditions are treated again with incremental changes
to the center of gravity and/or mass cconditions. Then, based on the effects
of these incremental changes, an analysis is made to determine the spin and
spin-recovery characteristics that the corresponding airplane is expected to
have. Also, the effectiveness of various control positions and deflections
are analyzed to determine which control techniques are most effective for
recovery. After the spin-recovery characteristics for the normal loading
conditions have been determined, additional tests are made to determine the
effects of other loading conditions, store configurations (including
asymmetric stores), and other items of interest such as speed brakes and
leading and trailing-edge flaps.
The parachute size required for emergency spin recovery is determined for
the most critical spin conditions observed in the spin-tunnel tests, and is
checked at other conditions throughout the test program. If the parachute
size is found to be too small for other conditions, the size is adjusted so
that the paraclute finally reccmmended for. use on the spin demonstration
airplane will be sufficient to handle the most critical spins possible on the
airplane for any loading.
As a result of the combination of the relatively small scale of the model
and the low tunnel speeds, spin-tunnel tests are run at a value of Reynolds
number which is mch lower than that for the full-scale airplane. Experience
has shown that the differences in Reynolds number can have significant
effects on spin characteristics displayed by models and the interpretation of
these results.
In particular, past results have indicated that very
significant effects can be produced by air flowing across the forward fuselage
at angles of attack approaching 900. These effects are influenced by the
cross-sectional shape of the fuselage forebody and may be extremely sensitive
to Reynolds number variations. Particular attention is, therefore, required
for documentation of this phenomenon prior to spin-tunnel tests. This
evaluation has been conducted in the past with the aid of static force tests
over a wide Reynolds number range.
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10.4.3.1.4 Rotary-Balance Tests
(10.15:15-5,6).
The rotary-balance
test technique has produced significant information regarding the complex
aerodynamic characteristics of airplane configurations during spinning
motions. Six-ccmponent measurements are made of the aerodynamic forces and
moments acting on the wind-tunnel model during continuous 3600 spinning
motions at a constant angle of attack. Past studies identified same of the
major factors which influence spin characteristics such as the autorotative
tendencies of unaspt wings and certain fuselage cross-sectional shapes. 7he
characteristics of the basic configuration, the effects of individual and
ccmbined control deflections, the effects of tail surfaces and nose strakes,
and the effects of spin radius and sideslip are determined. Test results
identify confeiguration features which can have large effects on the
aerodynamic spin characteristics of modern aircraft.
Some pro-spin flow
mechanisms have been identified.
Test results have also indicated that the aerodynamic n~ments
(particularly yawing and pitching moments) exhibited by current military
configurations vary nonlinearly with spin rate. Nonlinear moments have a
large effect on calculated spin motions, and agreement is otained with
dynamic model tests for smooth, steady spins when such data are used as inputs
for the calculations. On the other hand, conventional calculation techniques
using conventional linearized static and dynamic stability derivatives often
produce completely erroneous results.
The results of rotary-balance tests conducted for several current fighter
configurations indicate that the aerodynamic characteristics of these vehicles
during spins are extremely cczplex phenamena which tend to be 1eynolds unimer
dependent and which vary nonlinearly with spin rate.
aosputer studies of
spinning motions have indicated that data obtained from rotary-balance tests
will be required for the development of valid theoretical spin prediction
techniques.
10.4.3.1.5
Simulator Studies
(10.13:
15-6,7).
The model test
techniques previously discussed have several critical shortomings.
Fbr
exanple, the inputs of the himan pilot have been minimized or entirely
eliminated. In addition, the use of unpered models aml space constraints
within the wind tunnels do not permit an evaluation of the spin susceptibility
of airplanes during typical air combat maneuvers. FinalLy, the effects of
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sophisticated autaiatic control systems are not usually evaluated because of
space limitations within the models. In order to provide this pertinent
information, a piloted simulation test technique has been developed as a
logical follow-on to the model tests.
Simulator application to the stall/spin area is dependent on the
developuent of a valid mathematical model of the airplane under consideration.
In view of the present lack of understanding of aerodynamic phenomena at spin
attitudes, the simulation studies are currently limited to angles of attack
near the stall, and fully developed spins are not simulated. Rather, the
studies are directed toard an evaluation of the spin susceptibility or
stall/departure charactexistics of the airplane during typical air combat
maneuvers and the effects of automatic control systems on these
characteristics.
Simulation stuidies have indicated that it is an extremely valuable tool
for stall/spin research. Correlation of results with those obtained from
full-scale flight tests for several current fighters has indicated agreement,
particularly with regard to the overall spin resistance of the configurations.
Extension of piloted simlation techniques to high angles of attack
provides valuable insight as to the spin susceptibility of fighter
configurations during representative air combat maneuvers. In addition, use
of simulators is an effective method for the development and evaluation of
automatic spin prevention concepts.
10.4.3.2 Pilot Proficiency. It is irqperative that the test pilot engaged in
a post-stall/spin test prcgram have recent experience in stalls cand in
spinning aircraft as similar as possible to the test aircraft. Obviously,
such aircraft should be those cleared for intentional spins. o(upled
departures in a mildly spinning aircraft may be helpful in simulating the
post-stall gyrations of an aircraft not cleared for intentional departures.
Lack of spin practice for as little as three months will reduce the powers of
observation of even the most skilled test pilot. 2ierefore, he should
practice until he is at ease in the post-stall/spin environment innediately
prior to czm cing the data program. Centrifuge rides, with simulated
instrumentation procedures and required data observations, can also be useful.
Chase Pilot/Aircraft Revirements. A highly qualified chase pilot
in an aircraft compatible with the test aircraft increases the safety factor
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and adds another observer. The chase pilot should participate fully in the
preparation phase. In fact it is preferable that more than one pilot be
assigned to a given project. Not only does such an arrangement permit more
than one qualitative opinion, but by alternating between post-stall/spin and
chase assignments, each pilot gets at least two viewpoints. He can evaluate
the post-stall/spin characteristics both as an in-the-cockpit observer and
fram the scmewhat more detached chase position. Of course, from a flying
safety viewpoint the benefits of a caopetent chase pilot should be in an
airplane with performance ccapatible with that of the test aircraft. His
responsibilities include: staying close enough to observe and photograph
departures, post-stall gyrations, and any spins; staying out of the way of an
uncontrollable test aircraft; and being immediately in position to check any
unusual circunstances such as lost panels, malfunctioning drag/spin chutes, or
control surface positions. And, of course, if necessary, he can call out
canopy jettison/ejection altitudes. All these responsibilities point up the
importance of a well-prepared, observant chase pilot in a similar aircraft.
10.4.4 Data Requirements
The following two paragraphs are intended to provide only general
guidance. The test plan for the specific project mist be consulted for more
detailed and specific requirements.
10.4.4.1 Data to be Collected. The flight test engineer will be primarily
concerned with the required quantitative data. Rates of pitch, roll, and yaw,
angular accelerations about each axis, control surface positions, angle of
attack, indicated airspeed, and altitude are but a few of the typical time
histories plotted meticulously by engineers. The pilot's most important data
gathering is qualitative. Can all the necessary controls and switches be
reached easily? Miat are the cockpit indications on production instnrments of
loss of control warning, departure, post-stall gyration, and spins? Can these
indications be readily interpreted, or is the pilot so disoriented that he
could not determine what action to take? %batvisual cues are availabLe at
critical stages of the recovery? Reference 10.14 gives an appropriate example
of such a critical stage in the A-7D recovery sequence:
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On several occasions during recovery frcm fully developed
spins, yaw rotation slowed, AOA decreased below 22 units,

and roll rotation increased prior to release of anti-spin
controls. Pilots found it easy to confuse roll rate for yaw
rate leading to the "Auger" maneuver defined as rolling at
unstalled AGA with anti-spin controls.
This sort of qualitative finding can be and usually is the most iportant kind
of result from a spin test program. Hence, it is poor practice to ask the
pilot to neglect cockpit observations to gather quantitative data which should

*

be recorded by telemetry or on-board recording devices. Project pilots must
guard against this pilot overload by looking carefully at the available
instrumentation, both airborne and ground-based.
10.4.4.2 Flight Test Instrumentation. The scope of the post-stall/spin test
program will determine the extent of the instrumentation carried on board the
aircraft.
A qualitative program with a limited objective may require
virtually
no
special
instnmentation
(10.16:1),
while
extensive
instrumentation may be mandatory for a full-blown stall/post-stall/spin
investigation. Table 10.6 shos typical on-board instrumentation for a
complete evaluation. Of course, this instrumentation is not appropriate for
every imnestigation; each program is a special case.
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TABLE 10.6
TYPICAL FIJGHT TEST IICN
Time History 1

Pilot' s Panel

Angle of attack

X

X

Production angle of attack

X

X

Angle of sideslip

X

Swivel boom airspeed

X

Swivel boom altitude

X

Produce airspeed

X

Production altitude

x

Bank angle

x

Pitch angle

X

Pitch rate

X

Foll rate

X

Yaw rate

X

Noaacoelerato

x

Parameter

X
X
(coarse altimeter)

x
(sensitive indicator)

Accelerations at all crew
stations

X

All control surface

X

positions
Stick and rlder positions

X

Stick and inder forces

X

All trim tab positions

x

SAS inpt signals

x

Engine(s) oil pressure

X

x

tbdraulic pressures

X

x

10.100

OFuel used

(each tank)

X

X

Film, oscillograph, or
tape-correlations and
amount remaining

X

X

Event marker

X

X

Spin turn counter

X

X

Elapsed time

X

Critical structural loads

X

X

Pilot warning signal (s) 2
Energency recover device

X
X

X

indicators
'Magnetic tape, telemetry.
2 Pilot

warning sigals may include maximm raw rate indicators, spin direction
indicators, miniium altitude indicators, and other such devices to help lower
the pilot's workload. They may take the form of flashing lights, horns,
oversized indicators, etc.
The prospective test pilot should particularly note the kinds of
parameters to be displayed in the cockpit. In this area he must protect his
an interests by assuring that the indicators and controls available to him
are complete, but that they do not overload his capacity to obsere and to
safely recover the aircraft. Simulations, preferably under stress of saoe
kind (in a centrifuge, for example), may help the pilot decide whaether or not
the oockpit displays and controls are adequate.
rinally, Reftrence 10.4, Paragraph 6.4.2.3, directs preparation of a
technical briefing film and suggests that an aircrew training film may be

,

producd at the option of the procuring activity. Usually, it is advisable to
have one or more movie cameras mounted on or in the test aircraft to provide
portions of this photographic corage. vbtion pictures taken over the
pilot's shoulder may provide visualization of the departure motion,
readability of production instnments, information about the adequacy of the
restraint system, or other similar data. A movie camera taking pictures of
the control surface positions can produce dramatic evidence of the
effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of recovery controls. 1hese cameras
and recording devices should be made as "crash-proof" or at least as
"crash-rewoerable" as possible.

in-1•

....

Further information on flight test instrumentation, cockpit displays, and
cameras may be found in Paragraphs 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4 of Reference 10.4.
10.4.4.3

Safety Precautions.

Stall/post-stall/spin test programs are usually

regarded with suspicion by program managers and flying supervisors.

Many such

investigations have resulted in the loss of eqpensive, highly instrumented
test aircraft and crew fatalities.
Careful attention to detail in

Post-stall/spin test.

are hazardous.

several areas will miniize the dangers

involved.
10.4.4.3.1
Conservative Approaches.
Use a conservative build-up
approach to incrementally expand the areas of investigation, choosing safe
increments until the aircraft's uncontrolled motions are better understood
(10.4:3.4).
How can the test pilot plan to assure that such an approach is
actually followed?
First, the entire program is usually broken down into phases.

EDen the

terms now in use - stall/post-sta] l/spin - suggest the basic phases of such an

investigation, although in practice the phases are generally broken down in
more detail. Table 10.7 lists the reomimended phases for such investigations.
Within these phases, there are several smaller steps to be taken with
successive departures, post-stall gyrations, or spins. Fbr exan1ple, aircraft
loadings are normally changed gradually fram clean to sypnotric store loadings

to asymetric store loadings. The effects of these loading changes must be
evaluated both for the aerodynamic effects and the canges in mass
distribution. Unfortunately, it is not often obvious ftiich effect is tuwst
danaging until after the tests are ccopletod. Cne would also be ill-advised
to use full pro-spin controls on the very first departure in phases B, C, or
D. Delayed recoeries should be aproache by sustaining the desired
misapplication of contxols in increiments in each successive departure up to
the maximna of 15 seconds as indicated in Phase D. Mich conservatism in
flying these tests is essential and must be adhered to scrupously.

Itwver,

it is also necessary to consider aircraft systems in order to plan a safe
post-stall/spin program.
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TABLE

0..7

TEST PHA.SES
Phase

Control Application

A - Stalls

Pitch control apr ied to achieve the specified
AOA rate, lateral-directional controls neutral
or small lateral-directional control inputs as
normally required for the maneuver task
- ecovery initiated after the pilot has positive
indications of:
(a) a definite g-break or
(b) a rapid angular divergence, or
(c) the aft stick stop has been reached and AOA
is not increasing.

B

Stalls with aggravated
control inputs

Pitch control applied to achieve the specified
AOA rate, lateral-direction controls as required
for the maneuver task. When condition (a), (b),
or (c, from above has been attained, controls
br -,fly misapplied, intentionally or in response
to nscheduled aircraft motions before recovery
attempt is initiated.

C - Stalls with aggravated
and sustained control

Pitch control applied to achieve the specified
AJA rat,.,
lateral-directional
controls as
required for the maneuver task. when condition
(a).. (b), or (c) has been attained, controls are
misapplied, intentionally or in response to
unscheduled aircraft motions, held for three
secords before recovery attempt is initiated.

D - Post-stall Gyration,
spin, and deep stall
attenpts (this chase
required only for
"trainirn- aircraft uhich
may be intentionally
spun and for Class I
and IV aircraft in
which sufficient departures or spins did
not result in Test
Phase A, B, or C to
define characteristics.

Pitch control applied abruptly,
lateraldirectional controlr as rmjuired for the
mwneuver task, when condition ia), (b), or (c)
has been attained, controls applied in the most
critical positions to atta"n the expected spin
modes of the aircraft and held up to 15 seconds
before recovery attcnpt is initiated, unless the
pilot definitely recognizes a spin mode.

-
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10.4.4.3.2 Degraded Aircr.-aft Systems. All systems are under an often
unKncnm amount of strain during high angle of attaok maneuvering. If the
aircraft goes out of control in this flight regime, system design limits may
well be exceeded. The propulsion/i nlet system is often not designed to allow
reliable operation of the engines during extreme angles of attack and
sideslip. Engine flame out may result in loss of control in modern aircraft
with hydraulic flight control systds.
The test vehicle must have an
alternate source of hydraulic pcwer for the flight controls if there is a
possibility th.at engine flameouts are likely to occur. However, do not
overlooL tne behavior of the production hydraulic system: loss of production
hydraulic pressure may be all that is necessary to prohibit intentional spins.
"In propeller-driven aircraft the hydraulic paoer used to govern the propeller
pitch can also be a limiting factor, particularly during inverted spins. The
electrical systati may also be affected by engine flameout, and even a
nmmnentary failure can render instrumentation inoperative at a critical time.
Hence, a reliable back-up electrical power source may be necessary. Other
systems, such as the ejection system, pilot restraint system, or
ccmmnications/ navigation system, may cause special problems during the
post-stall/spin test program. The test pilot and test engineer nur : think
through these Tpecial problems and, where necessary, add back-up systems to
the test aircraft to assure safe completion of the program. Any backup
systems that are required must not limit the rarige and scope of the tests;
otherwise, they defeat their purpose.
10.4.4.3.3 REeency RecavenL. Device. The ultimate back-up system, some
sort of emergency recovery device, is so important that it deserves a
paragraph all its own. Failure of this 'last-ditch" system h.s in the past
contributed to the discomfort of test pilot, engineer, and SPO director all
too oftew. Raference 10.1, suggests that more attention mist be given to the
design of this system, perhaps to the extreme of making emergency recovery
system ocoponents government-furnished equipment (GFE). While the feasibility
of this rather drastic suggestion is questionable, it is imperative that more
reliable systems be designed. Som of the things that must be scrutinized by
tie test pilot are:

A
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1.

Has the deployient/actuation mechanism demonstrated reliability
through the expected envelope of dynamic pressures?

2.

Are the moments generated large enough for all predicted spin rates?

3.

Has the jettison mechanism demonstrated reliability throughout the
expected envelope?

4.

Are maintenance inspection procedures adequate for this system?
(This system should be checked just prior to takeoff.)

5.

Does the emergency recovery system grossly alter the aerodynamic
and/or inertia characteristics of the test aircraft?

obviously, no such list is coiplete, but the test pilot nust carefully
evaluate every couponent of the emergency recovery system: spin chute, spin
rockets, or any other device.
10.4.4.3.3.1 Spin-Recovery Parachute System Design (10.18). There are
three distinctly different branches of technology involved in the design of a
spin-recovery parachute system - parachutes, spinning, and airplane systems.
For a given airplane, the spin-recovery parachute must be designed to recover
the airplane from its worst spin condition.
Definition of this "worst
condition" and the parachute size and riser length is generally obtained for
military airplanes from tests of dynamic models in the NASA Langley spin
tunnel.
10.4.4.3.3.1.1 Parachute Requirements. Positive and reasonably quick
opening (approximately three to four seconds) of the spin-recovery parachute
is necessazy for all operating conditions so that the spin may be terminated
as rapidly as possible to minimize altitude loss.
A stable parachute is required so that it will tend to trail with the
relative wind at the tail of the airplane in a spin and thus apply a yawing
moment that is always anti-spin; whereas an unstable parachute because of its
large osc.tlations may apply a yawing uvzuent that varies from anti-spin to
pro-spin, and thus hinders or prevents rovery.
Determination of the correct parachute size and riser length is very
important in the overall design of a recovery system. The riser length
controls the positkn of the parachute in the wake of the spinning airplane
and therefore affeas the force that the parachute can apply to the airplane.
Figure 10.48 is an i'Arixration of a typical spin-%recovery parachute system.
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10.4.4.3.3.1.2

Paracbute C2oartment
(10.18).
A
fundamental
Sreguirement in any para~bute installation is to locate the cant
and the
riser attachment point as far aft on the airplane as possible. This approach
will reduce the possibility of the riser or parachute striking the airplane
and will also give the maxinm monment arm for the parachute force to act on.
It should be assumed that the angle the riser makes with the fuselage
longitudinal axis can be as high as 900 if a flat or a highly oscillatory spin
mode exists. If the riser is likely to contact the jet exhaust because of the
attachment point location, then it must be protected against heat. Additional
protection of the riser might be necessary if there is a possibility of its
rubbing against the airplane structure after deployment. Since the riser
generally is made of fabric (for exaple, nylon), abrasions on or nicks in the
riser while it is in tension can cause it to fail very rapidly.
The parachute compartment should also be designed so that it does not
change the spin and recovery characteristics of the airplane by changing the
aerodynamic and/or inertia characteristics of the airplane with the
installation and thereby invalidate the tests. Two types of parachute
*
mpartments are (1) one in which the coapartment is permanently attached to
the airplane and deployment is initiated by pulling the deployment bag fram
the cmkar1tment with a pilot parachute, and (2) one in which the caqartment
is pulled away and ccmpletely separated fran the airplane by a pilot parachute
which then pulls the ccmparnent off the deployment bag when the riser is
fully extended.
Two major requirements for a satisfactory parachute campartment are that
it be designed so that (1) the extraction of the deployment bag by pilot
parachute or tractor rocket or by forceful ejection can be accamplished
regardless of the airplane attitude, and (2) the bag be undamaged during the
deployment process.
10.4.4.3.3.1.3 Parachute Deployment Methods
(10.18).
The two basic
methods for deploying the spin-recovery parachute fram an airplane are the
line-first and the canopy-first methods show in Figure 10.49. The line-first
method is preferred for several reasons, as indicated in the discussion of the
method.
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In line-first method (Figure
Line-first method.
10.4.4.3.3.1.3.1
a pilot parachute extracts the deployment bag from the parachute
10.49),
ccmpartment, deploying first the riser, then the parachute suspension lines,
and finally, the recovery parachute by pulling the deployment bag off the
parachute. The primary advantage of this method is that it provides a clean
separation of the deployment bag from the airplane and also ensures that the
inflation of the spin-recovery parachute canopy will occur away from the
airplane. Consequently, the possibility of the parachute fouling on the
airplane and the effect of the airplane wake on the parachute are minimized.
Furthermore, the snatch loads will be reduced because parachute inflation will
occur after the riser is fully extended.
10.4.4.3.3.1.3.2
Cancpy-first method.
In the canopy-first method
(Figure 10.49), a pilot parachute extracts the deployment bag frcrm the
parachute coaparmient. A pilot parachute extracts the spin-recovery parachute
canopy from the bag, then the suspension lines, and finally the riser. 7he
primary disadvantages of this method are (1) the increased possibility of the
spin-recovery parachute canopy fouling on the airplane; (2) the high snatch
loads that occur because the spin-recovery parachute canopy will become
inflated before the riser has become fully extended; (3) the high opening
shock loads; and (4) the possibility of the canopy being damaged, or only
partly inflated, because the canopy and suspension lines became entangled.
The only advantages of this method are (1) it requires a lower pilot parachute
extraction force than the line-first concept because the spin-recovery
parachute canopy is extracted easily regardless of the altitude of the
spinning airplane; and (2) once the deployment starts, the parachute itself
provides an additional force that helps caoplete the deployment of the canopy,
suspension lines, and riser.
10.4.4.3.3.1.4
Basic Attachment Methods
(10.18).
The spin-recovery
parachute riser is attached to the airplane by an attachment and release
mechanism and this device has proven to be a critical item in the system
design. For this reason, regardless of the type of mechanism used, no part of
it should require such precise adjustment that lack of such adjustment could
cause the mechanism to malfunction. The mechanism must perform the following
critical functions: (I) attachment of the parachute riser to the airplane,
(2) release of the parachute after spin recovery, and (3) automatic release of
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the parachute in the event of inadvertent deployment during critical diases of
flight. There are two basic methods normally used:
(1) Closed-jaw method (Figure 10.50) - The attachment of the riser to
the airplane is made prior to take-off and provision is made for
"automatic release in the event of premature deployment.
(2) Open-jaw method (Figure 10.50) - The attachment is not made Antil
immediately before a spin test.

*

_•

Several factors must be considered in designing the attachment and
release mechanism. For example, if the shackle, or D-ring, is locked in the
attachment mechanism prior to take-off, as illustrated by the closed-jaw
concept of Figure 10.50, it is essential from the standpoint of flight safety
that provision be made so that the parachute will automatically jettison
should it inflate inadvertently. This automatic jettisoning of the parachute
can be acxcoplished by putting a weak link, such as a shear pin, in the
system. Prior to the start of the spin tests, the weak link is bypassed by a
locking mechanism capable of withstanding the opening shock load of the
parachute. If the mechanism is left open until the start of the spin tests,
however, as illustrated by the open-jaw concept of Figure 10.50b, the parachute would be automatically jettisoned since it would be unrestrained.
This approach does require, however, that steps be taken to ensure that
the shackle is in position in the mechanism when the time comes to arm the
system. A low-strength bolt or safety wire can be used to achieve the proper
positioning. For either of the foregoing types of systems, a light is generally used to indicate that the system has been armed by bypassing the wsak
link or by closing the jaws.
In both the closed-jaw and open-jaw methods, the normal procedure for
releasing the parachute after it has been deployed is by mechanical means.
Provisions, however, should be made for emergency jettisoning of the parachute
if the primary jettison system fails to operate. This jettisoning can be
aocuplished through the use of explosive bolts or pyrotechnic line cutters.
If the explosive bolts are used, they should be of the nonfragmenting variety
to ensure the safety of the airplane. The pyrotechnic line cutters have a
disadvantage in that the cutters and the electric wires to them are subject to
damage by the slipstream and therefore might fail to function.
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10.4.4.3.3.2

Alternate Spin-Recovery Devices.

Although

tail-mounted

spin-recovery parachutez are used almost exclusively in full-scale spin denonstrations, rockets and wing-tip-mounted parachutes have been considered.
Anti-spin rockets have been used occasionally, but wing-tip mounted parachutes
have been used apparently only once.
10.4.4.3.3.2.1

rockets

(10.18).

Pockets are generally used for spin

recovery in special cases where the use of a parachute involves unusual
problems. Tail-boom airplane configurations or tailless configurations with a
very short tail mmient arm might provide such unusual problems. Rockets,
however, have many disadvantages when compared with tail-miounted parachutes as
will be discussed later.
Fckets generally have been installed on or near each wing tip but there
have been cases where the rocket was installed at the nose or the tail of the
airplane. Mten the rockets are installed on the wing tips, their thrust is
applied in a forward direction. Depending on the direction of the spin which
should be determined by a sensor, the left or right rocket is fired to apply
an anti-spin yawing moment (for example, in a right spin the right rocket
would be fired).
Mien the spin-recovery rockets are added to the airpli ne, care should be
taken that the rocket installation does not alter the spin and recovery
characteristics of the airplane by altering the aerodynamic andlor inertia
characteristics of the airplane and thereby invalidatu the tests.
10.4.4.3.3.2.1.1 Thrust orientation, The effectiveness of the applied
yawing mmnt produced by rockets mounted on the wing tips depends on the
orientation of the rocket thrust line with respec.t to the principal axis of
the airplane. In order to avoid a rolling marent that might be adverse,
depending on the mass distribution of the airplarme the rocket thrust should be
aligned as closely as possible with the principal axis of the airplane.
10.4.4.3.3.2.1.2

Pocket impo2se.

on the basis of past experience with

model spin-recovery rocket investigations, certain conclusions can be drawn
regarding the nature of the rocket iwpulse required, rocket impulse being the
product of the average value of the thrust and the time during which it acts.
¶he rocket must not only provide a sufficient yawing moment for recovery, but
the rocket must provide this moment for as long as the spin rotation is
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present. ibckets that have the same impulse but different amounts of thrust
and thrust durations may or may not produce satisfactory spin recoveries
depending on the magnitude of the thrust and the thrust duration.
7he primary advantages of a rocket-recovery system are:
(1) Definite known yawing moment is applied.
(2) Applied yawing moment is not affected by wake of airplane.
(3)

ibckets do not have to be jettisoned after use.

(4)

Fuselage or wing has to be strengthened only to withstand the yawing
moment produced by the rockets.

7he disadvantages of rockets are:
(1) Some type of sensor must be used to determine the direction of spin
so that the proper rocket is fired.
(2) Duration of rocket thrust is limited.
(3)

If duration of rocket thrust is too long and pilot does not
rcaelete, the airplane may enter a
terminate it when recovery is

spin in the oposite direction; conversely, if the rocket thrust is
terminated prematurely the airplane may not recover from the spin.
(4) If the pilot does not regain ontrol of the airplane following
recovery by use of a rocket and the airplane enters a second spin
there is no further emergency recovery system; ubereas, with a
tail-mounted recovery parachute, he can retain the stabilizing
effect of the parachute until he is sure he has recovered control.
(5) Two installations are necessary if rockets are mounted on wing tips.
10.4.4.3.3.3 Winq-TiAnted Prachutes (10.18). Tests were conducted
until 1952 in the NASA Langley spin tunnel on dynamically scaled models using
wing-tip-mounted parachutes. Full-scale airplane tests with wing-tip parachutea have apparently been made on only oae airplane in the past 20 years.
Wing-tip parachutes apply an anti-spin yawing moment to the airplane to effect
a spin reoery; they also apply a rolling moment and* if the airplane has a
swept wing, a pitching moment will be applied.

0
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Even though wing-tip parachutes generally need be only about 50 to 60
percent as large as a tail parachute in order to effect a spin recoi.ery, they
have all the disadvantages of rockets. In addition if the mass of the airplane is distributed along the wing, the rolling nxaent produced by the
parachute will retard spin recoVeries.
10.4.4.3.4 Special Post-Stall/Spin Test Flying Techniques. In general,
the test pilot must have indelibly fixed in mind what control actions he will
take when the first departure occurs. An inadvertent departure can give just
as meaningful (perhaps more meaningful) data as an intentional one - if the
test pilot overcomes his surprise quickly enough to make preplanned and
precise control inputs. The keys to avoiding confusion in the cockpit have
already been mentioned, but they bear repeating. The test pilot must be
recently proficient in post-stall gyrations and in spinning, and he must be so
familiar with the desired recovery controls that they are seco
nature.
Apart from ovarccuming the surprise factor through adequate preparation, the
test pilot may need same other tricks in this highly specialized trade.
10.4.4.3.4.1 Entry 'tIchniques
10.4.4.3.4.1.1 Upright Entries. 11br aircraft susceptible or extremely
susceptible to spins, an upright spin may be easy to attain. in this case the
test pilot's main concern may be how to produce repeatable characteristics;
that is, he may seek to achieve the same entry g-loading, attitude, airspeed,
and altitude in successive spins so that correlation betwen spins is easier.
Of course, if the aircraft is resistant to spins, it may still be susceptible
to departure and entry into a post-stall gyration. In this case, correlation
of the data may be even more difficult since the random motions of a PSG are
seldom repeatable. Again, the attempt usually is to achieve repeatable entry
conditions so that over a large statistical saVple the characteristics of the
PSG become clear. Achieving several departures with repeatable entry conditions is one of the more demanding piloting tasks. Oonsiderable proficiency
is requixed to achieve the ADA bleed rates or airspeed bleed rates specified
in Reference 10.4, Page 5. once the baseline characteristics for a given
configuration are relatively well known, the test pilot is called on to
simulate entries appropriate to the operational use of the aircraft.
10.4.4.3.4.1.2
Tactical Entries.
1hese entry maneuvers oust be
carefully thought out in light of the e4)ected role of the aircraft. It is
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often wise to consult directly with the using cam-and, particularly if
aircraft has already entered operational service. Reference 10.4 suggests
types of tactical entries listed in Table 10.8 but past experience is
substitute for foresight in planning such tests. By carefully examining

the
the
no
the

tactics envisioned by operational planners, the test pilot should be able to
recognize other possible tactical entries which may cause difficulty in the
high angle of attack flight regime.

TABLE 10.8
TACTICAL ENTRIES
1.

Normal inverted stalls

2.

Aborted maneuvers in the vertical plane (vertical reversals, loops,
or Immelmans)

3.
4.

High pitch attitudes (above 450)
Hard turris and breaks as used in air combat maneuvering

5.

overshot roll-ins as for ground attack maneuvering

6.

High-g supersonic turns and/or transonic accelerations/decelerations
Sudden idle power -nd/or speed brake decelerations
Sudden asymmetric thrust transients prior to stall

7.
- -8.

"10.4.4.3.4.1.3

Inverted Entries.

Obtaining

entries

into

inverted

post-stall gyrations or spins can be very difficult simply because aircraft
often lack the longitudinal control authority to achieve a stall at negative
The most straightforward way to depart the aircraft in an
inverted attitude is to roll inverted and push forward on the stick until
stall occurs at the desired g-loading. Many aircraft, however, have marginal

angles of attack.

elevator authority and it is necessary to misapply the controls to obtain an
inverted departure. Pulsing the rudder or applying other pro-spin controls as
the nose drops can help precipitate departure. In the OV-I0, for example, the
*•

direction of applied aileron determines the direction of the inverted spin provided full aileron deflection is used. However, if oerodynamic controls
lack authority, the test pilot can also use inertial =tents to precipitate
inverted departures.
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How the inertial terms can aid entry into a spin can best be seen by
examining the pitch rate acceleration equation:
SM(Iz
Ix
q

_aer
-Iy

+pr

X)

z
Iy

If the negative pitching acceleration generated by Maero/Iv was too small to
produce a stalled negative angle of attack, an additional negative pitching
acceleration can be produced from (pr (Iz - Ix)/Iy). All that is necessary is
for p and r to have opposite signs. Typically, the roll momentum is built up
by rol ling for at least 1800 opposite to the desired direction of the inverted
spin and then applying full prospin controls at the inverted position.
Obviously, these control manipulations must be made at an angle of attack near
the stall. S&ietimes it is even advisable to apply a slight amount of rudder
opposite to the roll during the roll mcmntum buildup period. A typical
procedure designed to produce a left inverted spin is given below:
1.

Bstablish a nose high pitch attitude.

2.

Apply full right aileron and a slight amount of left rudder.

3.

After a minimum of 1800 of roll (360° or more may be advantageous in
scme aircraft), apply full left rudder, maintain full right aileron,
and full forward stick (on scme aircraft full aft stick may be
used).

4.

Pooover using predicted or recommended recovery procedures.

This procedure must be modified to fit the characteristics of a particular
aircraft, but it does ilhustratp the kind of control manipulation sometinmes
required in post-stall/spin investigations. Same aircraft will not enter an
inverted spin using this sort of exaggerated technique, but using the inertial
-moments to augment aerodynamic controls has uncovered spin modes it obtained
by other means. Reference 10.12 provides further information on the subject
of inverted spinning.
10.4.4.3.4.2 Recovery Technrdues
(Out-of-(bntrol Recoveries
The underlying principle of all recovery techniques is simplicity (refer
to Paragraph 3.4.2 of Reference 10.4).
7hLt procedure to be used must not
require the pilot to determine the nature or direction or the post-stall
10.118
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gyration. In fact, Paragraph 3.4.2.2.2 of Reference 10.3 requires recovery
fran both post-stall gyrations and incipient spins using only the elevator
control. Engine deceleration effects must be tested. Any part of the flight
control system (the SAS, for example) which hinders desired control surface
placement must be identified and carefully evaluated. Care must be taken to
ensure that the recovery controls recommended to recover fram a post-stall
gyration will not precipitate a spin. The test pilot is primarily responsible
for identifying reliable visual and cockpit cues to distinguish between
post-recovery angular motions (steep spirals, rolling dives) and the postst U gyration. Taken together, these requirements demand that the test pilot
be a careful observer of the motion. In fact, he is likely to became so adept
at making these observations that he must guard against complacency. His
familiarity with the motions may cause him to over-estimate the operational
pilot's ability to cope with the out-of-control motions. Paragraph 3.4.2.2.2
of Reference 10.3 specifies that the start of the recovery shall be apparent
to the pilot within three seconds after initiation of recovery. This requirewent is
very stringent and will require very fine judgement on the part of the
test pilot.
10.4.4.3.4.2.1 Spin Recoveries. The criteria for recovery fram a spin
are outlined in Table 10.9. (Paragraph 3.4.2.2.2 of Reference 10.3). These
criteria are applicable to any spin modes resulting from any control
misapplication specified in Reference 10.4. Timing of control movements
should n'ot be critical to avoid spin reversals or an adverse mode change.
Table 10.10 outlines the NASA Standard, NASA Modified, and NASA Neutral
recovery procedures. These recoveries are by no means optimum for all aircraft and they must not be construed to be. In contrast, the F-4E recovery
technique includes forward stick, which reflects the philosophy of simplifying

O

out-of-oontrol recovery procedures. Generally, forwd stick is desirable for
r.covery immediately following a departure. The reason for retaining the
forward stick is to keep the out-of-control recovery procedure like the spin
"recovery procedure. fowver, individual aircraft characteristics may dictate
that out-of-control recovexy procedures differ from spin recovery procedures.
Stch characteristics violate the specifications of References 10.3 and 10.4,
but the test pilot must evaluate the need for two recovery procedures. Ie
cannot assume that any "canned" recovery procedure will work nor that the
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In summary, the test pilot's job is to
design meets the specifications.
assure that the operational pilot has a simple, reliable recovery procedure
which will consistently regain controlled flight.

TABLE 10.9
RECOVERY CRITERIA

Class

Flight Phase

I

category A,B

I

IV

Turns for Recovery
1-1/2
I

PA

Category A,B

2-1/2

TABLE 10.10
RECOVERY TBCHNIQUES
NASA Standard

NASA Modified

NASA Neutral

(If ailerons were held
during spin, neutralize)

Same

Neutralize all
Controls

A. Full opposite rudder

A. Full opposite rudder
and at the sawe time
ease stick forward to
neutral.

B. Stick full aft

B. Neutralize rudder %hen
rotation stops.

C. Wlen rotation stops neutralize rudder
(immuediately)
D. EASE stick forward to
-•a-roximt,-ly neutral
position.
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PRCBL4S
The following questions are taken from the AFFTC F-5F Spin report. They
are intended to expose you to real high AOA terminology and to give you a feel
for what factors come into play in high performance aircraft high AOA flight.
10.1

The F-5F had roll rate hesitations or even roll reversals when trying
to roll at high AOA with ailerons. The main reason for this was
a)
b)
c)

adverse yaw
kinematic coupling plus a moderate dihedral effect
strong C X

d)

negative C

a

10.2

a
Rudder rolls at or near stall AOA produced a roll about the stability
axis with oscillations in roll rate superimposed. This was caused by
a)
b)
c)
d)

10.3

moderate dihedral effect
kinematic coupling
strong directional stability
a and b

A flat spin could be entered from an abrupt full aft stick input.
During one g flight, a forward cg required

a)
b)
10.4

AOA's.

lower
higher

At the aft cg condition, the F-5F is

to

departures %hen an abrupt full aft stick input is made.
a)
b)
c)
d)
10.5

extremely susceptible
susceptible
resistant
extremely resistant

The most critical full rudder/full aft stick maneuver to generate a
PSG or spin, was a level, decelerating turn, applying full top rudder
acccwpanied by a smooth full aft stick input below stall AOA. Large
AOA values were obtained initially due to

a)
b)
c)

aerodynamic longitudinal moments
kinematic coupling
inertial coupling

Following the same entry
S10.6
as question No. 10.5, inertial yaw
acceleration was less with

a)
b)

.

abrupt aft stick
smooth aft stick
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10.7

An oscillatory spin somietimes occurred from a PSG even at noninal cg's.
During recovery different control inputs gave the following results
a)
b)
c)
d)

rudder against, was effective
adverse yaw due to ailerons helped the recovery
ailerons-with helped the airplane "roll out of the spin"
ailerons-with produced a pitching moment which resulted in an
anti-spin yaw acceleration through the relationship
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Fkiqine Qperatinq Characteristics
Four dobeegn

an

fv

single-engi.ne flmeuts~

Were

experienced

.-during 195 maneuvers conducted during this program. The susceptibility of the
engines to flameouts was dependent upon power setting and severity of the
post-stall motions. "Most of the flameouts occurred at power steerings at or
above 95% RPM and above 400 AOA with large sideslip angles present. 'he
flameouts typically occurred 'during the first significant ADA/sideslip
excursion during the post-stall motions. The probability of engine fl neout
was significantly reduced %hen power during the maneuver entry was reduced to
'bel 95% RPM. -left :and right engines were equally susceptible to ilameout
during a- given maneuver. All of the flameouts occurred in the vicinity of
35,000 feet pressure altitude. Flameout susceptibility should be less at
lawer altitudes.
No engine flameouts were encountered during inveted
out-of-control flight. These characteristics are the same as those obtained
on 'the F-5E.
Aerodynamic Analysis
This section contains an explanation of the aerodynamics involved in the
airplane characteristics which were described in previous sections. Trends in
airplane stability and control were derived from analysis of flight test data.
Similar trends are generally substantiated in wind tunnel end analytical data.
Wind tunnel data presented in Appendix B was obtained as 3a, Machi but exhibits
trends evidenced throughout the subsonic Mach range.
Basic Airplane Erect Characteristics
Iongitudinal
The slight nose drop tendency at stall. (21 to 25 degrees A•A, depending
on Mach) resulted from a decrease in lift and a significant increase in static
longitudinal stability aoove stall ADA. The decrease in lift, as indicated by
.a local change in sign of the slope of nortnal force coefficient (CN) versus
ADA, is presented in Figures B1 and B2.
The inorr-ase in longitudinal
stability, as indcated by an increase in slope of pitching moment (r' ) versus
AOA, is presented in Figures B3 'r.d B4.
Nowmal force coefficient again
increased when AOA exceeded apprcun.ately 250, as inlicated by a restoration
in the slope of C, versus Am, nut was not always apparent to the pilot.
Although CN again increased a&mme 250 AOCA, a lecrease in speed (due to
increased drag) usually meant a decrease in normal load factor as AGA
increased.
10.123
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Flight test data indicated static longitudinal stability (Cm

at zero

a
sideslip) as being stable up to 400 AOA, essentially neutral between 40 and
500 AQA, and again stable above 50° AOA. For post-stall AOA's less than 400,
longitudinal stability was only slightly reduced over that of the F-5E for
respective nominal and aft cg's (nominal cg of the F-5E is 14% MAC and aft cg
is 20% MAC).
Above 400 AOA, the F-5E exhibited significantly less
longitudinal stability than the F-5E. Above 500 AGA with an aft cg (16% MAC),
the F-5F had approximately 40% less nosedown restoring pitching moment than
the F-5F and F-5E which resulted in the decreased PSG and spin resistance of
the F-5F (the other difference being large yawing moments at small sideslip
angles, discussed later).
Trim AOA's with full aft stick were 28 and 310 with nominal and aft cg's,
respectively, but higher AOA's were obtained %ben full aft stick was
sustained. Directional instabilities and strong dihedral effect resulted in
wing rock with considerable oscillations in roll rate, yaw rate, and sideslip
when full aft stick was sustained. Inertial pitch coupling (Iz - Ix/• pr)
tended to increase AOA above maximum trim AGA. Also, a noseup pitching nent
due to sideslip (positive Cm )existed above apprcKimately 280 ADA. When
8

full aft stick was sustained, sideslip oscillations reduced or eliminated the
nosedown aerodynamic pitching moment, or even resulted in a net noseup moment,
depending on the magnitude of the sideslip oscillations. AQA's in excess of
S500 were achieved with aft cg when full aft stick was sustained while ACA's
were usually obtained below 300 with nominal cg. The pitching moment due to
sideslip was similar to that of the F-SE. Trim AOA with full aft stick was
increased by four degrees over that of the F-ME due to the increased
stabilator deflection (200 ccapared to 170) and a slight reduction in
longitudinal stability. The higher AOA's (as compared to the F-SE) obtained
with sustained full aft stick with an aft cg resulted partially from the
increased stabilator deflection but primarily from the decreased longitudinal
stability above 400 AOA.
Abrupt full aft stick applications were capable of achieving in excess of
40 to 500 AGA with the nominal and aft og's, respectively, without sustaining
full aft stick (discussed later).
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lateral-Directional

The onset of wing rock at stall AOA was a result of static directional
stability C becming negative while maintaining sufficient dihedral effect
-

to prevent a pure nose slice from occurring.

were self-terminating

Excursions in sideslip

as the airplane rolled due to C

and thus reduced

sideslip through the interchange of ADA and sideslip. Dihedral effect was,
hawever, reduced sanheat near stall AGA, especially with flaps UP. Above
approximately 280 AGA, strong dihedral effect was restored while static
directional stability generally remained negative. Flap deflection increased
dihedral effect for AOA's up to appracimately 35P. The static directional
instability was of greater magnitude than that of the F-5E, but an increase in
dihedral effect due to the installation of wing fences (Figure Cl) resulted in
improved lateral-directional characteristics over that of the F-5E for AOA' s
below appracimately 320.
Although airplane response to aileron was sluggish near or above stall
ADA, no strong adverse effects were noted when full aileron was applied at
high AOA. Aileron effectiveness CZ existed near or above stall AGA while

-'

C

•a

decreased

significantly as AQA was increased to stall and thereafter

retained near constant effectiveness at AOA's above stall. Negligible yawing
mutnt due to aileron C
existed near or above stall ADA while C was
n

a

small or negative. The result of aileron input was that the airplane
initially rolled (essentially about the body X-axis) in the direction of input
and built up adverse sideslip due to an interchange of AOA and sideslip. As
stall ADA was approached, attainable roll rates with the ailerons were greatly
reduced due to the dihedral effect associated with this adverse sideslip and
decreased aileron effectiveness. At or above stall AGA, the adverse sideslip
tended to cause the roll to hesitate or even reverse direction.
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Rudder became the primary roll control near stall AOA. Rudder effectiveness C
did not noticeably decrease until stall AM was exceeded.
exceeded. Little, if any, effectiveness remained above 500 ADA. Rudder rolls
near but below stall ADA were rapid and smooth. During these rolls, typical
peak yaw and roll rates of 30 and 1000 per second, respectively, caused AOA to
peak to approximately 30 degrees even with fixed longitudinal stick position
during the roll. As stall ADA was exceeded, the roll hesitated and became
more oscillatory. At or above stall AOA, rudder inputs resulted in yaw
excursions to quite large proverse sideslip (due to negative.C
). A rapid
roll due to dihedral effect followed. As the airplane rolled, sideslip
changed sign due to an interchange of ADA and sideslip. Thus, adverse
sideslip was created, causing a rolling moment (due to C• ) opposite to the
direction of control input. Depending on the magnitude of the adverse
sideslip, the roll rate momentarily decreased, stopped, or even changed sign
before sideslip again became proverse.
Yaw rate normally remained the
direction of rudder input. Above stall AOA the roll could be described as a
continual rotation about the stability axis with roll oscillations (wing rock)
superliposed. Examples of rudder rolls are presented in Figures A13 through
A15.
No problems existed in performing full rudder pedal rolls when
longitudinal stick was maintained forward of or at that position required to
trim the airplane at stall AOA. Vftn full aft stick was applied (with aft cg)
in conjunction with full rudder, however, peak ACA's in excess of 450 were
obtained due to the stabilator deflection, inertial coupling, and pitching
moment due to sideslip. With the attairment of these extreme AOA's, PSG or
spin entry was possible (discussed later).
Significant yawing moments, observed in flight test data, were present at
zero or small sideslip angles (less than + 10) above apraciimately 3540 AOA.
These moments were presumably the result of the asymmetric shedding of
vortices from the nose of the airplane (determined during ongoing wind tunnel
and water tunnel flow visualization tests by the contractor). Above 420 AOA
was significantly smaller. Flight test data indicated these yawing moments to
be positive from apprcuKimately 45 to 60° ADA and negative between
appzzamately 60 and 70° AOA. The sign of those below 45" AOA was not
consistent. The yawing moments above 429 ACA were approgimately twice the
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the magnitude of those of the F-5E.
Whereas these moments were not
significant for the F-5E, they were very influential in the behavior of the
F-5F. The existence of the large yawing moments above 42o AOA was one of the
two primary differences between the F-5F and F-5E which resulted in decreased
"PSG and spin resistance (the other being decreased longitudinal stability
above 400 AOA, discussed later).
A propelling yaw damping derivative (positive Cnr) were evident above 500
AOA, with the strongest effect between 50 and 600 ADA. Significant effects
due to positive Cn were evident when apprcximately 350 per second yaw rate was
achieved in the 50 to 600 ACA region. The propelling yaw damping was similar
"tothat of the F-5E.
PSG and Spin
The attainment ot apprcximately 450 AOA by abrupt aft stick application
alone was sufficient for PSG or spin entry. High ADA obtained in such a
manner was initially accompanied by vey, small sideslip angles. large yawing
nmoents were present (discussed earlier) to establish a yaw e•currsion which
was capable of causing PSG orSOspin entry. Figure A29 presents an example of
an abrupt pullup at 150 KMAS with an aft cg which resulted in an unrecoverable
flat spin. Although not pursued further, trends in data indicate certain
conclusions about abrupt full aft stick inputs applied below stall ADA. With
an aft cg in a one-g, wings level condition, abrupt full aft stick applied at
200 AOA or lower (greater than 130 KIAS) and sustained for as little as two
seconds can result in an unrecoverable flat spin. With the ncminal cg, such
an input would be required at apprc-imately 100 ACA or lower (greater than 160
KIAS) for spin entry to occur. Entry into a PSG or recoverable oscillatory
spin, rather than a flat spin, may be possible with the nominal cg -due to the
increased nosedown aerodynamic pitching mccent which could prevent the rapid
transition to a flat spin by limiting ACA excursions. To achieve sufficient
A0A for PSG or spin entry frmn an accelerated flight condition, the abrupt aft
stick input must occur at significantly lower ADA. Above 250 KIAS, for
instance, the input must occur at an AOA at least 50 lower than for the one-g,
wings-level condition. Pitch damping Cmq was the reason for the lower AOA
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More
requirement for full aft stick input during accelerated flight.
horizontal tail wes required to obtain a given AGA, less incremental
horizontal tail input was available to increase AOA during an abrupt full aft
stick input. In addition, the higher attainable pitch rates at the higher
airspeeds produced more nosedbwn moment due to Cq than at low airspeeds.
Full aft stick/full rudder or sustained full aft stick (smooth input)
maneuvers achieved 450 AOA or higher with large sideslip oscillations
(appriximately + 200). The airplane was susceptible as with the abrupt full
aft stick input alone. The large yawing moments at small sideslip angles did
not ccopletely dcminate the motion in these maneuvers since less time was
spent at +100 sideslip than during the abrupt pullup maneuver. With the large
sideslip oscillations, the natural "stability" (due to strong C£ ) often
contained the yaw excursions. However, the effect of the large moments at
small sideslip was evident and resulted in either decreasing or increasing the
existing yaw rates or starting a yaw rate if non existed. Thus, any maneuver
which achieved near 450 ADA had the potmetial for PSG or spin entry.
PSG or spin entry was possible without significant influence from the
large yawing moments at small sideslip. If full aft stick/full rudder maneuvers were performed so as to achieve near 500 AQA with significant yaw rate
,(at least 250 per second), PSG entry was possible. Spin entry was possible if
at least 350 per second yaw rate was established near 500 AA. However, many
full aft stick, full rudder deflection maneuvers (withi or without cross
controlled aileron) resulted in high yaw rate with lower AOA (less than 4&0)
or high ADA (greater than 500) with low yaw rate but did not sustain both high
AOA and high yaw rate. 7W- effects which often prevented a sustained high AOA
were the nominal cg and high airspeed. The increased longitudinal stability
at the nominal cg made it very difficult to sustain ACA's much above 400.
-Maneuvers which maintained a nose low attitude, such as windup turns,
maintained high enoug speeds so that a substantial aerodynamic nosedown
moment was present to counter the noseup inertial moment and thus prevent
sustained at the extreme AOA's because of inertial yaw coupling (Ix - Iy/z
pq). Yaw rates in excess of 30 per second with MAbJVR flaps and in excess
of 400 per second with flaps UP were obtained below 400 AOA. The higher
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attainable yaw rates with flaps UP was due to less dihedral effect below
approximately 350 AOA than with MNHVR flaps. Therefore, the airplane was
more susceptible to PSG/spin entry with flaps UP. The large positive pitch
rates, involved in achieving even higher ADA, coupled with roll rate to
produce an inertial yaw acceleration to oppose the established yaw rate. This
opposition to yaw rate, along with decreased redder effectiveness at high
AOA's, resulted in reduced yaw rates of less than 200 per second at the high
AOA's. As a result, the following was the most critical full rudder/full aft
stick maneuver fram the standpoint of susceptibility to PSG or spin: a level,
decelerating turn applying full rudder cut of the turn and smooth full aft
stick below stall AOA. Susceptibility was signific-ntly increased when this
maneuver was fl
with the aft cg configured airplane or with flaps UP. Full
rudder input below stall ADA produced sufficient yaw/roll rates to inertially
couple AOA to large values. As the airplane pitched to high AOA/high pitch
attitude (since rudder was applied away from the turn direction), the airspeed
decreased rapidly. Thus, the aerodynamic nosedown mnent was reduced and high
AOA was more easily skxtained. Smooth aft stick application (as opposed to
abrupt) allowed the high ACA to be obtained with minimum pitch rate and thus
minim=u anti-spin inertial yaw acceleration. This maneuver established the
high AOA while maintaining sufficient yaw rate to generate v substantial
prospin yawing moment due to positive C I Therefore, a tendency towards
continued rotation was established.
Florward stick was

::

the key to recovery from the PSG.

Considerable nose-

down n•z•ent due to the stabilator was required to omvrcme both the ncaeup
inertial mnment due to the yaw and roll rates and noseup moment due to sideslip. Depending on the established yaw and roll rates, full forward stick
could be required for reovery from the PSG. It was possible to accelerate
the yaw rate somewhat with the application of abrupt forward stick. A
negative pitch rate (or reduction in positive pitch rate), produced by the
forward stick, orupled with roll rate to create a prospin inertial yaw acceleration (or reduced the typical anti-spin inertial yaw acceleration by
reducing positive pitch rate). If sufficient forward stick. %s not applied to
simultaneously raluce ADA, progression into a developed spin was probable. In
same cases, especially with the aft cg, full forward stick applied immediately
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upon recognition of loss of control did not effect recovery without entry into
a spin.
When recovery was not effected from a PSG with the ncminal cg, the
propelling Cn increased yaw rate and an oscillatory spin was established.

q

SFull forward stick usually did not produce sufficient nosedown moment to
reduce ADA due to the ) increased inertial noseup moment as yaw rate increased.
Reduction in yaw rate to reduce the noseap, inertial moment, while maintaining
forward stick, was the key to recovery from the spin. Forward stick was
maintained to allow maximum nosedown aerodynamic moment. However, effectiveness of the lateral-directional controls to reduce yaw rate was marginal at
best. rudder applied against the spin produced little, iS any, yawing moment
to slow the rotation due to loss of effectiveness at high ADA. Ailerons
applied in the direction of spin produced little, if any, adverse yawing
nmoment to oq.pose the rotation since yawing moment due to aileron was minimal
at high ADA. Probably the most benefit of the lateral-directional spin
recovery controls was the rolling moment of the aileron. A very small roll
capability into the spin direction caused a slight wing-dwn orientation about
the spin axis (inside wing down). This produced a snail positive pitch rate
which coupled with the roll rate to produce an anti-spin inertial yaw acceleration. hecovery or mnrecovery from the spin (above. 50" AOA) was a result of
the balance between this inertial anti-spin yaw acceleration and the prospin
aerodynamic yaw acceleration primarily due to the positive Cn * AOA oscilr
lations to lower than 500 resulted in an anti-spin aerodywnaic yaw
acceleration cue to negative C and suaw rudder ef fectivoness, and resulted
in a decrease in yaw rate. when yaw rate was reduced eA•oth to allow a
sustained AOA below 500, recovery was acoxmlishod by sustaining anti-spin
controls. However, if AOA vas sustained between 50 and 600 (region of
strongest positive Cnr) lo enoug, yaw rate could accelerate significantly,
and progression into the higher rate, higher ADA unrecoverable flat spin could
probably occur. With the aft cg, if recovry was not effected from a PSG,
rapid transition into an unrecoverable flat spin occurred. This was due to
the significantly reduced nsedown restoring pitching muomeit with th.e aft cg.
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Ceterline Tnk Ioading
Addition of a centerline tank (loading 5) to the basic airplane resulted
in a significant degradation in static lateral-directional stability (Figures
BlI and B12).

Static directional stability was significantly degraded over

that with the basic airplane for AOA's up to 300 and only slightly for higher
AOA' s. Dihedral effect was significantly reduced as compared to the basic
airplane for all AQA's above approimately 100. With flaps fully extended,
C

was reduced to near zero in a small AQA region, near 22 to 240.

This AOA

region was slightly larger, approximately 20 to 250 AOA, with minimal flap
extension (as with MANEUVER flaps selected above 250 KIAS) or with flaps UP.
With MANEUVER flaps, stalls resulted in a nose slice tendency when stall
AOA was attained.

The motion following the nose slice consisted of wing rock

with more yaw rate and larger sideslip angles than were evident with the basic
airplane. Above 200 KIAS and especially above 250 KIAS (only 12/80 LE/TE
flaps), stalls resulted in a severe, abrupt nose slice at approximately 200
AQAo The nose translated purely in yaw until dihedral effect was restored at
approximately 100 of sideslip. Restoration of dihedral effect was abrupt,
resulting in large initial roll rate excursions. Large yaw rates were then
combined with the large roll rates in

the sane direction and AOA was

ineartially coupled abruptly to over 600.

The roll following the nose slice

resulted in a large sideslip buildup to the opposite direction due to an
interchange of AOA and sideslip.

The directional instability was such that

this sideslip caused either a reduction in estaUlished yaw rate or a yaw and
roll opposite in direction to the nose slice. This abrupt yaw and roll
resulted in a very large peak in inertial pitch acceleration, causing a peak
AOA in excess of 750 during the PSG. Figures A9 and A26 present the maneuvers
performed during thks program with the centerline tank loading.
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CHAPTER 11
THEM AND FLGHT TESTING

11.1 INTRODtrTIcN

*

This chapter examines the problems associated with an engine failure and
how engine out flight testing is accomplished. The discussion will be divided
into the control problem, the performance problem, pilot reaction times, and
how the equations of motion are affected by an engine loss. In all cases, the
failed engine will be considered the most critical. For a jet aircraft, this
is an outboard engine; for a U.S. conventional propeller aircraft (clockwise
rotation propeller) this would be the left outboard engine. If the loss of an
important system (rudder, hydraulics, etc.) supported by a particular engine
complicates the engine out performance or control problem to a greater degree
than the asynmetric inmaent alone, then that particular engine would be
considered critical.
The data gathered through engine-out testing is used to build the initial
portions of the takeoff, climb, and landing performance data charts of an
aircraft flight manual. Also, many inportant decisions regarding engine-out
procedures must be sought. One very controversial area that needs major
attention is that of pilot reaction time. Testing must always take into
consideration that the aircraft will be flown by operational pilots not in a
controlled test environment.

Engine-out testing is divided into two areas: the performance problem and
the control problem.
11. 2 THE PRFORMANCE PROBLEM

Son

Reduced climb performance, service ceiling, and range capability
accoapany an engine failure as a natural consequence of decreased thrust and
increased drag. But the effect of an engine failure on takeoff performance is
a more complex subject. Basically, the requirement is for the aircraft to
attain a takeoff velocity at a given lift coefficient. At any point during
the takeoff roll the pilot needs a variety of speeds on which to base a
decision to abort or continue. These definitions vary considerably between
the military and the FAA. Part 25 of the FAA regulations details requirements
takeoff performance.
The military usually receives its performance
specifications from the System Program Office (SPO) or from a Statement of
Need (SON) fram a Major Air Owmand.
11.1

11.2.1 Takeoff Performance
At every instant throughout the takeoff roll, the pilot must have an
acceptable course of action available in the event of engine failure. During
the first part of the takeoff roll, this action will be to abort the takeoff.
Beyond a certain point the action will be to continue the takeoff with the
engine failed.

The dividing point between these courses of action is a
function of aircraft performance and control.
Consider an aircraft in a particular configuration and gross weight. For
any given runway length there is a maximum, speed to which it can accelerate on
all engines, experience a critical engine failure, and then complete a maximum
effort stop at the far end of the runway. This speed, the refusal speed,
(VR),

is relatively high for long runways and relatively low for short ones
(see Figure 11.1).
Stopping technique and devices to be used must be
specified. This speed could also be maximum braking speed (VM) depending on
how the speeds are designed. However, VR nust never exceed
in order to
avoid hazardous conditions.

NORMAL ALL-ENGINE
ACCELERATION

HIGH REFUSAL SPEED
FOR LONG RUNWAYS

W
0

SPEEDS FOR
'

SHORT RUNWAYS

ENGINE-OUT
MAXIMUM

EFFORT STOP
•

SHORT

4

•,LONG

~FIGURE 11.1.

RMFSAL SPEED

Now consider the same aircraft attempting the takeoff under identical
conditions. There is also a minim=u speed to which it can accelerate on all

11.2

,
-

engines, lose the critical engine, and then continue the takeoff with the
engine failed, beomiing airborne at the far end of the runway. This speed,
the minimm-continue speed, varies with runway length in a manner opposite
that of refusal speed, i.e., it is relatively low for long runways (Figure
11.2).
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The gap between the rninimufti-continue speed and the refusal speed reflects
the size of the safety margins provided by a given rurwtay for the particular
condlitions (Figure 11.3).

STOPD

REFUSIMU

11.

Obviously, if the runway is very short and the refusal speed is less than
the minim=-continue speed, a situation exists where neither a safe takeoff
nor an abort can be made if an engine failure occurs between the two speeds.
(Figure 11.4).
TAKEOFF
SPEED

NORMAL

7

ACCELERATION-\
w

SPEED-

.0

oow "oo"'ENGINE-OUT
ACCELERATION

DEAD MAN ZONE
CAN'T STOP, CAN'T GO

ENGINE-OUT
STOP

10DISTANCE
INSUFFICIENT RUNWAY

FIGURE 11.4.

TAKEOFF DEAD MAN ZONE

The military normally uses a distance called Critical Field Length (CFL)
to enable the pilot to imediately determine if the runway length is
sufficient to provide a safety margin. The CFL is the total runway required
to accelerate to a given speed, lose an engine, then continue the takeoff or
abort in the same distance. The speed used in the CFL definition is the
critical engine failure speed (VCEF) (Figure 11.5).
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The next term to define is decision speed. Decision speed (V1 or S1) is
the speed at which the pilot must decide whether to continue the takeoff or
abort. Decision speed is usually the higher of VCEF or ground minirm= control
speed. If S1 is below VR, as shown in Figure 11.6, then a safety zone exists
such that the pilot can either takeoff or abort.
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All the previous performance discussions are concerned with what the
aircraft will actually do. It still remains for the pilot or operational
authority to decide at what particular speed or distance the course of action
will change fran abort to continue the takeoff in the event of engine failure.
If the initial climb performance is going to be critical on the takeoff, the
decision poi. may be near the higher speed end of the safety margin (Figure
"

T

~11.7).
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-he B-47 illustrates the opposite case. This aircraft had a very poor
record for successful aborts and was operated with the decision speed
relatively near the low speed end of the safety margin (Figure 11.8).
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other cases may be decided by the nature of the ovierrun or the terrain
beyond the runway i.e. , is it better to go off the far end of the runway
alrixst stop~ped or almost flying?
What about the climbout after becomuing airborne? The period between
lift-off and attaining best engine-out clirbt speed can be very critical.
Major air commuiars normally specify a mininuu authorized rate of climb~ betioeen
200 and 500 feet per minute for engine-out operations. This level of
performiance allows little marayin for mismanagement of attitude or
configuration. Flap retraction may have to be accmiplished incrementally on a
very tight speed schedule to keep sufficient lift for a positive climb~
gradient: without excessive drag.
Un~expected characteristics way be
encotmtered in this ph~ase. Flor example, the additional drag due to opening
doors might make it desirable to delay gear retraction until late in the
clean-up phase. In another instaioe, the time available to obtain the clean

S

configuration might be limited by the supply of water injection fluid if dry
thrust is insufficient to malintain the climb. Careful flight test exploration
of this phase is an obvious requiraent.
11.3 THE CCNTFDL PROBU3M
The control problem is divided into the steady state case and the dynamic
case. The dynamic case is an extension of the steady state case due to the
rates and accelerations incurred during pilot reaction time and generally will
dictate the maximum control inputs required. Figure 11.9 shows an aircraft in
steady state equiliium with a failed engine.

RW-

INOPERATIVE

FIGIWE 11. 9.

MMGNE-MV MSAD S~TAT FlL

II/1. that the mament, creatLed by asyamntric thrust is o~ot.dý by rudder
Notice
n~ent and that the rudder foixe is opposed by the side force generated by the
sideslip argle at equilibritz. lThe yawing numziwt generated by the Ifailed
engine will be a function of basic engine parameters* teqxprature and premsure
altitude. 2he other forces and nxmznts are fwnctior,,, of airspeed, bank angle,
and cros-%AM when on the 7mind.
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11.3.1 Steady State Conditions
The Bguations of Motion (EXO are the starting point for examination of
the asymmetric thrust condition. The longitudinal equations are not critical
when examining engine-out control problems. These equations are balanced by
the usual techniques for stabilized flight. The lateral-directional ECM are
of most interest in achieving equilibrium during engine-out conditions.
If the torque and gyroscopic effects due to rotating engines or
propellers are neglected, and if the restriction of steady unaccelerated
flight is ibosed, three lateral-directional force/nnnt equations can be
written:
X6 6 aa +6
T +•66

The roll equation,

'a

6rr

(Gii.)

+ofa8 = 0

41%

6r

+Y

=

8

balanced by aileron deflection

(11.2)

0

(a ),

is

usually not

critical, although lack of roll authority could be a liniting case. The
yawing mmmnt equation and the sideformo equation (11.2 and 11.3) are the
These exmples are
primary balancing equations for engine-out conditions.
6
balanced using combinations of mider deflection ( r), sideslip (8), and bank
angle (ý).

The lateral-directional equations width a mretrical thrust suggest there
are four variables and three equations. The caimn way out of this dilema is
to select:
t ad solv

fr

a,

6a

or to select
or to select

a

0 and solve for 4 ,6

6r

6r

6a

and solve for 0, 13,
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11.3.1.1

Bank Angle Effects.

Three cases of equilibrium are of particular

interest:

Case 1:

Case l:

•

=

0

Case2:

8

=

0

Case 3:

Fr

0

= 0

Figure .1.10 shows the forces and moments for Case 1, the zero bank angle
case, with the left engine inoperative. The aircraft is in equilibrium with
no accelerations.
The pilot would note this with constant headirg, ball
centered, turn needle centered, rudder opposing the failed engine and aileron
opposite rudder to keep wings level.
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The negative yawing moment created by the failed engine is
positive

rudder

sideforce that is

deflection.
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rudder
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balanced by the sideforce due to sideslip.
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For the zero

bank case, the yawing and sideforce equations become
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These equations can be solved simultaneously to determine the control
deflections and sideslip required for balanced equilibrium flight.
Assuming
6a produces very little yawing moment
6
r

T

V6

(11.6)
r

and
N' Y"

Ir

r

Mhen the appropriate numbeis are substituted for the derivatives, for a failed
left engine (a negative NT)* 8 will be negative.
Case 2:

6 = 0

Another way to bailance the sideforce resulting from the rudder deflection
is by using the W sin 0 term in the sideforce equaLion (11.3).
shows the forces and moments for tr•

zero sidaslip case.
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The aircraft is

in equilibrium with some baiik toward the operating
engine, a constant heading, and turn needle centered. The rudder deflection
is in the same direction as the 0 = 0 case, however, less 6 is required. IIle
ball in the trwn-and-slip indicator will be deflected in the direction of the
bank angle.
With the sideslip equal to zero, the yaw and sideforce equations becanD
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Yr6 r +W sin
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=

0

(11.9)

These equations can be solved to determine the amount of bank required to
reduce the sideslip to zero.
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(11.10)
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(1.11)

r f6r
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1 6r N
sin

-

n

(11.12)

-Three ikportant conclusions can be made from the previous discussion. First,
bank angle can reduce the amout of rudder required to achieve equilibrium.
Second, an increase in weight reduces the amount of bank required to reduce
the sideslip to zero. Third, this configuration will have the least amount of
drag. With B = 0, no sideforce is generated, and therefore, no drag due to
sideforce is created.
Case 3' Fr =0
The last steady state case to be examined is with zero rudder force.
With an irreversible flight control system, 6r will also be zero. With a
reversible system, some rudder deflection will result fromn the sideslip being
produced, howver, for the purposes of this disocssion 6 will be considered
equal to zero.
"Figure 11.12 shows the forces and mments for Case 3. The aircraft is in
equilibrium with rudder force equal to zero, constant heading, and turn needle
centered. The bank angle required to achieve this steady state condition is
"considerably more than that required in Case 2. Also note, the ball in the
turn-and-slip indicator will be deflected more in the direction of the bank.
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With the rudder frce ,nd 6r equal to zero, the yaw and sideforce equations
become
NT+TX 800-0
Ya3

+ W sin

(11.13)
=

0

(11.14)

These equations can be solved to detemine the amount of bank required to
achieve equilibrium with Pr = 0.

1(11.15)
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Fran the above equations it can be seen that for a failed left engine
(negative N), a must be positive to balance the equation. The amount of
sideslip developed in this case is considerably more than that developed in
Case 1 (0 = 0). Also, to balance the sideforce equation the bank angle must
be positive. The amount of bank required to achieve equilibrium with Fr = 0
is also more than that required to achieve a = 0. Given these tu points, it
should be recognized that this is the highest drag condition of the three.
cases discussed. Another thing to consider is the possibility of fin stall
and loss of directional control due to the high sideslip and bank angles
produced during this case.
It is important to note that for any asymmetric thrust condition there
are numerous combinations of rudder deflection and bank angle that will
balance the equations of motion. However, for a given bank angle there is
only one rudder deflection that will result in equilibrium (steady state)
flight.

11.3.1.2 Air Minimum Control @22d (Vwma)
For a given set of asymmetric
thrust conditions, there is a speed below which aerodynamic control alone is
insufficient to maintain equilibrium. Figure 11.13 is a typical plot that
shows the yawing mnxwnts due to asymmetric thrust and maximum rudder
deflection, as a function of speed. Below the speed where the two curves
cross, the yawing moment due to 6r is no longer sufficient to overcome the
moment due to asymmetric thrust and therefore steady state flight cannot be
achieved.

This speed is the air minimum ontrol speed (V•).
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Not shown in this figure is the eftect of bank angle on the yawing
mmients as previously discussed.
11.3.1.3 Ground Minimum Oontrol Speed (Vmg). Ground minium= control s[eed
is rore complicated. The rudder manent and asymmetric moments are related the
same as the in-flight case, but nosewheel steering can help oppose the
asymmetric thrust mnoent, landing gear opposes side force, and crosswind can
greatly affect the rudder manent available.
If the crosswind is from the direction of the failed engine, less rudder
deflection is available to counteract the morent from the ,ng ine loss because
some rudder is being used to correct the weatheroock tenden -y caused by the
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crosswind ciponent. Figure 11.14 graphically depicts the major yawing
moments encountered on the ground.
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11.3.1.4

Minimum Lateral

GCND YAW=INGS

rontrol Speed Theory.

Lateral controllability has

not generally been a problem in miniumn control speed determination except on
certain experimental powered-lift aircraft and a few propeller-driven
airplanes such as the OV-10A where large portions of the wing are Dmrsed ir
the propeller slipstream. on the first prototype versions of the OV-10A with
the 30-foot wing span, nearly 55% of the wing was immersed in the propeller
slipstream. Large asymmetric rolling moments caused by the loss of an engine
led to severe lateral control problems which resulted in minimnu control
speeds between 80 to 120 KIAS depending upon the configuration, gross weight,
and the criteria used to define them. For an aircraft capable of twin-engine
approach speeds between 55 to 75 knots, this large gap between Vwca and
approach airspeed was simply intolerable, at least to soe Department of
Defense managers, and the decision was made to lengthen the wings in an
attempt to cure this problem. The result was a 40-foot wing OV-10A with
marginal SgTL capabilities.

With the development of Advanced Medium SIM Transport aircraft, the Air
Force might procure in quantity, aircraft where minimum control speed may be
11.18

defined by the lack of lateral rather than directional controllability.
Therefore, a review of the factors influencing the lateral control problem is
in order.
The classical situation for wings-level air minimum lateral control speed
is

illustrated in Figure 11.15.
This situation is the same as that
illustrated in Figure 11.10 for the directional control speed case except
that now, minimu control speed is defined as the minimum speed at which full
lateral control deflection is reached.
The propulsive rolling momnt, LT
shown in figure 11.15 is that generated by propulsive lift and must be
balanced by rolling moment due to lateral control deflection and also rolling
munent due to sideslip.

(The assumption is made that full rudder deflection

has not been achieved.)
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SrWD D JILIRIIM

Assune that airspeed is allowed to decrease below the Vmca established
With the left
for the wings-level configuration shown in Figure 11.15.
engine(s) failed as shown, the aircraft will now begin to roll to the left
since no additional lateral control remains to balance the rolling nmoent
The only way to bring the aircraft
generated by the operating engine(s).
forces and moments back into equiLibrium is to increase sideslip into the
failed engine (Figure 11.16) and allow rolling moment due to sideslip,o,, to
When the bank angle has
increase and therefore reestablish equilibrium.
reached 5°, the minimun lateral control speed has been obtained.
Sideslip must be from the failed engine side and bank angle must be into
the failed engine.
/
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Dynamic Engine Failure
As stated earlier, the dynamic case is an extension of the steady state
case due to rates and accelerations incurred during pilot reaction time.
Before an aircraft can achieve equilibrium, the pilot must first overcame
11.3.2

these rates and accelerations. The dynamic case usually requires more control
authority and, therefore, is usually more restrictive than the steady state
case.
One of the most important variables when considering the dynamic engine
failure is the pilot's reaction time. Pilot reaction time is probably the
most controversial

and the most critical parameter in the dynamic case.

Granted, an engine failure during cruise is not severe and pilot reaction time
is

not

as critical

a parameter.

However,

during

phases

of

flight,such as takeoff or go-around, it becomes a very important variable.

To

fully understand what a "realistic time delay" is,

critical

the following discussion

addresses the psychological factors involved with reaction time.
11.3.2.1

Reaction Time.

Pilot reaction time is defined as "the time between

the stimulus and the completion of the response".

O

recognize

a

problem,

to

deliberate

(decision

This includes time to
time),

and

react.

To

realistically calculate the reaction time, all those parts must be taken into
account. Accepted figures for human reaction time for the sinplest tasks in
which no decision is required is .2 seconds. But reaction time is also a
function of the stimulus, the camplexity of the response and the body menber
being used, and can be up to one full second.

For instance, it

takes about

20% longer to respond with the feet than with the hands.
Recognition of the problem depends on the nature of the stinilus; its
signal characteristics, complexity, and rate.
If the stimulus (a warning
light or bell) is received when the pilot's attention is diverted to doing
other tasks, a longer time may result. We know that verbal signals are poor
in a high ambient noise environment.
cockpit enviromnent,

On your particular aircraft and its

the time required can vary greatly from the simple

recognizable task.
The decision process is increased greatly frnm a simple to a complex
task. The pilot must decide in a very critical (even crisis) period whether
he should

abort a

takeoff

or continue
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it.

If an extra stimulus

is being

received, such as an "S-i" call, the new stimulus will not be processed until
the original one has been completed. The added time delay from this multiple
stimuli is called the "psychological reaction time." Figure 11.17 shows that
even among a large sample of pilots, reaction time for a complex decision
varies widely and takes considerably longer than that of a simple task.
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A swmay of reaction time fram the recognition to the reiction for a simple
task under 'aboratory conditions is shoun in Table 11.1
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TABLE 11.1
COMPOSITION OF PACTICON flME OR LA
I.

RECEPTOR DELAYS.

.

2.

NEIRAL TRANSiISSION TO COa=.EX

3.

CENTRAL-PROCESS DELAYS.

4.

NEUTRAL TRANSMISSION TO MSCLE .

5.

TIME ........
MUSCLE LATENCY AND ACTIVATION

.

.

.....

1.
2.

,

..O01 TO .038 SEC

.

.

.

. .

RECOGNITICN

. 002 TO .100 SECI

. . . . . . . . . . .00TO .300 SEC

TOTAL REACTION TIE

NOTES:

.

TIME

.010 7n- .020 SW
030 TO .070 SECJ

DECISION
RC%

.113 TO .578

Simple Task, no choice of actions.
Subject is expecting stimulus in laboratory conditions.

Tabli: 11.1 data could be used to predict a test pilot's reaction time to
a simple task. 7his is possible because he knows what task is required (an
abort or continued takeoff), the environment is controlled, and he has
practiced the task =any times. 7hese typical nmbers (.2 to .5 seconds)
cannot be used to represent the operational pilot's true reaction time. Some
of the critical questions to h* taken into consideration in predicting
acc~uate reaction time are:
a.

What are the cues to be obseived?

b.

What is the total time from beginning of abort to a", braking?

c.

What are the takeoff sp•d overshoots durLig abort?

d.

Can full braking be considered before other actions?

e.

Has the runway lenjth covered during the decisi"n period- been

included?
It

can becowe very easy during a test pmgrant to accept a qnaller

reaction time, if tl-, 4--imes are driving your critical field lengths beyond the
the operational pilot!
specification limits. Be careful, honest- av- reox

S•11.23

11.4 ENGINE-CUT FLIGHT TESTING
Military aircraft are usually designed with relatively low safety margins
In fact, during war emergency
in order to attain the optiz.im performance.
operation the gross wight may be so high that engine-out operation is not
possible at all.

Flight tests of these critical phases,

on or near the

ground, require a high level of crew skill and proficiency; each point must be
Such tests are a nounal part of the
carefully planned and flown.
developmental testing of a new aircraft. They also play a vital part in,
side-by-side evaluations of assault or VSTOL transports where the ability to
carry a useful load in and out of a given landing area is frequently limited
by engine-out performance.

Individual evaluations to determine if an aircraft

meets the contractor's guarantees may also hinge on this area of operation.
11.4.1 In-Flight Performance
Normal -•xr-fnbvnce flight test methods may be useO to determine the
climb, range, and endurance at altitude with engines inoperative.
11.4.2 Landing Performance
Restricted reiiersing capability and possible higher approach

speeIs

required to maintain trinimm safe speeds will affect landing Verformance.
Normal flight test menthods are valid,

but caution must be exercised

in

go-eround situations, eqxecially at light gross wights.

11.4.3 Ai

iii

Wto-a~

It has been shown that an aircraft with an engitn

inoperative can be

stabillied in straight unaccelerated flight using vrious ccabinations of bank
angle and rudder deflections. It has also been shown that, for a given ban&
angle, there is a sp-ed below w-ich aerodynamic control with maxinun mrdder
deflection is irnifficient to maintain this equilibriun.
It is possible that there will be no minirmm control speed for a
malti-engine aircraft because it can be controlled down to aerodynamic stall.
"This is the desired situation, hower it is importart that in this particular
situation the aerodynamic stall speed not be reported as the minimum control
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speed, but rather "the aircraft is controllable down to aerodynamic stall" for
the particular configuration tested.
MiL-F-8785C

specifies

that straight

flight must be possible during

takeoff with an engine failure and further specifies the control forces and
deflections that may be used to acccmplish this. It might, therefore, seem
that a minimum control speed is only of academic intere3t.

However, there may

be instances where a multi-engine aircraft could meet the specifications at
takeoff speed, but be operated at a speed in some operational or approach
flight phase which would be lower than minimum takeoff speed.

Hence, the

asynmetric thrust minimum control speed must still be determined by flight
test.

MIL-F-8785C also states that a maxinumi of 50 bank angle and 180 pounds
rudder force will be used during engine-out flight test for determination of
V

Vmca

The method used for gathering engine-out flight test data is known as the
steady straight slow down method.
Prior to flight test, consideration

must be given

to the hazards

associated with shutting down one engine duting flight. On a twin-engine
aircraft, these associated hazards may be such that the engine cannot be
shutdown. If so, a method of simulating an engine shutdown must be devised so
that the data may be analyzed accurately.
At a speed well above the predicted Vmca,

maximum asymmetric thrust is

established by shutting down, or simulating shutdown of, the most critical
engine and setting the other symmetric engine at maximum thrust for the test
conditions. With the aircraft in the specified configuration, a series of
stabilized points are flown at decreasing speeds down to the speed where
maximum rudder deflection occurs. This speed is the minimum control speed for
the test conditions.

-.•he data recorded at each of the stable points should

include but is not limited to, engine parameters

(to determine thrust),

tenperature, pressure altitude, rudder force and deflection, aileron force and
deflection, and bank angle.
The flight test profile should be flown with the wings level and with the
wings banked at various ank angles, and is usually performed at two or =ore
altitudes.

If

the aircraft has a rudder power assist system the profile

should be repeated with the assist off.
The analysis of minimum control speed data can be easily extrapolated to
off-standard day conditions if it is expressed in non-dimensional form.
Thrust moment (NT) may be non-dimensionalized by the following equation:
11.25

(11.17)

T

Cn

where
q = dynamic pressure,
lb/ft 2
S = wing area, ft

2

b = wing span, ft

The steady state equations of motion for the asymetric power condition are:
C£88 + CP 6a + Cz 66r =
a
r
CnT

C a+
S

%6

C6

6r

0

+r
r

Caa +

0

Roll

(11.18)

Yaw

(11.19)

Sideforce

(11.20)

a

+ G•sin 4 =

0

At high angles of attack and law airspeeds
CC£6=0
=0
r
Solving Equation 11.18 for 6 and Equation 11.20 for (, and substituting these
relations into Equation 11.19 yields
CinT =

KIr + K2 CLsin

(11.21)

Where K and K2 are constants containing the stability derivatives in the
original three equations.
For aircraft with reversible directional control systems, the equation
for rudder pedal force, Fr, is
Fr

= GqSrc (blaF + b2)

11.26

(11.22)

By an analysis similar to that above for thrust moment coefficient, it
can be shown that a rudder pedal force coefficient (C.r) can be defined as
F
CF

=

=

K36r + K4CIsin(

(11.23)

qýr

r

Equations 11.21 and 11.23 show that both C

and
are both unique
T r
functions of rudder deflection, lift coefficient, and bank angle.
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At each altitude in Figure 11.18B, the speed associated with the maximum
C T is the static air minimum control speed. Finally, a generalized plot of
Vomca for standard day conditions may appear like that in Figure 11.19B. The
safety advantages of this method are obvious: being able to accurately predict
sea level data for a hazardous flight condition without ever having to test
there!
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SThe speed at which the rudder force limit (180

pounds) imposed by
4MIL-F-8785C is reached can also be detenrined using the flight test data.
Flight test thrust =mont coefficient is plotted vs. rudder pedal force coefficient (CFr) as shwni Figure 11.20.
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For any C
altitudes.

and Fr =

180

lbs., CF can be calculated for different

These points can be plotted and straight lines drawn to the origin

as shown in Figure 11.21.
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'10,000 FT

VVc LIMITING FACTORS

These lines represent lines of constant rudder force equal to 180 pounds.
the altitude line intersects the
curve prior to intersecting the

maximum CnT line, as

in the sea level case,

then 180 pounds rudder force

will be reached before maximn rudder deflection and this will be the limiting
factor.
If the constant rudder force line intersects the maximum CT line
first, then maximum rudder deflection will occur before 180 pounds rudder
force and 6r beccmes the limiting factor.
11.4.3.1 Weight Effects. The previous discussion addressed only wings level
flight and therefore, no weight effects were present. To determine the
effects of aircraft weight the CLsin 4 term of Equation 11.20 must be
considered.
-Te thrust nmoent coefficient from the wings banked flight test data is
calculated the same way as for the wings level data and plotted vs. CL sin 0
as shown in Figure 11.22.
11.31

CL Wn 0

FIGURE 11.22.
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In actual flight testing to determine values for the flight manual, only the
minium oontrol speed at maxiunm rudder deflection is necessary (in this case
6r3). one important anchor point of this plot is the maxiumm C determined
frao the wings level data analysis previously aoomplished. This point is
plotted at C•sin $ equal to zero. Also note from the plot that as bank angle
increases (CLsin * increasing), thrust monent coefficient for maxinmu 6r
increases, which corresponds to a decrease in mininum control speed.
For any altitude, airspeed,'and weight, there is a unique value of
CnT associated with full asymuetric thrust, and a corresponding unique value
of lift coefficient.
If an altitude, airspeed, gross weight and bank angle
are assumed, it is possible to oczrute and plot corresponding values of Cn
and CLsin f as shown in Figure 11.23.
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Note from this plot that as gross weight increases the maximum C T that

can

be balanced

also increases,

which corresponds to a decrease in minimm

control speed as in the increasing bank case.
11.4.3.2 Altitude Effects. Another way to analyze the data is to plot varia-

tions of CnT and CLsin

*

at constant weight and bank angle as a function of

altitude as shown in Figure 11.24.

ALT 2
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•

FIGURE 11.24.

•

•ALT 3

ALT3> ALT I

ALTIlTDE EFTE= ON CnT

Note fram this plot that as altitude increases so does CnT°
The analysis of rocker fRrce coefficient is performed the sme as with
the wings level flight 'zest data and can be superiased on either Figure
11.23 or Figure 11.24. Figure 11;25 is an exanple of this plot.
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As in the wings level data, if the rudder force coefficient (dashed) line
intersects the altitude line first, the minimum control speed is rudder force
limited.
11.4.4 Secondary Method Of Data Analysis
The previous discussion of engine-out data analysis is limited in that an
accurate thrust deck is needed to calculate values of Cn.
If a thrust deck
is not available, another hethQd of analyzing the data must be used.
With the aircraft in the specified configuration, anl with the critical
engine failed, a series of stabilized points are recorded at decreasing
speeds. A plot of the critical control parameter (this will most frequently
be rudder deflection) versus airspeed is made to determine the minimum control
speed. (Figure 11.26.)
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11.4.5 Lateral Control Data Analysis
There is no proven non-dimnensional technique to generalize mininum
control speed data where lateral controllability is the determining factor.
An attempt has been made however, to describe an analysis procedure which may
be applicable to these aircraft.
On pawered-lift or bumersed-ding aircraft, very large lift vectors are
generated on each wing because of the blowing effect. Under asynmetric power
conditions, these large lift vectors result in large rolling mcwnts which can
be illustrated by Figure 11.28.
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The nondiuensional rolling moment coefficient is

(11.24)

qs

C

Equation 11.18 now becomes
6a + CZ 6r

Cr + CZ8 + C
r

a

=

0

(11.25)

r

Equations 11.19 and 11.20 remain the same.

If an analysis is made similar to

that previously shown for the directional control piobln,, it can be shown
that
C

+ KC

K

C

(11.26)

where K5 n X are constants asstndng that the control and stability
derivatives shown in equationa 11.19, 11.20, and 11.25 are zeros or constants
near the angles of atack and airspeeds at which the lateral minim= control
speed will ocaur.
Unfortunately, the magnitudes and directions of the propulsive lift
cooponent of the thrust vector and the yawing moment caompnent of the thrust
vector are nearly bpossible to determine on a paoered-lift aircraft. For a
conventional aircraft, engine thrust can be asstued to act along the engine
centerline which is usually aligned near the aircraft centerline. on a
powred-lift airplane, the thrust vector varies aocording to angle c as shmwn
in Figure 11.29.
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where.

BFg

qrCcs th-Uat vecitor, I))angle of d&mstxeam jet magtntum. vector, deg.

Angle c is influenoed by the flap angle setting but is not equal to this
angle.
therefore, the comWI~ent forces Z and X are nearly imossible to
detemidne. Thwze esa vetors aL
-unctions of the gross trumst vertor,
therefore the follcwing substitution ray yield acceptable non-dimensional
results
C) - f (6cw,

%

(11.27)

)

where
C.
cW

gross thsust Coefficient

Fg IqS

lateral cmtrol wheel, position, deg.

-The substitution Of 6CW for 6a is Made because roll ooitrol may be a function
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of spoiler deflection as well as aileron deflection.
The relationship shown in Equation 11.27 may not be correct for some
powered-lift airplanes because of variations in the stability and control
derivatives near the minimum control speed. Hoever, in lieu of more
complicated techniques it may yield satisfactory nondimensional results.
11.4.5.1 Ground Minimum Control Speed. The ground minimum control speed
(V ) will differ from the flight value because of:
1. The inability to use sideslip and the restriction on the use of bank
angle.
2.

Crosswind components.

3.

The additional yaw moments produced by the landing gear, which in
turn vary within the landing gear configuration; the amount of
steering used; the vertical loads on each gear and runway c-dlition.

There are three basic test methods for V
testing: 'Oe involving
mog
acceleration, the se.md involving deceleration, and the third invlving
throttle chops during takeoffs.
Sae high performance aircraft accelerate in the test condition and the
acceleration method is required. The asymmetric yawing uznmnt is graduLlly
increased (by throttle manipulatior) as inc5easing speed provides more
cmnfxo]. The speed where sufficient control is avai abie to hold the full
asymmetric power oondition is the mlniwx control speed. This method requires
minsiderable skill and coordiration to ootain good results - the aircraft is
essentially at minirum contrcl spee throughout the acceleration.
If the aircraft will dacelerate with the asymmetric power condition set
up (symmetrical pairs of non-critical engines may also be retarded) the
"back-in" method may be used. The test is started at a ground speed in excess
of the expected minimum and the power condition is set. As the speed
decreasas, more aerodynamic oontrol deflection is required; the speed wxere
directional control cannot be maintained is the minimnu control speed.
These first bKo methods are considered static tests because no yaw rates
or accelerations are allowed to develop.
The third, and primaly method used at AFP1M relies heavily on good
prediction of g~nd miniaum oantrol speeds. An incremental test speed above
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the predicted speed is chosen. The test aircraft is accelerated on all
engines to this speed and an engine chopped. Since the test speed is above
the predicted speed, the aircraft should be easily controllable. If so, then
the test speed will be reduced in increments down to the predicted speed. If
at any speed damn to the predicted speed, the aircraft deviates more than 30
feet with full controls used, the test is aborted. In this case, a new speed
will be needed above the predicted speed. Since test pilots are perfoiming
the tests, knowing that an engine will be failed, some additional pilot
reaction time must be added. The minimum acceptable reaction time for
operational use would be one second.
11.4.5.2 Dynamic Erine Failure. To define the dynamic situation of an
engine loss, pilot reaction time and the rates and accelerations that develop
during that time have to be added to the steady state case.
The cbjectives of flight tests are to anticipate operational problems,
duplicate realistic time delays, and arrive at a speed and recovery technique
to give the average pilot a safe M in. The only realistic way to prove an
aircraft can be recovered from a dynamic engine failure is to flight test it.
The military specification (14Ib-F-8785C, Paragraph 3.3.9.3) requires that
a pilot be able to avoid dangerous conditions that might result from the
sudden loss of an engine during flight. The method to test compliance with
this specification is to stabilize with symmetrical power and suddenly fail
the most critical engine. After observing a realistic time delay for pilot
realization and diagnosis, the pilot arrests the aircraft motion and achieves
the equilibrium engine-out condition.
Since it obvicusly requires more
control to arrest the motion than to maintain equilibrium, this dynamic
situation must be considered in determining the minimum control speeds.
Minimum control speed should not be set by any factor other than
insufficient control. If the aircraft stalls before reaching the minimaun
control speed, a statement that "at this gros weight, the aircraft is
controllable doam to the stall" is preferable to calling the stall speed the
uminiwum control spedm .
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Aeroelasticity is the science which deals with the mutual interaction of
aerodynamic, elastic, and inertial forces and the aircraft's structural
responses to these forces. If aircraft could be designed as perfectly rigid
structures, then the interaction of these forces would not be important. The
weight penalties and the resultant loss of aircraft performance make this
design option impractical. This chapter is intended to introduce the flight
test crew to the subject of aeroelastic phencnena in aircraft. Paragraph 12.3
deals with material used in aircraft structures, including structural design
considerations and use of ccmposite materials in aircraft structures.
Paragraph 12.4 introduces aircraft structural response to loads and Paragraph
12.5 presents static and dynamic aeroelastic phenena due to the interaction
of the forces mentioned above.
This subject area has taken on increased importance to the flight test
crew

in

recent

years.

New

high

strength-to-weight

and

high

stiffness-to-weight materials are being used in aircraft, New aircraft design
and fabrication techniques allow the structural weight to be minimized, thus
increasing the flexibility of today's aircraft. Active feedback control
surface actuation V alleviate dynamic loads and flutter on aircraft is being
used to further decrease aircraft structural weight and thus gain increased
perfiomance. New ocmposite aircraft structures require the test crew to
better understand materials and structural response to loads. This chapter is
intended to introduce the test team to this important subject area.

12.2 ABBRVIATCS AND SYMLS

A, a

aUplitude or area

ac

aerodynic center

b

semi-clvrd or torsional dazuping

c

wing chord or distance from neutral axis to outermost fiber

0g

center of gravity
of lift coefficient with angle of attack

Svariation
•m

variation of the lift coefficient with angle of attack

•6a

variation of the lift coefficient with aileron deflection

d

linear dauping or diameter

E

modulus of elasticity (Young'saodulm)

e

strain or the distance between the acenter

elastic

s

elastic axis
F, f

"cfc

force or frequency

d

essive stress

fn

no l stress or natural fzequswy

fp

propotimial limit stress

f

sher stress

ft

tensile stress

G

Modules of Rigidity

g

gravity or flutter danping

h

vrtial dAISPacS

I

mwent of inertia

J

polar mernt of inertia

ent

and the

spring stiffness

K
Kt•-

orsional stiffness

stiffness

Sbending

lift or length

L

lift due to aileron deflection

LS
a

LAe

variation in lift due to wing twist

ILS a

variation in lift due to aileron deflection

a

M

Mach or moment

m

mass

Maero
%c

aerodynamic iomint
moment about the aerodynamic center

M..

momzient about the aerodynamic center due to aileron dfeto

P

load

q

dymamic pressure

qD

dynamic pressure at diver

qR

dynamic pressure at aileron reesal speed

r

radius

S

wing area or shear force

T

axial f)orce

t

material thickness or time
UD

*

c

speed

divergence0 speed

eera

pe

UR

aieo

a

angle of attack or coefficient of thermal ecpansicn

frequency

Aampin
W'F

frequemcy

fluter frequency

wnuzxmed, natural frequeny
,C

wadped natural torsioal frequency

a

stress

or=

engineering strs

UTR

true stress

au

ultimate stress

oy

yield stress

C

strain
Senineeix

.-

strain

strain

ft4sson's ratio
6

chmqe ina engt
ailero

a

deflectio

daqing ratio
Srpase
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htroductivog to Design
'The primary responal i I Ity of the engineer is the design,, emtrutiong
andm intena
of stntures and mchinexy, etc. In his fwiction as a
designer, he makes use of the principles of t
midynuics, electricity, and
the statics and dnamcs of solids and fluids, but he is Ulimately Limited
by the materials at his d4sosal. in the past, design of a mwhanipm or system

0

has often been a function separate fram the consideration of the material of
which the mechanism was to be constructed. This process was adequate '4r
there were a very limited rmter of materials available. Now, it is estimated
that a designer must choose from as many as 75,000 alternative materials. In
addition, the capability of designing specific materials for an application
exists. This has a far reaching effect on the process of design; now the
designer must consider from the outset the materials and fabrication
techniques to be used.
Perhaps even more significant is the growing tendency toward develcpmit

and use of metamorphic materials: those that change properties as the service
envircmi-nt changes. Some exanples are metals that form metal oxide coatings
in a corrosive environnent and inhibit further corrosion, steels that are
"self-healing" in order to prevent crack propagation, and polymers that are

formed into final shape "in place." These materials demand a unified design
approach that considers the material as a dynamic part of the system rather
than passive and static.
Because of the intimate interaction between the part and the material, it
is necessary that designers understand basic material properties and materials
engineers understand the design process. At least, they mist be able to
camr1uncate in a mutually cipreenible manner since they tust work together

throughout the design process. The pu se of this section is to briefly
intraduce the design process and su material properties of concern to the
"designer.* The design process is discussed first, then material properties,
fabrication, anx fInafly an exaple of their interaction.
12.3.2 the Des&i Process
The farmulation of aircraft performanoe, size, and carriage requirements
by using cinands starts the design proiess. Thee reauiremwnts are carried
through the aopisitlon process,

modified through cost and current

(and

prmises. The end
projected) state-of-the-art and off-the-shelf technolgy
product of the acquisition cycle is the contractual specification that defines
as specifically as possible the performance requiremnts the system mist meet.
It is this specification that dictates the design and the design process.

its
r a new development of an aircraft or weapon system, the definition of
its mission dictates the design. Vlhe the iterations of the design cycle may

be similar among cargo, fighter, and heavy baomer aircraft, the tolerances,
structural requirents, and size limitations differ widely. The typical
flight profiles dictate the loads and mission load cycles to be considered by
the structural designers. Wing and control surface sizes and locations are,
in part, determined by the performance requirements, and these in turn
influence the structural load paths to ensure proper margins of safety.
Static and dynamic loads are analyzed according to the required flight
characteristics and internal and external carriage requirements. Sizing,
structural design, material selection, propulsion interface and support,
avionics locations and functions, control system development, aerodynamic
considerations, radar and IR signatures, and human factors engineering are
analyzed, developed, coordinated, cImpruised, modified, and iztegrated
through I
able iterations. Each nut, bolt, washer, and rivet is analyzed
and eraymined to ensure that critical load paths at worst case conditions
exhibit satisfactory margins of safety under static and dynamic loadings.
Figure 12.1 depicts a sinplification of his process before any aluminum is
formed, caosite is wound, or fastener installed. The airframe design
procs, from an aerodynamic viewoint, rmust also contain sufficient structure
to permt lading and taxi loads.
(boe the basic analyses have been oaipleted and preliminary design has
given way to initial fabrication, mock-ups are used as a tool to determine
actual form and fit of harzare, avionics, control systems, oxygen =1a
pressurization systems, ducting, hydraulics, and electrical routings. &sthis
sizing progresses, structural oa•onents undergo load testing to determine the
accuracy and fidelity of analyses and to update similations. Fabrication leads
to installation and integration, yielding structures that finally begin to
look and feel like aircraft. Selection of materials is covered elsewhere in
the chapter, but is a continuing process in design in an attet
to provide
required shape, strength, size, and airflows at mixdvmu weight- The design
process continies through flight testing the entire system,

i•proaw

previous atteapts to upgrade performance with miWd= cost and weight.
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12.3.3 M~terial Prpetes
The value of an

material is highly relative depending on the

specific circaustances under which it

is to be used.

There are as many

different materials suitable for a given design as there are different designs
W-to a=c
lish a oertain design goal. However, there is a "best" material for
a cartain design when a sufficient nunber of conditions are set for the
material to seet.

.

1here. are a mtber of matsrial properties that are basic in almost all
enginen de-siqs. lbr so* applicatiws, more than one proprty may be
neieded, such as high strength associated. with good electrical conductivity and
corrosion resistance.
As mre conditiofs are introduced, the selection
narow domn. Obviously, an infinite numer of conditions such as the three
above can be set to finally limit the choice of available materials.
Unfortumately, the ideal material for a particuar application having a
cmcbixation of opt•im
S
values for various properties does not always exist and
a owpramise is nwe.ssary at this stage to reach a definite decision. 2i
is

only possible by understanding the properties which describe the character of
the material.
Scme of these properties will be discussed in more detail on the
following pages.
These properties are: mechanical, physical, chemical,
thermal, electrical, and optical.
In addition, availability, cost,
fabrication techniques, reliability, and maintainability must be considered.
Though not oft=n thought of as material properties, they are usually based on
a carbination of properties, design, and economics.
12.3.3.1 Mechanical Properties. The mechanical properties of most concern at
present are stiffness, strength, toughness, ductility, hardness, and fracture
toughness.
This discussion will treat only tensile loads, but the same
analysis could be made for cazpressive and shear loads.
Stiffness. 1en stiffness is considered, there are two definitions that
mrust be urker.stood. The first is stiffness as it refers to the ratio of
stress (a) to strain (c) in the elastic region of the stress-strain diagram
showm in Figure 12.2. Stiffness in this sense is Young's modulus (E); in
torsion the analogous parameter is G, modulus of rigidity.
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Stiffness (E) is closely related to the bonding between atams in metals and
ceramics and the bonding (number or type) between chains in polymers. For a
given metal or ceramic, there is little that can be done to significantly
change the value of E for the material. In the case of polymers, the value of
E can be changed because interchain bonding can be varied.
Stiffness (E) is not necessarily related to the strength of a material
which will be seen when strength is considered. Figure 12.3 shows what is
meant by this statement. Material A has the highest E but the yield strength
is less than for Material B which has a lower E. The meaning of yield
strength will be discussed in the next section.

A
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Strenth. The strength of a material is a mechanical property of the
material. It also depends on what the failure criteria are defined to he.
There are several "strengths" depending on what constitutes failure: (1)
yield strength (ay); (2) ulthiate strength (au); and (3) rupture or breaking
strength. The cmmn failure criteria are:
i.

EXcessive elastic defornation - related to a since when stxess is
y
equal to cly, plastic deformation begins.
12.9

2.

Excessive plastir deromation - an example of this is creep in jet

engine turbine biades.
3.

Fracture - separation of the material due to ductile or brittle
fracture, fatigue, or creep. T1ere are other failure criteria such
as loss of appearance, whfiuh often must be considered. The three
listed above are of major ooncern and will be developed further.

Strength data for a given naterial are usually obtained from simple
tensile tests of standard specimens and are displayed on a stress-strain
diagram as shom in Figure 12.2. Normally, materials display a region of
elastic response and one of plastic response. The response is taken to be
elastic (canpletely recoverable under ideal conditions) up to the yield
strength (Y.
Thereafter, the response is plastic, and the deformation is
not completely recoverable wh•en the load is removed - sane permanent set being
retained. 'Ife ultimate strergth (au) at Point B represents the ratio of the
u
maximn load applied to the specimen to the original specimen's
cross-sectional area (A). Frcm Point B to C, the specimen continues to be
loaded. HoUraver, thc load is decreasing in magnitude and the cross-sectional
area is decreasing.
Wnsequently, the a/c curve decreases.
Point C
.- mesents the cmplete separation of the material (fracture).
Figure 12.2 shLwd an engineering O/c cumiv in which all loads were
divided by A0. Evinaering stress (a.) is

a

-"

?

(12.1!)

and engineering strain (cl) is given by
t6

W f

0

(12.2)

However, dring the test, the cross-sectional area clearly decrases and the

length increases.

If instantaneous values of cross-sectional area (Ai) and

length are used rather than the original values, trme stress and strain (11M,

cR) are obtained.

Zese equations are
12.10

P

=(12.3)

aTR

and
f i Pfý(12.4)
&
0
but
f

so c

0+

aand e. can be related by
CTR

I n (1 + fim)

Figure 12.4 shows a cceparison of true and engineering stress-strain diagrams.
ibe true a/c curve oontinues to increase even after the load decreases because
the istantaneom cross-sectional area (A,) is decreasing at a faster r&te du(

to necking of the specimen. This discussion will consider engineering stress+
and strain since the englizrm is concerned with the original areas, lengths,
etc., in the design tase.
Materials are often characterized as ductile or brittle depending on the

extent of their plastic behavior.
varying ductility.

r

d

Figure 12.5 shows hypothetical materls of

Material A is entirely brittle and fractures while still

elastically.

Coramics display this type of behavior.

Material B

undexgces sme plastic defomatin before fracture and is characterized as

being ductile. The strain in the plastic region of the a/c curve is a measure
of the ductility of the material. If the material is greatly strained before
fracture, the material is considered to be ductile. Ductile and brittle are
relative terms; thus, Material B is ductile relative to Material A and brittle

relative to Material C. 2wre are three additional mecianical properties of
great c

meern that are related to dUctility: hardness, tmosuws, and fracture
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Hardness. There are a nunmer of ways to measure the hardness of a
material: abrasion, rebound, cutting, indentation, etc. The most comimn
method for metals is by indentation. Penetrators of specified geometry and
material are forced into the metal by known loads and the depth of penetration
measured. The depth of penetration is then a mea.iure of the metal' s hardness.
Since the penetrator is forced into the metal, the metal is plastically
deformed indicating that hardness and ductility are directly related. If the
material is ductile, it can be easily deformed plastically and consequently is
soft. If the material is brittle, it cannot be easily defonrd plastically
and is therefore a hard material. Hardness, then, is a measure of the
resistance of a material to indentation.
For many metals (particularly steels), there is a direct relationship
bet~mn tle hardness and the ultimate or tensile strength of the material.
The appratimate relationship for carbon and low alloy steels is
ou = 480 (BHN)

,here

(12.6)

BHN is the Brinell Hardness twrmer - the result of a Brinell Hardness
Test. Other hardness numbers could be obtained from Rockwell or Vickers
Hardness Tests and then related to the BHN.
Touness. Toughness is a measure of the ability of a material to absorb
energy in the plastic range. Cne way to measure toughness would be by using
the area under the a/c diagram. Thus, in Figure 12.5, Material C would have
to be the toughest and Material A the least tough.
In the elastic range, there is a property related to toughness which is
called resilience. resilience is a measure of the capacity to absorb energy
in :he elastic range and is the area under the elastic portion of the a/c
curve. Resilience is important when considering such things as leaf springs
for automobiles. The material must always operate within the elastic range
and absorb energy in that range.
There are other properties of importance such as electrical, thermal,
magnetic, optical, dcmical, and physical. Cnly electrical, thermal, and
chemical properties will be briefly mentioned here.
12.3.3.2 Electrical. Some materials are conductors and others insulators;
semiconucktos fall in bebeen. The electrical conductivity of a material
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depends on the type of bonding.

If the valence electrons are bound as they

are in ionic and covalent bonding, then the material is an insulator. If the
valence electrons are free to move as in the metallic bond, the material is a
atures the ions in ceramics may become
At very high t
conductor.
electrical conductors.
Thermal ccrnuctivity and the coefficient of thermal
12.3.3.3 Thermal.
expansion are also related to bonding.

Trmal conductivity requires that

electrons be free to move so the same materials that conduct electricity are
normally thermal conductors. Those that are electrical insulators are thermal
insulators. The coefficient of thermal expansion (a) is inversely related to
the strength of the atomic bonds. Therefore, as bond strength increases, ot
decreases. Many designs are subjected to a thermal enviroment, and thermal
stresses are set up that result in failure of the part. Another thermal
effect is creep or accelerated plastic deformation that only becumes a problem
at abcut one-half the material's melting point on an absolute scale.

12.3.3.4 Chemical. Chemical properties, as used here, refer to the corrosion
and acidation properties of the material.
12.3.4 Conclusion
The design process is a rather long and exhaustive process because of the
great number of factors to be considered and the interplay of mechanics and
materials. Good design is possible only if the designer is familiar with
materials and every materials engineer is familia with the design process.
i Materials
12.3.5
12.3.5.1 Introduction to Composite Materials. Early man had a variety of
natural materials such as wood, clay, stone, copper, and iron available.

Althoug

he did not understand the basis for a material's behavior,

he

selected materials that met his needs. The early Egyptians are an example of
man who, not having a natual material available to meet their needs, combined
two materials to form a composite that overcme their Limitations. They
combined mud with straw to produce reinforced bricks which they used to build
their cities.
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This cycle continues and even more so in today's highly technological
world. Design ideas limited by materials lead to the developmnt of new, more

S

advanced materials. The need for higher performance materials to overcome
present design limitations has created a new class of materials called
cmcposites.
A composite material is a carbination of two or more
constituents fram the three general classifications of materials: metals,
ceramics and/or polymers.
Composite materials were created to provide
materials with improved mechanical properties such as stiffness, strength, and
high te perature stability. The development of composite materials is a
revolutionaxy advancement in materials technology. Until recently, materials
selection was a substitution affair ukere the question was, 'what material can
I use in place of alloy XV" The material selection was often a secondary
decision that did not influence the design. A composite material allows the
materials engineer to incorporate the required properties which greatly affect
the design and sbould be considered early in the preliminary design phase.
The irportance of composites becomes clear if one examines material
properties on a density-corrected basis. Table 12.1 illustrates this fact by
carparing mechanical properties (density corrected) to show the specific
properties. It is apparent that very little flexibility in material selection
actually exists for conventional materials. Omposite materials ccabine a
reinforcing material with high specific strength and specific stiffness with a
low density matrix material that results in a system that is synergistic
(properties of the whele are greater than the sum of the individual
constituents).
These materials are especially useful in aerospace applications where
weight is an extremely important and driving design parameter. Development of
cxmposites has been primarily financed by research and development in the
aerospace industry conduoted by both private industry and goverment. A large
variety of laminated ccuposite structures have been designed and flight
tested. A large nwber of materials can be classified as coposite materials;
however, this chapter will be confined to the more advanced fiber reinforced
composites that utilize continuus and
c
fibers as the reinforcement material.
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TADLE 12.1
MSCEWCAL POPTIES
p (b.in

Materials

Steel
(Not Rolled)

3

E(Psix1O)6

E/P (inxloi)

TS (psixlo3 )

Ductility

.283

30

105

65

30

.283

30

105

85

20

(Metal)

.100

10

100

63

7

Titanimz
(Metal)

.165

17

103

165

15

Beryllimz
(Metal)

.067

42

625

83

16

90

7

(Metal)
Steel
(Cold Illed)
(Metal)

Aluminvu

Pine Wood
.0145

(Polymar)

1.3

Silica Glass
.079

10

126

W• )Wiaes

.060

102

1700

2845

rion/w
wire

.095

55

580

400

.075

20

270

133

(Ceramic)

-

-

Graphite

Boron qxw
(Coqosite)
12.3.5.2

Ontimmus Fiber reinforcement Materials.

A composite material is

composed of two basic compnents - a reinforcing fiber which is surrounded by
a soft light-*;ight matrix. The majority of advanced composite materials
utilize continuos fiber reinforced materials fabricated from ceramics and
metals. gie fiber mmst have a high specific strength to carry the load in the
composite structure and a high specific stiffness to supply the required
structural rigidity. Designs require the fibers to be uwifornly aligned to
mximize the contribution of fiber strength properties to the composite

structure.

Ideally, the fiber axis should be aligned parallel to the maximum

®a
loading axis of the structure. Since a single row of fibers is called a
lamina (Figure 12.6) and one must stack up lamina in a sequence to form a
laminated structure (Figure 12.7) where the fiber orientation can be varied,
the materials engineer can design in a wide variety of material properties.
Another benefit the fiber offers is that it will prevent crack propagation

throughi the matrix.

~

The strength and stiffness requirements for fibers limits the material
selection primarily to ceramics and metals. Table 12.2 shows the primary
materials being investigated; for metals, boron, tungsten and steel are the
most promising. Pbr ceramics, graphite, glass and silicon carbide hold great
pronise. Boron fibers are the most versatile metal fibers. Research and
developmt have concentrated on these fibers. Tungsten and steel are of
interest for high tperature applications. Graphite is the most attractive
ceramic fiber and it can be made into a variety of fiber shapes and lengths.
Its primaxy disadvantage is cost. Glass is cheaper by carparison and does
have sane very attractive properties; however, it requires special surface
coating protections called sizes to protect the fiber from degradation by the
environment and from handling during manufacture. Ceramic fibers exhibit the
greatest strengths and are very stable, but they can be difficult to bond and
usually require a coating to prmwte better interfacial bonding. The metals
tend to exhibit lower strengths but are easier to bond. However, interfacial
reactions can degrade the fiber properties.
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TABLE 12.2
PIORFP

Melt Point
(IF)

FIBER AND MATRX MAERIAS

'

Strength
Density

modlus
Density

E

Density

Tensile St.o

(lb/in3 )

(Ksi)

(x10 6) (x10 6 Psi) (x107 in)

650
850

7.2
10.8

12.6
10.5

14.0
13.3

AMORPHOUS FIBES

S-Glass
Sio2

.090
.079

1540
3020

DISCT
nmoUs FIBES (SINGLE CRYSTAL)

A203

3700

.143

3000

21.4

62

43.4

Sic
Graphite

4870
6600

.116
.060

3000
2845

26.1
47.4

70
102

60.8
170

pOycRysTALIWE FIBRS
S
A12 03

3700

.144

300

2.6

25

21.9

Graphite
Tgten
Steel

6600
6150
2550

.054
.697
.280

200
580
600

3.7
.B
2.1

30
59
29

56.5
8.5
10.3

.095
.148

400
300

4.2
2.0

55
70

57.8
43.3

1DLWIPHSE FIBERS
Boron/W
SiC/W

4170
4870
0
Cont.
UseTe.(C

longaon (.) s

Tensile

•

(Ksi)

6
dulus (xW0

MATRIX MATERIALS
Polycarbonate
Polysulfone
Epcuy-BPA
Epoxy-CA
Phenolic

0

120
150
145
150
160

80
50
4.8
3.5
2

9
10
13
19
9

.34
.36
.36
.78
.45

Psi)

The fibers can exhibit a variety of crystalline structures which affect
their properties. Single crystal discontinuous fibers are of an order of
magnitude stronger than all the other fibers; however, they are
microscopically small and difficult to fabricate. Polycrystalline fibers have
lower strengths due to the imperfections present in the larger fibers.
Amorphous fibers are strong but highly susceptible to damage and degradation.
There are a variety of manufacturing processes used to fabricate
reinforcement fibers. Glass fibers are typically prepared by making the
material molten and then extruding it through small orifices (z .005 inch)
which removes water. The fibers are fired at a temperature to densify. Metal
fibers are made using the wire drawing process; however, to reduce the fiber
dan to .005 inch requires diamond dies which are very expensive. There are
other processes such as electrictumical, liquid metal, vapor deposition, and
numerous proprietary processes.
The fabrication of boron fibers is very interesting and unique. A
tungsten wire .005 inch in diameter is passed through a long glass tube that
contains boron gas such as boron trichloride (BM 3 ). Pressure is maintained
in the tubes to force the boron to deposit on the tungsten filament which is
heated electrically. The entire process takes less than two minutes and
produces a filament between .003" - .005" in diameter. The time can be
adjusted to yield other diameters but .008 inch is presently the upper limit.
The fibers are usually produced in continuous lengths of 10,000 feet. The
only supplier of boron fibers in quantity is the AVCO Corporation in Loell,
Massachusetts.
processed by

One advantage of couposite fibers is
winding around mandrels.
They are

that they can be
then woven into

too-dimensional cloths and three-dimensional mats that are then impregnated

with the matrix. This process can be a definite advantaqe in producing
ccuplex shapes.
12.3.5.3 Matrix Materials.
The second basic component material is the
binding or matrix material.
The fibers carry load and give structural
rigidity. The matrix material bonds the fibers and holds them in a specific
alignment. It transfers loads through shear mechanlzns to the fibers. The
matrix material must be light weight so that the benefits of the specific

'I

strength and specific stiffness are not depleted. Similarly, a soft ductile
material will assure full fiber strength is utilized and provide good plastic
behavior for transferring load by shear mechanisms. The matrix also serves to
protect the fibers from the envircnment which may tend to attack the fibers
and degrade properties. This is especially true of glass fibers. The matrix
will arrest crack propagation occ-urring in fibers since it acts as a foreign
material interface and will deflect the cracks. Other properties the matrix
can contribute include toughness, fatigue. strength, oxidation resistancet

corrosion resistance, etc.

The matrix material requirements have limited

selection to polymers and metals. Polymrs juch as epoxies, phenolics, and
polysulfones, and metals such as titaniun and aluminum possess the lower
strength/high ductility behavior that is nioessary in a matrix. E4oies and
altminim have been extensively researched and most oamjnents that are flying

on aircraft or are in the development stages are made from these uutrices.
The phenolics and titanium are still in thlir early stages but hold great
promise fur higher texperature applications. Utlike fibere, these materials
can usually be fabricated using conventional tehniques already estatlished

which redre costs.

The polymers are taqerature limited, can be sensitive to

humidity, and possess a wide mariation in properties such as- chical and
corrosion resistance. Thportant considerations in design are the stresses and
life ewxtancies required of these matrix materials. These polyimers also

exhibit shrinkaga which mst be ac=cmtw for in the puoesing since it can
be as great as 15%. Typical matrix properties are shwn in Table 12.2.
12.3.5.4 VhnufacuEri
o. C
site Materials. Careful consideration must be

given to the derision conernizr which fiber to ccabine with 4dch matrix to
yield the optian design.

All design parameters amt

be onsidered in order

for the materials engineer to design in the required properties. This further
requires that material selection and assesaxnt be =de early in the
preliniazydesign pha-se.
Regardless of the select-ion of fiber and matrix, they both must be
properly bonded tcetler. 4fe txidin surface between fiber and matrix is
called the interfacial bond, and it has an enormous effect upon coposite

material p

et

and fabriation.

The metallurgiczal reactions that ocr

are complicated and difficult to control. Poor bonding at the interface
results in premature failures. The fiber shape is also inportant. The
greater the surface area available for bonding, the better the bonding will
be. Thus, non-circular cross sections promote superior bonding.
There are a number of techniques employed to control interfacial reaction
zones to limit property degradation while prcmoting good bonding.
.ie
ceramic tend to be thermodynmically stable and show smaller reaction zonexs.
They do not, hcw
, bond as well to the matrix and therefore require a
coating such as polyneric or metallic coating. Tiese coatings are especially
required in metal matrix coxmosites. When boron was initially used, it often
had to be coated with silicon carbide to bond it with alirmnum and titanium.
Advances in Composite technology and fiber treatment have eliminated these
reqairements.

Interface reactions result in t•s destrtj'
of the fiber. The three
most prevalent reactions that occur include diffusion betwen fiber and matrix

which can leave a penetxation zone with recrystallization that causes
premature failure of the fibers. In addition, precipitation reactcs and/or
solid solution reactions cana produce fracture initiation sites leading to
failure.
ZA variety of ,mandactu-ing processes are utlized that allow te
desi

latitudes whiUc

conventional matecials do not possess.

The fibers can be

wiound arouml a mandrel and then inpregnated with the resin matrix material or
a Oprepreg" (partially cured) cmposite can be woumd on a mandrel. The
.preprat coaosite is often used to allw forming of •,a•ina irnt desired
shapes and then using a mold under heat and pressure to produce final curing.
Th meWa matrLs. ca• tes can be hade in this same manner. -often, large
.8hsats of composite material are precut into ply patterns which are

hand-assrbled and then finish processed.

Omposites can be wori into
Stuodimertsional and tr~ec-itnesnonal sh•
Whch are then impregted with
Sthe matrix and cured. This tyl~e-of fabrication gives the des•igner txewk
=pabilities that othetwise would not be available.
12.3.5.5 Desijn Applications.
As caposites become tore cmm., it is
neOessary for engineers accstoed to dealinq with metals to box=
more
versatile in their
thking. The various proL:ties of metals Are generally
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@Q
considered to be .sotropi.: - the same in all directions.
The design
trade-offs rrnticned earlier are thus fairly straightforward. It is coamon
when dealing with metals to consider such properties as modulus, E, as
constar.n•>.
This, in fact, is not the case with oanposite materials.
Caoposites are anisotrop!o.; thpt is, having different strength, stiffness cd
thermal prcpez' -s in the various directions.
This produces an added
complexity for the designer but also provides him with more flexibility and a
chance to truly optimize a structure. If the designer fully underbtands the
anisotropic nature of a material, he is able to design the material to meet
the specific design requirements (strength, stiffness, etc.) of his structure
in its specific directions. This, of course, forces the designer to analyze
the strengths and stiffnesses required in his structure based upon such
factors as the expected loads and allowable deflections. Since structures are
often loaded in only one or two directions, a composite can be made strong in
those directions. This can be compared with fabricating steel or alumwirn
ui*ere, in order to meet a maximm strength requirement in one direction, the
*mateLial,
because of its basic nature, is equally strong in other directions.
It -an thus be seen that a caqposite can be used more efficiently and produce
a second weight savings in addition to the one inherent in its high
strength-to-weight or stiffness-to-weight ratios.
12.3.5.6 Economic Factors. Coposite materials have gained a reputation for
being expensive. To scme extent, this reputation is deserved. As graphite
and boron filaments were first being developed in the 1960's, ccsts of $600
per pound and $400 per pound, respectively, were caw~on. With increased
production, these costs are now on the order of $100 per pound for boron and
$50 per pound for grantiite, rhich still does not favorably cmpare with a few
dollars per pound for steel. However, the cost to be considered is not the
material cost but the cost of the finished product or the dollars per payload
of the final systea.
The cost of caqpositing includes the tape fabrication, laying the tape
into layers and the final assembly of the part including its joining to other
parts of the structure. Metal parts, of course, have forming and machine
costs associat.A with them. The Navy built a composite wing for a Target
fDrone -sing graphite epoxy. ýhile the material costs were higher than the
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aluminim it replaced, the manufacturixq steps in fabricating the wing were
reduced from approximately 50 for the aluaiium to 3 for the graphite. ihe
savings resulting fram this are quite obvious.
C.E. Cataldo, in an article on the use of camiposites for the space
Sshuttle, estimates that camposites can save 5-9% of the structural weight of
approximate.y 200,000 pounds. This savings of 10,000-18,000 pounds, 4*en
campared to dme original payload of 25,000-55,000 pounds, produces a payload
increase ot up to 40%. 7he cost savings resulting from this are so huge that
they overshadow any material costs.
12.3.5.7
_gysis o.of Composite Materials. A technique used to determine the
properties of a cxmposite is based upon the volume fraction of its
constituents.
7his rule of mixtures is illustrated in the following
paragrAphs.
If we stipulate that the fibers are uniformly aligned, as shown in Figure
12.7, arn that a perfect bond exists between the fiber and matrlix, then the
strain is the same for the caqx•site, the matrix, and the fiber
Cc = Cf a C
7he total load in the couposite will be tht. sum of the loads carried by the
fiber and the matrix.

PC

Pf+ PM

Utilizing the axial stress relationship and solving for P, the equation can be
Mreanged as follas

oA
cAc

= af +GMAM

Dividing by the area of the omposito and noting it is equivalent to the sum

of the areas of the fiber and matrix yields
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ac

fv +

Vmom

vand
Y.re
Vm are volme fractions.

(12.7).

Note Vf + Vm

strain yIld

.

Dividing by the

IEc = V~f + VEm•

(12.8)

EXAMLE: Design a composite material with a modulus of elasticity of 11
GPa and a yield strength of 160 MPa. The properties of the fiber and matrix
are shon below and have been measured for the limiting straini.
Ef = 14. GPa

Fin=7. GPA

af = 210. GPa

am = 105.MPa

@ef = .015 m!m

@em = .015 m/m

COsider both equations
a.

cc = Vfaf + Vmam

b.

Ec = VfEf + Vmm

160 = 210(Vf) + 150 (Vm)
Note:

11= 14 (Vf) + 7 (Vm)

Vm= 1 -Vf

160 = 210 (Vf) + 150 (1-Vf)

11 = 14 (Vf) + 7 (1 - Vf)

Vf

Vf

0.524
0
1.a
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=

0.571

Notice there are two answers and in order to meet both design requirements you
must choose the largest value where the volume fraction of fibers would be
57.1%.

-

This type of analysis is often applied to composites and is adequate for
properties such as density and certain mechanical properties such as the
longitudinal stiffness. Note, however, that this relation says that the
properties of a ccmposite are bounded by those of its constituents.
As mentioned earlier, a simple analysis such as the rule of mixtures or
ideas that one might be comfortable with in dealing with metals is not
adequate in the analysis and design of composite structures.
Since the
mathematics of anisotropic elasticity and of composite laminate analysis are
beyond the level of this course, this chapter will simply present an overview
of some of the techniques used.
There are more steps with more cumplexity in the design of a structural
_cuposite than exist in the design of metal structures. The design cycle
starting with the fiber and matrix constituents are illustrated in Figure
12.8. No-Le that this cycle is continuous. This implies that the material's
design must be sinultaneous with the structure's design. The final objective
of the design process is, of course, to achieve an optimu
structure. This
can often be translated into min='= weight.
The design cycle shown in Figure 12.8 combines two basic approaches which
have been labeled microscopic and macroscopic.
The microscopic approach
considers the mechanical and physical characteristics of possible fiber and
matrix materials. These properties are normally considered to be isotropic;
however, the structure as a whole is heterogeneous (non-hawogeneous).
Using
various assumptions concerning the state of stress and strain between the
fiber and matrix, the designer must select the proper constituent materials
and decide upon the packing arrangement of the fibers and their proper volume
fraction. As seen in Figure 12.9, the properties of the unidirectional
laminate depend upon this microscopic analysis of the constituents. The
reason the laminate or single layer of composite is made of fibers all
oriented in one direction is that this allos ease of manufacture and
analysis.
The next step is to determine the mechanical and physical characteristics
of the building block laminate. This involves what is called a macroscopic
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analysis. Here, the matrix and fiber are considered smeared together to form
a hamogenous but anisotropic material for analysis purposes. Such a procedure
is advantageous since existing plate and shell theories can be applied to the
analysis of these thin homogeneous anisotropic laminatae.

SSTRUCTURE

COMPOSITE

TYPICAL STRUCTURAL ELEMENT

FIGURE 12.8.

ELEMENTARY STRUCTURE

COMPOSITE STRUCURAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS CYCLE

Laminate analysis involves determining the optimum number and orientation
of the lamina necessary to provide the desired properties. Presently there is
not a unique mathematical solution to this problen and the combination of
cczmuter iteration and experience guides the designer to a final laminate
arrangement. An arrangement of 0, 45, 90, 0 for a four-ply structure is
illustrated in Figure 12.7. Usually the optimization procedure produces
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angles which might be difficult to manufacture; thus, it is camcn to change a
calcalated 0, 39, 87, +5 arrangenent to the 0, 45, 90, 0 mentioned earlier for
ease and economy of manufacture.
The final result of this analysis is a structure of lower cost, iuproved
maintainability and increased performance. Table 12.3 shows some of the
current applications of ccmposites.
During development, the aerospace
industry tested composites in non-critical structures such as doors in the
F-111 and in the wing of a Navy Target trcne. the use of materials and
fabrication techniques previously untried was often done to the reluctance of
both designers and users. Today, however, such materials are seeing use in
primary aircraft structures such as the longitudinal spine of the B-i and
horizontal and vertical stabilizer sections of the F-15.
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12.3.5.8 Discontinuous Fiber Reinforcement Materials. There are various
types of discontinuous fiber reinforcemnt materials. In this paragraph,
glass, whisker formation, and binary eutectic fiber reinforced caiposites will
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b

4
be discussed. The discontinuous glass fiber reinforced camposites are the
most widely used composites in industry today. The primary advantages of
these composite systems are in their manufacture. They utilize the technology

applied to the polymeric and textile industries. This eliminates the need to
make large capital investments in exotic itanufacturing equipment.
In
addition, the fabrication of the glass fibers and polymeric riatrices are well
established and inexpensive.
The glass can be chopped into fioers and
randnly distributed throughout t-he matrix giving three-dimensiqnal stiffening
and strengthening. The procedure consists of mixing a polumeric with glass
fibers and using conventional injection molding techniques to produce
fiberglass types of structures. The fibers can be chopped up and blown into a
meshed structure with a matrix added to form a "prepreg" that can be final
cured into a finished product. The glass fibers can be woven into mats and
impregnated with resin to form a continuous fiber reinforced ccoposite. There
are mafty epacy and phenolic resins that can be used with the chopped fibers
but these composites do not exhibit high strength levels. They are used for
corrosion resistance, light weight, low cost manufacturing, optical
properties, etc.
It is obvious fran Table 12.2 that the single crystal whiskers possess an
order of magnitude greater properties over the polycrystalline, anmrpous and
multiphase fibers. These whiskers are free from defects and dislocations, and
their properties approach theoretical values. The obvious question is, '"hy
aren't these composite fibers being used throughout the industry?" The answer
is technically complicated but economically simple. The whiskers are only
100-200 microns long which is the reason they can be fabricated defect-free.
Bit they are also difficult to bond to the matrix and infinitely more
difficult to align. The handling and fabrication of these whiskers requires
exensive and sophisticated equipment. Econanically they are =hpractical. A
typical example is silicon carbide whiskers.
They are grown using a
sublimation technique that involves the prolysis of organosilanes, silicon
cczxounds, and hydrocarbons in a hydrogen atmosphere at 1500-20000 C. Graphite
can be formed into scroll-type fibers by combining sublimation techniques with
DC arcing under high pressure in an inert atmosphere. Other techniques use
Sevaporation and vapor-liquid-solid deposition processes, but all are
prohibitively expensive.

,
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TABLE 12.3
COMPQSITE APPLICATICNS AND DEYEV 4MET
SPACE SHUIFLE APPLICATICMS
Thrust
Structure

-

Hot
Structure

Fuselage

Bulkheads

Tanks

Born-EPcKy

Ring Frames

Glass-Eocxy

GlassCarbcz-Cb
Filament
Wound with
-Liners

Boron-Altu.

iongexcns

Graphite
oXy

Gaphite-

Stringlers

Shrouds

SKINS

Graphite
Coated

GlassHoneyccub

Beaus
FitirgS

Graphiteq y for

saesmall

tanks
Boron~~cyGraphite-

Boron-Alin
STmRUS

BoroPolgimide
650

PolgiMide
650
Bo00n-Alum.
600

Graphite-4~KXy

Metal-Metal
2000-25000

-"

Same

BoronAilu.
Graphite

Skins

BEAMS

BorciEqouy

Glass-q•ic-y
Borsic-Ti 800
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TABLE 12.3 (continued)
COMPOSITE APPLICATIONS AND DEVLOPET
.)EVEOM

STATUS

Curret
Devjg~ts
(Near Ten Payoff)

Advanced Devej22rýnt
(Long-Tenm Payoff)

FureDvopmn
(New Concepts-New Materials)

Boron-Epoxy

Boron-Polyimide
Graphite-Polyimide

In-Situ Reinforcements

Graphite-Eqoxy

Wire 1einforced Metals

Boron-Aluminizn

Graphite-Aluminum

High Temperature Polmers

Carbon-Carbon

Beryllium Cocposites

Low Cost High Speed
Production
Advanced Hybrids

Hybrids

CPOSITE TMERA1URE CAPABILITIES
Maxiun Temerature Capabilities
Polymer Matrices

Te

rature (0F)

Metal Matrices

S-Glass/Eprocy
Boron/4pCKy

350*

Graphite/q~xvy
Gra•hite/Polyinide

600

Boron/Aluminum

650

Graphite/Aluminum

700
800

Borsic/Titanium

Carbon/Carbon

1000

Beryllium/Titanium

Carbon/Carbon
(Uncoated)

1800

Borsic/Nickel
Wire/Superalloys

Carbon/Carbon
S(Anti-oxidant)

2400

1mlybdenum/Columbium
Tantalum
Assuming Stable Care
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The binary eutectic system offers the only real viable alternative to
this problem which is available with today's technology. A binary eutectic
occurs when a liquid transforms into a two-phase solid at constant
temperature.
The reaction is invariant and occurs only at a specific
carposition and a specific temperature. It is a specific point on the phase
diagram. It should be noted that not all binary systems will exhibit this
phenamenon and of those that do, not all can be controlled to produce an
I
aligned inicrostructure.
The directional solidification (DS) of the eutectic is the key processing
parameter. It is the directional cooling which permits the alignment of the
whisker fibers within the matrix material. Controlling the cooling gradient
by slowly withdrawing molten material from the furnace orients the fiber
grcwth direction parallel to the uniaxial heat flow. The fiber and matrix
materials freeze into a solid solution forming a discontinuous fiber
reinforced caposite material in one step. The growth rates, however, are
only about a quarter of an inch per hour which means the manufacturing costs
are quite high. The primazy application of interest is in the turbine of an
aircraft engine. The enormous property increases gained and the potential
engine performance improvements justify the high manufacturing costs. The
eutectic system receiving the most attention is the tantalum carbide fiber in
a nickel base super alloy or cobalt based alloy. There are many shapes the
fiber can take; however, it has been shown that rods or platelets give the
best properties.
These alloys are very stable.
They carpete with
conventional alloys at room temperature but are vastly superior at high
temperatures. Their properties do not degrade even at levels close to their
melting point. Since the whiskers grow naturally within the matrix, there are
no bonding problems. Eqperimnents conducted on the interfacial bond strength
show it is stronger than the fiber itself. This is probably due to the unique
matching of preferred crystallographic planes that occur during processing.
Figure 12.10 center shows a DS turbine blade. The DS blade's composite
structure is ccmpared to other forming techniques - a conventional casting
left and a single crystal turbine blade right.
A low volume fraction of fiber will give a rod-like reinforcement
structure, whereas near equal fractions of matrix and fibers produce a
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platelet structure.
The rod fibers are superior and more predictable;
however, they only suply uniaxial strengthening.
The platelets have a
two-dimensional strengthening effect. In addition, studies on solute atcms,
dislocation mobility, temperature, strength and plastic properties show that
intermetallic compounds make better fibers than do ceramics or metals. These
materials offer great advancements to aircraft and engine performance.
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AND SINGL

12.3.5.9
Fiber Matrix -

GLOSSARY
reinforcing caoponent of the composite that supplies the strength
and stiffness properties.
Soft light-weight bonding caoponent of the caoposite that holds the
fibers.

Lamina - A single layer of fibers surrounded by matrix material.
Laminate -A structure build up using lamina at various orientations to yield a
structural element.
Prepreg - A partially cured ccqposite laminate that is pliable and can be
shaped and then finish cured.
Interfacial Bond - Surface bond between the fiber and the matrix.
Eatectic Oarosite - A two-phase solid where one Phase acts as fiber reinforcment and the second phase is the matrix.
Whisker - A small single crystal fiber that is defect free (length is 100-200
microns).
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12.4 FUNDAMTALS OF STRXIMS
This section on the fundamentals of structures has been prepared to
provide a practical combination of theory and application to the operational
problems of aircraft, missiles, and space craft. For this reason only the
mini mathematical relationships are provided.
There are three fundamental objectives that will be addressed:
(1) Acquaint the reader with the basic properties of structural
materials and the particular qualities of these materials that make
them suitable in particular structures.

,

(2)

Furnish the reader the fundamental reasons for operating
limitations and good maintenance practices.

(3)

Equip the reader with the ability to recognize and diagnose the
causes of structural and mechanical failures.

strength

These objectives are first served by describing the principal
requirements of any aircraft, missile, or space craft structure. The most
important basic requirenent is that the primary structure should be of the
lowest possible weight. All of the basic items of perfomancwe and efficiency
of a configuration are seriously affected by the structural weight. This is
especially true when the exLres of performance are demanded of a
configuration. For example, during preliminary design of a long range jet
aircraft, a configuration weight growth factor of twenty may be typical. In
other words, if the weight of any single item, e.g., landing gear structure,
were to increase one pound, the gross weight of the aircraft must increase

twenty pounds to maintain the same perfoance.

Any additional weight would

require more fuel, more thrust, larger engines, greater wing area, larger

landing gear, heavier structure, more fuel, etc., until the aircraft gross
weight had increased twenty tines the original weight change.
Long range missiles and space craft usually encounter a design growth
factor which is considerably in e.ess of any typical aircraft. Scme typical
long range ballistic missiles have demonstrated preliminary design growth

factors

on the order

of

80 to 200.
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Of

course, such

configurations

)

represent an extreme, of perfomance but serve notice of the great significance
of structural weight. A limiting situation can exist when the demands for
perfozmance exceed the "state-of-the-art". If performance demands are extreme
and basic powerplant capabilities are relatively low, the growth factors
approach infinite values and impractical gross weights result for the
configuration.

j

%hilethe structure nmst be of the lowest possible weight, it miust also
Sbe inspection, and maintenance. There must be
easily accessible for repair,
adequate protection from the environment to prevent corrosion, ionizing
radiation, etc. In many instances, the accamodation for easy access for
simple maintenance mist be forsaken simply to obtain reduced structural

weight.
The primary structure must be the mininun weight structure which can
safely sustain the loads typical of operation. The actual nature of the most
critical loads will depend to a great extent upon the design mission of the
vehicle. During design and development, the mission aust be thoroughly
analyzed to define the most critical loads that will determine the mininum
necessary (size and weight) of the structural elements. From an apparent
infinite number of posible situations, the most critical con-ditions must be

defined. Gnerally, there are three important areas of structural design, any
one of wich (or combination could provide the most critical requirements of
the structure.
12.4.1 Static •Sye b onsiderations,
Static loads refer to those loads which are gradually applied to the
structure. The effects of the onset of loading or the repetiticn of loading
deserve separate consideration. throthe
operation of its mission, a
vehicle structure encounters loads of all sorts and magnitudes. Various loads
may originate during manufacture, transport, erection, launch, flight gusts
and maneuvers, landing, etc. These various conditions may be nuntered at
various gross weights, e.g., positions, altitudes, pressurization, etc. If
particular elements of the structure are separated for study, it is
a
that these elements are subject to a great spectrum of varying
loadib
Fbr the considerations of static strength, it is important that this
spectrum be analyzed to select the maxiazn of all loads encountered during
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norma.l (or intended) operation. This maxim=m of all normal service loads is
given special significance by assigning the nonmenclature of "limit" load. The
specific reuirement of the structure is that it must be able to withstand
"limit" load without ill effect.

Ssure,

Most certainly the structure must withstand

limit load without objectionable permanent deformation.
Specific requirements are different for various structural applications,
and, in sane cases, a "yield" factor of safety of 1.15 must be incorporated.
nTis requirement would demand that the primary structure be capable of
withstanding a load 15% greater than limit without "yielding" or deforming
sane objectionable amount. If such requirements were specified for a fighter
aircraft, the aircraft could be safety maneuvered to limit "G" without causing
the aircraft to be permanently deformed. If such requirements were specified
for a typical missile, the missile could be fueled and static tested without
causing the structure to be permanently deformed. Of course, the number of
times this action could be repeated without ill effect would not be part of
the static strength consideration.
A separate provision must be made to account for the possibility of a
one-time application of sane severe load greater than limit. For example, the
previously mentioned fighter aircraft may require same flight maneuver 1cad
greater than limit in order to avert a disaster of collision. The same idea
applies to the missile where malfunction of equipant may cause higher than
normal tank pressurization. In either of these examples, sace load greater
than lUnit is always a (remote) possibility and, within reasonable limits,
should not cause a catastrophic failure of the primary structure. There nmst
be same provision for the possibility of a single critical load greater than
limit.
Experience with piloted aircraft has shon that an "tultisnate" factor of
safety of 1.5 is satisfactory. Thus, i primary structural eLmeent should be
capable of withstanding one load 50% greater than limit without
failure. Of course, ]oacs which generate itressos greate.r than the "yield"
point will caume objectionable permanent aezormnation of the structure and
render it ursaitable for continued operation. The principal concern is that
the primaxy structure withstand the "ultimate" load without failure. To be
the ultimate load can be resisted only by a sound structure, i.e., no
cracks, corrosion, eccentricity, etc.
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In the previous discussion the yield factor of safety of 1.15 and
ultimate factor of safety of 1.5 have been selected for example since these
values are representative of piloted aircraft. On the other hand, certain
missile configurations may have factors of safety well below that of piloted
aircraft, e.g., yield factor of safety of 1.0, ultimate factor of safety of
1.2. In order to complete the picture, some ground support equipment may have
an ultimate factor of safety of five or six, and a typical bridge structure
may have an ultimate factor of safety of twenty. The factors of safety for
airborne vehicles must be as low as is consistent with the safety and
integrity of the structure.
=en specific limit loads, yield and ultimate factors of safety are
defined, there will be no deliberate addition of strength above these
speci.fied minimums. The reason is simple: undesirable structural weight
wuld be added. However, the normal variation of material strength properties
must be accounted for by designing to minim= guaranteed strength or specific
levels of probability. In either case, it is possible that a considerable
percentage of the structures will exceed the strength requirments by slight
margins. This is an expected result when the structure is required to meet or
exceed the minimm specified values.
As a result of these static strength considerations, the primary structure
must withstand limit load without objectionable permanent deformation and
ultimate load without failure. Because of the yield factor of aafety and
certain material characteristics, objectionable permanent deformation does not
necessarily take place immediately above limit load. This could lead to
difficulty in appreciating over-stress conditions since objectionable
permanent deformation does not necessarily occur Just beyond lim'it load.
However, at ultimate load, failure is imminent.
12.4.2

Rigidity and Stiffness Considerations.

"Strength" could be defined as the resistance to applied loaus.

On the

other hand, *stiffness" could be defined as the resistance to applica
deflections. This particular distinction between strength and stiffness is a
necessary consideration since the development of adequate strength does noý,
ensure the attainment of adequate stiffness and rigidity. In fact, the
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particular requirements of stiffness must be given consideration which is
separate (but not canpletely independent) fran the basic strength
considerations.
The stiffness characteristics of a structure are very important in
In order to
defining the response of the structure to dynamic loads.
distinguish a dynamic load fran the ordinary static load, inspect Figure 12.11
w-eare a weight, W, is suspended by a spring which has a stiffness, K.

GRADUALLY APPUED LOADING

SUDDEN LOADING
llll+/I/l

I11,1/1 /12l/

k

k

W

L

-- '<

26

i

POSITION FOR STATIC
EQUIUBRIUM

FIGURE 12.11.

TDI

DEPENDMXE OF LOAD APPLICATION

If the weight were lowered slowly and the force gradually applied to the
spring, the spring would deflect slowly until the spring supports the entire
weight with an equilibrium deflection of 6 = W/K. Alternatively, if the
weight is suddenly dropped onto the spring, the input energy of the sudden
loading will cause the spring to deflect twice as greatly, 26. Then the
weight will oscillate back and forth, finally coming to rest at the same
equilibrium deflection as for the gradually applied load. During the Zirst
plunge when the spring is deflected 26, the spring is subject to an
instantaneous load which is twice the weight. Under the dynamic loading
illustrated, the dynamic load is twice as great at the static load. Of
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course, if the weight had been projected dcmnward onto the spring with an
initial velocity, the input energy would be greater and the dynamic
amplification of load wuld be increased considerably.
The previous example serves only to point out the serious nature of
dynamic loads. In a more typical (and camplex) aircraft or missile structure,
many degrees of freedom exist and the response may show the coupling between
various possible modes of oscillation. In any case, the energy of load input,
the rate of onset, and the characteristic response of the structure must be
examined to determine the critical amplification of loads. The stiffness
characteristics and the existence of damping, either natural or synthetic,
must be tailored - if possible - to minimize critical amplification of loads.

Vibration of structures may provide critical situations and create a
source of damaging loads. The fundamental nature of a vibrating system is
best illustrated by the simple spring-mass system of Figure 12.12. If a
weight, W, is suspended on a spring of stiffness, K, a small disturbance of
the system will cause the weight to oscillate at some frequency which is
dependent on spring stiffness and weight.

(V(•

PLATFORM EXCITATION
is
asin 2ir f(t)

SPRING-MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY
IS
~2rW
It

CYCLIC AMPILITUDE OF
OSCILLATING WEIGHT 18A

FIGURE 12.12.

FUNDAMNAL NATURE OF A VIBRATING SYSTEM
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This "natural" frequency is related by Equation 12.9.

fn

-(12.9)
vw

where fn= natural frequency, cps
K

= spring stiffness, lbs/w.

g

= acceleration due to gravity, 386

W

= weight, lbs.

In order to consider the, possibility of a forced vibration of this
system, suppose the platform is moved back and forth with a sinusoidal motion,
a sin 2 7Tf(t),

*

where f is the frequency of excitation and a is the amplitude

of excitation. The cyclic motion of the platform will induce a cyclic motion
of suspended weight. The amplitude of motion of the weight, A, is related to
the platform excitation and the natural frequency of the spring-mass system.
Equation 12.10 defines this relationship:
a

(12.10)

1_ (flfn)2

where

A = amplitude of weight motion
a = amplitude of platform motion
f = excitation frequency of platform
fn = natural frequency of spring-mass system

@

A careful inspection of Equation 12.10 points out one
possibilities of a forced vibration of a structure.
frequency of the platform equals the natural frequency of
a resonant condition develops and the amplitude of weight
infinite value. Of course, this resonant condition could

of the undesirable
As the excitation
the system (f/fn-l),
motion approaches an
cause sudden failure

of the spring.
If the platform is subjected to an excitation frequency which is well
below the natural frequency, the weight amplitude is very nearly the sam as
12.41

the platform amplitude. The weight would move along with the platform with
only slightly greater than static deflection of the spring. When the
excitation frequency is considerably greater than the natural frequency, the
weight. is essentially isolated while the platform oscillates. The cyclic
deflection of the spring would approach the cyclic displacement of the
oscillating platform. If damping, or resistance to motion, is introduced into
the system, the resonant condition will simply produce less than infinite
motion of the oscillating weight. Above and below the resonant condition,
damping will alter the motion depending on the amount of damping present in
the system.
While the simple system illustrated does not portray the behavior of
complex structures, the fundamental relationships are the same. During design
of a structure the stiffness and mass distribution must be tailored to ensure
that the ordinary environment of vibration does not allow any approach to
resonant conditions and produce damaging loads.
Aeroelastic problems are encountered due to the interaction of
aerodynamic forces and elastic deflection of the structures. Since elastic
deflections are involved, the inherent stiffness and rigidity of the structure
is a principal quality determining the extent of aeroelastic problems.
Static aeroelastic problems involve only the relationship of the
aerodynamic forces and elastic deflections without the generation of inertia
forces. A typical static aeroelastic problem encountered in aircraft is the
phenomenon of "aileron reversal". Deflection of an aileron produces a section
pitching mament tending to twist the wing in torsion. Thus, if an aileron is
deflected down at high speed, the wing may develop such significant twisting
deflection that the aircraft may roll opposite to the direction desired. Of
course, sufficient stiffness must be provided in the structure to prevent
aileron reversal or any significant loss of control effectiveness within the
intended range of flight speeds.
A more disastrous sort of aeroelastic problem is referred to as
"divergence." Suppose that a surface is subjected to a slight up gust when
at very high speed. If the change in lift occurs forward of the elastic center,
the surface will tend to twist leading edge up as well as bend up. The twist
represents additional angle of attack, more lift, more bend, more twist, etc.,
until a sudden failure results.

Such a failure is sudden and catastrophic
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without warning. It is obvious that divergence could not be tolerated and
sufficient stiffness must be present to prevent divergence within the
anticipated flight range. In addition, below the divergence speed there must
be sufficient stiffness to ensure no serious change in load distribution due
to this sort of interaction between airodynamic forces and elastic
deflections.
All of the static aeroelastic problmis are specific to the stiffness
qualities of the structure and the dynamic pressure of flight. Thus, any
specific operating limitation imposed will be relative to a certain dynamic
pressure hence, indicated, calibrated, or equivalent airspeed.
T•he dynamic or oscillatory aeroelastic problems introduce an additional
variable: inertia forces. Thus, dyn.*,mic aeroelastic problems involve some
coubination of aerodynamic forces, e.Lastic deflections, and inertia forces.
"Flutter" is one such problem.
If a surface with particular mass and
stiffness distribution were exposed to an airstream, the oscillatory
aerodynamic forces may combine with the various natural oscillatory nodes of
the surface to produce an unstable motion.
Flutter is essentially an
aerodynamically excited oscillation in which airstream energy is extracted to
anplify the energy of the structural oscillation.
Flutter is not necessarily limited to control surfaces or wing surfaces.
Structural panels may encour.ter flutter conditions which are just as critical
and damaging.
During design, the review and analysis of possible flutter behavior
constitutes one of t1•e most hiyhly complex studies. The mass and stiffness
distribution must be azranged to prevent flutter from occurring during normal
operation. There is the implication that any alteration of stiffness or mass
distribution due to service operation could cause a possible dangerous
reduction of the speed at which flutter would occur.
.tLis fact 's inportanL with respect to all of the conditions requiring
adequatks stiffness of the prim try structure. Any alteration of stiffness may
prodvice a dangerous change in dynamic response, vibration, or aeroelastic
beha'ior.

A

12.4.3 Service Life Considerations
When considering the service life of a structure, the entire ganut of
loads nmust be taken into account. To achieve satisfactory performance during
12.43

service operation, a structure must withstand the cumulative effect of all
vaXieties of load that are typical of normal use. Normal periods of overhaul,
inspection, and maintenance must be anticipated.
creep is the continued plastic straining of a part subjected to stress.
Of course, creep is of a particularly serious nature when the part is subject
to stress at high temperature since elevated temperatures reduce the
resistance to plastic flow. Gas turbine components, reentry configurations,
rocket combustion chambers and nozzles represent some of the typical
structures in which creep is important.
If a part is exposed to stress at high teiperature, the part will
continue to strain at a constant stress. If the exposure time is increased to
some critical point, the creep rate will suddenly increase and failure will
occur. Such failures due to creep can take place at well below the static
ultimate strength of the material. Of course, the creep stress must be
supplied for sufficient time to generate the condition of failure. It is
typical of all metals that any increase in applied stress or temperature will
increase the creep rate and reduc e the time required to cause failure.
The creep damage is ac
ted throughout the life of a structure, with
the times at high stress and temperature causing the most rapid rate of
accumalation. In order for a structure to perform satisfactorily in service,
the spectrum of varying loads and temperatures must not cause a critical
aocmlation of creep damage. In other words, service use should not cause
either creep delbrmation sufficient to prevent operation or creep failure by
fracture or buokling.
In same applications of turbines, machinery and
mechanism, the limit of creep deformation may be the appropriate design
consideration.
Ihe primary airframe structure may not be adversely affected
by such creep deformations and the final failure by fracture or buckling may
be the critical consideration.
In special high temperature structures the anticipated service life has
distinct limitations. For example, gas turbine pwerplants may have turbine
structural elements which must be replaced at regular intervals while the
shaft, case, and compressor withstand only ordinary inspection. If certain
turbine elements were required to demonstrate the same time life as less
highly stressed or heated parts, such life may not be at all possible. As a
result the design service life of such high temperature, high stress parts may
be set by design limitations rather than arbitrary desirable values.
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Ftigue is the result of repeated or cyclic loads. If a metal part is
subjected to cyclic stress of sufficient magnitude, a crack will eventually
form and propagate into the cross-section. When the remaining cross-section
cannot withstand the existing loads, a final rupture occurs as if by static
load. The most important aspect of fatigue is that the failure is progressive
by the accumulation of fatigue damage. When a critical level of damage is
accumulated, a crack forms and propagates until final failure takes place.
Minen a part is exposed to the variety of repeated loads daring service
operation, the cumulative fatigue must be limited so that failure does not
occur within the anticipated service life.
In order to prevent fatigue failures, the structural design must bring
into consideration many important factors. First, a reasonable estimate of
the service life must be made and the typical spectrum of service loads mnust
be defined. Then the fatigue characteristics of the materials must be
determined by laboratory test of specimens.
The effect of stress
concentrations, corrosion environment, residual stresses, and manufacturing
quality control must be analyzed. With these factors known, the concept of
cumulative damage can be applied to determine the dimensions of the part
necessary to prevent fatigue failure during the anticipated service life.
The normal scatter and variation in material properties encountered in
fatigue tests will not allow prediction of the specific life of individual
parts.
A more appropriate consideration would be to account for the
variability of material characteristics and load spectrum by the definition of
failure probability. In other words, as parts in service approach the design
service life, the probability of fatigue failure increases. If parts are
exposed to service well beyond the design service life, failure probability
will be quite high and the incidence of failures and malfunction of equipment
will increase.
The use of periodic inspection and maintenance is very unnecessary to
ensure failure free operation. Regular inspection must guarantee that parts
do not incur excessive deformation or cracks during exposure to fatigue and
creep conditions. There is always the possibility of short periods of high
stress or temperature which could cause acceleration of creep or fatigue
and precipitate a premature failure. This is a very important
obligation of the maintenance facility.
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21S various considerations of static strength, stiffness, and service
life will all contribute specific demands on a structure. Just which of these
ocson
rations pr
iate will depend upon the exact nature of the structure.
An aircraft may show that any one of the static strength, service life, or
stiffness regairements may predominate.
In the design of most polerplant
systems, the service life considerations of creep and fatigue usually
pre&3inate. Very short life missile structures may show that the static
strength considerations prevail during design. However, if the missile rust
withstand considerable transportation, handling, and continuous functional
checks, service life considerations may be important.
12.4.4 load and Stress Distribution
Fundamentally, there are two types of loads which can be applied to an
element of structure. There are "axial loads" which are applied along the
axis of the part (Figure 12.13) and there are "transverse" loads - often
referred to as "shear loads" - which are applied normal or perpendicular to
the axis of the part (Figure 12.14). Any canplicated load condition to which
a structure is subjected can be resolved to the various axial or transverse
loads acting on a particular part. Since the inherent strength properties of
a structural material are based upon the element strengths of its crystals and
grains, a mrore appropriate definition of load condition on a part is the
amount of load per unit of cross section area. Thus load per unit area is
referred to as "stress" and all basic properties of structural materials are
based upon stress or load per unit of cross section area. Of course, as there
are two basic types of loads -- axial and transverse -

there are two basic

types of stress which result from these loads - axial or "normal" stresses of
tension and campression and the transverse or "shear" stresses.

TENSION

COMPRESSION

FnMME 12.13.

AXIAL 1OADS
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Axial tension applied to a material will produce certain types of effects
and certain types of failures, while axial compression in the same type of
material will produce cumpletely different effects in different types of
failures.
PURE
SHEAR

FIGURE 12.14.

,

TRANSVERSE LOADING

A shear stress applied to a particular material results in a somewhat
unusual pattern. If a shear is applied to an element of material in a
vertical direction, that element will experience balancing shears in a
horizontal direction of an equal magnitude. This must be so in order tlat the
element be in equilibrium in rotaticn.
In any case in which the basic loads - either axial or transverse - are
resolved on a cross-section of a part, the stresses are then computed for each
element of the part as the anmunt of load per unit of area.
For normal stress,
o

=

o
P

=

For shear stress,

P/A

C

normal stress, psi

cy = shear stress

loadsin lbs

P = loadsin lbs

=

P/A

(12.11)

A = area, in2

A = area, in 2

As an example of the typical stress distribution in a loaded structure,
the follovi exanple problem is provided. This example will best furnish an
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interpretation of the idea of stress and the function of certain structural
ccmponents.
Figure 12.15 illustrates a typical beam structure. In this case there is
a simplified spar or beam subjected to a concentrated load at the right end.
7he left end is mounted or fixed to a rigid wall surface. For simplicity, it
is assuned that the spar (or beam) is the entire effective structure and that
all loads will be resisted by this part. The problem will be to investigate
the stresses at Points A and B in this spar structure which result from the
application of the shear load at Point C. The beam, has a constant
cross-section throughout the span as shown in Figure 12.15. The spar flanges
of this type structure furnish the primary bending resistance, while the spar
tweb connecting the spar flanges provides the primary resistance to shear
loads. The rivets attach the spar web to the spar flange, and there are
vertical stiffeners attached to the web to maintain the form, shape, and
stability of the structure. The distribution of stress at Point A in the beam
is best visualized by taking a section through the beam at Point A and
supplying the internal loads at the Section A which are necessary to resist
the applied external shear load at C, thus maintaining equilibrium of the
structure. This is sh)wn in Figure 12.16.
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First, to maintain an equilibrium in a vertical direction, there must be
a resisting shear load on Section A of 10,000 lbs in a vertical direction
down, which resists the applied shear load up at Point C. Due to the lever
ann of force at Point C, there is a bending moment produced in the structure
at Point A. The magnitude of this bending nmoent is the product of the force
and the lever arn, i.e., 10,000 lbs times 100 in = 1,000,000 in lbs of mcment
at Section A. As the spar flanges provide the primary resistance to bending,
there will be a compression axial load developed in the upper spar flange and
a tension axial load produced in a lower spar flange. 7hese axial loads in
the spar flanges for this untapered beam must be equal to maintain equilibrium
of a structure in a horizontal direction. 7hese axial forces in the spar
flanges will be referred to as IP" pounds of load. These two forces of P,
acting as a couple at a distance of 10 in apart (the distance between the
centers of gravity of areas of the upper and lower spar flanges) must provide
internal balance in the structure to the applied external bending moment of
1,000,000 in-lbs In other words, P x 10 in must equal 1,000,000 in-lbs The P
pounds of load in a flange is then =vxputed to be 100,000 ibs,
Plb x 100 c 1,000,000 in-lbs

P -

100,000 lbs

To detemine the stress in the upper flange, the cc
distributed over the cur:ression area

~ressio

load is

2
cc t P/A a 100,000 lbs/4 sq in t--25,000 lbe/in

The tension stress in a lower flange is the load divided by the area
2
at - P/A = 100,000 lb/2 sq in = 50,000 lbs/in

Since the spar web furnished primary resistance to shear loads, there is
a shear load of 10,000 lbs acting on the effective area of the web. The
effective area of this web is the depth tines the thickness. In this case,
depth is taken as 10 Inches and the thickness is 1/10 of an inch wlich produ
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one square inch of cross sectional area.

This shear stress in the -webis then

load divided by area

lbs/in2
10,000
=
in.
sq.
lb/l
- = P/A = 10,000
To investigate the stress distribution at Section B, the same fundamental
procedure is employed (Figure 12.17). That is, the section at Point B is
furnished with the loads on the cross-section necessazy to place the structure
in equilibrium. The bending moment to be resisted by the spar flanges is the
10,000 lbs of force acting at the 50 inch lever arm. This produces a bending
moment of 500,000 in lbs and results in axial loads in the spar flanges of
50,000 lbs each.
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SHEAR STRESS DISTRIBUTION

Tho cuqression stress in the upper flange is then
C= P/A = 50,000 Wb/ sq in

2
= 12,500 lbs/in

The tension stress in the lower flange is
at = P/A = 50,000 lb/2 sq in = 25,000 ibs/in2

Since the same amount of shear load must be supplied on Section B to
provide equilibrium in a vertical direction and resistance to the applied
10,000 lbs shear load, the shear stress in the spar web remains the sae
10,000 psi throgouc the span of the bean and it does so as long as there is
no chae in the shear load across the beam.
To determine the stress in the rivets attaching the spar web to the
flanges, the function of the rivets must be made clear. The point of load

application at Section C on the beam has a vertical load of 10,000 lbs
applied.
This oooentrated load of 10,000 lbs must be apprcpriately
4distributed to the web by a fitting. The desired result, as in Figure 12.18,
is to distribute the omncentrated shear load of 10,000 lbs to the edge of the
spar web such that for the 10 inch effective depth of the web there is 1,000
lbs of load for each 1 inch along the edge.
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PURPOSE OF THE FITTING IS TO
DISTRIBUTE THE CONCENTRATED LOAD
OF 10,000 LB TO A UNIFORM SHEAR
IN THE WEB OR 1000 LBS/IN.

DISTRIBUTION XF CCNCENTRAMT

SHEAR LOAD

The Element 1 in the upper right hand edge of the web at Section C has
applied on its edge 1,000 lbs shear load. Figure 12.19 illustrates the manner
in uhich this 1,000 lbs of load applied to this 1 inch Element 1 is resisted.
At the left hand side, there is a shear load down of 1,000 lbs balancing
the appliea 1,000 lbs. This shear load on the left hand edge is furnished by
the adjacent element of the web to the left of Element 1. Since an element of
structure with an applied shear load nmust also have balancing shears at 900,
there will exist (or mnust exist) on Element 1 shear loads on the upper and
lower edges as shown. The shear load on the upper edge of Element A is
supplied by the next piece of structure in contact with the edge of the web.
IThis load must came fran the spar flange and is transmitted by the "web-toflange" rivets. The primary function of the "web-to-flange" rivets is then to
provide a continuity of shear and to balance the applied vertical shear load
in a horizontal direction. The shear load of the lowr side of Ekment 1 is
supplied by the next element immediately underneath Element I in the ,eb. If
the spacing of rivets attaching the web to the flange is three-quartert of an
inch, the load for each rivet in shear will be 3/4 of 1,000 lbs (rivets spaced
3/4 inch) or 750 lbs per rivet. With the diameter of the rivet given as 3/8
of an inch, the rivet stress in shear could then be cmuaqted as the
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load divided by area:
load
area

Rivet stress

as

-•

750

1bs

(ir/4} (3/8) 2in.2
"750 lbs
as

a

=.1104

=

in2

6800 psi
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FIGURE 12.20.

SPAR FIANGE AND WEB LOADS

Figure 12.20 gives an illustration., of the upper and 1mr spar flange
removed fran the structure and the loads applied to spar flanges and the web.
The flange loads of 100,000 lbs at Section A are the result of the
accumulated axial force from the distributed shear loads of 1,000 lbs per inch
for the entire length of 100 inches. This distributed load at Section A (100
inch length) and 50,000 lbs at Section B (50 inch length).
The vertical stiffeners attached to the web have no particular stress either compression tension or shear - until the web of the spar begins to
buckle. (Figure 12.21)
The primary function of these vertical stiffeners is to maintain the form
and stability and to provide support for the web panel, thereby preventing or
delaying the shear buckling of the web. Mien buckling occurs in the web, the

9
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vertical stiffnrs iust withstand ccomression loads to prevent collapse of the
structure.
'The function and inportance of the spar web can be best emphasized by two
examples shown in Figure 12.22. If there were no web between the pinned
flanges and a shear load applied, no resisting loads vuid be developed in the
flanges. The structure would collapse to the shape shwwn with no resistance
to the applied load.
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-/
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__
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RESISTED BY AXIAL LOADS
IN THE FLANGES

FIGURE 12.22.

SPAR WEB FUNCTION

If there were no web between the fixed flanges, a shear load applied would.
produce "secondary" bending of the flanges. Since the bending resistance of
the flanges is quite small, prohibitive stresses and deflections would result.
Obviously, the more efficient structure is the web-flange coabination which
resists shear in the web and bending by axial loads in the flanges.
Actually, there is very rarely such a thing as a "lightening hole" in a
shear web. More usually these holes are for access in maintenance and
production and are a structural penalty for anything but minimum gage
thickness structures (light planes, gliders, airships, etc.).
'The previous example problem of the stress distribution in a simplified
structure has considered that there were no particular caoplications to
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produce anything other than pure axial and shear stresses. In a more detailed
analysis, consideration would be made of the contribution of the web to
bending resistance, the complication and magnification of stress due to rivet
holes, etc.
There are, of course, examples in which the distribution of stress in a
structural elmnt is cmjlicated by the particular manner of loading. There
follow certain exanples of the particular stress as distributed in typical
structures if there is bending, torsion, etc., and the resulting stresses
remain in the elastic range of the material characteristics. By "elastic
range", it is implied that stresses may be applied, then released, and no
permanent deformation of the structure would be incurred.
12.4.5 Pure Bending
Figure 12.23 illustrates the use of a solid, rectangular bar with pure
bending muents applied. The stresses at Section A will be distributed as
skown with the upper portion of Section A subjected to a catpression stress
which will be a maxinum at the outer surface and the lower surface of Section
A subjected to a tensile stress which will be a max••nm at the outer surface.
"Thepoint at which the stress is zero - neither tension nor caqzession is referred to as the "neutral axis". For a symmetrical, rectangular section
this point would be midway between the upper and lower surfaces. The neutral
axis for a hmiogenous material subjected to elastic bending is always located
at the center of gravity (or "centroid") of cross sectional area.
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FIGURE 12.23.

PURE MDING OF A SOLID, RECTANGULAR BAR

In Figure 12.24 there is an unsymmetrical cross-section subjected to pure
bending. For the cross-section shown, the neutral axis will be closer to the
upper surface of the part than the lower surface.

The stress distribution

illustrated in Figure 12.24 will continue to be a linear variation of stress
between the two maxinum stresses at the upper and lower surfaces. However, as
the neutral axis is closer to the upper surface, the magnitude of compression
stress will be smaller than the tensile stress on the lower surface. This must
be so, since the compression load produced by the smaller compression stress
distributed over the larger area above the neutral axis will be equal to the
tension load produced by the higher tensile stress acting over the smaller
tensile area below the neutral axis. Thus, equal and opposite compression and
tensile loads exist which furnish equilibrium to the cross-section in the
horizontal direction.
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For beams or other structures subjected to bending wments,

ma

M

(12.12)
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Where b

=

maximun bending stress, psi

max
M = bending manent on cross-section, ib in
c = distance from neutral axis to outermost fiber, in
4
I = moment of inertia of cross-section, in

ab =
My/I, where y is the distance from the neutral axis to the fiber under
consideration.
The term "manent of inertia" appears in the previous equations. As has
been explained, the bending stress in a fiber depends on its distance from the
neutral axis. If the material can tolerate a given amount of stress, the
largest manent can be resisted when the area resisting it is as far as
possible from the neutral axis. The mcment of inertia is a quantity which
takes the shape of the cross-section into account in determining the amount of
bending moment which can be resisted by a given cross-section without exceeding a specified stress. For several cross-section shapes the following apply:
"If the stress on sane other fiber is desired, the equation is simply

I

1haiere I

(rectangular)

bh3

I

L

I

Z D44
64 -0

1

6"4
.

36

h'

0

(triangular)
(circular)

i

(doughnu.t)

4
= manent of inertia about the neutral axis, in

b

= rectangle or triangle width, in

h

= rectangle or triangle height, in

D

= outside diameter, in

Di

= inside diameter, in
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12.4.6 Pure Torsion
Figure 12.25 illustrates the condition of pure torsion applied to a
solid, circular shaft. With torsion applied to the part, the stress produced
on Section A is primarily that of shear - a shear stress which is a maxinum at
the outer surface and varies linearly to zero at the axis of the part.
For circular shafts subjected to torsion moments,
I=
C

(12.13)

Smax
Mwe as

= mmdxm shearing stress, psi

T

= torsional mament or twisting moment, lb in

c

= radius from axis to outermost surface, in

J

=

4
"polar moment of inertia" of cross-section, in

Use f = Mr/J if the stress at a distance r from the axis is desired.
The polar nment of inertia, J, is used for determining strength of
sections subjected to torsion.
the circular sections
SOnly have simple equations for this sort of stress
distribution.

j

These are as follows:

=

== =

M ere J

(circular)

D

32%
2

Do 4"_ D

(doughnut)

= polar moment of inertia, in 4

Do, Di = outside and inside diameters, in

Fbr sections other than circular, reference may be made to any of the
more standard texts on strength of materials.
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PURE TMSI3C* OF A SOLID, CXRMUA1. StM-T

Figure 12.26 illustrates the conditions in which
a cmntinuous, hollow
cross section is subjected to torsion. In this instance,
the shear stress is
a omistant value aroud the periphery of the cross
section. Since the shear
distrihited arodnd the peri•hery must pruvide an
internal
Sload resisting
nmomernt equal to the external applied mmrent, the shear
stress for this continucus shell structure may be accimted by use of the folowing
relationship:

j12

Cl'~

T

t

as

(12.14)

where a. = shear stress, psi

T = applied torque, in-lbs
A = enclosed area of cross-section, sq in
t

= shell thickness, in
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If this section were slotted in a longitudinal direction, a very large
amount of the torsional rigidity would be lost. There would be no continuous
shear stress distributed around the periphery of the shell and high local
shear stresses with great deflections would be encountered. The maximu shear
stress in this case could be calculated by application of the following
equation:
3T

=

bt

max
-

,•

"where as

max

=

(12.15)

2

maximm shear stress, psi

T

= applied torque, in-lbs

b

=

c

= shell thicklcess, in

unrclled width, -in

Any shell structure subjected to torsional loading which has a cutout or
slot will have a tendency to develop much higher stresses and may be
excessively flexible.
12.4.7 Bolted or Riveted Joints
Figure 12.27 illustrates a typical type of bolted or riveted joint which
is encountered in more conventional structures. In such a joint, the load
applied to element A is transferred by the bolt and distributed to eleents B
and C. This transfer of load by the bolt produces a shear stress on the bolt
cross-section. The bolt shear stress is
load
s

s

area
P/2
iS/4 d2

=
id2

(12.16)

The tensile lcad developed in the plate creates a critical tensile stress
along section x. The average tension stress at section x is
a
-

load
area

(12.17)

P
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--,
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a P"
br area
br

d

The application of the bearing load creates a shear stress alonSections
a which tends to tear out the edge of the plate.
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--

iThe

"edge tear-out" stress is

a

s

=load

~P

a

area

2ts

(12.19)

These simple equations represent only the simple average stresses in
order to appreciate same of the fundamental requirements of a joint. There is
the obvious possibility that friction between the plates may accamplish part
of the shear transfer and the hole may create considerable stress concentration to cause peak stresses well above the camputed average.
12.4.8 Pressure Vessels
The use of highly pressurized containers in various aircraft and missiles

,

creates

significant

structural

problems.

Sowe

of

the more

simplified

situations are represented by the stresses created in pressurized spherical

and cylindrical shells.

These vessels are illustrated in Figure 12.28.

SHILLL

SCYUNDRIM

FIGURE 12.28.

STRESS IN PRESSURIZED VESSELS
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"The stress in a pressurized spherical shell is uniform and constant in

all directions along the surface. The resulting tensile stress is due to the
pressure load being distributed over the effective shell area

load
la

=

(12.20)

area

load =
=
area =

(pressure) (area)
(p) (rr2)
2wrt

2

2'.rt

'•

2t

0

in order to consider the stresses in a pressurized cylindrical shell, the
existence of two separate stresses must be noted. The longitudinal stress, a
is related as follows:
load
area

x
X

a2

2urt
S= ,

(12.21)

2t

This is identical to the relationship developed for the pressurized
spherical shell. However, an additional stress, oy, is developed which is
referred to as the "hoop" stress.
y

load
area

load per unit length = 2pr
area per unit length = 2t
, 2pr
2t 1y
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•:•

= E(12.22)
t
y

(OE ay = 2fx)
For this situation the hoop stress incurred is twice the longitudinal
stress developed. An inportant fact is cc-mcluded from this relationship: If
a failure due to pressure occurs in a uniform cylindrical shell, the hoop
stresses will predoninate in the mode of failure.

*

A%

12.4.9 Cc2 ent and Principal Stresses
Two factors determine the strength and manner of failure of any
structural member. Ce, of course, is the property and character of the
structural material. The other is the maximudm normal stresses ("principal
stresses") and maximum shear stresses which exist in various areas of a part.
-vthnever there-is a normal stress applied to a part there will exist various
magnitudes of normal and shear stresses at planes different to the direction
of loading. Also, any time a shear stress is applied to a part, there will
exist at certain planes various magnitudes of normal and shear stresses. The
various omtponents of the applied primary stress must be investigated to
determine the influence upon strength and failure type.
A typical xanple of caoponent stress is illustrated in Figure 12.29.
Figure 12.29A shcws a specimen of material with a pure axial tension load
applied. If a section or cut ism mde in this specimen at Section X, it is
"seen that a constant tension stress exists on this plane perpendicular to the
direction of loading. Figure 12.29B shows the same specimen subjected to the
same pure axial tension load but with a cut made along Section Y. An
investigation of the stresses acting on Section Y shows that there still
exists a uniform tensile stress across the section. However, the tensile
stress which exists on plane Y will have camponents which are perpendicular
and parallel to the surface of the cut. one of these conponents which is
perpendicular to the face of the section will be a normal tensile stress of a
snaller magnitude than the tensile stress applied to the cross-section. Along
the surface of Section Y will be a caronent of stress parallel to the
surface. This is a shear stress -it
is a ccqxnt of the prikary applied
tensile stress.
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Since the tensile stress camponent perpendicular to the face of the cut
will be of a smaller magnitude than the applied tensile stress, it will have
no particular or immediate influence on strength or inde of failure. However,
the shear stress camponent parallel to the face of the section is a stress of
an altogether different nature. It may have a decided effect on strength and
failure type as sane materials are much more critical in shear than in normal
stress (particularly ductile metals).

x
I

x
{al

x

x

eY

(b)
tV

Y,

FIGURE 12.29.

cCOM

r STRESSES

Figure 12.30A shcws a part loaded in tension with a section cut along the
direction of applied stress. It is obvious there would be no shear stress
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(due to force carponents) along this Section Z. Since shear stresses do not
exist either at a section perpendicular to the direction of applied stress, or
at a section parallel to the direction of applied stress, it is reasonable to
assume that between these limits the existing shear stress will be a maximum
on a section at 450 to the direction of primary load application.

-

-z

S•-z

••

-

NO SHEAR STRESS ON SECTION Z
PARALLEL TO APPIED NORMAL STRESS

L
I IN. CUBIC ELEMENT

T, AXIAL OR
NORMAL FORCE ON
ELEMENT DUE TO
APPLIED STRESS

(b)

8, SHEAR
COMPO)NENT
OP FORCE T

T

1.
45'

F=1RE 12.*30.

C 1'(X4"T SIEAR STRESSES

To determine the magnitude of the maxia-1
shear stress, it is best to
take a one inch cube of material from the basic specimen and examine the
forces existing in this element. There is applied to the sides of this one-
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inch element (as in Figure 12.29B) a load which is the tensile stress on the
specimen cross-section. Since the section or cut is to be located at 450 to
the applied stress, the component of force distributed along the diagonal will
be as follows:
S = T sin 45
S = .707 T

This shear force will be distributed over the diagonal surface which, for
the one inch element, will be 1.414 inches. The shear stress is then
=

.707 T
1.414

=

.50 T

Thus, an applied axial stress will produce a maxiumi component shear stress
which is one-half the magnitude of the applied stress. Knowledge of the
presence of the carponent shear stress and its existence as a maxim= at 450
is basic to a discrimination between ductile and brittle failure types.
An example of the existence and orientation of the maxim=m component
shear stress is provided in Figure 12.31 where two specimens of metail. - one
very ductile and one very brittle - are subjected to failing tensile loads.
The brittle type material will fracture with a clean break at 900 to the
direction of loading. The ductile specimen will exhibit fracture planes at
450 to the direction of the applied tensile stress thus verifying the
existence of comnent shear stresses. This 450 type of fracture frcu pure
tensile loads is referred to as the "ductile" or "shear" type of failure.
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FIGURE 12.31.

e

EFFSCT OF DuXTILITY ON FRACTURE

The condition of an applied pure shear presents a different and slightly
more complex problem concerning ccnqolent and principal stresses. Consider a
one inch cubic element subjected to pure shear (Figure 12.32).
If a Section A is taken at a diagonal of 450 in one direction, it is
aparent that there nust be a caopression force on the diagonal to statically
balance the action of the two shear fo.'-ces applied along the edges of the
element. The two shear forces have ccrqoents at 45°0 which are additive and
must be balanced.
C =

Ssin 450 +Scos

450

C = (2) (.707) S
C = 1.414 S
Since the compression force is distributed along the diagonal the ccmpression
stress may be found as
copession stress

- 1.414 S
1.414
=
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Thus, for the case of pure shear applied to an element, there exists at one
&45 section a compression stress equal in magnitude to the applied shear
stress. ne existence of this coaponent compression stress is evident in the
failure mode of a thin walled tube subjected to a failing torsion load
(torsion, of course, produces a uniform pure shear). If the walls of the tube
are sufficiently thin, the tube will fail primarily in buckling due to the
principal compression stress existing in the 45 direction.
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FIGURE 12.33.

BUCKJI= FAIMRE DUE TO TOSICON
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If the same one-inch element of Figure 12.32 (shown in Figure 12.34) is
subjected to the same pure shear condition - but sectioned along Plane B, a
different stress situation results. If the element is cut along Section B, it
is apparent that a tension force, T, must be sufficient to balance the
cuponents of the two shear forces along the edge. This situation will
produce a tension stress distributed along the diagonal which is equal in
magnitude to the applied shear stress. The presence of this tension stress is
verified by the mode of failure of a brittle shaft in torsion (twisting a
In this case, a
piece of chalk produces the same result) (Figure 12.35).
fracture will begin as a 450 spiral surface which is perpendicular to the
principal tension stress.
It must be remembered that component stresses may have a definite bearing
on the strength and mode of failure of any structure. Any normal or shear
stress applied to a part will produce caqmonent and principal stress that
cannot be neglected.
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FIGURE 12.35.
12.4.10

BRITTLE FAILURE DUE TO TORSION

Strain Resulting from Stress

JAny structure which is subjected to stress must deform under load, even
though the deformation may not be visible to the naked eye. Recall from the
previous sections that stress is the true measumre of state for a part
subjected to load. Strain is a similar means of measure. In order to fully
evaluate the state of being of a stressed material, all deformations numt be
lonsidered on a unit basis. Strain is thus defined as deformation per unit of
length and in most engineering terminology is referred to by me" or "cu
(epsilon).
Supose a steel bar 100 inches in length is subjected to a tensile stress
of 30,000 psi - as in Figure 12.36. The total change in length throughout the
100-inch length would be about 0.1 inches. If subjected to uniform stressing,
the part would be subjected to a uniform strain which is as follows:
total deformation
AL

(12.23)

0.1 in
S£

= .001 inches per in
1
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To produce

a

total deformation

of 0.1 inches in 100 inches of length, the

strain rwst be .001 in/in or 0.1%.
100 IN.

I

STEELo
B4AR

4"-.

-*100.1

i

IN.-

H!
~-L

A0.1

"1.000IN.
.30,000 PSI

I30,000

MIGUM 12.36i.

AUAL

PSI

M-UA2N

In addition to the logitudirial strain of the part shown in Figure 12.36,
t1mre will be a lateral contxction of jni m~etal. For most metals there is a

tUasverSe strain and tiue longitudinal
definite relationship between tis
strain and it is iftportant when. considering combined stresses that are
1th pruortion bet-.e_.n the lateral strain and the
dependent upon deflections:
lornitudIinal strain has been givwn the naie "Poisson's ratio, u (nr)" and for
most howgenous nwatals this ratio has the approxi•zate magnitude of 0.3 (i =
In the care of the previous exmple the longitudinal extension strain
0.3).
of .001 would be acxanied by a lateral contraction strain of .0003.
Tfms, it is Aortant to ranerber that any metal subjected to stress nust
strain.

The amnot of strain, while not necessarily visible, =ust be present
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and is very inport&nL.
Just as large stresses may produce numerically small
strain, any small strain forced on a s tructure may produce large stresses.
Shear stress also produces shear strains.
Shear strain, while not
necessarily denoting a change in length, does describe a change in relative
position of the part. Figure 12.37 should illustrate this fact.

FIGURE 12.37.

SHEAR STRAIN

Shear strain is most properly described by the angle of strain, y(gamia) in
radians. WhIn a she-z stress is applied to an eleiant, the shear strain, y,
can be ccmputed as the proportion of the change in position of one side, a,

to the original length, Z.
y-

(12.24)

One of the most important properties of an aircraft material is its
stiffness. If a part ware subjected to a particular level of stress, small
straims wuld indicate a stiff or rigid material; large strains would indicate
a flexible material.
The acoepted method of measuring the stiffness or
rigidity of a material is to conpimte a proportion between the applied axial
stress and the resulting axial strain. This proportion is kncwn as the
"Modulus of Elasticity" or "Young's Modulus" and is denoted by the letter, E.
E

=-

(12.25)

C

12.7?

where E

=

modulus of elasticity, psi

=

stress, psi

=

strain, in/in

Typical values for this Modulus of Elasticity are
Steel

E = 30,000,000 psi

Aluminum Alloy E = 10,000,000 psi
Magnesium Alloy E =

7,003,000 psi

By a comparison of these values it is seen that an aluminum alloy part
subjected to a given stress would strain three times as greatly as a steel
part subjected to the same stress level.
There is no true modulus of elasticity in shear.

J

However, for cormuting

shear deflections there exists an equivalent quantity known as the "modulus of
rigidity" or "shear modulus" and is denoted by the letter G.

SG = Ys

S~Y

(12.26)

where G = modulus of rigidity, psi
Cs

=

shear stress, psi

= shear strain, in/in
For most metals the shear modulus is approximately 40% of the elastic modulus
- e.g.
Steel

G =

12,000,000 psi

Aluminum Alloy G =

4,000,000 psi

For homogenous materials the Modulus of Rigidity may be determined by the
following equation:
E
G= 2 (1+P)

(12.27)
12.•

where G = Modulus of Rigidity
E = Modulus of Elasticity
u = Poisson's ratio

Bending stresses will cause bending deflections. In this case, no general
strain relationship can be defined that is similar to simple axial strain.
Since bending stresses do vary throughout the cross-section there will be a
variation of axial strains proportional to the axial stress.
For the initially straight beam that is shown in Figure 12.38, an applied
pure bending moment will produce a deflection of pure cuwvature.

PURE CURVATURE

FIGURE 12.38.

Pure bending imposed will cause coapression strains on the lower surface, and
zero strain at the neutral axis. The result of these strains is a bending of
the beam to the arc of a circle with no change in length of the neutral axis.
Of course, if one end of the b:Rm is held stationary the other end deflects
upward - but only because of the curvature of bending (Figure 12.39).
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FIGURE 12.39.

BENDING DEFLETICN OF CANTILEVER BEAM

A sarewhat similar condition exists for a length of shaft subjected to a
pure torsion loading. The shear stress distributed on the cross-section will
produce shear strains, which are angular displacements.

,

The net effect is to

produce a uniform twist throughout the length of the shaft.

If a straight

line were to be drawn on the shaft, as in Figure 12.40, this line would be
displaced

upon

load

application

indicated by the dotted line.

and would

finally

occupy

the

position

The helix angle of displacement would depend

upon the shear strains developed at the surface of the shaft.

FIGURE 12.40.

ANGULAR DISPIACE

T DUE TO TORSION

Actually, only two factors determine the strain for a particular material
subjected to stress.

One, of course, is the magnitude of stress; the second

is the type of material and characteristic stiff•iess.
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The actual amount -)f

deflection of a loaded structure will depend on the physical arrangement of
the structure and the cumulative effect of the local strains existing in
various camponents of the structure.
12.4.11 Stress-Strain Diagrams and Material Properties
In order to evaluate the properties of a n~terial and the possible
structural application, it is necessary to determine strains corresponding to
various levels of applied stress. Laboratory tests are then conducted which
subject a specimen of material to various magnitudes of stress while strains
are recorded at each stress. If the stresses and corresponding strains are
then plotted on a graph, many useful and important properties of the material
may be observed.
D
E
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MILD STEEL AT
ROOM
TEMPERATURE

A
STRAIN, E

FIGURE 12.41.

STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL MILD STEEL

Figure 12.41 shows a typical "stress-strain" diagram for a mild steel at
roat temperature. As the stress is first applied and increased, the strain
begins and increases in direct proportion to the stress - i.e., the
stress-strain diagram is a straight line fram A to B; therefore, this material
would snap back to zero strain upon the release of stress. Because of the
elastic nature of the material in this range of stress, the stress range from
A to B is referred to as the "elastic or proportional range" of the

material. This definition then implies that stresses up to Point B will not
cause permanent deformation of the material.
If the applied stress is gradually increased above the value at Point B,
the plot of stress vs. strain will deviate slightly from a straight line.
There will then be some small - but measurable - permanent strains thus

incurred. hence, Point B is the end of the elastic or proportional range of
the material and the value of stress at Point B is termed the "elastic or
proportional limit; aP."
Should the stress be gradually increased up to Point C, a noticeable
yielding of the material will be apparent; at Point C the strain suddenly
increases without further increase in stress. In fact, with most ductile
steels, there may be a decrease in stress resisted by the material as large
plastic strain takes place. It is obvious that any stress above the value at
Point C will produce very large and objectionable permanent strains. To
verify this condition, assume that a stress is applied up to Point X on the
diagram in Figure 12.42. The strain at this point is quite large. If the
stress were to be released, the material would "relax" along the dotted line
shovn which is parallel to the original straight line from B to A. At Point Y
the stress is again zero but a large permanent deformation has taken place.
The value of stress at Point C is logically termed the "yield point" or "Yield
stress, ay", of the material and is the stress beyond which large and
objectionable permanent strains take place.
The stress-strain diagram of Figure 12.42 does show that the material is
capable of withstanding stresses greater than the yield stress - but not
without large permanent strains. If the stresses above Point C are gradually
applied, the material will continue to withstand higher and higher stresses
until the very ultimate strength capability is reached at Point D. If any
attempt is made to subject the specimen to a stress greater than the value at
Point D, failure will begin and will be complete at Point E. Since the value
of stress at Point D is the very highest stress the material can withstand
without failure, it is termed the "ultimate strength" or "ultimate stress,
aU", of the material.
The two most important strength properties which are derived fram the
stress-strain diagram are the "yield strength" and the "ultimate strength."
"There is a direct analogy between these two properties and the operating
17-

-

strength limitations of an airframe structure. If the material shown on the
stress-strain diagram is never subjected to a stress above the yield point, no
significant or objectionable permanent strains will take place; if an airframe
structure is never subjected to a load condition greater than the "limit"
load, no significant or objectionable permanent deformations will be incurred.
If the material shown in the stress-strain diagram xeare subjected to a stress
above the yield point, large and undesirable permanent strains will take
place; if an airframe is subjected to a load condition greater than the
"limit" load, undesirable permanent deformation of the structure may be
anticipated, e.g., permanently distorted fuselage, bent wings, deformed tanks,
etc. If an attempt is made to subject a material to a stress greater than the
ultimate, failure will then occur; if any flight condition is attempted which
produces loads greater than "ultimate" load, actual failure of the airframe
is imminent.

Y
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FIGURE 12.42.

PER4ANFNT SET

The basic stress-strain diagram of Figure 12.43 readily defines five of
the most important static strength properties of a material:
1.

The elastic or proportional limit is the end of the elastic region of the
material. A part subjected to stresses at or below the proportional
limit will experience no permanent deformation.
Upon the release of
stress the part will snap back to the original unstressed shape.
12.84

2.

The yield strength is the highest practical value of stress to which a
material should be subjected. Stresses between the proportional limit
and the yield point will cause only slight and hardly measurable
permanent deformation. Any stress above the yield point will result in
large and objectionable permanent deformation.

3.

The ultimate strength is the very maximum of stress which a material can
withstand without failure. Extremely large and undesirable permanent
deformations will ordinarily result when this point is approached.

4.

The fracture point, or the effective stress at time of failure, is
determined primarily to evaluate the manner of fracture and the ductile
quality of the material.

5.

The total strain or total elongation of the material at the point of
fracture is an indication of the ductility of the material. Any metal
which would have less than five per cent elongation in a two inch test
length is considered to be brittle - ordinarily too brittle to be
applicable to an ordinary aircraft or missile structure.
ULTIMATE STRESS, a

S~~FRACTUREr
POINT
ELASTIC ORPN

LIMIT,
PROPORTIONAL

FIGURE 12.43.

TOTAL ELONGATION
STRAIN, f
DEFINITION OF STATIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
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At this point, it is appropriate to present sane of the variations in the
stress-strain diagrams due to manner of loading or material type. One point
to consider is that stxess-strain diagrams are not usually used in connection
with shear properties of a material.
The proportional limit, ultimate
strength, etc., in shear are not true properties because of "section or form"
considerations.
Cross-section dimensions and area distribution will cause
significant variations in the shear strength capabilities.
Many materials used in aircraft construction (alumninum alloys, magnesium
alloys, and same steels) do not exhibit a definite yield point or a distinct
proportional limit. Figure 12.44 illustrates this fact. In such an instance
it is necessary to define the yield point and proportional limit as a given
departure from the original straight line of 0.0001 in/in. The yield stress
is determined as the stress which produces a departure fram the original
straight line of 0.002in/in (Figure 12.45).
In this case an applied stress
equal to the yield stress wuld result in a permanent set of 0.2%. This
amount is considered admissible for ordinary purposes.
DEFINITE YIELD POINT
SAND POOTO..•..

_NNO

.

DISTINCT YIELD POINT
OR PROPORTIONAL LIMIT

STRAIN,

FIGURE 12.44.

VARIATICNS IN STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

Compression stress-strain diagrams are similar to tension stress-strain
diagrams except that the departure fram proportionality generally occurs
sooner and more gradually.
Cmipression stress-strain diagrams are more
difficult to obtain correctly because of buckling of the specimen. As

"OFFSET" YIELD STRESS

"OFFSET" PROPORTIONAL LIMIT

.0001

.002

FIGURE 12.45.
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DEFINITION POR VARIANT Sn;ESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP

ccapression buckling of a specimen constitutes a failure, it

is obvious that

ompression ultimate strength is not true property and could not be determined
as a specific quality of a metal. The stiffness of a metal and the physical
arrangement of the structure ombine to decide the stability of the structure
whn subjected to compression loads (Figure 12.46).

•
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STRAIN,

FIGURE 12.46.

CCWRESSION STRESS-STRAIN CCMARISON

In order to determine other material properties expressed by the
stress-strain diagrams a closer examination must be made of certain areas of
the stress-strain diagram.
By an inspection of the straight line portion of the stress-strain
diagram, an evaluation may be made of the inherent stiffness of the material.
In the elastic range of a material the proportion between stress and strain is
the Modulus of Elasticity (sometimes called "Young's Modulus") and the
magnitude of this proportion is a direct measure of the inherent stiffness. A
high value for the Modulus of Elasticity will indicate a very stiff or rigid
material while a low value indicates low stiffness or greater flexibility
(Figure 12.47).

SLOPE
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STRAIN,!

FIGURE 12.47.

DEFINITION OF MWDULUS OF ELASTICITY

When the stress-strain diagrams for three different materials are
capared, the difference in the slopes and the proportions of inherent
stiffness are readily apparent as shown in Figure 12.48.
only two solutions exist: (1) lower the value of the operating stress or
(2) change to a matecial type which has a higher elastic stiffness (higher E).
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z
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STRAIN,

FIGURE 12.48.
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MOUJIES OF ELASTICITY COWtARIS.4

One important point to consider is that the Modulus of Elasticity, E,
cannot be altered by heat treatment or changed any significant amount by use
of a different alloy. Thus, the Modulus of Elasticity is an intrinsic
property of the type of metal. Figure 12.49 shows the typical stress strain
diagrams for steel in .-arious conditions of heat treatment. Notice that the
origin of each has the same slope. Wiile the strength and ductility are
changed by heat treatment, the stiffness of the elastic material remains
unaltered.
Increasing hardness by heat treatment will simply increase the
stress at which plastic flow begins. Thus, if elastic deflections of a part
which are excessive already exist, the problem will not be solved by heat
treatment of changing alloy.

QUENCH HARDENED STEEL

STRAIN, E

FIG=JE 12.49.

ECTS3 OF HEAT TREATMET

Actually, the elastic modulus of a given metal will vary only with
tempereture, elevated temperature producing a lowr Modulus of Elasticity.
For exarple, a high strength alminm alloy at 6000 F will exhibit a Modulus
of Elasticity which is only one-half the value shown at room teMperature.
The elastic range of a material is the area of Iost general interest for
ordinary structural investigation. Hoever, when investigating the pheninon
of buckling of short colunns and the behavior of structures at loads near
ultimate, the stiffness of a metal in the plastic range is of particular
interest. As was previously noted, the proportion betwaen stress and strain
is defined as the Mkxdulus of Elasticity. At any stress below the proportional
Above the
limit, this proportion is one fixed and constant value.
proportional limit, this proportion is one fiusi and constant value. Above
the proportional limit, this definition results in a proportion which is known
as the "secant modulus".

once. beynd the proportional limit, the proportion

between stress and strain will noticeably decrease. Hence, the Secant Modulus
will have a value lower than the Modulus of Elasticity. Another method of
measuring the stiffness in the plastic range is the slope of a line drawn
tangent to the stress-strain diagram at scrnie stress above the proportional
limit. The slope of this tangent line defines a value kncown as the "Tangent

Modulus".
The Tangent Modulus then measures an "instantaneou's" stiffness
while the Secant Modulus measures a "gross" or "cumulative" stiffness. Ficure
12.50 gives the procedure of calculation of these properties and Figux 1KF5
illustrates the typical variations of the Secant and Tangent Modulrs kor an
aluminum alloy.
The loss of stiffness in the plastic range is appreciat ed when it is
realized that small changes in stress will produce larger changes in strain
than in the elastic region.
The energy storing and energy absorbing characteristics are of particular
importance in defining the properties of a material. Any stress produced in a
material requires the application of a force through a distance and, as a
consequence, a certain amount of work is done. Consider a cubic inch element
of steel with a gradually applied stress of 30,000 psi (as in Figure 12.52).
As the stress is gradually increased from zero to 30,000 psi, the strain
gradually increases from zero to
G
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The work done during this gradual stressing is the product of the average
force and the distance.
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Thus, 15 inch-pounds of work would be required to produce the final stress of
30,000 psi in the cubic inch element. This amount of work is actually
zepresented by the area enclosed on the stress-strain diagram at this
particular stress level (Figure 12.53). This area principle is then used with
the stress-strain diagram to describe the energy properties of a material.
If a material is stressed to the proportional limit, all work done in
producing this stress is stored elastically in the material. Therefore, the
area under the straight line portion of the stress-strain diagram is a direct
measure of the energy storing capability and is referred to as the "Modulus of
Resilience". Of course, the manner of loading-tension,. ccnpression, shear,
etc., imist be specified since the work done will be different deperding on the
manner of ioading./
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If a material were stressed all the way to failure, the entire area under
the stress-strain diagram is a measure of the work required to fail the
The toughness or energy absorbing quality of the material is
material.
evaluated in this manner.
BRITTLE STEEL

z

STRAIN, e , IN./m.

FIGURE 12.54.

MTONG CAPABILITIES (RTiSEX=)
AND BJ2IMLE S• TS
OF tTfl
EMERM

A carparison of the streqs-strain diagrams for a ductile and brittle
steel should define the properties of "resilience" and "toughness". The
shaded areas shown in Figure 12.54 denote the energy storing capabilities for
the ductile and brittle steels. The brittle material has the higher elastic
limit and conseuently a higher Omdulus of Resilience". The shaded areas of
Figure 12.55 denote the energy absorbing capabilities of the same materials.
V-• ductile material, while having loer strengths, devlops much greater
strains. As a result, the ductile material will require a greater &Ammt of
work to produce failure and is then the tougher material. The additional -A'rk

repqired to break the softer, more ductile, material goes into forcing the
metal particles to slip relative to each other. When a specimen of ductile
material is fractured during a laboratory test, this effect may be appreciated
by handling the broken specimen of ductile material immediately after failure.
A ductile specimen will be warm to the touch as the work absorbed by the
material is converted into heat.

/
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FIGMS 12.55.
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EMM ABSOMING CAPABILITIES ('ix2OS)
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It may seem strange that it is possible to fail the more ductile metal at
a lowr stress but still require that more work be done. If so, remember that
work is the product of average force and distance,
It would be desirable for a structural material to have a high yield
point, high resilience, high ultimate strength, and also high toughness.
Hwever, materials which have very high strength usually have low ductility
and low to4ness.
Th,e balance between the strength requirements and

A

toughness (or energy absorbing) requirements will depend on the particular
(1) a
application in a structure. As examples of the two extremes consider:
reciprocating engine valve spring and (2) protective crash helmet or
protective headgear. In the fabrication of a valve spring, a material must be
selected which has very high strength and great resilience. Such a material
wmould necessarily have low toughness but in such an application toughness is
In the
unimportant and resilience is given primary consideration.
construction of a true protective crash helmet or hard hat, sharp impact blows
first mist be distributed then the energy of impact absorbed as far as is
possible. This requires a thickness of a crushable material for the inner
lining which has high toughness per unit weight. Actual strength is not
necessarily a factor since energy absorption requirements predoninate.
The stress-strain diagram of a material will then furnish all necessary
infrmation to detemine the static strength properties. Actually there are
10 important points of information that may be gained from an inspection of
the stress-strain diagram. As shown in Figure 12.56 these points are as
follows:

.44
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FIGURE 12.56.

STATIC STROEM PROPERTIES

(1)

The proportional limit is the stress which denotes the end of
propro a y etwen' stress and strain. If not clearly defined,
0.0001 in/in offset is used.

(2)

elastic rag
The
limt.of stress is the range of stress and strain up to the
prpotonal

(3)

The Modulus of Elasticity is the slope of the straight line portion of
This slope measures inherent stiffness.
the stress-strain diagram.
Beyond the proportional limit, the Secant or Tangent Modulus will be
appropriate.

(4)

The resilience is measured by the area under the straight line portion of
the stress-strain diagram. This indicates ability to store energy
elastically.

(5) The yield stress is the value of stress above which objectionable amonts
of permanent strain are incurred. If not clearly defined, 0.002 in/in
offset is used.
is the very highest stress that the material can
(6) The ultimate stren
-witut failure. This represents the maximum load-carrying
wiw•
capability for static loads.
of stress is between the proportional limit and the
(7) The plastic rae
strains occur in this area. Below the yield
Permanent
stress.
ultim.ate
stress these permanent strains are relatively small and insignificant;
above the yield stress these perzmanent strains are large and
objectionable.
(8) The fracture point is the effective stress at time of failure. it is
noted p iU~ly to evaluate the manner of failure and the dutile quality
of the material.
(9) Thfie toa eongatio is a measure of ductility. If less than five
percint in i two inch spcimen length, the material is cnsidered
brittle.
of a material is represented by the total area under the
(10) The tmS
stress-strain diagram. This indicates the amount of work required to
fail the material and denotes energy absorption capability.
An interesting phencinnn in cnection with the stress-strain diagram is
"Owork hardening" or "strain hardening'. Supose that a material is subjected
If stress is
to a stress beyowd the yield point and then released.
stbsequently reapplied, the new stress-strain diagram will be a straight line
up to the point where stress was released and then it continues along the
original curve. Pigure 12.57 illustrates this process. The material which
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11MK HARDENING

has been permanently stretched will then have higher proportional and yield
strengths. MaWy of the typical aircraft materials - aluminum alloys,
stainless steels, etc..-

in strength

rperties.

are work hardened to prodwe these beneficial gains

Of course, the wcrk hardening must be limited to

prevent loss of ductility and the formation of flaws and fissures.
The effects of ductility and the plastic range of stress are quite
significant in predicting the failing load of a structure.

The ultimate

stress has been defined previously at the maxdmn stress a material will
withstand

without

ultimate" (oa)

tu

failing.

This

stress

is

designated

as

the

"tension

or *shear ultimate" (a ) depending on the manner of loading

SU

and is deteimined by tests of small specimens. 7f these values of strength
are used to predict the ultimate strength capabýles.,.'
I large sact'nns in
bending

and

torsion,

noticeable

errors

may

result.

An

elastic

distribution in bending may be predicted by the following relationships:

Ob

stress

where

ab = bending stress, lb/in2
M = applied bending mouent, in-lb
y

= element distance from neutral axis, in

I

= moment of inertia of the cross-section, in4

Such stress distribution is linear - varying directly with the element
distance frum the neutral axis, y. A typical elastic stress distribution is
sham in Figure 12.58. %henever stresses are produced which are beyond the
proportional Limit of the material, the bending stress distribution tends to
remain linear but due to the loss of proportionality between stress and strain
in the plastic range, the stress distribution is non-linear. Figure 12.59
shows a typical stress distribution resulting from bending loads which create
stresses in excess of the proportional limit.
Notice that for a given maximm stress at the outer fiber, the inelastic
bending stress distribution reTuires a greater aplied bending muoant than the

.

elastic stress distribution.

The reason for this is that the outer fibers

begin to yield allaiirq the underlying fibers to develop a stress higher than
predicted by elastic theory. Thus, the use of the equation
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to carpute the maxinum bending stress is valid only for mnaximu stresses which
A- vot excmd the pr rtional limit. In order to predict the failing load of
, acture in bending, the same form of equation may be used with a
fictitious ultimate stress referred to as the wbending modulus of rupture',
b.
is bending modulus of rupture is defined by the following qUation:

b
wwe Ob
tK0

I
bending modulus of rupture, 1b/in
bendin mxanent to cause failure, in-lb

= distance to critical outermost element, in.
4
= section moment of inertia, in

c
I

If the material Is ductile and no buckling of the section occurs, the
bending modulus of rupture will be some value greater than the tensile
ultimate strength. In a perfectly ductile, stable cross-section the bending
modulus of rupture could be 1.5 times the tensile ultimate; in a very brittle,
stable cross-section the bending modulus of rupture would be equal to the
tensile ultimate. If the cross-section is caiposed of thin walled unstable
elements which are apt to buckle, the bending modulus of rupture may be much
less than the tensile ultimate strength. The bending modulus of rupture is
obviously dependent upon the type of material (especially ductility) and the
shape or form of the cross-section.
An analogous situation exists for sections subjected to torsion loading
and is due to the form of the cross-section and the character of the material.
In order to predict the failing torsion load of a structure, another
•fictitious
stress is used which is referred to as the "torsion modulus of
rupture", oa.
This torsion. modulus of rupture is defined by the following

,

e~uation:
Mt bC

°st

J

uiere a

torsion modulus of rupture, psi
st
Ntb= torque or mament to cause failure, in-lb
c

= distance to critical outermost element, in

J

=

polar moment of inertia of cross-section in4

If a metal is subjected to a stress in the plastic range, the strain will
continue to change in the direction of stress although the stress is held

*

constant. This is a coodition which is most common to metals at high stresses
and high tewperatures and the #hmenson is known as -creepW. Figure 12.60 is
a typical creep curve for a metal at a constant stress and taerature.
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Upon the aOlicaticn of st-mess, a high initial creep rate will develop,
then decrease to the minimxn value of steady creep. During the second stage
the creep rate is essentially constant, After a period of time the trd
and
final stage of creep will take place with an increase in creep rate and final

rupture.

Sinoe the stress to cause rupture varies inversely with time and

teerature, creep problems are of the greatest importance in light weight,
high temperature stnuctures.
In. the design of high temperature structures the amount of deformation

alloable may be a more severe criteria than actual rupture strenth.

This

would be the case for caqxonents which - if excessively strained - would not
function properly or would fail at loads laxr than normally anticipated.
Stress-strain diagrams for a mater.ial may be greatly altered when the
rate of stressing is very high. %hen stress is applied very suddenly (almost
instantaneously)

the result

absorbed under iact

is

"ipact" stresses.

The amunt of energy

conditions may be significantly different frm the

119 1 n!)

,

energy absorbed when the load is applied steadily and gradually. The actual
speed or rate at which a material is stressed will determine what changes in
energy absorption take place. In the case of an ordinary structural material,
an increase in the rate of stressing (above that of very gradual load
application) will initially produce a slight increase in the energy absorbed.
With continued increase in rate of stressing, a "critical speed" will be
reached and the energy absorbed will be at maximum. Above this speed the
toughness will be greatly reduced. If the stress-strain diagrams for impact
stressing were recorded and compared with the stress-strain diagram obtained
from gradual load application, the result would be similar to Figure 12.61.
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&Ft= OF APPLICATION RATE ON STRESS

ten stress is applied above the critical speed, the failing stress wmaid be
hicgher but the elongation would be greatly reduced. In fact, the effect of
impact stresses beyond the critical speed is to produce brittle type failures
in tough or ductile materials. On the other hand, a brittle material will not
show any great effect of high stress rates sirne there is very little ductility
or energy absorbing capability for gradually applied loads.

While inpact stresses near the critical speed are not ordinarily
encountered in airframe structures, due consideration must be given to the
case of dynamic machinery and mechani.sms. The effect of anipact stresses is
most mnpotant when there are severe discontinuities in the shape of a part or
wben a part is operated at low temperatures.
Figures 12.62-12.69 are illustrations of failure of different types of
materials under tension, torsion or shear.
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12.5 AVM•ASTICITY
12.5.1 IN1•JCTIOt AND DSINITIOtS
Eacept for a few isolated examples in the TPS curriculum, the aircraft
has been treated as a rigid body.
That is, no bending, twisting, or
deformations were assumed to occur on the structure in the definition and
derivation of the performance and stability characteristics. For example,
lateral bending of the fuselage was ignored in determining the steady straight
sideslip equations. Or the effects of wing bending and subsequent load
redistribution were not taken into account in the lift, drag, and moment
equations.
In reality, though, airplanes deform under aerodynamic loads. 7hese
effects can be significant, especially in high speed lightweight aircraft at
high maneuvering accelerations, or in the large category aircraft such as the
C-5A, Boeing 747 or Iackheed L-l011 during normal flight conditions. The
degree to which the analytical computations are affected is dependent upon
However, aeroelastic effects must be included in any
flight conditions.
precision analysis. We therefore mst treat the stability derivatives as
functions of dymamic pressure (q), as well as Mach (M) and angle of attack
(a). Designing and building a totally rigid airplane is not practical because
of the weight penalty (the development of lightweight composites has lessened
the problem somewhat but high cost bec•ies a major factor in that area). The
designer is thus faced with the dilemna of conflicting requirements for
lightweight (for improved aircraft performance) versus structural rigidity (to
preclude aeroelastic effects).
The study of aeroelasticity is important, therefore, simply because the
aeroelastic prob1m is a reality. A decision has to be made as to how much
rigidity can be sacrificed before the bending, twisting and inertial effects
of the structure restrict the performance and handling qualities. Is there
assurance that catastroic structural failure will not occur somewhere in the
aircraft's flight regime?
Aeroelasticity is often defined as the science uhich studies the mutual
interaction between aerodynamic, elastic and inertial forces of an airplane in

flight.

Again, the phenoaeno

would be nonexistent if aircraft scuctures

were perfectly rigid but the weight/cost penalties for that privilege would be

too

severe.

By

itself,

structural

bending
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or

flexibility

is

not

objectionable. The problems arise when the deformations in turn cause changes
in the aerodyamic forces. If the deformations and aerodynamic forces vary
rapidly, inertial forces becane iqportant.
In 1946, A.R. Collar presented a paper to the Royal Aeronautical Society
that ingeniously classified problems in aeroelasticity by means of a triangle
of forces. Referring to Figure 12.70, the three types of forces (aerodynamic,
elastic, and inertial) are placed at the vertices of a triangle. Each
aeroelastc phenonena can be located on the diagram according to its relation
to the three vertices.

For example, dynamic aeroelastic phenomna such as

flutter, F, lie within the triangle, since they involve all three types of
forces and must be borded to all three vertices.

e

Static aeroelastic phenomena

such as wing diergence, D, lie outside the triangle on the uper left side,
since they involve only a ynamic and elastic forces. Although it is
difficult to define precise Limits in aeroelasticity, the classes of problems
connected by solid lines to the vertices are usually accepted as principal
ones. Of course, other borderline fields can also be placed on the diagram.
For example, mechanical vibrations, V, and rigid body aerodynamic stability,
DS, are connected by dotted lines.
the dynamic stability problem is

It is very likely that in certain cases
influenced by aircraft flexibility and it

would therefore be moved within the triangle to correspond with DAS, where it
wuld be regarded as a dynamic arolstic problem.
Collar's Aeroelastic Triangle (or more oaipletely "Aeroinertia-Elastic"
Triangle) was revised to a tetrahedron some 15 years later by I.E. Garrik to
include Arothero
wela.ticity, Figure 12.71. Aerodynamic thermal effects
associated with high-speed flight vehicles introduce deformatios, streses,
and changes in material properties that can greatly extend the field of
aeroelasticity. This chapter will not formally address Aerothermoelasticity,
emept to introduce it as an influencing factor of
rcity
in
high-speed flight.
Static Peroelastic Phmxwna:

These phenona are the ones which are concerned with steady state (i.e.
non-cillatory)
~

aerodpwmc

loads,

and

the

associated

steady

state

distortion. Static implies the absence of inertial forces, thus it requires
only coupling between the aerodynamic and elastic forces of the aircraft. It
includes the following classical cases:
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A4

A. AERODYNAMIC FORCE

AEROELASTIC PHENOMENA

I: INERTIAlFORCE

F.: FLUTTIER
U: BUFFETING
Z" DYNAMIC RESPONSE
LU LOAD DISTRITIiON
0:. DIVEROENCE
C: CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
L. CONTROL SYSTEM REVERSAL
0SA: AEROELASTIC EFFECTS ON DYNAMIC STAfUITY
Wk AEROEUAIC EFFECTS ON STATIC STABILITY

E ELASTIC FORCE
RELATED FIELDS

V:. MECHANICAL VIERATION
D& DYNAMIC STABILITY

FM3URE 12.70.

COLLAR'S AEOELASTIC TIANGLE OF FU
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A: AERODYNAMIC FORCE
E: ELASTICriTY FORCE
I: INERTIA FORCE
H: HEATING

FIGURE 12.71.
A--eolastc

elasti

TEOFAH

AOFnER

Effects on Static Stabiliy, SSA.
forces ccorbin,

AsTICIT
As the aerotmamic and

the deformations of the stzixtuxe can be of

sufficient magnitude to influence the static stability derivatives.

Load Distribution, L. Influenoe of elastic deformation of the structure
on th isrkZto of aerodynanic pressures over the structure.
Control Effectiveness, C. 'lis pmenomena attesats to evaluate the
inbeRie of the elastic defmations on the cotob
y of the
aircraft.
Torsional iVMence, D. A static instability of a lifting surface at a
sped U caled theivei~noe speed wher the elasticity of the lifting
surface plays an essential role in the instability. At a speed slightly
above the wing divergence speed, the elastic restoring moment about a
spaiwise with elastic axis can no lwger balance the aerodynamic mament
created by the airloads.
Control Reversal, R. A condition occurring in flight at a speed called
totrol re
speed, where the intended effects of displacing a
control surface are nullified by the elastic defomad s of the
structure. For exapie, a right roll aileron deflection may result in a
roll to the left because of a wing twist caused by the deflected
ailerons.
we B-47 for example exhibited an aileron control reversal
penomena at .80 Mach.
Dynamic Aproelastic Phenmena:
In dynamic aer astic problems, we are concerned with the oscillatory
motion of various parts of aircraft, and particularly interested in the
*conditions under which these oscillatory modes tend to diverge (increase in
amplitude), because this may result eventually in the structural failure. As
nentioned previously, dynamic aeroelastiC phencena are the interaction
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, inertial, and elastic forces.

between

Some exaqples of this

problem are:

Flutter, F. A self-excited dynamic instability of the structural
nts of an aircraft, usually involving the coupling of separate
vibration modes, where the forcing function for oscillation is drawn frcm
the airstream. 7he coupling of the bending and twisting modes of a wing
results in a bending-torsional wing flutter. Other exanples of flutter
modes are: wing-aileron, tail-fuselage, and bending-torsion-aileron.
Simply stated, flutter is the dynamic instability of an elastic body in
an airstream. Flutter speed U. and
frequency are defined
as the lowest airspeed and frequency mre a flying structure will
exhibit
Thmed, sinple ha=n osillati .
Buffeting, B. Transient vibrations of aircraft structural components due
to aer umi•c inplses produced by the wake behind wings, nacelles,
fuselage pods, or other couponents of the airplane. The problem can be
serious in fighter aircraft during maneuvering to %.

at high

speed,

often resulting in rugged transient vibrations on the tail due to aerodynamic iwuses from the wing wake. Sijm these Inlses are quite
random there is no analytic themy to adequately describe the phwncenon.
Ores are usually mad as necessary by propr positioning of the tail
assecbly.
roelastic Effects on Rc

Stabilitz, DSA,

Ohanges in an aircraft

da
f
stabi
t-y- can result u to eltic
bonding, twisting, or
deformation of its structure (e.g., the changes in the abort period

frequency and daq•incdue to fuselage bending).
Mocanical Vibration, V. A mehical vibration of the airplane
e-mily e to the ooincidence of a powerful engine haromin
with an airframe frequency.
Aerodynamic itrconmay not be
necessary.
It

shxuld be noted from the above distussicn that flutter and divergence

Icorrespon~ed

to

conditions

of

aeroelastic

instability,

and

that

speeds

beyond the critical flutter and divergenoe speeds will result in an eventual
structural failure. Hoever, control reversal is not a Oondition of
instability, and speeds beyond control reversal speed will result only in a
reversal of the action of the control system and not necessarily in a failure
of the structure. Control effectiveness influences maneuverability, and it is
iaportant that the control system designer has a through
ers
in of
this -m m.
Tivs, the three critical airspeeds involving a elasticiy are flutter
(Uf), divergence (U,)) and aileron reversal (Uo) speeds. In the early design
12.116

0
stages of an aircraft, the comparative values of these speeds iust be
completely analyzed. Figure 12.72 shows the relation between the critical
speeds for a typical wing with varying amounts of forward and backward sweep.

SPEED
DIVERGENCE

•AILERON

L

SWEEP BACK

SWEEP FORWARD

FI(,M 12.72.
12.5.2

OF WW

MW ON QWIC
cP,1

Historical Bacr

erelastic problems were relatively umknon until World War 11. Prior
to that time, ai=raft speeds were relatively lw and the load rjui•remnts
and lack of design refineirmts produed an aircraft structure rigid enough to
preclcle most aeroelastic phenawna. Ewept for the time spans of the two
World Wars, aircraft top speeds had inreased approximately 19 knots per year
from 1910 to 1955. As the speed of aicraft began to inrease with no
increase in load or stiffness requiremnts, the designers and pilots began to
eromuter problems associated with aeroelasticity.
When airplanes wre first built there were no logical stiffness criteria
~

for design. ftwe, increasing speeds led to the wide variety of aeroelastic
pzdAems. Controol surface flutter first occurred at about 110 knots, wing

JL

flutter started at around twice that speed. The strength questions posed by
the speed increase were solved partly by material develcpments and partly by
!onstructional
techniges, but not before many in-flight failures had
occurred.
Samlel P. Langley was probably the first airplane designer affected. His
misfortune occurred just prior to the Wrights' tirst flight. During the
launch of langley's monoplane off the Potawac River 1--seboat, catastrophic
wing divergence occurred. His failure with the monring and the Wrights'
success with the biplane, coabined with the lack of a torsional stiffness
criterion for the monowing, resulted in the favoring of the dual wing design
during the early period. The partiality was understandable since no designer
wanted to over-stiffen the wing at the expense of added weight.
Alt=*ugh a few externally braced monoplanes were built prior to World War
I, military mu4oplane design virtually stopped between 1917 and the
mid-thirtiw. During the biplane era, the most caumon Ieroelastic problen was
tail fluitter. One of the first documented cases occurred on the tail of the
British twin-engined Handley Page 0/400 bmrter at the start of the first war.
The noted aerodynamicists Lanchester and Bairstcw investigated the reasons for
the flutter incidents and the follwing is a quote from Lanchester's report:
"*Tbe difficulty experienced is that at certain critical speeds of flight
a tail wobble is set up, involving heavy torsional stresses on the
fuselage, the type of vibration being an angular oscillation
apprcxoately about the axis of the fuselage; I am informed that the
angular magnitude of this oscillation awounts at times to something.

approaching IS, and is unckbtedly octrewly dangeros to the striture
of the machine. I gather that the experi
of the pilots when this
vibration is at its worst is terrifying."
The problem was being caused by the coupling between the fuselage torsion
mode and the anti-syamtrical elevator excitation mode. In the latter, the
left and right elevators oscillated about their hinge lines in opposite phase.
There was no intercotnecting torque tube to prevent the occurrence. The other
mode was merely the low frequency torsional oscilation of the aircraft
fuselage. Since the vibrating frsquencies of these two separate oscillatory
modes were almost the same, a resonant coumling occurred, with the resulting
tail wobble phe m . A sme type of tail flutter problem was experienced
by the DH-9 in 1917, resulting in several fatalities. The fix used then was
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the same one used for the Hxi1adley Page barber. It has been a design feature
ever since for reversible flight control system - the left and right
elevators were connecte& -*th a stiff toraue tube.
Wing problems appeared with the r&-urn of the monowing. Insufficient
torsional rigidity led to dint-jence, loss of aileron effectiveness, and
flutter. An early problem occurred on the Fokker D-8. The aircraft was built
for MI and due to superior performance was ilmidiately placed in carbat.
Within a few days several wing failures occurred during high speed dives. The
wing torsional stiffness criterion used in the initial design was the same as
that previously used for biplanes.
The Ariy ran static strength tests and discovered that the wings were
more than capable of withstanding the 6g design limit. Why then, the
failures? Confronted with the dilanrma, Fokker decided to conduct his own
static tests. He found that although the wing did indeed have the design
strength, turdea- increasing loads the angle of incidence at the wing tips
increased, relative t.- the roots: the necessary condition for divergence.
the high speed ves the air loads increased faster at the tips and the
resulting torsion caused the wings to fail.
After the war, the U.S. Army encountered a violent but nondestructive
case of wing-bending/ail-on-rotation flutter on the same Fokker D-8. The
S-re for ths :rc'blem, as with virtually any control surface type flutter, was
mass balancing of the control surface.
rhe period of monoplane developrent, because of the accaqmaning
resurgence of aeroelastic problems, initiated the first serious research in
the field of aeroelasticity. Early day techniques were mainly cut-and-try.
Many analytic theories ware presented on wing load distribution, wing
divergence, loss of lateral control and aileron reversal. Potential flow
flutter analysis was sufficiently understood by 1935 tc be incorporated into
aircraft design but the majority of airplane designers were reluctant to trust
the mathaaticians to formulate criteria for the strength and rigidity of
aircraft structural carponents.
From 1934 to 1937, the perc:'Mal arms raoe resulted in the development of
many ne: types of aircraft. Nunerous cases of flutter apeared, mainly of the
"wing or tail type. The accidents served to underscore the critical nature of
mass distribution qnd control surfaree mass balancing. In 1938, a panel of
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scientists boarded a four-engined Junker aircraft for an in-flight observation
of a planned flutter test. All perished w*en a catastco~ic condition
occurred.
The accidt served due warainy to the comummity of the
difficulties and hazarxds of flight flutter testing.
With the development of improved excitation and measuring equipient, and
a better theoretical uneerstanding of the nature of the flutter problem,
flutter testing came of age during the late forties. Analytic predictions are
still imprecise, Lut with ixrto-ed model and wind tunnel technology, and with
the tremendus surge in the development of the high speed ccapaters,
investigation of aeroelastic pencmana is becomig more and more a controlled
science.
12.5.3 Mathematical Anayis
7he mrtbhematical treatment of aeroelastic phenomena is scmewhat complex
and teijous. It requires a knowledge of the strutural properties of the
vehicle and of the nature of the aerodynamic forces acting on the surface of

the airplane. IMW. textbooks and other
ations exist which treat the
subject in thwroug detail (References 12.1, 12.2, 12.10, and 12.11). This
chapter vill attewt to only touch upon the essential and basic ideas behir-1
the mathematim.l fomilation.
Specifically, we will look at wing torsional divexgence, aileron
reversal, and flutter. The first two are static pOwxxmena and are not
significant present-day problems. We 'xeat them because they are easy to

analyze and visualise. Flutter is alwys a primary design consideration and
will therefore be treated in detail.
12.5.4 wtin

orsional Divergn

If a wing in steady flight is slightly pertbuted, an aerodynamic mouent

will be indtued wadch tends to twist the wing further.

Since the structure's

stiffness is independent of speed of flight, and the aerodynamic movient is
proportional to the flight velocity squared, there may exist a critical speed
at which tne elastic stiffiness of the wing is barely able to sustain the wing

in its deftmed state. "i

speed is called the divergence speed and the wing

is said to be torsionally divergent.

More simly stated,

wing divergence

is the condition

whem

aerodynamic moent exceeds the elastic restoring moment in torsion.

12.73 illustratoe a typical cvtered wing section
U.
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the

Figure

umintig with a flight speed

L

7n•

K0

U
a..E.A.
am ar+O
Cio INITIAL ANGLE OF AITACK (RIGID)
0 - ANGLE OF TWIST

FIG'= 12.73.

CA

WING S=CTIN

Atinq at the aerodynaMic CentOr is the lift (L) and the uoment about the
e -elastic restoring moment on the wing opposing the total
a.c. (tac).

aerodynamic moment is depicted by a linme coiled spring with spring constant
K0 attached at the elastic axis (E.A.) located a distance e behind the a.c.
The elastic axis is defined as the axis 3bout which the wing section would
twist, subjected to pure monent. A vertical force applied at the E.A. would
effect only a vertical deflection (bending). No twisting would result. For
the sake of definition, the bending and twsting of a wing are illustrated
spaately in Figure 12.74.
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BENDING

FP3.E 12.74.
i'r

TWISTING/TORSION

WfIN EDING AND TISTING

the wing sction in Fige 12.73, the angle of attack on the airfoil

is composed of two parts: arr, the angle of attack that a rigid wing would see,
and 9, the angle resulting from elastic twist. At equilibrium, the
aerodynamic nccent about the elastic axis must equal the elastic restoring

mment No.
Aerodynaniic marint about the elastic axis
e
ac AEM
Fram subsonic aerodynamics, we know that

L-qs % . -qsC

nac

q Sc

(.r +.0)and

1 12ac
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Equating the m1uents,
Kee =f AM
=

= re
'ac -

[SecL (ar +e)-c [clc]

Solving for the brist angle e,

q S (e -sCý
Lar
~c
e
- q Se %12

(12.30)

At the divergence condition the twist angle grows without bound (i.e. , e+-).
This condition occurs mathematically when the deiinator of Equation 12.30
equals zero.
Ke

where

-

q Se CL

0

q = qD (Dynamic Pressure at Divergence)

i

%~UD2
2=

or, solving for the divergence speed UD,
-D

USe

(12.31)

The design paramters affecting the divergence of straight wings are
primarily the wing torsional stiffness (K0) and the offset distance e.
increasing K6 is a costly process at the expense of considerable weight. An

approach more frequently eiplayed is to proportion the wing structurally so as
to move the elastic axis forward. Aft wing sweep lessens the divergence
problem since swept wing tip angles of attack are effectively reduced by wing
bending.
If a real, three dimensional, wing were considered, the actual divergence

speed must be obained by integration across the span of the wing since local
spawise properties will vary.
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12.5.5 Aileron Feversal
The aeroelastic problem of aileron reversal is closely related to wing
torsional divergence in that both depend strongly upon the torsional stiffness
of the wing. 7he history of this subject closely parallels that of wing
torsional divergence; however, it was during world War II that the problem
came into importance. The increasing speeds and the requirenents for rolling
performance precipitated the problem greatly. Following W II, and with the
advent of thin-wings, moderately high aspect ratio, and sweepback, the aileron
reversal speed became of prime importance.

Aircraft with conventional planforms may suffer serious loss of aileron,
elevator, and rudder control effectiveness due to elastic deformations of the
structure. The aileron controls the rolling motion of an aircraft, and when
placed downward, the lift over the wing is increased and a rolling mament is
produced. The down aileron also produces a twisting moment on the wing which
tends to twist the wing nose down and reduce the angle of attack and hence
this reduces the rolling moment. A similar situation exists for the up
aileron wing. The up aileron produces a torque which increases the angle of
attack and decreases the effective rolling moment. Since the wing stiffness
is independent of the flight velocity and the aerodynamic force ineffective in
producing a rolling momnt and the resulting wing segment twist and aileron
deflection produce no effective change in lift. Beyond this critical speed,
the effect of ailerons is actually reversed. This analysis also applies to
the other control surface and is sometimes known as "Control Surface
Effectiveness." Figure 12.75 shows how aileron effectiveness as measured by
the ratio of rolling velocity to aileron angle is affected by forwrd speed
for a WW II fighter-type aircraft at sea level.
Avoidance of aileron reversal in a straight wing with conventional
ailerons is a matter of providing sufficient wing torsional stiffness. If the
wing is mmept back aileron reversal is a serious problem and wing bending
stiffness must also be increased. This sawtimes becomes prohibitively large
in a weight analysis, hence, the other means are employed. Spoilers, fully
moving wing tips, and even moving the aileron inboard all produce suitable
means to combat this Occurrence. Figure 12.76 shows that the aileron reversal
speed can be increased by changing the configuration of the aileron controls.
Additionally, this figure shows that control effectiveness can be increased
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with eceasing m

•eback.

"Itoard
ailerons are used in the F-4, while the

T-38 has ailerons at the semi-span position. Often aircraft are fitteed with
two sets of aileron surfaces, the outboard being locked out at high speeds and

only the i nboard aileros being used for roll control. The cases of elevator
and ruder ontrol effectiveness and reversal are usually less 4ritical than
those of aileron, they are, bawever, more complicated due to the large
defoations of the fuselage and attachnmnts.

"ROJJN VELOCITY
AILERON ANGLE
S~AILERON
4

REVERSAL
9PERD

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.o

MACH

FlE

12.75.

A

Lr
W
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TIVOT

1.0

It should be noted that flutter and divergence correspond to conditions
of aeroelastic instability, and that speeds beyond critical flutter and
divergence speeds will result in an eventual structural failure. Control
reversal is not a condition of instability, and speeds beyond the control
reversal speed will result only in a reversal of the action of the control
system and not necessarily a failure of the structure. The prim c=xnce here
is the loss of maneuverability. With the advent of fully boosted systems,
additional ccaplications result because of the deformations resulting in the
controlling mechanism and the enamnius mechanical advantage available.
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POSITICN

Figure 12.77 illustrates a typical cantered wing section with ailerons.
aa represents a downward deflection of the aileron. If the wing were rigid,
the aileron displaceent would be accompanied by an increase in lift.
However, for an elastic wing the deflected aileron would also cause a
nose-down twist of the wing, reducing the effective angle of attack. The nose
down twisting mments increase with the square of airspeed whereas the elastic
restoring ma1ent stays oonstant. At sane critical airspeed UR, called the
aileron reversal speed, the increase in lift caused by the deflected aileron
is campletely negated by the loss in lift due to the reduction of the
effective angle of attack caused by the twist. The mathematics follow.
Again, the elastic restoring Imment is Ke 0.
Aero dynamic mament about the elastic axis
AERD

where Mac,

ac -

A ac

a
is the contribution to the mazrnt about the a.c. due to aileron

deflection. a
L

qSCL

(r

6a

-e) +qSC
a

or
L

=qS C

(ar

) + C 6a

Substitution into the muuent equation yields
•AEM

=

qSe [CL

qqc

(r-

e) +

aCL6a]

CMAC + CM6 a1S

Again, equating elastic and aerodnzmdc mments,
Kee - W M.AED
=

Lei

qSe CL

ac -

(or -0)

+ q Seq6

6a
a
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ac 6a

- q SoCaC.

qScCM

6a

a

Solving for the twist angle e,

-IS
seCL

cMa6
Ke + qSe CL al

+sei 'M
C
+
qSe(1

ac)c

(12.32)

Ultimately, we will be interested in only the change in twist angle due to a
change in aileron deflection i.e.,3a/3
e 6a. Consequently, the second term in
the e equation drcos out since it remains invariant with a change in aileron
deflection. As a result,

U

FIGURE 12.77.
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qaSKe + qSoeCL
in lift due to a change in aileron deflection,

AL6a,beSs zero.
AL6a W 0
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(12 .33)

sented by

The change in lift AL6 is re
a
AL6
a
L~a =

La +LAB,
a

where

lift increase due to the increase in caber = qS C

a
a

L•

= lift decrase due to the leading edge twist =

qS

Be

nTwffre,
ALa = qSCa
a
a

q-S CLa e

6

a

a

Substituting Bqmation 12.33 for

L6 a
AL6.

/6l a yields

%a 6aCqS
%
6
[Ct.
6

+aq- Se
c Ca 6a),
q S(e KeCa

rearranging and cancelling, w obtain

q S(KeCL6 + qS c CL CMa) a
K + q Se(

AL66a
At the reversal

speed AL6 - 0.
aa

12.34)

Since q, S, and 6a in the numerator of

Equation 12.34 are all non-zero, the temns within the parentheses must vanish
to satisfy the eclation

Ke %

-

+ QIRS CCLM CMS

a

a

We~re q - qR (Dynamic Pressure at Ontrol reversal)

Ke CL
q1

:

S

•a

6a

O126a
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et

•

•s
%•
= a•(12.35)
a

All the terms are positive except for CM

so Uj is, of course, real. A

a
noterthy bervation is the fact that the reversal speed is independent of
t~st axis location (e). 7he aerodynamic moment at the reversal condition is
a pure couple and therefore i-nepen--nt of axis position. Also notice the UR
decreases with a decrease in altitude.
Preventing aileron reversal in a straight wing is a matter of inreasing
torsional stiffness (Ke), increasing the ailero effectiveness (CL)
or of
decreasing the magnitude of
*.
th c of
is
aileton
a
reversal has been a serious prdblsn, bending stiffness must also be increased.
Since weight ixceases accopany stiffness increases other mathods should be
employed. Alternative method such as spoilers and all moving wing tips have
proved beneficial.
Also, the effective Kx is increased as the aileron
locations are moved inboard.
12.5.6 Flutter
First we assume a cantilever straight wing without ailerons momted in a
wind tunnel and with no airflow. %en the model is disturbed, oscillations
are incKiced wich gradually dam out since the elastic struture proides a
dauping ratio of its aw, kown as strn-tural damping, usually fram 2%to 8%.
As the speed of the wind flow is increasied, the rate of damping of the
oscillations incýees due to aerodynamic dam-ing. With further increases of
speed, a point is reached uh
the dmping starts to decrease rapidly. At
the next point, the Critical Flutter Speed, the ocillation can just maintain
itself with steady amplitude. Speeds above the critical flutter speed trigger
a violent oscillation and subsequent d
of the section when subjected
to a small distu
.
is airfoil is said to have oscillatory instability
and is said to flutter. Mreover, once the oscillation starts, it is self
sustained and no further mteznal forces or foring functios are required.
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Additional. types of flutter can involve aileron motion where there may be
one or more ranges of speeds for which flutter occurs.

induces the wing to flutter.

The aileron flutter

Usually these regires are bounded at both ends

by critical speeds where one has an oscillation of constant amplitude.
The oscillatory motion of a fluttering cantilever wing has both bending
and torsional ccponents.
If the airfoil is rigid in torsion and is
constrained to have only a flexural degree of freedom, it will not flutter.
With only torsional degrees of freeada it can flutter only if the angle of
attack is near the stall angle. Thus, coupling of several degrees of freedcm
is a necessary portion of flutter. Purthedw= e, bending mo!ments at all
points across the span are apprcKimately in Osase with one another. . he
torsional movments are all aproximately in phase; however, the bending mode
Cs usually considerably out of phase with the torsional movement. This phase

*

diference is responsible for flutter.
An ainpane wing is an elastic body and has infinitely many degrees of
freed in vibration. The basic construction allows any elastic defrmation
in the ch=Mse section to be described by (1) deflection of a refamm
point, (2) and angle of rotation about that point. With control surfaces, the
fteedm to turn about the hinge line is so muich m=e important than elastic
de.fimation that this deflection is best described by an angle of rotation

about its hingeline.
One mLst consider three variables in wing flutter (this does not incind

a t~ime variable)
(1) Bendin
(2)
(3)

,rsimo
omtrol surface rotation

A flutter mode Q*dch contains all three is termed tenmy flutter.

A flutter

mode which coatains only two (usually the first two) is called binary flutter.

Occasion•lly, a slngle degree of freedom oscillation may exist. This usually
occurs with control surfaces and is referred to as "buzz. 0
In general the desig criteria requires that an aircraft must be able to
fly near Uf without the appearance of undesirable marginal stability in its

Struct~ural vibrations.

Yet, bendin and torsional flutter can emerge suddenly

and violently, and at about five knots above Uf the wing will possibly destroy
itself after two or three cycles of oscillations.
7he classical type of flutter nearly always involves the coupling of tw
or -,re degrees of freed.
2*e analysis can be very cauplex, depending upon
the desired detail. We shall attempt only an elmitazy treatment here, with
eeasis an om•n1ation and physical Interpretation. ge basic seccA order
system will be studied in depth because it conveniently destrates the
stability problem, the basis of all flutter pkienaina. We will be mainly
concerned with the changes in system req=se resulting fr3= changes in
dwi and/or emcitatin frequency.
Figure 12.78 sin, a typical wing section with two degrees of freed=ux, a vertical dsplac
t
cd
(bending), and a, the angul de ct
about the elastic axis. Ibr simpliflcation, the E.A. and the c.g. are
co~incident.
ULke the static diverigme and control reversal p=bles, the flutter
analysis will re•dm knowlede of the mass and inertial properties of the
wing sine an oscla
motion will be involved, resmlting in a "gaueratimP"
of inertial frices. By use of Newon's swd las, the equatims of moti
for the wing in the two degrees of freedau can be derive.
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12.78.

S~FIGURPE

SNOTE:

-•
•M,

T1iD DEGREE OF F1C1 Wi

f(t)

=

time varying force acting at c.g.

Mlt)

=

time varying ma~nt acting on wing section•

m

aa

= SOmass

y!•
•

of section

= SI nmient

k

=

ot inertia abouxt c.g.

spring constants of displacement (bending)
and torsion, respectively

_

d, b =bending and tor'sion lipn coefficients

SI
SAs

ETION

• + b • + k aa= Mlt)

the equations stand, for small displaoeients there is neither ieta
riving
cefirciens t
n
c.
That is, in the
Sabsence of the external driving forces f(t) and M(t), the free body
se
tion is

~ only ay couping ca b
be
ntrding mid though thd
"nor elastic coupling between the tvi degrees of fr

independent in both x and a. The uotions &, no* interfere.

This is obvious

frm inspection (no in
= the x equation, and vice vesa) and is the result of
our collcatinq the c.g. :the axis of tnst, and ths displacement axis.
nhe
t.he,
•,.• eqaton
:••'
••'

_t-•,.-,:As

M(t)*

-•

stand..,••
.,•'
fo.r small dipa-fet

I
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there is.'.-%
nete
%•. % 5 • inext-ial
••.•••

Before showing how the equations can be coupled aerodynamically, let' s
first look at the solutions to the equations. As they are presented, the
equations are linear and can be solved separately. 7he solution for x, for
ekple, is the sum of a transient (homogeneous) and a steady-state solution.
x (t) = xt(t) + xs (t)

Placing the x equation in standard form
2

+

=

f' (t)

2N
'aii

d

f'(t)

fMt)
m

-. e wxanwe natural fre*ncy nn*, is the frequency the system would
oscillate in the absence of damping.
The damping ratio ; is simply a
monvenient way of representing the degree of damping (due to the dash-pot
coefficient, d) relative to the size of the mass and spring constants. 7he
method for finding the transient solution can be found in numerous texts on
diffrential equation_._.
W
x

t (C c

wd t + C si.

t)

(12.38).

where the oon-ftAnt wd is the daiped frequency, and for obvious reasons is less
than the undated frequency wn. we see that the transient response has the
form of a sinusoidal oscllation whose envelope dereasesally
with
time.
To solve for tke steady-state solution xS, krnwledge of the driving force
fMt) is required. Vlutter has been ohserved to be sinusoldal,*theefore we
can asmsz that the nature of the driving force is also sinusoidal.
NOME:
*In this ex•mple,
-123cy.

wn is

the undamped
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translational

structural

f(t) =F cos Wt

We can then asmune a steady-state solution of the form

X. = A Cos

(Wt +

Substitution into the differential equation yields values for the constants.
Chapter 3 of Reference 11 gives the details to the solution.

e

tani(21- + 2)C
"-2

2-

and

The steady-state resonse with amplitude A and phase angle 0 is of the same
form as the driving force. The amplification factor A/ (F/)) is the ratio of
the amplitude 5. of the steady-state solution to the static deflection F/kx due
to a constant force of magnitude F. Figure 12.79 shows a plot of the
aqplification factor versus frequency for different values of c.
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The anlification factor is unity when the inpi•t frequency is zero,
of the damping ratio ¢.* It is iznportant to note that when the
frequency (w) equals the undanped natural frequency (wn), the

factor is 1/(2

i).

Qonsequently, any anmout of damping is very

critical in holding down the response.

•
-•

Lack of damping results in an

-- !I90°,

unbounded outpuit.
Note also that at the critical frequency (w = n the phase angle
is
regardless of •.* It can be skown that during this condition, the

~f

response (bending) velocity is is exctly in phase with the driving force
(t), which is the condition for maximnu polr injput into the oscillating wing

•J•,systen

SHkew

'•
-- •
i

*

fran the external force.
&o we relate the above analysis to a meaningful wing flutter problem?
Looking back at F'igure 12.78 we v•an take the x degree of freedan as the basic
wing bending mode with natural frequency of oscillation •n =
a value
obviously dependent upon the mass and elastic properties of the wing. The
~external force flt) can be inferred to be the aerodynamic lift acting on the
given wing sect.ion.
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4

f(t =-

L(t)= -q S

a(t)

If a(t) were to vary sinusoidally at frequency w, we'd have
ft

-qS

a 0 cos Wt (a 0 is the magnitude of the angle of
attack variations with time)
aS

or,
f(t) = F cos Wt

This is exactly the same type of external driving force described in the
example above. Such a variation in a can also result from the rotational
equation of motion.
IN + b& + kaa

M(t)

Solving for the free body response (M(t) = 01, the solution is similar to the
displacement transient solution (Bquation 12.38)

a(t) =e-TYat

[C1
Cos (wa'

7

)t + C2 sin (WajjCT2)t]

In most wing structures, bending damping is much greater than torsional.
damping.
7herefore, without loss of generality we can assume torsional
structural damping (cT) to be small. The solution then has the ap
imate
form
M(t) = CI cos Wa t + C2 sin WOt,
where w= ;
represents the natural undaiped torsional frequency of the
wing.
If the initial conditions are picked appropriately, a(t) can be
represented by
Q(t) = a 0 COS mat
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(12.39)

/

/

-The critical

condition no occurs when w =

=

n i.e., when the natural

frequencies of wing bending and wing torsion are the same.
_ = W in Euation 12.39 yields

Substituting

a(t) = 0 Cos tot
or,
cs(t)

-

COs oat = - •0

Substituting this into the forcing function for displacement f(t) gives

0

-_If

FIM0 is set equal to sCmconstant A, then
f (t) = Am(t)
Equation 12.36 then beomies
m x + dA + kxx = A

(t)

In this exaple the result is aerodiamic coupling between the two degrees of
freedm, bending and torsion. Under certain conditions of damping, the end
product fran the coupling will be classical bending-torsional flutter.
A side view of the flight path of the wing in bending-torsional flutter
is shown in Figure 12.80.
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This is a very simplified explanation of wiry. bending-torsion flutter.
The bending mode is coupled aerodynamically with the torsion mode to effect

eML
the

dynamic

instability.

The

physical

interpretation

is

rather

straightforward but precise predictions on actual wing flutter speeds and
frequencies are extremely difficult to obtain analytically. In our example,
several specific assumptions and simplificatl.ons were made: (1) the elastic
axis was placed at the c.g., (2) the wing section was treated as a rigid one,
and (3) the aerodynamic damping and aiL iss
accelerations were ignored.
Howver, these assumptions did not detract from the general ideas basic to the
dynamic instability.
Other types of flutter which may occur usually involve the rotation of
san control surface about its hinge line. Wing bending/aileron rotation
flutter, or fuselage torsion/rudder rotation flutter are examples.

It

is also

possible, in fact more common for more than two modes to be present, such as
in wing bending/wing torsion/aileron rotation flutter. Theodore Theodorsen
presented a NACA paper in 1 35 which treats the three-degree-of-freedan
wing-aileron airfoil in. samshat couplete and tedious detail.
12.5.7 Structural !,teling
To expand the 4ralysis to treat the total aircraft structure and to cover
all interactions between structural components is considerably more difficult.
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-he problen is basically twofold in the derivation of the equations of motion.
First, the free body mass and structural relationships have to be determined.

second, the aerodynamic forces acting on the entire surface have to be
derived. These forces will in turn depend upon the deflcins, velocities,
and accelerations of the structure.
General equations can be formulated by treating the aircraft as composed
of a large number of discrete masses. rewriting Equation 12.36 in matrix form
yields the general equation
(im]

(X3]

+ [d]

(,1 + (k] x

f(t)

The brackets [I signify a square matrix and the braces
indicate a column
matrix.
represented are n simultaneous equations in degrees of fTeedcm xi*
(i = 1, 2, ... , n). The equations are difficult to formulate and difficult to
solve. The main problem lies in determining the stiffness coefficients Kij.
To obtain the harmonic solution to the above equations a continuous
forcing function, FI, is applied equal to the structural damping dij. As a
result, the forcing function and structural damping cancel and the equations
are simplified to
(m]

CHI + (k]

Cx]

-

0

Next, a matrix of flexibility influence coefficients Cij is defined as the
inverse of the stiffness matrix
Cc]

=

(k]- 1

The equations now beccue

-c]

(m]

(91

+ CxI =

0

The influence coefficients are preferred to the stiffness coefficient because
they are more conveniently determined by actual measurements on the structure
or a scaled model. Using the simple spring relationship shown in Figure
12.81, the force F required to deflect a spring (or wing section equivalent) a
distance x in static equilibrimn is governed by
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F

=kx

Or, taking a different view, the displacent x resulting from the application
of a force F is given by
x =1/kF =CF.

*e

coordinate xi can represent either a displacement or an angular

deflection.

F-kx

F

FIGURE 12.81.

SIDLE SPRING RELAICNSHIP

If we assume, for example, that a wing in Figure 12.82 is approxiated by five
separate sections, the displacement at section 3 due to forces F2 and F4
applied at stations two and four, respectively, is given by
X3 =C 3 2 F2 + C3 4 F4
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X

FIGURE 12.82.

CANTMEM WIr7

In general, a displaoenent at Station (or mass point) i due to the
existence of forces at Station j is given by the follUming relationship:
x i=

Cil -l+
n

Xi

Conversely,

j=1E CCii

Ci

2

F2 + .

+ Cin Fn

Fj

a force at Station i will cause deflections at Stations J,

governed by
Fi

= kil x, + ki 2 x 2 +.

Fi = nE k x
J=l ijx

The Cij can be determined by

Cii

xi

Ir
Fk

0, k # j

Therefore Cij will not become undefined,
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k

xn

"or example, if a unit force were applied at station 27, (i.e., F2 7 = 1) and
aU other forces were zero, all the Ci,27 can be det
frm
--

1, 27

xi

C

Xj

-n the other hand, tirs k27,j are not as conveniently detezmined since it is

difficult to isolate a force when a unit displacement is applied at any
station.

Consequently, it

is umuch easier and more accurate to measure a

displacezent than to measure a force and the influence coefficient is more

often used.
For the equations

[a] [M] t5"J + 1xI = 0
we can asinie sinumoidl soltttions of the foaM
xi = A, sin ,wt, or

(A) sin Wt-

(xI

Substitution into Equation 12.40 leads to
W [c2 [m] EA) sin wt +(A

sin

t-

0

or, sice sin wt# 0
tA l

[

This is a standard eigenvalue problem which can be solved using iterative
techniques.

Values of the model vectors or mode shapes

A can be fuind,

corespozdin to a specific frequency w. mere are as many eigenvalue
solutions w and corresponding eigenvectors A as there are degrees of freedc
in the system. That is, an n degree of freed=n system has n mode shapes and
frequencies.
1¶e concept of mode shapes is so basic to flutter analysis that
discussion is justified at this time.
Sfurther
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12.5.8 Structural Vibrations - Mode Shape Determination
The basic discussion of mode shapes and frequencies will use the uniform
cantilever beam of length L shown in Figure 12.83 as an example.

x

tm-

L

FIGEW 12.83.

BEAM,
I
UNnIM cAmsm

What do the natural mode shape

represent and how do we cwpute them?

The real question to address is: If the beam wre to vibrate freely at sce
resonant condition* what vibrating, shape would it assume and what wAd the
frequency of vibration be?
Since the beam is contnuw it has an infinite rumber of mass points
and, otly,
an infinite mnwer of degrees of freedm. We state,
without proof, that there are also an infinite number of distinct vibration
shapes, each of which has a unique vibration freqncy.
he Bquation of Motion for this systen leads one to a cmplex or double
eigenvalue problem, where the eigemecor detemines the nodal shap of the
bean, X(y), and corresponding eigenvalue, wZ1 represents the square of the
vibration frequency. These eigenvalues are derived given the mass an*o
stiffness distributions, and the specific boundazy oonditions. Ebr the beam
*Definition: Resonant Ondition - Vibrating at a maximum amplitude in phase
with an oscillat
iniput at the systems undmied natural frequency, wn"
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O

in Figure 12.83 the boundary conditions are: zero displacement and slope at
the fixed end (y = 0), and zero shear and moment at the free end (y = L). _,h
eigenvectors are solutions to hcmogeneous equations so that if Xk(y) is a mode
shape, C Xk(y) is one also. As a result, each mode shape function represents
relative displacements along the beam. The absolute values are determined
frou the initial conditions.
The differential equation for the cantilever beam as given in Reference 1
is
l d4

d2x =2
x(12.41)

WAd

where
E = mo~dulus of elasticity
I = area moment of inertia
m = mass distribution.
Equation 12.41 is a separate partial differential equation with a solution
x(y, t) a product of a function of y only, X(y), times a function of time
only, T(t),
"x(yt)

X(y) T(t)

Substituting x(y,t) into Fxuation 12.41 yields
4X
ra d -4T
+ mI 2

X-

0

or

1d

R d4X I

Since y and t are inependent, they can be equated to a separation cons t.
In this example the separation ocostant will be the square of the mode shape
frequency, w2. IThe result will be two IWa differential equations.
d 2 T+

2T

0
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EI d 4X

2

X

o

ort

Sd X

2

dXo

aWvh7

-

eolutims to Fquatiions 12.42 and 12.43 are
T = A sin wt + B. 00 wt

X = C siflh 4ýy + D~ coehv~y
+E£

si,

-,

+ F co006

ayo

Apying the bcmndary Itx
fora im fo . cantilever bea=. X(o) -w, X(oM -0# X" (L) -0. and X'm (W 0r yields the follmUVn tasowental equation. %M solutioni of 4d~ch gives
the =&xk shape fmeueicy wi.
Qtere, At St C, D, E0an

ar

Cm

wastans

L +

-

0,

(12.44)

Ze aolutim to quation 12.44 can be found by iterative techdiques or throuxh

graphic dUpIction.
""quatLa 12.44.

Uat fdh

in the graphical asol.tin that satisfies
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The abcissas of the points of intersection of the curves yield values for

V

L

0.597 it, 1.49 it,

5

w,

7

ITS,

9

V,

or

2

(0.597)12
=

a

(1.49) 2(z )a

=(
=

-

a, (i sufficiently large).

-. 41 I

(APPROX')

'0.597w7

L

FIGURE 12.84.
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Having determined the model frequencies, wI, the specific mode shapes, Xi(y),
can be derived by substituting the frequency values w into the general mode
shape equation for the cantilever.

____i

si

iL- sinhVai LrT

a~
+

(sinhV1

(y4-aLcos

V

Y

-

sin-V-1)

y)j

WJhere D is a constant determined by the boundary conditions. Do not be
concerned at how these equations were derived. They are simply the solutions
of the fourth order differential equation for the vibrating cantilever beam.
The important thing to note is that there are an infinite number of solutions
Wi' and that for each wi there corresponds an Xi (y).
Figure 12.85 shows four
of the lowst frequency mod~e shapes.
-he significance of the application of rade shapes and frequencies is
that any vibration of any elastic body will be a summation of individual mode
shape vibrations. The chiracteristics of mode shapes are such that (1) for
each natural vibration frequency there exists one and only one natural mode
shape, (2) in the vibration of any single mode, the displacements of the
structure reach their zeros and their extreme simultaneously [as is evident
from the solution x(y,t) = X(y) T(t)], (3) the natural mode shapes are
linearly independent (i.e., no shape can be formed by any linear combination
of the others), and (4) in any free vibration of a beam, wing, aircraft
structure, bridge, and so forth, any combination of natural modes can exist
simultaneously without mutual interference. In the case of aircraft flutter,
the mode shapes become coupled due to the action of the external aerodpynamc
driving forces, which are in turn functions of the critical mode shapes.
usLng the general discrete mass free body problem discussed earlier, we can
relate to a specific aircraft exanple.

(c]

(MI]

X+x
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0

with sobxtion
=

1 (A]
2

[c] (m] (A]

The "wing" in Figure 12.82 has five separate stations, each with mass rni
and each having two degrees of freedom, xi, a vertical displacement, and ai an
angular rotation about the elastic axis as shown in Figure 12.86.
x
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MODE
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MOWE SHAPE FOR A VIBR~ATIN BEAM4
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five

xx

X

33

4y
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F3GRE 12.86.
Fr,

CANAEVn
WnG

eCperimntal measaewents we can deterne the mass and narent of inertia

of each section, alwq with the influence coefficients

wing with respect to the ten degrees of freedom.

(Djj) for the total

Ilcall that C28 rePresents

the vertical deflection x 2 at wing Station 2 due to a unit moment applied at

.wing Station 3 (a3 being the eighth degree of fred

by definition).

Th matrix eqwtion

•142

1

(A)

a[)(l(A)

thus, represents 10 simultaneos equations in the 11 uWax~w w, X1, . .
aL.
Again, the mode shapes are relative displacmits in the A matrix.

typical solution might be
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.

A

1.00
1.21
1.63
2.23

= 3.5,

A

3.05
0.74
1.13
1.74
2.57
L•3.49I

At any given time, therefore, the wing station deflections for the given 3.5
rad/sec mode might be represented by
_x]

=

K (A]

sin (3.5t +

where the values K and 01 Would depend on the initial conditions. Other modes
at different frequencies will, of course, exist simultaneously. Flutter is
the result of the aerodynamic coupling of these modes.
Even for simple structures the mode shapes and frequencies may be
difficult to determine analytically. As a result, many simplifying assm.tions
are normally made. For the wing just described, the assmqtion that is can be
represented by five rigid sections seems a bit gross, but for the low
frequency mode shapes the simulation is quite reasomable.

In actual aircraft

problems the critical modes are usually the loaar frequency ones for very
fundamintal reasons. 7he large bending and structural deformations are the
ones which more efficiently extract energy from the airstream 7hese are
usualy the lcmer frequenc modes.
A useful technique for the flutter analyst is to assmm that a structure
will take on certain prletemined mode shapes based on previous observations
of similar type structures. The assmed mode shape can then be used in the
energy equations to arrive at the particular mode shape frequency. This
technique aids in the solution of camplex structures but there is obviously an
acxpanying reduction in accuracy. The subject of mode shapes will be
brcngt up again in the discussion of ground vibration tests.

0
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12.5.9 Wind Tunnel Modeling
The use of aircraft models has produced solutions to practical problems
in the areas where existing theory is not yet dependable. Particularly in
dealing with flutter, the testing of wind tunnel models with properly scaled
mass and stiffness properties has often yielded better results than equivalent
analytical efforts.
12.5.10 Buckingham ir Theorem
SModel theory mist be based on a clear understanding of the principles of
dimensional analysis. The writing of equations in dimensionless form with a
reduction in the number of variables was generalized by Buckingham in his "ir
Theorem" which states that if a physical situation can be represented by the
equation
S•

(s, s

s3,

*(3l
1 S2 1 S3 1

. .,Sn) =0
*

I Sn
n

where the n arguments Si include all the primary quantities (mass, length,
time, etc.), the secondary quantities, and dimensional constants which must be
considered in the problem, the equation can be rewritten in the form
0 (ri

1 2

,'r 3 '.

"

n-m} -)0

in which '1 '
..... ' "n-rm are the (n-m) independent products of the
arguments SI,..., Sn, which are dimensionless in primary quantities. The form
of these dimensionless w' s can be found by a formal procedure but they can
usually be constructed by inspection. Typical w's in general use are aspect
ratio AR, reduced frequency k - wb/V, Mach M, and Reynolds numrrerRe. There
are two main advantages in using dimensionless variables. First, since the
dimensionless equation of motion is ocmpletely unaffected by scale effects the
values of the dimensionless variables should be the same for both the original
problem and its mcdel.
As a sample problem we can use the wing twist relationship derived
earlier to determine the wing divergence speed.
q S (e CL, Or + c CMac)
K 0 -qSeC
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"r

and

c are already dimensionless.

The other quantities have the

dime.nsions as indicated (n + 5) .
F

L

q'vS-L

K -FL

e - L
c --L

Forte (F) and length ML) mere chosen as the primary quantities (m = 2).
By inspection we can form independent dimensionless ratios e/c and qSc/K 0
so that the equation may be rearranged to read

e=

,

The nudber of arghm"'s i

+LI CMac]

been reduced by two, as predicted by the

"Theorem (since there are the two primary quantities F and L in the equation)

SThe equation really inplies that any model of the semi rigid wing having the
same shape (CMAc and CL,) u•ust have the same dimensionless location of the
elastic axis (e/c), the same rigid angle of attack (mr), and the same ratio of
aerodynamic to elastic forces (qSc/Ke). It is also desirable to have similar
Mach and Reynolds numbers if the effects are significant.
12.5.11 Aeroelastic model
All aeroelastic models are designed along three fundamental airplane
properties: (1) structural stiffness distribution, (2) mass distribution, and
(3) the external shape. The model designer has to decide beforehand which of
the properties will require a more exact simulation, depending on the nature
"of the planned tests.
Property (1) is important for accurate loading
maawsrements and property (3) is important for aerodynamic force evaluations.
A flutter model obviously requires an accurate reproduction of all three
properties and is therefore difficult to design.
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The usual first approach is to attempt a scaled replica. However, for
low speed models the required skin thickness (using the same material) may be
prohibitively small. For a more workable thickness a softer material must be
used but this in turn tends to reduce the accuracy of the stiffness
reproduction. It also limits the amount of structural detail which can be
obtained. The designer most often finds that the best plan is to lay out a
simplified structure, making sure that it does not use up too much of the
available mass. A shell is then formed to enclose the structure with the
proper external shape. Finally, the remaining mass is distributed over the
sections. The type of construction used for both the structure and the
external shell depends upon the size, speed range, and ratio of the air
density beteen aircraft flight altitude and test chamber conditions.
The types of aeroelastic testing fall into three general areas, whether
The first area requires no
with models or with full scale airplanes.
airstream, such as in fatigue, static loading, and ground vibration tests.
The second and third test areas involve airflow, in either the tunnel or full
scale flight. The second area enccmpasses the static phenomena divergence,
(control effectiveness) and the third area includes the unsteady phenomena
such as flutter, gust loading and dynamic stability.
The test programs for nearly all prototypes include "shake testing", to
These derived mode shapes and
determine the normal modes of vibration.
frequencies can be compared with the analytical calculations to verify the
mass and stiffness properties of the math model. Scmetimes the experimental
data serve as the basis for a new set of calculations.
-nce an adequate model is built the testing takes place. There are
basically tw different approaches to the problem. In the first, the testing
is designed to evaluate the coefficients in the differential equation
In the second approach the model is designed and
governing the problem.
tested as an analog. The model can simulate parts of airplanes, such as wings
or tails, or the whole airplane. Each scheme has peculiar advantages and
drawbacks as well as the usual problems of excitation, mounting and
measurement. The particular details of tunnel testing and measurement is a
total subject in itself.
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12.5.12 Wind Tunnel Model Flutter Prediction Methods
Four methods used to measure the subcritical (elow

the actual flutter

speed) response characteristics are co/quad, randczdec, power spectral
density (PSD), and peak-hold spectrum methods. These methods are used to
measure the frequency and damping (or an inverse response amplitude
proportional to the danping in the peak-hold spectrum case) in the
pre--at
or critical vibration modes.
By suitably plotting and
extrapolating the subcritical damping in the vibration mode or modes of
interest, the flutter point can usually be established. With each method, the
response can be approcimated by that of a single-degree-of-freedcm system.
All of these methods can be used, real-time, that is, used to translate the
response time history samples into quantitative information for the test
engineer while the test is in progress.
Briefly, the co/quad method measures the in-phase and out-of-phase
ccmponents of the forces response generated by the sinusoidal frequency swep
technique. The rardamdec method, a relatively new method used in the F-16
flight flutter testing, makes use of ensemble averaging of transient response
to random excitation. The PSD method is a well-knlwn procedure for the
analysis of random response data. It is obtained directly frrm an ensemble
average of the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transform of a number of
segments of the time history. In the peak-hold spectrum method, Fourier
components of a number of time history segments are determined and the
envelope of the peak values of these caqxeits is obtained as a function of
frequency.
Co/Quad Method.
The co/quad method involved measuring the forced
response of a model to an input force such as that generated by a
trailing-edge control surface as illustrated schematically in Figure 12.87.
If a transfer function relating the response to the input force is determined
as a function of frequency, then the damping on each mode can be obtained.
Cross spectrum between the control surface cmmand signal and the model
dynamic response can be determined with a co/quad analyzer,,

This type

analyzer presents two outputs in terms of in-phase (called co for coincident)
and out-of-phase (called quad for quadrature) components between signals.
Several means of calculating the damping are available directly fron a co and
quad type of presentatio
As indicated in Figure 12.87, the damping of a
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mode can be estimated from the out-of-pbase camponent by the frequencies
"labeledfA and ý. Tese are the frequencies at the half-poer points and the
structural damping g can be expressed in terms of these frequencies (Figure
12.87).
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Pandomdec Method. The Pandom Decrement method is basically an ensemble
averaging of the turbulence-induced random vibrations of the test article. As
is illustrated in Figure 12.88, triggering each data sample at a constant
level, Yt. Assuming linear superposition, the time history of each sample can
be regarded as the combined solution frcm (1) an initial step displacement,
(2) an initial velocity and (3) a random forcing function. Note that the
Figure 12.88C sample represents the response to the same initial displacement
as Figure 12.88B, a different initial velocity with the opposite sign, and a
diffrent random forcing fEmtion. It can be reasoned intuitively that when a
large number of samples are averaged, only the response to the constant
initial displacement will remain because the average of responses due to the
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alternating initial velocities and the randon forcing functions will tend to
zero. Thus, it is seen that the ensemble average converges toward the
transient response to an initial step. For a constant trigger level, the
ensenble average (Randande Signature) will be constant even if the amplitude
r' the forcing function varies. If the ensemble average is made up of samples
wi-u initial positive slopes only, then the resulting trace represents the
transient response to a crmbined step and initial velocity. Under these
conditions the Randctrec Signature would vary with the intensity of the forcing
function, thus minimizing the use of the signature trace as a failure
detector. However, the damping as determined from the decay rate of the
signature trace would be valid.
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Ps) and Peak-mold Spectrum miethods.
methkds are

implemented as

The PSD and the peak-hold spectrum

Jrwwn in Figure

12.89.

Both methods

are

imple Uented using a spectroscope. This analyzer eqploys time compression
tto
achieve minlni analysis time for the frequency-tuned band-pass
filter to conert the input signal from the time domain to the frequency
domain. Following compression, the input signal is frequency analyzed. Shown
on the left of Figure 12.89 is a typical PSD obtained from the model dynamic
response h. The resulting signature has a peak for each structural mode and,
for well-separated peaks, the damping ratio may be obtained. As indicated in
Figure 12.89, the structural dwping is equal to the frequency bwanuth,

taken at the half-power point, and divided by the mode frequecpy.
An additional mode of operation of a spectroscope allows for detection
and storage of the peak values of frequency windm. In this made of
operation, an ensemble spectrum composed of frequency windows is
ained.
Upon receipt of each subeequent spectrum, peak filter response at each
location is updated in a positive direction. gat is, only an increase in
value causes an update to the now higher value. On the right of Figure 12.89,
a typical peak-hold qxectw is shown. With this method the
n parameter
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is not obtained. iWever, the reciprocal of the peak spectrm amplitude l/P
is proportional to the daing ratio and is used as a measu=e of system
stability. #he peak-od,method can be applied usirn tW fore of excitati(o.
nWdel respcse to unel turbulence and model response to siusoidal force.
TYPical results Itauvid ftmi t4he four subritical respotm methods are
Presented and cu*l&ared in Fiq-ures 12.96 an

1.2.91.

Figure 12.90 presents the

Vaiatio= of strntur-ýal d•priM coefficient of a delta wing fluttat model with
dymic pressure. 'Me dampg results obtained with co/quad, rxandcu , and
PSD are indicated with open Symbols. The model fluttered at a dy
c
pressure of 5.89 kPa (1231bf/ft 2 ) as indicated with the cksed symbol. A plot
of the in.rse •alitude of the peak spectrum (used as the stability criteria)
is presentW in Figure 12.90B as a iwction of dynamic ptes.ie. Shown are
results ftm forced excitation and randn excitation (turbulence).
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Llustration of the type of data generated with the use of the
methods is presented in Figure 12.91. Shown are the data

sbtjial
plots frm Qich the daping levels presented in Figure 12.90 %me obtained.
flr

The wind-tnnel cnditions wwe the sane fnr eah cethod (MadI

dyiamic pressure
1". 13

m a 0.90;

a 5.42 cP~a (113 lbf/ft2 ).

,idVibration TestN (.GV.)

.

As u•e-ticned earlier, the primary purpose of grownd vibrLtioan testing
(shake testing) is to oasue the strwtural mode shapes and frevencies.
Sotimes the data serve to generate a new set of calculation. At other
tines, the measured mode shapes serve as the model f•. flutter predictions,
espially '.n the effects of configuration chawes on flutter speeds are
being investigated.
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ILLUSTRATICN OF SUBCRITICAL ME'doDS

M = 0.90; q = 5.42 kPa (113 lbf/ft 2 )

The X-24B "lifting body" is an excellent example of a reconfigured
aircraft (from the X-24A). The structural modifications include the addition
of right and left strake/aileron combinations and the modification of the two
outboard vertical fins.
The fin, strake and aileron form a single
sub-assembly mated to the airframe.
From analyses and previous test
experience with the X-24A, the only possible flutter problems i-uld occur with
the strake/aileron and fin/rudder camporents. For further definition of the
model characteristics of these ccaponents a ground vibration test program was
conducted.
The objective in the program (as in all GVT's) was to measure the
frequency, mode shape and structural damping for each significant mode of the
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Especially inportant was the degree of
new tail section configuration.
interaction between the strake/aileron and the fin/rudder in the vibration
modes.
For GVr, th.?,re is always the requirement to isolate the rigid body modes
so that the highest frequency of rigid body motion is well below the lowest
frequency of any structural vibration or mode shape. For example, if the
natural frequency of rotation of the elevators were 10 Hz, the aircraft as it
is supported should not have a pitch frequency close to the 10 Hz value.
Otherwise there may be a problem in properly isolating and in determining the
e'.istence of that particular elevator rotation mode.
Ideally, the way to isolate the rigid body modes is to suspend the
aircraft through the c.g. by a long cable but the methods cannot conveniently
be employed. Two practical techniques are (1) to support the vehicle on air
cushion stands, or (2) to suspend the aircraft with soft-spring ceiling
mounted suspension systems. The approach used on the X-24B was to deflate the
tires to half pressure.
The way to excite the structural modes on ground vibration tests is
through some variable frequency vibrating device attached to the structure.
Typically used are constant force electrwagnetic or hydraulic shakers on
which there is precise frequency tuning and an autoatic frequency sweep
feature.
For the X-24B, olectronagnetic shakers with current feedback and
individual gain and phase controls were used to input the sinusoidal forcing
function to the structure.
Seven excitation conditions involving six
different shaker locations were required to completely investigate the model
characteristics. Seven accelerometers were used to obtain data during the
test. Acceleration measurements were recorded at predetermined grid points
marked on the structure.
The test procedure .as to firzu exxxkct a frequency sweep from 10 to 200
1Vz at each of six different shaker locations. Possible modes were identified
by observing Lissajous patt-nms on an oscilloscope of input forc,. versus
reference acceleration, and of other acceleration ratios. Essentially, at
reszant condition the force %ould be in phase with the velocity and this
situation would be indicated by the scope patterns. Once a mode was spotted
the shaker could be retuned more precisely to the resonant frequency.
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Acceleration and phase measurements were than taken along the predetermined
grid locations labeled on the structure. Structural damping values were
obtained by Imping the armature current to the shakers and measuring the
vibration decay traces.
The mode shape and frequency data would be used in a flutter analysis
wiereby the aerodynamic forces (through a Theodorsen type analysis) would be
evaluated in their interaction with the structure.
Any conditions of
instability could be predicted and the results used to refine the V-g diagrams
or equivalent.
12.5.14 Flight Test
Mst of the preflight functions have been accounted for. We can now
approach the subject at the user' s level and discuss the subject of flight
test. .Is the aircraft free of aeroelastic problems and if so, to what extent?
The criteria for strength and dynamic instabilities are listed
in

,

Reference 12.18.
VL, the limit speed for the basic and high drag
configurations, is the maxium attainable speed commensurate with the
operational use of the airplane, considering shallow and steep dive angles,
thrust, operation, and ncnoperation of speed brakes, and inadvertent upsets
from gusts, or as specified in the contract documents. The airplane or its
ooqoonents should not exhibit flutter, buzz, divergence or other aeroelastic,
aerothencelastic or aeroservoelastic instabilities. The fifteen percent
safety margin shall be shown by analytical or experimental data (including
flight test up to V-).
In addition, the daupinr coefficient g for any
critical flutter mode or any significant dynamic response mode shall be at
least three percent (0.03) for all altitudes and flight speeds up to VL.
Refrence 12.18 also furnishes guidelines on 'ow the math analyses are to
be performed, specifying the use of (1) caqessible aerodynamics in high
subsonic flight, (2) finite span assuoptions, and (3) three-dimensional flow
effects, if significant. Model and ground vibration tests are also specified
when necessaxy.
For the project manager or project pilot, then, what should the important
considerations be in the formulation of the test program. The driving force
Should be i!e probability of the flutter condition and its anticipated
seriousness.

For exanle, if

the airplane were apt to destroy itself well
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inside its performance envelope the program would be handled differently fran
that of a flutter clearance demonstration where the predicted safety margin
was 50%.
If the program were solely for flutter, the problem would probably be
very specific. In a larger prototype eval program, flutter investigations are
usually clearance demonstrations, although there might be occasions when
specific problems are anticipated.
At a critical flutter condition the damping ratio of one of the modes
beoames zero. It* object of flight flutter testing is, then, to obtain a
measure of the damping values associated with the flight modes and their
trends as the airspeed is progressively increased so that, from the darping
trends as sub-critical conditions, the approach of a critical condition way be
indicated and its speed determined by extrapolation.
Prototype airplanes represent tremendous investments in time and money.
Extensive analytical, model and shake tests are performed in the design and
development phase so that for most of the newer aircraft the flutter margins
will have been assured. If not, the predictions on speed and damping for the
problem areas will be reasonably accurate. Cn the initial flights the tests
will be carried out to increasingly higher speeds and an actual occurrence of
flutter can be spectacularly destnctive.
Even though many preventive
measures may have been taken by the designers the possibility of such an
occurrence cannot be overlooked.
For most fighter type aircraft the problem areas will not be with the
basic airplane but instead with the various wing stores configurations. on
large bomber or transport aircraft an aeroelastic instability may exist on
the basic airplane. Regardless of whether the aircraft is new or old, large
or small,. the primarythe
program fomlatin should be the
seriousness mid probability of the flutter condition.
Other considerations in the program development are time and monetary
Is the problem serious enough that the airplane may face either
a grounding or a severe restriction on the envelope until a solution is found?
A grounding of the entire T-37 fleet due to a potential rudder flutter problem
Aonstraints.

would place an muncceptable restriction on the USAF UPT program. An airspeed
restriction an a front line attack aircraft due to a possible wing flutter
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problem wuld be intolerable during a crisis situation. In either case there
is an inmediate need to find a solution - as was the case for the wing
divergence problem of the Fokker D-8 during W I.
Along with the time constraint is the problem of money. Are there enough
funds to tmdact a thorough, ground vibration test (time permitting)? What
about mrmey to contract for an in-depth mathematical analysis? 7hese factors
are discussed separately simply for clarity.
In preparing the test plan, of prime imortance is attitude and
nderstanding of the details of the testing to be perfomed. Are all test
specifications and the pertinent aircraft characteristics totally familiar?
Can critical speeds be achieved in lervel flight? Will there be time at the
test points for adequate frequency sweeps by an on-bard excitation system?
Do the handling qualities change significantly in the transonic range? Will
the on-board method of excitation will be adequate?
During the late 30's the Germans encountered destructive flutter on
several flight tests dhe to their inability to detect its onset.
-1he
reoording equipment ws not satisfactory in obtaining the required data at the
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time needed. The excitation equipment was inadequate in properly exciting and
controlling the critical modes at subcritical speeds.
It is extremely
important that the approach to a critical flutter condition be recognized by
observing the subcritical airplane response. Damping trends become very
important as the airspeeds are increased toward the potential flutter
condition, especially if the V-g diagram is of the type shown in Figure 12.92
where the slope steepens quickly at the critical condition.
12.5.15. In-flight Excitation
To assure that the critical mode is adequately excited at subcritical
speeds, a special excitation system may have to be manufactured.
The
following methods for in-flight excitation presently exist:
(1) Manual Pulses (stick raps) - can excite frequencies up to six or
seven HZ or with pawered control systems, up to 10 to 12 Hz
depending on aircraft size and servo capabilities.
The main
advantages of this technique are convenience and cost. A quick,
solid rap with the open palm to the side of the stick is the method
usually enployed. It was used on the F-8 supercritical wing flutter
investigation.
The same technique was used with the TACT-F-111
except that a wooden mallet was used instead of the open hand. The
main disadvantages are lack of frequency selection and the inability
to excite the higher frequency modes. It is difficult to manually
simxlate an impulse iqxt. The energy content in the high frequency
modes is usually deficient.
(2) Ballistic Charges "Bonkers" - pulse charges have been used to excite
flutter modes. These mini-explosions more closely simulate the
ideal impulse with its large frequency content. The disadvantage is
that these charges are usually one shot devices, if pyrotechnic.
(3) Sinusoidal Shakers (inertial Exciters) - these devices consist of
either a rotating out-of-balance wheel or a mass wand oscillating at
a desired frequency.
The obvious advantage is
frequency
selectivity. The disadvantage of inertia exciters beccmes aparent
at low frequencies (i.e., below 3 c.p.s.) when an extraeely large
out-of-balance, or equivalent, is required to produce the desired
force and the weight of the exciter may becume prohibitive. Also,
in the case of the wheel there may be an excess of shaking force at
the high frequencies. The F-5, YF-17 and B-i prototypes used mass
shakers for flutter excitation.
(4) Oscillating Vanes - In this method an auxiliary aerofoil, of
symmetrical section, is attached externally to the aircraft
structure and is made to oscillate with a sinusoidal change of
incidence by a variable-frequency driving aechanism. The method is
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best suited to the excitation of low-frequency modes. In order to
control the force exerted by the aerofoil it is necessary to provide
sane type of force-measuring like between the aerofoil and the
aircraft structure and also to have independent control of incidence
as well as of frequency. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to
control the force with accuracy in the transonic region when large
changes of lift may occur with small changes in Mach. Care must be
taken to ensure that the installation of the aerofoil does not
significantly affect the flutter characteristics of the aircraft.
Oscillating Vanes were used in the C-141, C-5A, B-52, and A-10 test
programs.
(5) Autopilot/Autostabilizer Excitation - As the state-of-the-art is
advanced and more sophisticated control augmentation systems are
developed,
increasing
dependence
will
be
place
on
Autopilot/Autostabilizer systems for flutter excitation.
This
method may be adopted for tests on aircraft having pc'iered flying
controls. A sinusoidal voltage signal of variable frequency is fed,
as an error signal, into the autopilot and this produces appropriate
oscillations of the main control surfaces.
Alternatively, the
signal may be fed to the autostabilizer unit to produce the same
result. Both methods will be effective dcon to zero frequency but
it may be difficult to excite the higher-frequency modes of the
aircraft because of attenuation which may be inherent in the
transmissibility characteristics of the power control systen. The
advantages are obvious but the control system response plus freeplay
and stiffness must be very accurately known. The F-15 flight test
program involved use of the CAS for flutter excitation.
The
Advanced Aerial Refueling Boom (AARB) flight test program used its
fly-by-wire control system to program frequency sweeps and control
inputs to excite various structural modes.
(6) Turbulence - with the growth of statistical analysis applications,
much more use will also be made of turbulence and other atmospheric
phenomena as sources of excitation for flutter testing. A spectral
density analysis of a random input can be analyzed against the
output to find the correlation function. The main disadvantages are
that there is no control over th
amplitude and frequency.
characteristics of the input, and that turbulence is hard to find.
Another disadvantage is that an on-line computer is required to make
the responses meaningful, real time.
The YF-16 test program
incorporated the use of turbulence as a flutter excitation method.
The selection of the excitation method is very important. The. critical
mode must have sufficient excitation at subcritical speeds so that the damping
behavior can be observed. This point cannot be overemhasized.
I. perience has shown that it is preferable to apply the excitation as
close as possible to the surfaces whose flutter characteristics are under
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particular investigation, as it is not always possible to obtain adequate
forced amplitudes of the surfaces under observation, by excitation at a remote
point in the structure.
This will mean that in a general flutter
investigation is may be necessary to provide separate excitation equipment
for the wings and tail end of the aircraft. For example, if inertial
exciters were being used, it might be necessary to install an exciter
outboard in each wing with the ability to operate in and out of phase and, in
addition, independent vertical and lateral excitation in the rear fuselage.
The detail positions of the exciters would be dictated by local space and
strength consideration, always bearing in mind that the exciters must be
placed as far as possible away fro3 nodal lines for the modes of vibration of
interest in the flutter problem.
Other areas which might need some attention in the test plan fonmulation
are pilot-static calibrations, use of a back-up pilot in the safety/photo
chase role, and so forth. The test plan nust be thorough and explicit with
regard to all responsibilities and functions. Yet it must be realistic enough
that no one has any problems sticking to the rules.
During the early 50's at Wright-Patterson AFB flutter tests were
conduted on the P-80 to obtain data on the effects of tip tank fuel c.g.
travel. Lead weights ware used to control the variables. The wing modes were
excited by elevator raps for the symmetrical case and aileron raps for the
anti-symutrical case.
The test program was planned to cover a predetermined speed range for
each flight. At each data point the pilot would excite the wings and take
oscillograph records. After each flight the data would be analyzed and the
speed range established for the next sortie.
After two uneventful flights the pilot felt that too much time was being
wasted in flying and collecting the data so he decided to take the initiative
to speed up the program. A few more airspeed increments were flown that the
test card had called for and a wing bending-torsion flutter condition
developed.
Fortunately, he was able to jettison the tip tanks before a
catastrophic failure occurred. However, the wings were so badly ripped that
they could not be repaired. Analysis of the subcritical response on the
oscillograph showed that there was sufficient flutter onset warning even
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though the pilot could feel no change in the aircraft prior to the flutter
occurrence. The moral is - develop a sound test plan and stick to it.
12.5.16 Flight Test Execution
There are also do's and don'ts in the flying and test plan execution.
(1) Precision flying is a must - do not exceed the maximum intended
aerodynamic pressure. Practice build-up runs should be flown so that the
procedures become rote and the pilot knows exactly how the critical
speeds will be approached.
(2) There must be a minimumn crew. For multi-place aircraft each crewmeber
must be thoroughly familiar with the egress procedures following an
emergency. In past cases of flutter testing of cargo type aircraft where
the risks were high, knotted ropes were secured along the floor in
converging lines toward the exits. If the aircraft became uncontrollable
in flight the crewmembers would be able to pull themselves toward the
exits for bailout.
(3) The pilot must be completely familiar with the recovery techniques if a
flutter condition wre to be encountered. There wuld be an immiediate
need to reduce the q and the pilot must fully understand the effects on
the airplane of throttle chops, imuediate g loadings, use of S/B, stores
release, and so forth. In other words, wtAat is the exact response for
the pilot if a flutter condition were encountered.
(4) An investigation should start at the higher altitudes, working first
tciard the Mach limits. In subsequent flights, the lower altitude, high q
limits could be approached.
(5)

If at any time the damping becomes less than predicted, or if they reach
minim= planned for levels, recover the aijrcaft and regroup.

(6) The weather on test day should be near perfect. Turbulence (unless used
as the excitation source) might prematurely excite the critical
condition. obstructions to vision such as cloud layers or heavy haze are
not desirable during high speed dives. Strong wind shears can lead to
dangerous dive attitude changes.
(7) A decision must be made on whether to test over land or over water.
There is usually less turbulence and more altitude for dive recoveries
over the latter. The disadvantages are distance to the recovery base and
the difficulty of ireckage retrieval should an accident occur.
(8) Peal time 'IN with cw'iputer hook up is highly recanded. This set-up
would allow the engineers to monitor enerqy distribution of the excited
modes and determine the adequacy of excitation at a subcritical speed.
Also, the damping trends will be better defined so that engineering
decisions based simply on successive oscillograph traces can be avoided.
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(9) The aircrew should monitor the data analysis to ensure that they clearly
understand how the tests are proceeding.
Their inputs relative to
mission progression and foreseeable problems are often times invaluable.
Many of the "rules" just presented are common sense in nature.
Nevertheless, they are emphasized simply because of the many occasions in
previous flight tests where catastrophes happen simply because of a failure
in understanding or of coutunication by the aircrew. Back in 1941, flutter
tests were being conducted on the twin engined AT-8. Ground vibration tests
in conjunction with a wing analysis predicted a bending-torsion flutter at
217K.
During the preliminary flight tests, however, no large wing
oscillations were encountered even at speeds up to 221 K (only small
persistent oscillations were recorded).
Consequently, a 3/8 in-lb rotational unbalance shaker was placed at the
42% semi-span on the left wing rear spar. The procedure for the pilot and
flutter engineer crew uas to climb to 15 thousand feet, start a gentle powered
dive and tune the shaker to resonance at each incremntal speed build-up.
Approaching 200 K, the wing oscillations became so large that the pilot became
sonewhat concerned. However, since he felt that the engineer in back was
watching the same oscillations without getting excited the situation was under
control. It turned out that the flutter engineer was on his knees controlling
the knobs on the excitation and recording equipment and was not in fact
observing the large oscillations.
This exampe illustrates the importance of each person involved knowing
what his and everyone else's responsibility is in a hazardous test program.
Another misconception was noted then and at other times prior and subsequent:
If the flutter engineer is aboard things must be okay.
A successful test program requires that the crew thoroughly understand
the problem, the aircraft capabilities and characteristics, the whys and
wherefores in the data aocmulation and analyses, and the individual
responsibilities in the flight test execution. Like in all group efforts (and
so well exemplified in the game of football), a sound game plan, followed by
total oncentration in individual execution is a must. Happy landing.
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12.5.17 Brief Example
We will very briefly discuss the Northrop T-38 as an example of how
flutter characteristics of a prototype aircraft are determined through design,
analysis, tunnel and ground vibration tests. The emphasis is not on detail
but on overall approach. Same of the measures taken to identify and eliminate
possible problem areas will be discussed.
Non-steady aerodynamic theories are usually conservative in that the
calculated speeds at which instability will occur are usually lower than
actual. Because of this, and due to the limitations of beam theory analyses
the basic flutter inputs into the T-38 design philosophy were to be derived
fran wind tunnel model tests. Analytic calculations were made mainly to
define speed increments resulting from structural changes and variations in
the surface boundary conditions.
Ground vibrations tests on the airplane were run primarily to verify the
calculated modes and to illuminate deficiencies in the structural boundaries
and the safety margins on the final wing design.
Flutter flight test
confirmed the safety margins on the production aircraft.
The vibration and flutter analyses of each of the T-38 aerodynamic
surfaces mre based on the following assumptions: (1) Spanwise distributions
of bending and torsional stiffness were represented along a straight swept
elastic axis; (2) Surface mass distributions were represented by inertially
equivalent strips perpendicular to the elastic axis as shown in Figure 12.93;
(3) Oscillating
surface aerodynamic
forces were approximated
by
to-dimensional aerodynamic forces calculated for streamwise strips as shown
in Figure 12.94, and (4) A flutter mode was represented by a superposition of
a finite number of natural vibration modes.
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The first two assumptions lead to a static beam problem. with inertia
The strip theory
loadings induced by the ims section oscillations.
aerodyiamic terms used in the flutter analysis were initially based on the
In
inompressible flow oscillating wing section theory of Theodorsen.
follow-up analyses the lift curve slopes were adjusted from the infinite AR 21r
value to wind tunnel derived ones.
The three low speed tunnel models used the upanwise mass distribution
shown in Figure 12.93. The high -peed models simulated the actual aircraft
structure with scaled down skins and spars. All models were vibrated prior to
the tunnel tests to varify the dynamic simulation.
The general results of the wing tests are as follows. Flutter boundary
determination was difficult because of the high stability of the wing. No
flutter occurred during the transonic tests at Oornell where 115% limit
velocities were achieved at Mach betwen 0.78 and 0.94. A mild flutter may
have occurred with the addition of aft ballast at M = 0.86. Based on an
Sanalyticalthe bare wing with the ballasted one a
extrapolation ccnparing
safety margin of 32% was predicted.
Tunnel tests at AEDC reveale,! a possible low damping region at M = 0.85
Even. a
The wing was lost at q - 3480.
and q = 2340 (V = 850 K).
conservative estimate yielded a safety margin of 38%.
The high speed wing tests at Cornell covere a range of ailero• rotation
to secaid wing bending (wa/w 2 ) from 0.92 to 1.48. No aileron flutter or buzz
instability was observed. Very briffly, the overall conclusions of the T6-38
flutter characteristics ware as follow:
Wing and Aileron - no special problems wra fo61= 1 this area.
vertical Fin and Rudder - except for the da)-,z•illazing effect of a three
pound extended fuel vent, the vertical fin d.d not present any major
stability problems,
Horizontal Stabilizer - this vas initially the most critical of the T-38

Flutter pobleni areas were associated with
aerodynamic surfaces.
actuator stiffness, torque tube bending stiffness, freeplay in the
ivrtical
fuselage
of
the possibility
aun
systemt,
actuator
bemding/horizontal stabilizer belAvin flutter. The presence of freeplay
in the actuator systw xesultd in a significant decrease in model
As a result, rigging procedures were adopted to elimflutter speeds.
miAte freeplay on the airplane.
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The level of pitch stiffness on tht stabilizer was found to be deficient
during the ground vibration tests. Increases 4n horn size and hydraulic
cylinder stiffness were required to alleviate the coupled stabilizer pitch torsion problem. In fact, one of the more significant recaniirdations made in
the report vas that more rigid controls were required-in the future cn the
specific problem of actuator stiffness and freeplay.
It is appropriate at thi" thne to present a quote from the "DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSICNS" section of the report.
"Identification and elimination of the T-38 flutter problem areas has
required a coordinated effort in the fields of theoretical analysis,
ground vibration testing, and wind tunnel flutter model testing. No one
of these investigations would have been campletely effective without the
additional iformation received from the other studies. The final
confirmation of aircraft flutter freedum has come from the best possible
soutce - flight flutter tests of the production aircraft."

I
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13.1

FUNDANENTAES OF FEEDBACK CCNTROL THEORY

Pilots might be inclined to associate the phrase "control system" with
only aircraft flight control systems. Although the control system theory of
this course has a large application to flight control systems, this material
applies to any process or system in which control is exercised over some
output variable. Exmples of these controlled variables are: the speed of an
autambile, the temperature of a room, the attitude of a spacecraft, ad
infinitum.
Feedback control system theory is often called several different things.
It might be found under any of the following headings or titles: Control
Systems, Automatic Control Systems, Servo-Mechanisms, or our term, Feedback
Control Systems.
First, the difference between "open-loop" and "closed-locp" control will
be discussed. Consider the roll channel of an aircraft flight control system
in which the pilot input is assumed to be a rate command. That is, the pilot
commands a roll rate (;) proportional to the stick displacement. Figure
13.1 shows a diagram of this system. The input is a low power input
representing a selected value of roll rate.

POWER

SIN

HYDRAULIC

ACTUATOR

FIGURE 13.1
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OPEN-LOOP CONTROL SYSTE4
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This mechanical signal is then amplified in a hydraulic control valve/actuator
ccmbination to position the ailerons accordingly (Sa). The deflected ailerons
then react with the airstream to produce a roll nirnent in the required
direction. The magnitude of the resultant roll rate (%out) is a function
primarily of the dynamic pressure (q) and the imoent of inertia about the
longitudinal axis (Ix). Both are part of aircraft dynamics.
There are innumerable examples of the "non-feedback" or "open-loop" type
of control aystems. For instance, a gasoline engine in an automobile has a
low power input, the throttle position, which controls the speed of the
vehicle expending a large amount of power. In a simple electronic amplifier a
very small input signal controls a much larger output signal.
In all
open-loop control systems the output has no influence on the input whatsoever.
The input quantity controls the output only directly through the intermediate
ccaponents. Referring back to the aircraft roll control system, a lateral
stick displacement of a specified amount will not command a constant roll rate
under all conditions.
As the conditions in the intermediate ccmponents
change, such as the dynamic pressure, manent of inertia, hydraulic pressure,
tenperature of hydraulic fluid, condition of hydraulic ccmponents, temperature
effects on modulus of elasticity of metal components, etc., the resultant roll
rate for a specified input will vary.
The performance of any control system with respect to maintaining the
output quantity as close as possible to the input quantity can be
substantially improved by feeding back the output for comparison with the
input. The use of the difference resulting frcm this comparison as an
actuating signal constitutes a feeack or closed-loop control system.
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'OUT

Figure 13.2 shows how the open-loop system of Figure 13.1 can be changed to a
closed-loop system by the addition of an outer feedback loop to cenpare the
input with the output. Thus, the effect of variations in the internediate
camponents can be eliminated in that a corrective signal (e) will continue to
exist until the output properly matches the input.
A serious disadvantage of closed-loop control systems, however, is that
The possibility of
they can make an otherwise stable system unstable.
instability is the prime reason for the existence of the science of feedback
control system analysis. The first and major effort in control system
analysis is the determination of whether or not the closed-loop system is
stable. After this fact is established, other response characteristics may be
found.
Stability, with respect to control systems is defined as follows: A
stable system is a system in which the transients die out with increasing
time.
S13.2

NOMENCIAMRE
The following nomenclature is used in this chapter:
R = input variable
C - output variable
Each of these might represent any quantity depending on the system such as
angular or linear position, current, voltage, degrees of temperature, etc, or
the time rate of change of those above.
The following symbol represents a summer or differential. It indicates
the algebraic summation of the input quantities according to the arrows and

FIGURE 13.3. SUMMER OR DIFERENIAL

the signs.

Te example in Figure 13.3 shows
(13.1)

e = R-C

The symbol for gain or amplification factor is K.
Control systems are generally described through the use of block diagrams
as in Figures 13.1 and 13.2. Hoever, instead of words to indicate the
process or operation occurring within each block, there appears what is called
a transfer function (Figure 13.4).
The term "transfer function" might be
thought of as what is done to the input to produce the output. Although the
transfer functions within the blocks are generally written in terms of some
operator notation, they are often described graphically, especially for
nonlinear systems. A definition of transfer function is: the ratio of the
output to the input expressed in Laplace operator notation, assuming zero
initial conditions. The transfer function is essentially a mathematical model
of the system and embodies all the physical characteristics of the system
i.e., mass, damping, etc.
R

TRANSFER

R •FUNCTION

TRANSFER FUNCTION
(INOPERATOR
NOTATION)

STRANSFER FUNCTION]
C-

[
I

(IN OPERATOR
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FIGURE 13.4. TRANSFER FUNICTI
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.UATICKS- CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS

Differential equations for a control system will illustrate the types of
responses to be expected from first and second order systems. These two
examples are used throughout this course because higher-order systems produce
a transient response consisting of the sum of first and second-order
responses.
The reason the transient response is significant rather than the steady
state or complete response, concerns the stability of the system. Since
positive stability requires that the transients die away with increasing tire,
the transient solution of the differential equation describing the system is
most inportant to the analysis. The transient solution also provides other
important response ch,xacteristics.
Figure 13.5 shows a simplified block diagram of VTOL Auto Pitch Control
with inertia, Iy, and limited aero-damping proportional to pitch rate. Pitch
attitude is maintained by reaction control jets. These jets produce a torque
proportional to a valve position. Torque = uc, where u is the gain of the
valve and € the input to the valve. The loop is closed by coaparing the
output pitch attitude to the commanded pitch attitue.
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This camparison produces the error signal, e, which is the input to the linear
valve. The resulting torque, lie, is applied to the vehicle to change the
pitch attitude.
TWO situations will be considered in order to simplify the problem. In
the first case, only the effect of viscous damping will be considered. This
will result in a first-order differential equation. The second case will
*i

include both inertia and viscous friction and will result in a second-order
system. The first and second-order differential equations will be solved for
the transient response.
13.3.1 First-Order System
Using Figure 13.5, including only the effect of damping on the vehicle,
the differential equation of the system can be written by equating the applied
torque to the absorbed torque. The torque applied by the reaction jets is
absorbed by the viscous friction (aero-damping) of the vehicle.
P

= b60

The output of the coqxuator, e = 8i - 0 that produces the system differential equation or the equation of motion
U(ei -

0)

b60

Applied Torque

Absorbed Torque

Using the operator 13" notation (where p = d/dt) to determine the system
transient response, de hwogeneous equation becmes
b-PO 0 +00
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= 0

SI~)0

0

the root of the characteristic equation is

P =I.

Since the transient response is assumed to be

n pit
B00) transient

i=E Cie

(13.2)

where Pi's are the roots of the characteristic equation, the transient
reqonse for our first order system is

)transient = Ce-(u/b)t

S00(t

(13.3)

Ebr positive gain v, and damping factor b, is always stable.
Thus, a
first-order system has only real roots of the characteristic epation and the
transient response is either an exponential increase or decrease depending on
the sign on the time constmat. 7he time constant is the reciprocal of the
ooefficient of t in the xmonent of e (b/l in our case).
The time constant, generally given the synbol T, can be defined as the
value of time thaý. makes the exponent of e equal to -1. In one time constant
the exponential e-t/
has decreased from the value 1 to the value 0.368.
Figure 13.6 shows a plot of the transient response of a first-order stable
system. Time constants are discussed in more detail in Paragraph 13.5.4.
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A stable transient response requires the root of the characteristic equation
be negative.
13.3.2

Secod-r der §ntem

Dquating applied torque to absorbed torque of Figure 13.5 again, but

including the inertia and damping effects yields

again

and

I

U(6

i- 0 0 -b

10 i- 0 o)

b%0+1b 0

10"0 + b60 ++%e

is the equation of motion of the system.
notation is
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The

=

06

neous euation in operator

0 (Ip 2 +bp+±)
+

"

0

The characteristic equation is
Ip2 +bp +

=

0

(13.40

whose roots are

(13.5)

2= -b-lb'21- 4u 1

Depending on the relative magnitudes of the gain,
inertia, the roots of the characteristic equation might
thereby indicating different types of zesponse. If the
real, the transient response is merely the sum of the
order eonential terms. If the roots are cczplex,
appear in caplex oonjugate pairs in the following form:
~P1, 2

=

danping factor, and
be real or ccmplex
roots turn out to be
two resulting firsthaever, they always

J'd

where a is the real part and wd the imaginary part of the roots.
cxplex roots yield a solution of the form
SO(tr

it+wd)t

After ocmxlex wariable manipulations,
equivalent to
0(t)

=

+C 2 e (

-

jwd) t

These

(13.6)

this expession can be shown to be

Ae~t

Cos(wdt

+ 0)

where A and ý are derived frcm the ooefficients C1 and C2 .
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(13.7)

This is the form of the solution ubenever the characteristic equation has
carp1ex conjugate roots.
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It is called an exponentially danped sinusoid and consists of a sine wave of
frequency wd whose magnitude kq Aeat; that is, it is decreasing exponentially
with tbie if a is a negative quantity. A typical second-order response is
plotted in Figure 13.7.
Referring back to the solution of the characteristic equation, Equation
13.5, the real part can be recognized as the expoent of e

!O

b
(13.8)

b21

and the imaginary part as the frequency of the oscillation of the transient
response

(d

=

V412

(13.9)

2- 4PI

The quantity b represents the effective damping of the system. If b equals
2ýPT the two roots Pl 2 are equal. This is the critical level of damping and
is written b' = 2 U1
The dampirng ratio is defined as the ratio of actual damping to the
critical value of daqpL-#

Aftý

actual dM

b

criticalduping

Fl

b

(13.10)

2

When c is qtmitwr than zero but less than one the roots are complex and the
solution is a daqped sinusoid of the form )f Figure 13.8 and is called
underdanqed
•en 4 is greater than one the roots are real and the response
is overdwqted. Wen t is negative, the systen is unstable.
The undamped natural frequency, wn is defined as the frequency of
oscillation of the transient if the danping is zero. From Bquation 13.9
•n

(13.11)

The response in the case of no danping is a sine wave of constant amplitude.
Second-order equations (or factors in nore complex systems) are
frequently written in terms of the damping ratio and undarped natural
frequency. Factoring u from Equation 13.4 leaves
Sp, +

p+l

13.11

0

(13.12)

aere I/u can be recognized as 1/w
ejuation becomes

1 2

Multiplying by w

2

2

and b/p equals

/w•n.

The characteristic

+ 2_

produces the standard form of the second-order system.
p2 + 24ynp + wn 2

=

0

(13.13)

7he roots of this equation are
p =

a + jwd

"n

J

1"V

C2

(13.14)

And the transient re-spoue Ln terus of c and wn is
*

c)

tr

ent.

=

C t+

(13.15)

Figure 1.8 shows a family oZ curves rp'espnting the response to a step
input of a seoon1-ordme system as a huction of c.
these curves illustrate

the fact that the aniunt of mrshoot and the time to arrive at the input
value are a function of t.
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The first ad second--orer eq~ations derived in the previous paragraph
were solved tiing the classical method to show the types of response to be
expected from eazh type system. In practice, this approach is extruoely
laborious, if not igpossible, for more complicated systems. Tmerefore, more
alanced techniques are used which do not produce the total solution but do
indicate whether or not the system is stable; and if not, provide infrmation
about how to make the system stable. These sopiisticated techniques generally
use Laplace transforms. 7le use of operational calculus offers a definite
advantage in that transfer functions can be manipulated using the normal rules

of algebra.

It

also iqxses a severe restriction.

13.13

2we

systems to be

analyzed must be representable by linear differential equations with constant
n
these transfer functions will now be
coefficients. The method of d
described.
First, •e will consider the system of Figure 13.5 in which only damping
was included. Its equation of motion is

b;

Itting

T =

+ e = 6i

b/u we have

"T 0 +0 0

Ta

=

Oi

the Laplace transform using the notation
TsO (S) -

Toe0(0)

0.[MO(
] =

+ 00 (S) = Of(s)

%here
(0+() is the value of 6 (t
Oo(a)

([s+1] n 0e(S) + T•

, ei(S)
OW()

at t

;S

0+

(o+)

Te0 (o+
+ r%'SO

Thum w see that the input to the system is acted upon by the transfer
function
1

and also the initial condition is acted upon by this transfer function.

(13.16)

From this brief discussion we can see that if we assume all the initial
conditions to be zero we obtain the relationship

80(s)
-

=

1
-)

1

(13.17)

Cur first-order system can then be described in the manner of Figure 13.4
%hereG(s) = 1/(Ts + 1), the transfer function.
The transfer function of our second-order system in which the inertia and
danping were considered will now be determined using the sme procedure. Fran
its equation of motion,

1 "00+ b 60 + Ue 0 = P

taking the Laplace transform and asmming all initial comztions to be zero we

ýS 2 8(3) + b.- s 8s0()+0
o(S)

a +

s +

e(S)
e

The transfer function is then

eo(S)
i

1
-2
U

+

U

s5+ 1

7he transfer ftvctions that have been developed for first and secondorder systems (Equations 13.17 and 13.18) are obtained from the equation of
motion of the whole system with the feedback loops closed (Figure 13.5).
AAThe

Therefore, they are called closed-loop transfer fuwtions.
denominator of Equation 13.18 is equivalent to B~uation 13.12 and is
the daracteristic equation of the system.
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13.5 TIME DCOAIN ANALYSIS
M h of the work of the control system engineer is done in the s-domain
to take advantage of simplicity of solution, but the response of a system is
in the time dcmain. The time response of a system is divided into two parts:
(1) the transient response, and (2) the steady-state response.
c(t) = Ctrans(t) + Cs.s. (t)

(13.19)

In order to analyze a control system, we discuss the performance of the system
in t
of time response to a specific input. For a given system, a specific
input will result in a predictable transient response and a steady-state

error. Control system perbrmnoe specification can be stated in terns of the
transient behavior of the system and the allowable

steady-state

error.

In

general, the steady-state error can be a function of time. however, we usually
went lim

e(t) ss

0.-

In reality, control system spwification and obtainable real world
solutions are a cmxqrise. The iirat order of business -in analyzing a
control system is to determine if the system is stable. If it is stable, then
it

will be tested to determine if

it

mets the perfxmum

specifications.

'Ie response of the system to specific test inputs will pro•ide several
measavmnts of peruml e.
13.5.1

Typcal Time

wain Test Input .S.ials

13.5.1.1 The step inpt is the most cnomvnmly used test signal.
simPly an instantaneou

This input is

change in the reference input variable (Figure 13.9).

U

r(Id- R t>0
t>-0,t<0
A- CONSTANT

FMI;E 13.9.

STE INFl

r(t) = u

1

(t).

where u 1 (t) is the unit step function. The quantity r(t) is not defined at
t = 0. The Laplace transform of the unit step is
=1

(13.20)

Therefore the Laplace of r(t) = nil(t) is R/s.
13.5.1.2 Ranp Function. The ranp signal is the integral of the unit step and
is often called the velocity input (Figure 13.10).

rW€-R~t>o
rtQ-c t<O

0

t
FIGURE 13.10.

r(t)

-

RAM1PUP

RtuM(t)

and
ERtu_1 MI

R2

(13.21)

13.5.1.3 Parabolic Input.
z'. aLic input signal (Figure 13.11) is the
integral of the ramp signal and is often refeaxx; to as the acceleration
input.

-Rt2u...

r(#•- Rtm, t > 0

Sr(t-0 t<O

0

PARABOLIC INPM

FIJME 13.11.
r (t)

n Rt 2 U1(t)

and

a ~ ~(t))
-2R

13.5.1.4 Pocwr Series I!put.
and a parabola wuld be a p

rRt

13.5.1.5
.13.12).

Vait Pppl".

An input made up of the am of a step, raW
series of puer 2.

[+t + +

4...](t)

(13.23)

Anothex Useful i!Vut is the unit izPulne (gUe

t~i"

a-,
•Q
-0,

0

(13.22)

t

E

E 13.12.

UNIT

O<t<e
ELSEWhER

As

-o0, the function r(t) approaches the impulse function 6 (t).
(13.24)

= 1

o•mt))

13.5.2 Time Response of a Second-Order System
Consider the closed loop block diagram in Figure 13.13

.~C(s)

MFW 13.13.

O

CLEPJD-OP CONTRDL SYSE2•

where
C S R (s)(1.5
G(s)

C~~s)

(13.25)

let
G(s)

(

K
s (s+.a)

C (S)

K

C2s
s

-Rs

+ as + K

This equation can be generalized in terms of c and wn.

13.19

Ist a

-

2CwnX
K

.4

w2

Thn the control ratio C(s)/R(s) is

Cls)

=) s2
.... + 2•

C

R~sTsZ

2
Wn

(13.26)

2Cn S

n2

for a unit step input, R(s) a 11s, and
C(S)
C(s) =Pas

R(s)

•

•n2
C(s)-s

+ 2 n

(13 27)

Taking the imierse laplace gives the transient respoe
c(t)

%bere B -

•

-

1

- •uwnt sinlBt
l

+

(13.28)
()

Bi/.
The tranient responr
of this
system varies acoording to the selected %miz of c. Vigure 13.14 &Vidts this
and 4 -

tad

variation.

Several standard perfomac
spificatico
industry are iltaedin
Pigure 13.15.
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SPECIFICATOM

-l

7hese transient perfomiance specifications are usually defined for a unit
step input.
1.

c(t)

Overshoot - indicated by largest error between input and output
during Tie transient state. We can determine the magnitude by using
the previously developed equation for a step input to a second order
s~stem.

=

1

1

21-•tan+1

e'ont sin

;1

(13.29)

Taking the derivative of this equation and equating to zero yields
= 0

tan

1

awnt + tan

n;2Cos

O, w, 2w, etc.
The peak mrshoot ocus at the filst value after zero
conditions eual to zero).
Therefore, the time to maximnu or peak overshoot is

This derivative is zero when cn

(13.30)

C

(with initial

(13.31)

TP
un

C

Sitbtituting this value into c t) yields the peak respwse, 1

exp

(.wn1,

)(

13.23

+ to2

Note:

sin

+ tan-I

= sin
S=

S=

1 + exp

-

(

~I 1

=

j

tan
•2

i-

(13.32)
1

2)

The overshoot for the unit step inut is
-1

Overshoot

-

-

•Tz

(13.33)

and the percent of overshoot

P.1O. =

=
_

x 100%

100 ev

-

%72)

(13.34)

2.

Time Delay, Td, is the time required for the respcnse to a unit sten
to reach 50% of its final value.

3.

Rise Time, TV, is

the time required for the response to a unit step

to rise from 10% to 90% of its final value.
13.24

4.

is the time required for the response to a unit
Settling Time,
step to decrea%-s to and to stay within a specific percentage of its
final value. Cnumnly use. wvlues are 2% or 5%of the final value.

13.5.3 Higher-Order systems
7he relationships developed in the preceding

paragraph using wn and

apply equally well for each cauplem-conjugate pair of poles of an nth-order
system. The distinction is that the dcminant c and wn apply fox that pair of
ccuplex-conjugate poles which lie closest to the imaginary axis. The values
of C and wn are dominant because the corresponding transient term has the
longest settling time and the largest magnitude. Therefore, the dominant
polep
primarily determine the shape of the time response, c(t).
A
nond4miinat pole(s) has a real axis caonent that is at least six times
further to the left than the corresponding catponent of the dominant pole(s).
Cwponents of c(t) due to nondadnant pole(s) die out relatively quickly, and
can be neglected. (i3.1:245)
13.5.4 TinieConstant~T
The time constant is used as a measure of the exponential decay of a
response. For first-order systems, the transient response is an exonential
function described by Ae6mt, Figure 13.16.

0.388.
.049----

---t

FILURE 13.16.

2T

31

PWiA OF E)XO=IAL e~t

13.25

47

7he value of time which makes the exponent of e equal to -1 is defined as
the time constant,
-tnT

=

-1
1
m

In one time constant the exponential e6mt will decrease from a value of
1.0 to a value .368. Table 13.1 shows values for other time constants.
TABLE 13.1
TIME CONSTANT TABLE

-tn
t

e

Ir

.368.1'

2-r

.135

3T

.0498

4T

.0183

1he
7he time cmostat is another way of specifying settling time.
exponential will decay to 37% of its initial value in v seconds (one time
In 3T the expential is within aproxim~tely 5% and in 4T
constant).
value. For a secnd-order u rdaped system of
apirodinately 2%of its fal

the form
-~)

-

esin -4wnn

(wnot + €)

The
the respotne is bmn3ed by the exponent of the form (1/0)e""t.
specificatims of c and wn determie the bonIng exponential curve. The time
Constant, v, fnr these systens is
1
.(13.35)
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13.6 STABILITY DETERMOMON

7he most important area of the analysis of a closed-locp control system
is the determination of stability. A system is said to be stable if the
output of the system corresponds to the input after transients die out. A
system is said to be unstable if the transients do not die out or if they grow
larger following a disturbance.
Stability is an inherent characteristic of the system and depends only
upon the system itself, not upon the input or forcing function. Thnce, if a
system is unstable, any input will cause the system to diverge. If the system
is stable, any bounded input will cause a bounded response.
The problem in determining stability is ascertaining whether or not the
transients of a system will die out BEBVRE the system is built.
We must determine the conditions under which a system will become
unstable and be able to tell when this happens in the analysis of the system.
Several methods are available for detexrmiing stability: root locus, Bode
plot, Bouth's stability criterion, and Nyquist Criterion. Only the root locus
and the Boda plot methods will be presented in this chapter.
13.6.1 ,§.jilt
in the s-Plane
Since this course is concerned with linear systems, i.e., those whose
diffe-ential iux~tions are linear with constant coefficients, the transient
response i3 of the fo=m

c~)transient

i=

n
Sit
.0 1 1i
1

where n is the order of tim diff'rntial eqmation and the values of s are the
roots of the charactqristic equation wach are, in general, catplex.
S =

a + Jwd

(13.36)

a is tha rcal part of the ca91pex ariable a and wd is the imaginary part of
the oc•ilex variable s.o
e notation used to indicate this is

13.27

41

a

Wd

=

Re (s]

'm(s}

Previously, we discussed only a first and second-order system and sw the type
of transient response to be eqxpted frm each. The characteristic equation
of higher-order systems, however, can in theory be factored into the product
of several first and second-order factors depending on the order of the
equation. This is donstrated in Equations 13.37 and 13.38
s+ +K- 1 s

+.

AO.'

(13.37)

0

Cn be expressed

(T
1)i + ) (.is+ Ia+
W

a 2 + 2 a+ 1. ..

0 (13.38)

The transient reqmnse of a complex system is the smn of those associated with
each of the first and secon-order factors. Each root of the characteristic
equation must be of one of the fores shown in Figure 13.17. Opposite the
possible values of the roots on the left are shmon the corresonding transient
response cmnponents as a
•mction of time. Note that ccplex or imginary
roots always comr in complex-cnJugate pairs. That is, they ham imaginary
parts of equal magnitude but are oposite in sign.
All the possible values of s can also be described through use of a
cxnlex plane - in this case the s-plae. A complex plane is one in %hich
the value of the real part of the cIlex variable is the distance along the
abscissa and the magnitude of the imaginary part is described along the
ordinate. The3e are called the real and imaginary axes, respectively. 'The
complex variable, a, is then a position vector in the ciplex s-plane utere
o

*

Re (s

is themnitudeoftherealacxzrentand

Iaginary ow1onent.

13.28

d

-

Im (a) isthe

Figure 13.18 shows the s-plane. If the values of s, which are the roots
of the characteristic equation, are plotted in the s-plane, they produce a
transient solution conponent as indicated. Areas in the s-plane in which
roots produce stable and unstable responses are also shown. Roots yielding
marginally or neutrally stable output are all on the imaginary axis. Roots
associated with non-oscillatory response are all on the real axis. A root of
the characteristic equation at the origin (s = 0) has a transient solution
equal to a onstant.
The mathatical definition of a stable system is one in which the roots
of the equation have only negative real parts. In other words, %here s = a
+ J d are the roots of the characteristic equation, a < 0 produces a stable
system.

13.29
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13.6.2 Mdditional Poles and Zeros
7he results of adding a real pole or a real zero to the basic
second-order control ratio as given by Equation 13.26 will be investigated.
Mmn a pair of complex-conjugate poles are dcminant, the approximations
develped in Paragraph 13.5.2 yield accurate results. The addition of a third
real pole to a second-order transfer function can significantly alter the
system time response c(t), and the approximations given in Paragraph 13.5.2
no longer give accurate results.
The effects of a third real pole can be seen by considering the control

ratio
C(S)
RrST

K

(2

+ 2 Cwn S + w 2%(f

;(K .

2

p\)

(13.39)

BePt

(13.40)

On3

7h1e time response resulting from a unit step input is

c(t)

-1

+2

ee"wntsin W +

The transient term due to the real pole, p 3y has the fonn pe
, where B is
always negative. g refore, the peak oarshoot is redxedt, aA the settling
time, ts, may be increased or decreased. 7his is the typical effect of adding
a third real pole. The ftrther to the left p 3 is, the smaller the magnitude
of B, and therefte the effect on c(t). Typical time responss as a funtion
of the real pole location are show in Figure 13.19 (13.1:350).
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TIME RESONSE AS A FUNCTIO
F' MEAL PLE LOCATION

The time response is also altered by the addition of a real zero to the basic
second-order transfer funotion of juation 13.26.
1he control ratio nw

whe
time response resulting frcm a unit step input is

C(t)

1+

.L2

-

0

+ wd2

tan

-

e

d

13.33

sin (wdt +

(13.42)
()

(13.43)

From Bquaticns 13.42 and 13.43, it is seen that the addition of a real zero
affects both the magnitude and phase of the transient part of c (t). The real
zero tends to increase the overshoot and decrease the phase angle of c(t).
This effect beaznes more dramatic as the zero approaches the imaginary axis.
This is illustrated in Figure 13.20 for a stable second-order system with Cn
held constant.
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TIME RESPONSE OF A SMXO)-ORDER SYSTM
AS A FUMTICN OF REAL ZERO WCTON

Several things can be seen by examining the responses in Figure 13.20. First,
it should be noted that rise time is decreased and the overshoot is increased
with the addition of a real zero. This effect is more noticeable as the zero
moves closer to the imaginary axis. This is to be expected, because when the
zero is at the origin, it acts as a pure differentiator of the itiput.
Differentiation of the unit stop input yields the unit impulse. When the zero
is in the right half plane, the response is stable but the direction of the

initial response is opposite to the final steady-state value. Additionally,
it should be noted that the initial slope of the response is not zero as is
true for a second-order system without a zero (13.2:91). The block diagram of
a system zero is shown in Figure 13.21.

R(+

E

FIGURE 13.21.

_s)

C(,

B
BlOCK IAGRAM OF A SB=D-ORDER
SYSTE WIr A REAL ZFX

FroM Figure 13.21 it can be seen that the zero operates on the input
signal to produce a signal proportional to both the magnitude arn the
derivative (rate of change) of the inpt signal. Therefore, the system will
react not only to the magnitude of input, but also to its rate of duane. If
R(s) is changing rapidly, then E(s) is large and the system responds faster.

(13.1:360).
13.7

STEAi=fSTATE EVEE

Cfl( RE~tSMS

We have lc'ded at the tbre da•ian analysis and specifications of control
systems. In the time £damin analysis, the typical test inputs were the step,
rawp, and parabola. The frequency response technique, introduced in this
paragraph, is a valuable tool to the control systems engLneer and provides a
standardized method representing the total Prrformance of a system. The input
is the sinusoid
for steady-state frequecy re
r(t) = A•sinAt
The basis for the frequency response method is that a system's response
to a sinusoid will be a sinusoid at the same frequency, but the response will

13.35

differ in magnitude and phase angle. All that is needed to caopletely specify
the steady-state frequency response is to be able to find the magniitude of the
output and the phase angle.
The fact that the output is a sinusoid of the same frequency can be shown
by analyzing a sinusoid input to a first-order system described by
G(s)

s B+

(13.44)
T

The input, r(t) = A, sin wt in Laplace transform is
R(s)

C(s)

=

Aw

G(s) R(s)

and
C(s)

---B

i

S+-.

S2 +

C2 s

C1
T

13.36

2

C

Finding the coefficienfs C, C2 , an'd C3 can be a tedious process.
inspect.on we can write the form of the solution as

c W. - Cie-t

+C 2 cs wtt+

C3

By

sinwt

Another form of this equation is
c(t) = C1et/

(13.45)
%)

+ A sin (wt +

The steady-state response can ne written as
A sin (wt + 4)

CMtss

L'Agnltue
which tells us

frej•ucy

(13.46)

£Phas

Miat the steady-state xes•one

Angle

will always have the smn

as the Lnput but will difer in phase angle and rajnitbd. the

transient respoe due to the eicnential tenm,Clet!
c
yh, aecamy

to ze

as

t4a.

The Laplacan oparat=, s, cwtains both real and im•Liny cmcments
to evaluate vefficient Sand
C the ccpex variable 'Is would be select*-' to

be ±ijw (i.e. purely tn~xiay).

2=

and for a constant aplitude-inj~t siruaoid, o is
therefore

13.3
13.37

zero,

(Figure 13.2Z,

PURE HARMONIC MOTION ( -0)0
s-PLANE
a

FIGURE 13.22.
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The frequency response function, jw, is defined by replacing s with jw
in fhe system transfer function (¶Dation 13.44).
G(s)

=

B
8+-

becces
G(jO)

B
jW +TT

It is bmortant to rewber that we are talking about the steady-state
frequency respcnse '4ly whern we replace s with the frequency response
function, jw.
13.7.1 Complex Numbers
In the study of feedback control systems, tme ,.elative magnitude and t ie
relationship between
quantities as position, speed, voltage, current,
force, and torque are the items of interest. Ihese are all real physical
quantities wL.ch be-have according to the laws of nature. It is frequently
c0nvenient, hwever, to represent these physical quantities by complex
mathematical sYutbos that indicate mere than the information describing the
13.38

@V

real quantities themselves. The use of complex ,ariables to represent real
physical quantities has the advantage of siriplifying the mathematical process
necessary to solve the problem. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of
obscuring the true value of the real physical quantities.
It is the purpose of this chapter to introduce the complex variable
notation which will be used later. Complex quantities are usually expressed
in one of foar forms:

(a) rectangular
(b) polar
(c) trigonometric
(d) eq~xonential

,plane

7he equivalence of these four forms will now be demonstrated.
Form. 7he complex quantity z is drawn on the complex
13.7.1.1 2ar
in Figure 13.23. It can be thought of as a position vector in the
complex plane.

SVm

.

It

FIGURE 13.23.

@

THE COMPLE

PLANE

2!e real part is measured along the horizontal or real axis and the imaginary
part is measured along the vertical or imaginary axis.

13.39

In rectangular fonm the caoplex variable, z, is
z

= x+jy

V

.
13.7.1.2 Polar Form. Any position in the ccmplex plane can also be defined
by the angle, e, of the position vector z, and its magnitude, z (Figure
13.23). In polar form the crnplex quantity, z, is
where j is the imaginary quantity

i=

Iz /e

In terms of the rectangular form parameters,

6 =

tan-1 y/x

13.7.1.3 M:Lnmetric Form. The trigonometric form of the position vector
in the complex plane can be written again using Figure 13.23. We see that
00S 0 =

x

and

sin 0

21•e~rexe,
cos 0 + j sin 8

Multiplying both sides by
13402
+y

13.40

/x_2 + y2 + j Vx2 ý+y 2

j~

We have

jil

£cos e+

jsin el

~ *~ 2

The trigonanetric form is then
=

l (cos 6+ji sin 6]

13.7.1.4 Exponential Form. The exponential form of a ccmpiex quantity is
most convenient for mathematical manipulation. It will be shown equivalent to
the trigonometric form.
•The MacLaurin series expansion eX is
x2
ex

=

3

x
+x4?L+

•

F+

21

letting x = jO
e

=

je - L+
2-

j L+

""

(13.47)

Now, sin e and cos 8 can be defined by series expansions as follows:
sin 0e

e3
-•+•

e5
L + 7e7
31 51

Cos

I--e+42-+

" "y

71

9(1.)

_

.4

.6

ToO1
2
41-1 61
Rtecalling that j 2 = -1, Euation 13.48 and 13.49 may be written

21

13.41

41

(13.48)

61

(13.49)

si e

~+

(-)
i(je+.i4+

(6)~+

+

(13.51)

+ ..

(13.52)

Ading Equation 13.50 to 13.51 yields
cos e+ j sin e =

+ (e)3

++)2

Ihe right side of Euation 13.52 is equal to Equation 13.47, therefore
cos e + j sin e

eje=

and finally
171 II

We have proven the four fn=
They are szumarized below
1

e (je)

of the complex variable z to be consistent.

nular

z

-

x + jy

Le

Polar

Tigm=etric

13.7.2

B

(13.53)

17 [cos o + j sin 6)
I1

Plotijg Technique

With this baciground in complex notation we will develop the Bode
technique of frequency response. Beginning with a generalized transfer
function (Equation 13.54), we will manipulate it

into the frequency response

standard f)rm, smetimes called the Bode fore (Dquation 13.55).

13.42

G(s)

=

2
2
K sm (s + alI(s + a2) s + 2wnls + nn
s 'n
(s + a 3)(s + a4) s22 + 24n 2 1
S + wn221

(13.54)

Equation 13.54 nmst be normalized as follows:

G(s) = K a1 aw2 'ns (T1

+1I)(T2 s + 1)
s + 1) (T s + 1

a3a(n
2
1

W
n
wn1
+--+-+ 1

s

(13.55)

n2

where
i1
1

1

a1

1

T2

=

2 etc.,

let

Ka 1
a3

a2

w2
1
n2 1

and

K -

static
loop
sensitivity

Substitute jw for s in Equatiov 13.55 and rewriting in the Frequency Response
Standard Form

Kn(jw)m

(I + JTIW)(1 + jT 2W)

-

nl

2+
wn 1O

(1

(jw)n (1 + jT~wW)j(1j+)n

W)

_

2

13.43

+

n..

j2C

-

(13.56)

Equation 13.56 can be written in polar form

G(jw)
where G(jw)

is of the frm

= IG(jw)i

Lm

Ij2 + j2

and 0 (w) of the form tan-1 I

Furtheruore, G(jw) can be written in exponential fonr where
G(jw)

=

IG(jw)I ejO (W)

(13.57)

To epress G(jw) in either of these formats will entail finding the magnit.ud
G(jw) and the phase angle O(w). 'The Bode technique requires taking the log
of G(jw) to take advantage of addition and subtraction in lieu of
nultiplication, and division.
Taking the log of Equation 13.57 yields
log IG(jw)I ellw)

- log IG(jw)l + log ejO(w)

a log IG(jw)j + j 0.4343 *(w)

The quantity, J 0.434 *(w), is the imaginary part and in future
discussion only the angle $(w) will be used.
The unit of magnitude coiminly used in control system is the "decibel*
and will be defined as

( )db

20 log IG(jw)I

(13.58)

This quantity is often referred to as the log magnitude and is
abbreviated Lm where
Ia G(jw)

-

20 log IG(ji)I :b

13.44

(13.59)

Now, how does multiplication and division becaoe addition and subtraction
for Bode developrent? We will take the log of Equation 13.56 and multiply
this by 20 which will give the anplitude ratio in decibels. 1he use of
logarithms will allow us to add for multiplication and subtract for division.
The Im of Equation 13.56 becomes
= 20 log K+ 20m log Ij•ij +20 log 1i+ j T ll

20 log IG(jw)I
+ 20 log

-

1ji

iT2w

+

20 n log jWIj

+ 20 log

20 log 11+

-

I1w2+
-

j !;

j 3 W- 20 log 1I+

I

ji 4 W

- 20 log I - W2-- + i2j

(13.60)

The associated phase angle of Equation 13.56 beoczes,

+m 90 C+ t -1 WTi +

/G/jK
+ tan"I

n

-1 n 90

ta-1

- ta n " I

1--(a

w

+tan'l 2W/w

-

tan 4 (1

-

4-

U/2n.
2T

tan" 1T4

2

1 2
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WIC ,

2

It is imnediately obvious that
equations for varying input frequency,
known as the Bode plot simplifies this
there are four types of factors in the

a point
W, would
process.
open-locp

by point solution of these
be very tedious. A technique
Notice in Equation 13.60 that
transfer function G(jw).

1. Constant term, "n
2.

Pole or zero at origin, (jw)+±n

3.

S.ýmple pole or zero, (1

4.

Ouadratic pole or zero,, (i-

(+n =

zero, -n

= pole)
+

jT})

-+n

2 +j%2!
wn4'

7he Bode plot uses semilog paper. Magnitude and phase angle are
represented on the ordinate (linear scale) and frequency along the logarithmic
scale as in Figures 13.24 and 13.25. Bode plot technique uses asymptotes and
corrections to the asymptotes for each of the four types of factors listed
above. All of the factors are individually plotted on the Bode diagram, and
then are added and subtracted (taking advantage of logarithms) to achieve the

composite curve.
factors.

Constant term,

We will develop the technique for each of the four types of

The magnitue of Kn in db is

20 lcg

I1nI

= constant

and the associated phase angle is
g (K) = 0°
g

(-

Yn)

or

= +1800

as showm in Figure 13.26.
7he magnitude and phase angle are depicted respectively on Figures 13.24
and 13.25.
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I
Pole or zero at origin, (jw) tn.

(7

00

PLOT OF A CONSTANT ON
THE COMPLEX PLANE
7he magnitude of .(jw) _+n is

20 log 1(Jw) ±Pn

= ±20 n log wdb

which is the equation of a straight line with slope of +20 n db per decade..
A decade is a frequency band frao f1 to f2 were f 2 /f 1 = 10 and the
number of decdes from f 1 to f 2 is log (f 2 /fl.
The octave is also used as a
frequency ratio and is a frequency band from f to f 2where f 2 /fl = 2. The
number of octaves from f 1 to f 2 is given by log (f 2 /f 1 )/log 2 - 3.32 log
f2'f1.

20 log

Also, +20 n db/decade

(w) ±

= 0.

-

+6 n db/octave.

When w -

1, the equation

The straight Liz passes through the 0 db point at

frequency w = 1, Figure 13.24.

The phase angle

90°

S=

Arg (jw)-tn

+n 9C

as sham in Figure 13.25.
Si;ple Pole or Zero, (1 + jwT)-+n the magnitude of this term in db is expressed
as

20 log I(1 + jwT)n

13.48

-

+±20n log (1 + jw¶)

@V

at vezy low frequency (i.e., wT << 1) the magnitude of this curve is 0 db. At
frequencies where wT >> 1 the magnitude asymptote has a slope of +20n
db/decade.. The 0 db asymptote and the +20n db/dec asymptote intersect at the
corner frequency, wc = l/T, Figure 13.27.
The phase angle is expressed as
Arg (1 + jwT) -n
At

w = 0,

=

00 andat

W=

=

+n r/2 radians

,

40

i0

!

400
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11 + j 1)2 1ý
I
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100

±n)
_+

Table 13.2 shows the variation of the phase angle with normalized frequency
w/wc' for n = -1.
TABLE 13.2
PHASE ANGLE VARIATION

MTH NORMLIZED FREQICY[(Y1 + j Wr)
tan-I WT

LA)

o

0

.--1

570.

.5

-26.50

1.0

-45.00

2.0

-63.40

10.0

-84.30

0

.90.,0°

The following techniques are used to plot the (1 +
A
c

I) factor.

1.

locate corner frequency,

2.

lraw +20n &b/decade aswitetes throgh the corner frequency (+20n
db/dec-for zero terms and -20n db/dec for pole terms).

3.

A straight line can be used to apprcdmate the phase shift. The
line is drawn from 0• at one decade below the corner frequency to n
(+900) (+ for zero term, - for pole term) at one decade above the
orner eruency. The mnia = deviation using this approximation is
about 6 . The specific phase angle values are- shown in Table 13.2
and the appropriate corrections can be applied if desired. 2fiose
corrections are shown in Figure 13.28.

4.

The error to the magnitude curve (created by using the asymptote
techmique) can be determined analytically.
First determine the
error at the corner frequency w,
11/.

±20nlog

0

+ W+

13.50

lIT.

becmes

++20nlog

and
±20nlog7

±l0n log 2 = +3.01n db

This shows that the asyptote can be corrected by adding
apprciimately +3n db at the corner frequency.
Likewise for a
frequency one decade above the corner frequency,
S10C

-10

c

T

and
+20n log

+2On log fT7i

+

and
-10 log 101 = -20.043 db (actual, for n - -1)

,

Our straight line asyaptote used -20 db so the total error at one decade is
-. 043 db.
Similarly the error at w,/10 can be found. Atw = 2wc (one
octave)

=

2/v, the actual In for n1 -1 is

-20 log

+ 4t2/-2 = -10 log 5 = -6.9897 db

The asaptote method produocd a value of -6 db at this point, thus an error
-. 9897, or a•r~cimately -1.0 db.
Therefore, the straight line asymptotes can be made closer to the actual
Lm curve by applying a +3n & correction at wc and a +In d1b correction 1

octave abvM and I octave below wc"
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Oinsider the quadratic term
~)
CS 1

.11.n0

G(s)

1

0

N

(13.*61)

T1he log magnitude of G(jw), Equation 13.61, in dl, is

20 log G(jw)

-4r~r

cid the

=-20

n log

J-+

24(L.

(13.62)

-4.AAM

hase angle is

13.52
. -..." /.t... .

Ma

-nl tan-1

Arg G(jw)

( 13.63)
L

n~)2]j

If
> 1, the quadratic term can be factored into two first-order factors
plotted following the technique of the previous section.
If C < 1 the
quadratic factors into a canplex-conjugate pair and we plot the entire
quadratic without factoring. The influence of the damping ratio, 4, on the
magnitude plot and phase angle plot is illustrated in Figure 13.29. Fran
Figure 13.29 we see that the maximum value of the resonant peak is a function
of ;. The maxinum value of the resonant peak is given by
Mr

,

1

(13.64)

and the frequency at which this peak occurs is
"mr

ýý

'n ýi-

2C2

(13.65)

The asynptote technique will provide accurate curves provided corre-tions
are aplied.
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/

=

[i + (2I/wn) jw + (jw/wn)2]1

At very low frequency

<<- 1

20 log G(jw)

20 n log 1

0 db

Therefore, at low frequencies the asymptote for the quadratic term is a
straight line with a slope of zero. At high frequency /nw >> 1, Equation
13.62 can be approx•mated as

20 log G(jw)

- -20 n iog

U

-40nlog (

db

The last equation represents the equation of a straight line with slope
of -40 ndb/dec. If the quadratic is in the numerator (i.e., +n) the slope is
positive. The two aswprtotes intersect at n', hence, wn is considered the
corner frequency of the quadratic factor. The actual magnitude plot for the
quadratic factor differs strikingly frcm its asymptote plot in that the
amplitude curve depends not only on wnr but also on c. From Figure 13.29,
sevral values of tm around wn can be plotted for a specific c to obtain an
accurate magnitude plot.
The phase angle plot for a guadratic factor can be obtained by locating
the +90°n point at wn and obtaining a few points either side of wn for a
specific value of ; from Figure 13.29.

S

1

,•

13.55

To summarize, the procedures for plotting the quadratic term are:
a.

Determine the value of • and wn.

b.

Plot the zero db asymptote frau low frequencies to wn and a +40n
db/dec asjItote beginning at wn"

c.

Use the curves presented in Figure 13.29 to correct the asymptotes
in the vicinity of the corner frequency.

d.

At the corner fre4uency, wn, locate the ±90%n phase point. Using
the curves of Figure 13.29 for the specific ;, plot enough data
points to permit sketching the phase angle curve.

When each of the four types of factors are plotted on the Bode plot, all
the magnitude curves and phase angle curves are summed at different
freguencies to ccuplete the composite curves. 7he following problem will
illustrate the simplicity of this technique.
-- anple Problem:
640s (s + 1000)

G(s)

Giv,

(s + 10)(s + 80s + 6400)
where
2 wn

1.

First

put
G(JO)

=

G(s)

wn = 80,

80,

into

the

•

0.5

frequency

response

(640) (1000) (iw) (1 + i .001W)
+
-2
(6400) (10) (1 + j .1w)

where
(640)

11000)

Kn= (6400)

(10)

13.56

- 10

standard

80w)

form.

2.

For a quadratic term
Find the corner frequencies vhere wc= lt.
the natural frequency wn is the corner frequency wc.
Zeros:
Poles:

1c
1000, +20 dbldec
wc =

10, -20 db/dec;

c=

80, -40 db/dec

3.

Plot the individual magnitude and phase angle terms on the Bode.
Also 20 log Kn = 20 log 10 = 20 db.

4.

Apply the appropriate corrections at the corner frequencies.

5.

Add the curves.

6.

Figures 13.30 and 13.31 show the contribution of the separate
factors and the composite curve for the example.

We must emphasize that the development on the Bode plot presented here is
based on the steady-state frequency response of an open-loop system to a
sinusoidal input. Techniques exist to arrive at the closed-loop frequency
response, but these are beyond the scope of our study. The closed-loop
frequency response graph is a plot of magnitude ratio, M(jw) = C(jw)/R(jw),
and pase angle, *, versus frequency. One method of determining the
closed-loop freuency response is by using the Nichol's chart (Reference
13.3).
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13.7.3 Relative Stability
The relative stability of a closed-lowp system can be determined by
looking at the Bode plot of the open-loop transfer function, KGH(jw). Several
terms are used to relate stability by the Bode Plot. The mathematical basis
for these relationships canes fran the Nyquist Stability Criteria. The terms
are:

13.7.3.1 Gain Margin. Gain margin is the additional amount of gain, measured
in decibels, that the magnitude ratio can be increased before the system goes
unstable. The gain margin is defined as the reciprocal of the open-locp
transfer function, GH(jw), evaluated at the frequency where the phase angle is
-180°
Gain Margin

= 20 log1 0

11

This quantity is illustrated in Figure 13.32.
13.7.3.2 Phase Margin. Phase margin is the amount of phase shift, measured
in degrees, that the phase angle curve can be displaced to produce instability
in the system. Phase margin is measured at the frequency where the In plot
crosses the 0 db line.
Phase Margin = +1800 + €
(0 = phase angle measured at 0 db)
This quantity is illustrated in Figure 13.32.
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I

Stability requires that the phase margin be positive, i.e., the phase angle at
the 0 db crossover point must be greater than -1800.
13.7.3.3 The Gain Crossover Point is defined as the point or points where the
magnitude curve crosses the zero db axis.
13.7.3.4 The Phase Crossover Point is the point on the Bode phase angle plot
at which the phase angle is -1800. The frequency at which the phase crossover
occurs is called the gain margin frequency.
13.7.4 Frequency Domain Specifications
There are several terms used to express the specifications of systems in
the frequency duoain. Although these terms are usually used to define the
closed-loop response, they can also be used to express characteristics of the
open-loop Bode plot.
13.7.4.1 Bandwidth (BW).
The definition of bandwidth of a system depends on
an accurate description of the problem. Normally the bandwidth is defined as
the frequency at which the magnitude ratio M(jw) = C(jw)/R(jw) has dropped
to 70.7% of the zero frequency level or 3 db down from the zero frequency
level as shtnm ti Figure 13.33
This does not cover all cases in that the
magnitude ratio at zero frequency may be low as in Figure 13.34. In this case
the bandwidth is defined as the frequency range over which the magnitude ratio
does not vary more than -3 db from its value at a specified frequency. For the
purposes of this course the bandwidth can also be determined as the -3 db
point on the Im plot of the open-loop system. This value should correspond
closely to the bandwidth of the closed-loop system.
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The frequency at which the -3 db point is reached is called the cutoff
frequency, wco" Bandwidth is important for two reasons.
First, it is
indicative of the noise filtering characteristics of the system. System noise
is always present and the bandwidth and the corresponding cutoff frequency
dictate at what frequency the response and thus the noise will be filtered.
Secondly, the bandwidth is a measure of the transient response properties of a
system. A large bandwidth will allow higher frequencies to pass to the output
and the system may be characterized by fast risn time and large overshoots.
However, if the bandwidth is narrow, only low frequency signals are passed and
the time response will generally be slow and sluggish.
13.7.4.2 Resonant Peak, M.. If the system is of second-order or higher, it
may have a resonant peak, Mr. For a second-order system there exists exact
mathematical relationships between 4, the damping ratio, and wr' the frequency
at which Mr occurs. A higher-order system can often be approximated by a
second-order system to simplify the solution. The resiant peak, Mr, Figure
13.33, is an indication of the relative stability of the system as a high
value of Mr corresponds to a large overshoot in the time domain. Typical
values of Mr for usable stable systems may vary fran 1. 1 to 1. 5.
13.7.5 EKeiental Method of Fie ency Response
A Bode plot may be determined experimentally and ultimately will provida
the system transfer function. The method depicted in Figure 13.35 will allow
for easrement of the magnitude ratio and phase angle versus frequency.

SINE WAVE
GENERATOR

BRUSH RECOkDEA
CH I
CH II

FIGURE 13.35.

MEMMEN
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BODE T=INIQUE

Once the Im
care fitted
peak occurs,
In our

and phase angle versus frequency curves are plotted, asymptotes
on the curve and determine the corner frequencies. If a resonant
use the techniques discussed previously to determine ý and wn.
discussion, we have been talking about open-loop systems that do

not have poles and/or zeros in the right-half of the s-plane (RHP). These
systems are known as mininun phase systems. A nonminimum phase system is one
which has an open-loop pole and/or zero in the RHP. A nmii=
phase factor
is of the form
(-j

)+nor

[1

+•()
w-J•n
1 n-2 + j2; 7r?

If a system is known to be minimum phase, only the tm plot is required to
fully determine the system transfer function; while both the Lm and phase
angle plots are required to detexmine the system transfer function if the
system is norninimum phase. For example, consider the following transfer
functions:
(s+1)
(s+l)
(s-i)
(s-l)
G (S) =(s~l)' Gý S) = ( -, and G IS) -=(s-1)
G (S) = (T~T'
All four transfer functions have similar Wi plots, but their phase angle plots
are all different (G1 (s) is mininum phase; G2 (s), G3 (s), and G4 (s) are all
nonmininimo phase) .
13.8 CLWSED-LOOP TRANSER FUNCTION
For reasons to be seen shortly, omplex control systems are most often
represented by a block diagram in the foxm of Figure 13.36 4tere the foriwrd
transfer function, G, and the feedback transfer function, H, are expressed as
functions of s, the Laplace transform variable. The closed-loop transfer
function of Figure 13.36 will now be developed in terms of the forward and
feedback transfer functions for our first and second-order systems.
No
transfer function present in the feecdack loop is called unity feeback (in
Figure 13.5, H(s)
1).
1
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In order to find G(s) of the first-order systAm (Figure 13.5), equate
torques and assume only damping present
=

b 0

taking the Laplace transform and noting that G(s)
Ai(s)

S~--

G(s)

bsO(s)
t (s)

•

--

bs

13.66

0(s)/Ets) we find

again letting
"b=

G(s)

((13.66)

TS

"The same procedure for the case including inertia yields the following

torque sunmation:
I 0 +b

=

E(s)

=

0

I S2 0(s) + bs 81s)

e ( =s)+)
G(s)

(s)

Ts2 + bs

(13.67)

Thus, we have the forzrd transfer function for our two systems. Referring to
Figure 13.36, we will nav derive an expression for the closed-loop transfer
function in terus of G and H.

Gls)

- C--(s)

and also

E(s)

R(s) - H(s) C(s)

13.67
..........
-W

T

substituting

G(s)

[R

-

R(s) G(s)

H(s) C(s)]

C(s)

= C(s) (1 + GH(s)]

(13.68)

the system closed-loop transfer function becares

(13.69)
G(s)

F (s)

This is a very inportant relationship which should imTediately be committed to
As noted previously, the block diagram of Figure 13.36 is the standard
form of the feedback control system. When in this form the closed-loop
transfer function can be quickly found by Equation 13.69. But most inportant,
the characteristic equation of the system from which the transient response is
determined is imnediately evident. Referring to Equations 13.68 and 13.69 we
will show that the characteristic equation is found fram the denominator of
the right hand term in Equation 13.69.
1 +GH(s)

=

0

13.68
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The characteristic equation is merely 1 plus the system open-loop transfer
function, GH(s), which is directly available.
But first, applying our closed-loop transfer function expression to the
first-order system we use the forward transfer function of Equation 13.66.
Since the system has unit feedback, H(s) = 1 and

GH(s)

=

1
Ts

Therefore, using Equation 13.69 yields
1
C (

G(s)

1 + G(s)

TS

1+1

"CTS
s)

SI(

=

which is consistent with Equation 13.16, the transfer function derived fr=m the
equation of motion of the entire system.
In the case of the second-order system, since H(s) is unity
GH (s)

=

Is22 + bs

For this system, using Equation 13.69

C (s)

G(s)

Is2 +bs

1 + G(s) :1+

U
Is

C (s) =1

(13.70)
SIs 2 + bs +

13.69
i~

+ bs

is again consistent with the more direct method leading to Equation 13.18.
The denominator of Equation 13.70 is the characteristic equation introduced by
Equation 13.12.
Transfer functions are written to describe either whole systems or parts
of systems using the appropriate differential equation. When control systems
described by block diagrams, are reduced to sane standard form, they quickly
yield both the transfer function of the entire closed-loop system and its
characteristic equation.
We will now discuss the technique of manipulating control systems in
block diagram notation to obtain the desired form.
13.9 B=CK DIAGRAM ALGEBRA
It was seen that the simplification resulting fran the use of operational
calculus is further increased when transfer functions and block diagrams are
introduced. The special methods of predicting the transient response of a
system without solving its equation of motion are most conveniently employed
when the block diagram is of the form of Figure 13.36.
In practice, individual transfer functions are written for each integral
unit of a more complex system. For example, the system of Figure 13.37
represents the pitch axis of an aircraft autopilot where the input is the
commanded pitch attitude and the output the actual aircraft attitude. The
autopilot, the elevator servo, and the aircraft itself are described separately
in G1 , G2 , and G3 respectively. As long as it is realized that transforied
quantities are used the G(s) can be discarded and only G used.
The system of Figure 13.37 can be simplified by combining the inner loop
into a single transfer function. If we let G4 be the closed-loop transfer
function of the inner loop we have

G4

G2
1 + G2

Figure 13.37 can then be redrawn as shown in Figure 13.38.
then further reduced by noting that
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This diagram is

G1

c

e

•

j

E

G4

1

3

= e

and

G1 G4 G3

=

Se

E

6i

C
C
6e = E

lnoting
GIG2 G3

5

G4G3

1+G

2

AO
OAIRCRAFT
,
LVTREV•DYNAMICS•
AUTOPILOT

ELEVATOR SERVO7

FIGURE 13.37.

ELEVATOR

ACTUATING

ANGLE

SIGNAL

AIRCRAFT PITCH AXIS CONTROL SYSTEM
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I

FIGURE 13.38.

R

'

\

(FIGURE 13.37 REDUCED)

E

FIGURE 13.39.

C

(FIGURE 13.37 FU1~~~RTER

I

ADCEM)

We have, finally, the control system described in the proper form in Figure
13.39.
The fo~lloing block diagram identities, Figure 13.40, will assist in
manipulating xiuplex control systems into the standard form for analysis.
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RKK

E

K

(a)

e+

C

K2

(b)
FIGURE 13.40.

BLOCK DIAGRAM IDENTITIE
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V

*

c

.%c
-~

G,

=•>

(c)

-H-

(d)
FIGU=E 13.40. CONT.

BiU=K DIAGM IDETITES
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0

H
(e)

FIGURE 13.40. CCNT.

BLOCK DIAGRAM IDENTITIES

13. 10 STEADY-STATE PERFOR4ANCE

The steady-state accuracy of a system is of considerable importance and
is often related in terms of the steady-state error. Figures of merit for
steady-state performance are the error constants, K, t(,
and Ka often
referred to as the position, velocity and acceleration error constants.
A technique used to indicate the steady-state performance of a system is
to classify the system by "Type". The number of free or pure integrators in
the forward loop is the Type system (system must be stable and represented by
unity feedback).
For a specified input function, an n-type system will
produce a mathematically predictable steady-state error. Consider the unity
feedback system in Figure 13.41. A unity feedback system is used in this
development since we will be relating the performance as a function of the
steady-state error, e(t) ss, where
e(t)ss

O

= r (t) ss - c (t) ss

For this relationship to be valid in this development, the reference input
r(t) and the control variable c(t) must be dimensionally the same and must be
to the same scale.
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R(G) E(S)G~s)C(S)

So(V.

FIGURE 13.41.
E(s)

-

UNITY FEEDBACK SYSTEM
R(s)

-

C(s)

and
C(s)

E(s) G(s)

therefore
E(s)

=

R(s)

-

E(s) G(s)

E(s) (I + G(s)!

=

E(s)

I

RTs-)

1 + G(s)

R(s)

The error signal E(s) is a function of the plant, G(s), and the reference
input R(s).
G(s) can be represented by

G(s)

Kn(TKS +

=

Ta

1)

a1)(Ts

-Defines "Iype"
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+ 1

+ 1)(

-+

+2s-2 -2+

)

+ )

-

-- -

0, 1, 2, ....
For a Type 0 system n=0;
i.e., no free
integrators in the forward loop. G(s) must be expressed in the above form to
properly evaluate the overall gain, Kn, of the transfer function. This gain
is often referred to as the 'DC" gain or "type" gain.
We will seek to show the relationships between the inputs, the n-type
system and the stsady-state error. First consider the general error and apply
a step, ramp, and a parabolic input.
zere n

=

1 R(s)
+ G(s)

13.10.1 Step Input
Let r (t) = Ru_l (t) and R(s)
Recall for any fanction F(s).

= R/s and apply the final value theorem.

1
lim
ý
s + s0 F(s) = tlim+ f(t)

E(s)

Rs

+G(s)
1
+Gs

si R/s

e(t)

s. +G(s')
R
1+-Mr G(s
s+O

Position
b
Error Constant.

The position error constant, Kp, is defined as

KR = lir G(s)
s+O
Therefore,
R

etss
e(t)

1=R K
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For a Type 0 system
G(s)

= K

K

= lim G(s)

lim K

=

sO
IP

=

so

10 )-

the overall gain of the transfer function.

For a Type 0 system a step input yields
=

e(t) s

and the steady-state error is represented grapically in *Figure 13.42

S(STEP INPU7)
, --- 0

R .4--

iC ,

oIt)
""

1

\

(STEADY

_

t....

STATE RESPONSE)

N%\%-TRANSIENT
... . . . .t l

F1GUR

13.42.

STEADY-STATE ERROR,

TYPE 0 SYSM4 - STEP inP1I

For a Type 1 system

G(s)
,,

=

I 1(--)

13.s

_

UM K-1 -- )

limG(s)

S=

Therefore,
+
R

etss(
e(t)

0

The resulting error from a step input into a Type 1 system is zero.

Similarly

for a Type 2 and 3 system with a step input, the resulting error" is zero.
13.10.2

Ramp Input

Consider a ramp input r(t) =I-1 (t), R(s) =

s2

Therefore,
1+

Rs

s2

R

E(s)

G(s)

=i s /s2.

eM

s*~O

s G-is)
s,+-R
,=,
s*O0
R
s.,-.O

s+O

Kv, Velocity. Error Constant.
K,,

=

11he velocity error constant, kv is defLs-d as

limsG(s)

mherefore,
=(t R

eltlss
13. 79

"which is the error in displacement (of the output) due to a ramp input.
For a Type 0 system

lim s K0 = 0,

K

and the resulting stEi3dy-state error is infinite (Figure 13.43)

~e(t)ss

00

Sclt)

_.•TFJýNSIENT

q4

t

1--p

FISTIRE 13.43.

0,0

STEADY-STATE ERROR - TYPE
"0" SYSTEM, RAIMP INPUT

For a Type 1 system
s K1

,

S*0

1'

the overall gain of the transfer function. The resulting e llss
Therefore,

Se

It) ss

=RKI1

Figure 13.44 illustrates a Type I system with a ramp input.
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R/K .
1

*e(t)ss-_
C(t)

TRANSIENT•

FIGURE 13.44.

STEADY-STATE RESPONSE OF A TYPE 1
SYSTEM WITH A RAMP INPUT
and the resulting steady-state

Type 2 and Type 3 systems K =

For

error is zero.
Parabolic Input
Consider the input r(t)

13.10.3

Rt2 U 1 (t)/2, R(s)

=e

lt/2t)s

R/s3

Rs

3
eltlss =lim 1 +--G•s
s+0
R
s+O s + s G(s)
R

lim s2 G(s)
s+0

Ka, Acceleration Error Constant.
dlef ined as

The

s•

-

k

-.

acceleration

''

lim s 2 G(s)
s.O
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k•kX~!~.

error constant,

K(~
at'

The steady-state error,
e(t) ss
is

the error in displacement

=

R
Ka
(of the output) due to an acceleration type

input.
For a Type 0 system
Ka =lira s2 K0 = 0

s+0
and for a Type 1 system

Ka

s2 K1
"mia---s+O

For Type 0 and Type 1 system a parabolic input will result in a parabolic
output with the steady-state error, e (t) s81 increasing to infinity (Figure
13.45).
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PARABOLIC
INPUT
c(t)

$

TRANSIENT

FIGURE 13.45.

SrEADY-STATE RESPONSE OF TYPE 0 AND TYPE 1
SYSTEME TO A PARABOLIC INPUT

For a Type 2 system
K2

s

s+0 s2

the overall gain of the transfer function.
The

steady-state

error,

e (t) ss'

(Figure 13.46).
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is

equal

to

R/K2 (a

constant)

c(t)

FMSME 13.46.

PARABOLIC

RM, CONST

INPUT

Kg1

STEADY-STATE RESPSE OF A TYPE 2
SYSTEM TO A PARABOLIC INPUT

For a Type 3 system

Ka

s.tO-

K2 K3

Terefore the steady-state error is zero.
The information that has been developed is presented in tabular fom in
Table 13.3.
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TABLE 13.3
STEADY-STATE ERR
Steady-State Error

Error (onstants
Type
System Step R1amp

Parabolic
K •= = Ka
Ka
-

i

'K

0

K

1 0
1-

0

0

K0

1

2

0=
0s 0

K

Parabolic
Step Input
Ramp Input
Input
e(t)m
R %m e(t)
R ~ eR(t)~s
K
ss
1 +K
ss
Kv
ss 2:K a
p
--

_

~R

e (t)lss = I + xK0GoC
C=

e (t)

0

=0

s=0 Ks
1+

=0

e (t)ss =
2

3

W

C

=0

=0

=0

13.10.4 Steady-State Regaonse of the Control Variables
The foregoing discussion has been looking at the steady-state error,
based on a specific input to a known plant, G(s). It is also interesting to
look at the steady-state value of the control variable, c(t) ss, for a known
steady-state error signal, e(t)ss.
OCnsider again the following equation:

G(s) =f=C(s)

E(s

s + 1) (2S . +..1)
Kn
.... (xI
. .....

sn 0as + 1)ltbs + 1) .

Reriting yields

Q

E (s)

(.ras + 1) (Tbs+ 1) ...
"+ 1) ('T2 s +
%Kn(T•
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Sn C(s)

Applying the final value theorem

eMtS

=

li stEs(s)

-

liras

S (Ts
•sa _ + 1) (Tb s + i
[sOL : +)(Tb+ S

=

sn

)

:: s C(S)]

sn C(s)]

Recall the diffrential theorem
[Dn c(t)]

sn C(s)

with initial conditions equal to zero.
Applying the final value theorem to the differential theorem yields
lira s [s n C(s)]I
S+O

= DP c M ss

We may ntw write
e(t) SS

-

M

"1n
or

n e(t) Ss

=

n c(5 ss

From this equation and the characteristics of the systems as shown in
Table 13.3, the fol1ainr conclusions are drawn regarding the steady-state
respnse:
a.

A type 0 system is one in which a constant actuating signal
maintains a constant value of the output, i.e.,
0

e (t) s

C(t) ss
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b.

A Type 1 system is one in which a constant actuating
maintains a constant rate of change of the output, i.e.,
K e(t) s

C.

D c(t) ss

=

A Type 2 system is one in which the second derivative of the output
is maintained constant by a constant actuating (error signal) i.e.,
K2 e (t) ss

13.10.5

signal

D c (t) ss

Determining System Type and Gain From the Bode Plot

System type and gain can be obtained fran a Bode Plot with the system in
unity feedback form. The slope of the low frequency portion of the Lm curie
determines the system type:
*

a 0 db/dec slope represents a Type 0 system, -20

db/dec a Type 1 system, and a -40 db/dec slope a Type 2 system. The system
gain ( Kn) is determined fran the Im plot by projecting a vertical line fram
w

1.0 rad/sec to the icxa frequency asymptote (or its projection) and reading

across horizontally the Im value.

This Em value represents

ILn G(jw) = 20 log Yn
Depending on system type, Kn = K0, Kl, or K2.

Figure 13.47 illustrates how

the Bode Plot is used in the manner described.
LOW FREQUENCY ASYM PTOTE

(SYSTEM TYPE)

.o

W

Q0

FREQUENCY (wi) RADIANS/SEC

FIGURE 13.47.

SYSTR4~ TYiPE AkTD GA21 Fl~t A BODE PWI'
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13.10.6 Summry
The static error constant can be used to quickly determine the ability of
control system to follow a specific input. The application of error constants
is not limited to systems with inputs classified as one of the three basic
types of test signals. For linear systems, the concept can easily be extended
to systems with inputs that can be represented by a polyncrial, i.e.,

r(t)

=

R(I + t +

_) ul(t)

The steady-state error is

R +R+

e_
tss

1 +K

÷ K

Ka

a superpositin of the errors due to each input signal component acting alone.
The chief advantage t) the foregoing approach to steady-state response is
the ease and timeliness of arriving at the answer. Ite chief disadvantage of
the error constant approach is that only one of the constants has a finite
value which is not zero or infinity for a particular n-type system. In cases
where the steady-state error is a f-inction of time, the error constant
approach only gives an answer of infinity for e(t)ss and does not provide an
indication of how the error varies with zim,.

Even though the steady-state

error may turn out to be infinite, for an actual problem, the input may be
applied for a finite time, thus the error will be finite.
may be well within the specifications.

This finite error

It w;ould appear desirable to select a large value of Kn, the overall gain
of the transfer function, to minimize vie steady-state error; but not without
a penalty.

Too large a value of Kn may force the system unstable.

see when we get to root locus analysis,

As we will

an adjustment of the system gain

effects both the natural frequency and the dmping ratio for a closed-loop
system with ccWt(lcx pvles. In many cases the exact value of Kn which results
in unstable system operation may be found by analysis. Routh's criterion, for
example, will provid& the value and the application of the criterion may be
found in the literature (Reference 1).
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13. 11 ROOT LOCUS

*

An accurate prediction of the system's performance can be obtained by
deriving the differential equation of a control system and then determining
its solution. This approach is not feasible, however, for any but the
simplest system. Not only is the direct solution method extremely tedious,
but if the response does not meet the required specifications, no indication
is given of how to improve its performance.
The aim of the design engineer is to predict the performance of the
system without solving its equations of motion. Also, he would like the
analysis to indicate how to modify the system in order to produce the desired
response characteristics. Several methods are available which both predict
stability and indicate the type of compensation required. Of those, root
locus will be discussed in this course. Another technique is Nyquist
criterion. The theory and application of root locus will be described.
Definition: The root locus is a plot of the roots of the characteristic
equation of the closed-loop system as the gain is varied from zero to
infinity. The definition itself presents the underlying theory of the root
locus method. The primary objective is to determine system stability. This
leads to another question. %batdetermines stability? The answer, is the
transient solution, which is determined from the roots of the characteristic
equation, which cannot have positive real parts and be stable.
The general approach used in the development of the root locus technique
will be to plot a root locus for a simple system the hard way, i.e.,
successive analytic solutions for the roots of the characteristic equation for
selected values of static loop gain, K. Ven the significance of the root
locus will be discussed for the sinple system, and then for any system.
Lastly, same rules will be developed which permit quick plots to be drawn
using relatively little labor.
13.11.1 Poles and Zeros
This section will define what is meant by poles and zeros and also
discuss their relationship in functions of interest here. Consider the system
by the block diagram
Srepresented
in Figure 13.48.
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+_ ,CXG(s) "

R(s)

,

•

C(s)

G(s),

H(S)__

FIGURE 13.48.

CLOSED-IOOP SYSTE4

where
G(s)

C(s)

R (sT

1

+

GUMs

and whiere in general

G(s)

C(S)

GN

Kn (TIs + 1)(T 2s + 1)(...)
S n ITa +T1)(TbsT )..

(13.71)

G

and
(T

H(s)

where

the

s + 1)(r S + 1)(...)

S+1 (I-8h(

numbers TV, It2

""2

Ta

b, "";

% (s)

h

(s)

TCL

Tb'

(13.72)

DH(S)-

..
"'o;

TOP

"'

may

be

real, complex or zero.
We naw define tWo new terms:
A zero of a fWction (like G(s)) is a value of s that makes that
function zero.
RXL -Apoleof a function (like G(s)) is a value of s that makes that
fumction go to infinity.
ZEO -
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For Exmple:
s =-

s

=

T1

is a zero of G(s)

1
zero of H(s)
-L-isa
a

s = --

is apole of G(s)
a

s =

--

is apoleof H(s)

In terms of the s-plane, (Figure 13.49), this means that there are values
that cause G(s) and H(s) and incidentally their product G(s) H(s) to be zero
and to be infinite. Figure 13.50 is a plot of the function G(s) H(s).

15

( •

-

|W)

S-PLANE

"x

S-PU.NE

x0

FIGURE 13.49.

s-PLANE

FIGMRE 13.50.
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SUROFACE OF G(s) H(s)

The value c s w4ich results in an infinite value of G(s)H(s) is the pole
of G(s)H(s).
The pole gcts its name fran the appearance that a graph of the magnitude
of G(s)H(s) makes as 'Is" assumes values near the point + 1/TI. (Figure 13.51).

FlG"%E 13.51.

A P=LE OF ((slH(s)

Note .i at the poles ad zzeros oi the furction G(s)H(s) completely
describe the fimation.
Mlezn wm
take the coaposite function like
G(s)/fl + G(s)H(s(s,
where preswiably •e knm the poles and zeros of G(s) and
H(s), one must e-rcise caution -rgardi-rg the txtwnference of this inforation
to the omposite function.
Fbr Examplet
A zero of G(s) is also a ero of G(s)/[l + G(s)H(s))

A pole of G() do-es ntot result in a pole or zero of G(s)/11 + G(s)H(s) I
A zero

His)
.;
does not result in a pole or zero of G(s)/(i

Apole of H(sW is a zero of G(s)/ I + G(s)H(s)]
A zero of I + G(s)H(s) is a pole of G(s)/[l + G(s)H(s)]
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+ G(s)H(s)]

B
Now, sine w- want to see if the transients die out let us take the
expression C(s)/R(s) (Equation 13.69), solve it for C(s) and assume sane form
of excitation R(s).

Actually any form of excitation (sine, unit step, unit

ramp, etc.) may be used.
Substituting Equations 13.71 and 13.72 into Equation 13.69 yields
C (s)

T 1- G(s)
(i H(s)
N (s)
NG(S)

1+%

___K

NH(S)

KH

NC (s) DH (a)______

The zeros of DG(s) OH(S) + KAK '1G(W N. (s) are- the same as the zeros of
1 + G(s)H(s) and Equation 13.73 can be factored into the form

C(S)

uiiere,

r "- IC ) S

r 2 )(S

for convenience wv let

partial fractions

P..'

UY(1314

(1.4

l (s) = 1, the unit Jmwlse fction.

By

uation 13.74 can be eparaded into the fb.m

C(S)

ubere ri are tu

(root

-

s - rI

s - r2

S - r3

zeros of 1 + G(s)H(s) and the poles of G(s)/[l + G(s) H(s)f.

The factors, ri, may be real or ccup-lex and positive or negative. Note that
the inverse transform of each element leads to an cxponential term. Assi-nd-g
ri is real and positive, then (ri = + (Y and

13.Q3

Aj-i

A,__

-

S -i

++

Ai e

(13.75)

UNSTABLE

and if ri is negative then (r1

S

A.
-

-3

ri

-. i)

=

s

-

A.

A.
-

s + a.
Gi

(-a.)

-Git
*. Aie(1.6
e-

(13.76)

STABKE

first case (Equation 13.75), the •aplitude of the transient term
+ait
term.
gets large as time gets large because of the e
the transient term disappears
In the second case (Equation 13.76),
In the

-Git

because as time gets large e

goes to zero.

Thus, if a system under investigation has any positive real poles of
G(s)/[1 + G(s)H(s) ] or a positive real zero of 1 + G(s)H(s) then the system is
unstable.
Conversely, if the system being investigated has all negative real poles
of G(s)/[1 + G(s)H(s)] or all negative real zeros of 1 + G(s)H(s), then the
system is stable.

If we assume that rc is coaplex then we know there exists another zero of
1 + G(s)H(s) which is the complex conjugate of rc, namely c".
This pair of zeros of 1 + G(s)H(s) leads to a term in the partial
fraction expansion where re = ac + jwc and
Acs

c = a - ji

of the form

Ad
2
(s - ac) 2 + (WC)
+

which has the inverse transform of the form
act
Ke
where if a c is positive, ac = +ac,
cosine term (Figure 13.52).

cos (Wct +

)

then we get an exponentially increasing
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00 =K

e LCtcos

(W~t~o

THE ENVELOPE•
UeCt FORMS

FIGURE 13.52.
Howaever, if

Ke

cos

a

is

(wct + 0c)

EX0MNTIALLY INCREASING COSINE TERM

negative, ac = -Gc.

which is

Then the response is of the form

a cosine term with an envelope that decreases

with time (Figure 13.53).
K
KiioCt cog (Oct+0c)

e- 0 t FORMS THE ENVELOPE

FIGURE 13.53.

EXPONENTIALLY DECREASING COSINE TERM

Thus, we conclude that if a complex zero of 1 + G(s)H(s) has a positive
real part, a = +ac, then the system is unstable and if a complex zero of
1 + G(s) H(s) has a negative real part,
= -,c
-a then the system is stable.
Actually the conditions for real zeros and complex zeros are the same:
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REAL PART POSITIVE

--

SYSTEM UNSTABLE

REAL PART NEGATIVE

--

SYSTEM STABLE.

Now what is the significance of the location of the zeros of 1 + G(s)H(s)
upon the s-plane? Looking at the s-plane we find that if ANY zeros of
1 + G(s)H(s) are in the RHP the system is unstable. If ALL zeros of
1 4-G(s)H(s) are in the LHP the system is stable.
that instability is caused by a zero or zeros of
Now knowing
1 + G(s)H(s) with a positive real part, the problem of determining stability
degenerates to the problem of determining whether or not there are any zeros
of 1 + G(s)H(s) in the RHP or, equivalently, whether 1 + H(s)G(s) does indeed
have a zero or zeros with positive real parts.
Direct Locus Plotting
The example to be used for direct root locus plotting will be the secondorder system whose differential equation and transfer functions were derived
earlier. The system is shown in Figure 13.54 and Equation 13.67 gives the
13.11.2

foruard transfer function:

H(s) = 1.

FIGURE 13.54.

UNIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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G(s)

=

•
Is 2 + bs

The following values will be assumed for the constants
I = 1
b =

2

Equation 13.67 becanes
K
G(s)

s(s + 2)

(13.77)

The problem is to determine the roots of the characteristic equation for
all values of K and to plot these roots in the s-plane.
Fran Equation 13.69 the system closed-loop transfer function is
C (

G(s)
1 + GH(s)
K
s(s + 2)
+ s(s+ 2)

C (S)S(s =K

s2

K

5+

2s + K

The system characteristic equation is
s2 + 2s + K =

0

The roots of Equation 13.78 are
S1,2

1 -1_+

The location of roots for various values of K is shown in Table 13.4.
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(13.78)

TABLE 13.4
CIMSED-LOOP ROOT LOCATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF K
K

s

s2

0 + i jo

-2 - jO (open-loop poles)

1/2

-. 3 + jO

-1.7 - jO

1

- 1 + jo

-1 - jo

2

- 1 + jl

-1 - ji

3

- 1+j -

-I-

-1+j*

-

00

1

j

VT

-j

The points fran Table 13.4 are plotted in the s-plane of Figure 13.55
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IaJ

K•- CO

K-3-•
S-PLANE
K-2
K-1

-

X-K-O

4/ .5

K-5

K-2
K-3

"

FIGURE 13.55.

Root Locus for GH(s)

=

s(s K
+ 2)

The root locus of Figure 13.55, which is the locus of roots of the
characteristic equation as a function of gain, quickly inuicates whether or
not the system is stable, and, also, the form of the transient response for
any selected value of K. Fran the plot, it can be seen that for 0 < K < 1 the
roots are real and negative resulting in exponential decay from each root.
For I < K < -, however, the roots are complex with the real part negative.
The corresponding transient response is oscillatory within an exponentially
decaying envelope. For evmple, for K = 1.5 the approximate values of s from
the locus are
s

=

-1 + j 0.5

S

=

-1 - j 0.5

The system transient response for K = 1.5 is then
c(t) = Ce-t cos(0.5t +
The time involved in constructing a root locus for a complex system in this
manner is obviously prohibitive. This difficulty will be overcame later.
To further discuss the significance of the r-plane and the root locus we
will consider a seoond-order characteristic equation in its standard form
S2 + 2cwn + wn2 = 0
The roots of this equation are
S1,2

;-Wn

Jn

2

(13.79)

In order to realize what this means in the s-plane, refer to Figure 13.56a.
Any arbitrary value of s will have, from Equation 13.79, a real part a = ýwn
and an imaginary part wd = wn F-N
From these values shown in Figure
13.56, and the Pythagorean theorem, the magnitude of the position vector, s is
found to be equal wn" The angle 0 is also significant since

f7.

cos'

-

-

wn

Figure 13.56a summarizes this information and shows how parameters important
to the transient response can be easily obtained from the position of roots in
the s-plane.
Fran the root locus, then, the transient response
characteristics for all values of gain, K, can be seen at a glance.
13.11.3 Angle and Magnitude Conditions
Now that the value of the root locus has been established, the rules will
be developed which permit simplified plotting of cmnplex systems. These rules
are based on two conditions, the angle condition and the magnitude condition
which evolve from the characteristic equation.
As stated many times, the closed-loop control system may be represented
by
Cs

' (S

i +G(s)
GH (s)

from which the characteristic equation is
1 +GH(s)

0
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The system open-loop transfer function can be written in the following form

GH (s)

=

K(s
z 1 )(s--p z2) ) . . . . . .
(s - - pl)(s

(13.80)

2

where the static gain, K, is factored out and the z's and p's are the
open-loop zeros and poles respectively.

Since the values of s to be determined must satisfy the relationship
1 + GH(s)

= 0

we can say
GH(s)

= -1

(13.81)

but, since s is, in general, camplex, GH(s) is then a function of a complex
variable and Equation 13.81 can be written
GH (s)

= li(

1 Z

+ 2n)1

(13.82)

uere
n

= 0, + 1, + 2, + 3,

.

Equation 13.82 says that in order for the value of s to be a zero of 1 + GIl(s)
the magnitude of the conplex quantity GH(s) must be equal to 1 and the
argument be same odd multiple of it.

ftice the

Magnitude condition

I(S)I

W 1

(13.83)

Angle condition
=
n1

(1 + 2n)t

0, + 1,_+2, + 3...

(13.84)

Substituting Equation 13.8C into Equation 13.84, the angle condition beccmes
( - z2 )
K(s - z)(s
) .
(s - p=)(s -

(1 + 2n)r

(13.85)

Since each factor of GH(s) can be represented by a vector in the s-plane from
the pole or zero to the s-point in question, Equation 13.85 can be written
+
s-

p l1+

/s

-p

+

• •

+"

"*

=(1 + 2n) i

or
~ +

+

4

*--

p2-.

(1 + 2n) ir

(13.86)

Thus, using the angle condition, any point in the 8-plane can be4
investigated to deteimine whether or not it is a point on the root locuss by
measuring the angles of the vectors from the poles and zeros to the point in
question, and adding thein according to the left side of Equation 13.86. IfA
this sum equals anm odd multiple of wt, the value of s satisfies the
characteristic equyation, and is on the root locýus.
Figure 13.57 demo~nstrates the application of the angle conditioni. The
vectors representing GH(s) for s - s 0 are show~n in Figure 13.57. The angle
condition test to determine if s 0 is on the root locus is

•04

S....1•

1 -O0

From the figure,

o=1950
02

1400

(1 +2n)w

(13.87)

Equation 13.87 becanes
170 - 195 - 140

- 165

# +
#

+

S-PLANE

0

15IC
P3
(ss)12 (a+

FIGURE 13.57.
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Therefore, sO is not on the locus but is fairly close. Successive tries will
allow converging on the point that satisfies the characte-istic equation.
Combining Equation 13.80 and 13.83 the magnitude condition becane..;

K.

js - zils.s

-

isPI-s

z21

I2 P

. . . .

-I1 1 Is- 2L ....

(13.88)

Equation 13.88 says that the magnitude of all the vectors from the poles to
the s point in question, divided by the magnitudes of the vectors from the
zeroes ts equal to the gain, K. This condition allows us to determine the
value of gain frao any point on a locus in the s-plane.
The reader is encouraged to check the 0%uaple systeam's root locus
(Figure 13.55),

to ensure it

is consistent with both the an~gle and magnitude

condition.
13.11.4

R~ules for root Locus Construction

The following rules tor K > 0 will allow a sketch of the root o1acus to be
drawn quickly. These rules are based upor. thwe angle condition amd an analysis
of the characteristic equation.
a.

The nutxber of branches of the locus is equ-al to the number of
open-loop poles (i.e., the order of the characteristic equation).

1 + Gl(s) =1 + K(s(S - I))
(s - p).

.

.(s - p)

.

+ K (S-

.

.

(s- PP)
zz)
(S

z,)

. .

.

0
(s- zz)

(1389)
-

0

Since we have assumed a rational polynomial, P > Z, and the highest
order of s is P.
P is the number of open loop poles, Z is tlie number of open loop
zeros.

b.

The Loci branches begin at the open-loop poles where K = 0. If we
write the characteristic equation with the static gain factored out
1 + GH(s)

+ KGH'(s)

=1

=

0

then
KGHH'(s)

GH' (s)
for K
c.

-1

=

-

/K

(13.90)

0, GH' (s) = •, which means s is at a pole of GH(s).

T"e branches end at the open-loop zeros where K

= •.
Frcm Equation
13.90, when K = -, GH'(s) - 0, which is a zero of GH(s).
When P > Z

(the usual case) the additional branches end at s
be considered an open-loop zero.
d.

The loci branches that do approach s =
radial lines centered at
F R~e (P Is)

P-

e.

e

-

which may also

do so asymptotji -ally to

W;1
zs)

Z

The angles of these as utotes are given by

GI + '2,n)
= P"f - Z

n

Of0+ i, + 2 . . .

":.4

f.

!SA

A poin.t on th:e real axis is on a locus branch if it is to the left
of an odd nuTLer of €:pen-loop. poles and zeros.
.,his can be seen•
froM' Figure 13.58 in which it is obvious that t•he net angular
contr'ibution from a pair of carplex ccnjugate poles o.- zeros to a
search point on the real axis is 0.
The real &.is poles =d ze~o
contribute
or -r
Admen the search
point is the
to angle
the rlight
or leftof thpoi
e zero
or zero
respectively.
Therefore,
condition
is
satisfied only to the left of an odd nnirber of open-loop poles ard
zeros.

AV

(2)

FIURE 13,58.
g.

REAL AXS LOCI

The angle of dejprtka'e a141roach of a loci brand- fP'.x (to) a cnMplex
pole (zero) can be found using the angle condition as follows. If a
search point is chosen c distance frcm a cwplex pole (zero), the
angle of this
is the departure approach angle at that pole
(zeroi.

Consider the situation of Figure 13.59 where it is desired to find the
departure angle from pl. If the magnitude of the vector from p1 is e then the
angle of the vectors from the other poles and zeros can be measured directly
to P1 . Solving the angle condition, Equation 13.86 for/s -P 1 (an unknown
quantity) will yield the departure angle.
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FMGLT XE 13.59.

P4

P3

(S -P2)

p1

TIfON

DEPIn= ANGLE DE•E

Equation 13.86 says
~
/0~

~-

4

fsI2n)w

Ertom Vgure 13,59

€ -0 -02
45°
U2

0

=

900

3

135'

- 3 - 04

(1 +i2n),a

84 = 1550

e1

= 45° - 90° - 135° -_

e1

=

1 5 5P

-

Departure angle is

h.

- 155°

The point at which the loci branches leave or enter the real axis
are suretimes called 'breakaway" or 'breakin" point, respectively.

Figure 13.C.J illustrates the camputation of a breakaway point for the
system whose omr-loop transfer function is
K

GH (s)

(

Fran the characteristic equation,

S(S +1) (s + 2)
(s + 1)(s + 2)

K = -s
K

-S

3

-3s2

- 2s

Tl find the point utwre K is maxiium, we can differentiate the expression for K
and set it equal to zero. The solution of this equation should produce the
desired result.
K =-3s

s

2

s

=

-6S -2

-

=

+ 0.574

1.574 or - 0.426

0

S-PLANE

v

BREAKAWAY POINT

-2

-I

GHls) - S ~~K
(s1(+2)
)+

FIGURE 13.60.
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It is obvious from Figure 13.60 that the latter solution, s = -0.4257, is
the meaningful answer because it appears on a real axis locus. This, then is
the breakaway point.
This method of computing breakaway points is restrictive in that more
complex systems with higher-order transfer functions are difficult to solve
since dK/ds is higher than second-order.
The fact that the root locus is always symmetrical about the real axis is
advantageous in that only the upper half of the s-plane need be plotted. The
lower half is just a mirror image. The reason for this should be obvious when
one considers that complex roots always appear in conjugate pairs.
The rules above will permit a sketch of the root locus very quickly. If
more accurate data is required, the branches can be checked using the angle
condition and a protractor.

After the locus is complete, the values of K that

are deemed important can be computed using the magnitude condition.
Root Locus Examples:
Example 1:
sG(s)
(0.5s + 10)K s +

H(s)

1

Rwriting in the most useful form
10K'
s(s+2)(s+ 5)

G(s)
Letting 10K'

= K, um can plot the locus and calibrate it

in gain.

In the

actual system, however, the gain selected, K', will be a factor of 10 less

than that found from the locus plot.
From the previous ocluation
P

P

0, P2
=

3,

Z

13.112

-2,

0

P3

=

-5

Applying the rules developed in the previous section, the root locus of Figure
13.61 is plotted.
a.

The number of branches is 3.

b.

The locus branches begin at the poles s = 0, -2, -5, where K = 0.

c.

Since there are no open-loop zeros, the 3 branches will end along
asymptotes whose real axis intercepts are
-

FFe (z's]
(ps]-P-Z

Ce

t[0 - 2- 5

[0

... '3-0
C = - 7/3

The asyaptotes angles are

@Y

(+ 2n)~

S(I + 2n),f

660,

18oo, 3009

d.

Real axis loci exist between s =0 and s - -2, and from s =-5 to s

e.

There are no coumpex poles or zeros so rule (g) does not apply.

f.

The breakaway point is found as follows=

13.113

/
K-70O,

//

1.4

MMEU

13.61.

EUMS OF A W1' LOCUS
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GH(s)

K3s+2)MS+5)

=

K = -s(s + 2)(s + 5)
K
dK=

-

ds
s

- 7s 2 _

-3

=

-

o0s

3s 2 - 14s - 10

3.79,

-

=0

0.88

Since - 3.79 is not on a locus branch, s = -0.88 is the breakaway point.
Now that the root locs is plotted, the desired values of K can be found.
It is generally useful to know the value of K for which the system becines
unstable. By measurL)g the length of the vectors fron each of the poles to
the point %Aherethe locus crosses the imaginary axis into the LHP, we finrd

K -

(3.16)(3.7)(6.0)

70

21e bystem is neutrally stable at K n 70 and the frewnc of the oscillation
will be 3.16 rad/sec. Flor K - 70, the roots of the characteristic equation are
in h
1P where they have positive real parts and the system is unstable.
if some specific transient response paraeeter is rojred, such as
=0. 5, t1'e ooarrewun value of X can be d emined.
Sinc*

cos'

e =

cos'i0.5 =

•

600

1hen the radial from the origin 600 fram the negative real axis crosses, the
root locus is the required operating condition and the gain for that point is

K =

(4.4)(1.7)(1.4)

=

10.6

To find the total transient response, hawiever, it is necessary to find the
point on all branches where K = 10.6. Each branch contributes one term to the
transient resonse and they all nmst have the same value of K. Because the
lower half plane is a mirror image, the lower root is the ccnplex conjugate of
the upper value. The point on the third branch along the real axis where K =
10.6 is found through trial and error. The transient solution, then, for K =
10.6, • = 0.5, has a quickly danped pure exponential term and a dominant more
taly decayi.ng oscillation at wn = 1.4.
s:lowly daped
Cle't

t}r'ajent
Mo

+ C2 e'Tt

cos (1.2t + 4)

omxple 2:
Gil(s)

K(s + 2)

-

-

s(s + 3)(s + 2s + 2)
s (s + 2)

Applying the rules:
a.

he rnwber of branches is 4.

b.

The
locus brandies begin on
-l +_

c.

one branch will end on the open loop zero at s e -2. The rmaiing
along asyaptotes centered at
3 branches will end at s -

J.

[0-

the

open-loop

- I-14"-11
- 2]

3 4 - I

!-

poles

at s

0,, -3,

with aqs~tote angles
=

(1+ 2n)i
4-1
60P, 1800, 30C°

y

d.

real axis loci exist between s = 0 and -2, and form s = -3 to -

e.

'The departure angle from the ccmplex poles is found by
e - 450 - 135° - 90° -26.50 + 180P
O

-26.50

Cnce the value of s for the imaginary axis crossing is found, a grapiical
solution for K using the magnitude cmdition can be used, i.e.,

ý3-41)_(2.81) (1.60) (1.19)

70

We will contimie this develaj-nt to determine the closed-loop respxse
for c - .5. As the open-loop transfer fwnction was specified
K (s + 2)

GH

s(s +3)(S

+ 2 + 2)

we shall further specify that
G(s)K

H~o

s(s + 2s + 2)
(s

and

+ 2)

It can be seen fiam the root locus plot that the transient response will
have tNo pure e~xxentially decaying terms from the real axis branches and one
dasped term frcm
Sosclllatozy
the complex loci. It sheulc also be noted that
the maxim= c possible for the oscillatory terms is t - .7 established by the

open-loop coavlex poles where K = 0. Although the • = .5 radial crosses the
omnplex lonus in the vicinity of s1,2 = 0.5 4- .9j, the exact crossing can be
found using the angle condition. A point on the • = .5 radial near the
sketcbh- 7., cis is tried as a search point and if the point satisfies the angle
condition, the point is on the locus and pins down the exact roots in
question. A couple of search point narrows our locus to s = -. 56 + .96j. At
this point the angle condition is satisfied, i.e., A- z"

/

-P
179.66

-4

- r- 33.603 6

7f

1,o

21.2

i.

Next, the magnitude condition used at this point is

-. 56 + j.96, to

determine the value of gain, K.

Is + 21

K-

t2.36) (2.025) (1.12) (.45)
1.74
1,532.
So far we- hwe detemnmined two roots (a carplex pair) and the value of gain for
syestw operation. Wo other roots lie on the real 5xis loci (ore on each
brazwh

and are found by trial and error by using the magnitude cordition and

finding a search point that will yield a value of K = 1.532.
A search point at s = -. 8 is datermine to be a root corresponding to a
value of K = 1.532, i.e.,
(.8) 12.2) (1.025)2

(1.2)

1.54

=

K

(close enough for a graphical solution)
Another search point at s = -3.81 also satisfies the magnittude condition,
i.e.,
(.81) (3.81) (2.99)2

1.525

K

1.81
(close enough for a graphical solution)

7hus we have located the four roots that correspond to the specified
requirements.

These roots are s = -. 8, s = -3.81, s = -. 56 + 96j, s =

-

.56 -

.96j, with a corresponding operating gain of 1.53 (Figure 13.62).
Recalling Equations 13.71, 13.72, and 13.73 the closed-loop response can
be written using the roots determined from the root locus, i.e.,
NG(s)
Kn -DG(s)

G(s)

N(s)
D(s)
NKH

H(S)

C(s)
R Ts

KnNG (s) DH (s)
DG (s)% (s) + %Kh4G (S)NH(S)
ING (s) DG (S)

Sibstituting in the appropmrate quantities yields
C,(s)

1.53(s + 3)
(s + 3.81) (s + .8)

GH

"K

(sL+2)

s(s+ 3) (2

Aft

s +22)

+ 1.12s + 1.23)

GH-

s+ 3)(oz + 2sw 2)

(S- -. 56 + .96f)

S".5 RADIAL.-

"!.l

K=OO
K-0

K
--

"oo-K

-•;(,

K=O

- 1.53

K-ooK

-sal

( - -c8)s

FIGURE 13.62.
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13.12 COMESATION TECHNIQUES
You have been introduced to theory and technique used to -et up a control
system problem and to analyze the results. Unfortunately dhe system often
needs to be "fixed" to meet the desired performance specifications. This
"fixing" is called ccmpensation and is used to reshape the root locus to
achieve the desired performance specifications. Generally, three performance
specifications are changed by coppensation: degree of stability, transient
response, and steady-state error.
Actual ccxrensation is achieved by addition of electrical network, and/or
mechanical devices which may contain levers, springs, dashpots, gyros, etc.
There are two positions in t&e control system where campensation is usually
In the feedback loop where it is referred to as feedback
performed.
compensation and in the forward lorp where it is called cascade capensation.
In the forward loop the coupensator is normally placed in the low energy point
so the pcver dissipation will be small.
Oommon netwrks used to achicve ccmpens.cion are lag, lead, and lead-lag,
all of which are passivp. Modern control systems often use active networks
which modify the syst t so
e-=re the desired specifications are met by
cancelling the undesirable characteristics and replacing them with the desired
characteristics.
Our approach to ca ensation will be to look at our basic system then to
see the effect of each type of ouensation of shape of the root locus and the
steady-state perormance.
13.12.1 'Feedback Conqiesation
13.12.1.1 Proportional Control (Unity Feedback).
in Figure 13.63.
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Consider the basic system

S...

"

+

. .

-.

T- 1i + bC

.

E(S)()

E(S)

14F +bs

A1*

I

CLOSED-

S CONTROL

•

_

\H

FIG0E 13.63.
where bor the first

BASIC SYSTEM

ase
A=1

G(s)

is2 + bs
-

U(s)

1
(;H (s)

is

bI

The closed-loop transfer function is
(s)

U

13.122

(13.90)

and

•n=
arid

b

2-r
?igure 1J.64 is the root locus of this basic system.
-

GH

jud

KI•

(s+bll)

WHERE K

-b,,

ikpplication of a step,

A

__"

r., -0

K-.•
FIGUME 13.64.

s(s+ b/I)

K.OT WCUJS OF BASIC SYSTM4
MITH UNITY FMBA.CK
=N&)
lO1s, rpsults 4 n

10 /

,/I

(1.9)

ys I
the inverse trzftorm of -Equation 13.91 is

c (t)

10 ....

13.123

10 ,, e

sin (wdt +

*)

After a finite time the transients die out and the response settles down
to the ccunanded value of 10 units with no steady-state error. If the damping
term, b, was zero, the locus would move right to the imaginary axis and pure
harmonic motion would result. By looking at the error coefficients Kp, K. and
Ka, we see that this system has zero error for a step, Rb/p error for a ramp
and has infinite error for a parabolic input.
The amount of viscous damping in a practical system is often limited by
physical constraints. To cope with a lightly damped system, artificial
damping is added. An investigation of Equation 13.90 reveals that the damping
of the system can be increased by increasing the coefficient of the s term (e
term) in the denominator.
13.12.1.2 Derivative Control (Rate Feedback).
The problem of adding a KC
term (Ks term) into the forward loop is solved by derivative control or rate
feedback. Figure 13.65 shows the introduction of the K( term into the block
diagram.

R)

+

El)Es

C(s)

(C+ KC)

tKC
FIGURE 13.65.

BASIC S'LST2I WITH INTROLUCTION
OF 1(TERM

The Ký term can be achieved by taking the derivative of C and is often
achieved by means of a rate gyro as shown in Figure 13.66.
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@I
R~s

Es)

C(s)

E__s)_T

+

RATE GYRO
d

--

FIGURE 13.66.

CDs

BASIC SYSTEM WITH RATE GYRO

AMDE

TO FEEDBACK LWQ

____+__sE_)

.

+

1+C

FIGURE 13.67.

REWZIION OF FIGURE 13.66

The oontrol ratio is written for Figure 13.67

C(s)

U
S=

Is2 + bs + u (1 + %s)
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C(s)

N
SI

The natural frequency of the system is unchanged; however the damping has
been increase by UCD/I.
The effect of derivative control on the root locus is illustrated in
Figure 13.68. The fo-ward transfer function beccmes
G(s)

=

s(s + b/I)

and the feedback transfer function is
H(s)

=

1 + CDs)

This in effect adds an open-loop zero to our open-loop transfer function.

GH(s)

= T (1+ %S)
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YC (s+

)

0
GH()

+

-, s+b}

= K
*(s+b/0}

WHERE K' -tC.

b

1

CASE (a)

CASE (b)
I

C

>b

kI

FIGURE 13.68.

RMM OI=S CF BASIC SYSTM
Wr! DERIVATIE COM

The value of % will detennine if the responm will have an oscillatory
term. In case (a) of Figure 13.68, 1/% < b/I will result in two first order
roots and oscillation is not possible. Hover in case M) ere 1•% > b/I,
the locus path allows for an oscillatory response over a wide range of static

loop sensitivity (v/I CD). It is dwiwus frM Figure 13.68 that high damping
can be achieved with reasonably high values of static loop sensitivity (gain).
Before we can check the steady-state earor, we mist rearrange the block
diagram (Figure 13.69 a, b, C) to unity feaack.
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a(@)

C(s)

I + Cos

la)

(b)

(Is~ + (

FIUR

13.69.

RE=*

AC)

OF DE1VATIVE COtM'IIL
TO UNITY MDEAO(
BIMCQ DIAG 4M
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Ow
The corresponding error coefficients are

(b + CD)
K

=0

Therefore we see the steady-state error will increase with
introduction of derivative control (system type remains the same).
We have discussed two types of feedback compensation and have found
the transient response can be iqproved by addition of derivative control,
only at the expense of the steady-state error. The other
e
techniques to be considered are used in the forward loop.

the
that
but
tion

13.12.2 Cascade Og•0ensation
The first forward compensation technique to be discussed is error rate
compensation.
13.12.2.1
Error Rate C2Mensation.
Error rate or ideal derivative
ca ensation is used when the transient response of the system must be
iroved. This is achieved by reshaping the root locus by nowing it to the
left. This in effect decreases the system time constant, T - 1/Cwn, thereby
speeding up the response. Error rate oxpensation is achieved by adding the
rate of change of the error signal to the error signal (Figure 13.70).
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The physical effect of error rate can be described as introdicing anticipation
into the system. The system reacts not only to magnitude of the error, but,
also to its probable value in the future. If the error is chaning rapidly,
then El(s) is large and the system responds faster. The net result is to
speed up the system. Figure 13.71 shows error rate added to the basic system.
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Now the forward transfer function becomes
G(s)

=

(1 + Ces)

is 2 + bs
fCe

(S

Ce)

s (S+

and
H(s)

=1

Therefore the open-loop transfer function is

C

s +.!

C(s)

g

s)

7-Fe

+I

s+

We see that error rate has added a zero to the function as well as
achieving artificial damping similar to derivative control. Although the

open-loop transfer function, GH(s), of the derivative control ard error rate
control are similar, the closed-loop transfer functions axe different due to
the cascade zero of the error rate carpensator. The root locus for error rate
is illustrated in Figure 13.72. The zero, in effect, draws the locus to the
left; thereby speeding up the response and making the system more stable.
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Therefore the steady-state perfomance of the system is unehauged from the
hAsic system.
In the real world an ideal differentiator is difficult to c~struct and
other problems with difft-entiation of system noise arise. A passive element
known as a lead czqpenator is used to apprcximate ideal ervor rate control.
'ft transfer fmction oi this device is
A (as+•
A(s + z
Go(s)

.

C+
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=2

The pole Pc' is located far to the left so that the angle of the
ccmpnsator is nearly all lead due to the zero, z., v•ich is placed by trial
and error to a point near the original locus. This normal.ly results in a
small increase in gain and a large increase in the undamped natural frequency,
thereby reducing settling time. Introduction of this lead compensation into
the basic system could result in a locus as sbown in Figur=. 13.73.
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13.12.2.2 Integral Control. 11Tie se.ond cascade compensation
integral control. Often the transient response of a system is
but the steady-state error i- excessive.
Integral control
actuating signal that is proportional to both the magnitxie and

technique is
satisfactory
prcduces an
the integral

of the error signal E(s), Figure 13.74.
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FIGURE 13.74.
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The net result is the increase in system type. The error E1 (s) cuitinues
to increase as long as an error, E(s), is presz-nt and eventually becomes large
enough to produce an output signJl .ý.iual to the input. The error, E(s), is
then zero. Since we are not interestod in changing the time response of the
system, the pmsitioning of the zero beoames very important. The pole at the
origin has the effect of moving the locus to the right and slowing down the
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response. The zero Must be placed very close to the origin to reduce the
effect of the pole on the locus.
Figure 13.75 shos integral control added to out basic system.
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Now the forward transfer function becates
V(s+Ci)
C2-

G(s)

(s + Ci)
=

s (Ts + bs)+

and
H(s)

=1

'Th open-lwp transfer Dntion is
S(s

+ Cb)

Figure 13.7t is the root locui of Eiation 13.92.
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7he additional pole at the origin increases the system type as wll as
the scaling of K along the loci. '1Ie change in the transient response for the
ideal integral control is minimized by placing the zero very close to origin.
In a real world system there is a limit to achieving this primcdty.
7he integral ontrol ocupensator is achieved electrically by a lag
netm*k or mrchanically by use of an integrating gyroscope.
The lag netbrk trtnsfer function is of the form
Gc(s)

:A

(s +
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1/

(13.93)

where a > 1 and is
aprodmately

usually about 10;

Gc(S)

therefore,

Eqation

13.93

is

-A
A(s+1/r)
cc

s

In design, if the pole and zero are placed very close (at the origin),
the net angle contribution at the dominate poles can be kept to less than 50
and the locus is displaced only slightly. The resulting increased gain of the
system and increased system type all result in decreased steady-state error.
Ihe error coefficient for the compensated system became

iiC
"a =

Ui
b--

and the system will now handle a parabolic input with a e(t)ss =R b/ILCi.
A mmmary of passive compensations contained in Table 13.5.
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In this chapter an attenpt has been made to present the fundamentals of
control system analysis. Applications of the theory were held to a minimum so
that full attention could be devoted to learning the tools and techniques used
in this type of analysis.
Once the analysis techniques have been mastered the more interesting and
appropriate area of flight control and handling qualities may be addressed. A
knowledge of root locus theory and frequency response is essential in
understanding the applications of feedback analysis to flight vehicle systems.
Despite the introduction of modern control theory (state variables) and
digital flight control, an understanding of these systems is still based in
large measure on knowledge of classical feedback control systems.

1.3
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CHAPTER 14

FLIGHT caqTRL SYST~m

G0

a

modern aircraft design employs ever more sopisticated flight control
designs, incorporating concepts such as fly-by-wire, fault tolerance,
digital coaputation, integrated flight-fire-propulsion, and data multiplexing.
Each of these features offers perfomance and survivability advantages. For
instance, fault tolerant systems capable of reconfiguring aircraft flight
control systems to compensate for lost aerodynamic control surfaces have
obvious advantages for battle damaged aircraft. The flight test community
must evaluate new aircraft to ensure that they can safely, efficiently and
reliably accomplish their design missions. Aircraft systems must be evaluated
during a test program to ensure that they enhance the aircraft to perform its
design role effectively without decreasing reliability through unnecessary
complexity.
In modern aircraft, the pilot no longer is directly linked to the
aircraft aerodynamic control surfaces.
The pilot provides inputs to an
electronic flight control system which compares the pilot's command to the
actual aircraft response. If the two are not in agreement, the flight control
system compensates by actuating the aerodynamic control surfaces to provide
the commanded response. In aircraft such as the F-16, the dynamics of the
aircraft, and hence the handling qualities provided to the pilot, are no
longer merely a function of the stability and control characteristics of the
aircraft, but are strongly influenced, and even dictated by the flight control
system. Modern flight control systems provide the pilot with an aircraft
which is seemingly stable despite severe aerodynamic instabilities which exist
in the unaugmented airframe (no flight control system attached).
The study of aircraft flight control systems is important because of the
central role of the flight control system in today's aircraft. m .dern
aircraft are plagued by a host of handling qualities problems which degrade
their ability to accanplish their missions.
New technology offers
capabilities that promise to enhance tomorrow's combat aircraft beyond the
wildest dreams of today's pilots.
The course provides a fundamental understanding of basic aircraft control
strategies, stressing the advantages and disadvantages of each type of
feedback control caomonly used in modern aircraft. The effects of various
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control system elements, such as actuators, feel systems, electronic
cuaensators, mechanical elements,. and structural filters on the aircraft
dynamic modes of motion are studied. modern flight control systems are
analyzed to gain an appreciation for their operation and potential handling
qualities deficiencies. Simple multiloop techniques for the longitudinal axis
and the more challenging coupled lateral-directional axes are analyzed. The
analysis techniques require only root locus and time response programs
available at the Test Pilot School. More advanced conputer programs to ease
the analysis problem are currently being created to augment the techniques
discussed in this text. Two problems are provided for practicing the concepts
discussed in the classroom.
Once the aircraft aerodynamic configuration is determined to meet the
mission performance specifications, the requirement for a stability and
control augmentation system usually arises to correct handling qualities
deficiencies. Figure 14.1 provides a flow chart of a typical flight control
Fly-by-wire flight control systems not only
system development effort.
compensate for poor stability and control characteristics, but provide the
medium through which the pilot flies the aircraft. Flight control concepts
must determine which feedback strategies solve the problems confronted.
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Advanced design simulations of te flight control system, including piloted
simulations, are accomplished. Sophisticated ground simulations with high
quality visual systems (not necessarily the most visually aesthetic, but
having minimal time delays which can overshadow major handling qualities
problems) are used for a concerted piloted simulation phase. Both operational
and test pilots should fly the simulation in as realistic a manner as
possible. Major handling qualities deficiencies uncovered during the ground
simulation phase should be corrected prior to flight. In-flight simulations
should determine deficiencies before hardware or software for the flight test
vehicle are finalized.
Only flight tests can reveal all the problems
associated with the system design. Cnce the flight control design has
matriculated through all the iterations of design, simnlation and flight test,
the configuration is judged to be successful. It is unlikely that aircraft
flight control system testing on aircraft like the F-16 will end so long as
the aircraft is in the inventory. New mission requirements will arise and
result in flight control system refinements because of new flying qualities
difficulties.
Figure 14.2 presents a schematic of a flying qualities flight test
program for a modern, highly augmented aircraft. A thorough understanding of
the aircraft mission and the mission tasks is essential. Siqplified linear
analysis may reveal areas where handling qualities deficiencies are likely and
will help the flight test organization become familiar with the system
operation and design rationale. A detailed block diagram analysis aids in
defining test points and specific areas that require attention.
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14.2 gEAI'ARY FEEDBACK( CCNTRL FOR AI~RIFT
In a simcplified augmentation system, as shcxn in Figure 14.3, aircraft
notion parameters are fed back directly to the aircraft control surface. ThIe
system is an idealization since control surfaces cannot be moved without
actuators, which introduce lag into the system. Acditionally, aircraft
motions cannot be sensed Uinstantaneou.-ly or reproduced in a pure fozm.

AIRCRAFT
TRANSFER FUNCTION
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I

-CONTROL SURFACER DEFLECTION4

~5
FIGURE 14.3.
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Despite these sinplifications, this analysis- indiicates the general1
effects of the feedback systemi on the aircraft dynamic mo~des of mo~tion. Table
14.1 presents a list of comronly used fe dak quantities. Di most of the
~

~analysis to follw, the

oontrolkar ccsdzdwill be a simple gain.
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di
TABLE 14.1
COMMON AIRCIFT FEEDBACK PARAMETERS
AND AC"U0G AEF0DYN=AIC SURFACES
Actuating Surface

Feedback Parameter

1.

Longitudinal Axis
-, pitch angle

6e,

q, pitch rate

6f, flap deflection

elevator deflection

t', engine throttle
deflection

u, forward velocity
ax, longitudinal acceleration

6 hc'horizontal.

canard

deflection

Sz , nonnal acceleration
h, altitude
h, rate of climb
a, angle of attack
2.

(w/U0 )

lateral-Directional Axes

,, bank &nale

6a' aileron deflection

p, roll rate

6r, rudder deflection

r, yaw rate

6vc, vertical canard
deflec±tion

t , sideslip angle

(v/U0)

ay, lateral acceleration

'Po"
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14.2.1 Aircraft Models and Sign Conventions
There are other sign conventions than the one used at the USAF Test Pilot
School. Table 14.2 caopares the NASA sign convention with the nonral TPS sign
convention.
TABLE 14.2
SIGN CONVETION
CONTROL
DISPLACEMENT

NASA

TPS

+ br

(TER)

(TEL)

(TEU)

(TED)

+5
(3~

Understanding the sign commntion is mqxrtant prior to starting any
analysis, as the phasing (sumiing junction signs) necessary to obtain proper
operation in the feedback control system is dependent on the sign cawention
used. Just as positive pitch implies the aircraft nose going up and the tail
going dcwn (according to the right hand rule with the aircraft Y body axis
a positive elevator deflection implies the
pointing out the right wing),
leading edge moving down and the trailing edge moving up. This means that a
positive elevator input will produce a positive pitching motion. Using a
similar definition, positive rudder produces positive yaw rate.
The sign convention can be quickly detennined by observing the sign of
functions.
The sign of the
the gain term in the aircraft transfer
0
Grr
gain term indicates the direction that the aircraft will
.Ga
6eG and 6
6a

r

A positive
(but may not indicate intermediate or final motion directions).
sign on G6e indicates positive elevator trailing edge up in the Test Pilot
vxention.
School sign
Aircraft transfer functions are obtained from the equations of motion
developed from wal perturbation theory, analytically computed, wind tunnel
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Appendix A provides the
or flight test derived stability derivatives.
of how to
cummrnly used aircraft equations of motion and a brief description
to a
obtain the transfer function relating an output dynamic motion parameter
particular control surface input.
for an
The longitudinal model of the aircraft is shown in Figure 14.4
affects
elevator input. The single aerodynamic surface, when deflected,
aircraft
several aircraft motion parameters simultaneously. Normally, the
and only
block is simplified, as in Figure 14.4a, showing the elevator input
Figure
the outputs of interest, pitch attitude for instance. The model in
14.4b is always implied.
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AIRCRAFT(in)

6l

I

a
144.
FIGUE
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I

The lateral-directional axes model is shown in Figure 14.5.
It is
complicated by the fact that tuo controls can simultaneously affect all the
aircraft motion parameters.
Once again, the aircraft block is usually
simplified, as in Figure 14.5a, but the more complete diagram of Figure 14.5b
is always implied. If two controls are considered in the longitudinal axis,
such as flap deflection in addition to the elevator input, then a more complex
model, similar to the lateral-directional model, is necessary.
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14.2.2 Elementary Longitudinal Feedback Control
The purpose of the longitudinal flight control system is to provide
acceptable short period dynamics to accomplish high gain tasks, such as
gunnery, in-flight refueling, formation, and landing, and to provide adequate
speed and maneuvering stability cues to the pilot. Slight phugoid instability
can be tolerated for piloted flight, although not for autopilot operation.
The effects of a single feedback loop stability augmentation system on the
aircraft short period and phugoid dynamic modes will be analized.
14.2.2.1

Pitch Attitude Feedback to the Elevator.

Figure 14.6 shows the

block diagram of a pitch attitude feedback control system with a pure gain
controller.

AIRCRAFT

GAIN

*

0~+K

0

PILOT

AIRCRAFT

COMMANDED
ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE

FIGURE 14.6.

PITCH ATTITUDE COMMAND SYSTEM

The negative feedback compares the pilot input to the actual response and
comnmands the appropriate elevator deflection. If the aircraft pitch attitude
response is less than that conmanded, an increased deflection of the elevator
is required.
The unaugnented aircraft characteristics in Figure 14.7 are typical of a
reasonably well behaved aircraft in cruising flight at moderate altitudes.
The Bode plot of Figure 14.7a illustrates these characteristics, which include
a wide separation between the short period and phugoid breakpoints, in both
Samplitude ratio and frequency, and the relatively heavy damping of the short
period. Figure 14.7b presents the root locus of the open loop transfer
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function to show how the closed loop characteristic roots of the augmented
aircraft change as a function of the systen gain. At moderate gain, the
phugoid roots are driven close to the zeros, while the short period roots move
to a higher natural frequency and a slightly lower damping ratio. This
degradation of the short period damping is not necessarily undesirable unless
the unaugmented aircraft short period damping is marginal. The important
point to remember is that pitch attitude feedback increases the phugoid
damping, effectively suppressing the phugoid dynamics-in this case, at the
expense of the short period. The total system damping is unchanged by the
pitch

attitude

feedback

loop

since

none

of

the

aerodynamic

stability

derivatives that contribute to dynamic damping, such as Xu, Za, M, or Mq

are augmented by the feedback, a requirement if overall system damping is to
be increased (see Appendix B).
Interceptor aircraft, during high altitude supersonic flight, often have
similar characteristics to the situation described above except that the
damping of the unaugmented aircraft short period is very low. The feedback of
the pitch attitude degrades the damping ratio of the short period
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the gain increases. The supression of the phugoid in this case exacts too
high a price by excessively destabilizing the short period mode.
Figure 14.8 presents an aircraft at high subsonic speed that exhibits a
longitudinal divergence (instability) commonly known as "tuck". Instead of
the normal phugoid oscillation, the mode is characterized by two real roots,
one stable and one unstable. This mode usually exhibits a slow increase in
speed and a nose down pitch attitude. This is the result of a sufficiently
negative stability derivative, which is caused when
am
a

(proportional

to M)
uM

the aerodynamic center shifts from the one-quarter mean aerodynamic chord
characteristic of subsonic flight towards the one-half mean aerodynamic chord
characteristic of supersonic flight. The root locus of the pitch attitude
feedback loop shows that at a moderate gain, the tuck mode moves from the
right half s-plane to the left half s-plane so that the closed locp aircraft
system becmes stable.
Another longitudinal instability is associated with the short period.
The short period roots degenerate to a set of real roots, one stable and the
other unstable. This is due to a sufficiently positive value of M and is
caused by an aft center of gravity condition in the aircraft (longitudinal
static instability or relaxed static stability). Figure 14.9 shows the effect
of pitch angle feedback on the F-16, an aircraft which uses an aft center of

gravity position
maneuverability.
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Figure 14.10 shows the effect of pitch attitude feedback on the AV-8A
Harrier vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) fighter during transition from
The unstable
"wingborne (conventional) flight to jetborne (VTOL) flight.
oscillatory pair are stabilized at a low value of gain and the damping of the
short period is initially increased. The behavior of the short period mode of
the augnented aircraft then behaves in a manner similar to conventional
aircraft in that the damping is reduced and the natural frequency increased as
the gain becaoes larger. The two roots on the real axis remain stable for all
values of gain.
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In all the pitch attitude feedback augmentation schems discussed above,
the open loop gain does not beccne infinite at low frequency since a pole at
the origin does not exist (type 0 system).
The closed loop frequency
response, therefod-, has an amplitude ratio slightly less than one at low
fzetquencies, as illustrated in Figure 14.11 for an aircraft with well behaved
unaugmented characteristics and a selected value of system gain. The higher
the gain, the lower the steady state error. But an infinite (or very
large) gain cannot be used since the short period damping would approach zero.
Several ways to eliminate the steady state error in the pitch attitude cantmand
system will be discussed in Paragraph 14.3.
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14.2.2.2

Pitch Rate Feedback to the Elevator.

Figure 14.12 shows a block

diagram of a pitch rate feedback control system, cmmnly called a pitch rate
command system since the pilot stick input is compared directly to the
aircraft pitch rate. This feedback effectively augments the pitch damping
stability derivative, so that increasing the magnitude of the pitch damping
directly increases the short period damping. The system uses a pure gain
controller.

GAIN

AIRCRAFT

qO+q

FIGURE 14.12.

PITCH RATE COMMAD SYSTEM
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Figure 14.13 presents a root locus plot of the pitch rate camand system
iuplemented on a well behaved aircraft. At low gain, the aircraft short
period roots move rapidly towards the real axis, dramatically increasing the
short period damping while changing the short period natural frequency only
slightly. At a relatively low gain, the two short period roots becane real
(overdaqped).
The phugoid roots move toard two zeros near the origin, but
for the same values of gain that dramatically affected the short period, the
phugoid mode damping is hardly changed and the natural frequency decreases
only slightly.

It is apparent from this analysis that the feedback of pitch
rate to the elevator has little effect on the phugoid mode unless high gain is
used. High gain, however, increase the short period response time causing a
sluggish (slow) response to pilot inputs. This sluggishness is caused by the
real axis root which approaches the zero near s
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If the aircraft speed increases to the transonic region so that the tuck
-mcde appears, the pitch rate feedback remains effective in damping the short
period mode at low gain, as shown in Figure 14.14. The tuck mode root,
hever, remains unstable despite the augmentation system, showing that pitch
rate feedback is ineffective in completely stabilizing the aircraft. The
unstable tuck mode is usually not objectionable to the pilot as long as the
time to double amplitude is large, where
T2

=

_

2

(14.3)

Cy

Figure 14.15 presents the effects of a pitch rate ccmmand system on an
For soffe minimum gain the
aircraft with an unstable oscillatory mode.
unstable roots move into the left half s-plane. The damping ratio increases
and the natural frequency decreases rapidly with increasing gain. The
oscillatory mode is effectively suppressed at a reasonably low gain.
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14.2.2.3 Angle of Attack Feedback to the Elevator. The effect of angle of
attack feedback on the dynamics of the aircraft with generally acceptable
characteristics is presented in Figure 14.16. The proximity of the complex
zeros to the phugoid roots implies very little angle of attack change in the
phugoid mode. The phugoid of the angle of attack feedback augmented aircraft
is suppressed to a greater extent than for the unaugmented aircraft, but the
phugoid characteristics are otherwise not appreciably altered. The short
period roots are greatly affected.
The magnitude of the M. stability
derivative is effectively increased (becomes more negative for .mproved static
stability). Fram the short period approximate transfer function, the effect
of increasing the magnitude of Ma is to increase the natural frequency of the
short period, since
Wns

sp

]

qM

a

(14.4)

The short period roots move rapidly with a gain increase. At extremely high
gain, the short period roots become real, one going to the high frequency zero
on the real axis and the other tending to negative infinity. Very high gain
can ideally provide heavy short period damping. This is difficult to achieve
in practice due to servo (actuator) and sensor lag effects that drive the
short period roots into the right half s-plane. Also, high gains tend to
drive the power servo to its limits for all but the smallest inputs or
disturbances. Besides, high short period natural frequencies are undesirable
to the pilot since the aircraft tends to respond too abruptly.
Figure 14.17 shows the root locus of an angle of attack command system
for an aixraft which is statically unstable, longitudinally, where the center
of gravity is aft of the center of lift, so thatM, > 0.
A relatively low gain causes the unstable root to move into the left half
s-plane. The two oscillatory roots move rapidly to the real axis, one moving
towards the origin and the other towards the stable real axis root. At a low
gain, two of the roots beoome a phugoid mode pair while the other two form the
short period roots. As the gain increases, the phugoid frequency increases
and the damping decreases. At very high gain, the phugoid is suppressed by
the pair of zeros near the origin. The short period frequency increases and
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the danping decreases with increasing gain. The effects of angle of attack
feedback for the statically unstable aircraft are identical to that for the
aircraft with reasonably good dynamics as the gain becomes very large. The
aircraft possesses static stability once the characteristic roots move into
the left half s-plane.
The feedback of the rate of change of angle of attack augments the M
stability derivative, which increases the short period damping, as seen fran
"thl!e short period approximate transfer function, since
Spnsp

*P

- (Zw + Mq +M)

=2

(14.2)

The use of angle of attack rate feedback is similar in its effects on the
aircraft characteristic roots as the pitch rate feedback system.
The
difficulty in using this feedback strategy involves problems in accurately
sensing the angle of attack rate.
14.2.2.4 Normal Acceleration Feedback to the Elevator. The acceleration at
the aircraft center of gravity is
U0 (&- q) + g(sino0) 8

azcg

(14.5)

where the last term is normally negligible due to the small angle assumption
for a 1 g trim condition. The transfer function is formed by combining the
angle of attack rate and pitch rate transfer functions, such that
G6 a 19(s)

a

'=s)

=

(14.6)

It is seldom possible, or even desirable, to measure the normal acceleration
at the center of gravity. If the acceleraieter is located some distance away
from the center of gravity (acceleration measured in the plane of symmetry)
the normal aoceleration measured is
az

=

az

-
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and the aircraft transfer function for elevator inputs becomes

a za

z(s)

=
e0 _6_T(s)

Ga (s)

Fsa (s)q (s)
6.(S)

x sc
_xU
(s

(14.8

Figure 14.18 presents the block diagram and root locus plot of a load
factor (g) coamand system with the accelercmeter located at the aircraft
center of gravity. Feedback is employed to ccnpare the output to the input
due to the nonninimi phase zero (right half s-plane zero) at s = 11.0 in the
load factor transfer function,
= -3.09(s + 11.8)(s - 11)
(s + 0.995 + 2.99j)'

_nz

-e (s)

a

Similar zeros occur quite frequently in aircraft transfer functions. The root
locus analysis must be based on a 00 angle criterion rather than the -1800
criterion normally used.
The short period roots mre rapidly with only a small increase in gain.
Initially, the short period damping decreases somewhat as the natural
frequency increases. At a relatively high gain, the two oscillatory short
period roots meet and become real. At very high gains, one of the real roots
is driven to the right half s-plane, causing the system to becoae unstable.
The effect is essentially the samwe as that of the angle of attack feedback
situation fc': low system gains, since
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where the density altitude, aircraft speed, wing area, wight, and lift

cumre

slope are all essentially constant in the short term, making the load factor
proportional to the angle of attack.
The phugoid natural frequency is reduced son-what as the gain increases
and the danping of the phugoid is not affected significantly until the gain
becomes high. At very high gain, one of the phugoid roots will become an
unstable real root.
An elevator actuator, a necessary part of axy practical systen, causes
additional lag, which forces the short period roots to migrate into the right
half s-plane as a camplex pair at low gain.
14.26

If the accelerameter is located ahead of the center of gravity, the
effect is to alter the zeros of the sensed load factor transfer function.
This effect will be discussed in detail in Paragraph 14.3. Figure 14.19 shows
a root locus plot of a g-comiand system with the accelerometer located ahead
of the center of gravity. Advantages of the system over the case where the
an
accelerometer is located at the center of gravity are twofold:
accelercmeter at the center of gravity is impractical in that the center of
gravity position shifts as fuel is burned or the payload is changed (weapons
are released) and, when an actuator is added to the system, the short period
roots are not driven into the right half s-plane as in the case of the
accelerareter located at the center of gravity.
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Forward Velocity Error Feedback to the Elevator. The use of the
elevator to control airspeed has a powerful effect on the phugoid mode, as
shown in Figure 14.20. The augmented phugoid roots move rapidly to a higher
natural frequency and the phugoid damping is greatly increased. Cmpiparatively
large phugoid damping ratios can be achieved before the short period is
14.2.2.5

altered significantly. The effect of velocity feedback is to augment the
stability derivative, which affects both the phugoid natural frequency and the
damping, since, from the phugoid approximate transfer function,
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and
p2

-x

=

g)

-(Xa

'

(14.11)

"nsp
where Z < 0 normally and M > 0.
Fron the above expressions, increasing Mu increases both
nWp and

cP

In many situations, the complex zero pair in the

Ge (s)

transfer function are by a pair of zeros on the real axis. In this situation,
the phugoid damping due to velocity feedback is more pronounced than that of
the example used above.
The same beneficial effect on the phugoid also occurs if a tuck mode is
present. A relatively low forward loop gain will stabilize the tuck nmde root
while not significantly affecting the short period.
Although the augiented phugoid damping ratio is improved by the feedback
of forward velocity error alone, the damping is improved further if foreard
acceleration is also fed back. This creates a new stability derivative, M.
which augments the 2; w tenm in the approximate transfer function.
p np
The effect of using pitch attitude control to regulate airspeed by
applying a positive pitching nmoent whenever the speed is greater than that
desired can be disconcerting to the pilot if the pitching nmment is too great,
especially in turbulence. The use of the elevator to control airspeed is not
commn in military aircraft.
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14.2.2.6 Altitude Error Feedback to the Elevator. For small perturbations
frao straight and level flight, the vertical velocity of the aircraft (Figure
14.21) may be approximated as
S=

where y

=

VAsiny

8 - a so that
h

-

=

VA(8
(a

)

-

U0 (8

(14.12)
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The transfer function relating the aircraft altitude to an elevator camind
becomes
h(s)

U

8(s)

(14.13)

Because of the free s, the feedback of altitude to the elevator by itself
drives the modified phugoid roots into the right half s-plane at very low
gains, as can be seen in Figure 14.22.
Several multiloop system
configurations provide possibilities to overcome this instability. A cammn
approach is to feed back altitude as an outer loop parameter with an inner
attitude hold loop engaged. Another approach is to feed back a combLnation of
altitude and altitude rate signals, but this is not camon due to difficulties
in sensing the rate of climb or descent without excessive lag in the sensor.
One method to determine the rate of climb or descent is to compute the signal,
using true airspeed from the air data system, pitch angle from the attitude
reference system, and angle of attack from the AOA sensor.
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A major problem occurs wen the aircraft is on the back side Of the
thrust required versus airspeed curve. Flight in this regime is accamplished

during sane approaches to landing (carrier approaches, minimun run landings,
and normal landings for sane aircraft) or during steep climbs. When on the
back side of the power curve, the zero near the origin in Figure 14.22 is in
the i. ht half s-plane, causing the pole at the origin to be driven unstable
for all closed loop system gains. In principle, the peak of the thrust
required curve could be determined and the sign of the gain changed to avoid
divergence, but this would cause the phugoid roots to becaoe unstable at very
low gain. Altitude control using the elevator alone cannot be achieved for
flight conditions near the performance reversal airspeed.
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14.2.3 Elenentary Lateral-Directional Feedback Control
The primary purpose of the lateral-directional stability augmentation
system is to provide acceptable Dutch roll characteristics while retaining a
sufficiently fast roll response for the aircraft. The spiral mode stability
is often sacrificed in augmentation systems, since the pilot can easily
control a slight tendency for the aircraft to increase its bank angle during a
turn. Poor Dutch roll characteristics are usually quite annoying, especially
if the aircraft is disturbed by turbulence or if the pilot is trying to
perform tight tracking tasks such as formation flying, air-to-air or
air-to-ground tracking, or approach and landing. Autopilots must provide
stable roots for all the dynamic modes of the aircraft.
14.2.3.1 Bank Angle Feedback to the Ailerons. Bank angle and roll rate are
the primary feedbacks used in single loop roll control systems.
In
cruising flight, the spiral mode time constant is typically very large and the
aircraft can be either neutrally stable, slowly convergent, or slightly
divergent. The neutrally stable or divergent spiral modes are unacceptable
for unattended operation, and the slowly convergent spiral mode is only
slightly better. One purpose of the lateral autopilot is to provide a higher
degree of spiral stability. This is achieved through the use of roll angle
feedback, which effectively creates roll static stability. Blank angle
stability is also provided with this system, and a tendency to maintain the
roll attitude orientation of the aircraft in the presence of turbulence is
gained. Automatic pilot bank angle guidance commands can be imposed on the
system for flight path control, a necessary capability for autnmatic IManing
systems.
Figure 14.23 shows the root locus of a bank angle feedback for the A-70
which has good rolling characteristics. The prozcimnity of the numerator zeros
to the Dutch roll roots indicates that very little aileron excitation of the
Dutch roll dynamics occurs. The perforlnce of the roll attitude hold system
shows pracise for relatively low gain. The spiral mode of the unaupvwnted
aircraft is slightly stable but unacceptably slow to converge.
The
augmentation system decreases the convergence time by moving the root further
to the left. This is accomplished at the expense of the roll =)de time
constant, which increases with increasing gain. For scoewhat higher gain, the
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spiral mode and roll mode roots coabine and separate from the real axis. For
noerate gain, a well damped oscillatory pair are provided, with damping
decreasing and natural frequency increasing as the gain increases.
Figure 14.24 presents the root locus for the C-5 in which the Dutch roll
dynamics are not well suppressed by the ntmerator zeros. The roll mode and
spiral mode roots behave in a similar manner to the previous case for low to
moderate gains. The Dutch roll roots, however, move slightly towards a higher
natural frequency. The Dutch roll damping increases slightly for low gains,
but then decreases steadily as the natural frequency increases with increasing
gain. The roll angle feedback is not successful in suppressing Dutch roll
dynamics and poor lateral ride quality could be expected.
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14.2.3.2

Roll Rate Feedback to the Ailerons.

As seen in the C-5 example of

the last section, a roll control system based on roll angle feedback is often
inadequate fram the standpoint of tightness of control (good daTping and
reasonably fast response time) in response to disturbances and camnds. This
is due to the fact that, with pure roll attitude feedback, the open loop and
closed loop total effective damping are the same. The total effective damping
can be increased by feeding back a combination of roll angle and roll rate,
such that the situation of Figure 14.23 is created.
Larger aircraft often employ roll dampers. The effect of the damper is
to augaent the roll damping derivative, L' which can reduce the
P

i

N
ratio of the Dutch roll mode ifl

g
au aug

Paug

I/N

1I2~

(14.14)

> 1 where

Pa

Modern fighters with full control auamentation systems use roll rate
con-rand systems for lateral control. Figure 14.25 shows the effect of a roll
rate comand system on the C-5A in the power approach configuration. The
Dutch roll -ode is effectively suppressed for relatively low values of gain.
Sie roll mode time constant decreases slightly (maximum roll acceleration
increases). The spiral mode is destabilized cnd, for high gain, may become
unstable, although spiral dynamics which can be easily controlled by the pilot
are retained.
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14.2.3.3 Sideslip Angle or Yaw Rate Feedback to the Ailerons. These two
feedbacks may be used under certain conditions if the aircraft possesses
favorable characteristics for their euploymnt.
The use of sideslip angle as a feedback to the ailerons alters the L
and L1, stability derivatives and is seldom used (not used in any modern
military aircraft). Sideslip angle feedback to the ailerons can provide scme
gocd features, such as spiral mode stabilization (increased effective
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dihedral), but is usually .acxpanied by decreased Dutch roll daimping or Dutch
roll destabilization which outweigh the advantages, as shown in Figure 14.26.
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The feedback of yaw rate to the ailerons can be an effective means of
If the basic
stabilizing the spiral mode by augnenting the Lr derivative.
aircraft possesses sufficient proverse yaw due to ailerons, the Dutch roll
mode dauping may also be improved, as shown in Figure 14.27.

For the more

cmmon case of adverse yaw (or slight proverse yaw) due to the aileron, as
slimn in Figure 14.28, the yaw rate feedback gain cannot be increased too much
without making the Dutch roll mode go unstable.
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14.2.3.4 Yaw Rate Feedback to the RIdder. Yaw rate feedback to the rudder is
caronly used to provide Dutch roll damping augmentation by increasing the
magnitude of the N'r derivative. The camon mechanization is shown in Figure
14.30. The washout circuit acts as a highpass filter which does not allow the
steady state (law frequency) yaw rate signals present in a steady turn to
deflect the rudder fron neutral. The transient signals (high frequency)
present when the Dutch roll mode is excited are passed with unity gain and
used to deflect the rudder to oppose the motion.
Figure 14.29 presents a yaw rate conmand system. The spiral mode is
stabilized for lcw values of Kr and the Dutch roll damping increases rapidly
as the gain increases. The roll mode time constant is not significantly
affected for moderate values of gain but may decrease or increase slightly
depending on the exact location of the real axis zero.
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14.2.3.5 Sideslip Angle Feedback to the Rudder. The feedback of sideslip
angle to the rudder effectively augments the weathercock stability of the
aircraft-the N, stability derivative. It is a useful way to provide aircraft
coordination if properly implemented.
Figure 14.31 shows the effect of
sideslip angle feedback. The roll mode root location is not significantly
altered. The spiral mode is destabilized but the tire to double amplitude is
long and is easily controlled by the pilot. The Dutch roll damping ratio is
not changed until high values of gain are used, but the natural frequency
increases rapidly for low gain. To increase the Dutch roll damping, yaw rate
or sideslip angle rate feedback may be added as an additional feedback loop.
The main disadvantage of the sideslip angle system is the practical one of
instrumenting high quality sideslip sensors.
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0

.5

TO THE RUDR LOOP

h

14.2.3.6 Sideslip Angle Rate Feedback to the Fadder. The use of computed
sideslip angle rate feedback (caommnly called a beta-dot system) to the rudder
has been used extensively in fighter and attack aircraft, such as the A-10,
F-16, and A-7D Digitac aircraft. The advantage of beta-dot feedback is that
the aircraft can be made to oll. about a depressed roll axis, usually slightly
below the gun line, which can improve the aircraft handling qualities during
Proper rudder coordination is applied by the
aggressive maneuvers.
augmentation system to keep the sideslip rate near zero.
The sideslip angle rate is caoputed fran easily measured quantities as

=

-r + p+2-sin• cos 6 +-

(U0

=

VA)

(14.16)

Often, if the gun line is designed to nearly coincide with the velocity vector
of the aircraft, it is desirable to roll about an axis which is slightly
depressed below the gun line to eliminate any pmdulum effect in the fixed
gunsight by providing initial pipper motion in the direction of the target as
the roll is initiated. The estimate for sideslip angle rate is modified as

-r +

(a + aB) p + 2- sin 0 cos 0
VA

(14.17)

where aB is a bias added to depress the roll axis below the relative velocity
vector of the aircraft.
Often, th full equation is not used to estimate the sideslip angle rate.
The system in the A-10 eliminat
setting

the pitch angle input into the equation,

CosO

= 1

When performing a loop or other vertical maneuver. the beta-dot system
deflects the rdder fully Whenever the aircraft nose passes through the verti-

14.42

cal, that is, whenever
=

+900

since the bank angle is undefined in this situation. The full authority
rudder input causes a yaw transient. Implementations which do not use the
full equation must be carefully studied to determine the impact of the
simplification on the aircraft flying qualities.
Figure 14.32 presents a root locus plot of a sideslip angle rate feedback
system. The Dutch roll mode damping is increased rapidly with increasing
gain. The spiral and roll modes are hardly affected except for moderately
large gain.
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14.2.3.7 Lateral Acceleration Feedback to the Rudder.
The difficulty in
sensing sideslip angle can be overcave by using a properly located lateral
accelerameter, where lateral acceleration can be expressed as (center of

14.43

gravity)
ay = U0 (a+ r) - g 0 cos

e0

(Stability Axis)

(14.18)

The accelerarater should be located close to

L

=

N6

-

r

(14.19)
r

so that the initial part of the lateral acceleration response to a step rudder
input is proportional to the sideslip angle response due to a rudder
deflection. This location corresponds to the instantaneous center of rotation
about the Z body axis. The lateral acceleration feedback thus acts to provide
aircraft coordination, and is used for this purpose in the A-7. Figure 14.33
shows the effect of lateral acceleration feedback with the accelerameter at
the center of gravity. The effect of locating the lateral acceleranter away
from the center of gravity will be discussed in Paragraph 14.3.
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14.2.4 Elementary Multiloop Cogpensation
Single, parameter feedback strategies are camon in less sophisticated

*

flight control systems, where stability augmentation is the primary
consideration. In single loop systems, if the desired flying qualities for
the aircraft cannot be obtained as a result of the feedback strategy alone,
then additional compensation (lead or lag filters) must be added to the flight
control system. These additional compensator poles and zeros increase the
order of the combined aircraft and flight control system, often causing an
unanticipated degradation in flying qualities. Also, additional compensation
is added to the flight control system to deal with difficulties such as
structural resonance (flight control system excitation of the aircraft
structure), sensor noise, or excessive steady state error.
The flying qualities of modern fighter aircraft are most frequently
augmented through the feedback of two or more motion parameters to a single
(or multiple) aerodynamic control surface. What is unique about the multiloop
feedback approach is that the characteristics of the aircraft can be
significantly alto-red to improve the flying qualities without introducing the
additional poles 'and zeros of the compensators and filters. The best flight
control systems will generally be the simplest--those that add a bare minimm
of additional caTensators and filters-relyxqg instead on simple multiloop
control strategies by taking advantage of the manner in which each feedback
pareater influences the characteristic motions of the aircraft.
14.2.4.1 Pitch Rate and Pitch Angle Feedback to the Elevator. Pitch attitude
feedback has the advantage of phugoid suppression and the disadvantage of
reduction in short period danping. Pitch rate feedback has the advantages of
increased short period damping and no effect on the phugoid mode. The
advantages of both can be realized from the multiloop control system of Figure
14.34.

The camposite root locus plot of Figure 14.35 clearly shows the
advantages of the multiloop approach over both the single loop approaches for
a typical autopilot application. The inner pitch rate loop increases the
damping of the short period while not significantly altering the phugoid
roots. The piw-.h attitude outer loop suppresses the phugoid roots. The
coatined effect yields iaproved short period damping and wll suppressed
phugoid nx•tion.
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Although this example is for an aircraft that exhibits classical aircraft
properties, similar effects can be achieved in the presence of the unstable
roots characteristic of the Mach tuck,

an aft center of gravity or VIOL

transition flight.
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14.2.4.2 Pitch Rate and Angle of Attack Feedback to the Elevator. Increased
short period damping can also be achie#ed py feeding back pitch rate and angle
of attack, as presented in Figure 14.36.
for piloted, versus autopilot-engaged,

This approach is more appropriate

flight.

Phugoid suppression does not

occur in this situation since neither angle of attack nor pitch rate feedback
are effective for this purpose. If normal acceleration is fed back as an
outer loop parameter instead of angle Q2 attack,
1;eriod and phugoid roots is

similar.

An

the effect on the short

amdiional advantage

of normal

acceleration feedback is to help linearize the stick force gradient of the
aircraft (used in the A-7D for this prurpose).
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14.2.4.3 Angle of Attack Rate and .n'le of Attack Feedback to the Elevator.
Angle of attack rate can be used for the inner locp instead of pitch rate to
achieve similar effects on the damping of the short period roots as those
achieved in the last section. Figure 14.38 presents the camposite root locus
for an angle of attack rate and angle of attack system. The difficulty with
this system is in sensing the rate of change of angle of attack. It is almost
always inadvisable to attempt to differentiate the signal of a sensor since
noise and phase lag are introduced into the control system. One approach is
to conpute the angle of attack rate from the equations of motion, using easily
measured paraireters, as
0

(-n + cos a cos 0) +
Cg
9

(14.20)

The nonliU *r block diagram of Figure 14.37 can be used to caite the angle
"of attack rate. Angle of attack rate is not cuxrently used as a feedback
paramiter except in sate variable stability aircraft applications.
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Paragraph
14.2.4.4 Altitude Rate and Altitude Feedback to the Elevator.
14.2.2.6 discussed the difficulties associated with the use of the elevator to
control the aircraft's altitude.

These difficulties can be avoided if

the

phugoid

roots

However,

the short period roots are destabilized somewhat by altitude rate

are suppressed

by an

inner

altitude rate

feedback

loop.

feedback. As can be seen from Figure 14.39, the inner altitude rate loop has
the effect of moving the altitude lcw frequency roots frcm the right half
well into the left half s-plane. The short period damping has decreased,

I

however.

If
altitude rate is ccnputed as

h= VA (0

(14.12)

then the perturbed altitude rate becohes
- u(0 0 - a 0) + U0((0 -

If

)

(14.21)

the airspeed perturbation is assumed small and the angle of attack is

assumed nearly constant (as in the phugoid mode),

u

such that

-: 0 and a a 0

then the perturbed altitude rate is proportional to the pitch attitude change.
The aircraft altitude deviation can be fed back to the input of a pitch
attitude hold system through a simple gain to achieve the same effect as the
altitude rate plus altitude feedback scheme.

A third pitch rate feedback loop

could also be added to the pitch attitude system to improve the short period
dynamics.
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In the C-5

example of Paragraph 14.2.3.1, the Dutch roll roots were not well suppressed
and the Dutch roll was not significantly altered by the augmentation system.
Since the Dutch roll was lightly damped, objectionable bank angle
oscillations could be expected. However, the Dutch roll roots of the A-7
example were reasonably well suppressed and would be expected to pose no
problems. Roll rate feedback was shown to be effective in suppressing the
Dutch roll motion which would otherwise be aggravated by aileron deflections.
roll rate is fed back as an inner loop to suppress the bank angle
oscillation tendency of the C-5, and roll angle is fed back as an outer loop,
the C-5 flyLng qualities could be improved (Figure 14.40).

FIGURE 14.40.
14.2.4.6

ROLL AITITUDE HOLD SYSTEM

Yaw Rate and Sideslip Angle Feedback to the Rudder.

The purpose of

the washout filter in a typical yc damper system was briefly discussed in
Paragraph 14.2.3.4. Yaw rate feedback, by itself, canmot eliminate a residual
sideslip angle during air-to-ground gunnery. Since this residual sideslip
angle greatly affects gunnery accuracy, coordination is required. The pilot
frequently has difficulty providing this coordination during minimum tracking
time attacks (curvilinear approach).
Sideslip angle or lateral acceleration
feedbacks may be used to provide the desired coordination during strafing or
bonbing. Figure 14.41 presents a composite root locus plot of a yaw rate and
sideslip angle multiloop feedback system. The yaw rate feedback, for low to
moderate gains, significantly increases the Dutch roll damping while not
altering the natural frequency.
The Dutch roll roots can be moved
sufficiently far into the left half s-plane to provide heavy damping while the
sideslip angle feedback can improve the weathercock stability (turn
coordination) of the aircraft.
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14. 2.s5sumt
Table 14.3 summarizes single loop feedback control law effects on the
characteristic roots of the aircraft. The effects of multiple loop systems
can be deduced from the effects of the individual loops. Reference 14.1,
Chapters 7 and 8, contains an excellent in depth analysis of elementary
longitudinal and lateral-directional feedback control for aircraft.
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TABLE 14.3
Summnay of Aircraft Feedback Control Law Effects on the
Aircraft Characteristic Modes of Motion
1.

longitudinal Axis

Feedback

Effect on

Effect on

Augmented

Law

Short Period

Phugoid

Derivative

e - 6

q

6e

Somewhat degraded
characteristics-damping slightly
reduced, natural

Rapidly
suppressed-damping improves
rapidly, two

frequency slightly
increased

real axis roots
appear

Stabilizes aircraft
with aft C.G.

Stabilizes tuck
mode

Damping increases
rapidly with gain,
natural frequency
slightly increased

Very little
change--slightly
reduced natural
frequency
Cannot stabilize
tuck mode or
aircraft with

Figure

14.7 (b)

14.8
14.9
M

14.13
G

M + KM6
q
q6 e
14.14
14.15

aft C.G. without

compensation
a

6

6eincreases
rapidly
Natural frequency
with gain,
damping ratio
remains nearly
constant except
at very high gain

Very effective in

stabilizing aft
C.G. aircraft,
makes it look
like conventional
aircraft

effect-Very little
natural frequency
slightly reduced

MQ"AUG

=

Mb + K M6
e

and
14.16
14.17

TABLE 14.3 (continued)
Summary of Aircraft Feedback Control Law Effects on the
Aircraft Characteristic Modes of Motion
Feedback
Law

Effect on
Short Period

Effect on
Phugoid

Augmented
Derivative

Figure

n + 6e

Similar effects as
AGA feedbacknatural frequency
increases rapidly
with gain,
damping ratio not
significantly
affected

Little effectnatural frequency
somewhat reduced

14.18

u + 6Se

Not significantly
affected-damping
slightly reduced,
natural frequency
i.ncreased

Greatly alterednatural frequency
rapidly increases
with gain, damping Mu - KuM6
e
imp~roved somewhat

14.20

Slight increase
in damping ratio,
natural frequency
remins nearly
constant

Driven unstable

14.22

ANslightl~y

h + 6e

2.

Lateral-Directional Axes

Feedback
Law
*

6e

Effect on
Dutch Roll

Effect on
Roll Mode

Effect on
Spiral Mode

If not
excited by
ailerons,
no effect

Slightly
increased
time
constant

Stabilized
noticeably

If excited
by ailerons,
damp~ing
increased
slightly,
natural
frequency
increased
souewhat

Augmented
Derivative

Figure

14.23

14.24

TABLE 14.3 (continued)
Su=Iaxy of Aircraft Feedback Control Law Effects on the
Aircraft Characteristic Modes of Motion
Feedback
Law

Effect on
Dutch Roll

Effect on
Roll Mode

Effect on
Spiral Mode

Augmented
Derivative

p P 6aa

excitation
Suppresses

constant
Time

may
go
Destabilized

L'PAUG =

by aileron-

greatly

unstable

danping

reduced

Destabilizes

Stabilized

decreases
satwwhat
r + 6a

r + 6
r

Strong
proverse
Yaw-stabilizes
Adverse or
slight
proverse
Yaw-Destabilizes
Damping
increases
greatly,
natural
frequency
reduced
soma4hat

SNatural
r
frequency
increases
greatly,
danpi~ngr
remains
nearly

constant

p

p

Time
constant

Time
constant
decreases
somewhat

14.25

L' - KL

increased
somewhat,
natural
frequency
decreased
slightly
6a

Figure

L'8HU
L;

-

a

14.26
KOLý
14.27

Stabilized

14.28

Stabilized
Time
somewhat
constant
essentially
unchanged

N'
rA[JG

14.31

Nrl I r 6
Time
Destahili ed
constant
essentially
unchanged

N'

14.31
;AG

N'

-

KaN6

TABLE 14.3 (continued)
Summary of Aircraft Feedback Control Law Effects on the
Aircraft Characteristic Mbdes of Motion
Feedback
Law

Effect on
Dutch Roll

Effect on
Roll Mode

a *r
0

Natural
frequency
remains
constant,
damping
greatly
increased

Essentially
Very
unchanged
slightly
stabilized

14.32

Natural

Essentially

14.33

Frequency
increases
rapidly,
damping
remains
essentially

Unchanged

ny

6r

Effect on
Spiral Mode

Augmented
Derivative

Figure

Destabilized

constant
14.3 FLIGHT C

QNTROL
SYSTEM ELFA-WTS

Coiplex flight control systems are comprised of various elements,
sinple levers in mechanical systems to hydraulic actuators,
prefilters,

sensors,

frcm

washout filters,

electronic compensators and structural filters in full

authority fly-by-wire systems.

14.3.1

Mchanical and H4ydraulic System

14.3. 1. 1 Mechanical Systems.

Conventional flight control systems use cables,

rods, levers, bellcranks, and gears to transmit the pilot control stick or
rudder pedal displacement to the aerodynamic control surface--or control
actuator

(in

the

case

of

hydraulically

boosted

or

irrewtrsible

control

systems).
Additional elements, such as springs, danfers, and bobweights may
be connected to the mechanical flight control systen to improve the hardling
qualities of the aircraft by providing artificial feel. The F-15, which uses
a parallel g-command electronic control augmentation system to improve

aircraft handling qualities, uses a bobweight in the mechanical path of its
flight control system to provide acceleration feedback so that the mechanical
system is a true load factor ccmiand system (zero steady state load factor
error).
Figure 14.42 presents a simple mechanical control system for the A-10
ailerons.
The system is made up of levers (control stick), bellcranks
(devices which alter the direction of the applied force), rods and cables
(which transmt the force over a distance), as well as electrical and
h.vdraulic actuators (trim motor and walking beam control surface actuators
respectively).
The mechanical elements act as amplifiers and may be
represented in a block diagram by a simple gain relating pilot control
deflection to aerodynamic surface deflection. Figure 14.43 shows a simplified
flight control system consisting of mechanical elements only. The stick
deflection, y, is related to the rod movexnt, x as:
a
(14.22)

x
Bellcranks may have gains different than 1 if the cwo legs are of different
lengths. For this example, both bellcranks have a gain of 1. Crossed cables
have a net gain of -1. The surface deflection is related to the connecting
rod deflection by
sin6e

-r .....+ ý-tan
..... 60
nz

(. usually zero)

(14.23)

2
which can 'm appraximmated as
z

for snall z.

=

-

6

(rdi'
ans)

Vhe block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 14.44.
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In the F-15 pitch axis (Figure 14.45) the contvol stick deflection is
sent directly to the hydraulic actuator through the ratio cluhnger, a
mechanical device that adjusts the stick to stabiiator gearing as a function
of dynainic pressure and Vlch to keep the aircraft pitch response cmnstant for
a given stick deflection throughout the flight envelope. The air data systen
provides inputs to a device that adjusts the output rod position in the ratio
changer slot, thus varying the gain of the ratio changer transfer function.
The stick deflection is also sent to a mechanical. accelmerater (bobweight)
arrangement. This system sen-ses an error between the commanded load factor (a
function of stick position) and the actual load factor (as sensed by the
boAboeght).
If the bobweight is displaced f-an the neutral position

the pitch trim c&tpensator

(a motor) activates

to correct to the commanded load factor.
shown in Figure 14.46.

to adjust the stabilator

A block diagram of the system is

The spring and damper attached to the bdbweight

mechanism are omitted since they are a part of the mechanical acceleremeter,
the dynamics of which are negligible.
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14.3.1.2)
Figure 14.47 shows a schematic diagram of a
typicA
r 4cbiii
at=r ci omnly used in high performance aircraft to
deflect aeodynamic szfc
such as the primary flight controls, flaps,
4ilers, anid zraejbakes. A servo valve provides hydraulic fluid flow
control to a powe.r cylinder that anpLifies the applied forces to move the
control surface. The ser-m valve transforms a mwehical displaceent to a
fluid flow rate. The paer cylinder transforms fluid pressure to a hinige
mw*enlt to deflect thve surface.
The control surface deflection is related to the par
,ylinder piston
position as
y =(14.25)
for small surface deflections, and the rate of hydraulic fluid flow into the
powr cylinder is related to the rate of piston movement as
Ay

-

q

(14.26)
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FIGURE 14.47.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A HYDRAULIC A•ILMR

The fluid flow rfte ti"rough the series sexo is assumed to be liear and may

be expressarl as a function of the displacpurezt, x, as
q =

(x
14.27)

The transfer function between the aerodynamic suxface deflection and the input
mechanical rod displacemnt is derived as follows

I

"4XV

y

(14.28)

A

(14.29)

c

1

6(s)
x (s)

C
Al I S

(14.30)

K

(14.31)

The datuator is an integrator and a constant displacement of the valve results
in a constant rate of change in the surface position. This actuator response
wwould be uz4esirable to a pilot since he ouild hav-e to apply pulse inputs into
tlhe flight control system to obtain a change ini elevator position. Feedback

of the elevator position to the servo valve is required to change the integral
action of the power cylinder so that the pilot input cczrnands an aerodynamic
surface position.
This feedback can be accomplished mechanically or
electrically.
Two implementations are possible--the actuar-or in parallel or in series
with the pilot aerodynamic surface ccmiand. The parallel implementation is
used in some mechanical flight control systems such as the T-33 and A-10 to
boost the pilot ccumand signals, thereby reducing the pilot control forces
while providing a backup reversible control system capability. The series
approach is used in irreversible flight control systems, such as systems in.
the T-38 and F-4. Aircraft with high authority control augmentation systems
(A-7 and F-15) use a series actuator system which can be controlled
mechanically and, electrically-mechanically thxough the backup mechamical
flight control system and electxically through the control augmwt&tion
system
Fly-by-wire ai.raft, such as thi k-16, #ontrol the hydraulLe
The series servo position can be controlled.
actuator electrically.
electrically by either an electric motor or by a magnetic actuator.
Figure 14.48 sho
a schematic of a manual boost sero configuratimn
known as a walking beam actuator. The pilot maiand displacearnt, x, is
applied to the walking beam. Initially, aerodynamic hing,r
ents effectively
fix the mechanical feedback linkage from the aerodynmaic surface to the
walking beam. so that the pilot inu-t causes the servo valve to open.
Hydraulic fluid cauees the pi. cyliwer to move, deflecting the aerodynamic
surface. The mechanical linkage to the walking beam causes the walking beam
to rotate about the fixed pilot input linkage, forcing the servo valve to
close. Mathematically, the aerodynamic surface deflection is related to the
pistoa ,Dvement as
sin

Z_
Z3

which singlifies to
z

73

(14.32)

0
for small surface deflections. The servo valve position is related to the
piston position and the pilot input linkage position as
y

h

T2

2

z

(14.33)

The rate of change of the piston position is related to the fluid flow rate
(which is related to the servo valve position) as
(14.34)

Ai = q = Cy
and the rate of change of the surface deflection is:

(14.35)

,,Z_.

3
Comfbining the above relations yields
C

(14.36)
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(14.37)

which, using the Laplace transform, provides the transfer function of the
actuator
Ck

xC(s)
x~s-

A 23(14.38)
C21
S +

t

At2
Figure 14.49 shows a block diagram of the system. The mechanical feedback
provides an actuator system which is a pure lag--the integrator action is
controlled so that the aerodynwaic surface is moved to a distinct position by
a step input.

DEA)ZONE

WALKING SEAM

LINKAGE

SERVO VALVE
SLOP

FIGMUlE 14.49.

BCK DIAM OF THE

=LRI= BEAM HYDRAULIC BOOST SYSTM4

14.66

*

In the event of a hydraulic system failure, the servo valve will move
with little effort, causing mechanical slop in the system (deadzone
effect-see Paragraph 14.3.6). Cnce moved to one of the stops, however, the
pilot will exert force through the mechanical linkage to the aerodynamic
surface. The flight control system is fully reversible and the pilot vust
overome tht surface hinge moments directly. Figure 14.50 shows the block
diagram of the walking beam system in this situation.
SERVO VALVE

WALKING BEAM
X

LINKAGE

POWER CYLINDER

z

+

-

C

WALKING BEAM

FIGURE 14.50.
4

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF
SYST4 FAILURE

LKIW
G BEAM SYS4 WITH HYDRALUC

Figure 14.51 shows a servo actuator used in irreversible flight control
systems.

The pilot cmrvaded displaoeent,

xl, causes the servo valve to

allow hydraulic fluid flow. The piston, which is anchored to the aircraft at
one end, causes the entire actuator housing to move displacing the aerodynamic
surface. *-o direct linkage from the pilot to the surface is present. In the
event of a hydraulic system failure, the pilot cannot move the aerodynamic
surface through the actuator. The rate of fluid flow into the piston is
related to the piston displacement and the pilot command is
q -

C(x

-x

2)

(14.39)

and the rate of piston displa--ent is
,A
4

(14.40)

yielding
2= A (xl
14.67

-

x2 )

(14.41)

0

FIGURE 14.51.
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IRREVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM ACTUATOR SC10MATIC

The differential equation of the actuator is

A2

(14.42)

resulting in the following transfer function

Figure 14.52 presents a block d~iagrami of the actuator system.

A typical first

order actuator mrodel for a fighter aircraft is
xAl

---

4(s)

--.

FIG=r 14.52. preen= DAGA
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C

irs

If the leakage and compressibility effects within the actuator are not
neglected, a third order actuator model is appropriate (see References 14.33
and 14.34), with the power cylinder modeled as a relatively low frequency (20
radians per second) first order lag and the servo valve modeled as a high
frequency second order element.
If a fly-by-wire system is modeled, an
additional first order lag occurs as a result of the electrical actuation of
the servo valve.
The F-16 actuator is modeled as
(20.2) (144.8) (71.4) 2
(s + 20.2) (s + 144.8) (s + 52.55 t 48.34j)

which may be simplified to
20.2
s + 20.2

*

The effect of the high frequency poles due to the servo valve and the
electrical actuator is to add a slight bit of lag to the system so that if
time response characteristics are ompared, a closer first order approximation
to the F-16 actuator is
13
s + 13
The change in dcminant root locations during a simplified analysis of the F-16
flight control system is slight if the first approximation is used versus the
second. The first approximation is found by inspection rather than through

further analysis.
Figure 14.53 shows the effect of typical hydraulic actuator dynamtics on
the characteristics of a tactical aircraft (caurare this root locus plot to
Figure 14.7b).
Notice that the added lag caused by the actuator forces the
short period dynamics of the aircraft to become unstable at a relatively low
system gain. The short period damping is reduced, for a given controller
gain, to a greater extent than that revealed by the analysis of Paragraph
14.2. Figure 14.54 shows that a slower actuator has the effect of further
destabilizing the aircraft. Slow actuators are typically used in transport or
Veybomer
aircraft.
Figure 14,55 shows the time response for the system of
Figure 14.53 at a selected controller gain. TVe additional lag introduced by
the actuator is apparent.
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In most apeications, it is undesirable to reflect the control surface
momaenmt which is caused by the augmentation system into the pilot controls

(the A-37 yaw dwper causes the nuder pedals to mne, which is often annoying
to the pilot).

A dual servo actuator arrangment, as shoan in Figure 14.56b,

be used to prevent augmentation mom ement of the cockpit controls.
Scould

.-.

~~~A
?I

•• •

£I

SAS INPUT
a. SURFACE MOVEMENT REFLECTED IN PILOT CONTROLLER

SAS INPUT
b. SURFACE MOVEMENT NOT REFLECTED IN PILOT CONTROLLER

FIGt$M 14.56.
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14.3.2 Artificia-,lFe1e S12ýe
High perfornna
control

surfaces

aircraft which use irreversible, hydraulically actuated

and

moveable

pilot

controllers

require

artificial

feel

systems to siumlate the con.trol forces due to aerodynamic loads.
Scere
advanced aircraft w4iich use fly-by-wire control systems (such as the F-16) use
isometric force controllers and lack artificial feel systems,
movent

in

the

c-atroller

(proportional

to

the

pilot

although some
fioe)

has

proven to be helpful in reducing pilot-induced oscillation tendencies,
especially in the roll axis.
14.3.2.1 Springs and Dapers. Springs are included in the flight control
system to provide more pronounced speed stability cues to the pilot. The
force exerted by the spring is proportional to the stick displacement.
Figure 14.57 shows the artificial feel system used in the F-4C. The
bellows provides a spring gradient which is a function of Mach and altitude,
effectively acting as a mechanical gain changer. On the ground, the springs
exert no forces and the stick is moved to the forward stop by the force
exerted by the bobweight. As the airspeed increases, the bellows dnTamic
pressure increases and the stick moves aft as the force of the spring
increases.
The damxers provide stick forces which are proportional to the rate of
stick deflection and prevent steady oscillations when the pilot releases the
stick, imroving controller centering characteristics.
One damper is a
function of the flight condition, being on a physical stop at most flight
Sconditions

so that

and being off the stop at high altitudes and high Mach (above approximutely
30,000 ft =od 1.0 Mach), where
b

3.03 lb/in/sec

A change in total stick damping is often necessary so that the danmers do not

restrict the aircraft maneuverability at flight caiftions wfiere a high rate
of elevator motion is de;xrable.

14.73

VISCOUS DAMPER
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3.03 LB/IN/SEC OTHERWISE)
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=EEL SYSI4, L-CLUDIN THE

"The transfer functiom of the feel system, consisting of the springs and

dain.pers, can be detemi=ed by stuiivin9 tW m1teets about the stick pivot point,
yieldirzg (by refer-arze to Figuo 14.58)
Jd

:

FS L " blx' 1 - k 1e2

- b2 2 x 2 - b 2 . 3 (x3 - x£)

where J is the stick rnmnt of inertia about the pivot point.
deflections
SxI
-

-

1

2
2

(14.44)

Fbr smaal stick

•x3

'

x

(14.45)

3

and
£=(14.46)

The stick diplacoment, x, js relatad to the sprin. ar4 damer displa-cents
""aD4•

4

x

= xL x

T L2

x3

(14.47)

The stick manient of inertia is approximated as
J

=

(14.48)

mz2

if the mass of the stick is assumed to be concentrated at the feel grip and if
the inertia of the feel grip about its own center of mass is assumed
negligible

(see Reference

14.36

for a discussion of morents of inertia).

Subltituting the above relationships into the original equation, and dividing

6X
k2b

F,

2

X3

a. FEEL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC WITHOUT BOIWEIGHT

A

r

H,

r--

b. VISCOUS DAMPER AND BELLOWS PRESSURE SYSTEM
FIGURE 14.58.

F-4C FM SYSTEN4 SC104TIC

14.75

by the length of the stick, Zielis
2.22

b

F-

3

-'

k

'-

2
=M2.

or
F

- B

- k

iyr%

- b2(X -

(14.49)

A second equation arises by surnninýý the forces about the point between the
viscous damper and the bellows pressure, yielding
0 =

-

b2 (y

-

x) - k2 Y

(14.50)

where
*

=2

2 =2

,

22

*

2 ,

1

T2

2
T k2 , y

,2

X

4

The two equgtions can be Laplace transformed and written in a matrix equation
as

•

(b1 i b2)s+ k

-

b2 s

- b~s

x (s)

1

b 2 s 4-k2

y (s)

0j

Cramer's rule can now be used to find the feel system transfer function.
characteristic equation is
2 + (*

[ms

I'

The

*2 2

(b 1 +b 2 )s + k1 1 (b2 s + Vk,

- b2 S

which is simplified to
-,

**

* *

*

rmse2 + bls + kl (b 2s + k2) + b2 k2 s

The nwerator for the transfer function which relates
longibtinal position to the applied pilot stick force is
b 2 s + k2

14.76

(14.51)
the stick grip

,

Ifboth the numerator and the denominator of the transfer function are divided
by the niurerator and sane algebra performed, the feel system transfer function
bec•aes

x(s)

-1

S(s)

Fs(s)

mis2 + b s + kl, +

(14.52)

k2
k2
i + "-W--b2s

Figure 14.59 shows the effect of pitch attitude feedback on the
unaugmented F-4C aircraft (actuator dynamics included).
The unstable tuck
mode is quickly stabilized while the short period roots are not significantly
affected for low to moderate values of gain.
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Figure 14.60 shows a block diagram of the F-4C feel system, including the
bobweight effects. A simple pilot model is assumed-the pilot being a pure
gain controller attempting to precisely control the aircraft's pitch attitude.
More complex pilot models are possible, incorporating pilot delays and
compensation, but thiis simple model is adequate to show the effects of the
feel system.
The pilot induced oscillation (PIO) susceptibility of the
aircraft at this flight condition cannot be determined from the following
simplified analysis, but an idea of the relative PIO susceptibility due to
various feel system characteristics may be obtained by noting the relative
pilot gain at which the pilot (pitch attitude control) loop becomes unstable.
Initially, the effects of the bobweight are neglected, so that
WB=0
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-ION,

Figure 14.61 shows the effects of the production F-4C feel system. The
feel system has light damping and a large natural frequency relative to the
basic airframe characteristics. The pilot, by controlling the aircraft pitch
attitude, is easily able to stabilize the tuck mode. The short period roots
remain relatively well damped for low to moderate values of gain, but may be
driven unstable at high pilot gain. The feel system roots are not appreciably
affected, even by high pilot gains.
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Figure 14.62 shows the effect of reduced damping in the feel system.
Although the feel system has no damping--resulting in a residual stick
oscillation in the open loop response which causes the aircraft to oscillate
in pitch at the feel system frequency--the pilot is able to provide the stick
damping required to keep the pilot-aircraft corbination stable. The basic
Sairframe
characteristics are not appreciably changed from the previous
situation and the aircraft PIO susceptibility appears to be slightly reduced.

14.79

Even if slightly negative damping were present in the feel system, the pilot
could stabilize the aircraft, although the open loop aircraft would be
unstable due to the unstable feel system roots, even at flight conditions with
a stable phugoid mode. If the pilot gain to stabilize the feel system were
high (but attainable), the short period damping would be significantly reduced
and poor flying characteristics and increased PIO susceptibility would result
due to the high pilot workload and poor pitch attitude control. Under certain
conditions, the feel system of the F-4C could become unstable at high Mach
(with a bellows system failure) and the pilot would not be able to stabilize
the feel system without driving the short period roots unstable. In this
case, the pilot would lose control of the aircraft.
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Figure 14.63 shows the effect of increased damping in the feel system.
The added feel system forces due to the increased damping will reduce the rate

at which the pilot can change the elevator position.
of the aircraft is slightly increased.

14.80

The PIO susceptibility
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Figure 14.64 shows the effect of reduced spring forces in the feel system
(reduced pilot control forces). The natural frequency of the feel system is
much lower, bringing the roots in closer proximity to the basic airframe
characteristics. The pilot is still able to control the pitch attitude of the
aircraft, but the gain at which the short period roots are driven unstable is
reduced, increasing the susceptibility of the aircraft to PIO's.
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Figure 14.65 shows what would hapen in the absence of all feel system
forces (no danping or spring forces).
If the pilot controls only pitch
attitude, he cannot stabilize the aircraft. The higher the pilot's gain, the
more unstable he drives the aircraft. However, if the pilot also uses stick
position as a feedback through his neuro-muscular system, resulting in the
modified pilot model of Figure 14.66, he may be able to control the aircraft
pitch attitude, although only by devoting his entire attention to flying the
aircraft. This aircraft is highly susceptible to P1O and must be very
carefully flown. If the pilot reverts to controlling the aircraft's pitch
attitude and does not concentrate on the position of the controller, the
aircraft will be driven unstable (this situation might occur during flare and
touchdown).
Sticks with higher masses will require more pilot concentration
on the control position, resulting in a harder aircraft to fly. Feel systaes
which possess friction, but which do not include a spring, will provide an
izprovement if the pilot is able to fly using stick position cues.
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The observations obtained from this simplified analysis are:
1.

No conclusions about the overall P10 susceptibility of the aircraft
are possible.

2.

Reduced feel system danping inproves PIO resistance, but may cause
"poor stick centering characteristics and residual, high frequency
oscillations. Increased feel system damping reduces PIO resistance.
Reduced feel system spring forces greatly reduces PIO resistance.

3.
4.

An absence of feel system spring and danper forces is extremely
undesirable in aircraft with moveable controllers.
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MODIFIED PILOT MODEL

14.3.2.2 Bobweight Effects. A bobweight is added to a flight control feel
system to increase the stick free maneuvering stability of the aircraft
(increased stick force per g). The speed stability of the aircraft is also
increased somewhat.
A bobeight is effectively an acceleration feedback loop to the pilot
applied stick forces (Figure 14.60). The location of the bobweight relative
to the aircraft center of gravity, as well as the size of the bobweight mass,
are the two variables to be analyzed in the following paragraphs. Both
significantly affect the flying qualities of the aircraft.
The acceleration sensed at the bobweight station is given by
CG -

xi

(14.7)

where Ax is the distance fran the center of gravity of the aircraft to the
bobweight (positive forward).
The effect of moving the bobweight forward is
to change the location of the zeros in the acceleration transfer function

GazB (S)
e

Figure 14.67 shows the effect of moving the bobweight forward of the
center of gravity for the F-4C aircraft. The zero in the right half s-plane,
which has a strong destabilizing influence on the aircraft shcrt period roots
as the bobweight size increases, is rapidly moved into the left half s-plane

4

The further the
with only a slight movement of the bo ight forward.
bobweight is moved forward, the closer the zeros move to the proximity of the
short period roots.

The c loser the zeros to the short period roots, the less

the tendency will be for the short period roots to migrate towards the right
half s-plane as the size of the bobweight is increased to achieve the desired
stick force maneuver gradient.
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Figures 14.68 to 14,71 show the effect of the bo1might on the open loop
aircraft characteristics with the feel system dynamics neglected.
bobx eight at the center of gravity,

a very small bobweight

causes the short period roots to become unstable.

With the

(0.86 pounds)

As the bolbight is moved

forward, the maximnm size of the bohbight can increase before the short
period is driven unstable.

With the bobweight well fonrard of the center of

gravity, an infinite bohieight size is possible (with the feel system dynamics

14.5

neglected)

without

driving the short period unstable.
The bobweight,
regardless of its location relative to the center of gravity, has the effect
of reducing the short period damping - -thereby increasing the P10

susceptibility of the aircraft.

The feel system of the control staick will,

however, impose further limitations on the size of the bobweight. Of course,
the mminium
'
and maximum size of the bobweight is also govc-rned by the stick

force gradient requirments of MIL-F-8785C.
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W_ - 5.35 lbs and L. = 39.3 feet

is
K = 928 lbs/rad
If the bobweight size is increased to

;B = 7.0 lbs
then the short period rcots go unstable at

K

997 ibs/rad

Increasing the size of the bobweight reduces the PLO susceptibility
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but also reduces the stability of the feel system.
relocated so that

If the bobweight is

W= 5.35 lbs and Z. = 19.3 feet
then
K8

694 ibs/rad

when the aircraft short period roots become unstable.

This indicates that

moving the bobwnight closer to the center of gravity increases

susceptibility of the aircraft.
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the PIO

The bobweight acts to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce the feel system damping.
Increase the feel system natural frequency.
Reduce the short period damping.
Increase the short period natural frequency.

Reducing bcbweight size or moving the bobweight closer to the aircraft
center of gravity increases the PIO susceptibility.
A bobueight may cause poor transient feel in high speed aircraft, if not
properly designed, due to the lag between normal acceleration response and the
pilot input. This may occur if the bobeight is too close to the center of
gravity due to the elimination of the pitch acceleration term effects in the
bobweight acceleration equation.
There is a possibility of coupling between the bc*wight and the aircraft
natural frequencies at high speeds, where the aircraft short period frequency
is quite high (and may be of nearly the same magnitude as the feel system
frequency for a system with light spring forces), which could result in
unomfortable or dangerous pitch oscillations in gusty conditions.
If the F-4C at Mach 1.1 is analyzed using the feel system dynamics
present at 0.8 Mach, then the size of the bobweight must be significantly
reduced to preclude the feel system from becffing unstable. The F-4C bellows
spring prevents this from occurring normally since the spring forces increase
proportionally with dynamic pressure. However, if a leak developed in the
bellows, an unstable feel system could result which the pilot would not be
able to stabilize without driving the shoit period roots unstable.
Figures 14.76 to 14.80 show the effect of the size of the bobweight (with
and without the feel system dynamics) on the open loop F-4C short period
response with the bobweight located at the production position. Figure 14.76
shows the basic aircraft short period response with the feel system and
bcbweight dynamics neglected. Figure 14.77 shows the sane response with the
feel system dynamics included. Note the slight deformations in the response
at the first peak. These are due to the high frequency, lightly damped feel
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system roots.

The damping of the short period is unchanged. Figure 14.78
shows the effect of the bcbweight, with the feel system anitted. The short
period damping is reduced significantly.
Figure 14.79 shows the aircraft
response to a pulse stick input with the bobweight and feel system dynamics
included. The short period damping is only slightly reduced from the basic
aircraft but the feel system dynamics are very evident. Although the feel
system is stable, it appears to be very lightly damped. Figure 14.80 shcws
what happens to the feel system if the bobweight beccnes too large. The feel
system is driven unstable, appearing as a high frequency divergent motion
which is superimposed over the basic aircraft short period response. Much
effort was required to achieve a bobweight configuration for the F-4C which
provided adequate maneuvering stick force characteristics while avoiding a
significant increase in the PIO susceptibility of the aircraft. The pitch
damper which is included in the aircraft also helps to reduce the PIO
susceptibility of the aircraft.
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14.3.3 Electronic Cappensation Devices
14.3.3.1 Prefilter Effects. Prefilters are often added to the pilot ccmrand
path of an electrical flight control system (Figure 14.81) to shape the
response. A prefilter can be either a lead network, to provide a quickening
of the initial aircraft response for a sluggish aircraft, or a lag network, to
reduce the abruptness of the response of an overly sensitive aircraft. Figure
14.82 shows the effect of a lead network prefilter on the pitch rate response
of an aircraft. Notice that the basic aircraft response is sluggish and
heavily damped. With the lead prefilter on the pilot input, the response is
Figure 14.83 shows the effect of a lag prefilter on the

much more abrupt.

pitch rate response of an aircraft with a pitch damper augmentation system.

Notice that the larger the time constant of the prefilter, the more the
aircraft response resembles the first order response of the prefilter.
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14.3.3.2 Noise Filters.
Low pass filters are frequently necessary in
feedback paths to eliminate urnanted signal noise due to atmospheric
turbulence, sensor dynamics, structural effects or electrical noise. Figure
14.84 presents the effect of the noise filter on the root locus of the angle
of attack system discussed in paragraph 14.2 (compare to Figure 14.16). The
noise filter does not appreciably alter the effect the control system has on
the aircraft phugoid characteristics. The short period mode, however, is
significantly altered. At a relatively low gain, the damping of short period
is rapidly reduced and, at a low gain, becomes negative. Figure 14.85 shows
the time response of the angle of attack of the aircraft and the shift in the
feedback signal caused by the low pass filter. This phase shift causes the
instability for higher gains since the error signal which drives the elevator
does not represent the true angle of attack error. The second effect of the
filter is to increase the order of the closed loop system, which effectively
increases the initial lag in the aircraft response. A third effect is to
attenuate high frequency angle of attack signals.
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Noise filters are frequently used on sensors which detect atmospheric
turbulence, such as angle of attack or sideslip sensors. Another approach is
available to provide these signals for control system use to camputationally
derive the signals. This compleentary filter approach is used to provide the
flight control system with nearly noise free, turbulence resistant angular and
angular rate signals with good high frequency quality for angle of attack or
sideslip and has been successfully used in the variable stability Learjet and
the A-7D Digitac aircraft. The computation scheme used in the A-7D Digitac to
provide a high quality angle of attack signal to the directional axis (as part
of a computed sideslip rate feedback control law) is shown in Figure 14.86.
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The angle of attack derivation is
equation
an •

0

(q -c)

ARY PMTER USE

IN THE A-7D DIGITAC

based on the normal acceleration

+ g cose coso

(positive up)

(14.53)

where an
7e
since it
The

is the acceleration at the center of gravity.
accelerometer location forward of the center of gravity is neglected
produces only a small error in the inplementation.
acceleration signal is subtracted from the pitch rate and gravity
signals to yield
S-

a n + q+ -A coscost

14. 100

(UO 4VAV

(14.54)

lisp

Neglecting the bias signal, and danoting the signal after the low pass filters
as

F and&F
then

1

BLENDED =F + 2 •F +s (F

-

B N

)

or

(i+ 1

S+
(s
+•2 ++ 11

(s+ 1)

BBLOOM

(s + 1)2

F

(s +1)

*

& +F

1.
1

aF
so that

The angle of attack vane signal provides the low frequency (below 1 radian per
second) portion of the signal and the angle of attack rate signal provides the
high frequency part of the signal, since
s

Looking at the Bode plot of Figure 14.87 it is apparent that high quality
angle of attack magnitude information is passed through the filter.
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If it is assumed that a signal which is attenuated more than 3 decibels
does not contribute to the p1ase angle, then minimal phase shift is
experienoed by the output signal across the full spectvtm of the angle of
attack signal. Complimentary filters have excellent features which are just
recontly being realized.
14.3.3.3
stead,-state Error Wuction.
Steady-state errors in feeelack
control systtims are snetimes useful and scfetimts undesirable.
If speed
stability is ýdesired, a small steady-state error is necessary in the
longitudinal aoxis of the control system.
Since the aircraft will not
precisely hold a comanded attitude or airspeed by itself, the pilot rust
provide a control input, either through the stick or trim systern, to maintain
the desired flight condition. The amount of additioral control input or trim
required is depedent on the aircraft characteristics and may be altered in
several
4ays.

14. 102

Periect neutral speed stability is not attainable except with an altitude
hold system but aircraft with nearly neutral speed stability can be realized
with a 'g'

conrand system.

If nearly neutral speed stability is desired for

piloted flight, an integrator is required in the forward path of a load factor
command control system. T•o implementations are possible--the addition of a
pure integrator or the use of a proportional plus integral scheme. If speed
stability is desirable, but a lower stick force gradient is required, then a
lag filter may be added which reduces the steady-state error but does not
completely eliminate it.
Pure lag filters are not useful for error reduction.
Sinilar uses for these methods of steady-state error reduction are applicable
to the directional axis, especially in the elimination of sideslip (lateral
acceleration).
The location of these devices to reduce steady-state arror is limited to
the forward path for the longitudinal axis. If a lag filter is used in the
feedback path, the steady-state error will increase. If an integrator is used
in the feedback path, the aircraft steady-state error will be unity.
In the lateral-directional axis, the use of an integrator in the feedback
path of a lateral acceleration feedback system will maintain the sideslip
angle at zero, a desirable feature in the elimination of unwanted lateral
acceleration.

The use of integrators in autopilots is conmn and is usually

required to achieve the desired precision.
14.3.3.3.1

Effects of a Forward Pathi Integxator.

If a pure integrator

is placed in the forward path, a zero steady-state error for step inputs will
result, since, for a pitch attitude system

e

ss

lim

1+

1
KG

s-0

s

(14.56)

6e

A similar result ocaurs for a load factor ccmnand system. If however, the
integrator is used in a pitch rate conrand system, then a steady-state error
occurs in the pitch rate but not in the pitch attitude.
The use of
integrators in the pitch rate conrmand system for an unstable aircraft is
discussed extensively in Paragraph 14.3.3.4.
Integrators will dramatically alter the root locus of the augmented
aircraft fron the characteristics discussed in the last chapter.
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shcws the effect of an integrator added to the forward path of a simple pitch
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The
attitude ccand system (ccipare this root locus to Figure 14.7b).
phugoid roots may move rapidly as the gain increases to a very high frequency
(greater than 1.5 radians per second) while the short period roots ver•y
quickly becae unstable. At low to moderate gain, two pairs of conplex roots,
those starting as the phugoid pair and those starting as the short period, can
both occur in the angle of frequencies normally associated with the short
period. The aircraft motion can no longer be described by a simple second
order response and the requirevents of MX,-F-8785C will be difficul.t to use.
Figure 14.96 shaws the time response of the aircraft pitch attitude with the
pure integral controller. The excessive overshoot and poor convergence to the
final aircraft pitch attitude is due to the lag introduced by the integrator.
Notice the large initial time delay before the aircraft starts to respond to
the pilot input. Better coiwergence can be achieved with higher integrator
gains, but instability problems generally preclude the use of high gains.
14.104

If an integrator is added to a pitch rate conand system, two effects
will occur. The pitch rate carmand system root locus will be identical to the
pitch attitude root locus, where the short period natural frequency increases
and the danping ratio decreases while the phugoid characteristics are
suppressed.

This is not what would be expected from a pitch rate feedback

system.
Also, the integrator suppresses the large initial pitch rate
overshoot which normally occurs in conventional aircraft.
Excessive
suppression of this characteristic

is

detrimental to acceptable

handling

qualities.
The use of a pure integrator in the forward path of a load factor camand
system provides apparent neutral speed stability, but is seldom used.

The

control strategy suffers because the pilot has no direct caanand path to the
elevator.

His inputs are applied to the integrator and the pilot must wait

for the integration to occur before the aircraft responds. A large amount of
lag is added to the system which can drive the short period roots unstable at
a low system gain, as shown in Figure 14.89. The phugoid roots move rapidly
to the real axis,

creating an unsuppressed real root which can adversely

affect the time response of the aircraft, as shown in Figure 14.98. Notice
the significant effective time delay which initially occurs.
Also, the
integrator causes an unstable root near the origin which will eventually cause
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the aircraft to diverge (compare Figure 14.89 with Figure 14.19). However, if
the time constant of the unstable root is long, neutral speed stability will
be realized for all practical purposes.
14.3.3.3.2 Effects of a Lag Coirnensator. A lag caqensator of the form
G(s)

=

s + Ka (K > 1)

(14.57)

can be designed to approximate the action of the integrator at low
frequencies. The gain, K, is usually not greater than 10, due to practical
analog design considerations, so that the zero is not more than 10 times
further from the origin than the pole.
The lag filter reduces the steady state error for a step input by a
significant amount. For a system without the lag filter (Figure 14.7b)

14.106

s;
(5)
lira0 [ 1 + Ke e e(s)

ess

2. 9K

=

0.62

0.213) (14.58)

(K

With the lag filter added
ess eesOl
S
0lira
lim12.2

s 0

Ke (S + 0.i1

+ (s + 0.01)

s

(14.59)

0.139

=G 1 + 29.2K6

e (s)

A 78% reduction in the steady state error occurs. larger percentage reductions can occur for higher gain, since high gain contribute to lower errors.
However, in this system, high gain also cause low short period damping which
would be unacceptable. A residual steady state error for step inputs exists
since an integrator is not present. The lag filter is usually placed in the
low frequency region so as not to affect the short period response of the aircraft while changing the phugoid response significantly. Referring to Figure
14.90, it is apparent that the phugoid natural frequency and damping are
increased significantly while the short period response is not significantly
altered fran the system of Figure 14.7b. Figure 14.91 shows the time response
of the aircraft pitch attitude illustrating the effects of the lag filter.
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A-7D PITCH A'I2L-IUE RESPONSE WITH LAG FILTE

The A-7D digitac aircraft uses a lag filter in the pitch axis to reduce
the speed stability of the aircraft relative to the normal A-7D, thereby
reducing the pilot stick forces necessary to maintain a constant dive angle
during dive bombing, where a speed increase from 300 kts at roll-in to 450 kts
at bcab release is typical.
14.3.3.3.3 Effects of Proportionail Plus Integral Control. A frequently
used scheme to achieve neutral speed stability in a load factor cmnand system
while avoiding the main disadvantages (excessive lag and poor convergence
characteristics) of the pure integral control implementation is the
proportional plus integral network. A block diagram of this network is shn
in Figure 14.92. The transfer function of this network is

G(s)

= 1 +

s

s +_K
s

(14.60)

and the steady-state error of the pitch attitude cammand system for a step
input is
14.108
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(14.61)
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The effect of proportional plus integral. controllers on the augme~nted
aircraft characteristics is nearly a Cirect function of the integrator gain,
K. For high values of K the effect is similar to that of a pure integrator in
the forward. path (ccarare Figure 14.93 to Figure 14.88). The added zero due
to the proportional plus integral controller causes the augmented aircraft
roots to mov~e further on thje root locus plot for a specified gain than in the
case of the pure integret- cont-,oller, dependinq on the integrator gain, K.
For low values of K, the effect more closely apprc~cimates that of the lag
filter (carpare Figure. 14.94 to Figure 14.90) except that the step input
steady state error is zero.
The main advantage this schem has over the pure integrator approach is
that the pilot is provid,-.d a direct path to the elevator and does not have to
wait for an int..egrationi to occu~r prior to seeing the aircraft respond. The
bK1elps to quicl~n the response over the pure. integrator scheme
zero at s
at lotw values of K. Higher values of K contribute to an effective time delay
due to the increased lag caused by the integrator. However, higher integrator
gain~s are generally iossible using a proportional plus integral scheme than
wh,-n using a pure integral controller, shortening the convergence time of -the
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If this system is added to the forward path of a pitch rate command
system, the pitch rate overshoot characteristic of conventional aircraft is
suppressed sanewhat but not as severely as in the pure integrator case. For
low values of K, the overshoot suppression is small. For high values of K,
the overshoot suppression is substantial and approaches the poor flying
qualities of the pure integrator schexim.
Figure 14.95 shows the root locus plot for a 'g' command system with a
proportional plus integral controller. The zero added by the proportional
path prevents the excessive lag present in the system with the pure integral
controller so that the short period roots are not driven unstable at any
system gain.
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Figure 14.96 shows the time response characteristics of a pitch attitude
comrmand system with a proportional plus integral controller in the forward
path. Both responses are higher order and the requirements of MIL-F-8785 are
difficult to apply. The higher integrator gain causes a faster rise time and
more rapidly approaches the final value. Also note the difference in the
initial response (below 0.2 seconds). The zero at s = -K does not aid the
initial ý:esponse of the system with the high integrator gain, resulting in an
effective tima delay of nearly 0.2 seconds (versus 0.1 seconds for the lower
This effective time delay characteristic of highly
integrator gain).
augmented analog systems (no actual time delay occurs in analog systems, only
in digital systems) has been correlated to a severe degradation in handling
qualities when excessive.
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Figure 14.97 shows the output signals associated with the proportional
part of the network, the integrator, and the caoplete controller. Notice that
the integrator rapidly assumes the majority of the error signal while the
proportional path must act to reduce the total network output. The integrator
actually causes the overshoot of the final pitch attitude value (coamanded
attitude) to occur.
Figure 14.98 compares the responses of two load factor comnand systens,
one with a pure integral controller discussed in Paragraph 14.3.3.3.1, and one
with a proportional plus integral controller. The effective time delay is
reduced and the system convergence improved with the proportional plus
integral controller.
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14.3.3.4 Use of Integral Control in Pitch Rate Cammand Systems. Pitch rate
command systems are unsuccessful in stabilizing an unstable aircraft whose
instability is due either to the tuck mode in the transonic regime or to a
longitudinal static instability (Figure 14.14).

This inability to stabilize

the aircraft is due to the presence of the zero at the origin in the pitch
rate transfer function.

The use of an integrator in the forward loop to

cancel the zero at the origin is a solution to this difficulty--but one with
hidden difficulties for piloted flight (this solution may be quite successful
with pure integral control, a decrease in the short
for autopilot operation).
period dz@uing ad arn lncieedse in the short period natural frequency occurs,
the roots of thte augnented aircraft migrating in a manner similar to a pitch.
attitude feedback system (Figure 14.9). A relatively high gain is reqiired to
stabilize the aircraft. Figure 14.99 shows the time response of the pitch
rate ccnnand system with a pure integral controller.

A large effective time

delay is apparent and poor handling qualities could be expected due to the low
response dadoping. Further caopensation would be required to obtain acceptable
characteristics.
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The use of a proportional plus integral controller may overcome the
Figures
difficulties encountered when using the pure integral controller.
14.100 and 14.101 illustrate the effects of two integral plus proportional
controllers on the root locus of the pitch rate command system.

The higher

the integrator gain, the more closely the situation with the pure integral
controller is approached.
syster.s.

Figure 14.102 compares the time response of the two

The system with the lower integrator gain suppresses the pitch rate

overshoot characteristic of the aircraft and may yield poor handling qualities
as a result. The system with the higher inte-grator gain provides a response
characteristic which is closer to what is obtained with conventional aircraft
and generally preferred by pilots.
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Engineers have postulated that the optimal location of the zero which
arises from the proportional plus integral controller is such that it cancels
the stable real root in the aircraft characteristic equation. Figures 14.103,
14.104, and 14.105 show the effect of varying the integrator gain about -the
stable real pole.
Figure 14.106 compares the time responses of the three
systems for a specified gain. It is apparent that the location of the zero
relative to the pole does not significantly alter the aircraft response
characteristics as long as the zero is relatively close to the pole. The
higher the integrator gain, however, the lower the response rise time. The
overshoot tendency of the pitch rate response is slight. Notice that if the
system gain is reduced at a fixed integrator gain, the overshoot magnitude is
increased smewhat but the response is also more sluggish (lower effective
short period frequency).
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Using proportional plus integral control with relatively high integrator

S~gain
3i

is

preferred and cancellation

optimal solution.

of the

stable real

root may not be the

The higher the integrator gain, the higher the frequency of

the short period and the lower the short period damping for a fixed controller
gain.

The addition of lead compensation way be required to obtain the desired

characteristics.

Ground and in-flight A•imulations

are required to assess the

impact of the integrator gain on aircraft handling qualities.
14.3.3.5

Figure 14.107 shows a hypothetical

Integrators as Vimory Devices.

pitch%rate command system• with an attitude hold feature.
hold feature disengaged,

"

the pilot commands pitch rate.

With the attitude
With the

aittitude

~hold feature er~gaged, the aircraft maintains the attitude at which th•e pilot
releases the control stick.

Proportional plus integral control is provided to

precisely hold the =vul1nded attitude.

The purpose of the second integrator

is to remrber the attitude at which the pilot releases the control stick.

14.120

w

When the pilot applies enough force to engage the switch, the integrator
output attempts to match the attitude of the aircraft. The speed at which the
integrator output matches the aircraft attitude depends on the integrator
When the pilot releases the stick, the switch

gain, which is normally high.

in the integrator path opens and the integrator maintains the last output
Any deviations frcm this

(desired attitude) prior to the switch opening.
attitude result in a pitch rate command.
device.

The integrator is used as a memory

This implementation is corton in attitude hold system.

switch, in the forward path of the attitude hold loop,

The second

insures that the

attitude hold system does not provide inputs to the pitch rate command system
during rapid maneuvers, where the integrator memory cannot cancel the actual
The feedback path in the proportional plus integral

aircraft attitude signal.

controller cancels any residual signal retained b5y the integrator when the
attitude hold mode is disengaged by driving the integrator to zero.
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14.3.3.6 Increasing the Phase Angle (Improved Stability). The phase angle of
the control system is related to the time response damping ratio of the closed
loop system by the following rough approximation (for second order systems).
Phase Margin (degrees)
100

(Phase Margin < 700)

(14.62)

if the system damping ratio is low then the phase angle must be increased.
The best way to improve the damping ratio is to provide a rate feedback loop
as discussed in Paragraph 14.2.2.2.
Another approach is to add lead
compensation in either the forward or feedback path.

The general form of the

lead compensator is
•

(s + Kb)

s+b

(K<

)

where the zero occurs closer to the origin than the pole. The gain 1/K
prevents an increase in the steady state error.
Figures 14.108 and 14.109 present the effects of a lead compensator (with
two different values of K) on a pitch attitude coamand system. The lead
compensator can significantly alter the closed loop response.
The lead
compensator is generally centered near the short period frequency so as to
increase the phase angle in that region, thereby improving the system short
period damping ratio. The nore lead provided (small value of K), the more
damping is improved. Practical limitations in ccnponents generally restrict
R > 0.1 in analog systems. If the control loop gain is too high the damping
ratio will decrease and the natural frequency will increase in the pitch
attitude system presented.
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S

The Lo,-ation of the lead compensator in the forward versus the feedback
path significantly impacts the time response (Figure 14.110).
have the same closed loop roots.

Both systems

The only difference is the proximity of the

zero--added to the system by the compensator--to the origin.

Note that. the

response after several seconds is essentially exponential in character. The
zero added by the feedback compensator is remote from the origin and the
response is

essentially exponential near the origin.

sluggish than the original system.

The system is

more

The forward path compensator zero is much

closer to the origin and nearly cancels the exponential response due to the
dominant low frequency real root, causing a more abrupt response. The damping
of both canpensated systems is higher than the damping of the uncompensated
system with the same short period. The zero in the forward path carpensator
reduces the effective damping by causing the initial response overshoot.
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14.3.3.7

Washout Filter.

A washout filter has the form
S

s+b

This is

a high pass filter that passes signals above b radians per second

while attenuating lower frequency signals.
through this filter is zero.

The steady state signal passing

Signals will be passed only during the transient

portion of the aircraft response and that the steady state signal will be
attenuated.
This filter is

very common in the feedback path of yaw damper systems.

During a steady state level turn, a steady yaw rate is

present.

Since the

aircraft is in a bank

r

=

'

cos •

(14.63)

where 1 is the heading rate and ý is the bank angle. The yaw rate gyro feeds
this signal back to the rudder to try to deflect the rudder to oppose the
turn. Without a washout filter, a constant rudder deflection would occur
which would try to roll the aircraft wings level. This wings level tendency
in swept wing aircraft is caused by large sideslip due to rudder deflection
and is undesirable during turns. The washout filter prevents the residual
rudder deflection during the turn while still providing Dutch roll damping
during rolling maneuvers.
The s in the numerator represents a differentiation. Therefore, the
filter passes only the derivative of the incoming signal, which is zero for a
constant amplitude signal. The attitude men-ry circuit in Figure 14.107 forms
a washout filter when the attitude hold system is disengaged.
Figure 14.111 shows the washout filter in a pitch rate damper has little
effect on the root locus of the pitch rate augmented aircraft. If the pole of
the filter were located such that s < -1.09, the effect would be slight. If,
however, the pole were located such that s << -1.09, the filter would nearly
negate the effect of the feedback since it would pass only very

14.125

high frequency signals.

Figure 14.112 shows the pitch rate response of the

pitch darper augmented aircraft to a step pitch rate ccm-and.

Figure 14.113

shows the output of the washout filter, which goes to zero after a short tine.
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The use of a washout filter in a canrnad or forward path is inadvisable.
The camannd signal degrades to zero after a short time.

For the pitch rate

damper, for instance, if a washout filter were added to the caonand path and
the pilot tried to maintain a constant aircraft pitch rate, he would be
required to apply a constantly increasing stick force to maintain the rate.
When the pilot reached a force or deflection limit in the feel system the
aircraft pitch rate would go to zero and the pilot could no longer pitch the
aircraft.
14.3.3.8

Gain Scheduling.

It is frequently necessary to change the control

system gains as a function of the flight condition for aircraft with large
The purpose of gain scheduling is to retain nearly constant
handling qualities within a large region of the flight envelope. Gains are
flight envelopes.

usually scheduled as a function of dynamic pressure or Mach, although other
parameters may be used.
14.3.4

Sensor Placement in a Rigid Aircraft

A discussion of sensor dynamics is beyond the sccpe of this text.

These

dynamics are usually negligible for the analysis of aircraft control systzMs
since the sensors are selected to be sufficiently fast

(very high natural

frequencies) so as to add a negligibly small amount of lag to the system.
References 14.3, 14.33, and 14.37 discuss sensor dynatics.
The location of an angle of attack sensor- imst muiinize
disturbances near the sensor so as to obtain steady mea•ur~ents.
near the aii-craft is affected by unleash,

local

flow

Since flow

the wigle of attack mazsurx•iu'nt from

the vane is not the true angle of attack, and must be corrected to indicate
the true angle of attack.

This correction may be determined experimentally

during tower flyby pitot static tests for subsonic speeds or cacuutcd for
supersonic speeds. Vid correction may be a function of altitude or Mach.
Thc- placenent of rate gyros is not critical in rigid aircraft. T1hey are
usually aligned to measure rotational motion about the aircraft body axes.
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Acceleraneters, however, must be located carefully.

The acceleration at

locations other than the aircraft center of gravity is computed as
aEL

= acg +

x

(14.64)

where w is the angular acceleration of the aircraft and Z is the location of
the accelerometer relative to the center of gravity, expressed in the aircraft
body axis system.
Computing the normal and lateral accelerations fran
!
--

aACCEL

=+
ax

3

k

cg

Ycg

x

y

z

yields
aýACCL

acq +

aZcE

az + Iw_ "xqk.

'

j

(14.65)

and
zAE
0(14.66)

It is undesirable to locate the jmral accel•ranoter away from the centerline
of tU.

aircraft to av-oid sensi;q roll accelerations.
The desirability of locating the normal accelerawvter ahead of the center

of rotiti.-n of the aircraft was briefly discussed ii

Paragrakoh 14.2.2.4.

70e

effect of acculercn-etei-7 Pecation on the acceleration transfer function zeros
czui be

determined by plottLzg- a root locus of
-;.

s' N. {s)

Gil =
('4.67)

a,

)

(5

as a function of Ix and, for feedback of lateral acceleration to the rudder,
by plotting the root locus of either

Zx s Nr (s)
r

GH =

aYcg

(14.68)

N6

(s)
r

or
-2 s Np (s)
6

z

GH

r

(14.69)

a
N6

Ycq9

(S)

r

as 2x and kz vary.

The nornal load factor transfer function is

z (S) = +

e
"The

(S)

32.2

(14.70)

e

further the no.nal ac-e-lercneter is located ahead of the cmiter of

gravi.ty, ti^i closer t.- of tW-4 zeanos in the

e
transfer function mote

IACM•

towards

the short paritx

roots.

Vie further the

accelerawtter is located aft of the center of gravity, the more destabilizinq
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-

--

'

the effect of acceleration feedback on the short period roots and the lower
the maximun gain of the system to maintain stability.

Figure 14.114 shows the

effect of nornal accelerometer placement on the zeros of the acceleration
transfer function.

The gain of the acceleration transfer function changes as

a function of the accelerometer location, and may be computed as
a
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5

FORWARD

2.64FT
34

where tihe two gains are associated with the numerator terms indicated.

The

center of rotation of the aircraft may be computed by setting the above
expression equal to zero and solvinq for the distance fran the center of
gravity.
Ficgire 14.115 shows the effect of accelerometer location on the short
period roots

for three otherwise identical

Actuator dynamics are included.
the center of gravity,

acceleration feedback systems.

As the accelerometer location mroves aft of

the short period roots migrate to the right half

s-plzne at a much lower gain than if the sensor were at the center of gravity.
At a relatively low gain, the system with the sensor at the center of gravity
will also be driven unstable.

With thie accelerometer well in front of the

center of gravity the system cannot cause the short pericd roots to become
unstable for any gain.
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The placement of lateral accelercmeters is also important if the
destabilizing influence of the acceleration transfer function zeros on the
Dutch roll roots is to be minimized so that higher feedback gains can be
realized.

Figures 14.116 and 14.117 show the migration of the acceleration
transfer function zeros with longitudinal and vertical displacement of the

accelercmeter, respectively. The lateral accelerometer should be located well
forward of the center of rotation for the directional axis (ahead of the
center of gravity),
locating the lateral accelercmeter above the aircraft
center of gravity will also minimize the number of zeros in the right half
s-plane and minimize the destabilizing influence of these zeros on the Dutch
roll roots.
Locating the lateral accelerometer ahead of the directional
center of rotation and above the center of gravity combines these two effects.
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The effects of aeroelastic coupling due to the intermingling of the

aircraft structural notioms with the rigid body motions can produce extranous
control signals which can degrade handling qualities or controllability and
may even cause the flight control system to drive the structural motions
Lnstable.
References

14.2,

14.3,

14.40 and 14.41 discuss aeroelastic equations of

Totion.
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Longitudinal aeroelastic equations of motion are presented

in Figure

14.118.
The equations describe the aircraft pitch axis motion and the
significant structural body bending for small perturbations of the aircraft
from straight and level flight. The significant structural modes are the
bending modes that are at a frequency that can be sensed and therefore
interact with the flight control system. The first two equations represent
the two degree of freedom short period dynamic characteristics and include
aeroelastic coupling effects.

The next three equations are the structural
body bending equations of motion. The last two equations provide for the
corputation of aircraft pitch rate and normal acceleration that are sensed at
the locations of the pitch rate gyro and normal accelerometer, respectively.
A list of the dimensional stability derivatives used in the equations is
presented in Table 14.4.
Figure 14.119 presents an illustration of the
variable definitions.

Reference 14.39 presents a list of the coefficients for

the equations of nxtion for the F-4E aircraft.
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TABLE 14.4
A.-E2ELASTIC EQtATIONS DI.MMISIONAL STABILITY DERIVAIVE DEFINITIONS
F

Stabilator Bending Mode Acceleration due to Angle of Attack
(1/sec squared)

F:

Stabilator Bending Mode Acceleration due to Pitch Rate (1/sec)

_F,

F

F:, F"

, F.
11

Stabilator
iMbde Acceleration due to Stabilitator
Deflection Bending
Acceleration
( i/sec squared), Rate (1/sec),
and
Position (dimensionless), Respectively
Stabilitator Bending Mode Acceleration due to Stabilator
Bending (1/sec squared) and Stabilator Bending Rate (1/sec),
Respectively

Fn, F;
2
~2

Stabilator Bending Mode Acceleration due to First Fuselage

F

Stabilator Bending Mode Acceleration due to Stabilator Rotation
ZMde (1/sec squared) and Rotation Mode Rate (1/sec), Respectively

,

n3 ..

Vertical Bending (1/sec squared) and Bending Rate (1/sec),
Respectively

F.3

First Fuselage Vertical Bending Mode Acceleration due to
Parameter x
t.
xStabilator

Rotation Mode Acceleration due to Parameter x

Mx
zx

Pitching Angular Acceleration due to Parameter x

".1' n2' n3

Notralized Coordinates of Stabilator Berding Mode, First
Fuselage Vertical Bending Mode and Stabilator Rotation Mode,
Respectively. Displacerent at Fuselage Station j is Positive
Downward.

Flight Path Angular Acceleration due to Parameter x

(Ollf 21#
]
301
----

•

,

Masured %o=ml Acceleration due to Stabilator Se-nding Mode,
First fuselage Vertical Bending Mode ard Stabilator Rotation
Mode at Fuselage Station j, Respectively

.42

Slope of the Stabliator Bending mde, First Puselage Vertical

&-~-•-

S,
Bending
%bdeand Stabilator .Rotation &Modeat Fuselage Station
j, Respectively
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Aircraft transfer functions can be found from the equations of motion.
Cramer's rule can be

Figure 14.120 presents the equations in matrix fonnat.

applied to develop the equations of motion including aeroelastic effects.
This matrix equation may be partitioned to show the rigid and aeroe. astic
aircraft interplay as follows:
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DDATION OF .%Vr•QN

i(s)

If the natural frequency of the short period mode w is low relative to
the natural frequency of the structural bending mode wsb such that wsb/wsp>5
then the response of the rigid body aircraft and the structural bending
The principle of superposition can be used

effects are effectively decoupled.

The block diagram, for

in this case to account for the aeroelastic effects.
the rate gyro measurement is Figure 14.121.
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Accelerometer and Rate Gvro Sensor Placeent.

From the last two

equations of the longitudinal aeroelastic equations of motion,

the adverse

effects of structural coupling can Le reduced by the careful selection of the
is where
The ideal location for an accelercneter
sensor locations.
Oil 02 and t3 are zero (fran a structural point of view) and a pitch rate gyro
€33/ax are zero. All six varibles
is ideally located where a 1 /3x, a42 /ax,
are not all zero at the same po.unt in reality. If the structural mode shapes
hrmonic motion (sinusoidal in nature)
hiar.e

are accurately represented by

then a reduction of structural mcxle coupling may be
accelercneters
nit, n,

on

n= 0 where

nodal
the

point;,
bendling

or

points

of

obtained
zero

by locating
deformation

mode shapes in Figure 14.119c cross the x

axis and by locating rate gyros on xnti-nodal points, ir points of zero slope,

uwhere ao1/3x, a0
2/3x,

aý3i/a. = 0.
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q

Design compromises

are necessary due to interference of the bending and
rotation modes and due to limitations on available space for sensor location.
The normal acceleraneter location is usually ahead of the aircraft center of
rotation and close to the node of the first fuselage structural mode.

The

rate gyro is normally located close to the anti-node of the first fuselage
bending mode.
Rate gyros located forward of this point have a destabilizing
effect on the structural mode, which may require compensation to prevent
driving the structural mode unstable. Rate gyros located aft of the anti-node
have a stabilizing effect on the structural mode.

The location of the gyro in

the rigid aircraft did not require any special consideration.
14.3.5.2

Structural Filter Compensation.

The proper placement of sensors

will not entirely eliminate adverse structural effects in the flight control
system. Often structural filters are required to provide structural mode
attentuation, A simple first order lag filter, similar to the noise filter
previously discussed, and a notch filter are cammonly used for this purpose.
A notch filter has the form
Iss2 +22ýN

K

2_/ 2

Ns+ 2N(K

+ 2;DS

K

+

Figure 14.126 show

'•22
w2 2
(KDD.N

+

w~

a Bode plot of a typical notch filter.

The notch depth

and relative width are prim-rily a function of the ratio ;N %D" As this ratio
becomes snaller, the depth of the notch increases while its width in terms of
frequency decreases.

Conversely,

an increase

opposite effect-less depth and wider notch.

in

the ratio produces

the

The tuned frequency is governed

by the frequencies uN and wD.
If the notch filter is symmetric, then the
tuned frequency is wN = WD" If the notch filter is asymmntric, then
#N
0 wD
and the tuned frequency is detei.zmined by
14.3.5.3

Notch Filter Effects.

N if 4N < CD"

Figure 14.122 presents a block diagram for a

C-star (C*) camnand systen for a proposed fly-by-wire F-4E aircraft.

C* is

defined as
C*

n

ZACCEL

+ xq

14.140

(14.72)

0
This blended pitch rate and normal acceleration system was a ccaon control
law strategy in the late sixties and early seventies (A-7D uses a C* control
law), but was found to be difficult to design for level 1 flying qualities.
The transfer function
C* _ 1355.7(s + 2.63 t 5.05V) (s + 0.52 t 65.751)
6e
(s + 4) (s + 2.08 ± 7.02j) (s + 1.19 ± 92 .01j)

(g's/radian)

was found using the matrix transfer function of Figure 14.120 for the 1.2
Mach, 5000 feet flight condition (see Reference 14.39). The system d;sign#rxs
minimized structural coupling through the pitch rate gyro by locating the gyro
at a point where the first fuselage bending mode slope is essentially zero.
However, the accelerameter detects some structural nTode acceleration. Notice
the poles and zeros at very high frequencies which result from the first
fuselage bending mode.

0
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FIGURE 14.122.
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1.4)

CONTBi)L SYSTrh

i•D!R

The control system block diagram may be redrawn for analysis, as shown in
Figure 14.123.
14.124

and

the

If the notch filter is neglected, the Bode diagram of Figure
root

locus plot of Figure

14.125

result.

Notice

the

instability near 92 radians per second which occurs due to the structural
coupling between the first fuselage bending mode and the flight control system
(zero gain or phase margin in the Bode diagram and a pair of high frequency
This
oscillatory roots in the right half s-plane in the root locus plot).
instability is due to the accelerometer sensing structural bending mode
accelerations and feeding the signals back to the stabilator through the
flight control system to further excite the bending nmoe.

The overall gain of

the control system must be reduced by a minimum of 15 decibels (a factor of
5.6) to maintain stability, with an accoaanying degradation of handling
qualities due to a reduced bandwidth and poor short period damping, unless a
filter can be added to the system to suppress the coupling.
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FIGU/RE 14. 3,23
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The designers added a notch filter

s + 50.4 t 67.2j
4414

to the systa~n.

Figure 14.126 plots a Bode diagmram for this Ifilter.

Tihe

gmgntude, plot disp lays a large red~uction -in the ratio of the output signal to
the irput sign~al near the stru'ctural bending no~e frequenc-y of 92 radians per
second,

formimg a notch.

The magrditudle ratio at low frequencies

about 16 radians per second)

(less than

is essentially unaffected so that the short

period respwse. is- not distorted by th~e filter. A very. slight bit of phase
lag occus, in the short period frequenc region (about 50) wiich causes a
slight increase in the re-so

tiime.
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Figure 14.127 shows the effect of the notch filter on the proposed F-4E
fly-by-wire flight control system. Notice the magnitude ratio is suppressed
in the vicinity of the bending mode natural frequency.

Figure 14.128 presents

the root locus plot for the system incorporating the structural filter.
Notice that all the augmented roots of the aircraft are stable.
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14.3.6 Nonlinear Elements
Simplified linear analysis of complex systems often ignores important
nonlinear effects which can greatly alter the response characteristics of
closed loop control systems and may cause significant adverse or even
catastrophic results. Nonlinearities in system elements, such as actuator
rate limits, control surface deflection limits, mechanical hysteresis or
friction, can cause system instabilities which are not evident from linear
analysis. (Reference 14.31 discusses nonlinear analysis.)
Figure 14.129 presents four common nonlinearities encountered in flight
control systems. The convention used for graphically representing nonlinear
effects plots the input variable along the x axis and the output variable
-Ilong the y axis. The input-output relationship must be understood when
examining nonlinear elements.
The deadzone effect is typical of friction and breakout forces present in
conventional pilot controller feel systems and occurs to same degree in most
mechanical systems. The stick force is plotted as the input variable and the
stick displacement is the output variable.
The limiter effect is typical of hydraulic actuators -- which can deflect
an aerodynamic surface at a rate less than commanded depending on the surface
aerodynamic hinge mnoent and which also have limited motion authority due to
piston movement capacity. Mechanical stops are usually provided to limit
aerodynamic surface range of motion.
Hysteresis is quite camon and often undesirable in pitot static
instruments.
Hysteresis may be useful for other applications. The A-7D
maneuvering flaps display hysteresis which was intentionally designed into the
system to prevent premature flap extension or retraction. When increasing
angle of attack past 14 units the flaps fully extend. As angle of attack is
reduced past 11 units they retract.
The absolute value nonlinearity causes a signal to pass which is of the
same magnitude as the input regardless of the sign of the input.
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TYPICAL NONLINEARITIES

14.3.7 SAS and CAS Definitions
14.3.7.1 Stability Augmentation System (SAS).
A stability augmentation
system incorporates an electrical danper system in parallcl '.i-th
a
conventional flight control system. The damper system obtains aircraft motion
information from a sensor arid applies an additional input to the control
surface actuator to augment pilot input. If the pilot moves the aerodynamic
surface directly (without the aid of an actuator), then an actuator must be
provided for the damper system.
If the aircraft has irreversible flight control, the signal applied to
the actuator by the damper will not normally be sensed by the pilot (no
reflection of control surface movement in the controls).

14.151

In a boosted or reversible system the pilot may sense damper movement of
the controls because of the direct link of the control to the aerodynamic
surface. The pilot often senses an increase in control forces caused by the
damper attempting to oppose transient aircraft motions, especially when using
yaw daiqper systems during a wing-low crosswind landing(KC-135 or A-37).
14.3.7.2 Control Augmentation System (CAS). A CAS adds a record command path
between the pilot controller and the control surface. The pilot actuates the
mechanical and CAS electrical ccmmand path simultaneously.
The electrical
path typically uses a force sensor in the stick to provide an input to the
electrical control system.

with the CAS engaged,

the aircraft response is

heavily damp>ed and the control system gains are scheduled to maintain constant
aircraft response characteristics throughout the flight envelope. The sensors
in the augmentation system provide feedback signals which are compared to the
pilot input (usually a load factor, pitch rate or roll rate signal) to achieve
the desired aircraft response.
The F-15 has a mechanical feedback path to alter the aircraft response
characteristics sanewhat with the CAS disengaged.
14.3.7.3 Effect of Parallel Mechanical and Electrical Systems. The analysis
of control augmentation systems is complicated by the two cormand paths. An
anlysis of a CAS cannot ignore the effects of the mechanical system when
examining the augmented aircraft response.

I

S~control

Figure 14.130 presents a block diagram of the F-15 longitudinal flight
system including the CAS interconnect servo. Since the steady state
stick force gradients of the mechanical and electrical systems are different
(4.25 pounds per 'g' for the mechanical system and 3.75 pounds per 'g' for the
electrical system), the load factor feedback cannot satisfy both steady state
conditions simultaneously.
The inability of the load factor feedback to
satisfy the two systems is alleviated via the CAS interconnect servo, which
allows the pitch CAS gradient to be met by providing a bias signal to the
mechanical path. This feature also causes a transfer of any steady state CAS
series servo offset to the mechanical system so as to keep the series servo
position near center, providing full CAS authority under most conditions and
preventing large transients upon CAS disengagement. A full description of the
F-15 control system is provided in Reference 14.42.

The aircraft transfer functions for the 0.9 Mach,
condition are
G (s

G Z(s)
G
e

sea level flight

=

37.48 s;(s + 0.069) (s + 3.337)
((s)
s + 0.035 -1-0.147j) (s + 3.135 + 3.46j)

=

0.276 s(s + 0.065) (s
t 15.9j)
(s + 0.035 + 0.147j) (s++2.23
3.135 + 3.46j) (g sldeg)

where the accelercmeter is located 23 feet ahead of the center of gravity.
Figure 14.131 compares the aircraft response with the CAS disengaged, with the
CAS engaged and the effects of the mechanical system omitted, and of the
augmented aircraft including the effects of both the CAS and the mechanical
system. Notice that the irec1unical system helps to make the augmented
aircraft response more abrupt and to increase the initial load factor obtained
for a given applied stick force. Without considering the effects of the
mechanical system with the CAS engaged, one might wrongly conclude that the
aircraft response is sluggish. Notice also that while the augmented aircraft
steady state stick force gradient is 3.75 pounds per 'g', a closer
approximation to the force gradient during practical maneuvering would be near
4.5 pounds per 'g', since the pilot would apply whatever additional force is
necessary to attain the desired load factor as quickly as possible.
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14.4 ANALYSIS OF MULTILOOP FEDBACK CCOTROL SYSMTS
14.4.1 Uncoupled Multiloop Control Systems
Aircraft flight controls are frequently more complex than the simple
single loop stability augmentation systems and usually incorporate several of
the features discussed in Paragraph 14.3. Autopilots usually use an angular
rate feedback as an inner loop to provide increased damping to the short
period or Dutch roll mode and attitude feedback for ccoparison to the desired
reference attitude as an outer loop. Figure 14.132 shows a block diagram of a
multiloop attitude hold system.
14.4.1.1 Pitch Attitude Hold Control System. Figure 14.132 presents the
pitch attitude control system to be analyzed in this section, The block
diagram is reformulated to clearly show the multiloop nature of the system in
Figure 14.133. The transfer function relating the pitch attitude to the pitch
rate is
8

G6

e

(s)

G7 (s)
since
- =

(14 .73)

GAIN
+

GAIN

COMPENSATION

ATAO

+

FIGURE 14.132,

FIGURE. 14.133.

PITCH ATTITUDE HOLD CCNTROL SYSTEM

REM4Z•AT1I

PITal AITIrMDE C-ONLI.1L SYsT

which can be simplified to the ratio of the two transfer fwx=ion nzterators

N- (s)
e

e' (s)
0

The block diagram is nor
analysis.

in a form which readily lends itself to multiloop

The root locus of the inner pitch rate loop
GHq loop =

KqGcG
GG
q
q c 6 e ee6

(14.74)

is plotted.

The pitch rate augmented aircraft roots are detexmined fran the
root locus by selecting a value of Kq which meets the desired pitch rate in
terms of response time and dauping ratio.
transfer function (inner loop closed) is

The pitch rate augmented aircraft

qe AUG e(14.75)
q

q AUG

S•AUG are the characteristic roots of the pitch rate feedback loop
auguented airxraft determined from the root locus analysis. The block diagram
is $s4i.1ifiedas shown in Figure 14.134.

nG'ufT

14.134.

SIAPLLLIED PIVNH A.rTinUDE CLlNTw.L SySm4

The outer loop can now be analyzed by fomving the open loop transfer function
for the attitude hold systen augrented aircraft
GHK

•

.o
Goo
GG 7q
6qAUG

(14.76)

and plotting the root locus. The closed loop transfer function for the
attitude hold system augmented aircraft becates

e
G

A

=

c q,6

Aq, e

AUG

AUG

(14.77)

where Aq,8 are the augmented aircraft characteristic roots with both the pitch
AUG
attitude and pitch rate feedback loops closed.
14.4.1.2 Simple Pitch Attitude Hold System. Figure 14.135 presents a blcck
diagram for a proposed pitch attitude autopilot for the AV-8A Harrier VTCL
aircraft. TVa ai-craft transfer function (160
*AS,
sea level, zero engine
nozzle angle) is
6.-9(S

-e@

0.65'

(s + 0.521)

EFigqure 14.134 shows the block diagram reconfigured for analysis.
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The inner pit~h rate feedback loop is analyzed first. The pitch rate
feedback loop will stabilize thve unstable oscillatovy root pair of the
unaugnints1 aircraft. The open loop transfar fanctico for the inner loop is

Z=%ed as
cq loop

H -6.59(2.5) U17) (12) s (s +0.065) ( +- 0.521) (s + 10
(33
FfS + 0.23)I ;1s-.-69) (s-R 6.123 + 0.36-4j)-IT17

(s + 0.6)
4VwYii
-2F

and bte toot loc.us is plotted for positive gai:s Isince an dd nadvr of
negative signs appears in the loop).
Figuri.
presents ,he root locus
plot for the pitch rate feedback loop. The closed loop transfer function
characteristic roots corresponding to the design system gain of Kq - 336.09
are found &m the root locus analysis. The closed loop transfer function
(for the inner loop) zeros are the zeros appearing in the forward path of the
loop. No other zeros are introduced since no feedback elements exist. The
gain of U* closed loop triansfer function is also found fran the foiward
elements. The closed loop transfer ftnction for the inner loop is
Gq (s)
C(s
q

336.09(s + 0.065) (s + 0.521) (s + 0.6) (s + 10)
+ 0.074) (s + 0.53 + 0.165j) ts + 9.5) (s + 10.0 + 16.24J)
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The inner loop is now replaced by a single block formed by the closed.loop
transfer function of the inner loop (Figure 14.138).
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The open loop transfer function for the outer loop is
GH loop =

s

Is

The root locus as K0 varies as plotted in Figure 14.139 and the roots for the
designed gain of K0 = 672.18 are plotted. The closed loop transfer function
for the pitch attitude hold system is
G (672.18(s

G s

=

+ 0.065) (s + 0.521) (s + 0.6) (s + 10)
(s+0.065) (s+0.71) (s+0.47)(s+2.09) (s+9.32) (s+9.0±15.66j)

and the final value for a unit step pitch attitude change is ss = 10 so that
a 7ero steady-state error exists (as expected for a type 1 system). Notice
that all the roots except for the root near s - -2.1 and the high frequency
roots near s - -9.0 + 15.66j are in fairly close proximity to zeros. This
imnlies that they are suppressed and that the dominant root in the aircraft
response is s
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The time response of the aircraft to a step input can therefore be closely
aroximated as 0(t)

1 - e-2"1t as shown in Figure 14.140, %Amee the

aerpprodnate and the actual responses are compare.
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14.4.1.3
Multiloop Longitudinal Flight Control System.
Figure 14.141
presents a block diagram for the F-16 flight control system simplified for
linear analysis (leading edge flaps locked up). Gains F2 and F3 are scheduled
with the flight condition, gain F2 being a function of dynamic pressure
divided by static pressure and gain F3 being a function of dynamic pressure
alone. The gains shown are for the flight condition to be analyzed (0.6 Mach
at sea level). The aircraft transfer functions are:
A(s)

=

N •(s)

(s - 0.087) (s + 2.373)
-

(s + 0.098 + 0.104j)

0.203 (s + 0.0087 + 0.067j) (s + 106.47) deg/deg

e
N0

(a)

21.516 s(s + 0.0189) (s + 1.5)

deg/sec/deg

e

N6 Is)
W

0.0889 s (s + 0.0158) (s + 1.165 + 11.437j) g's/deg

e

where

N• (s)
e

e

and similarly for
n

z

G9 (s) and G6 (s)
e
e
The load factor transfer function is for the acceleroweter location.
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Figure 14.142 presents the block diagram in a clearer format. The
for•zrd path gains have been coubined and the integral plus proportional paths
have been added together. Although this diagram shows the relationship of the
feedback loops in a clearer format (since the angle of attack loop is clearly
spawn to be the innermost feedback loop) it is still not campletely
satisfactory for analysis purposes. The aircraft block needs to be simplified
so that the elements of each loop analysis are clearly defined and the lead
filter must be relocated so that the pitch rate and load factor feedback paths
add directly to the fonrard path. Two options are possible for the lead
filter: Adding it into the forward path, in which case a carpensating filter
must be added to the cammand path in accordance with block diagram reduction
procedures (the inverse of the lead filter must be added), or adding the lead
filter to each of the feedback paths which pass through it (pitch rate and
load factor feedbacks) but separating the to feedback paths for clarity. The
second option is chmsen as being the most logical since the cauand path is
left unchanged and all elements in each feedback path are accurately shown.
Figure 14.143 shows the simplified block diagram for the analysis, Ibe pitch
rate and load factor loops could have been interchanged (pitch rate outer
loop, load factor inner loop) with a corresponding change in the aircraft
block diagrams, but the load factor loop is selected as the outermost loop
since the pilot cmttands load factor.
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The angle of attack feedback loop, being the inner'most loop, is analyzed
first. Looking at the characteristic roots of the aircraft transfer function
and realizing that the F-16 is statically unstable due to an aft center of

gravity, the angle of attack feedback will stabilize the aircraft roots and
should separate the nondistinct short period and phugoid characteristics into
the more conventional

configuration.

feedback augments the Mc

Remerbering

that

angle

of

attack

stability derivative which tends to stabilize a

statically unstable aircraft and moves the short period to a higher natural

frequency.
The open loop transfer of the innermost loop is
G
Ga loop

0.203 (s + 0.0087 t 0.067j) (s + 106.47)
(s - 0.087) (s + 2.373) ( s + 0.098 + 0.104j)

20.2
s + 20.2

5
s + 10

Aircraft

Actuator

Feedback
Elements

and the root locus is plotted in Figure 14.144.
The closed loop transfer
function characteristic equation (denaninator poles) is found frcin the root

locus analysis.

The open loop Tain is Ka loop = 20.5.

The points on the

root locus oresponding to this gain are the closed loop characteristic
roots. The closed loop gain is equal to the forward path gain, and the closed
loop zeros are dLe frn-ard path open loop zeros and the feedback path open
loop poles. The closed loop transfer function becars, for the design gains

Ga

loop

4.1 (s + 0.0087 t 0.067j) (s + 106.47) (_s + 10)
(S +oo0.0~ + 0.0643j) (s + 0.478 + 3.03j) (s+ 12.1) (s + 19.-61

ca
closed

where the (s + 10) zero is from the feedback path.

Notice the roots at (s. +

0.478 + 3.03j).

'Iese roots are the short period roots and, as a result of
the angle of attack feedback, the aircraft has effectively acquired
longitudinal static stability and looks like a cmventional aircraft. The

short period daxrVing,
augmented.

however,

is

low,

being

p

=

0.156 and must be

The short period natural frequency is

n

3.07 rad/sec

(n/e = 29.6 g's/rad)

which is at t&e boundary betuen level 1 and level 2 in MIL-F-8785C. Pitch
rate feedback is used to improve the short period damping but should not
change the short period natural frequency significantly. The analysis thus
far has indicated a potential handling qualities problem due to a low short
period natural frequency.
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Sir3plifying Figure 14.143 further results in Figure 14.145.
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Next, the transfer function
G"(s)
c

Gq (s)

=Ga'

a loop
closed

(14.78)

'c a loop
closed

is formed, where

Gq(s)

Nq (s)
=
e
N(s)

(14.79)

e

Notice that the zeros and gain of the pitch rate numerator replace the zeros
and gain of the angle of attack closed loop transfer function, but that the
zero which resulted frao the noise filter on the angle of attack siqnal and
'the gain of the actuator remain. The open loop transfer function of the pitch
rate loop beccmer
q loop

434.6232 s(s + 0.0139)

Cs + 0.0083 - 0.0634j)

(s + 1.5)

(s - 0.478 - 3.03j)

(s + 12.1)

(s + 19

Pitch Rate Transfer Futnction with a Loop Closed

14.171

1.144 5 (s + 5)
s

1.002 sis + 4)
2

(s + 1) (s+

Fbrward Path
Elements

Feedback
Elealnts

where KOL = 498.42

Once again plotting the root locus (Figure 14.146) and selecting the roots
matching the design open loop gain, the closed loop transfer function for the
systen with both the angle of attack and pitch rate feedback loops closed
becares
497.43 (s + 0.0189) (s + 1.5) (s + 10) (s + 5)
=C(s + 0.0093 + 0.023j) (s + 1.33) (s + 3.78 + 2.68j) (s + 10.2)

Gq (s)
()

(s + 1) (s + 12)
(s + 13.3 +-

-1
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,EXPANOel
.
5

The phugoid roots are altered slightly.

loop equation, the frequency of the short period roots,

the open

(S + 5) in

(s + 3.78 t 2.68j),

Because of the zeros at (s + 4) and

has been increased

significantly

fran

=

3.07

sp
as well as the short period damping, from. Csp = 0.156
The pitch rate feedback loop has moved the short period natural

rad/sec to 4.63 rad/sec
to 0.816.

frequency further into the level 1 area, but the frequency is still sanewhat
low and remains an area of concern for high gain tracking tasks.
significant root has appeared at (S + 1.33).
concern due to its low frequency.

A new

The effects of this root are of

A zero is close by at (s + 1),

really close enough to cancel ccpletely the effects of the pole.

but not
This root

should be kept in mind during the analysis of the outezmost loop, the load
factor feedback path.
Figure 14.147 shows the reduced block diagrem for the analysis conducted
thus far.

n

SFIGURE 14.147.
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The open loop transfer function for the outer loop beccmes
G'nz loop

2.055 (s + 0.0058) (s + 1.165 t 11.437j) (s + 10) (s + 5) (s + 1)
(a + 0.0093 ± 0.023j) (s + 1.33) (s + 3.78 + 2.68j) (s + 10.2)

Forward Path Transfer Function
s + 12
(C+ 13.3 + 20.2j)

3(s + 4)

ýFo rdPath
Transfer Function

Feedback
Elements

(s + 12)

K
oL

6.165

Frcm the root loc'us (Figure 14.148) it appears that the short period roots have
moved to a slightly higher natural frequency and somewhat reduced darping.
However, additicnal roots have appeared near the origin on the real axis wKich
tLiredten to behae dominant.
The closed loop transfer function becomes
z

(a)

2.055 (s + 0.0158) (s + 1.165 t 11.437j) (s + 10)
C= (s + 0.0164V (s + 1.74) (S + 3.86 ± 3.32j) (s + 0.637)

(s + 5) (s + 1) (s + 12)
(s + 10.3) is + 15.7 + 17.6j)

8.3
(s +-8.3)
Prefilter

14.174
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ROUT IMDUS PLOT OF LOAD FACTOR
FM)ACK LOW POR THE F-16A AIJCRAFT

Two real roots have appeared in the denmninator at (s + 1.74) and (s + .637).
These roots are not well suppressed by any nearby zeros and represent the
dominant short period roots in addition to the short period roots at
(s + 3.84 +/- 3.32j). The high frequency roots have little inpact on the
aircraft response since their effects die out rapidly. The two real roots
droinate the aircraft response. The initial response lag will be significant
with this many unsuppressbd roots dominating the response and may hinder
tracking tasks. The natural frequency of the short period root (at s - -1.74)
fails to meet the level 1 requirements of M=h-F-8785C. The steady state value
to a step acceleration input is (final value theorem)

nss
h

nz
lim Gn (s)
s0,0 4 Zc1
14.175

0.96 g's
q,nz CL

The load factor time response of the aircraft with and without the
prefilter in the ccmnand path are shown in Figures 14.149 and 14.150. With a
prefilter, the response is relatively slow and exponential with the root at
(s + 1.74) daninating the short term response and the root at (s + 0.637)
dominating the longer term response. Significant time delay occurs initially,
which is apparent fran the plot. WitIout the prefilter, the initial response
is slightly more abrupt. The pitch rate time response of the aircraft is
shown in Figure 14.151 using the closed loop pitch rate transfer function
Gq

()

nc n •,q,n zCL

497.43 (s + 0.0189) (s + 1.5) (s + 10) (s + 5) (s + 1)
= (s + 0.0164) (s + 1.74) (s + 3.86 +- 3.32j) (s + 0.637)

(s + 12)

(s+ 10.3) (s + 15.7 + 17.6j)
Inflight
No initial overshoot of the final pitch rate value occurs.
investigations using variable stability aircraft have shcxn that heavy
suppression of the pitch rate overshoot tendency (present in conventional
aircraft) results in objectionable handling qualities.
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The handling qualities of the aircraft with the flaps locked up are
suspect at this flight condition since the load factor response is slow and
the pitch rate overshoot tendency is suppressed. Figure 14.152 shows the
block diagram of the system if the maneuvering flaps are allowd to move. The
analysis of this block diagram is more courplex due to its multi-input
character, and will be discussed in Paragraph 14.4.2.8.
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14.4.2 Qo~uled t.Mltiloop Omntrol Systems
The lateral-directional axes of the typical aircraft are coupled. This
is
evident since
both the aileron and rudder
inputs
control
lateral-directional dynamics such as sideslip, roll rate and yaw rate,
although to differing degrees of effectiveness.
In Paragraph 14.2, the
effects of various lateral-directional feedback augmentation schemes were
analyzed as to how they alter roll, Dutch roll, and spiral mode
characteristics. No attention was given then to the coupling effects such
feedback augmentation systems have on the aircraft, nor was a presentation
made of the appropriate analytical tools needed to account for coupling
effects.
FOr instance, a commonly used lateral-directional stability
augmntation system is the yaw damper, where yaw rate is fed back to the
nidder. The yaw damper not only affects the Dutch roll danping but alters the
roll mode time constant and spiral stability. If the pilot applies a rudder
input, the aileron input can be considered to be zero and a simple analysis

results. However, if the pilot applies an aileron input, the analysis is not
so straightforward. Using superposition for linear systens, the response due
to separate aileron and rudder inputs may be added to yield the response due
to simultaneous aileron and rudder inputs.
14.4.2.1 Roll Fate Response with Yaw Danpr Engaged. Figure 14.153 presents
the block diagram of a simple lateral-directional stability augmentation
system with a yaw danper implemented using the rudder. It is desired to
determine the effect of the yaw danper on the aircraft roll rate due to an
"aileron input. The augmented aircraft roots can be determined using the block
diagram of Figure 14.154, in which aileron inputs are neglected and the
G. (s) closed loop transfer function is found using single loop root locus
r

c

analysis.
ACTUATORS
06a

- - mob
AIRCRAFT

O

I
G~iN

FIGURE 14.153.
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YA; DAMPER STABILITY AUG0=ETATION SYSI4

The open loop transfer function
S=

SThese

G6

G

H

(14.80)

root locus is plotted as a function of the gain and the augmented aircraft
roots are determined to achieve the desired aircraft characteristic roots.
selected roots determine the value of KKr. The closed function becomes

Gr
rc YAW
AUG
where

A

AD

r

rr
DDw+Kr

(14.81)
K6 NW
r
r

arn the unaugmented aircraft characteristic roots, in this case
D6
r

D

denotes poles for other system elements (denaminator terms for
the transfer function denoted by the subscript)

N

denoted zeros for aircraft and other system element transfer
function (numerator texms)

K

denotes system gains

P+

FLGURE 14.154.

DMU

IOa

ASSW=

AXIS OF IIE YAW DWEAER SAS

ZEO AILRM WMu

The zeros of the closed loop transfer function are determined from the zeros

of the forward ýath elements and the poles of the feedback path elements. lte
gain of the closed loop equation is determined by the gains of the forward
path elements only. The feedback gabi and zeros affect the locations of the
augmented systmi roots only.
The response to an aileron input is more complex, Not only is the
deflected aileron causing a dynamic response in the aircraft, but the feedback
of yaw rate to the rudder simultaneously causes rudder deflections which also
affect the aircraft's dynamic response.
By superposition, the roll
response to sitaltaeows aileron and rudder inputs is:

4
6r

GPa 6a +GP6

p

(14.82)

and the yaw rate re onse is:
r

6 a + •r

=

6r

(14.83)

Since yaw rate feedback is used
6r

=G6r [S

(14.84)
1Krwr]

-

whereas
6a = G6a 6ac

(14.85)

Substituting the expressions for the surface deflections into the response
- 0 (pilot s feet on the floor), the exrsions
equations, ar~l =Wing 6

beccme
6a

G4 G?

Ga

- KrG

6

H. GP.r

rr

a ac

Writing these two equations in matrix notation

[1

HwGP6fA
1 + KrG H.Gr.
r
r

r

Using Cramer's rule, the characteristic equation is
1 + Kr Gý raj(;G,
r

IP

P

j

[G

a a

c

The yaw rate due to an aileron input is found by substituting the aileron
control matrix column into the yaw rate column, finding the detenninant and
dividing by the characteristic equation
K6N
a

G,
a

a

(f6ac

1+Kr G6
1~
AUG

Hw Gr6
r

r

a

D6 A
a
KrK6 NN
I+_,6
r
r
r

K6~ ~
a

"= a[
Note

that

despite

6rDDw.

the

fact

rG(1.6
r
that

an

AUG
aileron

input

is

a,

the

characteristic roots of the

AG

Slocus

transfer function are exactly tl,,e samx as those arrived at using the root
an-alysis and assuming 6a
0. This verifies that only feedback loops
c
can alter the aircraft characteristic roots, not inputs. only the zeros
change to acount for the different input and output relationships. The
aileron actuator pole mist be added to the denmninator to account for
additional lag in the total aircraft system.

_

&p

(14.87)•

a

AUG
G

--

a

G - Gis
r

r

the terI to acoi-,t for simultaneous aileron and rudder

a

iLnputs vich affect the roll rate.
this term, the result is

G r ~Gp•r
r
-a r

If the indicated algebra is performed on

Np r
66
ar
A

pr6
6
ar
A2

a

Gpa6 r r

r is determined in the same manner as presented in Appendix N. The roll
66
Sar due to an aileron
rate
input simplifies to

6L-rPW 6
R

P

D

_____aar

+ KKK6 NWN1p r

•,4terrm
4;

(14.89)

_r__arGG?

YAW
AIJG

a

rAUG

a YAW

The characteristI. equation is the same as previously determined using sinple
&singeloop root locus analysis. The numerator, however, contains the coupling
fo
[• p
t
to account for the roll rate due to simultaneous aileron input and
a r
rudder inputs augmentation svstem. Coupling ntmerator terms of the form Nx Y
or N~x X
6Y
6
xy
are both equal to zero, since, in the first case
X Y

6x6x

=e GY

- GyGe

6x 6x

=

0

(14.90)

6x 6x

and in the second care

x
66 y

I

;% G
66 y

,4.185

K&x6y 6x

o

(14.91)

14.4.2.2 Sinple Nznerical Evmp1e.
diagram shown in Figure 14.155 whre
yl

Assume a coupied wystem with a block

yl

Nx

= 2 (s + 1.5)

=

-0.5 (s + 21)

Nx 2 =

3 (s + 0.667)

2

1

Y2

Y2
I =s -e

a(s)

5

2 + 4s + 9

=

(s + 2 + 2.24j)

r--

F1IGRE 14.155.

where

•

= 0.667 andw n

UNAUGMENTEO SYSTEM
.........

P'ULIX LtW=.E

3

-,

SYSTM4 W1h SnMJE MDBAcK pA~j

To daom",Y and xfor the augmented system only algebra is required, but
the more =aPiOA systeMs encoutered in flight control systems~ require a root
locu~s program.
Ass~ming x, - 0 the block diagrami reduces to that of Figure 14.156.
14. 186

Y2
+,

FIGUE 14.156.

Yl

SVLMMI•

SYSTEM ASSUMI

IUT CUE ECAWS ZEX0

Y, has no effect on the characteristics of the augmented systen since it is
not fed back to the oitrol input. The Y2 feedback alters the system roots.
%'kitg

the equ~t'on fw Y2 and simplifying yields
y2

Y2 =M
GY2 X2.
x2

x'2 "X x~c"

'Y2

a Gx2

2c

y2
Y2

Gx 2

Y2c

I + G[Y2

This is the tamiliar closed lmp transfer function.
are:

14.187

The closed loop roots

-

Y2c

=

3(s + 0.667)

3(s + 0.667)

s 2 + 7s + 11

(s + 2.38) (s + 4.62)

The open loop transfer is
3(s + 0.667)
(•s + 2 ± 2.24j)

If this is plotted as a root locus, allowing the gain to vary, and the roots
corresponding to the gain K = 3 determined fran the plot, the same roots are
obtained (Figure 14.157). For ccoplex systems, the root locus method is the
best, yielding both the design closed loop roots as well as insight into the
reasons for the design selected gain.
The algebraic solution is more
difficult usually and yields no insight into the design raticnale.

1w
4
K(s + .667)
S + 2±ta1. 4 )

G
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The characteristics of the unaugmented system can only be altered through
feedback augmentation.

The roots of GY2 are therefore the roots of Y,
G.l1
Y2 c

= 0 is

If Y2c

the block diagram becames that of Figure 14.158.

assumed,

Writing the algebraic equations
Y1 1

where x2

=-Y2

x2

2

Y2

= GxY2 x + G2
Y2 x2

yj

= GX x -

so that

Y2

2 Y2

X,
X -Gx2Y2 Y2

GY2

xl

y1
UNAUGMENTED
SYSTEM

FIGURE 14.158.

U

IN
SIMLIFIED SYSTD4 ASSUME.
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T TWOEQALs ZERo

In matrix fomat
1

GG

Y

G

X2

X,

yl

Yl Y2

G1 +G1 2

X2
where Yl Y2
% 1 X2

Y1 Y2
G11

Y2 Y1 is the cq4lin

nuiator to=-

K22 "X

Using the definition and solving algebraically yields
Y1 Y2
xY2

,,(2s

+3)

(3s+

2) + (0.5s + 10.5) (s + 5)
(s2+49+9)2(62

6.5 (a 2 + 49 + 9)
+ 4s + 9)2

6.5
s2 + 4s + 9
If the system equations of uotion are used (from which all the transfer
functions may be derived), where the matrix equations are

2

[2

-3

2]4

14.190

1KI

or,. in Laplace Ihn are
[

1

31L[.2 5JxLJ
[1

2

-. 1

[

1

then, using Crmer's rule yields

Yl Y2
1 x2

2
s+l1
-2

-0.5
3S41
3

6,.5
s 2+ 4s +9

a+ 3

which is the same result previously obtained. 2e Cramer's rule method is
preferred over the algebraic method to minimize numerical roumd-off
errors and in generally omxh simpler in complex aircraft prblem.
Now the transfer funtion

Och

Me.(
+ 1.5) + 6.5
Yl
1

a2 + 4s + 9
AUG

1+ 3(s+0667)
s2 + 4s + 9

2(s + 4.75)
(s-

2.38) (s +4.62)

Note that the characteristic roots are the same as those previously obtained,
but that the zero is different than that of
Gx1
G1

a

s 22(s+ +
4s 1.5)
+ 9

This change in the zero is kae to the coupling, since y, is affected by both

6'

inputs, x1 and x2 both of which are applied to the system siuul e ly.
The zero can be found using the root locus program, which is advantageous
for complex systms. Since

14.191

N

-

" 2(s

2(s+1.51

1

2(s + 1.5)

1.5)+6.5

1 21s + 1.r
-

2(s + 1.5) [+ +

.25j

the open loop transfer function
GH

3.25
+ 1.5

can be entered into the root locus routine to find the closed loop zero
icction. nm root locus Worow performs th required algebra by com~bining
the two polynmials and factoring the result (4tiih is all a root locus

routine does anyway).
Figure 14.159 shows the root locu of the abone
transfer function as the numerator gain varies. The resulting expression

becomes

YJ
N-

X AUG

+:4.7S*
2(s + 1.5)

+=1.

as previously obtained.
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2(s + 4.75)

"1W

3
.S
K

OF NXl,

AUMSZEROS

-2

"I~
4,
iiI

--6

-4

F1GM 14.159.
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A comparison of the time responm Iie to a unit step input

X. (a)=
shows the effect of the coupling.
The tite response for y1 of te a e
system (Figure 14.160) shows
an initial overshoot characteristic of a second order system with a zero
closer to the origin than the poles. The system is heavily dxpped, as
evidenced s., the slight overshoot at 1.6 seconds (the initial overshoot is not
caused by a lack of damping, but by the zero which is near the origin). The
time response for yl of the augmented system (Figure 14.161) is characterized
by an overdaimed response (two real roots). Since the zero is farther from
the origin than the ominant pole, the initial overshoot does not occx. The
coupling of the system haz resulted in a muh changed response characteristic.
There is no straightfomard technique for the designer to know whether an
improved or degraded response will occur due to the cross coupling. He nust
design by trial and error to obtain acceptable zero locations.
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14.4.2.3

oll Rate and Yaw Rate response with both Roll and Yaw Da-pers
Egga2LA. If a roll daqper is now engaged in addition to the yaw damper of the
last section, a sizple root loci analysis of the block diagra of Figure
14.162 yields the roll-plus-yaw daper augmented roots of the aircraft.
open loop transfer function

14.194

The

-Op

(14.92)

'aGG.

-

is plotted, the a
ted aircraft roots are selected for the desired
transient reopse chractr•istifs and. K is dete=ned by the root loctions
and their associated root locus gain. To prove this, the closed loop transfer
function is computer and ccmpared to the results of a more rigorous
development similar to the last section. The closed loop transfer function is

KGa •YAW
- P.

F •JR 14.162.
whch

to

G

SI•LIFIED

IQI1•

6

C•f~

as Mlifie
YAW

aA YA

AUG

14 .195

Y~

ubere A. is the characteristic equatiom of the yaw daqper augmented
AUG
aircraft.
ADa0 6 D I 'PI6 DS DV
+ Y6 Nw6 Nr
R=a
r w
a r a
ra
r
Parrw
AUG
Note that the rnumerator of

a~r

YAW
AUG

is identical1 to
6ac

It will be shawn later that the numerator of
C Y7,V

AMG
must be modified to accont for the ailexon feedback loop.
To prove the expess ions arrived at above, the analysis of the last
section is modified to account for the aileron feedback loop. The total
aircraft response to simultwve•s aileron and rudder irnpts are
p a G 6 +
aaaa
r

"

6r

rr

8 + G. 6
6 r
a a

14. 196

(14.82)

Referrinq to Figure 14.163, the feedback of roll and yw rate to the ailerons
and rudder, reqpectively, modify the expressions -for the aileron and rudder
deflections to
6a

r

= (6ac -

(6r,

(14.94)

p)G6a

r) G6r

2&

(14.95)
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The matrix equation can be written after the expressicns for the aileron and
ni ps
rudder deflections are substituted into the aircraft response re
1 +1(pG
66aI

6 a

a

KrG6HG
r:

r
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|

r
r
YpGaG6 "+KGR
r
r J
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a

P

a

a6 dG
aa

G6 GP

r r

6 GG

rr

6
ac

6
rc

Using Cramer's rule,, the chrceitceqation becczes
4RI
AD 6 D6 DW+KPK,6 D6 DAP +yKlKlN~p 6' +KpK 6 KrK 6 N)N~r
a r
r
a
a r
r
a
a r
r
YNa
W1G
as previously detednuind.

It can be rea~dily proved that the nimnrator of
(;6
YAWq

is identica3 to

The nwm~rtor of the yaw rate due to aileron inqit transferfncin

YAW
AUG
is tile s

asGr
AUG

so

that only

the charcterist~ics roots change to acourmt for the roll rate
fee~flack. If the roll rate feedback loop incorpoated a cczestrwith
poles and waros, this wiold not be true, however.
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nie

YAW
AU3G

transftr function would be modified, b
0ver.
to account for the simultaneous
deflection of the aileron due to the roll rate feedback loop, as
+ GS

G6
6 +K
6 p6

rr

Gr--

a

G6 CG
ý66
r a r

rc
YAW

YAW

=DG

a

r

which is sinlified to
6 6
KSaKS

+ K6r D6 a Dw Nrr+
rrar...

G

..

ar.

(14.96)
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YAW

YAW

AUG

The rules used for multiloop analysis can be applied to the
lateral-directional axis to deternine hcw the vauious feedback parameters
change the aircraft characteristic roots, but that the numerator terms must bp
modified- (cannot be determined as easily as for single input systems) to
account for the simultaneous deflection of both the rudder and aileron. Here
the rudder loop was closed first and a root locus analysis performed to
determine the new aircraft characteristic roots.
The numerator for the
transfer function relating roll rate to an aileron --=and with the yaw danper
engaged was crPuted, and then another root locus analysis was performed to
detexmine the effect of the roll damper on the aircraft characteristic roots.
14.4.2.4

Aileron-Rudder Interconnect.

Aileron-ruaider interconnects are often

used in flight control systems to counteract the adverse yaw induced by the
deflecting ailerons. The aileron-ruddar interconnect, if properly designed,
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acts to minimize sideslip eccursions during ralling maneuvers, but is
occasionally designed to provide proverse yaw if roll rate can be increased.
Figure 14.164 shos an ailsron-rudder interconnect system for an aircraft with
no augmentati2m systems engaged. The equation for the aircraft response is:
8

(14.97)
(6

6 +G

G

a a

r

ACTUATORS
ITRCONNECT

+

FIGURE

14.164.
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-RUDDER n?1MC4MT F~kU=

Since no feedback is provided to either control surface, the characteristic
nted aircraft cannot be affected. If the inte•r•nect
roots of the unaugm
provide- perfect coordination then 8 - 0 and the ratio of rudder to aileron
becates
N

r

G6

a in "

a

a

G6,r

(14.98)
r

The above expression yields the ideal aileron-rudder interconnect and is
valid if the aileron and rudder actuators have the sane dynamics. If the
"dynamics differ, then the aileron-rudder interconnect transfer function must
account for the different actuator dynamics for perfect coonlination, and
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GA-

-

K D No
.
r. a

r

,6 = G6 and 6 - [GS. G•

(14.99)

r

+

whr. =

0=]
.

If the above expression is substituted into the control surface equations
6a = Ga ac7
r
r[G PMda + 6r1 cI
5 rc = 0
If the pilot is assumed to fly feet-on-the-floor (a realistic assumption in
many high perforance jet aircraft since high roll rates preclude good turn
coordination). Then

r

Daaa ac
D6 a
ar

and, su~btituting into the original expression
0 =GSGo

a 6a a

GB11a 6
'a
6 aaa

=0

,te use of an exact expression for GAR is impractical in almost all cases
since the dynmics of the aircraft change rapidly with airspeed, requring the
poles arz zeros of CAR to be programmed with airspeed. Usually, a simple
gain or first order lag is used, being selected to provide slightly proverse
yaw during the roll. If the interconMct is appximated as a gain, then
GAR,= K
so that 0= G6 Go
G6 rKAG 6a and the aircraft transr
r
fxr bxntion for Gbaaac
a

___.aac

Go

D X6 N~ + %I
r a, D6a D6rA

q D
r r a

i1w aileron-rudder interconnect affects the zeros of G6

6ac'
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a((

(14.100)

Similarly, the roll rate due to an aileron input is affected by the
interconnect, since the rudder is also deflected, the transfer function
becomes
D6N?6
a r a r

KDNp+W
6 +

a r aD6D6

6G?
a,

(14.101)

a r
The sideslip and roll response due to rudder inputs alone are unaffected
by the interconnect. Notice that the Dutch roll, spiral and roll mode roots
are unaffected by the aileron-rudder interconnect.
14.4.2.5 Yaw DanRE2 Egkaýd with an Aileron-Rudder Interconnect Systea.
If
an aileron-rudder interconnect is used with a yaw damper, the aircraft
characteristic equation is modified by the yaw damper and the expression for the zeros of the G6 transfer function are modified by both the

a;

dae
stm and the
rc
ect, Similar results can be derived for roll
rate or other transfer functions where the pilot ccmwads an aileron input.

663P

FIGURE 14.165.
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ThIe control expressions becmne
a

a

6K
rr
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ac

r

+rc

$=0
Substituting into the aircraft response relationships
8 = G6$aG6a$5ac + Gar-G6rAirac

-

r
rAIr

KrG$6rIwGr r
Kr

r = G6 Gr.
+ GS K GKrG
rc
a a c

r wr

-

6

r

IHWG

The matrix equation becones
1

KrG

r

G

G6 G + %GIG r6
a6a

r

ac
0

ANA

1 +KrGrHwr
rr

G, a aG+ Ka

r

rr r r

The characteristic equation of the augmented aircraft is unchanged by the
aileron-rudder interconnect, being affected only by the yaw daaWer. The

transfer fmction beoaes
-G6 G
a a

GaS+

+ KG6 G6 HwG6r6 + KIG6 GG
a

r
ar
KrG6 HwG

r

r

AUG
which can be slmplified to

__
• j

Go
G(=.
ac YAW
AUG

ar + KARI K~ 6a~
4
.
. . .
K$rN) . atr
r- aDu1
[aD
6 Dw A + KrI~rNwr1

8 aaa
+a
K$a
a [D$5rD w;i;a
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r

(1r12
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If a roll rate feedback loop is added to the aircraft, the augmented roots
m engaged are
with both the yaw damper and roll stability austetatin
are
affected by the aileron-rudder interconnect, since the zeros of GP
M
changed by the aiIeron-rudder interconnect.a
14.4.2.6 cpling Numerator Terms Involving Derived Re1ponse Parameters. In
many applications, lateral acceleration is fed back to the rudder to improve
turn coordination. When analyzing the response of the aircraft to aileron
inputs (roll rate response, for instance) coupling numerator tenms like
ay
GP ~

apear in the

transfer function.

a r
This coupling numerator term in-

IAUG
volves lateral acceleration, for which the transfer functions
must be derived, as in Paragraph 14.2.

a and a must

r
a
The coupling numerator is most easily

callputed by noting that
yG = U0SG8a+U0er + 0xserr
r
r
x6r
and

a
G~u
a8

6a

s

0

a

+ UGr.+
06a

zsORO-GgGýrz6r
ar

itslf? + ZsGP.ý
x a a
a

G-

UO(0r
0 r

G

-o

a

(14.103)

(14.104)

06a

where the lateral acceleration transfer function is computed in the body axis

system.
LO

The term LOGpa = 0 if

mAssuming kz

a

the stability axis system is used, since

0 and defining the coupling transfer function as

G

G
ar

a

GaY -Ga'Gd
r
a r

(14.105)

the coupling numerator beciomes, by substituting in the acceleration transfer
function equations
CUsNP'
ar

+ UN

ar
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r + ZRr
ar

(14.106)
ar

"

ar

O=

0

(0

=

s8aSr

Similar derivatims for coupling numerator tenrs must be made whenever the
transfer function for a partiular output parameter is a functicon of two or
more transfer functions developed from the equations of motion for the aircraft.
14.4.2.7 Multiloop Lateral-Direction Flight Control System:
The A-7D control augmentation system uses all of the elemnats discussed
in the last several subsections. With the yaw stabilizer engc:-ed, yaw rate
and lateral acceleration feedback are provided to the rudder in addition to an
aileron-rudder interconnect. The control augmentation switch en, ages the
pitch and roll control augentation systems that, in the lateral axis,
provides a roll rate command system with increased aileron control authority
over the mechanical system. Te response of the aircraft is analyzed under
four conditions: no augmentation, yaw stabilization with no aileron-redder
interconnect, yaw stabilization with the aileron-rudder izterconmect and roll
rate cammand system engaged. Two output responses iliustrate the effects of
the various feedbacks and interconnects - the roll rate response and the
sideslip angle response. The effects of lateral stick commands, only, are
examined. The effect of the mechanical control system acting in parallel with
the yaw stabilizer and roll augmentation system wll be neglected (the effect
of the mechanical flight control system in parallel with an electrical control
augmentation system is discussed in Paragraph 14.3).
Figures 14.166 and 14.167 present the A-TD lateral-directional control
system in the format found cmmonly in the literature. The aileron-rudder
interconnect gain is a function of the elevator deflection angle and the value
presented is for 1 'g' trim flight comextxcn at 0.6 Mach, 15,000 feet. The
following body axis system transfer functions ale requixed for the analysis:
A(s)

=

N6 (s) -

(s + 0.0435) (s + 2.71) (s + 0.357 + 2.262j9
-0.00655 (s+ 2.^l) (s - 1.63) (s + 23.21

a
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rad/rad

No (a) = -0.0537 (s - 0.00616) ( s + 2.7) (s + 113)

rad/rad

r

(I
(s) -

1.37 (s + 0.777) ( s + 0.322 + 2.106j)

rad/sec/rad

a
N'. (s)
"r

=

5.54 (s + 2.35) (s + 0.348 + 0.648j)

rad/sec/rad

ia

q-a

N6 Y (S)

=

-4.16 (s + 1.32) (s + 3.12) ( s - 0.585 + 1.902j)

ft/sec2 /rad

CG

2
= -34.1 (s - 0.0227) (s + 2.69) (s + 4.3) ( s - 3.69) ft/sec /rad

(Y
Nj ()
r

-R (s) a

17.6 (S - 0.00347) ( s + 0.405 + 2.305j)

rad/sec/rad

N? (s)
r

7.27 (s - 0.00352) (s + 4.31) (s - 4.45)

rad/sec/rad

-
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Figure 14.168 rxesents the roll rate and sideslip angle responses of the
tMaugated. airaft to step aileron inputs.
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itsi aileron input is assume~d to be zero and the control augmetntation
system is disengaged (no roll rate feedback to the ailerons) . Th analysis
takes advantage of the superposition principle which states that the response
of a linear system to multiple imputs is equal to the sm1 of the separate
The yaw stabilizer is a multilocp, system and
inputs applied individually.
can be handled, fior rudder inputs, in a manner sim I ar to the longitudinal
14.209

system analysis of paragraph 14.4.1.2. If the pilot applies a rudder pedal
input, the lateral aeleratio feedback path is opened.
Since the acceleration transfer functions provided are for the center of
gravity, the transfer functims for the accelerwater position must be
erometer is
rtion at the a
cXwted. he a
accel

re

0

(14.65)

so that the rudder transfer function becomes
(s) +Z SN

Nay

GaY(S

where I

r OG

r

(S)

= 4.6 ft

Looking at the numerator of the transfer function only

x ro
The root locus program can be used to factor the ni~rator polynomnial of the
r6 (8)
acc•elerarter transfer functioin by entering
Sr

(S)

and deteminin te roots for the i
_r
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-0.747

The roots detexmined by this analysis are the zeros of the transfer function
GaGy (S)
r (

Zx

The gain of this transfer function is famd by considering that both parts of
the numerator polynanial
!a

IS)
NrI G+ ix sr(s)
rG
are fourth order. The constants associated with the fourth power of the
Laplace operator, s, are added to find the gain
Kay

M Kj 1 + Lx

8.
.616

The acceleration transfer function is
ryI.

8.616(s

-

0.0222) (s + 2.6) (s +9.12) (s

-7,69)

Figure 14.169 presents the ,-aw stabilizer block diagram with 6a

0 and

the roll control auqrsantation system disengaged. The block diagram is in a
format which clearly shows the feedback loops. The proportional plus integral
paths in the acceleration feedback path have been cmbued. n-m aelerxation
feedback path omld have been represented as the inner loop, bm si
the yaw
rate feedback is used to suppress the Dutch roll and the acceleration loop is
used for turn (not roll) coordination, it is logical to analyze the loops in

the order presented.
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is used to plot the root locus fr the inner loop, Figure 14.170. The closed
loop roots are &Kn on the root lo'a, c=respmqd= i
to the gain %
27.7.
Etm the root locus, it is apparent that the yaw rate feedback
inreses the Dutch roI daopbs f=t Cdr a 0.156 to 0.407 while havirn only
a smil effect on the Dutch roll natural freTaeny, which changes from
Wa

ndr.

-

2.29 ra&/sec to 2.13 rd/zec as discussed in Pargraph 14.2.

The roll

nmode time constat is decreased firm

and the spiral
functo

ode is samewtat destabiized. The closed loop transfer
for the inner yaw rate feetack loop beceies
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The (s + 1) zero is introduced by the washout filter in the feedback path (see
Appendix

F),

Figure

14.171

shcws the

simplified

block diagram

of the

acceleration tkvdback loop, where the closed loop transfer function of the yaw
rate feedback Loop is used to represent the effect of the inner loop already
canalyzed.
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If a yaw rate response due to a rudder input (CAS disengaged) were
desired, the analysis would and since the acceleration feedback is eliminated
when the pilot aWlies the rudder. The yaw rate response would be described
by
2.35) +, 18.4)
1) (s(s++3.08)
0.648ý)
110.81s
,rs
1.24)
(s +is_+
0.869 + -±
1.95j)
(s + +0.348
0.0387)
G~
rp

~
AW

4 +a

jj~

10.03
5

+ 18.4)(a+
(s34

since a positive pilot ruder inpat is right rudder. If the transfer functian
nt were desired, then
due to the pilot rudder disp
Gr

I()

5

Gr

JRP
YA
AVG

(s)
rp

YAW
AUG

It will be assumed that the pilot flies feet-on-the-floor so that the
acceleration feedback loop is always engaged. This assuoptio will not alter
the analysis process.
The transfer f•ncticn for
ay
N6 (s)

.G..•~Ný
Sx
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(s)=.
r ...

is required to perform the outer loop analysis, where the numerators for
rudder inputs are used (rather than the numerators due to the aileron inputs).
Substituting in the numerators and forming the open loop transfer function
for the outer loop yields
- 0.0222) (s + 2.6) (s + 9.12) (s - 7.69) (s + 1)
172.32(s
(s+0.0387)(s+0.869±1.95j)(s+1.24)(s+3.08)(s+18.4)

0.006(s + 0.3)
s(s + 2)..

Feedback
Elements

Aircraft Sensed Lateral Acceleration Transfer
Function with Yaw Rate Loop Closed

The closed loop roots are obtained fran the root locus plot (Figure 14.172),
which reveals that the lateral acceleration feedback has the effect of
increasing the Dutch roll natural frequency and reducing the Dutch roll
danping (as discussed in Chapter 1).
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The closed loop yaw rate transfer function for the yaw stabilizer
augented aircraft becoes

f•"I- L
F

(

....

110.8(s + 2.35) (s + 0.348 ± 0.648j) (S + 1) (s+ 2)s
(s - 0.0141) (s + 0.584 + 2.16j1 (s + 0.111) (s + 1.14Y

XJG

*

1

(s + 2.31) (s + 3.33) (s + 18.5)

and for the lateral acceleration at the center of gravity becomes
GayY (S)[682.0(s
S(

CG

=L

(s

-

- 0.022) (s + 2.69) (s + 4.3) (s - 3.69) (s + 1)
0.0141) (s + 0.584 + 2.16j) (s + 0.111) (s + 1.14)

AWq
AUG

s(s + 2)

--s + 2.31)

(rS

+ 3.33)

1
(s + 18.5)]

where

rp

r

GaNY (S)

S(s)

YWrp

AELN a (S)
AUG

YAW
AUG

YAW
AUG

x

r
x

The transfer function found from the root locus analysis of the acceleration
loop is
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a ~ ar
G~
rp

L.

172.32 (s
0.141)

0.0222) (s + 2.6) (s +9.12) (s_

-

7.69)

+ 0.584 + 2.16j) (s + 0.111) (s + 1.14)

YAW
AUG

s(s+ 1) (s+2)1
(s + 2.31) (s + 3.33) (S + 18.5)

As a result of this feedback loop, the Dutch roll damping is reduced, from
Cdr = 0.407 to 0.261 but that it remains higher than the Dutch roll damping
of the unaugmented aircraft. The Dutch roll natural frequency of the
augmented aircraft remains about the same as for the unaugmented aircraft,
ndr =

2.24 rad/sec respectively.

The spiral mode root-has been driven un-

stable. The roots at (s + 0.111) and (s + 1.14) will play a significant role
in the aircraft response, with the root at (s + 0.111) causing the turn
coordination or the response due to a sideslip angle upset to be sluggish.
The effect on the roll nxmde will now be analyzed.
If a roll is
acovplished with the rudder, then, with the yaw stabilizer engaged
NP

(;P--.
Up (a) YAW

Gr,rp (s

AUG

(s)

r

YAW Nr (s)

Acceleration
Path Open

AUG

and
GPU(s)
r.

YA

145.4(s + 0.00352) (s + 4.31) (s - 4.45) (s + 1)
(s + 0.0387)(s + 0.869 ± 195.J) (s + 1.24) (s + 3.08) ( + 18.4)

AXG
A similar tetiqe could be used to find

(S

The aircraft response characteristics due to~k aileron input with the
yaw stabilizer engaged will be found.
The relatively straight forward
analysis conducted thus far cannot be applied to find
GP6

(s)
or G6 (s)
a. YA
p
YAW
AUG
AUG
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-- ie roll control a

From the block diagram

tation system is assumed off.

(Figure 14.166 with the roll augmentation disengaged).
ar
r

aa6a

+

Gs6r

r

a

a

ay

GdY6
a + GY
a ACCEL
r AOCE

r

where
6a

= Ga 6ap

6r

=

6 rG6aKa

ap

-

Krr

-

Hs

•aayA

and where
]

="00

~6

rp
Substituting the expression for
6a and 6

into the aircraft response equations yields
a p
a

r

YACCEL

a

G a ACMEL

G~
ayG6

G

H

G6 KARI6r

•aG6a6ap + •r6r [G6aKlARI~iaP-

KrHrr

-

HsHaayASE]

aaa +Gay6r AOCEL G6rr [G6aKARI6ap
a
P - KrHrr - HsHaay
AM ]

Pobml•ating these equations into a matrix equation yields the eqution of
Figure 14.173.
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MATIX BmUTICNS FOR A-7

FLIGHT CL

LALERAL-DRECNAL

SYSTEM4 ANALYSIS

The general strategy will be to find the numerator terms from the matrix
equation.

2is denominator has already been obtained through the root locus

analysis.

Tta characteristic

e&uation

of the yaw stabilizer

augmented

aircraft is
1 + KrG6 Gr. + HSHaGG y
r r

r r

ACCM

as obtained fr=n the deteminant of the output variable matrix. The numerator
is obtained for the roll rate response, using CramIr's rule, as
Ga Rd + rýrGd GS a
+HsHaG4G6 G~ 1
a a
r a ar
r a ar
IA

CEL

+ 11G

where the ooupling te=m
an(p '
Gpr
6ar
6
6a~j
ar
ACCEL
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Ž~f)~~~

6

G 16S
a 6r r

appear (see Appendix A and Paragraph 14.4.2.6 for their definitions).
The aircraft equations of motion necessary to obtain the coupling
numerator tenms are

29.2

$2+ 2.73s

-0.868

0.116

s + 0.541

S-3.12

-0.00655

a

1

-0.07s - 0.051

s + 0.187

=

r

0.0537

17.6

7.27

1.37

-5.54

[:

Applying the definitions for the coupling terms yields
- - .037 (s + 0.73) (s + 203.67)

N r (s)
Sar
r6 (s)
ar

-107.464 s(s + 0.226)

=

• (s)
N?6 6
ar

0.993 s(s + 108.83)

rad2/sec/rad2

rad2 /sec/rad2

rad2 /sec/rad 2

= -0.17(s + 1.4 + 0.96j) (s + 82.48)
Na
a r (S) 1x

NP Y (s)
,ar

Sa r

-

136.24 s(s - 9.68) (s + 11.7)

ft-rad/sec 2 /rad 2

ft-rad/sec 2 /rad 2

1x

If each term in the numerator and dencminator of

GP
is expressed asAU
K6
G6
a
a
D6 a

(s)

N
_r

Dr

•pr6
&nSr

a
ar

6a 6rr

where 4 is the unaugmented characteristic equation of the aircraft.
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Then

aa

D6a

.X

AUG

MrD6d ~ DsDaKrNrK 6 DSD

r

DaDS~
DAIK
ar
r st

N aDsDa +
ra

K6 NPSDrIdD
6 DD -rrK
aaa
rrar

6
r sNrX ar

sra

-N

r

NrIaKS
+NS

66
sar6
r aArI
ADdDDD
rDs a

KNrKS D DaN

rg

aa

s

- NNrNaK6

s

6Nay
r or

where

"Hr

Gr

s+20

6a

s

s

1L'

r

H+

r

20
T+2

0.003 •s + 0.3),

.25

KAR

-0.15

Ha2

tenns for
terms for
imirators.
root locus

aYA
AUG
ARI
the roll. rate transfer functions with the appropriate numerator
the sideslip angle transfer functions, including the coupling
The technique for factoring and ciby ining polynmials using the
program, as discussed previously when deriving

a
G6Y (S)
r
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~

U.

%V-~

W

is applied successively to the nunerator. The denominator is already known
from the root locus analysis of the yaw stabilizer.
The transfer function with KAR, = 0 for aileron inputs are (roll
augentation system disengaged)
G a (P
(s)Y

20
s + 20

17.6 s(s + 0.1) (s + 3.864) (s + 0.37 ± 2.07j)
(s - 0.0141) (s+ .584 + 2.16j) (s + 0.111) (s + 1.14)

AUG

1

(s + 18.11) (s + 1)
(s + 2.31) (s + 3.33) (s + 18.5)1
G

Gaa

I~YW

20
s + 20

F-0.00655
(s + Q.0603) (S + 1.98)
I(s - 0.0141)
(s + 0.584 + 2.16j)

(s + 0.524 - 0.194j)
(s + 0.111) (s + 1.14)

AUG
-s - 7.255) (s + 25.47 ± 13.06,j)
(s + 2.31) (S + 3.33) (s + 18.5)]

and with the selected aileron-rudder interconnect gain of K=
(roll augmentation system disengaged)
r (S)

20
sg+20

+0.15 are

17.6 s(s + 0.086) (s +1)s + 0.468 ±2.315j)
.(s + 0.0141) (s + 0.584 + 2.16j) (s + 0.111) (s + 1.14)

AUG
(s + 3.824) (s.+16.73)

ARI

(s+2.31) (a+ 3.33)
20~

Ga(S)

a

YAW
AVG
ARI

a +

(s + 18.5)]

(s+ 0.484) (s + 1.97) (s+ 1.0 ± 0.583)
L(s-0.00655
0.0141) (s + 0.584 + 2.16J) (s+ 0.111) (s + 1.14)

(s - 0.53) (s + 33.94 ± 45.991)1
Ts + 2.31) (s + 3.33) (s + 18.5)]

show the effect of the aileron-rudder
interconnect on the roll and sideslip response characteristics of the aircraft
due to an aileron deflection. Notice that the roll rate performance is
improved with the aileron-rudder interconnect included in the system. The
Iaroved roll performance is due to the action of the aileron-rudder
Figures

14.174

and

14.175
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interconnect, which provides proverse yaw when the pilot carmands an aileron
deflection. Without the aileron-rudder interconnect, the roll rate response

/W

slcos due to the adverse yaw which develops.
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How the effect of the roll centered aupentation system can be
determined. The block diagram of Figure 14.176 is used to find the root locus

for
p loop

35.2s (S + 0.086) (s + I) (s + 0.468 ± 2.3152) (s + 3.824)
(s -0.0141) (s + 0.584 t 2.16J) (s+ 0.111) (s + 1.14) (s + 2.31)
X

(s + 16.73)

(s + 3.33) (s + 18.5) (s + 20)
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as the roll rate system gain varies (Figure 14.177), which yields the closed
loop transfer function, including the effect of the prefilters on the pilot
input, as
P

AGG
AUG

0.086) (s + 1) (s + 0.468 ± 2.315j) (s + 3.824)
s(s + S=(s)[224
L(s - 0.0087) (s + 0.1) (s + 0.503 + 2.19j) (s + 1.05)

(s + 16.73)

(s + 3.03) (s + 3.91 + 0.89j) (s + 18.28 + 2.07j) (s + 10)

0o._11

FIGUM~ 1 4.176.
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UWrATIaN SYSTE2I

Ihe roll response of the aircraft is c-zxlex due to the large nuvbar of poles
which influence the response.. A lodk at the proxmidty of the- variousi poles to
tle roll rate zeros provides a rough guess at the roll mode tigve constant for
tJhis flight condition of
T

"-

4

*

0.25 seconds

A more a-ccurate estimate oi the roll mode txie constanl can be obtaired frau
the roll rate time res,,ese.
is,

The effective roll mode tiu

the roll node tinue cnstait seen by the pilot

of thme prefilters.
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flihe roll rate and sideslip respozses of the aircraft due to a step pilot
11he prefilters act to
lateral stick force are shcum in Figure 14.178.
increase the reqvnse tie of the aircraft ro•I rate. This should improtkN the
pilots- opinion of the aircraft roll response by making it les abrupt.
Ite prefilters introduce an effective time delay on the initial roll rate
If excessive, the aircraft handling qualities will be degraded.
response.
including the effects of the aileron-rudder
The directional axis,
intercwz-.:-. is effective in coordinatimg the roll quite Uell.
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When the

Longitudinal Axis with Two Aerodynamic Control Surfaces.

14.4.2.8

F-16 longitudinal flight control system (Paragraph 14.4.1.3) is modified to
include the effects of the leading edge deflection, the block diagram of
Figure 14.142 is changer to that of Figure 14.152.

The angle of attack is fed

back to the leading edge flap actuator through a lead canpensator and a gain.
The aircraft lift coefficient may increase or decrease slightly as a
result of the leading edge flap deflection, with total lift being reduced at
very low angles of attack.

At moderate to high angles of attack, the aircraft

lift coefficient is increased.

The stall angle of attack is higher with the
leading edge flaps deflected. The airflow over the wing stays attached to the
wing surf-lce to a higher angle of attack with the leading edge flaps deployed,
postponing separation buffet onset (stall warning).
aid directional stability at high angles of attack.

Leading edge flaps also
while the pitching manent

coefficient is reduced (slightly more negative) with the leading edge flaps
deflected at low to moderate angles of attack, a noticeable positive pitching
nmnent contribution occurs at high angles of attack, reducing the static and

Idge

dynamic stability of the aircraft.
Ikdifying the aircraft equations of motion to account for the leading
flaps (after obtaining leading Adge flýip stability dexivative data frwn
lift and mrnnent coefficient curves for 0.6 Mach) yields

s+0.0177
0.095
0

0.0269

0.048

s + 1.4719

- s

0 .221

F

0.022

s - 0.906

s2 + 0.752 sJ

0

-0.203

-0.052

L-21.544

-2.019

1

E

14.228

u(s)1
"t(s).

K(s).

=

The leading

edge flaps provide a small positive contribution to aircraft

lift, but also provide a net nose down pitching mcment increment at the 1 'g'
flight condition of interest.
In

a

similar

manner

to

the

coupled

analysis

conducted

for

the

lateral-directional axis, the first step in analyzing the F-16 longitudinal
axis is to assume that 6e = 0 and perform a root locus analysis of the
aircraft leading edge flap loop (see Figure 14.152).
The aircraft transfer
function is

6LEF

(s)

=

(s

0.052 (s + 0.009 ± 0.067j) (s + 54.96)
0.087) (s + 2.373) (s + 0.098 + .14

deg/de

The open loop transfer function for the leading edge flap loop is
GH

1.228 (s + 3.625)

GLEF

(s + 0.009 t 0.067j)

(s + 54.96)

(s - 0.087) (s + 2.373) (s + 0.098 + 0.104j) (s + 7.38) (s + 7.255)

The root locus is plotted in Figure 14.178 as K

varies.

leading edge flaps effectively stabilize the aircaft.
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Notice that the
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The aircraft transfer functions
n

0 (s),
Gc
6e

umst

be

modified

deflections.

to

(s)

andG2(S
6e

e

account

for

the

simultaneous

1br the angle of attack transfer function
GCL
G6e

6ae

+ Ga•

6E

612.

LV

vhere (from Figure 14.152)
6

=

K

if
G
L. C1 6LI." LEF
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leading

edge

flap

where
K LEF.6

HCC

+ 3.625)

=2(s

s + 7.25

7.38
s + 7.38

so that
=G L
Gi

Se

+G O K6
H6
G6
LE LKEF
LEF LEF

yielding
e

ci

6e
e

1- Ka
G6
Hc
G
1 KLEFG6 LEFH6LEF
LEF

or, after shiplifying

e

D6

Dc
I LL

6e C6 LEFD6LF
- K-K~ N NNC
N,

K
Kil

cLEF L] '

The aircraft angle of attack due to an elevator deflection transfer function
includes tn additional zeros (the poles of the leading edge flap actuator and
lead cmensator) as well as the closed loop poles obtained from the leading
edge flap system analysis, yielding
0.203 (s+ 0.0087
0.067j),(s + 7.25) (s + 7.38)
=(s + 0.0083 + o.0589j (S + 1.39 + 1.92j) (s + 4.8) (S + 9.53)

G

Ge (si •
6LrCL

The pitch rate transfer function for the aircraft is found by writing the
equations
q = G6e+G
6
e 4 LEF LF
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a

=

G
G 6 e + G6 LEF6LEF

substituting in the expression for 6LEF and writing the matrix equation
1 G-

G

EFK
L

E6

Gcii

0

H
LEF c

e

I
GqK~ G6

6LE' "LE

H

1

6LE ' LEF

6

=

e

qG
j

e

yields
G-

"Ga -.

q-e

sG8

6LEF LEF C6 LEF eLEF

Gq6e 6LEF CL

where A,,.,

H

•6LEF CL

axe the roots of the leading edge flap system augmented

aircraft, alrealy obtained.

Simplifying yields
-

qSe 16 L

Nq D
Dc
-K
Nc 6 LsN6 e
d6K
d LEF 6ifF
OE
•
L

CL

LW C

similarly

e

Gnz

G6e J LEF CL

Sincen

1
(U
(57.3) (32.2)

Nn za
.e66 LEF

LEF .

6
.

-

q)

6LE

-

LI

Nnz
N6eLEF
6
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K

K

D

ND 0

6..

6cL

CL

gs/deg and

ANn
e 6 N LEF

Nnz a

N
6LE

- e 6'LU

n

zax
6

3

(32.2

U
0ONec

s

e LEF

x

=

0.0042 s(s + 0.007) (s + 45.44)

eILEF

fram the aircraft equations of motion since the normal accelercmeter is lolocated at i = 14 feet.
The aircraft pitch rate and normal acceleration transfer functions became
Gq

21.516 (s + 0.018) (s + 1.6) (s + 7.26 ± 1.033j)
+ 0.0083 + 0.058j) (s + 1.39 + 1.92j) (s + 4.8) (s + 9.53)

a(s

s(s ++0.0155)
+ 8.46)(s (s+ +4.8)
1.07(s ±+11.594j)
e 0.0889
(s + 0.0083
0.058j) (s(s++6.36)
1.39 +(s 1.92j)
9.53)

Gn.

The effects of the leading edge flap system are accounted for in the

0~n
eC

z
G ee
6

I G aG!and
CL

CL

transfer functions.

Now, all the modified aircraft transfer functions are
available to repeat the analysis of Paragraph 14.4.1.3, the closed loop
transfer function for the aircraft load factor response beccmrs
nG
z
Gn ?cIs

FULL
AUG

2.055 (s +0.0155) (s + 1) (s + 5) (s + 6.36) (s + 8.46) (s +10)
00164)(9 + 0.8)(s +1.7) (s + 10.24) (s ; 5.87) (a + 7.97)
xI(s

+ 1.07 ± 11.594j) (s + 12)

I(s + 4.2§+_4.022j) (s + 15.77 + 17.55j)
and the final load factor is
lim

n
G

0.95 g's
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which is close to one, as expected (the error is due to round-off errors in
the analysis introduced by the root locus factoring scheme).
Notice that the
dcminant poles at (s + 0.58) and

(s + 1.7)

are nearly identical to the

dominant poles at (s + 0.637) and (s + 1.74) obtained in Paragraph 14.4.1.3.
This indicates that the aircraft response with the leading edge flaps is
nearly the same as with the flaps locked up (for the low angle of attack
flight condition analyzed).

This would not be true at high angles of attack,
where the leading edge flaps would provide improved lift characteristics and a
pronounced destabilizing pitching manent.
14.4.3 Advanced Flight Control System Analysis Programs
The analytical techniques discussed in this chapter, are often laborious,
especially if a large number of flight conditions are to be considered.
Fortunately,

a

sophisticated

flight

control

available to greatly simplify the process.

system

analysis

program

is

The EASY program available at the

Flight Test Center uses matrix techniques and a state space formulation of the
aircraft equations of motion (See References 29, 30, and 31 for discussions of
state space techniques) to allow the linearized aircraft model and the
conplete linearized control system to be programmed on the computer.
Test
inputs can be applied to the flight control system model. Several aircraft
parameters and control surface motions can be recorded simultaneously. Bode
and root locus plots of the various aircraft transfer fwnctions, as specified
by the user, are also easily obtained.
Reference 28 provides further
information.
14.5 ANALYSIS OF A COWLEX FLIGH T CCVTM)L SYSTY14
Effective flight control testing depends on a thorough understanding of
the flight control operation. The current trend in aircraft design is to rely
ever more heavily on the flight control system to provide adequate flying
qualities and apparent stability.
Future designs use forward swept wings,
canards, and decoupling of rotational and translational motions.
Sane
aircraft do not use mechanical linkages between the pilot controls and the
aerodynamic surfaces,

relying on a totally electric

flight control system.

Analog and digital techniques are being used, with digital control becouing

14.234

more emphasized due to its inherent flexibility. Signal encoding and decoding
methods are used to send control surface caimands via redundant electrical or
fiber optic cables. Fault tolerant techniques are being used to increase

0

aircraft survivability.
Aircraft subsystems must be understood in terms of their effects on the
flight control system.
Electrical system deficiencies have caused
out-of-control maneuvers in the A-10 and F-16 aircraft which have resulted in
lost aircraft. Hydraulic system failures and sensor failures must also be
investigated to determine their effects.
This section provides the test pilot and flight test engineer a
background in flight control system simplification and analysis. The F-16
flight control system, as configured in 1979, is analyzed qualitatively.
Several potential problem areas of interest for the flight test plan are
discussed. This does not imp1y that problem areas exist within the F-16
flight control system, but, rather, is done to demonstrate the kinds of
problems which should be considered during the analysis of a flight control
system block diagram.
Autopilot functions are not addressed.
The sign
convention in this analysis is that of the contactor' s. You must be able to
work with different sign conventions to fully ur4erstand flight control

digrams from various sources.
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14.5.1 Longitudinal Axis Description
The longitudinal axis uses symmetrically deflected horizontal

tail

surfaces to provide pitch control.
14.5.1.1 Pilot Input and Load Factor Lirmiting System. Figure 14.181 shows
the block diagram of the pilot load factor command path and the load factor
limiter. The switches in the diagram are shown in their normal gear up flight
positions.
The pilot stick forces are measured with strain gauges, stripped from the
alternating current carrier frequency by the deodulator and converted to g
conmand signals by the pitch command gradient. This gradient provides a +1.75
lb deadband to desensitize the stick to spurious small amplitude pilot inputs.
A parabolic stick force gradient is used to desensitize the aircraft to low
stick force inputs (high stick force gradient of 12.5 lbs/g) for small inputs,
but provides for decreased stick force per g during maneuvering (3.12 Tb/g).
The pilot caruids incremental load factors with Ig as the reference. The
pilot command is added to the pitch trim cauind and sent to the load factor
limiter.
The• 9 iim.ter system uses two paths to determine the maximm and minim=
g xmiands. Positive signals are limited to a maxinmu of 8 incremental g's
for all flight conditions. Negative signals are limited based on the aircraft
configuration. A pilot selectable switch provides an override capability to
provide negative g coumand, subject only to the pitch cawand gradient
limitations. with the gear up, negative g limiting is based on dymic
pressure and varies between -1 and -4 incremn-tal g's (0 to -3 gis). With the
gear down, the alternmte flaps extended, or the air refueling door open, the
negative g signal is Limited to -4. It is important to note here, and will
become apparent later in the discussion, that the g oc=uand input is really a
g ccmand or a blended g-alpha (angle of attack) cammawd input, and the
aircraft angle of attack amd configuration detedmines wiich approach is in
effect. T"he liwiters operate on the omrwird signal in effect.
The limited command signal normally has a unity gain providing =m=al
pitch command gradient responses. When the weight is on the main gear, a
higher gain is provided to effectively reduce the stick force required to
the aircraft. iklhen the angle of attack is very high and the pilot
selects override, the higher gain and lack of nega% ve cmmand signal limiting
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provides the pilot more elevator comrnand authorit: for recovering from the
deep stall mxde of the aircraft. A -,•efiltex (lag filter) is provided to
smooth out the aircraft response.
systems to improve

These are often provicded in full authority

the handling qualities of an aircraft which is

responsive to pilot inputs.

too

The fixrd stick configuration of the F-!6 also

requires the prefilter to prevent abrupt pilot camnands.
A linearized block diagram of this portion of the flight control system
is shown in Figure 14.182.
gradient

is

removed,

All limiters are neglected,

the coanand

signal

is

the pitch caoTand

the pilot

g

command,

the

demodulator is omitted since it possesses a pole which is very remcte from the
origin, and all switches are assumed to be in their normal flight positions.
The pitch txim signal is assuiied to be zero.
GAIN

PREFILTER

TO FORWARD PAYH

- .....rANGLE

FIGURE 14.182.

OF ATTACK,
PITCH RATE AND
LOAD
FACTOR
FEEDBACKS

L•hTARIZED PIYI'T ZW4YN

PATH

Some issues of concern are:
1.

The prefilter, pitch command gradient, and deadband all have similar
effects on the pilot's q )inion of an aircraft uhich is too abrupt in
its response.
Dua&ýands, lag prefilters, dind high stick force
gradients terd to smooth out the re..po|nse by s1cming it sewhat
(lag effect). The proper ccrbination of these effects is important
in the pllot's ability to perform tight tracking tasks. *zen the
stick force gradient is reduced to 7.25 Ibs, the abruptness of
response increases and pilot opinion is of concern since additional
lag is not provided to compensate for the increased pitch
sensitivity.
Also, operation near the lnee in the gradient is
lIkely to prodhuce poor flying qualities.
Too tmah lag in the
corn and path can increase pilot-induced oscillation susceptibility.

2.

The effect of the weight on wheels switch and the large decrease in
pitch comand signal magnitude just after liftoff is of concern.
Pitch transients and pilot ccalensation nmst be investigated.
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3.

The effect of the override switch, if inadvertently left in the
override position, should be investigated.
For positive g
maneuvering, it should have no effect.
However, a negative g
overstress could occur, although probably quite reimte since -4
incremental g's is not likely to be ccnmanded. Other implications
arise concerning the static stability of the aircraft with the
manual pitch switch in the override position, as will be discussed
later.

4.

The effect of changing the negative pitch camiand signal limiting
when the gear are lowered, would probably be minimal since this
would probably occur in relatively level, positive g flight.

14.5.1.2

Angle of Attack Feedback Paths.

Angle of attack feedback is

used

for the follcwing purposes:
1.

To provide longitudinal static stability at subsonic speeds

2.

To provide angle of attack limiting

3.

To provide apparent longitudinal static stability (speed stability)
to the pilot in the power approach configuration, during air
refueling, and when flying at high angles of attack in the cruise

configuration
4.

To provide roll rate limiting in conjunction with dynamic pressure
and elevator deflection inputs

5.

To provide limiting on pilot rudder carmand authority in conjunction
with roll rate inputs

6.

To allow increased pitch ccnmand authority when the angle of attack
exceeds 290 and the manuai. pitch switch is placed in the override
position (see Section 4.1.1) as well as to activate other departure
preventiUn features

7.

To provide computed beta-dot feedback for the directional axis in
conjuncticn with yaw rate, roll rate, and lateral acceleration
feedbacks

8.

To provide elevator saturation minimization in the pitch axis elevator deflection comnand
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14.5. f. 2.1 Longitudinal Static Stability. The angle of attack feedback
path which provides longitudinal static stability is shown in Figure 14.183.
True angle of attack (sensed angle of attack fron several redundant sources
cc)pensated for upwash effects) is limited due to sensor limitations. Angle
of attack feedback is eliminated from the flight control law when weight is on
the main landing gear or at high angles of attack with the manual pitch switch
in the override position. A low pass filter is employed to eliminate high
frequency noise irnuts.

This filter adds up to 450 lag to the signal (signals

at higher frequencies than 10 radians per second are attenuated, but do lag
more than 450).
The signal goes through gain F2 which is a function of
dynamic pressure divided by static pressure.
At low Mach, the feedback
stabilizes the aerodynamically unstable aircraft and creates distinct phugoid
and short period roots so that the aircraft reacts
aircraft despite the aft center of gravity

like a conventional

(see Paragraph 14.2).

At high

dynamic pressures, the center of lift moves aft of the center of gravity,
providing a statically stable aircraft.
At a ratio of dynamic to static
pressure of 0.95,

the sign of the angle of attack feedback changes.

occurs at about 1.16 Mach.

This

In supersonic flight, the angle of attack feedback

acts to reduce thle short period natural frequency to prevent too much static
stability.
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The aircraft could be flown subsonically without this loop present, but
would require close pilot attention.

Also, the impleenntation of autopilot

features requires a statically stable aircraft (no right half s-plane poles).
Areas of concern are:
1.

Since lag is introduced into the angle of attack signal by the lowpass filter, what is the effect of rapid angle of attack changes on
the low static stability (large inputs)?

2.

Dces gain F2 provide adequate stability margin throughout the flight
envelope?

3.

What is the effect of suddenly providing angle of attack feedback at
liftoff or the effect of angle of attack control law changes during
touch and go landings?

14.5.1.2.2

Angle of Attack Limiting.

for angle of attack limiting.

Two separate paths are provided

Figure 14.184 shows the combined angle of

attack limiting system.
True
airborne.

angle of attack

is

fed back only after the aircraft becomes

This is important since angle of attack vanes are subject to wind

effects with the aircraft at low speed on the ground.
response to wind gusts on the ground is eliminated.

Undesirable elevator

Angle of attack feedback

is

also eliminated during very high angle of attack flight if the pilot
selects override with the manual pitch switch. Above 32.50 or below -5.3°
angle of attack, the angle of attack feedback is fixed at a constant value due
to sensor limitations.
The noise filtered angle of attack signal is ccnpared with two bias
signals and, if greater than the value of the bias, is canpared with the pitch
coamand signal.
The first bias uses pitch rate and preset angle of attack values.

The

pitch rate signal from the rate gyro is demodulated (filtering out the AC
carrier frequency).
The pitch rate signal goes through a washout filter (high
pass which allows high frequency transient signals to pass but attenuates low
frequency and steady state signals.

This is done in the context of the angle

of attack limiting system so that overshoots of the limiter values are
minimized during rapid pitch maneuvers, but steady state pitch rates do not
lower the angle of attack attainable.
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During -rapid pitch maneuvers,

ANGLE OF ATTACK LIMITER BOUNDARIES

the effective angle of attack limit is lowered

and as the pitch rate transients die out, the limit is again increased to its
steady state value. Pitch rate passes through two gains, one a function of
the dynamic pressure. It is then ready for ccmparison with the angle of
attack signal. Two biases, one set at 60 angle of attack and one at 90 angle
of attack, deternine where angle of attack limiting begins. Neither bias
signal is provided to the system with the gear down and the weight on the main
gear. This avoids a biased tail deflection. The 60 bias only is used when
airborne in the power approach configuration. Both biases are used during

I

A

-,-

I

up-and-away flight in the cruise configuration. The lag filters act to blend
the bias into the system once the appropriate switch is closed. The 60 bias
is blended into the system 0.3 sec after liftoff and the 90 bias is blended
into the system over a 24 sec period. The signal equation can be determined
from the filter transfer function by treating the bias as a step input. When
the switch closes, the Laplace output of the filter is
10
s+10

6
s

B(s)

for the 60 bias, yielding a signal shape in the tine danain of
b(t)

=

6[l - e-10t

=

9(1 - e-0" 1 2 5 t]

The 90 bias time response is

eb(t)

The biases are blended out in a similar fashion when the switches are opened.
This blending

action prevents

a sudden change

in

system configuration,

minimizing transients.
The combined bias, pitch rate, and angle of attack signals pass through a
gain of value 0.322.

Positive signals are always passed on.

are passed on only when the gear are down,

when the alternate flaps are selected.
load factor feedback signal so that,

Negative values

the air refueling door is open, or

The resulting signal is added to the
if

a signal is

present,

the system

reverts to a blended g-alpha system rather than a pure g cammand system.
The second bias signal uses a 20.40 angle of attack bias and conditioned
pitch and roll rate signals.
The absolute value of the roll rate passes
through a gain and a low pass filter.

The filter has a relatively long time

constant so that the angle of attack limit is not decreased initially by a
high roll rate, but is lowered gradually as the roll continues to prevent roll
coupling effects. The signal is passed through a threshold filter. Roll
rates less than 200 degrees per second do not alter the maxiunm attainable
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angle of attack. Roll rates greater than 5 60 per second reduce the maximm
angle of attack limit by 5.40.
Intennediate roll rates reduce the angle of
attack limit by lesser amounts.

The roll rate derived bias signal is

summed

with the 20.4 degree bias and pitch rate signal and then ccnpared with the
angle of attack siýýnal.

Positive values are then suTmd with the camk-md

The pitch rate signal serves to minimize limiter overshoots during

signal.

rapid pitch maneuvers and aids in mirdmizing roll coupling effects.
The angle of attack limiter operates when the pilot is on the positive g
comnand limiter. When the ccomanded g is not obtainable without exceeding the
angle

of

attack

lin-tit,

the

angle

of

att-.ck

and

load

If the angle of attack

combination nulls out the signal sent to the elevator.

and load factor ccobination feedback exceeds the ccmmand signal,
elevator

ccmmand

reduces

the

feedback

factor

angle of attack toward the

a nose down

limit.

If the

aircraft is below the camkanded limit, the pilot ccrm-o-nd signal exceeds the
combination feedback signal and a nose up elevator cannand results.
The

angle

of

attack

limits

can

configurations from the block diagram.
are assumed zero.

be

found

for

various

aircraft

The pitch rate and roll rate feedbacks

The equations for the gear up configuration are (zero pitch

rate and roll rate asslimed)

n zTRIM + nz C

=

O'T - 20.4 + 0.322(aT - 15) + nZ - 1

nzTRIVI + nzC

=

0.322(aT - 15) + n z - 1

n z MAXM i =

a > 20.4 0

is0 < a < 20.4 0

a < 15

9 g's

0

where the left side of the first t-jo equations way be set at the maximum aft
For the power approach

stick input fran the comuand path (8 incremental g1s).
configuration

" ZTRIM + nZ
" zTRDI + nz

T - 20.4 + 0.322(a T - 6) + nZ
0.322(uT - 6) + n. - 1
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1

a > 20.4 0

< 20.4 0

The contractor's angle of attack limiter boundaries confirms the validity of
the above equations.
However, the contractor curve shows sane situations
which are not possible in
configuration,

the aircraft.

For example,

in

the flaps-up

the contractor equates 300 angle of attack with -5.4g,

impossible flight condition.

an

Also, the curve implies a 9 g limit at negative

angles of attack.

The flaps up curve is valid for positive load factors and
angles of attack only (above zero degrees angle of attack and zero canranded
load factor)

since

positive

angles of

attack cannot

physically produce

negative load factors nor can positive load factors be obtained with negative
angles of attack. It is possible to obtain higher angles of attack limiter
boundary values by applying forward stick forces at low speeds.

Although high

angles of attack are achievable during zooms, it is unlikely that the pilot or
angle of attack limiter can cc.trol the angle of attack during these basically
ballistic maneuvers, although the angle of attack limiter system will cammand
a nose down pitching motion as the airspeed is reduced.

The minimum angle of

attack at which a particular load factor can be obtained is dependent upon the
flight condition and gross weight.
The flaps down curve is not meaningful as presented.

A more pertinent

curve relates the aircraft angle of attack to the pilot comnand signal at a
particular

load factor and trim setting, yielding an indication of the
aircraft speed stability.
Figure 14.185 plots pilot camad signal versus
angle of attack.
to airspeed
corresponding
provided.

The angle of attack is plotted backwards aud can be related
in the power approach configuration, with slower airspeeds
to

lower

angles

of

attack.

Positive

speed

stability

is

Notice that the flight manual suggested 130 angle of attack poi•w

approach situation occurs near the upper limit of the trim system authority
(for zero pilot stick forces), so that it is not possible to trim the aircraft
to too high a final approach angle of attack. Positive ýpeed stability is
also provided during air refueling and whenever alternate flaps are selected.
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F-16A POWER APPIACH SPEED) STABIUTY CURVES

bove 150 angle of attack, positive speed stability is provided for the
cruise configuration (slow speed flight), as shown in Figure 14.186. Notice
tiat the pilot can trim the aircraft to alleviate the stick forces required
for level flight up to an angle of attack which is well below the limiter
value, but that he nmst hold aft stick forces to continue to decelerate in
level flight. In . g flight, once the aircraft reaches the angle of attack
limit with a maximum pilot plus trim cctmmnd input, a nose dcwn pitching
motion will occur to try to maintain the aircraft angle of adtack at the
limiting value.
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FIG= 14.186.
"'he determination of the aircraft maneuverimg stick force gradients could
be accaiplished in a manmer similar to that used to deteriiine the aircraft
speed stability by plottingj the pilot cormiand injxt signal versus the angle of
attack

for a constant air.seed.

The angle of attack would be plotted

increasing to the right since increasing angle of attack corresponds to load
f&ctor. Pilot ccrmmanded load factor still corresponds to tlhe pilot stick
forces.

The steady state maneuvering gradient whien the aircraft angle of

attack is below 25°0 is easily deteinnined from the pilot pitch cam1=nd
gradient. This gradient is low relative to the effective gradient since a 1 g
pilot ccnvazl results in a load factor increase saw-what less than one in the
near term, requiring the pilot to increase the ccamand input to obtain the
desired 1 g increase in the load factor until the integrator can relieve the
additional stick forces.
The concern here is the steady state maneuvering
gradient, which occurs where the angle of attack limiter systcm is providing

angle of attack feedback during flight in the cruise configuration and in the
paver approach configuration. Analysis of the maneuvering gradients is not as
sinple as analyzing the speed stability because a sinple aerodynamic model of
the aircraft is required to determine the aircraft load factor. The effective
maneuvering gradient would require a linear analysis of the system operation
within the desired angle of attack range and a determination of the load
factor change per unit of pilot ccmmand input.

The gradient could be easily

determined during ground simulations of the augmented aircraft.
Areas of concern for flight test include:
T.ransients at takeoff due to the 60 bias phase-in and angle of
attack feedback closure
2.

Transients during gear retraction and gear extension due to blending
of the 9 bias and the 1.0 bias. Since the bias signals are blended
over a 24 second period, no transients are expected

3.

Angle of attack overshoot nagnitudes during rapid g onet (rapid
pilot conand input) at low airspeeds in the cruise and powr
approach configuration

4.

Angle of attack limiter operation during rolling maneuvers in th'e
cruise and poer approach configurations

5.

g lUiter operatiai during rapid g onset at high speeds

6.

Sped stability gradients during posr approach, at low speed durinj
cruise and during air refueling

7.

Stall anx de••irture prevention due to angle of attack limiting
system operation during cruise and pcax. approach

8.

Handling qualities with angle of attack feedback in the pixr
approach configuration and at low speed in the cruise configuration

9.

Deep stall recovery system operation

10.

Angle of attack limiter operation during vertical zoans to very low
airspeeds where the angle of attack system indicates a low angle of
attack until the aircraft is no longer controllable

11.

Adequacy of the trim syst6m authority during approach to landing,
especially when using the flight mxiual 130 azgle of attack approach

procedure

12.

Maneuvering stick force gradients during power approach and during
flight in the cruise configuration when operating at angles of
attack above 150.

14.5.1.3

Pitch

Rate

and Load

Factor

Feedback

The

Paths,

pitch rate

(non-alpha limiting function) and load factor feedback paths are shown in
Figure 14.187.
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The purpose of tle demodulator on the pitch rate feedback was discussed
earlier. The washout filter is necessa=y since tne normal flight mode is a
pure g camnad syste,. In steady state maneuvers (1 g cruise or steady turns)
the pitch rate feedback signal does not affect the system (wawted out to zero)
Hwewver, load
so that tle actual g matches *te cniranded g (crluise only).
factor feedback,
Speriod

by itself, generally has an advirse effect on the short

During tight
dynanics of the aircraft (see Paragraphs 14.2 and 14.3).
tracking tasks such as formation flying and air-to-air tracking, pitch rate

feedback is used to improve handling qualities.
feedback

is

provided through the washout

High frequency pitch rate

filter for this purpose during

transient conditions present during high gain tracking tasks.
provided.

Higher gain for takeoff is

control during

rotation

Two gains are

provided for improved pitch attitude

(more precision).

The lag filter is

eliminate noise due to vibrations caused by the runway.

provided

to

The lag filter on the

load factor feedback signa1 attenuates high frequency noise, such as due to
structural bending modes.

The lead filter in the feedback path helps improve

the short period damping but also reduces the short period natural frequency
slightly. Areas of interest concerning these feedback signals are:
1.

Handling qualities during tracking

2.

Transients at liftoff due to the gain change and the elimdnation of

the lag filter
3.
14.5.1.4

Structural rezonanc

elturnation

Forward Pathi Eleiwmts.

The forward path eloen-nts are downstrean of
the point wh#re the angle of attack liniter aid pitch rate plus load factor
feedxAck signals are stmmed with the pilot camiand sig•nal.
sWxow

thl block diagram.
The signal frca the

Figure 14.188

ctrwiund path sumt-d with the fexdback and al4ph

limiter pAtIhs passes thr:ough tuo gains.

The secwnd gain is a parabolically

shapW rain as a function of dynmmic pressure wbich reduces the &aiivutof
elevator csm.nded as the elevator effectiveness increases withl airspeed.
The caiplex block diagram encountered next is essintially a proportional
plus intNgral

foed forward elenent which reduc-s steady state load factor

errors to zero.
response.

T.1he integrator has a relatively high gain of 5.0 for fast

The selector feature caij

elevator cam-ands an•vNr

tlh

es proportional phls integral controlMler

four redundant flight control ecputers aid feeds

back an error signal to keep the four integrators from drifting, a problem of
physical integrators.
,hen tlhe aircraft is on the ground, the integrator has
a -0.5 feedback gain and the result is equivalent to

•qG-

G-s)
G(s)(0)

s +2.

g(t)

or

=

i(0) [e-25t

I

where i(0) is the integrator output at touchdown.
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FIGUA
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The integrator output is

TO HORIZONGNTAL
TAISL ACTUATORS

AT, PIUtS VI? iIPAL MNM

forocd to zero after touchl•o,

CIR=IITRy

in a little over I

second.

If the integrator output o-xcctds 250 in either direction, fee&ack is

provided

to

liatit

the integrator

In

output.

this case,

the closcd

loop

transfer function is

G(s)

8+250

or

g(t)

=

- 251 [e-250t
{i(0)
5j
(0

we:+e i (0) > 250.
Te intei.rator output is very rapidly driven back tW•ards 250 of elevator

comi~~nd.

*

"mihe cunbined circuit outpit is also controllwd at high angles of attack.
It is highly desirable to keep tlhý ccmam.aed horiLontal tail anigle within the
25 c&floction limits. If the coabined prcportional plus integral signal ac.d

angle of attack signal fran the static stability loop exceeds 250 in either
direction, then feedback is provided to drive the output of the circuit to a
lower value. Without the feedback path, the angle carmanded could reach a
maximum of 55.850 at high angles of attack. It is difficult to analytically
evaluate the action of the integrator due to its complex nonlinear nature. A
nonlinear simulation of the caobined circuitry, including both nonlinear
feedback paths, yields horizontal tail angle com-mands as function of the pilot
ccmtand (assuming the angle of attack is above the mechanical limits of the
angle of attack vanes), as shown in Table 14.5. The combined circuit provides
a soft limiter for the elevator command, but also prevents the pilot from
recovering fran the deep stall unless he selects override on the manual pitch
switch. With override selected, the integrator output is driven to zero and
the angle of attack feedbacks are eliminated so that the pilot has direct
control of the elevetor positiun. The integral plus proportional signal is
added to the static stability feedback and b-caires the elevator ca~mand
siignal.
Areas of concern are:
1.

Effective-ess of integrator "balancing

2.

Effectiveness of gain 13 in inaintaining nearly constant flying
qualities throughout tw. speed envelope of the aircraft

3.

EffeLtveness of t•he integrator and the flying qualities associated
with the relatively high integrator gain

4.

Elevator saturation, especially at high angles of attack, and the
effectivenwas of saturi•tion prevention features

S.

lntegrator action after touchdtm

TABLE 14.5

STEADY STATE ETEVATOR CCtK1AND AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
VERSUS PILOT M44ANDED LOAD FACIOR

Pilot Command
n zc

,

Steady State Elevator Command
ec

8 g's

28.70

0 g'is

30.30

-1 g's

30.50

14.5.1.5 Elevator Actuator System for the Longitudinal Axis. The F-16
employs a rolling tail configuration. Both pitching and rolVlng moments are
created by the horizontal tail. Figure 14.189 shows the horizontal tail
configuration. Each half of the tail is controlled independently ahd each
half nray be locked out of the systcm in case of battle damage. The elevator
com-and is provided to both horizontal tail actuators to produce symm 'trical
elevator deflections. The rolling tail ccmnands are provided to each half ot
the horizortal tail by the lateral axis, thm details of which will be
Tha ccmar4s pro•-ided to the adox,namic
discussed in Paragraph 14.5.2.
surface actuators are compared auxng the four chmmnels of the flight control
system to ensure that the corpqter (only one coxputer actually flies tho
aircraft, the others are used as cparvitor's) in ccaiinian is providing the
If the c=puter in camwand is providing erroneous
correct elevator cuimwnd
signmls, it is voted out of the systeni and another cotputer takes over. The
average elevator deflection comnanded is provided to the lateral ais ccrnmand
gradient caqputation, to be discussed in Paragraph 14.5.2. The horizontal
tail actuators are limited to a deflection rate of 600 per second, which is
fairly fast. The tail deflection is limited to 250 in either direction due to
actuator mechanical deflection limitations.

One area of concern is the potential for crosstalk between the lateral
and lonwitudLial axes due to the rolling tail. Longitudinal tracking problems
could occur if the lateral inputs cause pitching motions. Another area of
concern is the control authority available and the handling qualities with one
of the elevators lockod out.
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F-16 HORIZONTAL TAIL CONFIGURATION FOR PITCH COINTROL

14.5.1.6 Sigplified Pitch Axis for Linear Analysis.
14.5.1.6.1 Cruise ConfiqTration. Figure 14.189 shows a sinplified pitch
axis control system for the cxuise configuration. It assunms that all signals
are within limits specified (angle of attack and pilot g coaumd limits) and
that the deadzones in the integrator loop are not exceeded. The pilot input
is the onmandad load factor so that difficulties associated with the
nonlinear pitch cnL•and gradient are avoided.
Elemnts which have poles
remote fran the origin are neglected (sow judgement is required here, but
generally poles further frcm the origin than about 25 radians per socond may
be neglected). Gains F2 and F3 should be set at the trim flight condition
value and assum2d constant.
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14.5.1.6.2

Powr

Approach

simplified block diagram of
configuration. TVo angle of
loop cuning frcau the alpha
stability. Gains 12, F3, and
and assumed coistant.

Configuration.

Figure

14.191

shows

a

the pitch axis systl for the power approach
attack feedback loops are included, the second
limiter loop which provides positive speeF12 should be set at the trim condition values
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14.5.1.7

LINEARIZED LONGITdDINAL FLIGHT COMMOL SYS=4 FOR THlE POWER
APPROACH CONIGUMTICNO, LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK

Io~nitudinal

A'xis Flight Control %,stem (onfiguration

with the

Manual Power Switch in Override. If the pilot enters a deep stall at near 600
of alpha, tho circuitry around the proportional plus integral controller
prevents the pilot from deflecting the elevator, as shown in Table 14.5. To
provide the "pitch outi' nuneuver and recover the air-craft from thoe deep stall
condition, all of the angle of attack fe-edbacks to the lonjitudinal a,.s are
eliminated frizn the flight control system. The integrator in the forward path

is also elindnated to preclude it from providing ix4•uts to the elevator.

Vie

neagative load factor limiters are eliminated to provide the ability to camwA
full elevator leading edge up. The gain in the pilot ccmmand path is dcubled
to provide the ability to can=n 24' of elevator leading edge down. An
increased pitch rate feedback gain in conjunction with the load factor
The aucywented aircraft is
feedback provides aircraft augiiontation.
aerodymamically unstable in this situation, even wihn recovered from the
out-of-control flight condition, but can be flown for a short period of time
is increased and angle of attack is reduced. The flight
while airspeqdx
control configuration in this situation is shown in Figure 14.192. The flight

'•

control system, with the exception of the negative load factor iJ=iter is the
same as that used for takeoff roll before liftoff.
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%Telateral axis uses differential flaperons (cavbined ailerons and
flaps) on the wings and differential horizontal tail control surfaces to

provide roll control.

It is hqxrtant to wlerstand the sign convention used

for the ailerons and rolling horizontal tail during the analysis of the
lateral axis. In Figure 14.180, a positive aileirmn deflection causes the
trailing edge of the aileron to move down. IThe sa•z convention is used for
differential horizontal tail deflectirms.
14.5.2.1 Pilot irut and Roll Rate -:.i
.4to
Figvre 14.193 presents
the pilot camznd path for t-w roll axis.

1Alt

The stick force is converted to

a roll rate comnand by the roll command gradient. The maximum roll rate
obtainable accounts for several factors in order to avoid aircraft departure
and minimize roll coupling. At high speeds and low angles of attack with the
gear up, the maximum roll rate is limited to 3080 per second. T"he maxintum
roll rate is reduced at low dynamic pressures (low airspeeds or high
altitudes), large elevator deflection angles and high angles of attack. The
maximum commanded roll rate may be reduced to a minimum value of 800 per
second w1en operating on the angle of attack limiter with full nose down
elevator ccnmanled and at very low airspeeds. With the gear handle dawn, the
alternate flap switch in the extend position or the air refueling switch open,
a maxiimun roll rate of 1670 per second is provided. The roll canmand
gradients are unchanged by the maximum roll rate limiter, only the maximum
roll rate which can be caunnded by the pilot changes. Still higher roll
rates could be comuanded using the trim system in addition to the stick input,
but the slow roll trim system rate precludes this approach as a viable way to
beat the system. The maximum roll rate actually achieved depends upon the
aircraft aerodynamics as well as the roll rate limiter. It may be possible to
saturate the ailerons before obtaining the cciu-andd maxim=m
certain conditions.

Ibll performance

oll rate under

tests are required to determine the

actual roll rates obtainable throughout the flight envelopk.
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14.5.2.2. Nonlinear Prefilter and Roll Rate Feedback Elements. Figure 14.194
shows the nonlinear prefilter and feedback elements present in the roll rate
command system. The s in the numerator of the washout filters performs a
differentiation. The first nonlinearity in the upper feedback path of the
prefilter passes a positive roll rate carmand signal. The washout filter
differentiates the signal to determine that the pilot is indeed applying the
signal. The second nonlinearity passes positive derivatives of the pilot
comaw- signal. If a steady pilot commanded roll rate signal, or a roll rate
comnand signal with a negative derivative (the pilot relaxing the roll rate
coumand), were detected by the washout filter, then the second nonlinearity
would not allam the signal to be fed back. In this manner, the prefilter
takes on two distinct characteristics, as shown in Figure 14.195. The second
feedback path provides similar operation for negative roll rate cIuman
signals. W*en the pilot is applying the roll rate cammand input, the
prefilter provides additional lag to wmooth the aircraft response. This is
often necessary with fixed stick controllers to avoid roll ratcheting caused
by the pilot. 1#hen the pilot relaxes the roll rate command the prefilter
introduces much 'less lag and the aircraft roll rate is halted more abruptly.
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L1NEARIZED PREFILTER ME=

Three areas of concern:

1.

Is the prefilter effect sufficient to prevent roll ratcheting which
could cause poor hanrUing qualities during high gain tracking tasks?

2.

Is the pilot able to obtain the desired roll rate sufficiently fast
to avoid overcontxolling the aircraft in roll?

3.

Does the aircraft roll rate decrease sufficiently fast to avoid
overshooting the desired roll attitude or is the pilot required to
apply ouposite roll rate cmmands to obtain precise roll
attitude control?

The aircraft roll rate is sensed by the roll rate gyro and the signal is
,ted.
A roll filter increase•s the phase angle of the lateral axis in
l
the vicinity of 60 radians per second (lead filter),
of structural resonance in the lateral axis.

and reduces the effects

The lateral axis is caimated

during gun firing due to the location of the gun (in the left wing root area)
to prevent a left rolling tendency. Te pilot emmul, trim, and feedback

'inputs

are sunmed, multiplied by a gain, limited to 21.50 in either direction,
and applied to the aileron actuators. Notice that the pilot command signal
and the trim signal are applied as negative signals for a positive roll rate
command. If the aircraft is above 290 angle of attack, the roll rate command,
trim and feedback signals are cut out and aileron control reverts to the
departure prevention system. This means that the pilot lateral control inputs
are ignored when flying at high angles of attack. The major area of concern
with regard to the departure prevention system is the impact of the system
operation during very low speed vertical combat maneuvers. The aircraft is
restricted fram vexy low speed maneuvering flight, such as a near vertical
scissors.

,

14.5.2.3 Flaperon and Differential Horizontal Tail §ystem. The signals fran
the lateral axis are provided to the flaperon and differential horizontal tail
surfaces through the system shown in Figure 14.196. Aileron cunand signals
are applied to each flaperon actuator such that the flaperons move the same
amount diffexentially. For a positive roll c-m=nd signal, the right aileron
ismoved trailing edge up the saw amount that the left aileron is moved
trailing edge down. Two feedback paths are provided to allow the aircraft to
roll with the flais extended to 200. With both flaps extended, the ailerons
are both at the 21.50 camuind deflection limit. The toll ovmiand system
cannot further deflect either aileron in the dacn direction. This signal is
sent instead to the upward camwade aileron to double the upward deflection
coam1nd signal. The aileron commiand signals pass through an additionAl
limiter and are then carpared with the flaparon coaand deilectij signals of
the other three flight control ovputers. The flapexon actuators possess the
"same characteristics as the horizontal tail actuators previously discussed.
The flaperons possess a 1.59 electrical bias frm the trailing edge flap
system so that a zero flaperon deflection occurs in the absence of canund
inputs unless one of the flaperns are locked out.

The flapamos may be

controlled through angles from 200 trailing edge doum to 230 trailing edge up.
The aileron ofmand deflecti(os are sumied (double the deflection due to the
roll caomand with thv flap ccmand being eliminated) and mltiplied by two

e

gains, one of which is a function of the dynamic pressure divided by the

static pressure.

The resulting signal is aqplied to the horizontal tai

actuators to differentially deflect them.

For a right roll cconand, the right

horizontal tail is deflected trailing edge up and the left tail is deflected
trailing edge down, exactly in the same manner as the flaperons. If either
horizontal tail is locked out of the system due to battle damage, differential
tail deflection camunds are not provided to the horizontal tail. Signals
to the aileron-rudder interconnect and for the departure prevention system are
also provided by the aileron-elevator interconnect system. The departure
prevention system uses the differential horizontal tail, if not locked out, in
conjunction with the ailerons.
Areas of interest are: the roll performance of the aircraft, with and
without the horizontal tail locked out, and the aircraft handling qualities
during power approach, where significant lift losses during rolls due to the
upward deflecting flaperon may cause flight path •cutrol problems.
14.5.2.4 § lified Lateral xis Control System for Linear mAalysis. Figure
14.197 presents a simplified lateral axis control system. The pilot roll rate
caimwn is fed thuough the nonlinear piefilter as represanted by either thu
prefilter present wly the pilot applies t
ccc~mand input or the prefilter
preswt when the pilot relaxes tho control iut.
The results of the Waalysis
whare the pilot applies the roll cund, are directly provided by the tiTe
response program; the reults where the pilot xvlaxos the roll ccziand mist be
viCOWd as if the aircraft woere in a steady rolling maneuver.
InstwA. of
starting at zero roll rate amd acpmoachirn saew final roll rate, ue- initial
point is sa. steady rll rate and the final -state is zero roll rate. The
aircraft transfer function must represent the roll rate respows for the
oombined flapeari mid differential tail deflectioms, unlcsa the tail is
aI
to be Ik
out.
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LINEARIZED LATERAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

14.5.2.5 Lateral Axis Departure Prevention System. Figure 14.198 presents
the departure prevention system for the lateral axis. Above 290 angle of
attack, the pilot camiand, trim, and feedback signals are eliminated from the
system and provide no aileron comnands. A yaw rate signal is provided to the
lateral axis such that one degree per second of yaw rate commands one degree
of aileron deflection. Yaw to the right (positive) causes the right aileron
to deflect up and the left aileron to deflect down.
The differential
horizontal tail cumnnds are increased by 1.250 differential tail per degree
of aileron. A positive yaw rate camnands the left horizontal tail to deflect
trailing edge down and the right tail to deflect trailing edge up. Recall
fran the proportional plus integral controller circuitry in the longitudinal
axis that above 32.50 angle of attack the horizontal tail is likely to be
saturated in the full trailing edge down direction regardless of the pilot
pitch cmmand signal. The left horizontal tail, will therefore not deflect
further, However, with sufficient yaw rate (about 2.50 per second with an 8 g
pilot comund signal applied) the right horizontal tail will move off the
deflection limit so as to be less trailing edge down than the left tail. The
.difference in drag provided by the differentially deflecting horizontal tails
and the adverse ya% due to the aileron both oppose the positive yaw rate.
Tf the aircraft does enter a spin, the departure prevention systau
-atomatically applies anti-spin aileron (aileron with the spin for a swept
wing aircraft).
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14.5.3 Directional Axis
The directional axis uses a conventional rudder to augment the
"directional stability of the aircraft and provide yaw control for the pilot.
14.5.3.1 Directional Axis Fee~back Control Law. The directional axis flight
control system is presented in Figure 14.199. Unlike the longitudinal and
lateral systaes, the pilot does not comwind an aircraft motion in the
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directional axis. The pilot oomam-nds a rudder position directly. A yaw
damper,
using beta-dot feedback improves the aircraft pitch roll
characteristics. The rudder p)edals are essentially fixed (a rlight bit of
motion is provided) so that the pilot input is through force transducers
mounted on the ivdder pedals.
The applied force signal is demodulated.
Mchanical, friction, and breakout in the riuddr pedals is cca*ined with
electrical breakout and the cam•and gradient to form the rudder caimmnd
shown in Figure 14.180. The rudder ccnardr is ntaltiplied by a =xstant which
varies betw-en 0 and 1 as a function of the angle of attack, presented in
Figure 14.200. To parameters determine the angle of attack for the schexduled
gain. The aircxaft roll rate reduces the angle of attack at which the pilot
r-udder command is faded out. With less than 200 per second of zoll rate
present, the pilot can cxmiknd full rudder up to 200 angle of attack and
lesser amounts of tudder up to a maxin•m of 300 angle of attack. Above 30°
angle of attack, tho pilot can cuimaind no rudder deflection. As the :oll rate
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of the. aircraft increases, the amount of rudder available at a particular
angle of attack decreases, until, at 560 per second of
roll rate, the pilot
cannot command full rudder at positive angles of attack. The pilot rudder
ccamand fade out precludes using rudder to perform rolls at high angles of
Lttack, decreasing the departure susceptibility of the aircraft.
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Four paraneters are used to ompute %dhat IS essentially a beta-dot
feedback signal. The aircraft true angle of attack is multiplied by the
aircraft roll rate (in rads/s( -- and combined with the yaw .:ate. A lead
ccmpensator is piovided, th-) purpose of which should be investigated during
the linear analysis of the directional control system. A washout filter
prevents rudder deflections during steady state turns iue to the yaw rate
feedback. The signal is combined with the ]ateral acceleration feedback
to form the cVputed beta-dot feedback. 'ihe feedback signal is nultiplied by

a scheduled gain which is a function of the dynamic pressure divided by the
static pressure. A gun compensation input is provided during gun firing. Yaw
trim, aileron-rudder interconnect, and departure prevention system inputs are
provided. Despite the fact that the pilot rudder cammand can be washed out at
high angles of attack and high roll rates, the pilot can still command 120 of
rudder deflection via the rudder trim knob since the rudder trim input occurs
after the pilot command fader. The resulting rudder conmand passes through a
structural filter, is corpared with the rudder carmands of the other
computers, and is sent to the rudder actuator.
The area of interest here is the departure susceptibility during typical
tactical fighter maneuvers with combat configurations. The impact of the
rudder fader during the performance of rudder reversals in air-to-air gun
engagements should also be investigated.
14.5.3.2 Simplified Directional Axis for Linear Analysis - Figure 14.201. The
roll rate and angle of attack are assumed sufficiently io to avoid pilot
rudder
nomand fade out. Gain F8 is set for the flight condition to be
analyzed. The roll rate is multiplied by the aircraft trim angle of attack
(expressed in radians) for the flight condition. Either the roll rate or the
angle of attack must be converted to radians to keep the units consistent.
Since the analysis of the lateral and directional axes will assume a constant
angle of attack, it is convenient to change the control law slightly. The
demodulators and the structural filter are cmitted since they occur at
relatively high freuencies.
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An aileron-rudder in
ct.
Ail•ron-Rudder Inter=rc
14.5.3.3
iqproves th aircraft turn coordination below 290 angle of attack. Above 290
argle of attack or below 60 kts ground speed with the main larding gear on the

ground, the ARI is aoitted from the system 'The ARI gain is a function of the
aircraft angle of attack as wll as the dOypnic peammr divided by the static
pressure. 7he aircraft possesses proverse yaw at low angles of attack and
adverse yaw at higher angles of attack. For low angles of attack, a right
roll will produce a left rudder deflection for coordination. At angles of
attack above 100 as well as at very low or very high airspeeds, a right roll
o mmd will produce a right rudder deflection which, in turn, causes a nose
right yawing motion to offset the adverse yaw.
The area of interest conoen-dM the aileron-ruddar interconnect involves
a detemination of its effectiveness in maintaining coordinated flight during
turns.
0ti
ler. During gunfirig, the d
Aweratio- w
14.5.3.4 Ltr
k signal. Since the
axis cancels 0.2 g' s of the lateral acceleration
I detects a
o 111hp
gun is located in the left wing root, the lateral
lateral acceleration caused by gun firing. The feedback of this aceleration

to the rudder could cause the aiming symbol to be pulled off of the target due
to the rudder deflections. Referring to the directional axis of Figure 14.179
with the trigger in the non-firing position, the acceleration canceller output
is zero. Wien the trigger is depressed, two switches are repositioned to
provide an output signal after a 0.1 second delay to allow the gun to spin up
and begin firing. The integrator acts as a meiory device which holds whatever
lateral acceleration is present when the trigger is depressed. The integrator
signal is compared with the lateral acceleration sensed by the accelerometer
and the difference is limited and compared with the lateral acceleration. The
resulting lateral acceleration signal plus any additional lateral acceleration
which exceeds the 0.2 g limits in ,the canceller circuit. Of concern are the
aircraft directional handling qualities during gun firing and the adequacy of
the canceller in preventing umanted rudder inputs when the trigger is

deqressod
14.5.3.5. Departure Prevention System Operation for the Directional Axis.
The dearture prevention system provides additioral yaw rate feedback (0.75o

of rudder deflection per degree per second of yaw rate) to the directiona.
axis when the aircraft angle of attack is above 299. The pilot rukr
utlh=ity is decreased to zero so that no pilot rudder ommun am possible.

All feedback paths for the directional axis are available. If a right yaw
rate develops, left rudder is coammded to opose the yawing motion (anti-sin

rudder).

wo areas of concern arise regarding the departure prevention system:
1.

How effective is the departure prevention system in preventing yaw

rates (which are necessary for entry into a spin) from developing?
This question must be answered for all aircraft configurations and
for a number of flight conditions which might precipitate in

departure, including typical tactical air-to-air and air-to-srface
maneuvers.
2.

Vtat is the inpact of the departure prevention system on air-to-air

tactics in this aircraft,

especially during maneuvers in the verti-

cal at low airspeeds?
14.5.4 Additional Features
14.5.4.1

Gun

pensation.

Gun

i is necessary to offset rolling
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and yawing nmrents during gun firing as a result of the gun location in the
left wing root. The gun ccmpensatio network block diagram is presented in
Figure 14.180. 'hen the trigger is pulled, a 0.1 second time delay is
provided to allow the gun to spin up to firing speed and begin to fire. The
bias signal of 1.0 passes through a lag filter which blends the signal to
avoid an abrupt change in flight control laws. At low dynamic pressures, the
signal passes through the lower path gain, which is a function of the dynamic
pressure. At very low airspeeds or very high altitudes, the signal in the
upper path is cancelled due to the bias signal and the multiplier. At high
dynamic pressures, the lower path signal is driven to zero by the scheduled
gain. The upper signal is multiplied by a gain which is a function of the
static pressure divided by the standard day sea level atmospheric pressure.
The upper and lower path signals are summed and passed through another
scheduled gain, which is a function of the dynamic pressure divided by the
static pressure. At aately
Mach 1.01, the signs of the roll rate and
rudder cmvards are reversed. At lower Mach, a positive roll rate camand and
a negative rudder deflection command are generated to offset the rolling and
yawing tmamnts created by the gun recoil. Above Mach 1.01, the situation is
reversed due to the drag of the downward deflecting aileron producing the
desired yaw munents and the decreased rudder effectiveness in yawing the
aircraft.
The flaperons deflect symmetrically to a -2.00 position for
transonic and supersonic drag reduction. During gunfiring, the aileron (left)
is in a region of low drag while the down aileron (right) increases drag on
the right wing to offset the gun recoil. The rudder deflects slightly but
should have little effect in supersonic flight. The catpation provided to
the yaw axis is limited to 6.60 of rudder deflection and, consequently, to 110
per second of roll rate.
14.5.4.2 Trailin dge Flap SStem. Figure 14.180. The trailing edge flaps

extend automatically whenever the gear handle is down, the alternate flap
switch is in extend, or, for the two seat aircraft, when the air refueling
dor is open. The enlarged canopy of the two seat version provides minimal
clearance for air refueling, necessitating a reduction of the aircraft angle

of attack, and hence its deck angle, for adr refueling.

The comwanded

trailing edge flap position is a function of the dynamic pressure to avoid
overspeed. The flaps are fully extended below 0.34 Mach and are fully blown
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up above 0.58 Mach. Using the alternate flap switch, it is possible to
lnpr
the low speed maneuvering capability of the aircraft at low Mach
using the additional lift provided by the flaps. The flaps may be flown in
the alternate position at all times. Hawvver, the control laws of the pitch
axis rervert to the power approach configuration at all flight conditions.
Because of the mechanical bias present in the flaperon system, a 200 flap
ccumand actually provides 21.50 of flap deflection command due to an
electrical bias &idichoffsets the mechanical bias. A full trailing edge flap
deflection of 200 is provided by the system. A 1.50 bias is always provided
via the trailing edge flap system to offset the mechanical bias present in the
system so that no residual flaperon deflection is present. Transonically, the
trailing edge flap is deflected upward to reduce drag. A maximum trailing
edge up deflection of -2.0° is provided in the flap circuitry to reduce the
rate at ubich the flaps are deflected, the maximum flap deflection rate being

e per seoond.

Additionally, a lag filter is provided to further blend the

flap deflecticon to reduce pitch transients during flap nmment and allow the

longitudinal axis integrator to keep the aircraft trimmed.

The flap system is

disabled if either flaperon is locked out due to battle damage to avoid
ampmtric flap deflections. Of interest here are the pitch transients which

occur during flap extension and retractions the usefulness of the flaps for
low speed maneuvering and the effect of the flaps on air-to-air gun tracking
with the alternate flaps selected when the enigagement transits regions *,ere
flap deflections and retractions occur.
14.5.4.3 Stanby System. The air data system is nonredandant. In the event
of a dyamic or static pressure system failure, standby gains are provided for

all the scheduled gains in the system.

A linear analysis of the system using

these gains determines the aircraft handling qualities with the standby flight
control configuration.

14.6 FLIGHT CONTRM SYSTEM TESTING
A through understanding of aircraft flight control systems is required to
conduct safe, efficient, and thorough flight test prcgrams on modern, highly
augmented aircraft. The goal of both the designer and the tester is to
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provide aircraft to operational units that can efficiently accouplish their
design missions--aircraft which are easy to fly so that the crew can devote
their attention to accuplshing mission objectives.
This section applies the bacJmground knowledge gained in previous sections
to the verification testing of the performance of the flight control system.
14.6.1 Ground Tests
1he flight control system and related subsystems should be thoroughly

*

tested on the ground prior to the start of flight testing. This is critical
in the case of flight control systems since the pilot' s ability to fly the
aircraft is directly dependent upon the proper operation of the flight control
system. A ccmpredensive ground test phase will ensure that the system is
installed correctly and functioning properly, and will reveal sane flying
qualities or flight control system design deficiencies vich can impact flight
safety.
14.6.1.1
,tpEX Ground Tsts.
Sufficient ground testing must be
acccmplished to ensure the aircraft is safe for flight. All system omponents
mst be tested to demonstrate their satisfactory performance and operation
under the envirormwntal extremes expected to be encountered during the flight
test program. 7he complete flight control system must pass the following
tests, either on an Iron Bird" mockup coupled to a ccmpter aerodynamic
simulation of the aircraft where the flight control system is funcionally,
statically, and dynamically duplicated, or on the actual aircraft.
I.

[ower supply variation tests should be acorplished to demonstrate
satisfactory system operation over the range of allowable power
supply variations. 1he requirement states: "Sufficient electrical,
hydraulic, and poumatic power capacity shall be provided in all
flight phams and with all co=re

ing engine speed settings such

that the probability of losing the capability to maintain at least
ECS Operational State III (Level 3 flying qualities) airplane
performance shall not be greater than extremely remote when
onsidering the combined probability of system and caoponent failure
and the cumulative e.eednce probability of turbulance."
Electrical, hydraulic, and other required power sources should be
applied and calibrated at maximum rated positions. After warmup,
the power sources should be varied and modulated throughout their
specified ranjes. No steady state or transient modulation changes
in the powr source, within permissible limits, should cause a
variation or modulation in the flight control system's perfommance

which may result in undesirable or unsatisfactory operation. With
rated power applied, all switches, controls, and components should
be operated as in actual flight. The power source should not vary

beyond permissible 4p3erational limits when the system is operated
against load conditions varying from no load to full load. Power
supply variations have caused several A-10 and F-16 In-flight loss
of control incidents, some resulting in the loss of the aircraft.
7hese tests should be performed on the operational mockup in
accordance with the supporting documentation for MIL-F-9490.

2.

Limited fatigue tests must be performed to ensure the structural
integrity of the flight control system mechanical elements. A full
fatigue life demonstration is not reuired prior to the first
flight. Fatigue tests may be accomplished by cycling loads on
conponents fixed in one or both hardover positions or in an
interediate position. Hydraulic system pressure inpflse loads are
applied to the system. An appropriate alternate test facility
should be used, such as the aircraft fatigue test rig, rather than
the actual aircraft.

3.

Stability margin tests which cannot be econdomically or safely tested
"4in-flight, should be ac

pished.

The fr

ency response tests,

discussed in Paragraph 14.6.1.3 fulfill this requirement.
tests should be performed on the test aircraft when possible.
4.

These

Tests should be performed to determine the effects of single and

multiple

flight

control

system

component

failures

on

the

performance,- safety, or mission accumplishment reliability of the
aircraft as well as to develop emergency procedUxes to counteract
the effects of failure. Ebr essential and flight phase essential

controls, the follcwing tests of AES BIT (Autcwatic Flight Control

System Built-In-Test) and failure reversion capability should be
considered:

a. Overterperature tests of the AFCS ccm1Pters, panels, and sensors
should be performed to evaluate the BIT capability of detecting
failures inrxced by progressive overheating.
b.

Wire hardness failures (shorts between wires and ground as well
as open circuits) should be tested to evaluate the BIT capability to detect wiring damage or failures.

The primazy objective is to ensure that true redundancy exists in
the flight control system by verifying that individual failures in
each chamnel are detected, remedied, and are not the cause of
multichannel failures.
Much of this testing may have to be
accomplished on the "iron bird" mockup of the flight control system
rather than on the actual aircraft.
5.

Flight control system wear life tests must be performed in
accordance with MIL-F-9490 to identify areas where component wear is
likely and where frequent inspection may be required.

6.

Other tests should demonstrate the flight control system performance
as well as compatibility among the flight control system elements
and with interfacing systems, such as navigation, pitot static, or
wapons delivery systems. A detailed discussion of possible test
methods to be used to perform saom of these tests is provided in
Paragraph 14.6.1.3.

7.

Temperature variation tests to duplicate the normal operation or
failure of temperature regulating elements must be performed on any
ccmponents whose performance is sensitive to temperature variations.

Analog and digital flight control computer program operation should be
thoroughly tested using ground simulations, the "iron bird" mockup, and the
aircraft, and should include simulated support system and flight control
system failures. A real danger exists in the area of digital systems, where
insidious programming bugs may occur, endangering flight safety.
14.6.1.1.2 Aircraft Ground Tests. Prior to the first fUght:
1.

Limit Cycle and structural resontnce tests must bo performed. A
procedure used at the Air Force Flight Test Center is discussed in
Paragraph 14.6.1.2.

2.

Functional, dynamic, and static tests must demonstrate that all
flight control system equipment is properly installed. These tcats
shmaud be cornccted on the integrated flight control system and test
instrumientation •ckage, as installed in the test aircraft, to
eture proper flight control system operation as well as check that
the test instrumentation does not impact the flight control system
performance.
Possible test methods are discussed in Paragraph
14.6.1.3.

3.

Electromagnetic interference tests investigate the electrical
interference between system ccmponents and with other aircraft
systems and must be within the limits established by applicable
military specifications as referenced in MIL-F-9490.

4.

Flight control system integrity tests ensure the soundness of
components and connections as well as the adequacy of component
clearances and proper operation. The importance of this test is
emphasized by an incident aboard an F-16 test aircraft due to an
inadequate wire bundle clearance with the aircraft structure, which
resulted in wire insulation wear and an electrical short. The
aircraft was safely recovered, but the inpications for a
fly-by-wire aircraft are self evident.

5.

Taxi tests should be performed with increasing airspeed and all
feedback loops closed to examine flight control system stability
above zero airspeed. Flight control sensor outputs and control
surface deflections should be analyzed for proper system operation.

6.

Unique features of the aircraft flight control system, such as the
A-10 jammed control feature, should be tested thoroughly on the
ground for proper implementation. It may not be possible to safely
test these features or certain combinations of these features (A-10
jamned control followed by manual reversion) in flight, especially
features provided for unique emergency situations.
Ground or
airborne simulations should be used to investigate the aircraft
handling qualitics in these situations.

14.6.1..2 Limit Cgcle and Structural Resonance Tests. A limit cycle is a
sustained closed loop oscillation of a control surface at a frequency usually
less than 5 Hrtz (31.5 radians ppr second).
It is caused by =nlinear
elsments in the flight control system or nonlinear operation of control system
elements. Scme examples of nonlinear elements are: limitera, mechanical
hysteresis or deazones. A limit cycle occurs when the phase margin of the
flight control system loop (consisting of the aircraft, motion sensors and
control system elements) is zero degrees and the control system gain is high.
Two types of limit cycles occur - stable and unstable. Stable limit
cycles are low amplitude oscillations of the control surface as a result of
nonlinearities about the null position, swch as hysterisis or deadzns.
Unstable limit cycles are a result of system saturation sudi as actuator rate
limiting, and are large amplitude div.rgent oscillations of a control surface,
uhich eventually cause the surface to oscillate betwue
the mechanical
limits at the maxim= actuator rate. The low amplitude owi~lation is
undesirable in general, but is usually not catostrophic. The large •mplitude
oscillation is catostroqic in that loss of control could occur at low speed
and structural failure will occur at high speed.
2he limit cycle problem can be alleviated by lead cmpensation to
increase the phase margin of the co.ftrv-i system in the susceptible frequenwe
range. Another approach to alleviate or reduce limit cycle problems is to
reduce the system gain.

The lead compensation is usually used so that a

sufficiently high gain is

maintained

to provide the desired

qualities, that would normally be degraded by a system gain reduction.
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Aircraft structural resonance is characterized by a sustained high
frequency oscillation of a control surface at a resonant structural frequency,
usually above 10 Hertz (62.8 radians per second).
It is usually caused by
control system sensors (such as rate gyros) sensing small vehicle structural
vibrations (caused by control surface .avement) and feeding these signals back
to the control surface through the flight control system. At structural
resonant frequencies, these signals are amplified and a phase lag of 1800 may
occur through the control system alone. If the phase lag fron the sensor to
the control surface is 1800 and the total system gain is high enough, the
surface motion will sustain itself and structural resonance will occur.
Since control system instabilities can adversely affect flight safety,
ensure that these characteristics are well known for all new aircraft.
Analytical math models can predict some of the interactions and instabilities
that occur between the flight control system, the structure, the aerodynamics
and the pilot, but are often limited by the validity of the input data.
G(un.d testing flight hardrare will better define these interactions prior to
the first flight and following any significant flight control system
-modifications.
A re.sonable approach to flight tests:
1.

Oxnd*ct ground tests on the actual flight har4'are installed in the
test aircraft prior to the first flight to predict limit cycle and
structural resonance characteristics.

2,

lazýe gain margins for fliaht control system instabilities should be
used for the first flight of a new aircraft to accout for
uncertainties in the analysis.

3.

Carefully controlled inflight tests should be condcted early in the
flight test program to establish tne actual Limit cycle and
structural resonance characteristics of the aircraft. These tests
may allow same relaxation of the large gain margins used for the
initial flights.

14.6.1.2.1
imit Cycle tests. Perform limit cycle tests on each axis
separately unless coupling of the control stem axes occurs, in uiich case
multiple, or even all, axes should be tested simultaneously as well as
separately.
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14.6.1.2.1.1 Groui-cd Tests. The equipment and instrumentation necessary
to conduct ground liT-.t cycle tests include: An analog catputer in which the
appropriate aircraft aerodynamic equations of motion are programmed, position
transducers tn the control surfaces, and strip recorders to document control
If a digital
surface position limit cycle awr Litudes and frequencies.
computer simulation t.- the aircaraft aerodynamics is used in lieu of an analog
simulation, the sampling rates must be well above the highest limit cycle
frequency expected. Analog to digital and digital to analog converters must
be used to convert continuous parameters (such as control surface position) to
digital signals, and to convert digital outputs of the simulation (such as
aircraft pitch rate) back to analog signals to simulate the sensor (rate gyro)
outputs. Extreme care is required when using a digital aircraft simulation
since the sampling and computation lag in the simulation may alter the limit
cycle characteristics of the aircraft. An analog simulation is usually
preferred for 3imit cycle tests.
A simulated aerodynamic loop is closed on the aircraft by sending -he
control surface position to the analog computer (in which the aerodynamic
transfe. functions of the aircraft are programmed for the simnlated flight
The outputs of the analog camputer are the dynamic motion
contition).
parameters, such as pitch rate, angle of attack, or normal acceleration, and
are scaled ana fed back into the flight control system at the point where the
sensor output occurs, thus completing the control system loops. The actual
sensors should be disconnected since actual aircraft motions (due to the
control surface motions) would bc added to the system, altering the limit
cvcle chazacteristics. Insure the flight control system configuration (gain
schedules, switch pcit-..; s, etc.) is consistent with the simulated
aerodynamic flight condition.
Small, (less than one degree control surface camiand) and larger (greater
than one degree) amplitude step inputs are applied t4 the control system at
the point where the pilot input is surmed to the feecback paths. Alternate
were the sensor inputs are provided to the flight contr1ol
inputs are applied
Small and large inputs should be applied to the system at
system.
progressively increasing valuos of total loop gain. The loop gain may be
adjusted at any point in the loop--in the flight cruputer for digital system
and in the analog computer simulation of the aircraft in the case of hardwired
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analog flight control cimputers. Limit cycle amplitudes and frequencies are
recorded at each gain setting by recording the control surface deflection on a
strip chart recorder. 7he loop gains should be increased until a divergent
oscillation is obtained.
14.6.1.2.1.2 Ground test Criterion. Based on experience obtained during
test programs conducted at the Air Fbrce Flight Test Center, a gain margin
criterion has been established for limit cycle phenomenon. With a gAin margin
of 6 decibels used (double the normal system gain at any flight condition), no
limit cycle is allowed which has an amplitude greater than 0.50 of control
surface deflection, peak-to-peak, in any axis. The maximum speed envelope is
restricted to ensure the gain margin is provided during initial flights, if
necessary. This criterion is conservative to provide a safety margin due to
the many uncertainties which exist is predicting limit cycle characteristics.
-obr aircraft which schedule control system gains with airspeed, Mach, or

dynamic pressure, the high speed conditi(n may not be the uost critical in
terms of encomitering a limit cycle. The high speed condition will, lwver,
be critical from the structural integrity point of view if a limit cycle is
encxuntered.
14.6.1.2.1.3 Flight Tests.
Initial fliqhts should use large gain
margins for suspected limit cycle conditions by restricting the maximum speed

using the ground test results.

Before the flight envelope is expanded,

carefully controlled inflilt tests should determine the actual limit cycle
characteristics of the aircraft and flight control system combination.
mE light tests are conducted by applying small, sharp step or pulse inputs
into each axis of the flight control system at incrementally increasing
stabilized airspeeds. Deal time control surface data should be recorded at

each flight condition.

if no limit cycle tendency exists, the aircraft is

cleared to the next test point. This procedure is contitued until a tp p
ta~ard a large amplitude limit cycle is observed.
At all times, the test
pilot must be ready to disconnect the control system, reduce speed or reduce
the control system gain, if possible, should a control system instability
occur. The results obtained from inflight tests establish the maximrmi
allowable control system gain or maximum allowable flight speed.
14.6.1.2.2

Structural resonance Tests.

Structural resonance occuring

inflight can be destructive and result in the loss of the aircraft.
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The Air

Force Flight Test Center policy is to conduct ground tests on the actual
flight control system and str'cture of a new aircraft (as opposed to
mathematically modelling the aircraft control system and structure).
This
eliminates
many uncertainties
concerning
control
system
response
characteristics, structural model response and sensor location with regard to
the structural wave shapes.
14.6.1.2.2.1 Ground Tests. Structural resonance for the worst case is
assumed to be independent of aerodynamic flight conditions. No aerodynamic
"computations, such as those needed for limit cycle tests, are required.

The
tests apply relatively large, sharp inputs into each axis of the flight
control system just prior to the surface servo actuators. The aircraft should
be as close as possible to the actual flight configuration. All flight
hardware and aircraft structure should be installed and secured. The landing
gear struts should be deflated to a minimum allowable value to reduce gear
frequencies as =uh as possible so that they will have minimal influence on
the structural resonance frequencies. Tests should be performed on a range of
fuel and external store configurations. Te control surface frequency and
amplitudd for each axis are recorded to identify any structural resonance.
The flight control system gains should be increased gradually to at least
twice the maxi==m total system gain to be used inflight without encountering
resonance.
Structural resonance can damage the aircraft. The flight control system
mist be disengaged as soon as resonance occurs. A good way to disengage the
system is to disconnect the sensor by opening the sensor feedback path. For
fly-by-wire aircraft, disconnect switches may be added to prevent feedback to
the surface if resonance is encountered. The disconnect capability should be
remote from the aircraft since large aircraft motions can be encountered
during these tests. If a structural resonance problem is encountered, an
aircraft flight control system redesign or gain reduction may be required.
14.6.1.2.2.2 Qound Test Criterion. Ground structural resonance tests
have been performed with success during numerous aircraft test programs at the
Air Force Flight Test Center. The current structural resonance criterion
requires that all three axes of the flight control system (six
degrees-of-freedon for control configured vehicles) be capable of operating on
the ground at twice the maximum total axis gain to be used in flight without
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sustaining structural mode vibrations.
This conservative criterion was
established due to.the many uncertainties in predicting structural resonance.
erimental
.
mse uncertainties include inaccuracies in theoretical or
predictions of aeroelastic effects, atmospheric turbulence and variations in
inertia and structural characteristics due to changes in fuel loads. It is
therefore highly desirable to establish large gain margins for the first
flight(s) where unexpected problems are likely to surface. As the system
characteristics become known or actual inflight structural resonance
characteristics are determined, this criterion may be relaxed somewhat.
14.6.1.2.2.3 Taxi Tests. obtaining structural resonance data should
definitely be an objective of any taxi test. The structural filter of the B-I
was modified as a result of structural resonance encountered during the
initial high speed taxi tests conducted prior to its first flight.
14.6.1.2.2.4 Flight Tests.
Structural resonance flight tests are
performed using sharp pulse inputs through the flight control system or by
using a structural mode exciter system. These tests may be conducted in
conjunction with limit cycle tests or during aeroelastic testing. Structural
resonance may be distinguished fran limit cycle by the frequency of the
control surface oscillation. Careful buildup test procedure should be used.
Further information concerning limit cycle and structural resonance test
procedures is provided in Appendix E. An excellent discussion of limit cycle
tests conducted on the A-7D DIGITAC is in Reference 14.8.
14.6.1.3 Ground Functional Tests. Flight control functional tests should be
accomplished by measuring pilot applied forces and the resulting control
deflections and then ccmparing these to the signals applied to the flight
control system. For example, F-16 force gradients can be measured using a
hand held force gauge and recording the output of the stick force sensors
(strain gauges). The voltage output of the ccnmand gradient can be correlated
to a physical command signal (g's ommanded in the case of the F-16) and
plotted versus pounds of stick force to yield the actual stick force gradient.
A similar technique could be used on a mechanical system with hydraulically
actuated control surfaces by plotting stick force versus stick deflection.
For flight control systems that do not allow access to conponents within the
system, the control input to control surface position output can be used to
verify the force gradient.
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Frequency response can be used to determine the open loop transfer
functions of the flight control system or to obtain transfer function data on
individual crmponents within the system, such as actuators, filters or
caxpensators. The procedure is shown in Figure 14.202. A sinusoidal test
signal (from a calibrated oscillator) is applied to a given path of the flight
control system (stick force input to control surface deflection or feedback
sensor output to control surface deflection). The input and output sinusoidal
signals are recorded. The amplitude ratio of the output to the input is
ccmputed, as well as the phase shift between the input and the output. A Bode
plot of anplitude ratio versus frequency and phase shift versus frequency is
constructed and compared directly with block diagram caoputed data. Transfer
function testers are available to perform the frequency response tests and
coapute the transfer function Bode diagram autnmatically. Hnwever, if the
flight control system has nonlinear elements which are frequency dependent
(%here exciting the system at a particular frequency changes the gain at all
frequencies -- such as the Space Shuttle Pilot-Induced Oscillation suppressor)
the results can be misleading. Another approach uses the Frequency response
Analysis (FPA) program available at the Air Force Flight Test Center and
applies a standard input test signals to the flight control system. output
parameters are recorded at various points in the flight control system and the
FRA program reduces the data and provides Bode plots of the transfer
functions. The test signals are of small enough amplitude to avoid saturating
system limiters and the effects of deadzones are considered or bypassed. The
effects of nonlinearities in the flight control system can be obtained by
varying the amplitude of the input test signals and recording the outputs.
The flight control system configuration must be the same as the configuration
at the flight condition of interest.
Gain schedules which depend on pitot static inputs are verified using
pitot static test equipment. The static ports are connected to a vacuum pump
and the ram air port is connected to a pressure source. A particular altitude
is simulated by lowering the static pressure and an airspeed is simulated by
increasing the pressure at the ram air port. This procedure is used during
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pitot static system leak checks. The airspeed and altitude carbination are
determined from the cockpit instruments. The control system gains (voltage
outputs) are recorded for a number of flight conditions and coapared to the
design values. Vkeels on the ground switches and other switches in the flight
control system may have to be artificially placed in the flight position to
obtain proper flight control system operation.
An end-to-end check is perforrted to determine flight control system
operation under simulated dynamic conditions.
The pitut static systen
simulates a particular flight condition to set scheduled gains at the
appropriate values. A caoputer simulation simulates aircraft aercdynamnic
responses to control surface inputs. These responses are applied to the
flight control system here the sensor outputs interface with the flight
control system. The actual control surface positions are provided to the
simulation, closing the complete flight control system loop. Pilot inputs
are applied through the control path and parameters in the flight control
system recorded. Cparing actual flight control responses to engineering
sinulations for similar inputs provides a good check on the system
implementation across a wide range of aerodynamic conditions.
14.6.2 Flight Tests
Flight testing ensures that the aircraft flight control system meets the
following general criteria:
1.

Contractual specifications

2.

Adequate flying qualities for mission accomplishment

3.

Proper system operation under a variety of flight conditions and
situations

4.

Flight safety considerations

When testing the handling qualities of am aircraft, a thorough knowledge
of the aircraft's design missions and required mission elements is essential.
The test pilot often makes qualitative decisions regarding the mission
suitability of the aircraft. He can only assess the suitability of the
aircraft based on his flight experience, his training, and his understanding
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of the intended mission. Sometimes an aircraft must be evaluated against a
new mission, and the pilot must rely heavily upon his understanding of the
tasks required to acomq.ish that mission rather than upon his personal flight
experience. Table 14.6 provides a list of tasks that are elements of a
multi-role fighter mission. A listing of this type is a first step in the
design of a handling qualities test program. After the mission tasks are
defined, the specific elements of each task should be detenrined to clearly
define inportant considerations which contribute to task accamplishment (Table
14.7).
once the specific elements of a task are defined, flight test
maneuvers may be specified to thoroughly evaluate the handling qualities of
the aircraft.
14.6.2.1 Inflight Sinulation. An inflight simulation effort, if pursued,
should occur relatively early in the flight control system developetshortly after the major control system configuration decisions are finalized
based on ground simulations, and as soon as adequate wind tunnel data are
available to provide a realistic simulation of the aircraft. 7he idea is to
perform inflight simulations early enough so that hadlng qualities
deficiencies, especially in those flight phases which are not well simulated
on the ground simlators, can be identified and corrected. Ground simulations
are most deficient in areas where pilots make high frequency inputs to the
aircraft, such as during landings, fingertip formation, air refueling,
air-to-air and air-to-ground tracking, or other maruwers where the pilot
relies on vismal or motion cues. Time delays due to digital sampling and
computation which appear in the visual systems of ground simulators preclude
the use of these simulations as a viable method for handling qualities
determination and refinement during high gain piloting tasks.
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TMLE 14.6.
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TABLE 14.7.
TASK: APPRFM

DERTAn

TIMS A LIS

AND IAW=IG

Airspeed (Angle of Attack) Control
- Speed Stability
- Slow Speed Cue
- Flight Path Stability
- Engine Response
- Turbulence Effects
Flight Path Control
- Iongitudinai Attitude Control, Predictability and Precision
- Aim Point Predictability and Precision
- Short Period Dynamics (High Gain Task)
Control of 1duay Aligwient

Attitude Control

- Oontrol ximony
- Control Sensitivity
- Friction and Bealmt
- Predictability and Precision
-

1bWAh8MM

-

PIO Ten)dency

Float and Bulloon Tandercy
- Tubulence Effects
-

Tuchdon Point
lictability, Precision and Repeatability
Geaw Dynamics at T1oudm
Crosswind Effects

MM (Ho~od) Apoce
- Heading Control
Owrhead Traffic Patterns

Gradient

-,Maneuvering

Heads-Up Display and Instnýt Lag Effects
- Angle of Attack
- Attitude References
- Flight Path reference
- Readibility

Approch Techn~iqes

- Constant Angle of Attack to Trhcn

-

Flare
wire IO

-

Lateral-Directional Stability

Crab
Pilot Visibility
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Current inf light simulators include:
1.

The Total Inflight Simulator (TIFS), a six degree of freedam
variable stability C-131 which is capable of purely digital, purely
analog, or hybrid flight control simulations.

2.

7he variable stability NT-33, a three degree of freedom aircraft
with analog or digital control system capabilities.

3.

The variable stability X-22 Vertical Takeoff and Landing aircraft
for V/STCL simulations.

4.

Two variable stability Navions, one with a six degree of freedom
ciapability.

5.

A variable stability tearjet with three degrees of freedan and
similazL capabilities as the NT-33. This aircraft is not normally
available for inflight simulations due to its use for student test
pilot instruction at the Air Force and Naval Test Pilot Schools.

6.

A variable stability F-16 is being planned for future use.

Airborne simulators have a limited ability to simulate aircraft
performance, strutural effects or cockpit enviromnmt of the test aircraft.
It is essential to minimize the effect of those characteristics of the
simulation aircraft which interfere with the desired evaluation.
14.6.2.2
Flight Testn.
Flight tests should not be conducted in
enviromnental conditions for which the system has not been thoroughly tested
on the ground.
Preparation for the flight test requires a consolidation of eoperienoe
from the following areas:
I.

A through knowledge of the flight control system operation and
design. Analysis of the flight control system block diagram will
aid in understanding the system in detail and will help identify
specific test objectives. The EASY program available at the Air
Force Flight Test Center, as well as analysis methods discussed in
this text, should be used.

2.

Censideration of the results obtained during ground and airborne
simulations. The limitations of each simulation method used must be
kept in mind when evaluating the results of handling qualities
tests.
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3.

Analysis of the results obtained during ground tests conducted on
the flight test article.

4.

Advantages and disadvantages of the various test methods available
to determine the adequacy of the aircraft's handling qualities for
the required mission phases.
14.6.2.2.1 Control System Operation. Particular attention should be given to
the following flight control system areas:
1.

Variable gain scheduling operation.

2.

Single point failures and resulting flight control characteristics.

3.

Effect of programed control system reconfigurations, such as switch
position gauges and feedback control law alterations (change fran
pitch rate feedback to blended pitch rate and load factor feedback,
for instance).

4.

Failure mode tests, concentrating on transients, proper operation of
the degraded system and the adequacy of aircraft handling qualities.

5.

Operation of automatic limiters, such as load factor or angle of
attack limiters, during both slow and rapid maneuvers.

6.

Operation of special features such as roll coupling prevention
features during aileron and ruder rolls, under varying load factor
corditions.

7.

Effects of actual weapons
especially gun firing.

8.

High angle of attack maneuvers including stall warning or prevention
features incorporated into the flight control system. These should
be tested during 1 g and accelerated maneuvers as well as during
very slow flight conditions such as resulting from nose high zooiing
flight at speeds below the stall speed.
Departure and spin
characteristics with the flight control system engaged should be
investigated as well as transients due to partial or complete flight
control system disengagemen-s as high angle of attack flight is
approached (disengagement of the A-7 roll CAS at 22 units angle of
attack, for example).

9.

Pilot relief mode operation (auto-pilot features).
the requirements of MIIrF-9490.

10.

Engagements
operation.

and

employment

disengagement
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on

transients

handling qualities,

These must meet

during

auto-pilot

11.

Cperation of warning systems to advise the pilot of inadvertent
auto-pilot disengagements. (An iL-1011 crashed due to an unnoticed
disengagement of the altitude hold-mode with no accapaing cockpit

12.

Effects of atmospheric turbulence, jet wash and runway crosswinds
on the aircraft's handling qualities.

13.

Verification of ground test data concerning limit cycle gain margins
and structural resonance (Paragraph 14.6.1.2).

14.

15.

Effect of asymmetric store loads on all aspects of the control

system operation and performance, especially regarding adequacy of
control authority, automatic maneuver limiter operition and high
angle of attack characteristics.
Effects of center of gravity location and gross weight on handling
qualities.

16.

Trim system rates and authority (including auto-trim featuAres).

17.

Electrical pcwmr transients or voltage reduction effects on control
system operation and flying charactearistics.

18.

Hydraulic system failure effects.

19.

Fault tolerance (ability to reconfigure or cxqiensate for detected
system failures) ard redmdancy maraeMnt (voting schemes to detect
faults).

20.

Hmuan factors associated with flight control system operation, pilot
control actuation techniques, control harmony, friction, breakwt,
and control forces.

21.

Operational environetal effects on control system cxxets and
owerall system operation.

22.

Bnvironmental control system capabilities to provide adequate
cooling fr flight control system avionic ccnents.

23.

Operation of unconventional flight modes as well as associated human
factors and handling qualities.

24.

This is
Structural implications of control system operation.
critical in programs like the AFTI-16 where the control surface

motions are changed relative to the F-16 to provide unconventiorAl
flight modes.
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25.

Effects of non-flight control system failures (such as engine
failures in various configurations) on the handling qualities of the
aircraft. 7hese failures should be tested in conjunction with a
fully operational flight control system (cuopatible with the failure)
as well as with partial or complete flight control system failures.

26.

Flight control system operation during maneuvers typical of the
aircraft operational m-lssion, including training maneuvers. The
A-10 Beta-dot stability augmentation system (SAS) provides rudder
inputs during maneuvers which pass through 960 of pitch (loops) and
during turns 4= the SAS gain is suddenly changed according to a
discrete, rather than a continuous, gain schedule with airspeed.
27. Effects of nonlinear force gradients on pilot-in-the-loop tasks,
especially near gradient slope changes.
14.6.2.2.2 Flight Test Instrumentation. In addition to the data acquisition
system configured for stability and control testing, the flight contzol
caputer should be instnmented to records
1.

signals beirng sulied to the cmuter by sensors and pilot
controllers.

2.

Signals !ýex sent by the computer t the actuators.

3.

Ihternal sigrals within the flight control ocviuter such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Filter and integrator inW-ts and outputs.
Sitch positions.
Inputs and outputs of nonlinear elements.
1ssults of ootputations as well as signals being supplied to
the omutational algorithns.
operation of logic decisions.

A thorcugh instnoentation of digital flight control computer programs is

extremely inortant during develownetal testing.

V~ough docmuetation of

the cperation of the flight control program will greatly aid data analysis, is
essential to detecting and defining glitches in the program operation and is
necessary to confirm the proper operation of the flight control system.
Without txhis instimnentation,

unexplained anmmlies in the aircraft flying

qualities will be difficult to explain and correct if they are a result of
caqyiter programming bugs.
14.6.2.2.3 Configuration Control. Du~ring developmental testing of digital
flight control system.s it is critical to establish strict software
configuration control policies. Tis is necessary to ensure that:
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1.

No software change is incorporated which results in the developpent
of a flight safety hazard. Sufficient analysis must be performed to
assess the impact of changes on the aircraft flying qualities.

2.

The test configuration of the flight control system is known at all
times. The configurations should be confirmed prior to flight using
ground test procedures discussed in Paragraph 14.6.1.3.

3.

Test results can be correlated to specific configurations.

4.

Configuration changes are well documented.

Strict configuration control is required to ensure that proposed software
changes are adequately reviewed prior to incorporation into the flight control
system, and that the full impact of proposed changes are completely
investigated (with adequate simulation, if available).
The procedures established to manage proposed software changes depend on
the impact of those changes on the flight control system if the changes do not
function properly, if unforeseen program operations oc=r, or if undesirable
operations which already exist are further degraded. Software changes to the
flight control program can fall into one of the foliwing categories:
1.

Nuisance failures which do not affect flight safety but may cause
delays in some test acomplishment.

2.

Mission failures which may degrade the flying qualities (reduce the
level of flying qualities or cause reversion to backup flight
control modes) and result in the loss of effective testing.

3.

Flight safety failures which soevrely degrade flying qualities (cause
large aircraft response transients or loss of control) and may
result in loss of the aircraft as well as injury or death to the
crew.

Flight control software changes are governed by Air Force Class II
modification procedures and regulations (AFR 57-4 and AFSCR 80-33).
2me
procedares are often urwieldly in software development efforts and alternate
procedures nust 1ýe established in the test plan. Strict software change
review procedures should be used to ensure a ccAlete technical and safety
review of pLoposed changes as well as to formally domment all changes
(including a complete listing of the most recent software package with the
changes incorporated). A pos3ibJ.e way to manage this process is to create a
14.294

software review board to assess the technical and flight safety impact of all
software changes. 'hen proposed changes are considered, the changes must be
carefully evaluated for the entire envelope for which the aircraft has been
previously cleared. Often a change implemented to correct a deficiency at one
flight condition can adversely ifpact the flying qualities in another flight
regime. Additionally, attention nust be devoted to the effects of changes on
limit cycle and strmtural resonance characteristics.
14.6.2.3 Test Techniques.
Table 14.8 contains a list of flight test
techniques available to determine the performance of flight control system.
Open loop (non-task related) techniques are useful for aircraft which are not
highly aumnted, and respond to a pilot input with essentially a classical
second order short period or Dutch roll. Static tests are useful for
maneuvering force gradient testing and detenninating apparent static
stability. A pilot control frequency sweep can generate time history data
(similar to the tracking test technique data) which can be reduced to doain
Bode plots of the aircraft or flight control system transfer fuwtions
*(Paragraph
14.5.1.3). Open loop tests provide data which can be compared to
M3L-F-8785C requirements, and are thereby caared to characteristics
exerimentally determined to provide adequate handling qualities in various
mission tasks. Even for classical aircraft, open loop tests cannot be relied
on exlusively to determine the adequacy of the aircraft's handling qualities
to acocplish mission related tasks.
Closed loop testing, where the pilot accomplishes a precision,
well-dsfined, mission-related task, is essential. Tracking test techniques
are currently the only methods available which can reveal handling qualities
deficiencies in highly augmented aircraft (those in which the dynwic
resonse characteristics of the aircraft are governed by the flight ontrol
system more so than by the aircraft aerodynamics.) A detailed discussion of
closed loop (pilot-in-the-loop) test techniques is provided in subsequent

sections.
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TALE 14.8.

M NG QUULITIES FLMIT TEST TEMNIM

OPE LOOP TEST TBCWIQ=E

I0rgitudinal Static Stability
- Stabilized Method
- Accel-decel Method

Maneuvering Stability
- Stabilized 'g' Method (Pull-up Technuwe)
- Slowly Varying 'g' Method

Lateral-Directional Stability

- Stabilized Sideslip Method
- Slowly Varying Sideslip Method
Roll Perfonnance (I g and loaded)

Dynamics

- Doublet Inputs

step In1puts
Trim -Change Tests
Simmodal Stick Pmv (Frequency Sweep)
LW~ TM TSWRMILU

at~

Air-to-Air

-

Mr-to-Gound

Fingertip Formation

Air Refueling
Spot Lardings
-

-

Meatball (Carrier Landing Syste)

ILS

Precision Attitude Changes
Horizon Tracking
14.6.2.3.1

racking Test TechrdgM.

Open loop test technicues to

identify the dynamic resonse characteristics of an aircraft do not adequately
evaluate the dynamic modes of the aircraft. This is particularly true in two
situations:
1.

High

2.

Highly augmented aircraft %fiere the aircraft response is more
de•e•dent on the characteristics of the flight control augmentation
system than on the a
charcestics of the aircraft.

gain

pilot-in-the-loop

mission

omation, air refueling, precision
air-to-g=un target tracking.
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related

landings,

tasks,

such

airto-alr

as

or

'1¶he handling qualities during tracking (HODT) test technique was
developed to excite dynamic modes that are not adequately excited by
traditional open or closed loop test techniques. Tracking test techniques are
a powrful tool for identifying handling qualities deficiencies, and were
specifically developed to obtain engineering data to support pilot rating and
conent data. An air-to-air tracking test is the most satisfactory precision
tracking task, in terms of obtaining both qualitative pilot ratings and
ccmnents as well as quantitative time history data, although other tests are
possible, such as air-to-ground tracking, precision formation flying or
precision spot landings, as dictated by the aircraft's mission or flight
phase. It is very important not to confuse tracking test techniques with the
operational tracking and gun firing techniques associated with air-to-air
combat. Wbile it is expected that the results of tracking tests will provide
information on the pilot's ability to precisely control the aircraft's
attitude or flight path during combat maneuvers, the data gathered cannot be
extrapolated to reflect specific operational mission effectiveness (such as
kill ratios to be expected against typical adversaries).
The specific elements of closed loop handling qualities tests are:
1.

Pilot flying the aircraft.

2.

Mission oriented tasks.

3.

Repeatable test maneuvers.

4.

Rapid operational envelope scan.

5.

Clearly defined performance standards and control strategies.
defined tracking tasks are normally used for test maneuvers.

6.

Control strategies which are operationally significant but which
possess adequate frequency content so as to excite the aircraft and
flight convmol system dynamics over a wide frequency range. To
ensure adeqiate frequency content in the aircraft response, the
pilot must iimdiately, positively, and continuously correct any
tracking errors which occur, no matter how small the errors are.
This aggressive piloting technique increases the pilot' s gain
(assuring adequate frequency content) while amplifying the adverse
impact of handling qualities deficiencies upon task accamplishment.
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Well-

7.

depuate duration to separate transient and steady state residual
motions and to provide adequate frequency resolution. In analyzing
time history data, the frequency resolution and the lowest
identifiable frequency are inversely proportional to the duration of
the test maneuver.

8.

Separation of the effect of noise variables, such as atmospheric
turbulence or aerodynamic buffet.

The tracking test technique is philosophically based on the idea that a
pilot performing a precision tracking task will be able to easily identify
flying qualities deficiencies which make the task difficult to perform well.
The pilot is in the locp, not merely providing a test input to obtain open
loop data. The task is well defined and the pilot must perform aggressively
to obtain the desired degree of precision.
-Experience has shown that pilots who are unfamiliar with tracking test
techniques or with the test aircraft and its flying qualities may require
several familiarization maneuvers before good quality pilot comments and
tracking data are obtained.
14.6.2.3.1.1 Precision Tracking Test Techniques, The precision tracking
test ensures that the ccobined airframe and flight control system dynamics are
initially and continually excited during the tracking task. An acquisition
task is usually used to initially e•ite the augmented aircraft dynamics. For
the remainder of the tracking task (20 to 30 seconds) the precision tracking
technique serves to continually excite the comtined pilot-aircraft dynamics.
The precision tracking technique used in flying qualities evaluations
uses a fixed (noncaputing) gunsight. Computing gunsights are unacceptable
since the gunsight dynamics may completely mask the actual aircraft handling
qualities during aggressive tracking or the pilot will revert to operational
tracking techniques which do not adequately excite the pilot-aircraft system
dynamics. The gunsight pipper depression angle should be as nearly aligned
with the roll axis as possible.
It may be desirable to set the pipper
depression angle to correspond to the actual roll axis for the test load
factor (constant angle of attack tests).
For air-to-air tracking tests, a prcminent feature should be selected on
the target aircraft to be the precision aizpoint (like a tailpipe). During a
tracking test, the tracking pilot must devote his entire mental concentration
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and #iysical effort to keeping the pipper on the precision aimpoint. Even the
smallest pipper excursion from the precision ainpoint must be immediately,
positively and aggressively corrected. The pipper must not be allowed to
-float near the target, or to stabilize in order to facilitate returning the
pipper to the aimpoint. The tracking pilot must use the selected precision
ainpoint and resist the tendency to aim at the "center" of the target
aircraft. The result of this technique is to make the tracking errors worse
than if the pipper were allowed to float undisturbed near the target,
especially if the aircraft exhibits poor flying qualities. Despite the
reduced tracking accuracy, the precision tracking technique perpetuates the
initial perturbation of the combined airframe, control system and pilot
dynamics, and has proved to be the most effective test technique for
uncovering and magnifying flying qualities deficiencies.
With certain emoaptions, tracking tests must be accplished without
using the rudder (pilot's feet on the floor). This is due to the ability of
some pilots to completely mask flying qualities deficiencies through rudder
coordination. There are two exceptions to this general rule. First, if the
pilot is relatively unfamiliar with the aircraft, he may be allowed to used
the rudder during the early stages of tracking tests. Serious flying
qualities deficiencies will still becom apparent despite the rudder
coordination while

increasing the pilot' s familiarity with the aircraft.

Second, after flying qualities deficiencies have been discovered using the
"feet on the floor" method, The tracking test should be conducted allowing
the pilot to use the rudder. 2is aids in detemining the effectiveness of
using the rudder during tracking and in proposing modifications to correct the
handling qualities deficiencies.
The aircraft must be trimmed prior to starting the tracking maneuver and

must not be retrimed during the tracking test.
14.6.2.3.1.2 Air-to-Air Trackiny Test Maneuvers. Target aircraft tracking
maneumrs can be tailored to the specific handling qualities data to be
investigated, but must possess two iportant characteristics:
1. 7he maneuver must be repeatable.

It must be simple enough so that

airspeed and load factor ccmbinaticns can be easily and accurately

repeated from day to day and from target pilot to target pilot.
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2.

The maneuver must require the tracking pilot to excite the aircraft
and flight control system dynamics to be investigated.

tUnless a specific problem is to be investigated, wind-up turns are
recommended as the first tracking maneuvers periormed. 7hese maneuvers will
allow the test team to quickly exmine the aircraft's handling qualities
throughout the useful range of angle of attack at various Mach and dynamic

pressure test conditions.
14.6.2.3.1.2.1 Wind-up Turns. Once the desired Mach and altitude are
attained, two techniques may be used to initiate the maneuver:
1.

The target establishes a 300 ban!- at the tracker's ccma•d with the
tracker in trail. The tracker *turns on the data systems (gun camera
and onboard data acquisition system) and clears the target to
maneuver. 7he target initiates the wind-up turn.

2.

The track aircraft is aliqned slightly below and inside (the
designated turn direction) with the target in 1 g wings-level
flight. After turning on the data systems, the tracker clears the
target to maneuver. The target initiates the wind-up turn.

In either case, after being cleared to maneuver, the target pilot
increases the angle of attack in the wind-up turn at aproxiately one degree
evey two secoxnds while the evaluation pilot performs the acquisition
maneuver. The tracker tries to precisely track the aimpoint throughout the
remainder of the maneuver. One aoqu. 1 sition maneuver used requires the tracker
to place the target on an outer ring of the gunsight reticle and then as
rapidly as possible move thu target to the pipper, where precision tracking is
immediately begun.
The optniz. tracking range Is 1500 feet, plus or minus 500 feet. This
range keeps the tracker close enough to the target to clearly distinguish the
precision ainpoint v- !:.e pilot and on the gun camera record, and far enough
back to kerip the tracker frh= entering the target's jetwash. If possible,
ranging ralar or transponder data may be displayed in the tracker's gunsight.
The taet's wingspan may also be used to estimate and control the tracking
range.
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The maneuver is terminated on command of the tracker after the target
aircraft calls that he has reached the maximin test angle of attack, when the
tracker aircraft handling qualities deteriorate to the point that precision
tracking is not possible at maxdinu pilot effort, anytime flight safety
considerations dictate or ven the desired test condition Mach and altitude
tolerance bands are exceeded.
Tests conducted at supersonic speeds may require the sacrifice of
altitude to maintain Mach, especially at high load factors. Mach caq decrease
rapidly in a poorly performed maneuver, and "transonic dig-in", a sudden
increase in load factor as airspeed decreases through the Mach 1 region, may
cause an aircraft overstress and should be avoided.
14.6.2.3.1.2.2 Constant Angle of Attack Tests. Camera, time history and
pilot comment data from wind-up turns will allow the test team to identify
angle of attack and Mach coabinations hiich warrant further testing.
,The procedure used to acomplish constant angle of attack tests is
similar to the wind-up turn. tUon ccmrand of the tracker, the target
establishes a 300 banked turn at the test Mach and altitude. The tracker sets
up approdznately 1500 feet in trail. Wh~en the data systems have been turned
on, the tracker clears the target to maneuver.

The target smoothly increases

angle of attack (load factor) at the desired Mach. The tracker moves the
target to the desired location in the gunsight for the acquisition maneuver.
The target calls vhen he is established at the desired Mach and angle of
attack. The tracker begins precision tracking for 20 to 30 seconds.
If the effect of large perturbations on the pilot's ability to precisely
track the target are desired, rapid constant load factor barrel-rolling
reversals of the turn direction may be incorporated into the constant angle of
attack tracking turns. These reversals are performed at near combat reversal
rates. A rolling reversal may be sancdiched between two constant angle of
attack tracking maneuvers.
14.6.2.3.1.2.3 Transonic Tests. If the target and tracker aircraft each
have sufficient engine thrust to maintain transonic speeds and angles of
attack, tracking tests in the transonic region may be performed in a manner
similar to subeonic tests. If insufficient thrust is available, transonic
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handling qualities can be emined using the constant angle of attack
technique by starting the maneuver supersonic and pennitting the-Mach numter

to slowly decay through the transonic region while continuing to track.
14.6.2.3.1.3 Test Point Selection. During the early phases of flight
control testing, tracking tests should begin near the middle of the flight
ernvelope. As experience with the aircraft and control system accumulates,
tracking test points where handling qualities deficiencies are expected or
near the boundaries of the envelope are investigated. Knowledge of the
aircraft's design mission role and mission flight arena will aid in test point
selection. Also, a thorough knowledge of the flight control system operation,
such as flight conditions where gains change, nonlinearities are encountered

or the control system configuration changes will help define additional test
points.
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Initial flight control system cptimization should be corduted at a
limited number of mission relevant test points - a representative air ccubat
point (0.85 Mach at 15,000 ft) or a typical mperonc point (1.2 Mach at
30,000 ft), fr exaople. Cnce acceptable handling qualities are achieved at
these typical flight conditions a survey of the remainder of the flight
envelope should be aoccplished. Selecting a limited nuaber of mission
relevant points at which to conduct the bulk of the handling qualitiep
developaental testing will establish a standard of acceptable handling
qualities while reducing test time, cost, and uncertainty.
14.6.2.3.1.4 Air-to-Ground Tracking Maneuvers. 11he technique used for
air-to-air tracking tests can be successfully used in air-to-ground tests uthen
a target aircraft is not available. '1he disadvantages of air-to-ground tests
are that only points near I g flight (load factor equals the cosine of the
dive angle) can be investigated and the target range cannot be held constant.
Strafing gunsight settings and shallow dive angles are preferred to steep dive
angles or laue gunsight depressions. Strafing passes allow more tracking
time and better airspeed control. Tests should be conducted as close to a
constant airsxeed as possible in a shallow dive. A range of test airspeeds
should be selected. 7he ground target selected should be prominent and ell
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defined. The test aircraft should set up on the test condition with the
target offset in the gunsight. The pilot attempts to rapidly acquire the
target to excite the flight control dynamics. Precision tracking of the
target should then be accaplished for 10 to 20 seconds. The tracking pilot
must be cognizant of the hazards of target fixation during these tests. If
desirable, the target may be changed after tracking the initial target. An
initial acquisition maneuver is performed to move the pipper to the new target
followed by precision tracking of the new target. This allows further
investigation of the handling qualities in either the longitudinal or lateral
axis by additional excitation of a particular axis of the aircraft.
14.6.2.3.1.5 Mission Briefing Items.
1. Review of Maneuvers and Test Conditions
a. Target maneuvers to be flown
b. Test conditioms
c. Cbnditions at which maneuvers will be terminated
2.

Review of Test Techniques
a. Target pilot responsibilities
b. Maneuver initiation technique
c. initial exitaticn technique
d. Trim conaideration (trim prior to maneuver initiation)
e. Rudder technique (feet on the floor)
f. Precision tracking test technique review (aiqpoint, aggressive
tracking)
g. Desired test range
h. Duration of the maneuver parts (20 seoonds minimmn)
i. Maneuver termination procedures

3.

Pilot Evaluations
a. Pilot comment and rating procedures (use of the rating scales)
b. Particular aspects of flying qualities or task performance to
which the tracking pilot should direct attention

4.

Other Considerations

5.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Gunsight depression angle
Time correlation procedures for data
Camera or gunsight filters
Gun camera and data acquisition system speeds
Marking of film magazines for identification
C=eck film magazine after each maneuver to assure proper
operation

Safety

a.
b.

Procedures for avoiding jetwash
Special considerations (high angle of attack, departure,
transoni dig-in)
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14.6.2.3.1.6 Mission Debriefing Items.
"l.. General Pilot Cmments and mpresions
2.

Discussion of Each I-MAnuer

a.
b.

c.
d.

Were the test conditions met?
Was the tracking aircraft trinmed for straight and level flight
prior to the maneuver?
Did the tracking pilot retrim during the maneuver?
Was correct tracking range maintained?

e.

Were the rudder pedals used?

f.
g.

Was the precision aimpoint used?
Was the aimpoint persistently tracked? Was the pipper allowed
to float?
h. Was jetwash erncutered?
i.
Pilot cczments and impressions of task performance and aircraft
f lying qualities
j.
(oper-arper rating of flying qualities for the maneuver,
based on step by step progress through the rating 4icale
k. Vfat flying qualities improvements are desirable?
14.6.2.3.1.7 Data. Three sources of data are necessary to define flying
qualities deficiencies using trad•ng test techniques: Pilot c=m=nts and
SCoopeor-frper ratings, gun camera film records of.the pipper position relative
to the -target, and time histor-yrecorde of aircraft parmeter such as pilot
control
rs and dfleticons, control. surface positions, aircraft motion,
and flight control system par
t.
%ie single most important source of data for discovering handling

qualities de
is the pilot ooments and Cp.cer-.axper ratings. 'e
best technique for gathering pilot coments is to record them as the test
maneuver is perfrmed, or as soon as possible after the maneuver is completed.
Cooper-Harper numerical ratings must be carefully anaded using the rating
scale. Two other rating scales are also useful in defining handling qualities
deficiencies:
Ihe pilot indued oscillation (PIO) rating scale and the
turbulence rating scale. Taken together with the pilot aomenw, ttbe throe
rating scales can prmide meaningful cc=parative data during a flight contol
ghe gun camera film is a physical measure of uat the

ot 4

vbsezs

during the tracking test. Taken by itself, pipper motion
Iisis (Figure
14.204) is not a reliable quantitative measure of the aircaft's flying
qualities. It supplunents pilot omments and ratings. leffererce 14.14 gives
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a detailed description of gun cmnera film analysis. If a video recorder
system is used in place of a gun camera, the video may be effectively used
during the debrief of each test maneuver and may result in additional pilot

counent data.
record of aircraft and flight control system parameters
stability and control data aoluisition system. These
defining the cause of handling qualities deficiencies design modifications are required.
An accurate method of time correlating all three of the data sources is
extremely important. Thi: can be effectively acccmplished using a data
correlation switch (ideally the gun trigger). Activation of the switch should
The time history
is obtained from the
data are inportant in
which is essential if

turn on a light in the gun camera field of view and provide a signal trace in

the data acquisition system.

A pilot comment into the tape recoder will

correlate a voice recorder other than the voice track of the data acquisition
system.

HandliM~ (galitiesTests. Owring the initial testing
14.6.2.*3. 2 ClsdR
of e new fighter aircraft, air-to-air or air-to-ground tracking tests should
be performed since the characteristics of the aircraft and f-ight contral
systems are unkown.

Major up-sud-way handling qualities deficieries will

surface as a result of these tests.

Initial tracking tasks for large

aircraft, or for fighter aircraft in the powr q•roach con•figuration, may be

limited to precision tracking of muntain peaks or the horizon tile in level
flight. For aircraft which are not ==mally equipped with a gunsight, a
series of reference lines should be provided, on the windsceen to provide a
reftence for precision tracking.

Heads Up!

Tests in the pioximity of other

aircraft or the ground are hazardus since poor handling qualities could Calse

a PIO, mid-air collision or loss of control.
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Formation.
Fingertip is the preferred formation for
14.6.2.3.2.1
handling qualities investigation for formation tasks. The fingertip position
should be well defined and adequate visual references should be provided to
define the position accurately. The test aircraft should be flown to remain
in the desired position precisely. Level flight, steady turns and Lazy 8 type
maneuvers over a range of airspeeds and load factors should be performed.
Pilot comments, Cooper-Harper ratings and time history data should be
collected throughout the maneuver. 71ýe precision formation task is a high
pilot gain task. Fingertip formation in the power approach configuration is
an excellent way to uncover handling qualities deficiencies associated with
approach and landing.
Proximity tests should be performed
Air Refueing.
14.6.2.3.2.2
initially without trying for an actual hook-up. This will reveal the effects
of the refueling aircraft's wake on the handling qualities of the receiver.
Precise positioning should '.e achieved by visual cues and boom operatcr
Cnce the general handling qualities near the tanker are
direction.
understood, the aircraft should be flown to an actual hook-up to investigate
the effects of the boar prcximity to the aircraft as well as the handling
qualities during precision formation (trail formation) flying. For tankers,
the effects of various large receiver aircraft in the air refueling position
(such as the B-52 or C-5) should be investigated to determine the change in
handling qualities associated with these aircraft during refueling operations.
14.6.2.3.2.3 Approach and landing. Precision approaches can be flown
using a Navy optical landing system or instrument landing system (IMS)
approach. These tasKs provide general handling qualities information for
"landing tests and reveal handling qualities deficiencies associated with
instrment approaches. The optical landing system suffers due to the lack of
trend information as well as a changing vertical position sensitivity withl
The ILS approach suffers in that the
decreasing range from touchdown.
dynamics of the approach system indicators in the cockpit are included in the
pilot loop. Another test technique available to evaluate handling qualities
during the approach phase is the air-to-air tracking test technique at
constant angle of attack in the pmwr approach configuration.
Precision landing tests should be performed using spot landings. These
tests reveal handling qualities deficiencies associated with precise pitch
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attitude and airspeed control, ground effect, and touchdown. Spot landings
are difficult to perform in aircraft that require, an exterzive flare prior to
touchdown. Several practice approaches must be performed to determine the
aircraft performance characteristics during the flare and landing phase before
meaningful pilot rating data can be obtained. It is essential to establish
desired and acceptable touchdown zones and to award ratings according to the
performance actually achieved during the spot landings.
14.6.3 Pilot Ratings
Pilot ratings are meaningful only for closed locp task performance.
Pilot ratings are not assigned during classical open loop stability and
control tests, nor are they assigned to aircraft performance characteristics.
Specific closed loop tasks must be devised to determine how stability and
control characteristics obtained during open loop testing affect pilot task
_accoxnplisaent.
7rese are the Cooper-Haxper rating, the pilot induced
oscillation (PIO) susceptibility rating and the turbulence effect rating. All
three ratings should be given hen appropriate.
14.6.3.1 92CooprH rr Patig s6le. The Cooper-Harper rating is a numerical
assessment of the aircraft's handling qualities as they affect the pilot's
ability to perform a specific task (Figure 14.205).
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'The consistency of the ratings between pilots requires a clear
understanding of the definition of the key decision making terms. The
following discussion of these terms is paraphrased from Reference 14.15.
The determination of aircraft controllability must be made within the
frameBrk of the defined mission or intended use. An example of considerations which must be addressed when deciding if the aircraft is controllable
might occur during an evaluation of fighter handling qualities during
air-to-air tracking. The pilot encounters a situation in which aircraft
control could be maintained only by devoting his canplete and undivided
In this situation, the aircraft is
attention to flying the aircraft.
controllable in the strict sense, but the pilot maintains control only by
restricting the tasks he can perform and by giving the flying of the aircraft
his undivided attention. For the pilot to answer that the aircraft is
controllable in this task, he must be able to retain control in all mission
required tasks. Therefore, in the example discussed, the appropriate decision
is that the aircraft is not controllable (control will be lost during some
portion of the required operations) since all tasks could not be performed and
those that could be performed required all the pilot's attention and effort,
forcing him to neglect elements of his overall duties. Major aircraft
deficiencies exist which require mandatory improvement.
Aircraft adequacy must be determined within the context of the task to be
accanplished and the level of effort (pilot workload) that must be expended.
A yes answer at this decision point in the rating scale means that the flight
ph~ase or task can be adequately accamplished., that the evaluation pilot would
agree to use the aircraft for the designated role and that the deficiencies
which exist can he tolerated. Although the task can be acccnplished with
adequate precision, its accomplishment may require considerable effort and
concentration on the part of the pilot. Hever, the workload required to
achieve adequate precision in the task is tolerable and not unreasonable in
the context of the aircraft' s intended use. A no answer does not necessarily
mean that the task cannot be achieved or that the pilot workload necessary to
accomplish the task are of such a magnitude that the pilot rejects the
aircraft for this aspect of the mission. Deficiencies and objectionable
characteristics exist which require improvement.
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The determination of whether the aircraft's handling qualities are
satisfactory must be made in the contect of the level of precision with which
the required task can be performed and the workload required to attain the
level of precision.
The pilot's judgment of desired versus adequate
performance must be considered. Satisfactory handling qualities does not
imply that the aircraft is perfect, but rather that desired task performance
is achievable without aircraft improvement. Unsatisfactory handling qualities
imply that although the task can be adequately accomplished, the desired level
of precision cannot be achieved (Cooper-Harper ratings of 5 and 6). A rating
of 4 implies that although desired performance is achievable, it is attained
at a higher than desired pilot workload.
The rating scale includes further subdivisions of quality within each of
the primary categories. These subdivisions provide descriptions to define
quality differences separating each numerical rating. The pilot should not
award ratings of 3.5, 6.5 or 9.5 since this indicates a relctance to make
fundamental decisions with respect to a primary category, nor should he break
his ratings down any finer than half ratings. The proper use of the rating
scale requires the pilot to refer to the rating scale itself and sequentially
answer each question.
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The PIO ratingscl

14.6.3.2Pilot Induced oscillation (P;O) Rating Scale.

(Figure 14.205) is useful in conjunction with the COoper-HarPer rating scale

to provide fuher insight into the aircraft handling qualities.

NUMERICAL
RATING

DESCRIPTION
No tendency for pilot to Induce undesirable motion.

I

Undesirable motions tend to occur when pilot Initiates abrupt maneuvers
or attempts tight control. These motions can be prevented or eliminated
by pilot technique.

2

Undesirable motions easily Induced when pilot Initiates abrupt
maneuvers or attempts tght control. These motions can be prevented or
eliminated, but only at sacrifice to teak performance or through
considerable pilot attention and effort.

3

Oailllstiona tend to develop when pilot Initiates Abrupt maneuvers or
attempts tight control. Pilot must reduce gain or abandon task to recover.

4

Divergent oscillations tend to develop when pilot Initiates abrupt
maneuvers or attempts tight control. Pilot must open loop by releasing
or freezing the stick.

a

Disturbance or normal pilot control may cause divergent oscillation. Pilot
must open control loop by releasing or freezing the stick.

6

FIGURE 14.206.

PIO RATIN SCALE
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A pilot induced oscillation is an unwanted, inadvertent and atypical
closed loop coupling between the pilot and the aircraft response. Factors
which contribute to PMO include:
1.

Excessive stick force to control surface lag

2.

Rate saturated controls

3.

High stick force friction

4.

High bobweight friction

5.

High bobweight contribution to stick force per g

6.

Low short period danping

7.

Iw stick force per g or elevator deflection per g

8.

Exessive control sensitivity

JIhe PO will increase pilot workload to accarplish a given task, force
the pilot to divert his attention from task acc
ishient to aircraft
control, or cause the pilot to lose control of the aircraft. If aircraft
control is lost, the only successful recovery technique is for the pilot to
either freeze or release the flight controls.
Th1•e PlO rating scale should be used in conjunction with the Cooper-Harper
scale to rate the aircraft handling qualities during high gain
pilot-in-the-loop tasks such as air-to-air tracking, precision formation
flying or spot landings. 7he pilot should physically refer to the rating
scale descriptions after completing a given task and award a PIO numerical
rating along with a Cooper4iarper rating. 7hese two ratings provide a more
cmplete picture of the aircraft's handling qualities than either rating
standing alone.
14.6.3.3 Turbulence Rating Scale. The turbulence rating scale (Figure
14.207) is designed to show the effect of turbulence on the handling qualities
of an aircraft during precision, high gain tasks.
If turbulence is
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encountered during handling qualities testing, this scale should be used in
conjunction with the Cooper- arper and PIO rating scales.

INCREASE OF PILOT EFFORT

DETERIORATION OF TASK

WITH TURBULENCE

PERFORMANCE WITH TURBULENCE

No Significant Increase

More Effort Required

Best Efforts Required

RTN

No Significant Deterioration

A

No Significant Deterioration

B

Minor

C

Moderate

D

Moderate

E

Major (But Evaluation Tasks
Can Still Be Accomplished)

F

Larme (Some Tasks Cannot Be
Performed)

G

Unable To Perform Tasks

FIGURE 14.207.

TURBULECE RATING SCALE

14.6.3.4 Confidence Factor. A confidence factor scale (Figure 14.208) may be
used to indicate the level of confidence the pilot has that the task perfoned
during a particular test was representative of 'the defined task. ibis factor
is not to be used as an indication of the rater's inability to make a decision
regarding the test aircraft's handling qualities. It is useful in judging the
significance of the data, since data collected during non-representative task
may not be useful. Both the tracker and the target pilots may assign
confidence factors to the test maneuver to indicate if the task was flawn as
defined.
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DESCRIPTION

CLASSIFICATION

The pilot rating was assigned with a high degree of confidence.

A

The pilot rating was assigned with only a moderate degree of confidence
because of uncertalnties Introduced by moderate differences In
environmental conditions, or In aircraft configuration or state, or In the
task, from what was desired.

B

The pilot rating was assigned with minimum confidence because of
Important differences between the desired and the actual environmental
conditions, aircraft configuration or state, or task, requiring considerable
pilot extrapolation.

C

FMMP.

14.208.

CUPEC FATOR~ SCAME

14.6.3.5 Contwol s2at=22(i
tion. It is frequntly necessary to obtain a
concensus of cpinion among a group of test pilots 4=ln optimizing a flight
control cotfiguration.
stabWishirn criteria which the test pilots agree are
"iportantto the accmp1ximnt of the required task is Intpative.
igestled criteria.
1.

Desired performance limits for the task (these must be specified for example, track the target within 5 mils of the aqoint 80% of
the time).

2.

Adequate performume limits for the task (for exammle, track the
target within 10 mils 50% of the time). Performance outside these
limits is, by definition, not adequate and should be acoceanie by
Cboqx-MaTer ratings beteen 7 and 9.

3.

Arcraft fMiot path pdictability

44.*

Cntrol himamny

S.

Control forces

6.

Control sensitivity

7.

re1dred to acoceplish
14.rk3ad
the task
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Aiditional criteria may be required as problems are identified.
If pilot comments and ratings show a clear preference for a particular
configuration then the data is capable of clearly suporting a conclusion.
Discussion of the individual impressions of the various configurations is
undesirable in general since the results could become biased. Fawever, a
clear preference is usually not apparent from the data and a discussion of the
results and inpressions is necessary to differentiate between the
configurations tested.
The first step in arriving at a consensus is to rank the relative
inportance of the criteria. r!he test pilots must then discuss the various
configurations, their ranking relative to the criteria, and the overall
ranking of the configuration options. No one individual or group can dominate
the discussion.

.Otwofold:

14.6.4 Evaluation Citeria
The purpose of the evaluation criteria for flight control systems is

1.

2.

To provide criteria which are easily used by the flight control

designer and which provide the designer with a high confidence that
a design meeting the criteria will have satisfactozy handling
qualities. The criteria must, therefore, relate to pilot opinions
and ratings obtained during actual flight testing of aircraft flight
control systems with similar characteristics.
To provide the tester with criteria which can be easily compared to
flight test data to detezmine contractual coupliance.

Plight control systems must meet the follwing reuire ents:
1.

The general flying qualities rsquirments of MIL-F-8785C for fixed
wing aircraft or V/STL aircraf in conmentional flight. Other
specifications apply to helicopter flying qualities or to the flying
qualities of V/STOL aircaft during low speed flight.

2.

Special performance
specification.

3.

Requirements of MIL-F-9490 cocrning auto-pilot functions and
flight load factor alleviation systems.

res
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4.
The requirements of the flight control system specification.
This
14.6.4.1. MIL-F-8785C, "Flying Qualities of Piloted Aircraft".
specification applies to the flying qualities of fixd wing aircraft in
conventional modes of flight (requirements for V/STOL aircraft in transition
are covered in MIL-F-83300 and for helicopters in MIL-F-8501A).
The
requirements are written in terms of the cockpit controls which produce
comentional pitching, rolling or yawing motions. No specific requirements
are currently provided for unconventional flight modes -- such as direct lift,
sideforce or fuselage pointing -- although these i.odes are not precluded. The
handling qualities are specified for four classes of aircraft (the classes
being divided by mission group).
Also, three phases or types of tasks are
defined which further delineate handling qualities requirements. Three levels
of handling qualities are defined -- corresponding to three of the four
primary categories of the Cooper-Harper rating scale (not including
Cooper-Harper ratings of 10) as follow:
1.

Level 1. Flying qualities which are adequate for the mission
flight phase (Cooper-Harper ratings of 1 to 3).

2.

Level 2. Flying qualities which are adequate to accarplish the
mission flight phase but some increase in pilot workload or some
degradation in mission effectiveness, or both, exists (COxper-Harper
ratings of 4 to 6).

3.

Level 3. Flying qualities such that the airplane can be controlled
safely, but pilot workload is excessive or mission effectiveness is
inaduate, or both (Cooper-Harper ratings of 7 to 9).

The requirements o± the specification apply to the full range of
operational center of gravity and gross weight conditions, including external
store configurations (symmetric and asymmetric) as well as all aircraft
configurations used in operational tasks.
Requirements for both normal
operation and failure states are provided and aircraft operation, service and

permissible flight envelopes are defined.

Level 1 flying qualities are

allowed within the service flight envelope and during failure state operation
(based on the probability of the failure occurring).
""hese requirements are based to a large extent on flight experiments
Sconxdted in variable stability aircraft using well-defined, precision, high
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gain tasks. OoOper-H4aper ratings of the defined tasks were correlated to the
aircraft characteristics to determine the characteristics utich result in
level 1, 2 or 3 flying qualities. Open 1 o0p tests determine the test
aircraft's characteristics, 4Lich are compared to the data derived from the
flight experiments to determine the adequacy of the closed loop handling
qualities. In theory this method should work - and it was reasonably
successful for conventional unaugmented or slightly augmented aircraft. 7he
use of these requirements to assure adequate flying qualities for modern,
highly augmented aircraft has been unsuccessful for two reason:
1.

The flight control system effectively masks or alters the basic
aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft.

2.

Flight control system engineers have not used the requirements of
the specificaticn as design guidelines.

14.6.4.2 MIL-F-9490 ,"FliJht (bntrol .Sty•..

-

Design, Istallation and

Test of piloted Aircraft* General Specification For". TIhis specification
to the general perfrmmance of flight control wistms in Air Force
piloted aircraft. Five flight control oprational states are defined as
follws:

Sapplies

1.

operational State I (nozmal operation). The normal state of flight
control system (iCS) performance, safety and reliability. The level
I flying qualities r i
ts of Mtt-F-8785C are met within the
operational envelope.

2.

Operation State 11 (restricted operation). he state of less than
normal equipment operation or perfomance idich involves degradation

or failure of only a non-critical portion of the overall flight
control systm.
A moderate increase in crew Workload and
degradation in mission effectiveness may result but the intended
mission may be
I-shed.
The level 2 flying qualities
requirements of MIL-F-8785C are met within the operational envelope.
3.

Operational State InI (minim=m safe operation).
degraded flight control system performance, safety
which permits safe termination of precision tracking
tasks, and safe cruise, descent and landing at the

The state of
or reliability
or maneuvering
destination of

original intent or alternate but %here the pilot workload is
excessive or mission effectiveness inadequate.
Rhases of the

intended mission involving precision tracking or maneuvering cannot
be cimpleted satisfactorily.
The level 3 flying qualities
requirements of N4L-F-8785C are met.
14.319

4.

Operational State IV (controllable to an immediate emergency
landing). The state of degraded FCS operation at which ccntin=
safe flight is not possible. However, sufficient control remains to
allow engine restart attlpts, a controlled descent and emargency

landing.
5.

Operational State V (controllable to an evacuable flight condition).
The state of degraded FCS operation at which the flight control
system capability is 3limited to maneuvers required to reach a flight
condition at w-ich crew evacuation may be safely accomplished.

Additionally, flight control system functions are classified according to
their criticality as follows.
1.

FssentLal. Ioss of function results in an unsafe condition or
inability to maintain ECS Operation State III.

2.

Flight phase essential.

3.

Noncritical.

Loss of the function results in an unsafe

condition or inability to maintain FCS Operational State III only
.asm.
&zing specific flight p
Loss of the function does not affect flight safety or

result in control capability below that required for FCS 0peration
State III.
Flight control system requixements are provided in the follwing areas:
1.

Manual flight control system reqirements (piloted flight) -- must

meet the general flying requirerents of MIL-F-8785C

(or other

appropriate specifications) and the special perfoquane requiremerts
of the procurement detail spc.ification.

2.
•

itcmaJlc flight control system perfomance re*uiements
a.
Nttitbde hold (pitch and roll)
b.
aaading hoad
c.
HIeading select

d.

Lateral acceleratiou and sideslip limits (AS engaged)

e.

Altitudle hold

f.

g.

Mach hold
Airspeed hold

h.

Automatic navigation

n.
o.

Gust and maneuver load allrviation
Automatic terrain following

p.

cbntrol stick steering

i.
k.
1.
m.

Automatic instmuert low approach system
Flight load fatigue alleviation
Ride mo thing
Flutter mspression

W, 32L

3.

Gmveral flight control system design

a.

Redund~ancy

d.
e.
f.

Trim controls
Stability
operation in turbulence

g.

System arrangement

b.
c.

h.
i.
4.

Failure immnity and safety
System operation and interface
Wanmup
1.
unts
Die
2.
3. Mode xpatibility
Failure transients
4.

Residual oscillations
System test and monitoring provisions (BIT)

Manual flight control system design
Augmentation system cmpatibility
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Control cntering, breakout forces and freeplay
J•-xersion to backup modes
Oontroller kinematics
systems
h ia
etrical systems

5. ktsmatic flight control system design
a. Interface provisions
b. Rwzency pxovisi=
i sment reliability

6.

Mission acc

7.

Flight safety

8.

Su-vivability (all engines out)

9.

Invulnerability

a.

b.
c.

Natural envirowents
I. Sand and dust
2. Pxq
3. EItreMa temperatures
4. Humidity# corrosion ~and icing

5. Altitude
6. Ombined tmrerature and altitude
Lightning strikes and static atnrsphexic electri ity
bInd emvinxvmnts (projected for ftissiOW
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.*

Acceleration
Vibration
Noise and shock
Ptessure

E1ectrcrmadtc iterrence
ilear radiation
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d.
e.
f.

Onboard failures of other systems and equipment
engine or engine pair)
Maintenance error

(critical

Pilot and flight crew inaction and error

10.

&intenance provisions

311.

Structural integrity

12.

Subsystem and camponent design requiremnts
a.
Pilot controls and displays
b.
Sensors
Signal transmission
c.
Signal corputation
d.
Control power (hydraulic, electrical and pneumatic systems)
e.
f. Actuation systems
Cmponent design, fabrication and installation
g.

Methods for demonstrating compliance with the requirements
specification fall into the following categories:
1.

Analysis

2.

Inspection

3.

Test

a.
b.
c.

of the

Laboratory (including piloted simulations)
Airplane ground
Airplane fli vht

To the maximum extent possible, compliance with quantitative requirements
shall be demonstrated by actual tests. lie specific ground tests required
prior to flight are discussed in Paraga1ph 14.5.1.
Refer to MIL-F-9490 for detailed descriptions of the requirements- of the
specification. A background document is provided for more information as well
as the history and rationale behind each specification.
14.6.4.3 NSW Requirements. The requirements of MIL-F-8785C are not well
suited to the evaluation of modern, highly augmented aircraft wftich do not
respond to pilot inputs with classical second o,-der short period or Dutch roll
To ovrcome the inadequacies of the specification when
characteristics.
dealing with these aircraft, several new criteria have been proposed during
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the past several years. Two of the criteria are the equivalent lower order
system approach and the banawidth criteria. Several other criteria are
available, such as C*, Neal-Smith and time response characteristic envelopes,
and are useful as design criteria.
14.6.4.3.1 Equivalent Iower Order Systems. 7he equivalent lower order
systems approach attempts to fit the Bode gain and phase angle plots of a high
order augmented aircraft transfer furction (aircraft pitch rate response due
to a pilot stick force input, for exmple) with an equivalent lower order
transfer function (a transfer function which nearly matches the Bode gain and
phase angle curves over a wide range of frequencies, typically 0.1 to 20
radians per second). 7he approach concentrates on those characteristics which
greatly influence aircraft handling qualities - the short period, Dutch roll,
and roll mode paramters. Once the equivalent lower order system is obtained,
the requirements of MIL-F-8785C are applied to the aircraft parameters, such as
short period danping ratio and natural frequency, as identified from the
equivalent lower order transfer functions.
Classical aircraft dynamics theory provides a second order transfer
function relating the aircraft pitch rate response to the elevator deflection,
which is of the form
(S)
e ~

4

K

(s + lIT 0

s2 +~=2cpwns+.

(14.107)

whre I/T0 is a parameter which relates to the aircraft's load factor change
a2
to an angle of attack change (n/a) as
V(1/T2

a

.

g

2

where
K is the aircraft elevator effectiveness, MIe

is the short period damping ratio
AC
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(14.108)

Wn., is the short period natural frequency

n is the load factor change
a is the angle of attack change, in radians
V is the true airspeed, in feet per second
g is the acceleration of gravity, in feet per second squared
TIhe above equation is limited in its ability to match phase angle shifts
of an actual aircraft transfer function which are due to the caopensators,
actuators, integrators, filters and other eleme-ts present in the flight
control system. The equivalent system procedure augments the equation with
"the addition of a time delay factor to introduce phase lag without affecting
the gain characteristics. 7he resulting system transfer function is

2) eýTs
""0 (s+ 1/T 8
S(s)
7=.
nsBp

(14.109)

anp

%here r is the equivalent time delay, in seconds.
Flight test data obtained by the System Identification fram Tracking test
procedure (see Paragraph 14.5.4.2.3) is provided to a comuter program (MCNG
FIT) currently available at the Air Force Flight Test Oenter (and to be
provided with the revised NIL-F-8785C) to obtain the equivalent lower order
system transfer function. Aequiremnts are being established for the time
delay parazater (IL-F-O87850 places a Limit on the apparent time delay as seen
by the pilot).
The advantages of the equivalent lower order systems approach include the
retention of the current MIL-F-8785C requirements with minor additions to
account for the equivalent time delay due to the flight control system
dynamics. The data on aircraft handling qualities obtained through years of
inflight experimentation are retained.
the effective time delay has

significant efficts on the flying qualities of aircraft. 'This approach is not
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yet completely accepted by the aerospace industry. Much disagreement exists
concernir the best way to achieve the curved fit to the actual aircraft
transfer function. References 14.10 and 14.18 through 14.20 discuss the
theory, curve fitting scheme and proposed reuirements.
14.6.4.3.2 Bandwidth Criteria. The bandwidth requirement is a task oriented
criterion motivated by the hypothesis that each aircraft task can be
accomplished wal1 if the aircraft has good response characteristics over a
This is
sufficiently wide range of pilot control input frequencies.
essentially wat MIt-F-8785C attenpts to achieve through open loop test
requirements. It is especially applicable to highly augmented aircraft.
The beauty of this approach over the equivalent lcwer order systems
method is that the data obtained fram flight test using the System
Identification from Tracking test procedure can be used directly without
further o1puter analysis.
Two criteria are specified - an equivalent time delay to account for the
higher order dynamics of the aircraft and the barlwidth of the aircraft

transfer function. The banxdidth is calculated two ways. 7he frequency and
gain w1hre the ;ham angle is -180°, w180 is determined. The frequency at the
due
gain which is 6 db above the w180 gain is defined as the bandwidth LL-..
cy at a plus mrgin of 450 P
and is defined as the bandwidth due to the phase margin.
to the gain magin.

7he f.Laq

is fou

The lesser of

is the bardwidth of the aircraft (Figure 14.209).
TO determine the level of oampliance with the proposed MIL-F-8785C
d.
ZTis is cmoputed using
crite.ria, the euiivalent time delay i& also
the formla
1€2c 180 + 180)

"p
Iiere

"2(57,37
-

.

•8O)

18080
angle at twice the frequency where 18
¢2w 10is the phase

angle occurs.
NO
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Figure 14.210 shows an example of the proposed bandwidth criteria. The
advantage of the ban&ddth criteria is its simplicity of application, both for
the flight control engineer and the flight test organization. The basic
assumptions of the criteria are widely acxepted in industry, but saoe
controversy exists as to its exact application, espeially the lack of any
specification on the control sensitivity of the aircraft (gain margin
criteria). References 14.10, 14.21 and 14.22 ccntain further info=ation.
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Flight Tst Data Anajlyss.

14.6.4.4.1

&fwx Tacki

Syste.

identification Ftrn Trackirg.

System Identification

(SIFT) is a flight test data analysis technique for evaluating

the pilot:-in-the-loop handlirq qualities of highly augmented aircraft.

Normal

stability and control flight test parameters are recorded by the onboard data

ampuisition system during pilot-in-the-loop,
Stracking

mission oriented,

precision

xmaneuvrs (open loop sinusoidal stick pumps - frequency qeeps - may

also be used,

but tracking tasks are usch preferred).
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The data are analyzed

in the frequency domain (using the Fast Fourier Transform

-

see

eference

14.24 to obtain frequency response transfer functions). 7he transfer function
data of the combined aircraft and flight control system, can be used to verify
aircraft ccmpliance with the proposed flying qualities requirements using
either the equivalent lower order system approach or the bandwidth criteria.
The preferred maneuver for obtaining this data is a constant angle of
attack,

Mach,

and altitude,

high gain air-to-air

tracking

task.

Good

frequency content in the pilot inputs a.d controlled test conditions are
important to aoquiring useful data. Use of the rudder is required if
directional axis data are desired.
The quantitative test data, in the form of time histories of aircraft
motion, control surface positions or flight control system parameters acquired
duzing the test maneuver are analyzed using the Frequency Response Analysis
prcgram available at the Air FEorce Flight Test Center (Reference 14.27).
is
program uses a Fast Fourier Analysis scheme to provide user specified Bode
plots. 7hese Bode plots may be specified as the airframe aeredynamics (pitch
rate due to elevator input transfer function, for example), the flight control
system (elevator deflection due to pitch rate feedback signal transfer
function), the overall aircraft (pitch rate due to pilot command input) or
same other ouponent or subsystem In the flight control system (elevator
actuator displacement due to electrical signal input) . An advantage of the
ode plots identified through SIFT, versus aerodpmic data obtained through
parameter identification tests, is that the actual system is identified
directly rather than using a "best estimate".
The quantitative data obtained during tracking tests have been extremely
valuable in isolating the cause of handling qualities deficiencies. An
example occurred in the F-15 flight test program. A two to three rmil pitch
bobble was observed during precision tracking maneuvers.

Classical stability

and control tests did not uncer the problem. Once observed, wveral
attempts to isolate the cause of the pitch bobble and correct the prcblem
failed. The SIFT technique isolated the pitch bobble frequency at twice the
- -Dutch
roll frequency by analyzing the augmented aircraft pitch rate due to
elevator input transfer function Boe diagram obtained during precision
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Stracking.

7he problem was found to be a cross-coupling of the
lateral-directional dynamics into the pitch axis due to the rolling tail.
Cnce isolated, the problem was corrected through flight control system
redesign.
14.6.4.4.2 Dynamic Parameter Analysis. The dynamic parameter analysis
relies on identification of aircraft stability derivatives from flight test
data by using specialized test inputs and maneuvers. Stability derivative
data is obtained by reducing flight test data using a maximum likelihocd data
reduction scheme (References 14.22 and 14.23).
Flight test determined stability derivatives are used to update
analytical models (transfer functions) of the aircraft for improved flight
control system design and analysis and to improve ground and airborne
simulations of the aircraft and the flight control system. The updated
aircraft transfer function data can be used to conduct an analysis of the
augmented aircraft and a ocmparison of the results can be made to the
requirements of MIL-F-8785C.
the SIFT method is greatly preferred over the
Dynamic Parameter Analysis technique for flight control systen contractual
compliance verification and handling qualities evaluation.
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Problems
14.1.

A-7D Pitch CAS Analysis
The block diagram of the pitch CAS for the A-7D is shon in Figure 14P.1.
The aircraft transfer functions for several flight conditions are presented in
Figure 14P.2. The aircraft rnonal acceleranter sensor is located 8.78 feet

abead of the center of gravity.

LAG FILTER

a(LBS)

F-

o.•1
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ACCIEROMETKR GAIN

ACTUATOR
2
-47-26

0004

+

(RA

+

+

q

FIGU= 14P.l.

A-7D PIT

CHOML AUWNZT=

SYSTEM.

For the flight conditions assigned:
1.

Dete=rm the units of each gain in the block diagram. The units at
each swuiri juntctn must be om •atible. It is not unomz1n to

find errors in the block diagram.

1hese exxors are usually

unit oonversim errors and result in gain errors by factors oft, 32.2
feet per second squared (gravitational acceleration) or 57.3 per
radian (angular -elationship).
Hint:
The units of the
awcelerf eter gain is deg/g. It may be helpful to try to convert
the block diagram to one which uses acceleat~ions in g's and angular

parawters in degrees. A determination of the nunber of degrees of
"elevator cmnarwded per unit error of accelerai.io or pitch rate may
reveal unit conversion errors.
2.

From Figure 14P.2, detrmine the aircraft transfer f•wctior for the
flight condition to be examined. Tie pitch rate and acceleration

at the center of gravity are the two transfer functions of interest
in this analysis.

Ccmmnt om the open loop pitch attitude (uhat the

14.330

pilot observes) response of the aircraft. Plot the pitch attitude
response of the unaugmented aircraft to a one degree elevator input.
Include the actuator dynamics in the analysis. Label the units of
the response curve obtained from the ccqpiter.
3.

Determine the acceleration transfer function at the accelercmezter.
Use the root locus program technique discussed in class for
combining the transfer function zeros. Two hints: a) only the
gain and zero locations of the acceleration transfer function change
to account for the acceleromter location, and b) the output of the
accelercmeter is in the same reference frame as that used by the
pilot (positive acceleration up). It may be interesting to plot a
root locus of the zero locations as a function of the accelerometer
location to realize uhy the accelerometer is located ahead of the
center of gravity. Determine the center of rotation of the aircraft
longitudinal axis. The proper sign of the accelerurter output may
be obtained by multiplyirn the acceleration transfer function by a
factor of -1 to change the reference from positive down (aircraft
body axis system) to positive up (pilot load factor reference
frame).

4.

Determine how the pitch rate feedback loop affects the
characteristics of the aircraft. Allow the feedback gain to vary
and plot a root locus for this loop. Comment on the root locus.
Determine the closed loop pitch rate transfer function for the inner
pitch rate loop at the design gain. Find the pitch rate augmented
short period and ptugoid natural frequencies and dawpig ratio to
aid in your discussion and analysis of this loop. How does the
effect of this loop on the A-7D capare to the discussion of the
effects of pitch rate feedback presented in paragraph 14.2?

5.

Find the aircraft aoceleration transfer function for the
accelercmeter location for the pitch rate augmented aircraft.
Detennine how the acceleration feedback loop affects the augnented
roots found in part 4. Plot a root locus for the acceleration loop
and owment. Determine the closed loop transfer function for the
fully augmented aircraft which relates the pilot stick force to the
aircraft load factor. Determine the augmented aircraft short period
and phugoid characteristics and compare to the unaugmented aircraft
characteristics. Does the aircraft weet the level 1 requixements of
HIL-F-8785C (short period and phugoid modes), where
nV(/T2
CL

g

What is the effect of the lag filter and wtiy do you suppose it is
included in the system?
6.
t, Vaugmented

Plot the tine response characteristics for the augmented aircraft,
including the aircraft load factor, pitch rate and pitch attitude
responses, for a 3.22 pound pilot stick force input. Compare the
aircraft pitch attitude response characteristics to the
unaugmented response. The response magnitude of the two responses
may differ since the characteristics of the mechanical flight
14.331

control system were not included in the analysis (the amount of
The
elevator deflection per pound of pilot force is not give).
danping and natural frequency characteristics, as well as the
response rise time, settling time and overshoot characteristics, are
accurate.
TABLE 14P. 1.

MACH AND TRUE AIRSPEED CNVERSIONS

Altitude
(feet)

Mach

True Airspeed
(feet/second)

0
0
0
15000
15000
15000
15000
35000
35000

0.25
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.1
0.6
0.9

279
670
1005
317
635
952
1164
584
876

T-38 Lateral-Direction Axis Analysis
An engineer has suggested retrofitting the T-38 with an aileron-rudder
Your task is to analyze the
interconnect in addition to the yaw SAS.
proposal presented in Figure 14P.3, and provide a recm erxation to the SPO on
whether to inpleent the proposed configuration into a flight test vehicle for
further evaluation. For simplification, your analysis will be perfo•red at
Your task will be to carpare the
only one assigned flight cendition.
perftonce improvments afforded by the proposed system over the existing
14.2.

system and determine if these inprovements are sufficient to warrant further

requirements of MtL-F-8795C sheuld be considered
T
system evaluation.
during your analysis and discussion.
The aircraft transfer function data is provided in Figure 14P.5 and
14P. 6. The yaw rate feedback gain is scheduled as a function of the dynamic
pressure (Figure 14P.8) and, for the design proposed in this study, the ARM is
included for all flight conditions and the gain set at the value presented
in the block diagram.
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ACTUATORS
(DEG)

1 025
0

AM

rOr

(DEG)

SIC)

FIGU= 14P. 3.

1.

T-38 LLA2rDIRECTI(N AXIS NCLUDING AN
AIfLEO-RUDDER wnnEA=U1

With the pilot flying feet-on-the-floor plot the umauqented
aircraft sideslip angle response for a one degree aileron pulse
input (rai

(for the u

tqte

aircaft, the ART gain is zexo).

The lnpulne input may =ae closely

mate a pilot aileron input

than a step oxmmand sine t•e step ocmuard results in continous
rolls and may exceed the validity of the linear analysis. Cament

on the aircraft resonse characteristics.

Deteoine the Dutch roll

frquency and da•upiq, the roll mode time oovrtant and the spiral
nxxe time oznstant. Ompare these results to the requiremnts of
MNrF-8785C.

Does- the aircraft possess proverse or adverse yaw

characteristics?
2.

Plot a root locus of the aircraft yaw SAS loop as the
fesiack gain varies. now are the characteristic modes of
the aircraft affected? Determine the closed loop transfer
which relates the aircraft yaw rate to the pilot ru&ier

yaw rate
otatin of
function
ocrmunnd.

Fitd the Dutch roll drpirq arnd frequet,y, the roll mode tins
canstant and the spiral aode time constant for the augsnted
aircraft and
omruae these to the
a
characteristics and Mtl4-F-8785C.
3.

Using the generalized analysis techniques presented in Chapter 3,

determrne a gmeral transfer function for the closed loop transfer
aileron ccmaru irpi.
Sine the d m
r of this transfer
fwnction is the characteritic equation of the auigented aircraft
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and is tj, sawe as that found in part 2, only the ntmerator need be
found fran the matrix equations. L-clude the ARI effects in the
general expression and reduce the expression to its sinplest form.
4.

If the ARI gain is zero, detenvine the numerator of the transfer
function relating the sideslip angle response due to en aileron
commnand input
-singthe root locus progra'n tecnue discussed in
class to caobine the two parts of the transfer function numerator.
It is difficult to find the required coupling numerator terms needed
for the analysis using the transfer functions provided by Figures
14P.5 and 14P.6 and the coupling term definitions presented in
Paragraph 14.4. The equations of motion provided in Appendix A and
the dimensional stability derivatives of Figure 14P. 4 should be used
for this purpose. Determine the sideslip angle response of the
augmented aircraft due to a pilot aileron pulse input. Compare this
response with the response obtained in part 1. Fember to label
your plots obtained from the cmputex. Does the aircraft Possess
proverse or adverse yaw characteristics? How much adverse or
proverse yaw is generated per degree of aileron input (use the
maxnt imitial sideslip excursion to determine this value)? How
does this compare to the unaugnented aircraft sideslip excursion?

5.

For the ARI gain set to the design value, repeat the analysis of
Part 4. Tba effects of the ARI may be easily included in the
analysis by vndifyiW the transfer function relating the sideslip
resqxxse due to a pilot ailerm command ire* contaired in Part 4
wsing the root locu program technique. Does the aircraft
•o•sess
proverse of adverse yaw? How much yaw is generated per degree of
aileron nuvt? How d•oea this cimar to the urauaanted atxcraft
resqe and to the aupmrnted atteraft noneum withlut the ARI?
%hat is your assessmat of tha val
of the ARI at the flight
condition ehmluatad? Sro1d the ARM be i4 orated into the T-38
fleet?

tomally the effect of the yw& •
and the ARI on the aircraft roll
rense would also need to be wmxodine (h.r,
these effects may be ointted
for the purposes of this analysis). T7hv& effecLs may be determined using the
saw analysis procedure outLuined
by finzirg the transfer function of the
auqwnted aircraft uhch relat,s the aircraft roll rate to the pilot aileron
command (step 3) and thmi a oUlihing steps 4 and 5. An aileron step
camand would be umd to detenrmne how the steady state roll rate of the
aircraft is affected by th y dawper and the ARI.
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FIGURE 14P. 4.

6

Note:

LATERAL NONDIMNESIONAL STABILITY DERIVATVES MR THE T-38

Data are for body fixed centerline axes, cruise ccnfiguration
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FIGURE 14P.4 (CONTINUED)
LATERAL DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES FOR THE T-38

Note:

Data are for body-fixed centerline axes, cruise configuration.
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TRICAL PARAMERS FOR THE T-38

FIGURE 14P.7.

Note: Data for body-fixed centerline axes, cruise configuration
S

= 170 ft 2 , b = 25.25 ft, c = 7,73 ft

W = 10,000 lbs, m - 311.0 slugs, c.g. at 23% MAC
Ix =

4,400 slug--t 2 , Iy

=

30,000 slug-ft 2 , Iz = 34,000 slug-ft 2 , Ixz

=

0
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AILERON LATERAL TRANSFER FUCTION FACTORS FOR TIL T-38

FIGURE 14P. 5.
Note:

Data for body-fixed centerline axes, cruise configuration
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RUDDER LATERAL TRANSFER FUNCTICN FACTORS FOR THE T-38
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APPEMIX A
AIRCRAFT TRANSFE E!NCTIGNS

4A.1

EQ,

ONS OF MOTICN REVIE

The aircraft stability derivatives are normally presented in two formats.
Aerodynamic wind tunnel data usually presents a plot of the nondimensional
stability derivative value versus airspeed or Mach for normal (ig) flight
conditions (stability derivatives may be plotted as a function of angle of
attack or sideslip for spin or departure analysis).
The nondimensional
stability derivative equations of motion making the usual ass'umtions are:
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&umtimea noim-nional stability derivative data are tabulated as a ftuntion
of anqle of ettack and Mach to cover the entire aircraft flight envelope.

Euations of motion for other than 1 g flight can be obtained ftm this fownat
given the anqle of attack ooirresponding to a particular load factor,
Dinensional stability derivative data are usually the fonmat found in
textbooks or ?SA publi-hed aixcraft stability and omtrol data reports. The
_dimenional stability derivative equations are
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The NASA publications (references 25 and 26) also tabulate the aircraft

transfer fwactions directly, as will be discussed later.

A.2 TRANSFER FUNC(ICNS
If the Laplace transform of the above equations is taken, assuming zero
initial conditions, and the equations are written in matrix notation, the
following equations result (in terms of dimensional stability derivatives for
the aircraft body axes system):
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If the stability axes system is used, then
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VA cos a cos $, but assuming a and 8 to be small, then the
In reality, U0
above relation is valid. A reasonable assumption for small angles of attack.
Transfer functions in terms of angle of attack can be found as
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so that the above matrix equations are all that are needed for transfer
function derivation.
The transfer function for
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can be found, using Cramer's rule, as
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ure the detrmnant in the dcmid tor yields the characteristic equation of
the unaugmented aircraft. Similar derivations can be used to find any single
input, single output transfer function for the longitudinal or lateraldirectional axes.

Often, in the analysis of coupled axes, such as the lateral-directional

axes, a coupling term arises in the closed loop transfer function. For
instance, when a transfer function relating roll rate to aileron input is
desired for an aircraft with a yaw damper engaged, the coupling transfer
function which arises accounts for the simultaneous deflection of the aileron
(by the pilot) and the rudder (by the yaw damper).
The coupling transfer function is found as
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%here both control colunms are substituted into the apprpriate output
The dencninator yields the
parameter columns to find the nimerator.
characteristic equation of the aircraft.
Sometimes if three controls are available, such as using vertical canards
in addition to the ailerons and rudder controls, anu:.e. " -:upLing term arises

of the fom

a

¶vc

r

S•which

is found by substituting all three control coluxlS from the control
matrix into the appropriate motion parameter columns.
It is often convenient to express the transfer functions in the body axis
system, especially for control system analysis,

since the sensors on the

aircraft are usually fixed to the aircraft.
A.3 DIMESICNAL STABILITY DERIVATE DfINITICOS
The definitions of dimensional stability derivatives, in terms of nondimensional stability derivatives, are presented in Table A.1.
A.4 BODY AXES TRNSFOMTICNS
The stability axes system stability derivatives are related to the body
axe

.

system stability derivatives as show in Table A.2.

A.5 DATA PRESENTATICN
iazples of three fonmats used to present aircraft transfer function data

are shown in Figure A.1 and Tables A.3 and A.4 for the lateral-directicmal
axes of the A-7A.
TIe data presented in Figure A. I can be used in the ndr

onal

stability derivative equations. The data pceseted in Table A.3 can be used
in the d
onal stability der ivative equations. Both approaches yield the
same transfer fnwtions. The data in Table A.4 is presented in transfer
Auwtion format already (body azes system in this case).-
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is the numerator for roll rate due to aileron deflection.
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.denotes real axis poles or zeros.
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denotes damping ratio and natural frequency of poles or zeros.
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SThe

units are
p

radians per second

.6a

radians

p

degrees per second

6a

degrees

or

since both the input and output parameters have similar units.

If the input

and output parameters have different units, as is the case in the transfer
function

a
then the units are

ay

feet per second qarmed

6y

radians
r

If in doubt about units, always aasme radians for angular para•eters.
A.6 TRANSFER FUNCION DERIVATION FM FLIGHT EST DATA
The use of flight test derived aircraft stability derivative data, using
dynamic paraneter identification flight test techniques (see Section 5.4.3.2
and Reference 23) frequently requires an estimate of certain stability
derivatives (those which influence the aircraft p*mgoid characteristics) Em
the aircraft lift and drag curves. This is necessary since the flight test

techniques are scxexsul in identifying those stability derivatives which

,

influence the short period characteristics of the aircraft, but are not
successful in identifying those stability derivativies which are due to
airspeed or drag variations. Generally, the identification of the lateraldirectional stability derivatives is more cmplete. Figures A.2 and A.3
preside useful information when deriving an aircraft model using flight test
derived data.

Refer to Reference 2 (Pages 19 and 112) for more details.

TABLE A.1
MSIONAL STNBILIY DtIVAT1VE DffIN1LTT(xS
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7he same symbols are used for body

-

and stability-axes dimensional

derivatives. Note: Prior to using these definitions for the derivatives that
follow, check the units to ensure the same normaizing factor has been used.
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TABLE A.1 (continued)

DMEICAL STASILITY DERIVATIVE. DMNITIC4S
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TABLE A. 1 (continued)
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TABLE A.2
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TABLE A.2 (continued)
TRANSMFMTICK OF STABILITY AXES DMIVATIVES MO BODY A.XVS
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TABLE A.2 (continued)
TANSFOMATIaK CF STADILITT AXES DERIVATIVES TO BODY AXES
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TABLE A.2 (continued)
TRANSMWTICN CF STABILITY AXES D]MIVTIVES TO BODY AXES
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TABLE A.2 (continued)

TRANSFMTICN OF STASBILITY AXES DEI•,7ATIVES MO BODY AXES
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TABLE A.3
LATERAL DIMETSICAL DERIVTIVES FOR THE A-7A

Note: Daft are for body-fixd centern am% clean exible arplane
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TABLE A.4
AILERON LATERAL TRfltRN

UNION F.ACMO1

FOR THE A-7

Note: Data are for bo•.y-fixed centerline hxes, clemn flexible airplane
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TABLE A. 4 (continued)
AU2 W IAT.NAL TPMWSF
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FACIMtOS F(R T1E A-7

Note: Data are for body-fixed centedine axe, -lean flexible aphlne
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FUGHT TEST DATA.
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DEFINITIONS AND TYPICAL VALUES FOR 1C=IIJDINAL
N(nIMESINAL STABILITY DEIVATIVES
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APPE2DTX B
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LOOP TAW'SE

•.CTION

LAR4IXN

Determining closed loop poles and zeros of a control system transfer
The following general rules
function can often be coniusing (Figure B.1).
apply.
B.]1 NO POLES OR ZEROS IN OPEN LOOP TRANSFER FNCTICN CANCEL
If no poles or zeros in the open loop transfer function cancel, then the
zeros of the closed loop transfer function are determined as
a.

The zeros of the forward path transfer function, G(s)

b.

The poles of the feedback path transfer function, H(s)

if
m

G(s)

'IF

(i"
s-zj

:
jPj'

(...) and H(s) =

K -B
- P1B

then the zeros for the closed loop transfer function are
q

m

The closed loop transfer function gain is always the product of the
gains of the forward path elements.

B. 1

COMBINED FORWARD PATH
TRANSFER FUNCTION

+

E(s}

C(S)

H(G)
COMBINED FEEDBACK PATH
TRANSFER FUNCTION

FMM

SIMPLIFIED FEDBACK CCtZL SYSMI

B. 1.

The closed loop roots are obtained from the root locus analysis of
G(s)H(s)

and correspond to the roots at the open loop transfer function gain

B.2 POLE IN'FORWA PMA

CANCHIM BY ZERO IN FEDBAC PAT

If

a pole and a zero in the open loop transfer function cancel,
where the pole is part of the forward path transfer function and, the
zero is in the feedback path transfer function, such that

G(a)

NGC)
(9 + a) D=
G(s)
rs

(s)

so that
Nr (s)
G(s)

*(s

+ a) Da(; S

rLNG (s) (s+ a)%d (s)"
+ (s + a)DG(s)DH(s) -

(9 + a)NH,(s)

then

NG(s)
D,(s)
G(SS(S
CL

+ a)DG(s)DH(S) + NG(s)N (S)

-(S

It is apparent that the zeros are determined as in Paragraph B.1. However,
the canceled pole in the open loop transfer function appear. in the
denominator of the closed loop transfer function as a distinct root of the
closed loop characteristic equation. The other poles are found, as before,
fran the root locus analysis of
G(s)NH(s)
NG

G'(s)H'(s)

DG (s)DH (s)
B.3 ZEW IN PORN

PATH CWCU

IN THE PMB4CK PATH

BY LE

If

a zero and a pole in the open loop transfer function cancel,
where the zero is part of the forward path transfer function and tbc
pole is in the feedback path, then

G'(s

+ a)N, (s)
DG(s)

(s)

H(s)

a
a(P

+ a)PH(s)

so that

(a + a) NG (s)

G(s)

D s
CL

(a +a)NG(s)NH(s)1

+ DG (s)(s + a) DH (a)
and

(a+ a)N,(s)N,(s)

G(s)
CL

DG (a)%(S) + NG (s)NHs

B.3

It is apparent that the zeros of the closed loop equation include the canceled
zero to the first power. The numerator contains all the zeros of the original
forward path transfer function, but excludes the canceled pole in the feedback
path.
B. 4 POLE AND ZERO CANCEL ICICH ARE BOTH IN THE POWAPD PATH OR BOTH IN
THE FDBACK PATH
If a pole and a zero which are both in the forward path cancel, or
if a pole and a zero which are both in the feedback path cancel, then
neither the pole nor the zero appear in the closed loop transfer function.
For example, if
(s + a)_NG_(s)

G'(s) -

(s+ a)DG(S)

(s + b)N.(s)

and H'(s)

-

(s+b)H(s)

,((s

+ b)D(s)

then
G((S)

)
N (s)DG(S)
G"(s)D"s)• (s)
N•GS)NH(

B. 5 MULTIPLE POLE AND ZERO CXA~T~IaCNS
If a slight variation of the previous situation occurs,, such that
G'.o)e(s

+ a)aNG;y(s)

and HI (s)

G(s)j

*(s

(s + b)oNH(s)
+ a)D.d 57

(s + a)NG (s DHd (S
D,
(s + b)DG )(s)
0 sN~s

which is a cctrbination of Rules B.2 and B.3. it is advisable to perform a
simple analysis , slimilar to the analysis of this appendix,, when in doubt about
the caiosition of the closed loop transfer function zeros. The poles of the
closed loop transfer Zunction are always obtained from the root locus
analysis, except as noted above where a canceled pole appears in the closed
loop transfer function also.
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APPENDIX C'
QULXTATIVE FLWm TESTING

eC.1

PURPOSE

Qualitative flight testing determines the maimum amount of information
in the minimum amount of flying time in order to evaluate an aircraft with
respect to its entire mission or some specific area of interest.
Qualitative flight testing has essentially the same purpose as quantitative flight testing, i.e., to determine how well the aircraft flies and how
well it will perform its designed mission. To accurately evaluate an aircraft
fran quantitative data requires analysis of large amounts of precisely
measured data. The best a pilot can hope to do on a qualitative evaluation is
to measure a limited amount of quantitative data. Thus, the test pilot' s
opinion on the acceptability of the aircraft is the important result and
measured quantitative data (when available) Is used primarily to support this
opinion. Quantitative values of stick forces measured with a hand gage, for
example, should be included in the report to support the pilot' s opinion of
acceptability. Estimates of stick forces can be made if no reliable measurements are available or qualifying terms such as "heavy", "medi=Wmi", or "light"
can be used to 'describe the forces. The point is that the difference in
evaluating an aircraft qualitatively and quantitatively is a matter of degree.
"Use what you've got." Pilot opinion supported by measured data is prImary in
qualitative testing, while the reverse is true in quantitativA testing. The
general rule is to first decide hcw well the aircraft does its job and then
use the quantitative data you can get to support your opinion.
C.2 PI= OPINION
Naturally, all pilots will rot have exactly the same opinion regarding
the acceptability of a particular aircraft characteristic. No two people
think exactly alike. However, the opinions of pilots with similar experience
and background will usually not differ greatly, particularly with respect to
the capability of an aircraft to perform a specific mission. In other
respects, such as cockpit arrangements, the opinions may vary more markedly.
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For this reason, it is inportant for the qualitative test pilot to be as
objective as possible in his evaluation. Gaides which specify military
requirements, such as MIL-STD-203F and MIL-F-8785C, should be used wherever
possible to establish acceptability. However, mere compliance with a set of
requirements does not necessarily yield a satisfact-ry aircraft. The priazry
question is "will it do the job?", not "does it meet the specifications?"
C.3 MISSION PREPARATION
A very Limited anount of flight time is normally available for a qualitative evaluation. To acquire the information necessary to write an accurate
and coaprehensive report on an aircraft in this limited time requires a great
deal of preflight study and planning.
The preflight preparation for a qualitative test is extremely important.
It is almost ibpossible to put in too nmrh time in planning for the flights.
The anmunt of information acquired in the air will be directly proportional to
the amount of preparation put in on the ground. A pilot who doesn't know what
he is looking for is not likely to find it, and to know exactly what to look
for in the evaluation requires considerable knowledge of the aircraft and its
mission.
The precise mission of the aircraft is Inportant in determining what
specific investigations should be made in the evaluation. All fighters, for
instance, do not have the same mission, and the characteristics of particular
iportance may not be the same. The roll characteristics of an air superiority fighter would be more important than for a long range strategic fighter,
and the specific test plan should take this fact into account. Expected
outstanding characteristics or weaknesses should also receive particular
emphasis. Of course, the evaluation must be conducted within the cleared
flight envelope of the aircraft, and the amount of flight time available may
limit the numter of altitudes, airspeeds, and tests that can be investigated.
However, concentration on the extremes of altitudes. airspeeds, etc., and the
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areas dictated by the primary mission will provide the best approach to the
test planning.
An outline of the test to be conducted and the various altitudes, airspeeds, and configurations to be used will aid in organizing the flights and
planning the flight data cards. The points included in the outline should be
compatible with the time available for the evaluation but it is always wise to
overplan the flight and include more than seems possible to accomplish in the
allotted time. Leave yourself the option of skipping the less important parts
of your plan if time or fuel runs short. The sequence of tests should be such
that as little time as possible is wasted. With proper planning a continuous
flow from one investigation to the next is possible.
C.4 FLIGHT DATA CARDS

.

Before planning the flight data cards, as muwh as possible should be
learned about the aircraft. Study the pilot's han•ook if one is available,

discuss the aircraft with the engineers, or with other pilots who have flown
it, and get adequate cockpit time. V.e more the pilot knows about the aircraft and the more comfortable he is in it, the more thorough the evaluation
will be. A pilot hof doesn't know the aircraft procedures, both normal and

•ergency, or who has to spend most of his time in the air looking for controls or switches will not be able to do nmuh evaluating.
The flight data cards should be self explanatory and should include all
the points to be investigated during the flight. They should he designed so
that a mininm of writing is required in the air because tine will not be
available to write down more than a word or two about each point. Pemwi*r,

however, to provide places in the flight plan to write down these necessary
ccmrnts. Numerous forms for the data cards are possible but completeness and
legibility are essential.
Figures C.A through C.4 present some possible formats and ideas for
flight evaluation cards.
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QUAI. EVALUATION

-AIRCRAFT
LOCATION_______

DATE___

CONFIGURATION______________

CALLEION______
O.W._____

Op
CG......%

IMPORTANT MISSION LIMITATIONS
BATTERY POWER TIME____

j

={ICTIME________
IGNITION TIME_______
TlMp.ý...TIME______
_ _ _ _
TIME _
(TERMP

S

TAIL______

FUEL LODAD

GALUPS

MAXIMUM AIRSPEED________
MAXIMUM MACH ________
MAX G (S)
MAX G (5)
WY
____WY

__

____WY

___

___

MAX 0 (5)
MAX 0 (A)
MAX Q(A)

____WT.___
_

_

__

WY

FLAP SETTNGOR
0 ONM.U~
RPm

+..~

11GT

:t____

PP

NIL
RPM

amA

.n

S.....
OT

OIL P.FF~PP_

_

HYD

_______

TONGUE

_

OILP

±
.
NOZTOWIT..IS..P_______
MAX CANW11PY SEEDm
MIIAX NUS SPEED

TOP/TIPIM OVERSPED__________

MAX TAXI MID
LINE UP CHECK

Ce I.MI"h%

RPM______

____
__10T_

A"A

AGA

-- TO____

STO4E UIMITS
AIRSPEED0
0LIMIT

S

zoo___
ERG.ULMITS

.OILP.
4.l

NEGATiVEI G. UIMIT

TOP/TI___

_

_

_

GE1AR UMITSIPED______
ýl
FLAP SCHED

2____________
3

FLAP LsMITSPE______
EJETIN NVLoPEISAN

NO LIFT OFF_________
MAIN GEAM TIO

ASIALT

FXG=R C. 1.

A

_

_
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FlIGI

CAR~D

A. Suppot Equpmnet

4. Overhead Penal

1. Pows Unit
Tpe

a. Engine Controls
system Controls
W1,10hes

capsaft

2. Other

Gusrts

Ughts

8L Cargo CompartMnmt

1. Entrunc
2. Egress
3. Syste•msAccessublity
4. Other

Aceulbllllty
Pow Idenuflosion
Conf"ion PItok
Ammgement

C. Plight Deck
1. Crew Statlons
a. Pilot

b. Remarks
& Side Pmnels

Se Adjustment

a. Switnhe

Cleerenc

Cft

wfion

igs

Rudder

Pedal AdJustment
--sionc
Other

b. RearUks
L POMht Conuol
a. ROdder
Sfomeot Porce
Th-•

b. Copllot
neosame

a. PUGeM

Clow""sc
Sop

d. Nav4gstW
L lastremstt

P

Ad%"

Gronecg
Re,4.hqu, eevol
a. tasghtteskurneats

hSea

c. EWgnenanaea
Ned.
~

IL4A**6

Geomfls.

OlIWno

t
o"%*

c.Coowuie
1 400ero Sroak400*116

L04
c. ~ ~

A PoWN
e

.aS

~

~

C

WeigghSo

5. Vibration
a. Nclse
b. Air vent deliectors

"c.Ventliation/heatini
6. Control Required To Maintain Proper Taxi Speed
7. Remarks:
D. Pre-Take.Off (line up at even 1,000 feet and check W/V)
1. Flight Control Check With Boost Operating
a. b/o force
b. rate
c. deflection
d. slop

e. friction
Trim Set_

1. Flaps sot
3. EngIrio Poww Check
a. Acceleration
Idle

to

_

...

8ec.

(MRP)

Asymmettr
Overshoot_
b. Ittablloed condltionv OAT

a

RM

Thumf.,

Trquel

4-

4. Srake Hold At MIL PWR

5. Fuel reading_______ lbs. W/V____________ Moa.
E. Take-Off. (Use fMognt data on knee board)
1. Start Time Form BRAKE RELEASE TO START CUM,

2. Brake Release Action
3. Directional Control. Rudder l.ffective_._______
.
.
4. Elevator Effective (nose wheel off)

5. Aileron Control,--.....

k!.
.k

kte.

43. T.O. Distance
ft. Lift-Off Speed
7. Control Forns.
.___ _
PitchT__m._..__..
8. Tem.Out- Raise Gear
__
sec.
Time__

- _.

-

kta. Time

"as.

Yew
Trim
0. Trim-Out. Raisa Flaps
Time

00c.

Trim______
10.
11.
12.
13.

Acceleration to MINIMUM CONTROL. SPEED
Acceleration to Climb Speed (1,000 ft)
Visibility and Pitch Angle ..
Remirks:
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WIT1VE £

tWUATICM FLI.TW CARMD

F. Climb (MN

,'

to W/V).

Pitch Angla,.....
2. Record: PUEL at START CLIMB_
TIME

A/C

HI Vi
4M

12M

,._______14M _ _ _
__....
.__OM________.

TI

% RPM

_.

TORQUE

_. ......
.

...
____________

........

Wf

TPT

....

20M

_____24M

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

________16M__)P___________________________

"030

32M
PUESL at LEVOL-OFF

3. Check CoWn Priesuflieon:
21G
25M
30M

*ote any fluctuatlonaot smojs.

4. Cabin Maea Advequwc
a. Nu* glue
'

0. Rftmanw
0. Crt4a
I. Vnix

a. HI..._
b. OAT
d. Fft. Contrwoe.
a. RPM _
f. T~qu ...

h. WT__.__.__
L. FUEL
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TIVE EVALUATION FLIGHiT MW.

2. Dynamics (HI
a. Phugold
1. Trim
..
2. SeC/ye
b. Porpoise Mode. Input
e. Spiral stability
1. wRYi
2. LP" "9/
3. Remarks:

vi

Hote Control Position

l Wi

V,.21

M1

0Damping

-

cycle

ampi.
e
sno.

________

d. Dutch Roill
1. RT sideslip s/c_____
Rail_______ Yaw_______
Damping........0.4)
(2)
_ 3
2. LFCT sideelip s/c____
Roill_______ Yaw____
Damping
0¶)
(2)
(3)
3. (1)Norm (2)Demper Off (3) Rudder Powswr Off.
t. Short Period
1.* ixted P1 .Og) Damping.
1. Fixed (-1..Cg) Damping
3. Free (1,09) Dampino
4. Free (-I fta Damping
5. Remarks:
3. Maximum Range Dite
0. "1
VI
b.RPM
Torque_
Amarilw
Ro

OAT
_____ TPT

FUEL_____
WI______

4. *Maemo Check,. 141 ~
.
Vi
a. Engine .lwtdown. No.
1. To"eto featheir_________ con"ro Was
2. Procedue, eft:
b.. Engine %~eeu
1. 'Time to Normal power
Burg*
2. Procedure, eto;
a. Antllolng/de4olng system
i . Full operation effect on engines 2. Nea glass

_Trim_

_____

3. femaukao
d. OYUIATM opueton...

e.Preftmdtlo/haating

5. Emergoncy, Desent, Hi
Vi
.
a. Time from crulse to start deecent______
b. Procedure: 0 and F
Clean
c. Time
from C11to"I..
d, Visibility
Pitch
a.Romatitm
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(initia)
Peatxto
at Vi_______
control_________

EVALUTWIOt4 FLIGHT CAPDS

S. Static Longitudinal Stability and Performanco HI____________________
a. Acceleration check Trim at Max Range VI
1. Deca to VI
- iordtro4 Force *(Trim totting)
2. $peed/PwrVI
Fk1APMTq
TIT
OAT____
SpeedPwr VI
-~
P M ...
Tq
TIT_ __
3. Acceleration, (RESET TRIM), Time/IC0 kts (MRP3) Initial VI
10
20
30
40
so
60
70
s0
V/S_
_ ft/tmin. Control forces/gradleut
4. Remarks:
FUEL____________
b. Trim Changes: NI
-VI
1. Control boost off
on_____
2. Runaway Trim: Kiev_______ All_______ Rud______
S sec delay (build-up)
c. Turning Performance and Aileron Rolls. Cruise. (Build-up). FULL DEFLECT
1. OWC Time 34W
V,,,
HI______
2. 45 ft- 4PRt(FUQ Time for 0
3. 4V Rt - 4 Lft (FIX) Time forgO__________________
HNI______
4. 00' 0, Time 36'
-VI
5. 459 ft - 4W (FIX)Timefor 9W
6. 4W R - 450f (FIX) Timefor OW
7. 6W' 0,Time 3W.......
VI
HI_ ____
6. 45 Lit -450 Rt.....
(FIX) Time fcwOW6'__________
0. 450 Rt - 45 Lit (FIX) Time forgOW____________________
POWER APPROACH
10. 4W ft - 4VRt(VFIX)Timefor 9W
11. 45-Rt - 4- Lft(FIX) Timefor 9W.
d. Spiral Stability PA HI
VI
Pwr_______
1. Rt0io'
4/
"a. (W/-2).
2. Lf1.10
.(42).
(/ e.Phugold (HIi CJ
I. odelips, TRIM (L)HIý
VI
1. 111
-%....... Fr-....... Fe Its
dr..........., do
do____
2. Ltt.
, Fr______Pa___
__F.........dr
da
de___
TRIM (CR) HI
VI
4. Ltt......, Fr-...... is --Fs-...... dr____ do do____
5. 0.E. wilth rudder (Pickup wing)6. Remnarkam
FUEL__________
...

-

7. Stalls, Oro"s Weight-

a. CR 1.09 TRIM Vi.
b. CP 2.0g TRIMl
c. Remarks:

N.i Trim_____
....

....

Vi

Vw.~.....__
w_____"I

vs____

d. PA 1.0g TRIM VI
Vw........V_____
V#
b. PA 1.5g TRIM VI______ Vw_____
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_ Ni______
HsI_ ____
HI______
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(CONTIME)
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71

S. Asymmetrlo Power- Ill
a. Climb configuration (MRP, Climb VI, Trimmed-out)
NTC
Feather
No. 1 Eng. Rudder Free, 2 as.
Deceal to 1.4 Vsl.
kts. 0•and sideslip
(Cond. permitting chek 2 out on one aide)
b. T.O. Configuration at VW, Gear and T.O. Flaps (168 kts.)
Poll 1 and 2 and decelerate holding 0 - ZERO.
vi

.

..

. Check 9 -

51 and SIDESUP - ZERO.

o. ATlMn control speed fall 3 and 4, Fr_ •
_
. Pa_
Fse
TRIM OUT HANDS OFF AT 1, 2 Vsl
d. Remarks:
9. Boost OFF Operation HI
Vi
a. Asymmetric Control I and 2 idle, 3 and 4 MRP
b. Response....
Fr
.
a. Remarks:

.....

Pwr
... Fa

Fs

10. Descent
a. CR Configuration Vi
V/S____..
....
1. Visibility
Attitude_______________
2. Engine operation at Idle______________________
3. Pressurization, systems, etc.___
_______________
4. Rem*r&s:
b. L Configuration VI
1. Visibility
2. Engine operation at Idle______

....

V/8
Attitdde

3. Remarks'

11. Trim Changes Trim at Placard Speed, PLIF
a. Flaps to 60%Vi
_
,
HI
b. Gear DOWN VI
HI
c. Flaps to 100% Vi
Hi

d. Power to IDIyVI
e. Idle to HRP VI

"I.

Trim

Aft........rt

f. Gear UP V.
g. Flaps UP Vi

Trim

V/S1
V/e

1a. Asymmetric Power Go-around
a .....
Out, Ps VLi
b. Fr_______
Fe._,

a. Remarks:

PLF/TrIm
PIP/Tdm
PLF/Tdm

.....

Trim
Trim
.

HI.
_

.

Fe

Pwr_
Response and Control

13. Gnearel Comments Plcw to Completion of Plying.
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H. Approach and Landing
1. Pro.Iending checkc Operating Weight
Fuel Weight
Alt Setting
Landing GR WT",
W/V

Be Flare Speed

Runway

(Pilot Pwv and Stoee Touchdown speed
(Copilot Allereons) VSL
2. Traffic pattern:
a. Visibility
b. Power response
c. Remarks:

Control

3. Landing:
Control
Response
a. Flare
__Characteristics In ground effect
b. Float ___
Noaewheel off
a. Touchdown
Steering
Broke*
Reverse
d. Directional control with ailerons
e. Stopping distance

Grd Idle

4. Remarks:
I. Poetflight and Shut-down
1. Normal procedures. esm and time to amoemplish
2. Coordination
3. Fuel________
4. Flight Time
5, Squawks
J. Reveluate Cockpit and A/C In General
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i4
........
TOD 8TART.
"TOD FINISH________

EXTERNAL INSPECTION

Remarks:

COCKPIT EVALUATION
1. sase of Entry

La ;dsr

Cileps
Location of Instruments and Controls
Adjustment of Seat and Controls
Comfort
Ease of Identification of.
Switches
Controls
Emergency Devices
Warning Ughte
6. Egress-ground and Airborne
BEFORE STARTING CHECKS
Remarks
Complexity:
2.
3.
4.
5.
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STARTING ENGINES

Fuel

_

-TOO_

_

Compexih'.
Ground Support:
Equipment...
Personnel

.
.

BEFORE TAXI CHECKS
Estimated Break-out Force
Longitudinal +_#
Lateral+
-. #-.
Diroctlonsl+

.

.....

TOD_______
#

--

_#
___-

Sc
Sec
eso Retractin

Trim rate (Longitudinal) Aft
Fore
Flap Extension
TAXIING
*

90c

Puril
TOD_....
RFAM rMq to mov__

_

Visibility
Steering

N.W,,8.

Brakes
Visibility
Power required
Runway temp ___

SFIGURE
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RPM, fuel/flow
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TAKEOFF

Fuel .#TOD

-

Do brakes hold In MIL PWR
Yes
No
Symmetry of broke release
Directional control
Rudder effective speed
knots
Ease of rotation
Uft-off speed
knots
Estimated T/O distance_
_
_
_
feet
Gear up time_
_ _ sec Flaps up time_
_ _
Tdrm changes Landing gear + ,
Flaps +Are placards hard to exceed?
Yes
No
Visibility during T/O and Initial Climb
Adequacy of T/O trim setting:
Speed stability during acceleration:
CuM$
Fuel
Control during climb
Longitudinal
Directional
Lateral
Climb Schedule
5000 ft.
.69IMN
S60
10000ft.
.I91MN
510
15000ft.
.90IMN
470
20O0 ft.
.90IMN
430
2000 ft.
.910IMN
390
30O0ft.
.91SIMN
360
35000 ft.
.921MN
320
30000 ft.
.921MN
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_
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FLIGHTl CARDS

LEVEL OFF

Fuel

#TOD_____________

EASE
Attitude Change

o

CRUISE
start

90% RPM.
Fuel_..
..... _

Sideslip:

Cto

Hvy
Hvy

Cno

Dutch Roll

Periodsee
Damping

HW

Med
Mod
Med

Lt
Lt
Lt

Cycles to Damp
CRUISE cont
39,000 ft.
.86IMN
PlO Tendency
Yes
No
Short Period
Cycles to Damp
Period
Do controls have dynamic tendency?
Yes
No
Aileron Rolls:
tOo
R

%/ deflection

._

sac

L.

Adv. Yaw

secsec

_ee.....

Full deflect.

.86IMN (recommended cruise)
TOD
Unear?
Yes
No
Yes
No

se"

rn..o***.t*..****a.***DAMPERS

OFF

Unear?
Sideslip:
Dutch Roll:

PlO Tendency
Short Period:

F==UR
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Cto

Hvy

Med

Cno
0

H

Med

Lt
Lt

Period__
_____sac
Damping
Hvy Med Lt
Cycles to Damp
Yes
No
Cycles to Damp
Period __

TYPICAL F3HTER AIRCRAFT QUUI=TATIVE
(2 hour flight) (CWTIN.1ED)
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Yes

No

Yes

No

e

EVALUATION

FLIGHT CARDS

DAMPERS ON

----

-'~

Fuel_
_
Med
U
Hy
Speed brake trim change
Extend
Push
Pull
Push
Pull
Retract
.9 IMN
MANEUVERING FLIGHT
Fuel__
9
Initial buffet
9 n.
Heavy buffet
Med
U
Hvy
Stick force
No
Unear
Yvs

TOO______

Flnilh:

39.35,000 ft.

g

ACCELERATION TO 1.2 IMN it 38,000 ft. (trIm .9 IMN)
Fuel .____
start:
se
NB Ught L ..
.s
R_.
# Push
Pull
NB Trim Change
,
Stick force gradient
Transonic trim change
Finish fuel .TO
CRUISE 1.18 IMN
Start

TOD

35,000 ft.
Fuel

.

TOO
Unear?

Sideulip:
Dutch Roll:

PlO Tendency

FIGURE C.3.

Cf•
Hvy
Cno
Hwy
Period
Damping
HWy
Cycles to Damp
Yes
No

Yea

U
U

Med
Mod

Yes

No
No

0se
Med

U

TYPICAL FIGTRM AIRCRAFT
(2 hour flight) (CONTINUI)
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CRUISE cont 1.15IMN 35000ft,
Short Period:
Cycles to Damp
Period
"
"-

sec
DAMPERS OFF

-"
Unear?

Sideslip:

CHVy
CHvy
Period
Damplng
Hwy
Cycles to Damp
Yes
No
Cycles to Damp
Period

Dutch Roll:

PIO Tendency
Short Peilod:

Med
Mod

LU
U

Yes
Yes
9"c

Med

LU

sec

~~~~ ~~~DAMPERS ON
Aileron Rolls:
W deflection
Full defiect
Finish: Fuel

_

t9o
R L
be....
ee

_

No
No

---

pp..

*tm

Advers Yaw
ee
se
TOD

SPEED RAKETRIM CHANGE 1.1-1-.11 UN
Hvy
Med
LU
Extend
Push
Pull
Retract
Push
Pull
MANEUVERING FUGHT
1,1 IMN
35435,000ft.
.
.
Fuel
Initial buffet .9
HIvy buffet
Stick forHe
Unear?
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Hvy
Yes No

Med

2

U
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DECELERATION TO 210 knots 30,000 ft. (Long tstt)
Slick Force gradient
p

... t

-------------------------...

30,000 ft.

210 knots

CRUISE
start:

TOD

Fuel Hvy
C1
Hvy
Cno
Period
Hw
Damping

Sidealips:
Dutch Rolls:

Med
Med

U

Yes

Lt

Yes

No
No

80c
U

Med

Cycles to Damp
No
Yes
Cyolee to Damp
Pelod

PIO Tendency
short Pedodc.
ft

~

~

~

$e0
DANPEM OPP

--

---

ClIesOls NYW

Med

U

Yes

No

Hvy
4

Med

ui

Yee

No

Cn
CRUISE

-

210 knot at 30,000 ft,

60c

Period

Oufth Roll:

DampIng

HN MWd U

Cwoieto amp
PIO Tendency

Yes

Sown Perlods:4
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C.5 GENERAL TENIQUES
The cockpit evaluation can normally be made wh&ile getting cockpit time
prior to the first flight. MIL-STD-203F specifies the standard cockpit
arrangement for the various types of aircraft in considerable detail and
should be used as a guide in making the cockpit evaluation. However, a
sumuary of some of the points to note may prove helpful. These include ease
of entry, comfort, adjustment of seat and controls, location of basic flight
instruments, size and legibility of instruments, accessibility of switches and
controls, ease of identification of switches and controls, location and
identification of emergency switches and controls, methods of escape (both on
the grcund and airborne), and general impression of cockpit layout.
Several points should be observed and recorded during the start and while
preparing the aircraft for flight. These should be weighed against the
aircraft's mission requirements. An all-weather interceptor, for example,
should be capable of fast, uncomplicated starts to meet its alert and scramble
requirements.
Starts for other types may not be so critical; however, no
starting procedure should be unnecessarily complex or confusing. Evaluation
of the start should include: complexity of start, time to prepare for start,.
time to start, external power and ground muport equipment required, ground
personnel required, and time fram start to taxi. The system checks and normal
procedure requiretents from start to taxi should also be evaluated.
An evaluation of the ground handling characteristics can be made while
taxiing. How nmh power is required to start moving and to taxi at the
desired speed? Is braking action required to prevent taxiing too fast? Is
the visibility adequate? Is the directional control satisfactory? Is the
braking action satisfactory? N4iat is the turning radius of the aircraft?
Does the aircraft require any auxiliary equipment such as removable wheels,

escape ladders, etc? Is there any problem with clearing obstacles with any
part of the aircraft?
The takeoff distance may be difficult to determine without assistance
from outside personnel, but an estimate should be made using whatever aid is
available such as runway distance markers.
Use the recumended takeoff
procedure; don't try to make a maxion performance takeoff. The normal ground
roll will be of more interest than the minnu possible. Some of the other
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points to note in the takeoff include: ability of brakes to hold in military
power, directional control during ground roll. rudder effective speed, nose
lift-off speed, visibility after nose up and during initial acceleration and
climb, force required to raise nose, any over-controlling tendencies, airborne
speed, adequacy of recammended takeoff trim settings, time to retract gear and
flaps, trim changes with retraction of gear and flaps, any tendency to exceed

gear or flap speed limitations, effectiveness of trimnLing action during
acceleration, and any distracting noises or vibrations.
The in-flight techniques differ very little frcn the techniques used in

flying quantitative tests. However, it generally is not necessary to be as
precise in holding airspeeds and altitudes. To do so would only waste time
because differences caused by variations of a few hundred feet in altitude or
a few knots in airspeed will not be qualitatively discernible. This is not an
endorsement for being lax in flying the aircraft. Just don't waste time with
precision that will not contribute to the evaluation of the aircraft. If
speeds are critical, such as in the climb or in the pattern, then maintain
them as closely as possible. Otherwise, use good judgment in determining how
close to an aim condition it is necessary to be and fly accordingly.
If the climb rate of the aircraft is relatively slow, it may be possible
to get same stability information in the climb, i.e., stick pulses, sideslips,
etc. Most present day fighter aircraft climb so rapidly that this may not be
practical. If so, just record climb performance data (time, fuel, and indicated speed) at intervals of approximately 5,000 feet. Start the time at
brake release. Intercept the climb schedule at a comfortable altitude and
attempt to fly the recamnended schedule precisely. Continue the climb only as
far as necessary to meet the objective of the flight. Unless climb performance is of primary importance, this will probably be to the altitude selected
for the first series of investigations. General aircraft characteristics
should be observed during the climb. How difficult is it to maintain the
recommended climb schedule? Are the control responses smooth, too fast, too
slow? Is visibility adequate? Is there any buffet, vibration or excessive
noise? Are the ventilation and pressurization systems satisfactory? Are the
normal procedures ccuplicated or excessively distracting? If dampers or other
artificial stability devices are provided, check the applicable characteristics with them ON and OFF.
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The altitude selected for the first series of stability investigations
may be at the- tropopause since this is where the aircraft will probably have
its best performance. However, if the designed operating altitude is considerably higher it may be advisable to select an altitude at or near the airc-aft's operating altitude. The stability maneuvers performed will be essentia-ly the same at all the altitudes and airspeeds selected. These shculd be
sufficiently spaced to assure discernible qualitative differences in the
aircraft's characteristics.
The stability characteristics investigated should include longitudinal
and directional static stability, longitudinal and directional dynamic stability, aileron rolls, and maneuvering flight at several different airspeeds and
altitudes. An investigation of the transonic trim changes also should be made.
All the dynamic characteristics should be checked with the stability augmentation devices, if any, both CN and CFF. With proper planning these investigations can be made in a miniaum amount of time. The longitudinal static
stability can be checked while accelerating to Vma,
for instance. Once at
Vmax, the aircraft can be trimmed for approximately hands-off flight and the
static directional stability checked by entering a steady sideslip out to
maximum rudder deflection (if the aircraft is cleared to that limit). The
periods of the dynamic modes can be timed using a stop watch or coumting the
seconds. Estimate the nunmer of the cycles to damp comletely or to one-half
amplitude, as tne case may be, for all the modes.
Approach the aileron rolls cautiously. Make sev-eral partial deflection
rolls before making any full deflection rolls. The time to reach 90e of roll
and the time to roll 3600 can be estimated using a stopwatch or again by
counting the seconds. It is advisable to make rapid reversals of ailtnan and
other rolling maneuvers if these can be expectod in operational use of the
aircraft. 1n1 rolling characteristics should also be checke.d in accelerated
flight as well as lg flight.
After completion of investigations at Vmx, a windup turn to limit load
factor can be made to check the mane.vexing stability (if the aircraft. Then
zocm back to the original altitude and repeat these investWqations at the
second airsped. The other altitudes and airspeeds can be checked in the same
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manner. Any differences resulting frau altitude or speed changes should be
noted.
If the aircraft is cleared for stalls, they should be investigated
cautiously in all configurations and types of entry. Deternine the approximate stall warning margin, what defines the warning and the stall, and the
aircraft characteristics in the stall and the recovery. If possible, determine the best method of breaking the stall and altitude loss in recovery frcn
several points in the stall.
If possible, check the tactical mission capability of the aircraft.
Simulated dive bombing runs or LABS maneuvers could be made for a tactical
fighter for example. All the information obtainable will be helpful in
writing an accurate and comprehensive report.
Fly the traffic pattern as recomnended and, if fuel permits, make a
go-around on the first pass. Note the power response, power required in the
pattern, airspeed control and sink rate, trim changes with gear and flap
extension, trimming action, buffet with gear extension, and general aircraft
feel in the pattern. On the go-around, techeck the trim changes with gear and
flap retraction and with drag device reaction. Don't forget to look at erine
out characteristics if tine and fuel permit. On the first landing in the
aircraft it is probably not advisable to attemt to get the minimun landing
roll. Make a normal touchdown and use normal braking action (use the
drag cliute if provided). Note the touchdown speed, tha effects of any crosswind, directional control, nose lowering speed, etc. As with the takeoff, the
noximl landing roll is of more importance than the minimm possible.
Review the flight while taxiing back to the parking area. m-evaluate
the cockpit, and attempt to determine whether the aircraft will perform its
design mission and is safe and canfortable to fly. Your opinion withi everything fresh in mind is probably the most accurate. Put everything you remember about the flight and your impressions of the aircraft down on paper
immediately after leaving the aircraft. Do this immediately and before
talking to anyone about the airplane or the flight. Waiting or discussing
points with other people may alter first hand impressions or cause imn&rant
aspects of the flight to be forgotten.
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C. 6 INITIAL FLIGHT REPCRT
The test pilot's ability to qualitatively evaluate an aircraft in limited
flying time is only part of the evaluation. His ability to cormunicate his
finding is an extremely important step that must not be neglected.
An
"Initial Flight Feport" should be written as soon as possible after the
flight. At the Flight Test Center this is accamplished on the AFFEC Form 365,
(Figure 5). The report should express everything learned about the aircraft.
A narrative form is normally used for qualitative reports. Comparisons with
other aircraft can be used to assist in describing the aircraft. Take care to
ensure that only aircraft familiar to most readers are used for ccmpariso..
Otherwise the coaparison will mean nothing to them.
Keep in mind the purliose c f the qualitative evaluation while writing the
report. Mere figures are noumally not enough to describe the stability of the
aircraft, particularly on a qualitative evaluation since the data obtained are
very Limited. Analyze the aircraft's characteristics in light of its ability
to perform its design mission, give opinions of the aircraft's ability to do
the job and support these opinions with the facts obtained on t1.e evaluation
flights. Com•cat on anything personally dislled but be objective in condemning any shortccinge. Jeawndatimos for specific chages in the aircraft
are to be included in the report. The exact manner in which the aircraft
should be fixed should not be specified or recwvended. The test pilot's job
is to evaluate Cie existing hardware and state what should be changed. It is
then the manufacturer's responsibility to detennine how to make the necessary
changes.
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